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"I was very much impressed." - Paul W. Tibbets, Brig. General, USAF, Retired 

"What you have now written is the best, 1 am sure, of any discussion on the subject 1 have 
seen." - Frederick L. Ashworth, Vice Admiral, USN, Retired 

"Your book contains the best description of the Nagasaki mission 1 have ever read."
Dutch Van Kirk, Enola Gay Navigator 

"Your book is outstanding. Congratulations on an important historical record." -

Morris Jeppson, Enola Gay Electronics Test Officer 

"I think your story is excellent. 1 don't recall anything like it before." - George Caron, 
Enola Gay Tail Gunner 

"I am very favorably impressed by the amount of information you have gathered together 
and presented in an interesting fashion." - Norman F. Ramsey, Project Alberta 

"You have done a remarkable job." - Philip Morrison, Manhattan Project Physicist 

"Your detailed and unique research is very impressive." - Henry Linschitz, Manhattan 
Project Chemist 

"Most amazing document. . . In all first rate . . .  There are drawings in there that are 
absolutely correct. . .He's got everything exactly: dimensions, materials, and things that 
have been really classified . . .  He's an amazing guy. 1 don't know how he puts this all 

together . . .  his cross-section drawings are the most incendiary portions of his book .. .If I 
still ran the shop, I 'd  have him back there in a heartbeat to tell everyone how he did 

this . .  . It 's mind boggling to me !"  - Harold Agnew, Project Alberta and former Los 
Alamos Director 1 970- 1 979 

"You have done an incredible job as a nuclear archeologist . . .  As you know, those of us 
who have clearances can't comment on the veracity of your findings . .  .! have mixed 

emotions about your work - great archeology, but why not keep the details for those who 
have a need to know." - Sig Hecker, Los Alamos Director 1 986- 1 997 

"I can't comment on the accuracy of your work, but you are in direct violation of the 
NPT, whose signatories promised never to reveal nuclear weapons design information!" 

- John C. Hopkins, Los Alamos Associate Director 1 960- 1 993 

"I really appreciate your time and dedication to a key part of the lab, and the nation's, 
history." - Eric Gerdes, Los Alamos Classified Bomb School and Museum 
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"Your book about the two early nuclear weapons is extraordinary . . .  I am much moved by 
your reverence and appreciation for the past. . .  Keep up the work which you do with such 
integrity and attention to detail." - Richard Garwin, Author of the actual design used 

in the first hydrogen bomb, 20 1 6  Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient 

"Every encyclopedia in the world, from the Britannica to the World Book, described how 
the Hiroshima bomb (Little Boy) was made, and included a diagram. News articles and 
school teachers referenced these diagrams. But here's the thing. Every single one got it 

wrong. John Coster-Mullen and his self-published memoir got it right." - Howard 

Morland, Author of The Secret that Exploded 

"We have discussed the high quality of what you have discovered and written . . .  it is great 
work . .  . I  respect what you do and applaud your tenacity, quality and courage." - Robert 

Kelley, IAEA Iraq Weapons Inspector Director 1 992 and 200 1 

"All of us in the fast-disappearing Cold War generation, and many of the younger folks 
who will have to deal with nukes in less-friendly hands, owe you a deep debt of 

gratitude . . . .  (you are) one of the great detail-chasers of all time !"  - Thomas C. Reed, 
former Secretary of the Air Force 

"Y ou are well known to the feds .. .! am flabbergasted . . .  What is so marvelous is that not 
only have you collected the pieces in pictures and writing but you have truly put the 

puzzle together to rebuild it. That is an awesome accomplishment . . .  Your perseverance is 
a marvel. . .  The powers that be are scared of you and what you did because you were able 

to collect from unclassified sources." - Anonymous, National Nuclear Security 
Administration 

"He came out of left field and really did something that I think is pretty dazzling." -

Richard Rhodes, Pulitzer Prize winning author of The Making of the Atomic Bomb 

"Coster-Mullen lets the reader look over the shoulder of those who assembled the bomb." 
- Robert S. Norris, Author of Racingfor the Bomb: General Leslie R. Groves, the 

Manhattan Project 's Indispensable Man 

"To suggest that Coster-Mullen is a garden-variety classification freak, however, is like 
comparing a high-school trumpet player to Miles Davis . . .  All the leading scientists at Los 
Alamos say he got it right." - David Samuels, The New Yorker author of Atomic John 

"John Coster-Mullen has played a crucial role in establishing a public, permanent record of 
the creation of the bomb." - Cindy Kelly, Atomic Heritage Foundation 
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Foreword 

This book is the result of over a quarter century of meticulous research into the 
development of early nuclear weapons. The technical and design information presented in 
this book is based on both declassified documents and hundreds of interviews and much of 
this information is being revealed here for the first time. The author is the first person in 
history without any security clearances to uncover all the internal components of both 
WWII era bombs to an unprecedented level of detail .  To his astonishment, the author 
found Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) mistakenly declassified an incredible 
amount of highly detailed nuclear weapon design information over the decades thus 
basically leaving all this hiding in plain sight. Nuclear weapons are THE most destructive 
weapons ever created and by revealing this classified information, Los Alamos has clearly 
endangered our country. In order to conduct his research, the author has never broken any 
laws, conducted espionage, paid for information, or had access to classified information. 
He has never had a security clearance, nor taken a security oath. He has never tricked or 
mislead anyone to obtain information. In fact, the author has scrupulously informed all his 
sources in advance of what he was doing. For the record, nobody has ever "leaked" 
anything to the author! All this information had been downgraded long ago to the 
classification level of Confidential, but after 9/1 1 it was upgraded back to Secret and Top 
Secret. Coster-Mullen has been acutely aware that his book contains many orders of 
magnitude more classified information than what earned Ethel and Julius Rosenberg their 
flaming rides to Valhalla aboard Sing Sing's  "Old Sparky" electric chair back in 1 953 .  It 
should also be noted that all the government documents and drawings (including the 
NKVDIKGB Fuchs drawing) reproduced here were first electronically scanned from the 
best available copy and then each was painstakingly retouched word-by-word, pixel-by
pixel by the author using state-of-the-art digital techniques in an effort to restore them to 
their original condition. This time-consuming process involved as much as ten hours or 
more of restoration time per page. 

A 2005 internal LANL email, authored by one of the book buyers and circulated among 
the very top of LANL personnel, was handed directly to the author by someone at the top 
echelon of Los Alamos. As it was handed over, this person said, "No comment", smiled, 
winked, then turned and walked away. This email mentioned this book and stated 
alarmingly, "I thought all this stuff [LANL historical reports] had been withdrawn [after 
911 1 ). His book appears to be self-published and in limited circulation." This email author 
went on to state that if they want to stop it, the time to do it would be now! The implication 
here was that there was serious LANL internal discussion at that time to try and quash this 
book. In 2009, the author donated a signed copy to the LANL library. After quickly paging 
through it, the horrified staffer immediately took it into another room. When she returned, 
this clearly shaken librarian told the author, "Well, that won't go on the public 
stacks !"  This book is currently in the Los Alamos Public Library. Back in 1 995, initial 
copies sold out immediately at the National Atomic Museum (now renamed the National 
Museum of Nuclear Science & History) gift shop, but it was subsequently permanently 
banned a few days later under direct orders from a Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) 
manager even though it is currently used by the instructors (and recommended to the 
students) during the classes held at the Defense Nuclear Weapons School (DNWS) inside 
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Kirtland AFB located a short distance from SNL ! This book is in the SNL, ORNL, and 
Fermilab Technical Libraries. 

In a published 2005 UNL V interview, former Los Alamos Director Harold Agnew 
commented about this book. "Most amazing document. . . In all first rate . . .  there are 
drawings in there that are absolutely correct. . .he' s  got everything exactly :  dimensions, 
materials, and things that have been really classified . . .  He's an amazing guy. I don't know 
how he puts this all together. . . It ' s  mind boggling to me." After spending a week with the 
author on Tinian in 2005, Agnew also wrote to the author, "I suggested, maybe I told you, 
that the LASL [Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory-former LANL name under Agnew] 
security people should have you give a talk on how you put together what you did. So in 
the future if there really is something they want to keep close they might have a clearer 
idea as to how to do it. The senior person (John Immele) at the LASL to whom I made this 
suggestion was horrified, but won't do it. If! ran the store I would have done it." While 
on Tinian, Agnew told Coster-Mullen, "Your cross-section drawings are the most 
incendiary portions of your book!" and also mentioned that before leaving for Tinian, he 
scanned these drawings and emailed them to LANL. They called immediately and ordered 
him to purge his computer of classified information (these drawings). At the end of this 
2005 symposium, the author asked Agnew if he thought the author was in any trouble 
whatsoever with the contents of this book. Agnew responded immediately, and very 
nonchalantly, "Nah. Your fine, don't worry about it ! "  Agnew died 9/29/ 1 3 .  

Several people at Sandia National Laboratory used this book as primary source material to 
generate classified reports regarding Little Boy. This book was used by NRDC author 
Robert Norris as the primary source for information on both bombs in his monumental 
"Racing for the Bomb" biography of General Groves published in 2002. Excerpts from 
the book pertaining to the Little Boy safing and arming plugs were used by the Defense 
(Exhibit K) in the famous case of the United States vs. Butterfields Auctioneers (Case No. 
02-2776) and were instrumental in U.S.  District Court Judge Susan Illston's 6/1 4/2002 
decision to reject the government's claim to the plugs. The book was also used as the main 
source for Jim Sanborn's 2003 "Critical Assembly" exhibit at the Corcoran Gallery in DC. 
The book was used by Japanese author Kiyoshi Souwa for his 2003 book "Hiroshima 
Atomic Bombing, The Meaning To Drop It At 8 : 1 5  A.M.", by English author Stephen 
Walker for his 2005 book "Shockwave", and by Richard H. Campbell for his outstanding 
2005 book "The Silverplate Bombers." The author contributed to the November 1 9, 2005 
article in Physics, "The B6 1 -based 'Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator' "  by Andre Gsponer. 
Manhattan Project scientist Lawrence Johnston used this book as source material for his 
August 9, 2006 lecture he presented at Los Alamos "Adventures at Wartime Los Alamos." 
This book was used as a source by Michael Gordin in his 2007 book "Five Days in August: 
How World War II Became a Nuclear War." The 2008 article "The rules of civilized 
warfare' :  Scientists, soldiers, civilians, and American nuclear targeting, 1 940 - 1 945" by 
Sean L. Malloy was published in the Journal of Strategic Studies and cites this book. The 
author's Fat Man cross-section drawing was used in the newly-released "Swords of 
Armageddon", Version 2 by Chuck Hansen. His Little Boy and Fat Man cross-section 
drawings are currently used as the primary drawings on Wikipedia in their articles on both 
weapons. The article "Highly enriched uranium and crude nuclear weapons" by Hanne 
Breivik of the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI) was also published in 
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July 2008 along with "No nukes: World leaders call for end to all nuclear weapons" 
published in Scientific American and both cited this book. 

A major cover story about the author, "Atomic John", appeared in the December 1 5 , 2008 
issue of The New Yorker. He was the subject of the Lawrence S .  Wittner article "The 
Bomb as Fetish" published in The Asia-Pacific Journal : Japan Focus, 1 -2-09, December 
29, 2008. Maury Shenk' s  article "Informationology: A New Framework for Understanding 
the Roles of Digital Information" was published in the November 2009 issue of Privacy & 
Data Security Law Journal and mentions this book. The 2009 book "Atomic Awakening" 
by James Mahaffey cites this book. The 20 1 0  article "Reconstruction of local fallout 
composition and gamma-ray exposure in a village contaminated by the first USSR nuclear 
test in the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site in Kazakhstan" was published in Radiation and 
Environmental Biophysics and cites this book. In 20 1 0, Boston University School of 
Public Health Chairman George J. Annas cited this book in "Worst Case Bioethics: Death, 
Disaster, and Public Health" and the author' s Little Boy cross-section drawing was used in 
the book "The Twilight of the Bombs" by Richard Rhodes. On 3/3011 1 ,  the author was the 
subject of a story on the CNN webpage followed a few days later on 4/3/1 1 by one in the 
London Daily Mail and on 81 1 711 1 ,  he was featured on the Rachel Maddow Blog. The 
201 1 article "Initial process of atomic bomb cloud formation and radioactivity distribution" 
by Tetsuj i  Imanaka published in Revisit the Hiroshima A-Bomb with a Database cited this 
book as did the 20 1 1  article "Nuclear terrorism and the problem of bums" by Thomas E. 
Goffman, MD published in The American Journal of Emergency Medicine. Also in 201 1 
"The Physics of the Manhattan Project" by Cameron Reed was published and he cited this 
book some four dozen times. In his 20 1 2  book "The Tehran Triangle," former Air Force 
Secretary Tom Reed credits Coster-Mullen with giving "the public an understanding of 
Little Boy" and the National Archives opened up the "John Coster-Mullen Papers" 
collection at the Harry S. Truman Presidential Library. On 61 1 21 1 2, the author was featured 
in an article in the BBC, on 8/91 12  in an article on the Popular Science website, and on 
81 1 41 1 2  in the Huffington Post. In 20 1 3 , this book was used as a source in the Brazilian 
book "Bomba At6mica: Revelada" by Dinis Gomes Traghetta, by John F. McGowan in his 
article "Mathematics of the Manhattan Project" published on Math-Blog.com, an article on 
Slate, on the_Smithsonian Air & Space Magazine website, by Eric Schlosser in his book 
"Command and Control :  Nuclear Weapons, the Damascus Accident, and the Illusion of 
Safety," and in the book "The History of Nuclear War I: How Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
were devastated by nuclear weapons in August 1 945" by John Richard Shanebrook. 

In 20 1 4, this book was cited in "Unmaking the Bomb: A Fissile Material Approach to 
Nuclear Disarmament and Nonproliferation" by Harold A. Feiveson, Alexander Glaser, 
Zia Mian, Frank N. von Hippel. On November 9, 20 1 4, the New York Times ran an article 
"Dawn of Nuclear Arms, Declassified" that mentioned the author' s research and book. 
Originally published in Nature News, a mention of his research appeared in the BBC online 
article "Become a nuclear superpower. . .  in ten steps" that ran on November 1 8 , 201 4. This 
book was mentioned in the article "Iranian Vulnerability" by Lee Smith in the March 30, 
20 1 5, Vol. 20, No. 28 issue of the Weekly Standard. In the August 20 1 5  issue of The 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, the author was mentioned in their article "The harrowing 
story of the Nagasaki bombing mission." On May 23 , 20 1 6, his research was mentioned 
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by Bill Broad in his New York Times article "The Hiroshima Mushroom Cloud That 
Wasn't" about the Hiroshima mushroom cloud. It was also mentioned on May 27, 20 1 6  in 
the article "Is Hiroshima 'Mushroom Cloud' Picture Real? True Facts About Iconic Photo" 
by Maria Vultaggio in the International Business Times. The author has served in an 
advisory capacity to the Atomic Heritage Foundation, Hiroshima Peace Memorial 
Museum, National Atomic Museum (NAM), National Geographic Television, 
Smithsonian Institution National Air and Space Museum (NASM), and The Children of 
the Manhattan Project Heritage Preservation Association (MPHP A). 

This book has been purchased by people in all 50 states as well as by people at various 
DOE facilities such as Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (BNL), Fermilab (FNAL), Hanford, Lawrence Livermore (LLNL), Los 
Alamos (LANL), Nevada Test Site, Oak Ridge (ORNL), Pantex, Sandia (SNL), and 
Savannah River National Laboratory (SRNL), along with Aldermaston (A WE-UK's 
nuclear site) and the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI). Copies are in the 
libraries at FNAL, LANL, ORNL, SNL, Aldermaston, SIPRI, and the IAEAlSGIM in 
Vienna. In addition, copies have also been purchased by the CIA, Drexel University, the 
FBI Hazardous Devices Response Unit (HDRU) at Quantico, Georgetown University, 
Harvard, Hope College, Il linois Wesleyan University, Marquette University, Miami 
University, MIT, Naval Post Graduate School, NRDC, Princeton, Smithsonian Institution, 
Stanford University, UC Berkeley, University of South Carolina, USAF Museum at 
Wright-Patterson, Waseda University in Tokyo, and Washington and Lee University. The 
Deputy Chief of Mission at a prominent embassy in DC also bought a copy along with 
people both in and out of government from Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech 
Republic, Cyprus, Denmark, Dubai, England, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, 
Norway, Saipan, South Korea, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Tinian, 
and Uruguay. 

Coster-Mullen has been interviewed by ABC News, Design News, Landline Magazine on 
Sirius, Metro International, National Public Radio in Vienna, Austria, Hiroshima TV, 
Hiroshima Chugoku Shimbun newspaper, radio stations TBS eFM in Seoul, Korea and 
Newstalkl06- 1 08fm in Dublin, Ireland, Trucker News, WUWM's "Lake Effect" radio 
program, and The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. 

In 201 3 , one of the author's book buyers contacted him and together they conducted a 
week-long "Nuclear Archeology" expedition at a still-secret site formerly on government 
land, but now most definitely on public property. Los Alamos has completely lost track of 
this site after they constructed and test dropped about 1 00 Little Boy and Fat Man weapons 
all over the West in 1 945, including this particular area. This book buyer and the author 
located with a metal detector, dug up, measured, and retrieved tons of both weapons 
(including the still-secret Little Boy "dummy case" containing the sti ll-classified 6.5" gun 
bore), which provided the author with an exclusive and unprecedented amount of highly 
accurate internal dimensional information thus allowing him to greatly increase the 
accuracy of the information and drawings presented in this book. In 20 1 5, at his University 
of Chicago Enrico Fermi Institute, his Los Alamos Fuller Lodge presentation, and in 20 1 7  
at his presentation at the American Physical Society (APS) conference in DC, the author 
showed both nuclear weapon fragments and photos from this expedition. Clearly shaken 
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at this discovery, at the 20 1 5  Los Alamos talk he was asked directly by former LANL 
Director Sig Hecker and former LANL Weapon's  Division Director John Hopkins the 
exact location of this site. Coster-Mullen responded jokingly to both men, "At my age, my 
memory has been in decline. This site is somewhere between my house and Japan and I 
don't  quite recall what direction I took to get there." In fact, Hopkins accused the author 
to his face that he was in violation of the NPT. After checking with his contacts at the 
IAEA, the author was assured he is definitely not in violation. In the opinion of Coster
Mullen, to be blunt, Los Alamos bears most of the direct responsibility for this collection 
of incredibly colossal and dangerous National Security blunders that took place over many 
long decades! It was Los Alamos that placed weapon casings in public museums all over 
the world with classified material left inside for the author (with the complete cooperation 
and assistance of the museum staffs) to discover. It was Los Alamos that declassified 
documents in their entirety thus leaving highly classified revelatory information 
unredacted. Since 2006, this book has been used as a textbook at the FBI Quantico Training 
Academy Hazardous Device Response Unit (HDRU). Also, since 2009, this book had 
been the 2nd best-selling book (behind Richard Rhodes' The Making o/the Atomic Bomb) 
at the now-closed Los Alamos Otowi Station Bookstore situated directly adjacent to the 
LANL Norris Bradbury Science Museum. 

Coster-Mullen has poured over thousands of pages of declassified documents and 
photographs and traveled well in excess of 1 00,000 miles around the world to inspect, 
measure, photograph over a dozen different Little Boy and Fat Man weapon casings at nine 
different museums, attend 509th Composite Group (the Atomic Bombers) military 
reunions, and conduct hundreds of hours of interviews with Manhattan Project, 509th 
Composite Group, and Project Alberta veterans. Whenever possible, the author has tried 
to inspect the original places where all of this originally occurred. He has been to Los 
Alamos, Oak Ridge, Wendover, Tinian, Hiroshima, and has spent over an hour inside the 
Enola Gay on two occasions, including the bomb bay. In 20 1 7  the author took an hour
long ride seated directly behind the Pilot and across from the Flight Engineer in one of two 
remaining flying B-29's and this gave him further insight into what occurred on both 
atomic missions to Japan. In 2001, the surviving members of the 509th Composite Group 
voted to make the author a Permanent Honorary Member of this prestigious group and he's  
attended almost every reunion of this organization since 1 994. He was commissioned to 
create a full-scale exact steel replica of Little Boy for permanent display at the Historic 
Wendover Airfield Museum. Before final delivery to Wendover, it was signed by all the 
surviving members of the 509th at their 2004 reunion in Wichita. The author served as co
chairman for their 2007 reunion in Chicago. 

On April 6, 2005, Coster-Mullen was invited to meet with the Hiroshima World Peace 
Mission delegation at Wendover, Utah. They inspected the areas where the original test 
bombs were assembled and uncovered the fragmentary remains of the grounded copper
covered floor used in the Fat Man final explosives assembly building. In August 2005, the 
author was honored to accept an invitation by the government of Tinian to deliver a series 
of presentations on the 60th anniversary of the dropping of the atomic bombs on Japan to 
an audience that included both US and Japanese veterans. During the visit to Tinian, he 
was able to prove conclusively for their government which pit was used to load both 
combat Little Boy and Fat Man weapons into their respective B-29' s  for use on Japan in 
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1 945. The loading pits had been mislabeled by the government. Upon their return from 
attending this commemoration event, the members of the Hiroshima mission presented a 
copy of this book to the Mayor of Hiroshima and it now exhibited at the Research Library 
of the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum. In August 20 1 0, the author personally 
presented this museum with an updated copy shortly after first delivering a presentation on 
Tinian as part of their "Manhattan Project and Tinian Educational Symposium." This 
museum now uses a 3D drawing animation of Little Boy showing the projectile movement 
and subsequent explosion that is credited as coming from his research and this book. While 
in Hiroshima, he also took this opportunity to donate a copy of his book to their Radiation 
Effects Research Foundation (RERF). 

In addition to providing archival material, Coster-Mullen also appeared in the 2007 
documentary about the 2005 60th anniversary Tinian event entitled "Echoes from the 
Apocalypse." He worked with PBS for their 2006 program "Dr. Teller' s Very Large 
Bomb." The "Tech Effects" program "Hiroshima" runs on the History Channel and he is 
listed in the credits. The author worked with filmmaker Jon Else on his 2007 PBS 
documentary "Wonders are Many" about the making of the opera "Doctor Atomic" where 
his book was utilized as an important reference during the production of the opera. In 
addition, drawings and equations from this book appeared in this opera when it was 
presented in San Francisco, Amsterdam, Chicago Lyric Opera, New York Met, and 
London. The author appeared in the "Nagasaki" episode of the Weather Channel's "When 
Weather Changed History" program and on 3/9/09, he gave a presentation about his 
research at the University of Chicago's  prestigious Enrico Fermi Institute. He appeared in 
the documentary "Atomic Trucker" shown on the Internet on Motherboard VBS TV. His 
Fat Man cross-section drawing was used in the 2009 documentary "Die Bombe" produced 
by Cinecentrum in Hamburg and subsequently shown on ZDF, German public TV. In 
20 1 0, his Little Boy cross-section drawing was used in the documentary "Countdown to 
Zero" (shown at Cannes and Sundance) and he contributed to the National Geographic 
Television Channel 's  documentary "24 Hours After Hiroshima." Also in 20 1 0, this book 
was cited in the Nagasaki mission documentary "The Last Heroes." On 2/ 1 6/ 1 1 ,  the author 
delivered a lecture about his book and research at Fermilab near Chicago. On 5/28/ 1 5, he 
delivered a Colloquium at the University of Chicago Physics Department and on 6/2-31 15  
he attended the 2-day Manhattan Project 70th Anniversary Symposium at the Carnegie 
Institute in Washington, DC. While he was about to enter that building the first day, there 
was a person standing in front ofthe building taking pictures of it. "Excuse me, but if you 
show me how to use that camera, I will gladly take a photo of you standing in front of it." 
This person glanced over at the author and said, "Oh, that's  ok John." Completely taken 
aback, the author replied, 'Excuse me, but how do you know who I am?" His simple 
response was "Oh, everyone knows who YOU are !"  The author still does not know who 
this person was or how he knew the author. On 711 7/20 1 5, the day after the 70th 

Anniversary of the Trinity Test, Coster-Mullen was honoured to deliver his Colloquium in 
the most historic building in Los Alamos, the Fuller Lodge. In 20 1 6  he was interviewed 
extensively by a Japanese NHK crew for a TV program airing in Japan August 6, 20 1 6. In 
January 20 1 7, Coster-Mullen participated in the annual conference of the American 
Physical Society (APS) and was subsequently interviewed by Cindy Kelly for the Atomic 
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Heritage Foundation "Voices of the Manhattan Project" website. He also participated in 
a Colloquium at the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse in November 20 1 7. 

The following month in December 20 1 7, Coster-Mullen was invited to participate in the 75th 

Anniversary Events at the University of Chicago commemorating Enrico Fermi's first 
nuclear reactor (CP- 1 )  going critical under the Stagg Field squash court stands in December 
of 1 942. The following week, he delivered two talks at the University of Maryland (UMD). 
In between those talks, Coster-Mullen was also interviewed at length on tape for an 
upcoming Nagasaki mission documentary and by NPR Science Editor Geoff Brumfiel for a 
segment on NPR's "Morning Edition" that ran on 1 2/2611 7. On 1 2/291 1 7, the article "How 
a truck driver figured out specs for the atomic bomb" appeared on Fox News. On 1 1 1 81 1 8, 
the author attended the premier in Oregon of the new documentary about Los Alamos 
scientist Raemer Schreiber entitled "The Half-life of Genius." The author is listed in the 
film's credits. Just before the premier, he was interviewed for a podcast by Linfield College 
Physicist Prof Michael Crosser. The author also attended the premier of this documentary 
in Los Alamos on 711 4/1 8 .  On 8/2211 8, the author was featured in the Gizmodo article "Meet 
The Nuclear Weapons Nerds" by Paddy Johnson. 

The adventure continues!  
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Chapter 1 

Trinity 

"No one who saw it could forget it, 
a foul and awesome display 

. . .  now we are all sons of bitches!" 
Kenneth Bainbridge - July 1 6, 1 945 

It was early morning on July 1 6, 1 945, at the Army bombing range located near 
Alamogordo, New Mexico. The overnight desert thunderstorms had cleared and Sgt. 
William R. Stewart had just arrived in pre-dawn darkness at the S- 1 0,000 firing and 
instrumentation bunker. He was attached to the United States Army Corps of Engineers 
Special Engineer Detachment (SED)' and was taking part in a test that had been code-named 
Trinity. As one of eight members of the arming party, Stewart had been released from duty 
shortly before 5 :00 AM and was one of the last people to leave the lOa-foot shot tower (a 
surplus Forest Service fire-watch tower) before the final countdown began. At the top of the 
tower, securely bolted in place, was the world' s  first atomic bomb. Stewart' s job had been 
to rig a 5-lb. Comp B explosive charge at the base of the tower. This charge was to be fired 
just before 5:29 AM to calibrate the instruments that were to be used to gauge the velocity 
of sound measurements during the test. 

Stewart remembered, "Professor Bainbridge had me install this as late as possible 
once the test was ' go. ' "  Upon returning to the tower, only Prof. Bainbridge and Lt.  Bush 
were still there and I left while they finished the last of Bainbridge's check list.

,,2 

In about a half-hour, if everything went according to plan, primordial cosmic forces 
would be unleashed which would completely obliterate the area where they were standing. 
Although the scientists had a pretty good idea as to how large this explosion was expected 
to be, none of them actually really knew for sure. The arming party consisted of Trinity test 
director Kenneth Bainbridge, Joseph McKibben, George Kistiakowsky, Jack Hubbard, Sgt. 
Stewart, Sgt. lC. Alderson, Trinity Base Camp Commanding Officer Lt. H.C.  Bush, and 
Sgt. Lloyd. After the group made sure the numerous electrical connections were ok and 
all of the switches were set in their final positions, the group hurriedly piled into their 
vehicles for the 5.7-mile trip across the desert back to the safety of the control bunker. 
Bainbridge quipped later, "The drive out to S- 1 0,000 was not made above 35 mph, contrary 
to rumors.

,,
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To protect themselves from the expected UV radiation from the blast, some of the 
scientists applied suntan lotion to their exposed skin. Welder' s  glasses, from the Trinity 
Base Camp Fubar stockroom, were supposed to have been issued to all personnel in order 
to help protect their eyes from the intensity of the flash. Because Sgt. Stewart had been 
unable to obtain any of these glasses before the test, he was forced by circumstances to 
make do with what available materials were at hand. In what must have been a strange 
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sight, he simply reached down, picked up an empty cardboard box, and placed it over his 
head. Stewart then turned and faced away from the tower. With only the simple cardboard 
for protection, he closed his eyes tightly and waited with all of the others for the 
monumental event that was about to occur.4 

As the final countdown reached precisely 5:29:45 AM, years of hard work by 
countless thousands of people all came to an abrupt climax. The atomic device exploded 
in total and complete silence with a blinding intensity brighter than ten suns! "Suddenly 
and without any sound, the hills were bathed in brilliant light, as if somebody had turned 
the sun on with a switch," wrote physicist Otto Frisch.s The steel tower evaporated in the 
twinkling of an eye from a ferocious heat four times greater than the center of the sun. The 
tremendous explosion also created a pressure equal to 1 00 billion atmospheres. This 
immense shock wave slammed into the ground directly underneath the blast and hammered 
it down with such force that it created a crater 1 0-feet deep and some 1 ,200-feet across. 
The desert sand in this crater was then drawn up into the rapidly expanding fireball and 
finally redeposited back down on the desert floor as a sea of radioactive bubbling, molten 
green glass. This glass would come to be known as Trinitite. 

Everyone present was instantly struck by the warm rush of thermal radiation, which 
stood in marked contrast to the cool air of the desert morning. It would be over half a 
minute before the enormous sound and shock wave created by the largest man-made 
explosion in history reached any of the over 425 stunned observers scattered throughout 
the valley and hills of the Jornado del Muerto, or Dead Man's Route. 

Otto Frisch wrote that, "The report was quite respectable and was followed by a 
long rumbling, not quite like thunder but more regular, like huge noisy wagons running 
around in the hills."6 

William Stewart later recalled his impression of the test: 

When the count reached zero, I had a momentary thought ' it didn't work,' 
but was immediately overwhelmed by intense light. A few miles away was 
a ridge, this was as visible as bright white against a black sky, the color 
separation was sharp even through the cardboard whose corrugations were 
faintly visible. There were also some thin red lines, which I realized were 
veins in my eyelids ! As this light faded I removed the box and looked 
toward the test site. There was a large brilliant purple cloud, probably 
ionized gas, which slowly transformed through various colors to red and 
became the fireball. Slowly as used here is an impression, I do not really 
have any idea how fast this occurred. As for the blast wave and earth shock 
I have no recollection, I guess my senses were already overwhelmed.7 

At almost the same time 1 ,200 miles to the north in San Francisco, the crew of the 
cruiser USS Indianapolis watched quietly in the same early morning darkness as large 
wooden crates and a heavy lead bucket were loaded onboard their newly refurbished ship. 
Over in Potsdam, President Truman was just about to take a sightseeing tour of war ravaged 
Berlin. HaIfa world away, almost 500 of General Curtis LeMay's B-29 bombers were busy 
hammering away at a severely battered Japan, a militaristic nation whose leaders stubbornly 
opposed even the mere thought of surrender. 
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Meanwhile, back in New Mexico, Sgt. Stewart would have precious little time to 
fully contemplate the enormity of what he had just witnessed. He was part of Capt. Wilbur 
Schaffer' s implosion assembly team. They had three more of these complex devices to 
assemble in a period of less than two weeks and ship out to a secret base on a small island in 
the Pacific, called Tinian. 
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Chapter 2 

Beginnings 

"God and uranium were on our side. 
The wrath of the atom fell like a commandment 

and the very planet quivered with implications! " 
Norman Corwin - August 1 4, 1 945 

In the late 1 930's, important discoveries were being made regarding the atom. 
Several scientists were proposing that nuclear fission of uranium might indeed be possible. 
A tremendous release of energy would occur and these scientists foresaw the feasibility of a 
fission weapon and its subsequent potential for military use. Experiments were taking place 
in Europe, Japan, Russia, and the United States that were beginning to confirm this fact. 

On September 1 7, 1 942, Brigadier General Leslie Groves of the U.S.  Army Corps of 
Engineers was placed in charge of all activities relating to the development and production 
of an atomic weapon. The new District formed to work on the Development of Substitute 
Materials (DSM) Project was called the Manhattan Engineer District (MED). Because the 
original office had been in New York, the project became known as the Manhattan Project 
(S-l). Groves was chosen because he had just performed the almost impossible task of 
building the Pentagon ahead of schedule and under budget ! 

The Manhattan Project was started because of well-founded fears that the Germans, 
and later the Japanese, had been working on developing an atomic bomb. As it later turned 
out, Germany had been behind the United States in both development and manufacture of an 
atomic bomb. The Nazis did not think it was worth pursuing. They considered it "Jewish 
Science." Both the Allied and Axis powers were using all of the weapons at their disposal 
to win the war. Had Germany or Japan been able to build atomic weapons, there is absolutely 
no doubt they would have used them against the Allies. 

On December 2, 1 942, a team of scientists working at the University of Chicago 
under the direction of Dr. Enrico Fermi succeeded in producing history'S  first self-sustaining 
nuclear chain reaction. Physicist Robert Christy was one of the people who was involved 
with machining the many hundreds of tons of graphite used in the reactor. 

I was assisting in some of the experiments leading up to that, and also in some 
of the calculations. Even for awhile, some of us were asked if we would 
volunteer to work in the wood shop machining graphite. A lot of us spent 
time doing that. Graphite dust is very, very dirty. It was quite an exciting 
time, but the most remarkable thing was the absolute confidence that Fermi 
had in everything that was done. He planned it all, thought it all out, and 
knew everything that was going to happen and it happened the way he knew 
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it should. When it was done the way he knew it should do, he shut it down 
and said, 'Ok, that's  that ! '  He had it all figured out. I was very excited, 
because this was the beginning of nuclear energy. I was worried about it. I 
thought this was a very important step.8 

Acting on a recommendation from Dr. Ernest Lawrence, Gen. Groves picked Dr. 1. 
Robert Oppenheimer to head up the part of the project pertaining to bomb development. This 
was to happen at a small city in New Mexico called Los Alamos (Site y).9 Oppenheimer 
arranged to have some of the best and brightest scientific minds in the country come to work 
for him. The MED was to become the largest scientific project in the history of the world. 
There are several excellent books listed in the bibliography detailing the entire remarkable 
story of the Manhattan Project. 

According to Los Alamos physicist Robert Serber, the object of the Manhattan 
Project was "to produce a practical military weapon in the form of a bomb in which the 
energy is released by a fast neutron chain reaction in one or more of the materials known to 
show nuclear fission." l o  

I n  late 1 944, a special group of personnel was formed by Col. Paul W. Tibbets, a 
fearless, brash, and outspoken 29-year-old pilot, to handle bomb "delivery." This group of 
about 1 ,800 people became known as the 509th Composite Group. It consisted of the 393rd 

Bombardment Squadron, Headquarters and Base Service Squadron, 1 sl Ordnance Squadron 
(A VN), 390th Air Service Group, 320th Troop Carrier Squadron, 603rd Air Engineering 
Squadron, 1 027th Air Material Squadron, and 1 395th Military Police Company (A VN). II 

Tibbets reported directly to Groves who had given him carte blanche to do anything 
necessary to carry out his mission. Lt. Col. Tom Classen commanded the 393rd Bomb 
Squadron. This squadron had been training in Fairmont, Nebraska, and was about to be given 
an overseas combat assignment. Tibbets selected this group as the core of his newly formed 
509th . Classen eventually became 509th Deputy Commander and essentially took over 
running the day-to-day activities of the group in Tibbets' absence. According to Tibbets, "I 
was fortunate during this hectic period [spring 1 945] to have an officer as capable as Colonel 
Classen as my deputy chief. He ran the final training operations in exactly the same manner 
that I would have done it if I had been on the scene full time.

,, 1 2 

Although they started work at the beginning of September, the 509th was not 
officially activated until December 1 7, 1 944, which also happened to be the 4 1  st anniversary 
of the Wright Brothers first flight. 

According to Tibbets: 

At the start, my primary focus was on the 5091h• Organization and Training, 
manning, and the airplanes. Taking into account devising the tactics and 
strategy for getting those bombs on the target, etc., I had my hands full. I had 
my liaison with the scientific side to give me the specifics I needed. In this 
connection my interest was limited to the bomb's weight, size and shape, 
fuzing and ballistics. 13 

Project Silver plate was started in the fall of 1 943 to produce the specially modified 
B-29 bombers that would eventually be used by the 509th . The newly developed B-29 
bomber could fly farther and carry more bombs than any plane in history. Around $3 Billion 
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was spent to develop and test the B-29. The Manhattan Project, by comparison, cost a 
"mere" $2 Billion. The B-29 could fly above 30,000 feet, had a 3 ,800-mile range, and carry 
a 20,000-lb. payload. This was very important since both atomic bombs weighed almost half 
that much. 

Silver plate carried the highest priority possible. The mere mention of the name meant 
instant compliance throughout the military with any request connected to the project. 
Modifications to the first prototype B-29 began November 29, 1 943 . The testing program 
continued until the fall of 1 944. It was decided additional planes would have to be modified 
for testing. The first of these seventeen planes were delivered to Wendover Field, Utah, in 
September 1 944. They had been modified at the Martin-Omaha plant under Project 98 1 4S .  
As  a result of  the testing, an additional 26 planes were modified under Project 98228S. 
Fifteen of these planes were eventually delivered to the 509th in the spring of 1 945 . 14  By the 
end of 1 946, a total of 65 Silver plate B-29's had been produced. 

Along with modifications to the bomb bays, pneumatically operated Winker-type 
bomb bay doors, fuel injected Wright Cyclone R-3350-57 engines, new Curtis electric 
reversible-pitch propellers, and the installation of special wiring, the gun turrets were also 
removed in an effort to increase both the maximum speed and altitude. 

Major Charles Sweeney headed up the group responsible for testing these planes. He 
had been involved with B-29 testing and would fly the instrument plane, The Great Artiste, 
on the Hiroshima mission. Tibbets then chose him to command the second atomic mission 
over Japan. IS 

Based out of the remote, desolate Wendover Field (W-47 or Kingman), Utah, the 
509th crews spent six months learning how to drop the bombs accurately and perform the 
special 1 550  diving turn that would place them over eight miles from the bomb when it went 
off. This maneuver was very difficult. During the crew competition at Roswell AFB for the 
postwar Operation CROSSROADS it is believed one of the B-29's went into a spin following 
this procedure. It crashed in the desert killing all aboard. 

The ballistics of the two different bombs were so bad, during one of the drop tests at 
Muroc (now Edwards AFB), a photographer (Berlyn Brixner) filming the drops placed his 
tripod near the center of the target because he figured nobody would ever hit it. 1 6 One of the 
difficulties was that the design of the bombs kept changing. This included the external shape 
and weight, both of which have a great effect on ballistics. The ballistics of the more 
conventionally shaped Little Boy were less problematic when compared with the Fat Man 
design. By working together as a team the Los Alamos designers, 1 st Ordnance Squadron, 
and flight crews were eventually able to greatly improve their accuracy. 

Referring to the 1 st Ordnance personnel, Tibbets wrote: 

They [Manhattan people] could not have done anything without the 509th 1 st 
Ordnance Squadron and their tool and die makers, machinists, welders, etc. 
of the highest skills. These skills fabricated the engineering drawings [and 
ideas] into reality. This squadron was commanded by an exceptional man, 
Major Charles Begg. This man was skilled at coordinating the efforts of the 
'brain trust' and the 'dirty hands' guys . . .  Before there was a 509th, Sweeney, 
Albury, and Kuharek had been working for me in the B-29 testing business. 
I knew them and their abilities. Kermit Beahan was in my B- 1 7  Group in 
England and North Africa as was Ferebee. When I was given the assignment, 
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these were the first 'names' I requested for Wendover assignment. When the 
crews were formed at Wendover, I saw to it that Sweeney, Albury, Beahan, 
and Van Pelt would fly together as would myself, Lewis, Ferebee, Van Kirk, 
and Duzenbury. When Sweeney and I were not flying, Lewis and Albury 
took command. 1 7 

The atomic bomb delivery operation both in the States and in the Pacific was known 
as Project Alberta or Project A .  Their main task, in today's  terminology, was to "weaponize 
the physics package." Although formally organized in March 1 945 as a Los Alamos project, 
personnel from their Ordnance Division had been working with the delivery group since June 
1 943 . 

Starting in May 1 945, the 509th was sent to Destination or Destination "0," the code 
name for the North Field area on Tinian Island in the Pacific that would serve as their base 
of operations. Navy Commander Frederick "Dick" Ashworth had personally selected this 
site in February 1 945 and construction ofthe base was started in April. Ashworth worked as 
the assistant to Navy Captain Wm. "Deak" Parsons and would later serve as weaponeer on 
the Nagasaki mission. 1 8  

Tinian was an island in  the Marianas just south of  Saipan. During 1 944 and 1 945, 
the 20th Air Force, headquartered south ofTinian on Guam and under the command of Army 
Air Force Gen. Curtis LeMay, used airfields on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian to launch mass air 
raids against the Japanese Empire. These raids, which at times utilized 500-600 B-29's, 
dropped combinations of mines, incendiaries, and high explosives. LeMay's timetable 
dictated that over 1 00,000 tons of bombs were to be dropped on Japan each month until the 
end of 1 945. 

On the night of March 9, 1 945, Tokyo was firebombed by over 300 B-29's .  At the 
time, it was the third largest city on Earth. The downtown business district was almost 
completely leveled. Estimates of the dead and missing ran from a conservative 80,000 to 
one Japanese document that reported a figure of almost 200,000. 1 9 It was the highest single 
day death toll of World War 11 .20 Coincidentally, this was also the very same day Paul 
Tibbets first saw the Enola Gay during an inspection tour of the Martin assembly plant in 
Omaha. 

The incendiary raids caused more death and destruction than anything else used in 
the war, including the atomic bombs. Almost 500,000 people were killed, 1 3  million were 
made homeless, and 1 78 square miles of 66 cities were razed. Indeed, photos show the 
destruction in these cities to be indistinguishable from that inflicted later on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. Typical Japanese highly flammable, paper-walled wood structures disappeared 
without a trace in the incredibly destructive firestorms created by these raids. In addition to 
the hundreds of thousands who were incinerated, many thousands lucky enough to escape 
the flames ultimately suffocated and perished simply because these massive fires also 
consumed all of the available oxygen. In the end, nothing remained standing except concrete 
and brick. These raids went on for almost six months. With callous disregard for the 
immense suffering they were causing, particularly to their very own countrymen, the 
Japanese military leaders' strict military Code of Bus hi do forced them to arrogantly mandate 
everyone to continue fighting on in the name of the Emperor. Surrender was not an option. 

Even though the Manhattan Project had been moving forward around the clock at 
almost breakneck speed, the war in Europe ended before the bomb was ready. Had the bomb 
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been finished in time, the plan had always been to use it first against Nazi Germany since the 
Allies visceral hatred of Hitler's evil fascist regime was certainly as strong as it was against 
Japan's. 

Under orders from the President, the Japanese cities that had been selected as the 
target cities for the atomic bombs were to be left relatively untouched by the mass bombing 
raids. This was so that the damage done to these cities by the atomic bombs could be 
accurately assessed. The cities chosen as the target cities were all considered legitimate 
military targets. These were Kyoto, Hiroshima, Niigata, Nagasaki, and Kokura (now 
Kitakyushu). Kyoto was dropped at the insistence of Secretary of War Henry Stimson, 
because it had been Japan's imperial capital and cultural center for more than one thousand 
years. Stimson was convinced that its destruction would drive the Japanese into the hands 
of the Russians after the war. 

These target cities all had major industries, arsenals, military bases, and/or ports. 
Along with many important wartime industries, Hiroshima was the home of Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries, Hiroshima Shipyards, Second Army Headquarters, Hiroshima Army 
Ordnance Supply Depot, and a large embarkation port. Almost all of the Japanese troops 
that fought in the Pacific had departed from this harbor. Hiroshima was also the site of the 
headquarters to repel the upcoming much-anticipated invasion of southern Japan. Nagasaki, 
known as the "San Francisco of the Orient," contained the large Mitsubishi-Urakami 
Ordnance Works (Torpedo Works), Mitsubishi Steel and Arms Works, Nagasaki Shipyards, 
and the huge Nagasaki Port. It is important to note that had the atomic bombs not been used, 
these strategically important cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki would also have been totally 
destroyed months earlier during LeMay's B-29 firebomb raids and no one alive today would 
even remember their names. 

The atomic bomb assembly on Tinian was under control of the Project Alberta 
personnel. They were responsible for the training, test, and combat units. The bulbous 
training bombs, called "pumpkins," were filled with a conventional explosive and dropped 
on select targets in Japan. These missions were known as "pumpkin raids." It was hoped 
that one or two B-29's  flying at 30,000 feet, and dropping only one bomb, would not provoke 
the Japanese into sending up fighters or using antiaircraft fire. This tactic proved enormously 
successful. 

While the 509th crews were doing their final training with the pumpkins, the Project 
Alberta personnel were busy readying the numerous test units. Each of these test units was 
used to check final sub-assemblies for both the Little Boy and Fat Man bomb designs. 
Information received from ongoing test programs back in the States was utilized to make 
last-minute modifications to the test units being assembled on Tinian. 

Although the Trinity test in July 1 945 had proven the concept that a spherical nuclear 
implosion would work, the design of the atomic bomb that was to be used on Nagasaki was 
far more complex than the Hiroshima bomb design. In addition, dropping a weapon from 
30,000 feet over enemy territory under combat conditions was vastly different from 
detonating an experimental test device bolted safely atop a tower in the New Mexico desert. 
There were no guarantees the bombs would explode successfully over targets in Japan. In 
fact, the day before the Hiroshima bomb mission, a drop test of one of the last Fat Man test 
bombs (F 1 8) was unsuccessful. Both weapon designs utilized the same proximity fuzing 
system. 

According to Project Alberta scientist Luis Alvarez: 
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I watched, with field glasses, the bomb being dropped from the bomb bay of 
a B-29 flying over the ocean, north of Tinian Island, and we were 
simultaneously listening to radio signals from the bomb. At a certain height 
above the ocean, the "proximity fuzes" were to send out a signal, and also 
release some puffs of smoke. You can imagine our consternation when 
neither the signal was emitted nor were the puffs of smoke visible - the 
dummy bomb simply splashed into the ocean.2 1 

Lt. Morris "Dick" Jeppson, who assisted Parsons in arming the Little Boy bomb, 
recalled, "There was a lot of concern at the last minute that the fuzing was not reliable. 

,,22 

After the two atomic bombs were dropped and Japan surrendered, most of the Project 
Alberta personnel left Tinian over the next month. A few stayed behind for almost six 
months to help coordinate the removal of equipment and supplies. Anything that could not 
be shipped back was sent to the bottom of the Pacific. Back at Los Alamos, many of the 
personnel had left or were thinking of leaving. The great push to complete this project had 
burned out a lot of them and, after all, the war was over. The personnel that stayed formed 
the core group that kept Los Alamos going during the Cold War and on through to today. 
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Chapter 3 

Little Boy 

"It was equal to a trainfull of TNT jive miles long!" 
Philip Morrison - 5/1 8/95 

The first two atomic bombs were referred to by their code names Little Boy and Fat 
Man. The names came about as a natural progression through the design program.23 Two 
completely different weapon design programs were pursued. Little Boy used uranium (U-
235) in a gun-bomb arrangement (see below), while Fat Man utilized an implosion-type 
design (see chapter 5). The attempt to use plutonium (Pu-239) in a gun-bomb turned out to 
be a device about 1 7' long. It was referred to as the Long Boy, Long Man, and Thin Man, 
but the design was subsequently dropped in August 1 944 due to insurmountable technical 
reasons. The shorter configuration for the uranium gun led to the name Little Boy. When 
spherical implosion was devised, and the bomb shape turned out to be relatively short and 
fat, it seemed logical to call it Fat Man. Both devices were also referred to as "gadgets" or 
"gimmicks." The Little Boy gun-bomb design was far simpler. 

A Manhattan Project engineer recalled, "The gun-bomb was kind a like old fashioned 
development, where a bunch of blacksmiths get together and hammer something together. It 
was really in the tradition of old-timers doing something. There was much more science in 
the other thing (implosion device).

,,
24 Though certainly true, there was still a remarkable 

amount of tough engineering problem solving and ingenuity manifested in the deceptively 
simple design of Little Boy. 

An explosive nuclear chain reaction occurs when a sufficient quantity of nuclear fuel, 
such as plutonium or uranium, is brought together to form a critical mass. This is the 
minimum amount of fissionable material needed to start a chain reaction. The chain reaction 
starts when neutrons strike the heavy uranium or plutonium nucleus which splits releasing a 
tremendous amount of energy along with two or more neutrons which, in turn split more 
nuclei, and so on. The critical mass varies inversely with the square of the density of both 
the fissile material and the reflector (tamper) that surrounds it.25 In the case of Little Boy, 
64. 1 5-kg [ 1 4 1 .42-lb.] of U-235 (Oralloy or Oy) was separated into a 3 8.53-kg [84.94-lb.] 
subcritical projectile (60%) and a 25 .62-kg [56.47-lb.] subcritical target (40%).26 "The 
original design contemplated a nearly equal division of the active material between projectile 
and target insert.

,
m When these two subcritical masses were brought together, they formed 

a supercritical mass and a nuclear chain reaction explosion occurred. In effect, Little Boy 
was simply a big gun consisting of both a U-235 bullet and target. 

The code name "Oralloy" stood for Oak Ridge alloy. It was named after the secret 
manufacturing complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee that had produced it. This material is 
presently referred to as highly enriched uranium-23 5 or HEU. Little Boy used all but a small 
fraction of the HEU that had been produced up to that time. There was not sufficient material 
in August 1 945 for any additional uranium bombs. According to nuclear weapon historian 
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Chuck Hansen, " . . .  most of the Oralloy was enriched to 89% U-235 content, some of it was 
enriched to only 50%, for an average enrichment of only about 80%."28 Present day 
standards for weapons-grade HEU specify a 93 .5% enrichment rate. 

According to Los Alamos Archivist Roger Meade: 

The problems of the gun device were compounded by the necessity of 
fabricating the fissile materials into geometric shapes capable of withstanding 
the violence of being shot down a gun tube, being stopped abruptly in a target, 
and holding together in a supercritical arrangement long enough to 
detonate. 29 

Little Boy was dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, 1 945, from the Enola Gay, a B-
29 bomber flown by Colonel Paul W. Tibbets. The tail gunner, George Caron, said, "I flew 
with him for 2 1 12 years. In my opinion, he was the greatest airplane 'driver' the Air Force 
ever had !" Caron had such confidence in Tibbet's ability as a pilot, he told him, "Colonel, 
you know I 'd  fly with you on a carpet!

,,
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Unlike the later problem-plagued Fat Man mission, the Little Boy mission was 
flawless. Due to meticulous navigation on the part of Capt. Theodore 1. "Dutch" Van Kirk, 
after a 1 ,700 mile, six and a half hour flight, they arrived at the target a mere 1 7  seconds off 
schedule !  General Jimmy Doolittle referred to it as a "text-book" operation. 

Both wartime Little Boy and Fat Man atomic bombs, though considered somewhat 
crude by modem standards, were masterpieces of handmade precision jury-rigging. These 
were intermediate devices standing somewhere between laboratory experiments and postwar 
("WR" or War Reserve) production military weapons. The firing and fuzing systems had 
several built-in redundancy features, which were duplicated or quadruplicated to prevent any 
failures. The bombs were "over built" to help ensure absolute success. The most powerful 
"computer" used by the scientists and technicians to produce these weapons was, in reality, 
just a glorified adding machine. The bulk of the engineering and mathematical calculations 
were performed with nothing more sophisticated than ordinary slide rules ! 

The Little Boy bomb measured 1 20.0" in length, 28.0" in diameter and weighed about 
9,700-lb. 3 1  The outer ballistic case center and tail sections were made from 0.375" thick 
hardened homogeneous armor steel. The conical section was 0.25" thick steel and the 30.0" 
square tail was made from 8 gauge steel plate.32 

The nose section, consisting mainly of the target case, U-235 target discs, and tamper, 
represented more than half the weight of the bomb. It was the heart of the weapon. The 
tamper material surrounded the U-235 fissile material and served a dual purpose. Because it 
was made mostly from tungsten carbide, a very massive material, it provided inertial 
containment by helping to physically hold the fissile material together in a supercritical 
configuration during the rapidly expanding chain reaction. To a lesser extent it helped 
contain this nuclear chain reaction for as long as possible by reflecting escaping neutrons 
back into the chain reaction. The neutrons were simply deflected back into the chain reaction 
by the high-density nuclei of the tamper material. In tum, the heavy steel outer target case 
held both the uranium target and tamper together during the chain reaction. The goal was to 
make the assembly stay "as perfect as possible for as long as possible.'

,
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The arming and fuzing systems for both Little Boy and Fat Man consisted of clock 
switches, safing and arming plugs, six barometric (baro) switches, and the Radar Network 
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consisting primarily of four modified APS- 1 3  tail warning radar devices (Archies) fitted with 
Yagi antennae. The firing and fuzing circuits were monitored by the Electronics Test Officer 
through the use of the Flight Test Box (FTB) located next to the radio operator's station in 
the forward section of the B_29.34 

The Clock Box, named for the six I S-second clocks (timers) inside, was the main 
junction box, or central nervous system, for both the Little Boy and Fat Man weapons. It 
measured approx. 1 8" long x 9.5" wide x 6.5" high and contained several of the fuzing 
components and 1 4  relays along with electrical connections to the remainder of the fuzing 
components as well as the output cable that went to the X-unit (Fat Man) or propellant 
ignitors (Little Boy).35 

The Clock Boxes were bench-tested before being assembled into both weapons. This 
was primarily a passive test of the electrical circuits and was performed with the Clock Box 
Tester. The two banks of pullout microswitches in the Clock Box and the Radar Relay 
Network (see below) were the only systems that could be actively tested. These 
microswitches had pullout wires and at the time of weapon release transferred the aircraft 
wiring, power, etc . ,  to the internal weapon circuitry. The clocks were a spring-wound clock 
escape mechanism36 mounted on a Lucite cylinder approx. 2" in diameter and 3" in height. 
They each contained a microswitch (spring-loaded switches) held in an "open" position with 
long brass arming wires connected to flexible steel cables. The cables had a loop at one end 
that would eventually be inserted into an electrically operated mechanism in the B-29 bomb 
bay. If the weapon ever had to be jettisoned in a completely inert condition, the arming wires 
would be dropped with the weapon. The microswitches had two sets of contacts. One set 
was closed (circuit completed) when the switch was "safe" and the other one closed when 
the switch was "armed." On the test bench the arming wires could be removed to test the 
armed condition and the wires reinserted and the safe condition tested. 

All of the components that were external to the Clock Box (baro switches, radars, 
safing plugs, etc.) had electrical cables connected to the box. The interconnection of series 
and parallel was determined by the internal wiring of the Clock Box. The final firing signal 
was sent out from a connector on the box. In the case of both Little Boy and Fat Man test 
weapons, the Clock Box controlled signals of the internal fuzing devices, to the Brode 
Informers (radio telemetry devices) and to smoke puffs. The electrically fired smoke puffs 
were a visual indication that a test weapon had received a firing signal at the proper altitude 
above the target. 

Thermostats within the Clock Box controlled electrical heating strips for both the 
Clock Box and the Battery Boxes. The heaters prevented the cold temperature of the bomb 
bay from affecting the operation of cold-sensitive fuzing components. The Clock Box was 
wrapped in 3/8" felt to retain the heat generated by the heaters. Power for the heaters was 
provided by aircraft power. There was no need for additional heating during the short drop 
interval and the power reserve of the internal fuzing and firing batteries was very critical. 

The Radar Relay Network was a rather ingenious circuit that could detect when the 
first of four radars detected the proper burst height yet not close the firing circuit until the 
second radar confirmed it. Thus a combination of any two of the four determined the 
generation of the firing signal. Any one radar could not give a premature signal, yet any two 
radars could fail and the fuze would still operate properly. 

The radars were modified RT-34/APS- 1 3  tail warning radars, called "Tail Gun 
Charlies," that had been manufactured by RCA for Army Air Force fighter aircraft. Code-
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named "Archies," these 1 4-lb units were used for altitude detennination. Referred to as a 
"poor man's radar set," these were developed under the supervision of Professor H.  Richard 
Crane at the University of Michigan and later modified at the Signal Corp radar laboratory 
in New Jersey (Camp Evans) by senior electronics engineer William S. Wood. While 
relatively inexpensive, each one still cost about as much as a World War I I  era Cadillac 
limousine.37 Four of these 7.5" high, 8.5" deep, 1 5" wide cases were used in both Little Boy 
and Fat Man. A 7-pin electrical connector providing for both a 24 volt DC input power and 
a 24-volt DC output-firing signal was located on the front panel along with an additional 
connector for the antennae cable. An Archie could be electronically adjusted to operate at a 
precise distance from its target, in this case the surface of the ground. These were calibrated 
to trigger at a distance of 2,000 ft from the ground. This calibration took place during the 
so-called "Dipsy Doodle" flights whereby the radars were mounted on test planes and the 
pilots would "porpoise" the planes up and down through different altitudes so the scientists 
could calibrate each unit. It was not a matter of sensitivity or to present a visual display, as 
was the purpose of most radar devices. A workbench modification of an internal electronic 
"delay line" was required. The delay line provided a "gate" of time within which the 
reflected radar signal would coincide. There were four heated38 4.75" x 6.875" x 7" battery 
boxes mounted next to the Archies containing a total of 1 6  Willard NT-6 six volt lead-acid 
storage batteries. 

The antennas for the radars utilized the Yagi design. Invented in Japan by Hidetsugu 
Yagi during the 1 930's, this antenna style consisted of three elements made from 0.375" 
diameter metal rods. The first was a 6.375" long rod called the "director." The next segment 
was the U-shaped "driven" element. It was slightly longer than the first rod. One end of the 
"U" was fastened to the metal mounting plate, while the other end was electrically insulated 
and connected to the coaxial cable of the radar. The third element was 8 .0" long and called 
the "reflector." The director and reflector focused radar signals going out and coming back. 
This system projected a cone-shaped field of 400-420 MHZ frequency radio waves toward 
the nose of the weapon. 

The barometric (baro) switches were aneroid, or pressure sensitive devices, which 
closed an electrical circuit to the "Archies" at a predetennined pressure or altitude. These 
were set to activate when the bomb fell below 5 ,000 feet. Although power was being 
continuously supplied to the "Archies" at release, the radars did not function because the 
baros were open, preventing one tube in each transmitter and one in each receiver from 
operating. Until they closed at about 5,000 feet, the receiver could not receive j amming 
signals and the transmitter signal could not be detected by the enemy. Even though the baros 
were accurate and had been carefully adjusted, the aerodynamics of both weapons was such 
that it was difficult to obtain an accurate atmospheric reading. There was severe buffeting 
and shock waves at different parts of the weapon. Some locations would give an abnonnally 
high reading, while others would give a low, unrealistic reading. After many drop tests, the 
optimum location of the eight baro ports on both Little Boy and Fat Man was finally 
detennined. The baro ports were connected to the six baro switches by metal tubing utilizing 
standard AN fittings. Tests were also conducted to ensure that a .50-caliber antiaircraft bullet 
could not accidentally enter the bomb through one of the baro ports, tumble around, and 
cause a possible baro failure. 

The primary function of the baros was to detennine if the weapon was at roughly the 
right altitude in order to pass the ultimate final firing decision to the highly accurate 
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"Archies." If the radars were turned on at a much higher altitude, it would have given the 
possible enemy radar jamming equipment a longer interval to detect the radar frequency and 
jam the altitude-determining devices. Each of the four Archies was set at a slightly different 
frequency to lessen the possibility of failure if it turned out a particular frequency was being 
jammed. In addition, the onboard radars might pick up radiations from Japanese radar to 
cause premature firing of Little Boy too high above ground. The monitoring of this 400-
420 MHZ frequency range on both strike missions was the responsibility of the Electronic 
Counter Measures (ECM) officer, 1 51 Lt. Jacob Beser. He was the only person to fly in both 
strike aircraft, Enola Gay and Bockscar.39 

It is evident that the more devices, clocks, radars, batteries, baro switches, X-units 
(used in Fat Man), inverters (convert DC current to AC), etc. that were used, the more certain 
that at least one would operate when needed. This is referred to as a parallel mode and 
consisted of two banks of pullout switches, six clocks, four radars, six baro switches, two X
units, etc. However, parallel devices only speak to the certainty-of-operation side of 
reliability. The more devices in parallel increase the likelihood of one faulty device failing 
prematurely. The solution to this is to group devices, in a bank, in series with another bank 
of devices. In the situation of the clocks, one bank of four clocks (in parallel) was in series 
with a second bank of four clocks (in parallel). There would have to be one premature in 
bank "A" and one premature in bank "B" to give a malfunction. Yet any one good clock in 
"A" and one good clock in "B" would give a proper function. In the case of a malfunction 
there would still be the remaining "series" functions of the baros, radars, etc. to prevent an 
overall failure of the fuzing system. This combination is called "series parallel" connection. 

When the bomb was released from the bomb bay, the closing of the pullout switches 
started the first link of completing the overall fuzing circuit. The primary function of the 1 5-
sec. delay in the operation of the clocks was to ensure the safe separation distance from the 
releasing aircraft. In the unlikely situation where several other components failed, the radar 
waves could have reflected off the aircraft resulting in a premature detonation. 

Three (two in Fat Man) wood handled, 1 .25" diameter, 3 . 1 1 "  long green Amphenol 
"safing" (testing) plugs, or circuit interrupters, prevented the bomb from going off 
prematurely. When the green plugs were in place, one of their functions was to place a short 
circuit across the weapon side of the wiring, i .e. , these not only opened the connection to the 
firing signal, they shorted out the firing side from any spurious signal. These 5-pin AN 
(Army-Navy) plugs, which isolated the fuzing circuits from the firing circuits, were inserted 
through 1 .3" diameter holes in the side of Little Boy and replaced, in-flight, with red "arming" 
plugs by the Electronics Test Officer Lt. Morris Jeppson. The two large pins on the bottom 
of the red arming plug were connected inside the plug by a copper jumper wire, thus closing 
the firing circuit. In the postwar stockpile units, these plugs were secured to the bomb by 
wire clips that snapped over the ends of the plugs. These clips were designed to prevent the 
plugs from accidentally falling out when the bomb was released.4o Weaponeers Capt. Wm. 
Parsons, Jeppson, and Edward Doll each kept plugs after the war.4 1 Doll was in charge of 
the Project Alberta fuzing team. Parson's green and red plugs are on display at the Navy 
Museum in Washington, DC. Both Edward Doll and Morris Jeppson signed the tags, dated 
August 7, 1 945, and attached to the plugs. It states, "I certify that this is one of the three 
green safety plugs used on L- l 1 at Hiroshima, Japan. This was the first atomic bomb ever 
used in the history of mankind." 

Jeppson later speculated: 
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If I had removed the green safety plugs and then simply tossed the red ones 
onto the bomb bay doors, the bomb would have been a dud and there would 
have been no evidence ! The Nagasaki bomb used the same fuzing 
mechanism and I 'm willing to believe that a dud would have forced some 
high-level reconsiderations. Possibly the invasion of Japan would have 
happened.42 

Philip Barnes, Electronics Test Officer on the Nagasaki mission, wrote: 

The title assigned to those of us who were trained at Wendover, to test the 
fusing circuits of the bombs, was ambiguous at best. This included [people 
such as] Bruce Corrigan, Morris Jeppson, Leon Smith, Larry DeCuir, Richard 
Podolsky and myself. We were given wings to wear because we flew with 
the flight crews, but no one knew what to call us. I have felt that the title 
Electronics Test Officer is the most fitting for what we were testing. The title 
of Weaponeer initially was applied to Parsons and Ashworth who were the 
bomb commanders on each flight. The application of this title to Ensign 
Anderson, who tested the firing circuits, and to Leon Smith, who tested the 
fuzing circuits for the ABLE test at Bikini, did not come into being until 
Operation CROSSROADS.43 

From the very beginning, Navy Captain Wm. Parsons was in charge of the Ordnance 
Division at Los Alamos (Project Y). In the fall of 1 944 he was named the Associate Director 
and subsequently made Officer in Charge of Project Alberta. He knew more about the Little 
Boy weapon than anyone else did. It was his brainchild. Parsons oversaw design, 
development, and testing, and ultimately supervised its assembly on Tinian. He had also 
designed the pumpkin test bombs. Bockscar Weaponeer Fred Ashworth said later, "Parsons 
was an absolute genius. In my opinion, he was the one person most responsible for getting 
the Little Boy out of the lab and into reality !

,,44 Ashworth added that Parsons was a firm 
believer in the concept that "There' s  no end to the good one can do, ifhe cares not who gets 
the credit." Although he remained in charge of the overall Little Boy program, in 1 943 
Parsons turned over the day-to-day operations to fellow Navy Commander A. Francis Birch 
who became the project group leader. 

The front end of Little Boy was the massive 28.0" diameter target case. Several 
smaller 24.0" diameter target cases had been tried and then ultimately rejected.45 The first 
larger diameter target case manufactured was used four times in firing "proof' tests, between 
December 1 944 and March 1 945, at the Los Alamos Anchor Ranch Proving Ground.46 

Known as "Old Faithful," it was the best and toughest one made and eventually used in the 
Hiroshima bomb. It had survived all of the proof tests without cracking. Some of the earlier 
cases had not only cracked, but disintegrated and the "guts" were strewn all over the mesa. 
"A major part of the testing consisted of just avoiding a fracturing of the target.

,,47 After 
each test, a massive D-8 Caterpillar bulldozer had to be used to pull the gun apart. 

The 36.0" long two-piece case was forged from heat-treated 4340 high-alloy steel 
and weighed over 5,000-lb. The case held the uranium target surrounded by the neutron
reflecting tamper material and the "anvil" (see below). Fully loaded it weighed over 6,000-
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lb. During testing, natural uranium (tuballoy or U-238) served as surrogate fissile material . 
The front of the case was closed off with a 9 .25" thick, 1 5 .0" diameter nose nut48 and the aft 
end was sealed off by the target-case to gun-tube adapter. Three inches of Acme threads 
were then machined into the center of this adapter to hold the 1 0.5" diameter gun tube (see 
below).49 A straight-walled 22.0" long cavity had been bored all the way through the target 
case. It was machined so the front end behind the nose nut was 1 4.0" in diameter for a length 
of 4 .0" and then tapered outward until the back end where it touched the gun-tube adapter 
was 1 5 .0" in diameter. 50 To accommodate the gun-tube adapter, a 5" long cavity had been 
bored into the aft end of the target case and machined with Acme threads at the rate of two 
threads per inch. 

According to Project Alberta SED T/Sgt. Gunnar Thornton, when it finally got down 
to deciding which Little Boy unit would be dropped on Japan, they were faced with a classic 
dilemma in quality control: 

There were two bomb carcasses sitting side by side. One of them had parts 
in it like the target casing that had survived and we felt quite good about. 
There were some things that you couldn't reuse anyhow and there were other 
parts, as we got better at it that you could reuse. What we did was we very 
selectively used parts that were 'Old Faithful' type parts. The bomb next to 
it was made out of new parts to exactly the same specifications . . .  as the one 
made out of 'Old Faithful' type parts. So there we stood, you see. What'll 
we do? Maybe the 'Old Faithful' parts were on the point of breaking and 
would break the next time. On the other hand, maybe this new one had some 
defects in it and it would break so what'll we do? We just stood there, maybe 
half a dozen of us, Birch, Larry Langer, myself and a few others and we said 
' . . .  which one should we use?' Birch said 'What do you guys think?' Well, 
everybody voted for 'Old Faithful. ' 5 1  

The tamper material, while basically tungsten carbide, had about 6% by weight of 
cobalt mixed in with it. These pieces were fabricated in the Sigma building at Los Alamos 
by compacting the tamper powder in a hydraulic press under high pressure and then sintering 
(diffusion bonding) them at high temperature in a furnace with a controlled atmosphere. The 
main tamper rings were 1 3" in diameter52 with an 8" bore. The massive finished pieces were 
machined with diamond-tipped tools and were the largest sintered pieces ever produced up 
to that time. 53 Tungsten carbide is a hard, tough, but brittle metal with a high density of 1 4.9 
g/cm3 [8.64 ozlin3].54 It is currently used for such things as the cutting surface on drill bits 
and on turbine blades in jet engines. The tamper material was dark gray in color with 
occasional flecks of green bonding material . It was referred to as Watercress, a code-name 
derived from its chemical symbol We. A heat-treated liner sleeve made from K-46 tool and 
die steel surrounded the tamper liner rings. Three WC liner rings were hydraulically pressed 
into this K-46 liner sleeve and then the completed liner assembly was pressed into the target 
case through the 1 5 .0" opening in the aft end. A slight taper had been machined into this 
liner assembly for easier removal during the testing phase. Screwed into the aft end of the 
target case adapter was the 6.5" smooth bore Type B gun. 55 "It weighed only about one-half 
ton, was 6 ft long, and had a large thread on its muzzle.

,,56 This forged steel gun had a l OS' 
OD57 and was manufactured by the Naval Gun Factory in Washington, DC utilizing the 
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mono-block method. This process is also referred to as cold working (auto-frettage), It was 
made stronger by radially expanding it under pressure until the interior bore had been 
permanently enlarged. The gun was annealed (tempered) and then machined to its fmal 
dimensions. Type A guns were made from high-alloy steel, but were not radially expanded. 
Because it only had to be fired once, the walls of the relatively lightweight gun could be 
made a mere 2.0" thick. The forward end of the gun tube exterior /was stepped down with a 
lip for a length of five inches including three inches in the middle of square-type Acme 
threads machined at two threads per inch to match those in the target-case to gun-tube 
adapter.58 With the gun securely attached to the target, it was a closed-end system sometimes 
referred to as a "blind target.

,,59 A Los Alamos engineer involved with the rival implosion 
bomb program later quipped, "Whenever they fired the gun, it never missed the target !"  

As  early as 1 943, some Los Alamos engineers were concerned about the problem of 
venting the air ahead of the projectile as it proceeded forward down the gun.60 Thornton later 
explained, "The air, which had just atmospheric pressure to start with, was compressed to 
practically nothing. It was such a non-problem that no one paid any attention to it.,,6 1  

However, it must have ultimately been a problem since the target-case to gun-tube adapter 
plate was machined with four deep channels cut into the front surface at the point where it 
contacted the aft end of the WC tamper cylinder in order to vent the air away from the front 
of the projectile as it passed into the target case. 

During the testing phase for the earlier plutonium "Thin Man" gun design, the 
engineers utilized a 1 7-foot long, 5 .0" smoothbore gun. Part of this testing involved the 
application of a sabot, which is still considered a standard item for armor-piercing shells. It 
allows the use of a projectile that is smaller than the gun bore. The sabot, usually plastic, is 
wrapped around the smaller shell and falls off after the projectile leaves the gun. According 
to retired phy�icist Clay Perkins, "Its main function is to allow the transfer of the higher 
energy inherent in the larger gun to the smaller projectile. This system is often used against 
heavy tank armor to obtain very high velocity impacts. 1 162 The Los Alamos scientists 
initially considered using this technique because they thought the plutonium projectile 
needed to travel at over 3,000 feet per second to achieve a successful critical assembly before 
pre-detonation occurred. The original design called for the projectile to pass through the 
target freely. 63 The sabot would be stripped off inside the front of the bomb just before the 
projectile reached the target. The plutonium gun-bomb design was finally abandoned on 
August 1 4, 1 944. According to Thornton, "This part of the design was discarded [early] and 
there were chunks of the carcass still sitting around at the testing areas when I arrived . .  .in 
February 1 944."64 

The large gun formed the central spine of the bomb. A 1 .0" thick, 27.25" diameter 
metal center-bulkhead was slid over the aft portion of the gun. This center-bulkhead was 
secured to the gun by means of a locking collar located in the conical section of the bomb. 
The arming, fuzing, batteries, and electrical components were attached to both the gun and 
the forward wall of the large center-bulkhead. The five 28.5" long armor plates that formed 
the central section of the bomb case were bolted between the nose section target case and 
this center-bulkhead. There were also ten 0.75" diameter holes on this plate that were utilized 
only during the testing phase to accommodate cabling that passed through these holes then 
into the tail where these were attached to tail plate-mounted radio telemetry informer units 
that relayed data through tail antennas to ground-based observers using radio receivers. 
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Bent-metal conduit tubes connected the holes in the bulkhead to holes in a 1 6.5" diameter 
plate so that the wires could be passed through more easily. 

The armor plates made for Little Boy suffered from the same heat-treating warpage 
problems as the Fat Man armor plates (see Fat Man section below). When they tried to 
assemble these plates on Little Boy, the holes in the plates would not line up with the holes 
in the target case and center-bulkhead. Each hole had to be reamed or re-drilled. 

Thornton recalled the alignment problem: 

We didn't have time to fit these things up. The urgency was such that you 
just plain went ahead. The idea was to get that thing ready and drop it on the 
first day, at the very first hour as you possibly could . . .  so out came these armor 
plate things and we would take them out and clamp them up and, 10 and 
behold, it doesn't exactly fit the curvature and the holes don't line Up.65 

Thornton was lying on his back under Little Boy, while one of the other assembly 
team members, Larry Langer, was handing bolts to him. After Thornton put in the final bolt, 
Langer leaned down and said, "Congratulations Gunnar. You've just put the last bolt in the 
first atomic bomb!"  

The electrical and arming connections were attached to these plates. The 1 4  pullout 
wires were threaded through eleven 0.375" holes in the 9.75" wide top plate. The three 
pullout electrical plugs were also attached to the aft end of this plate. These electrical plugs, 
along with the pullout wires, were pulled out of the bomb when it was released. Four 3 . 1 25" 
long U-shaped holes in the forward end of the four remaining plates allowed the electrical 
connections from the Archie radar antennas to enter into the interior of the bomb. The rear 
portion of the 23.5" long cast aluminum radar antennae bases covered up these holes. Metal 
plates with the Yagi antennas were attached to these bases after the bomb was loaded on 
board the Enola Gay. This was done not only because these antennas might have been 
damaged during the loading procedure, but more importantly because the size and shape of 
the antennas was considered top secret. Any person knowledgeable in electronics could 
probably have determined the Archie radar frequency range by seeing the antenna. This 
would have left the weapon vulnerable to the possibility of radar jamming (see above). 

The 24" long, two-piece conical section was bolted between a flange machined into 
the aft portion of the large center-bulkhead and the cylindrical tail section. This conical 
section contained the six 0.625" and two 1 .5" holes that served as the air intakes for the baro 
switches. 3 .0" long steel baffle plates were welded behind these holes to help direct air into 
them. The air drawn in through these eight intakes was then, in tum, drawn into six holes in 
the center-bulkhead plate and into the six baro switches mounted on the reverse side of this 
plate. 

A circular steel plate was positioned inside the 1 7.0" diameter tail cylinder at the 
front of the tail tube and another towards the rear of the tube. These allowed the tail to be 
slid over the 1 0.5" diameter gun tube during assembly. The forward plate was positioned 
26.5" in front of the aft plate and was welded to the front of the tail tube. Three long 0.75" 
diameter armored metal tubes were positioned between holes in both forward and aft plates 
and the large center-bulkhead. These were secured with small locking collars around the 
tubes at both this bulkhead and a 0.75" thick, 1 6.5" diameter plate positioned just in front of 
the tail tube. This plate, in tum, was bolted to the forward tail tube plate. The tubes had an 
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interior diameter of 0.40" and each contained and protected one of the three wires that went 
from the safing/arming plug sockets back to the breech primers. Three 1 .0" diameter steel 
rods were positioned next to these tubes. These were screwed into holes in the large center
bulkhead and were attached to the 1 6.S" diameter plate by two nuts. The rods were used to 
both align and anchor the tail assembly at the proper distance from the center-bulkhead. In 
addition to the tubes and rods, there were also ten 0.7S" diameter holes around the forward 
steel plate welded to the front end of the tail tube. The aft plate was positioned 1 6" forward 
from the end of the tail at the very end of the 72" long gun tube and was secured to the tail 
tube with four S/8- 1 8  socket-head bolts that were 2.2S" long. These bolts are visible on the 
exterior of tail tube and are located 1 4.S" forward from the end of the tail. Along with the 
three breech primer wiring tubes, this aft plate also had ten 0.7S" diameter holes spaced 
around the perimeter on a 1 3" diameter circle. The holes in both the forward and aft plates 
were used in conjunction with the holes in the previously mentioned large bulkhead during 
the testing phase to run cables from the fuzing circuits out the tail of the bomb. 

The entire tail section slid over the gun tube and was secured with six bolts to the aft 
end of the conical tail section. The breech was located inside this tail section. A O.2S" thick, 
1 6.87S" diameter rear armor plate was secured to the back of the tail tube by using eight 1 "  
long 1 14-20 bolts. A second 0.37S" thick inner armored plate, positioned about eight inches 
in front of the tail plate, was bolted to a I S" O.D., 1 4" I .D. armored tube that extended back 
from the breech. The forward end of this tube was slid into a flange on the aft plate inside 
the tail and was secured by the same four S/8- 1 8  socket-head bolts mentioned above. This 
smaller armor plate served as one more layer of protection for the breech and was secured to 
the aft end of the tube with six bolts. Access to the breech was gained by removing these 
two plates during the arming process. To aid in this process, the bomb was loaded in the 
Enola Gay bomb bay with only half the screws needed to secure these two plates.66 

The barrel was closed off at the aft end by a threaded breech plug located 1 2 .S" 
forward from the rear tail plate. This plug was originally a very heavy solid piece but, for a 
number of reasons (see below) including safety concerns, the design was changed so the 
propellant powder could be loaded into the gun after takeoff.67 The plug was redesigned by 
Navy Lt. Cdr. A.  Francis Birch, the leader of the Little Boy group, into a two-piece plug. The 
outer stationary part of the plug (bushing) was screwed permanently into the aft end of the 
gun. The smaller removable inner plug, about 4" in diameter and 8" long, could then be 
easily screwed into this outer bushing. The inner plug weighed between I S-lb. and 20-lb. 
and contained the three Mark I S  Mod 1 Navy gun primers and firing leads used to ignite the 
powder.68 A breech wrench was used to secure the inner plug. 

On board the Enola Gay, Weaponeer Parsons, assisted by Jeppson, inserted the four 
cylindrical silk bags of WM slotted-tube Cordite powder69 through the inner breech plug. 
During the testing phase there had originally been just a single large powder bag, but the 
charge was later separated into four smaller bags with the re-design of the breech plug. The 
bags were packed into the gun in a circle behind the projectile. Cordite was a commonly 
used smokeless gun propellant invented by the British in 1 890. It is very lightweight with a 
density of about 1 .66 g/cm3 (0.96 ozlin3). The WM Cordite mixture (6S% nitrocellulose/30% 
nitroglycerine/3% mineral jelly/2% carbamite) was extruded during manufacture into the 
shape of small diameter slotted tube, spaghetti-like, granules. This design increased the 
surface area of the granules resulting in a very rapid burning rate with high peak pressure of 
7S,000 psi . The Cordite used in the wartime Little Boy was obtained from Canada. 
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According to one source, the propellant for the postwar stockpiled weapons was 
manufactured in the US by the Picatinny Arsenal. 

When the breech primers set off the red-colored black powder igniter patches at the 
rear of the Cordite-filled bags, the resultant explosion propelled the projectile about 50" 
down the gun and into the target at close to 1 ,000 tps (feet per second). Before they were 
loaded into Little Boy, the powder bags were stored in a Navy powder can that was lashed, 
along with the breech wrench, inside the bomb bay of the Enola Gay. 

The 1 6.25" long projectile consisted of nine washer-like, Oralloy rings at the front 
end with a WC filler plug and thick steel section behind it, assembled in a steel can of 0.0625" 
wall thickness and weighed about 200-lb.7o The nine 6.25" diameter uranium projectile 
(female) rings with a 6.75" total length and a 4.0" diameter hole in the center fit snugly over 
the (male) target cylinder discs during critical assembly thus forming a solid core. The inner 
cylindrical surface of each ring, along with the outer cylindrical surface of each target disc 
was plated with a 0 .005 in. layer of cadmium.7 !  These rings were pressed into the front of 
the projectile during final assembly. Because the amount of enriched uranium differed with 
each batch shipment received at Los Alamos from Oak Ridge, none of the rings and discs 
installed in the combat Little Boy was the same thickness. 

Wide, finely machined cast-copper obturator sealing bands surrounded the projectile 
in order to provide a snug fit to the smooth bore of the gun.72 During assembly on Tinian, 
the Project Alberta engineers hydraulically pushed the projectile into the breech end of the 
gun until it seated up against the detents or "stoppers. 

,,73 These had been utilized in hopes 
of preventing the projectile from moving forward into the target (self-assembly) in the event 
the plane crashed during takeoff. This might have resulted in a "high order" nuclear event 
(explosion). Airdrop tests had been made to see if it would self-assemble after impacting 
with the ground when dropped from over 30,000 feet. It did, although it may not have come 
out full-yield. That is why Little Boy did not need contact nose fuzes like Fat Man. 
According to Thornton, "This was an important feature of that configuration and things like 
shear pins (stoppers) . . .  were fine-tuned to make that possible.

,
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The proj ectile, when driven over the uranium target discs, formed a supercritical mass 
that was "tamped," or held together, to start the explosive nuclear chain reaction. 

The six Oralloy target discs, surrounded by the large tamper liner sleeve assembly, 
were located in the interior of the target case just forward of the gun. When assembled 
together, these washer-like discs formed a 4.0" diameter, 6 .75" long cylinder.7s It was held 
together by a large diameter solid U-235 "bolt" that was pushed into this cylinder at the back 
end and then was, in turn, attached to the rear end of the steel bolt that protruded out the 
target case front end. In front of this cylinder was a thick WC insert base that was pressed 
into the front end of the 6.5" diameter bore in the larger 1 3 .0" tamper sleeve. The tamper 
piece and target cylinder could slide forward into the anvil when struck by the projectile (see 
below). 

The uranium target discs arrived at Tinian on July 28, 1 945 , as the sole cargo aboard 
three C-54 planes. Commander Birch accompanied the cargo. The guards on these planes 
were told the material was dangerous so they stayed as far away from the lead containers as 
possible during the long journey across the Pacific from Los Alamos. When all six discs 
were delivered to Birch in the assembly building, he removed them from their containers, 
then casually stacked them together, one on top of the other. One of the wide-eyed guards 
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asked nervously if that wasn't dangerous. Birch turned to him, with a twinkle in his eye, and 
said, "Of course it is !  

,,
76 

The center of the core was 22" back from the target case nose.77 In the front-end of 
the target case, just forward of the small, movable tamper piece and uranium target cylinder, 
was a cylindrical forging of shock absorbing ductile metal referred to as the anvil. 78 It 
absorbed as much of the kinetic energy of the projectile's  collision with the target as possible 
(non-elastic collision) thereby helping to keep the target material from being physically 
altered or fractured before "critical assembly" could take place. The anvil would "squish" 
(deform) during impact by bulging out on the sides into what Gunnar Thornton later referred 
to as "that beautiful pancake shape . .  .like the side of a barrel." He continued, "It turned out 
to be a surprisingly untroublesome aspect of the tests. I thought we were going to have to do 
a lot more fiddling around on that particular thing. 

,,
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Four polonium-beryllium "initiators" were most likely equally placed radially on the 
front end of the projectile WC filler plug next to the uranium projectile rings.80 Polonium 
mixed with beryllium is still a widely used neutron generator. Polonium is a very active 
alpha particle emitter and the beryllium served as the alpha particle target used to produce 
the neutrons. The alpha particles are absorbed by the beryllium, which then produces 
neutrons plus some residual nuclei. Beryllium is also a neutron reflector and is used in 
present-day nuclear devices as a tamper material . Chain reaction initiating neutrons are 
emitted when these two elements combine. The polonium and beryllium were arranged to 
keep the neutron levels low enough to prevent a premature explosion yet release a sufficient 
quantity of neutrons at the precise moment. 

The cylindrically shaped initiators were reportedly about 0.5"  in diameter and 0.5" 
long. The polonium was kept separate from the beryllium by a piece of gold foil that was 
punctured by the impact. Initiators were assembled in a "hot-box" (glove-box) at Los 
Alamos. The parts were all laid out in the box, cleaned with solvents, and then assembled 
using tools as small as tweezers.8 1 When these initiators were crushed by the impact of the 
projectile, the polonium mixed with the beryllium thus releasing a flood of neutrons to start 
the fission reaction. 

The target assembly and tamper liner were accessed through the thick 1 5 .0" diameter 
threaded nose nut at the front of the target case. This large nut was removed by using a series 
of spanner wrenches and weighed about 450 lb. Two 2.0" diameter plugs (threaded at 1 2  
threads per inch for a length of 0.75" at the front end) were removed from the nosepiece 
using a small spanner and then a larger steel spanner bar, attached to nose nut handling bolts, 
was inserted into these two holes.82 During the testing phase at Los Alamos, difficulty in 
removing this large nut after a test (due in part to galling) sometimes required that a heavy 
weight be dropped from a crane onto this bar just to loosen the threads.83 Indeed, galling was 
such a problem (because the threads were too finely machined), this was one of the reasons 
the breech plug had been redesigned. Had Capt. Parsons been unable to reinsert the breech 
plug during the in-flight arming process because of galling, the Hiroshima mission would 
have been terminated!  

Recalling some of the relatively unsophisticated working methods used at the time, 
Thornton explained, "When I think of all the things we did with sledge hammers, monkey 
wrenches, and soldering guns back then . . .  they were very dangerous conditions.

,,
84 

A 1 .0" diameter cadmium-plated steel draw bolt (threaded at 1 2  threads per inch) 
went from the front of the active Oralloy target insert cylinder, through the tamper insert base 
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and anvil, to right on through the center of the front target case nose nut (also threaded at 1 2  
threads per inch). This bolt screwed into the front end of the target cylinder uranium bolt. 
The tamper insert base, anvil and anvil shim had been slid over this steel draw bolt, which 
served to hold the entire insert assembly in perfect alignment. It was secured to the outside 
of the nose nut by large elastic lock-nut which, when tightened, drew everything together.85 

The large nose nut acted like a backstop and had to be massive because this is what the entire 
insert assembly was pushed into when struck by the projectile. The bomb interior was, 
according to one of the engineers, "highly polished and beautiful to look at.

,,86 

In order that no contractor had the complete design, three manufacturers split up the 
work. The Naval Gun Factory made the gun and breech; Naval Ordnance Plant in Centerline, 
Michigan, made the target case, its adapter to the muzzle threads, and its suspension lug; and 
Expert Tool and Die in Detroit, Michigan, made the bomb tail, faring, and various mounting 
brackets. 

Many tests were conducted to determine the reliability of the numerous mechanical, 
electrical, fuzing, and nuclear components of both the Little Boy and Fat Man bomb designs. 
These tests were conducted at several places that included: Los Alamos and Kirtland Field 
in New Mexico; Muroc Dry Lake (Edwards AFB), Inyokern (China Lake), and Salton Sea 
Test Base in California; Wendover Field in Utah; and at Tinian Field in the Pacific. The 
water table was so high at Inyokern that some Little Boy test units were never recovered 
because the water kept filling in the hole. 

The Y - 1 85287 Little Boy combat unit used exterior case design number L_2_B .88 This 
design, frozen in early 1 945, replaced several earlier case designs, like the L-2-A, which was 
a larger 30 .0" in diameter.89 These earlier designs were close enough to the final design to 
be used in the initial drop tests at Wendover. Four other Little Boy units (L 1 ,  L2, L5, and 
L6) were dropped as test units at Tinian. Unlike the Y- 1 852 combat unit, these were the Y-
1 792 design. Some LB dummy units utilized a 1 0.75" thick solid steel target case (no WC 
tamper material or K-46 liner) with an 1 8" long, 6.5" bore so it could use the same projectile 
as the Y- 1 852. These dummy units and Y- 1 852 designs also both shared the same 1 5 .0" 
diameter nose nut projectile backstop and 1 6.5" diameter target-case to gun-tube adapter.9o 

"The unit used for combat delivery was known as ' L 1 1 . ' It included Gun #27 (fired on Rd. 
,303A), Rear Assembly #4 1 ,  and the 2-piece target C-O known as 'Old Faithful' .  This target 
had been proof-tested in Rounds 42B, 45B, 27 1 A, and 285A ( 1 6  Dec 44, 1 8  Jan 45, 6 Feb, 
1 5  Mar), with no sign of damage to the case."9 1 

Such was the confidence of everyone in the success of the Little Boy design that no 
full scale proof-test of the nuclear components was ever conducted. This gun-type weapon, 
though incredibly inefficient (only a reported 1 .38% of the U-235 fissioned)92, still produced 
an explosion with a force of about 1 6  ± 3 Kilotons93 or 32,000,000-lbs. of TNT. However, 
because this design used so much of the precious HEU fissile material, it was never used 
again. According to journalist Lansing Lamont, it was "perhaps the most outrageously 
expensive and wasteful weapon ever built for one combat mission."94 

The Little Boy bomb components were delivered to Tinian over a several week period 
in July 1 945. "The projectile was loaded on 30 July in the usual manner and rammed home. 
The same day the [target] insert was loaded, initiators installed, and the anvil and nose nut 
assembled. The active insert assembly was secured with a lock nut."95 This lock nut is visible 
on the outside center front of Little Boy. 
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Due to the difficulties in obtaining sufficient fissile material from Oak Ridge, the 
target and projectile active pieces had been manufactured at different times and the scientists 
had not been able to conduct final safety and criticality tests at Los Alamos. It was not until 
assembly at Tinian, when the steel target case, tamper, initiators and all of the critical material 
were finally put together at one time, that such testing could take place. The assembly team 
had to improvise field test procedures using whatever electronic equipment was at hand at 
Tinian. They were relieved when the results indicated the assembly would be successful. 
"We had the initiators inside and then we started to put the projectile in. There was no 
increase in the neutron level, which indicated we weren't even close to getting a subcritical 
multiplication. 

,,96 

On July 3 1  the Archies, clock box, baros, and firing lines were installed and 
checked.97 Because of a forecast of bad weather over Japan, the bomb was held in storage 
for a few days. After the bomb had been assembled, a lot of people put their names and 
sentiments on the bomb. One of these reportedly said, "A present for the souls of the 
Indianapolis' crew." This referred to the cruiser USS Indianapolis, which brought the main 
parts of the bomb to Tinian. These included the target case, barrel, and projectile, which 
were loaded at San Francisco's Hunters Point Naval Yard in the predawn hours on July 1 6  
at the very same moment the Trinity test was underway. Unlike the target discs, which were 
later flown to Tinian on three separate planes, the assembled projectile was shipped in a 
single lead-lined steel container, which was bolted down and locked to the floor of Captain 
Charles McVay's  quarters. After they were underway, McVay told the crew that what they 
were carrying would help shorten the war. The crew speculated as to the contents of the 
secret cargo and one of them even joked that the large crate probably contained toilet paper 
for General McArthur. 

Michael Kuryla was a coxswain aboard the Indianapolis. "The Little Boy crates and 
uranium were loaded aboard in the early morning.

,,98 He stated that two so-called artillery 
officers came on board with the mysterious cargo and accompanied it on the long voyage to 
Tinian. "We suspected they weren't really artillery officers since they were wearing their 
collar insignia upside down. When we asked them what kind of guns they were assigned to 
they sort of hemmed and hawed and finally just used their hands to show approximately how 
big they were.

,,99 These two "artillery officers" were, in fact, Los Alamos chief medical 
officer Dr. James F. Nolan and Major Robert R. Furman, General Groves' special projects 
officer. 

The Indianapolis wasted no time traveling from San Francisco to Tinian. One of the 
crew commented later they moved so fast they were like a motorboat on the water. As a 
matter of fact, they set a speed record that still stands. Sadly, four days after dropping off 
the precious cargo at Tinian on July 26, the Japanese submarine 1 58 commanded by 
Mochitsura Hashimoto torpedoed and sank the Indianapolis. 

Kuryla and another shipmate had just finished their evening watch and, because it 
was a warm night, decided to sleep outside on the upper deck. He described what happened 
after the first torpedo struck the ship. "The next thing I knew there was an explosion and the 
whole deck stung our bodies. We went flying in the air and landed back down on the deck. 
All of a sudden, Kaboom, there was another one !" I OO As the ship started to roll over rapidly 
on her starboard side, Kuryla recalled: 
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As she was going down, I inhaled all the air I could into my lungs. I took my 
hands and feet, as she was going down on top of me, and pushed down and 
swung to my left. All of a sudden it sucked me back to the deck. So I kicked 
again and it sucked me back again. That's  when I felt, Jeez, maybe this is it! 
They say your life goes before you. I saw my mother, my dad, and my six 
sisters on Homer Street in Chicago. I said an act of contrition and just blacked 
out as the water hit my nose. Next thing I knew, I 'm on the surface. I saw 
the stem of the ship going down, the screws turning, and the guys hanging 
onto the screw guards. It just bubbled up and hissed as it sank. 1 0 1 

The ship went down in 1 1  minutes at 1 2 : 1 4  AM, July 30, 1 945, without being able 
to send an SOS. By the time the rescuers arrived 96 hours later, 883 sailors had drowned or 
been eaten by sharks. This tragedy was the worst sea disaster in the history ofthe U.S.  Navy. 

The Little Boy Assembly Team Leader Commander Birch saw the graffiti and 
ordered all of it removed from the casing. A conservative person, he felt they were 
participants in a "grim, dirty business" and such graffiti was inappropriate. However, some 
of this did reappear later and is clearly visible on photos of the bomb in the loading pit on 
Tinian. 1 02 

Little Boy sat patiently waiting for five days in the air-conditioned Tinian assembly 
building until ready for its final unveiling on Sunday, August 5 ,  1 945 . 

4 1  
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Chapter 4 

Hiroshima 

"My only thought at that time was whether or not it was going to 
be a large-order explosion. The longhairs had told us we had 

to be eight miles away when it went off, but I don 't think 
any of us really believed that. " 

Thomas W. Ferebee - July 1 1 , 1 998 

On Saturday, August 4, 1 945, an afternoon briefing was held on Tinian. It was 
attended by the seven crews that would be going on the mission to drop Little Boy. While 
not mentioning that it was atomic, Capt. Parsons and Col. Tibbets told the crews for the first 
time what type of bomb they would be dropping. Pictures were shown of the Trinity test that 
had taken place a few weeks before in New Mexico. They were told the three target cities 
would be Hiroshima, Kokura, and Nagasaki and there would be no fighter escort on the way 
in. It was to be a surprise. They would be going out in a few days whenever the weather 
permitted. On the way back, there would be rescue planes and submarines to help them in 
case trouble developed. 

The briefing ended about 45 minutes later and they were told not to talk about 
anything they had just heard, even among themselves. They went to dinner, but as one of 
the crew said later, "Our food had no taste." 

The next day, everyone busied themselves by preparing for the mission. They 
checked and rechecked everything. As Major Charles Sweeney's  assistant Flight Engineer 
on both combat missions, Ray Gallagher said: 

We had been in training for a year. We could do it with our eyes shut. The 
most distressing feeling is when you know that you are definitely going out. 
All the bravery in a man, more or less, falls to the side. As a group you're 
brave, but you have your inward thoughts and they may be selfish. They 
basically boil down to this: are we going to make it and come back?l o3 

When you were going to go out on a mission, the only things you could take with 
you were the things that you needed to do your job, your watch, and your dog tags. Anything 
personal has to stay behind. As you left your Quonset, you passed a person who had a 
barracks bag on a bed in front of him. This was someone who would not be going on the 
mission. When you passed him, you dropped your wallet into the bag. He would hold it 
until you came back. It is as if you took "home" and put it behind you. You are on your 
way. There is no turning back. 

"There are no more cowards. We all traveled as a group. We were talking, trying to 
hold a conversation. We got to our briefing and from that moment on, it's a 'Go. '  There's  
no stopping you," said Gallagher. 
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On Sunday afternoon at 2 :00 PM, it had just stopped raining when Little Boy was 
finally wheeled out of the assembly building and loaded onto a trailer. By 2:30 PM, it had 
been pulled out to the loading pit. After Little Boy was hydraulically lowered into the pit, 
the Enola Gay was slowly pushed backwards over the pit by using a Cletrac MG- l aircraft 
tug. It took about an hour to carefully raise the bomb into the plane, secure it to the bomb 
shackle, and attach all of the cables, antennas, and pull out wires. By 6:00 PM, it was all 
ready. The final crew briefing was scheduled to be held at midnight. 

As the Enola Gay was being taxied back from the loading pit to its revetment, an 
incident occurred when the plane' s  number one prop chewed up several yards of the 
revetment's coral while being swung around to face back out toward the entrance. Jean S.  
Cooper, the engine mechanic for the #4 engine of the Enola Gay, recalled what happened: 

When Walter McCaleb, the crew chief, was swinging it around in the 
revetment, he swung a l ittle too wide and clipped the coral and bent the tips 
of the prop. Nothing to do but change props with the Little Boy aboard and 
the revetment full of colonels, majors and even a few generals. We had to 
push them out of the way to get the crane in and the other equipment so we 
could work on the prop. I think that was the fastest prop change in history. 
We just barely managed to have it done in time for takeoff. 1 04 

Acting on a last minute request from N.Y. Times science reporter William Laurence, 
the Enola Gay Co-Pilot, Capt. Robert Lewis, kept a log of what went on during the flight. 
Many of these notes were hand written in almost complete darkness. 1 05 

At 2 :45 AM, August 6, 1 945, the Enola Gay took off from Tinian followed a few 
minutes later by Sweeney in the instrument plane, Captain George Marquardt in the photo 
plane, and Captain Charles McKnight in the back-up plane. The three weather planes had 
taken off an hour earlier. Because the Enola Gay was so heavy, they used almost every foot 
of the runway and barely cleared the end of the field. 

At 3 :00 AM, Parsons opened the hatch and both he and Jeppson climbed through it. 
There was an unexpected toolbox on the catwalk as they made their right tum after entering 
the noisy, dimly-lit bomb bay. With the wind whistling through the bomb bay doors, and 
using Parsons' flashlight for illumination, they both steadied themselves as they cautiously 
inched their way along the very narrow catwalk situated between the port side of the bomb 
and the outer bomb bay wall .  Finally reaching the special 1 0-lb. removable aluminum 
catwalk platform that had been installed in the bomb bay at the rear of Little Boy after it had 
been attached to the bomb shackle the previous day, they started the complex 20-minute 
arming procedure. Jeppson stated later, "It was pleasantly cool in beside the bomb.

,, 1 06 

As the Enola Gay flew low over the Pacific, Parsons unbolted and removed the rear 
tail plate and interior heavy armor plate. While Jeppson held the flashlight, Parsons laid 
down on the platform on his left side propped up on his left elbow and stuck his arms, and 
sometimes his head, inside the tail then disconnected the three primer wires, unscrewed the 
breech plug and set it down on a rubber pad he had placed inside the tail. Then he delicately 
inserted the four powder bags, screwed the heavy breech plug back into the rear of the barrel, 
reconnected the primer wires, and finally reattached the two rear plates. The last step was to 
remove and secure the removable catwalk. If it had been left in place, the position of this 
catwalk very near the tail of Little Boy might have interfered with the bomb when it was 
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finally released. All this had to take place before the plane could be pressurized later for the 
long climb up to cruising altitude. About 6:00 AM, the four planes rendezvoused over Iwo 
Jima. As they looked down on Mt. Suribachi, they were reminded of the 26,000 Americans 
that were killed or wounded capturing the island just five months before. Because the back
up plane was not needed, McKnight stayed behind at Iwo. 

After circling Iwo, they turned, climbed to 9,300 feet, and headed towards Japan. At 
7:30 AM, Jeppson climbed back into the now-cold bomb bay. After carefully making his 
way halfway along the port side of Little Boy, he turned to his left and leaned forward bracing 
himself against the bomb. With only the four bomb bay lights for illumination, he spent the 
next several moments exchanging the green safing (testing) plugs with the red arming plugs. 
Putting the green plugs back in his pocket, he left the bomb bay. 1 07 Jeppson recalled thinking, 
"My job and responsibility is DONE!

,
, 1 08 Little Boy was now fully armed and the Enola Gay 

could be pressurized in order to start its long uphill climb to 32,700 feet. Lewis wrote in his 
log that "the bomb is now alive and it's a funny feeling knowing it's  right in back of you. 
Knock wood." Jeppson wrote later: 

When Parsons and I left the bomb bay the three safing (I call them testing) 
plugs were in place. The time was around 3 :30. 

From that time on I periodically monitored the Flight Test Box, 
testing the fuzing system, and recorded data on typed clip-board (what 
happened to them?) 

Finally, before the plane began its move to bombing altitude around 
7:30, I climbed into the bomb bay and switched plugs-green to red. The bomb 
was now armed. I reported this and test results to Capt. Parsons, who advised 
Tibbets. 

After this no further testing was done, as I recall. There is a critical 
time interval between 3 :30 and 7:30 when testing of the fuzing system 
determined whether or not the weapon should detonate in the air above 
Hiroshima. This is why the term testing plugs is used (a term originated by 
Phil Barnes) I 09 

Both Parsons and Jeppson made frequent, careful checks of the Flight Test Box 
(FTB), which monitored all of the bomb's  many circuits. Jeppson later recalled, "Since I 
detected no problems in monitoring, Capt. Parsons left me alone." I I O 

Radio Hiroshima announced an air-raid alert at 8 :09 AM. The weather plane, 
Straight Flush, had been sighted and it was assumed an attack of some sort was imminent. 

At 8 :25 AM, the radio operator, Richard Nelson, picked up the message from the 
weather plane over the primary. It stated: "Y-3, Q-3, B-2, C- l ." This was translated to read, 
"Cloud cover less than 311 0ths at all altitudes. Advice: bomb primary." Nelson then sent a 
one-word coded message to Iwo Jima. "Primary." 

At 8 :3 1 AM, the all-clear signal was sounded in Hiroshima. At about 9:00 AM, the 
crew of the Enola Gay spotted their target. Tibbets, Parsons, Van Kirk, and Bombardier 
Major Thomas W. Ferebee conferred and all agreed that it was indeed Hiroshima. The three 
planes headed straight in with the Enola Gay in the lead, the instrument plane to the left, and 
the photo plane on the right. Five minutes before the bomb was dropped, the photo plane 
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commanded by Capt. George Marquardt made a turn so that it was in position 1 0  miles away 
to take photos when the bomb went off. 

They reached the IP (Initial Point) at 9 : 1 2  AM, just as the radio operator at Radio 
Hiroshima was writing down the message that three planes had been spotted. As he was 
rushing to a studio to announce the warning, the Enola Gay was six miles overhead. Lewis 
wrote that, "As we are approaching our IP, Ferebee, Van Kirk, and Stiborick are co�ing into 
their own, while the Col. and I are standing by and are giving the boys what they want." He 
concluded with the comment, "There'll be a short intermission while we bomb our target." 

Seated all by himself in the immense bubble nose of the Enola Gay, Ferebee had a 
breathtaking panoramic view as the morning sunlight bathed the doomed city. However, as 
Bombardier, he had seen this identical view over sixty times before. So had the rest of the 
flight crew. As seasoned combat veterans of the long air war in Europe and North Africa, to 
them it was just another city, another target. The only difference this time was that it was a 
bigger bomb. 

About 90 seconds before the bomb's release, Tibbets ceded final command of the 
Enola Gay to Ferebee. "It' s all yours," he said, releasing his grip on the controls. Ferebee 
made careful last-minute maneuvering corrections to the Norden bombsight, which in turn 
was connected to the huge B-29's  autopilot, nicknamed "George." 

F ere bee started the sixty -second signal tone at 9: 14 :  1 7 AM indicating the beginning 
of the automatic release sequence. The AP (Aiming Point) was the T-shaped Aioi Bridge 
over the Ota River that runs through the center of the city. He selected this because it was 
easy to spot from 3 1 ,000 feet. The entire city of Hiroshima was the target. Over the years, 
Ferebee had been reported to have been committed to an insane asylum or gone crazy with 
remorse for what he did. He strenuously denied this in 1 995 when he affirmed in his 
charmingly thick, Mocksville, North Carolina drawl, "It's not true. I 've never felt any 
remorse and never will !" I I I  

At 9: 1 5 : 1 7  A M  [8: 1 5 : 1 7  A M  Hiroshima Time], the tone stopped and the bomb was 
released from 3 1 ,600 feet 1 1 2 just as the Radio Hiroshima announcer was starting to give the 
air-raid alert. As if a giant hand had slapped the bottom of the plane, the nose of the massive 
B-29 suddenly leapt upward in reaction to the release of the enormous weight of the bomb. 

When Little Boy was clear of the plane, Tibbets immediately put the Enola Gay into 
the 1 550 diving right-hand turn that would put them at a safe distance away from the 
explosion. Ferebee stated later, "Quick as I saw the bomb leave the aircraft I turned and said, 
' It's clear,' and then the pilot immediately started the tum." I 1 3 Ferebee looked back over his 
shoulder and noted that the bomb wobbled a bit then picked up speed as it raced downward 
toward the doomed city. In a few short moments, the course of human history would be 
irrevocably changed. 

As soon as The Great Artiste Bombardier Kermit Beahan saw the bomb fall from the 
Enola Gay, he dropped three parachuted instrument packages from his plane. Sweeney 
immediately started his sharp left tum. I 1 4  These aluminum blast pressure gauge canisters 
transmitted primary and reflected acoustical pressure wave signals back to the scientists in 
The Great Artiste. This data was used later to help determine the blast yield. Luis Alvarez, 
Harold Agnew, Bernard Waldman, and Lawrence Johnston developed the technology for 
this system. Said Johnston, "Luis Alvarez was given the job, by Oppenheimer, of going 
along on the mission and measuring the output of the bomb." 1 1 5 A FM transmitter in the 
canister transmitted the signal to a receiver in the instrument plane. The signal was displayed 
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on an oscilloscope and recorded on 1 6-mm. movie film. This system was also used on the 
Nagasaki mission. Johnston was the only person to have witnessed all three Trinity, 
Hiroshima, and Nagasaki explosions. 

Exactly 44.4 seconds later, Little Boy exploded at an altitude of 1 ,968 ± 50 ft .  1 1 6 

George (Bob) Caron, the tail gunner, was the first one on the Enola Gay to actually see the 
flash of the explosion. "It was all over the whole sky. I got the brunt of it. I thought I was 
blinded, even with those special goggles on. I couldn't see the actual explosion, the turret 
was in the way.

,, 1 1 7 Caron also saw the shock wave coming through the air. It looked like a 
spherical, shimmering bubble of air coming right towards him. He did not know what it was 
at first. After it slammed into the plane, Tibbets yelled "Flak!

,, 1 1 8 Caron was able to warn 
everyone before the second reflected shock wave hit. 

Jeppson wrote later that, "To my relief less than a minute later the plane, now in a 
1 800 rolling away tum was slapped by a shock wave and about two seconds later by a second 
shock wave. The second one, obviously reflected from the ground, indicated that the bomb 
had in fact detonated in the air above ground - as it should have.

,, 1 1 9 He added, "The 
destruction on the ground was evident from spreading ground clouds and visible fires. I felt 
regret that people were enveloped in that destruction.

,, 1 2o 

The crews all looked down on the spectacle that was unfolding below them. It 
seemed almost impossible to comprehend. A city of almost 300,000 was essentially 
destroyed. Tibbets wrote in 1 946, "No one spoke for a moment, then everyone was 
talking . . .  Tom Ferebee wondered aloud whether radioactivity would make us all sterile. 
Lewis said he could taste atomic fission. He said it tasted like lead.

,, 1 2 1 

Since the end of the war, the Japanese government stated they presumed 1 40,000 
people died either directly or by the end of 1 945 because of the atomic bomb. However, in 
1 995 they downgraded that longstanding, oft-quoted estimate by almost 40%. Based on an 
extensive four-year survey, the government placed the total number of confirmed deaths by 
the end of 1 945 at 87,833 . 1 22 

A three-mile diameter expanding dark gray cloud was enveloping the city. Fires were 
breaking out everywhere. The city itself looked like bubbling black tar. In the center of the 
destruction a turbulent, bubbling cloud, purplish-gray in color, with a fiery red core, was 
rising into the, now-familiar, mushroom shape. Caron described it as a "peep into Hell !" 
Ferebee stated later, "It was exactly the same as you've seen it  in pictures, only that from 
being there you could actually see parts of things moving up in the cloud, parts of buildings 
or just rubbish of all kinds." 1 23 Lewis wrote in his log, "There in front of our eyes was 
without a doubt the greatest explosion man has ever witnessed." He continued: 

I am certain the entire crew felt this experience was more than any one human 
had ever thought possible. It seems impossible to comprehend. Just how 
many Japs did we kill? I honestly have the feeling of groping for words to 
explain this or I might say My God what have we done. If I live a hundred 
years I ' ll never quite get these few minutes out of my mind. Look at Capt. 
Parsons, why he is as confounded as the rest and he was supposed to have 
known everything and expected this much to happen (original emphasis) . 1 24 

Lewis stated years later, "People get the wrong meaning, that we immediately felt 
sorry. This was not the intent. The intent was that it was so enormous - human beings 
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developed something to destroy a whole city at a time - it was utterly incomprehensible.
,, 1 25 

At this point, Tibbets announced over the intercom that they had just dropped the first atomic 
bomb in history. 1 26 Within a few minutes, the cloud had risen to almost 40,000 feet. Most 
of the crew thought that this would surely mean the end of the war. 

Ferebee later explained both he and Tibbets had not worn the dark goggles, which 
would have protected them from the intense flash of light that accompanied the explosion. 
Both were momentarily blinded. However, that was short-lived and soon they were flying 
parallel with The Great Artiste. Ferebee wrote later, "Paul, after pulling out of the escape 
tum, leveled off and then turned south for all [of us] to observe the city from our right for 
approximately two minutes. Then he turned slightly left and headed back to Tinian.

,, 1 27 

Tibbets called back on the intercom. Referring to the hard 1 550  turn, he asked, "How 
was that ride back there, Bob?" Caron, a Brooklyn native, replied, "Colonel that was better 
than the 25-cent Cyclone ride at Coney Island!"  Tibbets answered, "Well, pay me the quarter 
when we land." Caron replied, "Hell, Colonel, you' ll have to wait until payday.

,, 1 28 

The radio operator, Richard Nelson, broke radio silence to send a series of three 
coded messages back to Tinian after the bomb was dropped. The first message sent was 
from Tibbets. It was a normal strike report and stated they were returning to the regular base 
(Tinian). The second, more detailed report was from Parsons to Ramsey. It said (in code), 
"82 V 670. Able, Line 1, Line 2, Line 6, Line 9." The third was a clarification message. 
When these were combined and summarized by Los Alamos scientist John Manley back in 
Washington, the following message was transmitted from General Groves to Oppenheimer. 
It stated, "Clear cut results, in all respects successful. Exceeded TR (Trinity) test in visible 
effects. Normal conditions obtained in aircraft after delivery was accomplished. Visual 
attack on Hiroshima at 0523 1 5Z with only one-tenth cloud cover. Flak and fighters absent." 

Over the many years since the war ended, Tibbets bristled at any suggestion it was a 
mistake to use the bombs. Responding to Monday-morning quarterbacking by some critics 
he commented, "They never had their balls on the anvil. They weren't there.

,, 1 29 He also 
said, "I am convinced. I 've been convinced, by Japanese, that we saved more lives than we 
took. It was a devastating thing. It came as a tremendous surprise. It shocked people." In 
an impassioned response to a question concerning the il l-conceived 1 995 Smithsonian 
Institution National Air and Space Museum Enola Gay exhibit, Tibbets stated: 

They tried to show the Americans, and us (509th) in particular, as a bunch of 
people who were out to slaughter the Japanese, the poor people . . .  that 
bothered me because, I don't know how many of you have read your history 
and know what they did in China . . .  you talk about slaughter, they did it by 
the millions and we did it by the thousands. In wartime, people are going to 
get killed! That's been happening since the cavemen were throwing rocks at 
each other. The fact that we killed so many people so quickly was just 
unheard of, it was terrible. But on the other hand, that had to be done, and it 
was done, to save millions oflives! 1 3 0  

Captured Japanese military personnel and scientists, who had been working on their 
own atomic bomb program, were asked after the war if they would have used their bomb 
against the Allies. They replied, somewhat puzzled, "Why wouldn't we have?" 1 3  1 

In a remarkable postwar interview, Emperor Hirohito revealed his feelings about the 
use of the bombs. In response to ajournalist's question, he stated, "I feel it is very regrettable 
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that nuclear bombs were dropped, and I feel sorry for the citizens of Hiroshima. But it 
couldn't be helped because it happened in wartime."m 

Perhaps one of the most poignant statements came from the Bockscar assistant Flight 
Engineer Ray Gallagher during an interview with a Japanese war correspondent. Gallagher 
had flown on both atomic missions. When asked if he was sorry they dropped the bomb, he 
stated: 

You know, at that time there was a monster that was loose and that monster 
was War. He was killing everybody. He was killing people in your country, 
our country, and all over the world. Something had to happen. We did it, we 
had it, and we used it. Do you think for one minute that if you had it that you 
wouldn't have used it? l 33 

Gallagher continued, "God was with me that day. You know, a lot of people were killed. A 
lot of people were injured. There was a lot of heartbreak." At that point he had difficulty 
speaking. There was a long pause. Finally, in a voice cracking with emotion, he added, 
" . . .  but we did all right." l 34 

When they returned to Tinian at 2 :58 PM, there was a crowd of about 200 there to 
congratulate them. Thousands more lined the taxiway. As Tibbets stepped off the plane, 
General Spaatz immediately awarded him the Distinguished Service Cross. Until they could 
be debriefed, the crew was under orders not to speak to anyone. After the debriefing, they 
were released. They were then checked out by the doctors after which some of the men ate 
dinner, some celebrated, and others returned to their barracks and went to sleep. Most of 
them slept straight through to the next morning. 

At about midnight on August 7, the crews were shown photos of the damage that had 
been inflicted on Hiroshima. The extent of the destruction was incredible. After the briefing, 
they went back to their Quonsets and tried to get some more sleep. When they got up the 
next morning, they hoped they would hear the news that Japan had surrendered. 
Unfortunately, this did not happen. Early in the afternoon, they were told there would be 
another briefing at midnight. They knew this could only mean they would be going out on 
a second mission. They would be dropping Fat Man, the second atomic bomb. 
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Chapter 5 

Fat Man 

"The planned system for the functioning 
of the FM was considerably more complex. " 

Harlow Russ - 1 984 

Fat Manl 35 was the code name for the implosion weapon dropped on Nagasaki on 
August 9, 1 945 . The explosion was equal to a force of 2 1  ± 2 Kilotons l 36 or 42,000,000-lb. 
of TNT. Putting it simply, that was roughly equivalent to 2, 1 00 fully loaded B-29's dropping 
1 68,000 500-lb bombs on the same target, at the very same instant ! 137 

An explosive chain reaction occurred when the nuclear fuel, in this case a sub-critical 
mass of plutonium (pu-239), was compressed by the process of implosion. This is the 
opposite of an explosion. The implosion process was about 1 6  times more efficient than the 
gun-type gadget. 1 38 However, it was also considerably more difficult to engineer a successful 
implosion device. 

In the implosion design, the plutonium core (with an initiator inside) was surrounded 
by a series of shells. The first of these was an 8 .75" diameter natural uranium U-238 (code
named tuballoy, tube-alloy, or Tu) tamper sphere surrounded by a 0. 1 25" thick brownish
black shell of thermoset plastic heavily loaded with very dense neutron absorbing boron-
1 0. 1 39 Boron- l O is almost unique in its ability to absorb thermal neutrons. Rods made with 
boron are used to control neutrons in nuclear reactors because they can absorb slow (thermal) 
neutrons and not fast neutrons. An 1 8.5"  diameter aluminum "pusher" shell in turn 
surrounded the boron layer. 140 The last layer was two thick shells of explosive blocks 
(charges). These two shells were made from two different kinds of High Explosive (HE), 
fast burning Composition B-2 (RDXlTNT-600/0/400/0) and slower burning Baratol 70 
(barium nitrate/TNT-700/0/300/0). 1 4 1  RDX was the name for a British explosive. The initials 
stood for Research Department, compound X. Only a third of the explosive energy was 
directed inward, so the explosive charge design was critical. 1 42 The entire arrangement was 
contained inside a cork-lined, 7-piece Dural (Duralumin or 356-T6 alloy) sphere surrounded 
by an armor steel bomb casing. 

The 64 explosive charges were arranged into an inner and outer shell. Both of these 
were in the configuration of a soccer ball with 32 sections in each layer. This was referred 
to as the Y- 1 56 1  design. 143 Several other geometric patterns were considered. This included 
the Y - 1 222 and Y - 1 29 1  explosive charge design in the shape of a 1 2-pentagon dodecahedron 
utilized during earlier implosion experiments. Each of the 1 2  pentagonal faces was further 
subdivided into six smaller pentagons - five asymmetrical pentagons surrounding a central 
symmetrical pentagon, adding up to a total of 72 blocks. A photograph of a partially 
assembled sphere using this explosive charge arrangement first appeared in the original 
edition of James Kunetka's book City of Fire (see bibliography). However, the Y- 1 222 and 
Y - 1 29 1  designs used only one layer of non-lens explosive charges held together by an outer 
Dural sphere made from 1 2  pentagonal shaped pieces. 144 While the HE section in this design 
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was different, the interior pit components (initiator, plutonium, tamper, boron, and pusher) 
were essentially the same as those used in both the Trinity and Nagasaki implosion devices. 

According to Los Alamos Explosives Division (X-2A) Chief Engineer Robert 
Henderson: 

Early in 1 944 a bright young T-4 Tech Sgt., Leonard Della Moretta, was 
assigned to my group in X-Division. He was a whiz at Spherical Geometry 
and I gave him the job of coming up with a block design for the Fat Man HE 
charge. A 1 2-pentagon dodecahedron is the largest configuration of equi
sided, obtuse angled figures that can be wrapped around a sphere. Twelve 
pentagonal blocks, even in two layers, would be too heavy for safe 
manhandling. Della Moretta conceived the idea of inserting an irregular 
shaped hexagon at the corner of three adjacent pentagons. This resulted in 
20 hexagons and 1 2  pentagons, all with obtuse corner angles, ideal for 
physical strength and resistance to chipping of the edges. The heaviest block 
could be readily manhandled. He then calculated the angles between adjacent 
block faces and produced detail drawings of their configuration to be used in 
fabricating molds for casting the explosives. 145 

Regarding the 32-point design, SED Della-Moretta replied, "Bob Henderson is too 
damned generous. He modestly disclaimed his own original thoughts and tactful guidance, 
and gave all the credit to his men when they did a good job for him . . . .  At that time, they had 
been working on n-point designs, all calculated by Bob [Friedman] .

,, 1 46 Della-Moretta, 
whose brother Art went ashore with an engineering detachment at Omaha Beach during the 
D-Day invasion and later survived the Battle of the Bulge, went on to state : 

Bob Friedman started and I assisted him in calculating the 32-point design. 
Gradually I began doing more of it. These calculations had to be re-worked 
quite a few times because improved explosives were introduced with 
different refractive indexes [and] because of differing ratios of flame spreads 
of the fast and slow lens components. We had to be careful because the lens 
action ceased when it spread so far that the lens curve became tangent to the 
ray from the ignition point. This depended on where we started the curve and 
the speed-ratio. 147 

Addressing the question of who came up with the idea for the 32-point design, Della
Moretta wrote, "The trouble with lumping credits onto one person is that all of us were 
thinking about it and whoever voiced a thought may not have been the first to think about it. 
Like an audience in a burlesque theater, the first bold one who shouts 'take it om ' may not 
be the only man in the theater who had such thoughts." I 48 

Each ofthe 32 "lenses" (shaped charges) in the outer shell was made of Composition 
(or Comp) B [ 1 .6 glcm3] with a slightly parabolic shaped inclusion of Baratol [2.4 glcm3] . 
Although the outer lenses were two different sizes and shapes, all the Baratol inclusions were 
probably the same shape and contour. The lenses were 9.0" thick l49 and each of the outer 
straight-line edges of both pentagonal and hexagonal lenses was 1 1 .25" long. Despite the 
fact this lens was opaque, the trigonometric calculations required to determine the proper 
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shape for the inclusion were the same as for a two-element, transparent glass lens. The wave 
shaping principles involving different refractive indexes were identical . After the lens design 
was frozen at the end of February 1 945, any alterations in the explosive wave configuration 
were accomplished by adjusting the barium nitrate/TNT ratio in the Baratol. The inner shell 
of charges consisted of 32 blocks of 8 .875" thick solid Comp B. 1 50 Each of the larger 
hexagonal inner charges weighed about 47-lb. while the smaller pentagonal charges weighed 
3 1 -lb. Total HE thickness was about 1 8" with an overall diameter of 54.375" (when fully 
compressed by the cork lining). 

While the Manhattan scientists had tested some nonlensed configurations (see 
above), the lensed HE design provided the greatest probability of success. 1 5 1  Some current 
nuclear devices use a nonlensed configuration. They also use what are called Insensitive 
High Explosives (IHE). It is almost impossible to accidentally detonate these explosives. 
The current generation of Plastic Bonded Explosives (PBX), e.g., PBX 950 1 ,  PBX 9502, 
LX - 1 7, or LAX - 1 1 2, are cast or pressed into a rough shape. Pressing produces 
homogeneous, high-density PBX parts. These are then machined into spheres or cylinders 
depending on the design of the nuclear device. Examples of inert pressed and machined IHE 
hemispheres are on display in the Bradbury Science Museum at Los Alamos. 1 52 

The casting of the explosive charges was an extremely demanding and frustrating 
procedure. A voiding low-density bubbles, cracks, uneven density, and other imperfections 
was an almost impossible task. Jacketed and steam heated, stainless steel candy kettles were 
used to melt the explosives. For a detailed description of the problems and procedures, 
readers should refer to both Critical Assembly and Manhattan District History: Non
Scientific Aspects of Los Alamos Project Y 1 942- 1 946 (see bibliography). Many tens of 
thousands of castings were made without a single accident. 

SED Technical Sergeant McAllister Hull ran the production line, which produced the 
finished lenses: 

I used a stirrer, gradually pulled up as the casting cooled from the outside, to 
keep the Baratol mixture uniform and the interior cavity free. I determined 
the rate at which to pull up the stirrers by casting 1 0  inner lenses 
simultaneously, then sawing them in half at five-minute intervals to see where 
the solid line had reached. The stirrer was pulled up at a rate to keep the 
blades ahead of the solidification curve inside the lens. 1 53 

Uneven cooling of the HE after casting had been a major problem. A water-cooled 
jacket incorporated into the casting mold casing was eventually used. This allowed water to 
be circulated at different levels around the casting during the cooling process. Starting with 
hot water and then gradually reducing the temperature could eliminate surface bubbles on 
the finished castings. Built in the C-Shop at Los Alamos, the construction of these molds 
was an intricate procedure. It involved the use of unique no-shrink bismuth alloy (Cerro
Tru) used in the die making industry. They would need four different sizes; one each 
pentagonal and hexagonal inner charge and outer lens molds. 

According to Robert Henderson: 

All we needed now were four master aluminum samples of the HE blocks, 
machined to their exact dimensions. The HE casting molds would be made 
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of 1 14" steel plate with elaborate copper cooling coil circuits brazed to the 
inner surface of the steel pots that would permit experimental determination 
of the cooling cycles required to guarantee quality HE castings. With these 
aluminum master plugs suspended in the steel pots we poured the Cerro-Tru 
into the space between the steel pot and the aluminum master pattern. Lifting 
the aluminum master out, we had a perfect mold for casting the HE in the 
carefully controlled way needed for quality HE blocks. 1 54 

The Chrysler Corporation in Detroit had a unique milling machine that was 
electronically numerically controlled. Named the "Kellermatic" after Chrysler's President 
K.T. Keller, it was ideally suited for producing the aluminum masters for the HE molds. Pre
empting the use of this milling machine meant temporarily shutting down the assembly line 
producing engines for the B-29. Chrysler was able to produce the four aluminum masters in 
about three days. I SS 

The final two production outer lens molds had a fixed, curved bottom and two tops; 
one for the Baratol insert and one for the Comp B outer HE. Vaseline was utilized as a 
release compound because the HE had a tendency to stick to the sides of the molds. 1 56 To 
make the outer lens charge, the Baratol inclusion was cast first. The parabolic-shaped outer 
radius was produced by placing the top inside the mold and the molten Baratol was poured 
through a hollow cylindrical section above this top called a riser. After it solidified, the HE 
was taken out of the mold and the riser "spud" was removed by machining with curved 
beryllium-copper forming cutters. 1 57 Next, it was placed back in the mold for overcasting. 
The Comp B, which had a slightly lower melting point, was then poured over the Baratol to 
fill in the remainder of the mold. The two explosives were thus bonded into a single HE lens 
block. Finally, the Comp B riser spud was removed from the finished lens. If needed, the 
planar surfaces of both the Baratol and Comp B charges were machined "wet" under running 
water. This cut down the chances of the explosive igniting due to friction created during the 
dangerous machining process. 1 58 "The high explosive components of the lenses were 
machined to tolerances of better than one mil." 1 59 

Los Alamos SED machinist Ralph Sparks explained: 

I made some of the beryllium-copper forming cutters that were used out at S
Site to make the curvature on the top of the lenses . . . there was a spud there on 
the top where you poured the liquid material and then you'd cut that off, but 
it was never perfect. So they'd come in with this large spade-forming tool 
and smooth off the top to get the perfect radius .. .they made them a little high 
so they could smooth them with that tool. They did this with a big radial 
drill. 1 60 

The Comp B used in the lenses had a detonation velocity rate of around 7,800 mlsec. 
Depending on the formula used, the rate for Baratol ranged from 4,600 to 5,250 mlsec. 1 6 1  

When the 32 outer lenses were all detonated simultaneously, the inwardly directed explosive 
detonation wave was shaped (focused) as it wrapped around the inner inclusions of denser, 
slower burning Baratol. This changed the shape of the wave from a convex to a concave
collapsing wave. When this spherically configured wave reached the inner shell of 32 fast 
burning Comp B charges, it sped up and concentrated before slamming into the aluminum 
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pusher hell and then into the uranium tamper. Any hydrodynamic irregularities or 
instabilities in the shock wave were smoothed out as it "pushed" through the relatively soft 
aluminum sphere. 

The aluminum pusher was machined with a particular resonant thickness matched to 
the acoustic impedance of the detonation wave (which behaved in a manner similar to a 
sound wave). This was critical because it tuned the shock wave so that it was amplified as it 
passed through the heavy tamper sphere. The alpha-phase natural uranium (U-238) used for 
the tamper had a density of about 1 9  g/cm3 [ 1 1 ozlin3] .  After the shockwave passed through 
the tamper, it compressed the slightly sub critical spherical mass of plutonium to about half 
of its original volume. 1 62 This caused the plutonium to increase to over twice-normal density 
by reducing its volume without decreasing mass. Simply put, this meant the neutrons only 
had to travel half the distance to reach another plutonium nucleus. The rapid increase in 
density made it instantly supercritical and it exploded in a nuclear chain reaction. 

The main purpose of the tamper was to reflect any escaping neutrons back into the 
expanding chain reaction. The massive density of the uranium used for the tamper also 
served an inertial function by helping to physically contain the rapidly expanding chain 
reaction until the required amount of 80+ nuclear fission reactions (generations) had 
occurred. The U-238 used in the tamper had an additional benefit. When struck with a large 
quantity of energetic neutrons from the fissioning plutonium, the U-238 would fission thus 
providing as much as 20% or more to the total yield of the weapon. 1 63 

Two fatal "criticality excursions" (accidents) involving tampers took place shortly 
after the war ended. These were the only radiation-connected fatalities to occur at Los 
Alamos during the entire Manhattan Project. Determining the proper amount of tamper 
material that should surround a fissile mass has always been a matter of trial-and-error. The 
thickness of the tamper is dependent on both the type of material used for the tamper and the 
type and quantity of fissile material the tamper surrounds. During the testing phase at Los 
Alamos, these potentially dangerous criticality experiments were referred to by the scientists 
as "tickling the dragon's tail." The easiest way for some of them to visualize any possible 
radiation exposure was to think of it as "a three-dimensional sunburn.,, 1 64 

The first of these accidents occurred on the evening of August 2 1 ,  1 945; about a week 
after the Japanese announced their intention to surrender. Los Alamos scientist Harry 
Daghlian had just attended the weekly Tuesday night colloquia that ended at 9 :  1 0 PM and 
afterward went down to the Omega Site Laboratory at 9 :30 P.M. in Pajarito Canyon where 
he was anxious to do some critical assembly configuration work and take some
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measurements. Daghlian had already performed two critical assembly tests earlier in the day 
and was scheduled to perform a third test the very next morning, but for unknown reasons 
decided to do it that evening. As with just about everything, there is the "right way" to do 
something and then there are shortcuts. The scientists were supposed to follow specific 
safety rules, including not working alone at night. However, the enormous pressures to 
shorten the war by even a day were felt by all and shortcuts became commonplace. Daghlian 
was taking such a dangerous shortcut at 9 :55 P.M. when his luck ran out. 

When making a critical assembly, the scientists were supposed to safely slide the last 
pieces of tamper in from the side instead of the top. Nevertheless, it was late in the evening, 
Daghlian was tired, and that is when mistakes are most likely to occur. A heavy 2. 1 25" x 
2. 1 25" x 4.25" brick of tungsten carbide tamper weighing 4.4-kg [9.7-lb] somehow slipped 
from his left hand and fell onto the top of a 6 . 1 9-kg [ 1 3 .6-lb. ]  plutonium sphere assembly, 
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which was just short of criticality. Daghlian had already built the assembly up five layers 
and had added an additional five more bricks on the sixth, but the next brick proved to be too 
much and, when it dropped from his hand, the assembly instantly went prompt critical. 1 65 

He reacted instinctively by quickly pushing this last brick back off the assembly with his 
right hand. At that point, however, Daghlian also felt a tingling sensation in that hand and 
noticed a blue glow surrounding the assembly to a depth of about two inches. Unfortunately, 
he received a 5 1 0  R (Rads or Rems) fatal radiation dose and died almost 26 days later at 4:30 
PM on September 1 5 . 1 66 Scientists later speculated that if Daghlian had left immediately, 
instead of slowly removing many of the remaining blocks over a period of about 1 00 seconds, 
he probably would have survived. An SED guard, Pvt. Robert Hemmerly, was seated about 
1 2' away from Daghlian with his back turned when the accident occurred and also noticed 
the blue flash in the room. 

The second accident took place exactly nine months later on Tuesday, May 2 1 ,  1 946. 
Testing was being undertaken for the upcoming CROSSROADS tests in the Pacific (see 
below). One of the tests involved the use of a new type of tamper material and the very same 
3 .62" diameter plutonium hemispheres (nicknamed "Rufus") Daghlian had used. This test 
took place inside Building 1 at the Pajarito lab site. The plutonium had been carefully placed 
into the lower half of a 1 3 .83" diameter beryllium hemisphere. 1 67 

Critical Assembly Group leader Louis Slotin was showing his replacement, Alvin C. 
Graves and six other scientists, how to perform a hands-on critical assembly. Like Daghlian 
before him, he also disregarded proper safety procedures by utilizing potentially dangerous 
shortcuts. The 35-year-old physicist was in the process of lowering a smaller 9" diameter 
beryllium tamper over the plutonium and beryllium assembly. Two one-inch square metal 
spacer blocks on each side had been used to hold the tamper halves apart. Both spacers were 
removed and Slotin used a screwdriver in his right hand to keep the tamper shell from closing 
completely. One edge ofthe upper hemisphere was resting on the lower shell. His left thumb 
was inserted through a 2.5" diameter opening in the polar region of the upper hemisphere. 
As Slotin carefully brought the beryllium hemispheres closer together by manipulating the 
screwdriver, the increasing sounds emanating from speakers attached to neutron counters 
told him the assembly was rapidly approaching criticality. This indicated that the tamper 
was too thick and was therefore reflecting more neutrons than necessary back into the 
growing chain reaction. 

It was exactly 3 :20 P.M. when Slotin's luck also ran out. The angry dragon awoke 
and rose up to slay him. In an instant, the screwdriver unexpectedly slipped, the tamper 
sphere assembly closed and went prompt critical. A blue ionizing flash extended up to 8" 
beyond the tamper, around both the hole in the upper tamper hemisphere and the equatorial 
gap, and a surge of heat instantly filled the room. The flash lasted only a few tenths of a 
second. The same blue flash had occurred during Daghlian's accident. Slotin immediately 
threw the upper tamper hemisphere to the floor, but it was already far too late. He had 
suffered a lethal exposure to both gamma and neutron radiation. It was as if Slotin had been 
fully exposed to an exploding atomic bomb at a distance of less than 5,000 feet. It took only 
seven days for him to die. 

McAllister Hull recalled, "I was one of the people to calculate Louis' dose from the 
induced radiation in his fountain pen [gold point] . I estimated =900 R. . . .  500 R kills half of 
a radiated group.,

, 1 68 Hull's wife worked in the Los Alamos travel office and arranged travel 
for Slotin's family to come from Canada. After this second accident, all hand-operated 
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criticality testing was permanently banned. These tests have subsequently been performed 
by remote control at a safe distance behind massive radiation shielding. 

Unlike the Little Boy gun-type assembly, the Fat Man implosion device or gadget 
had been tested. This was the Trinity test that took place on July 1 6, 1 945 .  The design of 
the bomb was refmed over a period of time by conducting drop tests. The bombs were 
painted with a mustard yellow rust-preventing zinc-chromate primer. This color made them 
easy to track during these tests. These tests were used to refine the mechanical, electrical, 
fusing, and ballistics of the Fat Man design. They referred to some of these test shapes as 
"pumpkins." These were filled with cement to approximate the expected weight of the final 
bomb. Later, some of these pumpkins were filled with Comp B and dropped on targets in 
Japan. 1 69 

The Fat Man bomb measured 1 28.375" in length, 60.25" in diameter, and weighed 
about 1 O,265-lb. Inside the 0.375" thick outer steel ballistic case was the large, 7-piece, cast 
Dural sphere. This sphere, with a OS' thick rubberized-cork compression lining 
supplemented with rubber pressure pads, 1 70 contained about 5 ,300-lb. of Comp B and 
Baratol. In the center of the HE was the nuclear "pit" consisting of the spherical aluminum 
pusher and the tuballoy tamper with the plutonium core. Except for some minor differences, 
the sphere assemblies used inside both the Trinity and Nagasaki devices were essentially the 
same. 

Plutonium can exist in six distinct allotropic forms (phases), with a different density 
for each phase. This makes it the most complex and difficult to work with element in the 
entire periodic table. Delta-phase plutonium was used "primarily because of the added 
likelihood of an effective reaction, and in part because of the metallurgical difficulties with 
the alpha-phase.

,, 1 7 1 The scientists tried alloying the plutonium with a number of different 
elements in an effort to make it more malleable. Aluminum was tried, but it emitted neutrons 
when struck with alpha particles and would therefore lead to a possible pre-initiation of the 
core. The next element below aluminum on the periodic table was gallium. It did not have 
the same nuclear characteristics as aluminum so the metallurgists gave it a try. They soon 
discovered this alloy was quite stable at room temperature. 1 72 

Delta-phase plutonium normally has a density of 1 5 .92 g/cm3 [9.2 ozlin3] . However, 
when it is alloyed with 3 atomic % (0.8 % by weight) gallium, 1 73 delta-phase plutonium has 
a lower density of 1 5 .76 glcm3 [9. 1 1  ozlin3] . 1 74 The two-piece plutonium core used for the 
Trinity and Nagasaki devices weighed 6. l 9-kg [ 1 3 .6-lb.] . 1 75 In his July 25,  1 945, diary entry 
description of the Trinity test, President Truman essentially de-classified the quantity of 
plutonium in the device by writing: 

An experiment in the New Mexico desert was startling-to put it mildly. 
Thirteen pounds of the explosive caused the complete disintegration of a steel 
tower 60 feet high, created a crater 6 feet deep and 1 ,200 feet in diameter, 
knocked over a steel tower Y2 mile away and knocked men down 1 0,000 yards 
away (emphasis added). 1 76 

Los Alamos nuclear weapon designer Theodore Taylor once explained how the 
tremendous amount of energy in this small quantity of plutonium was released during a 
nuclear explosion: 
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It had to do with binding energy, and it was that when Fat Man exploded over 
Nagasaki the amount of matter that changed into energy and destroyed the 
city was one gram - a third the weight of a penny. A number of kilograms 
of plutonium were in the bomb, but the amount that actually released its 
binding energy and created the fireball was one gram. E (twenty kilotons) 
equals m (one gram) times the square of the speed oflight. 1 77 

After each hemisphere was roughcast, it was placed in a hard steel die and hot
pressed into its final shape. 1 7S Next, the planar surfaces were machined so the two 
hemispheres would mate without any air-gaps. Finally, the hemispheres were nickel-plated 
(Trinity sphere was silver-plated). 1 79 

used: 
Los Alamos physicist Robert Christy described how the solid core design came to be 

It was my suggestion that led to it. Earlier designs of the implosion bomb 
had been a relatively thin shell of plutonium, which would then be blown in 
by the implosion. It was assembled in the center with ideally very high 
density and spherical shape. But, there were constant worries at the time that, 
because of irregularities in the explosive, it would end up in a totally 
unacceptable form. They were worried it wouldn't be spherical and that it 
might end up with jets coming in and it wouldn't even go off. These worries 
were very real . They wanted to be sure it would not fail. It would be a very 
bad thing if they had a failure. So I suggested if they took the hole out of the 
middle, and just made it solid, it couldn't very well be made non-spherical. 
There was a very small hole for the initiator that was required. I SO 

A spherical modulated initiatorl S I  utilizing the "Urchin" design was placed in the 
hole in the very center of the 3 .62" diameter plutonium hemispheres. l s2 Sometimes referred 
to as the "screwball," this initiator consisted of a smooth, hollow, two-piece, nickel-plated 
beryllium shell that had 1 5  parallel, wedge-like grooves machined into its inner surface. The 
surface of the grooves was first plated with a 4-mil layer of gold followed by a 30-curie layer 
of polonium. Inside this ball was a solid beryllium ball that was also covered with gold and 
20-curies of polonium. I S3 The gold plating kept the alpha particles from contacting the 
beryllium. Both the solid ball and the surrounding initiator shell were then plated with a 
layer of nickel to prevent the polonium from migrating. When crushed by the implosion, the 
initiator emitted a modulated burst of neutrons that started the nuclear chain reaction at the 
right instant just like the Little Boy initiators had done. Because the polonium used in the 
initiators had a half-life of only 1 38 .39 days, this meant these had to be replaced frequently 
in the postwar production units. In the case of Fat Man, the initiators were flown to Tinian, 
along with the plutonium, to ensure they were fresh. 

The Trinity Pit Team or G- l consisted of Robert Bacher, Harry Daghlian, Bernard 
Feld, Marshall Holloway, SED Herbert Lehr, Boyce McDaniel, Philip Morrison, Raemer 
Schreiber, Louis Slotin, and Cyril Smith. Schreiber and Morrison would later repeat the 
same tasf at Tinian on the Nagasaki bomb. At Trinity, the capsule l S4 (see below) assembly 
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took place inside what had been the 1 6' x 1 8' front master bedroom of the abandoned 
McDonald ranch house two miles from the Trinity tower. 

Both the plutonium core and polonium-beryllium initiator were warm to the touch 
because of the energy given off by the alpha-particle emission from both items. It was 
uncomfortably warm to hold the plutonium for any length of time with a bare hand. 
Weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu) generates 2.4 W Ikg-Pu 1 85, therefore approximately 1 5  
watts of heat ( 1 00°- 1 1 0° F) was generated by the 6 . 1 9-kg core. Philip Morrison wrote later 
"The heat of the loaded initiator is certainly real and obvious to the touCh.

,
, 1 86 Morrison 

would later become the Project Alberta Pit Team leader on Tinian. This warmth caused a 
minor problem during the Trinity test. The Pit Assembly Team had performed a dry-run of 
the capsule insertion (minus the active material) prior to the actual assembly at the base of 
the Trinity tower. Everything went according to plan and the capsule slid smoothly into the 
pit. The only problem they encountered during this trial insertion was lightning striking the 
ground from an approaching storm just a few miles away. Herbert Lehr remembered being 
pretty nervous about the lightning because he was lying across the top of the HE filled sphere 
at the time. "[Marshall] Holloway told me not to worry because if it ever hits, you'll never 
know about it !

,,
1 87 

When the actual plutonium-filled capsule was being slowly lowered by chain hoist 
into the interior of the gadget, the heat from the plutonium had caused it to expand and it 
would not go in all the way. After waiting several anxious minutes, the capsule cooled and 
contracted sufficiently for it to finally slide into place. Raemer Schreiber explained this 
problem: 

At Trinity, the capsule did stick as it entered the uranium tamper. There was 
great consternation, particularly since these two identical pieces (without the 
plutonium core) had traveled down from Los Alamos as a single assembly. 
Then someone, possibly Marshall Holloway, identified the problem: warm 
capsule in cold tamper. We waited several (very long) minutes with the two 
pieces in contact, and then the capsule slid home with no problem. 

The high explosives assembly, which surrounded the tamper, had 
been stored in an unheated magazine at Los Alamos and was still cold at 
assembly time. The capsule had been removed and taken to the McDonald 
ranch house where we inserted the initiator and plutonium core, both of which 
were quite warm. So the capsule warmed and expanded during the several 
hours between capsule assembly and the insertion. 

The same problem did not occur at Tinian because the HE assembly 
was exposed to ambient air at 80+ degrees and the capsule was in an air
conditioned Quonset until the time of insertion. 1 88 

Morrison wrote, "If there is anything I recall with vividness and internal certainty it 
is the minute or so adjustment by metallic contact of the expansion interference we felt on 
first loading the core plug into the Trinity HE device." 1 89 Herbert Lehr stated " . . .  when we 
loaded the slug into the bomb, I was there assisting, we found that the slug would not fit into 
the hole in the uranium [tamper] sphere. After trying a few times to insure we were aligned 
perfectly, it was Bob Bacher who said let it sit there for a bit and slowly, as the temperature 
of the slug and the sphere equalized, the slug slid perfectly into the hole." Bacher said, "Just 
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take it easy." Lehr continued, "Bacher was smart enough to remember the bomb had set out 
in the desert night and cooled down, while the heat generated by the plutonium warmed the 
slug.

,, 190 After it first stuck, they slowly released the tension on the chain hoist. Lehr 
recalled, "As 1 remember, it "dropped" about a quarter of an inch or so and then it dropped 
another inch or so. Finally, the last two or three inches, it dropped all the way in. It was a 
slow deal and just a matter of temperature equilibrium.

,,
1 9 1 

According to Pit Team member Boyce McDaniel, "I remember stepping outside the 
tent to take a look at the usual midafternoon thunderstorm. It was really a very short time 
that it was stuck, since by the time 1 went back in it had already started to go in." 192 

Because the capsule wall was thinnest at the waist portion, any heat transfer from the 
plutonium sphere inside would have caused a slight expansion bulge to occur in the cylinder. 
This is the part that stuck during the assembly. 1 93 

What has never been mentioned in any of the many previously published accounts of 
the plug-sticking problem was the fact this had first occurred earlier back at Los Alamos. 
Three tuballoy tamper plugs and spheres had been manufactured to extremely close 
tolerances by machinists in the tuballoy shop. Ralph Sparks had carefully measured each of 
the plugs and the openings in the spheres. "Dr. Bacher stood over me as 1 measured them." 
Sparks sorted them to give "about a 3 or 4 thousandths clearance" for each sphere-plug 
matched pair and marked them with a center punch. 

Considered a brilliant machinist by those who knew him, "Sparky" headed up the 
prototype shop located in the Gamma building not far from Robert Bacher's office. Bacher 
was in charge of implosion studies and Gadget design. "I reminded Dr. Bacher that 1 was 
measuring them and they were all the same temperature. Any temperature differential would 
cause a problem." Sure enough, when Sparks first attempted a plug insertion, without the 
active material inside, it stuck. As it turned out, the plug had expanded slightly because it 
had been sitting in the hot New Mexico sun on a little platform just outside the assembly 
building. Bacher was notified of the problem and he was very concerned. So they waited 
and when the plug cooled down, it dropped in of its own accord. According to Sparks, "The 
first one 1 went to put in, the dam thing stuck. 1 waited for a while, but nothing really 
changed. Then 1 realized, it was just an interference fit.

, ,
1 94 When this sticking surfaced later 

during the Trinity test, it was Bacher who remembered this temperature differential as being 
the source of the problem. 

At Trinity, Boyce McDaniel carefully monitored the neutron count as the capsule 
was being lowered millimeter-by-millimeter because this was the first time the active 
material had been inside the explosive-filled sphere. Mock HE had been used back at Los 
Alamos during the trial assembly, but it did not have the exact same nuclear characteristics 
as the real HE. "It was lowered in increments with measurements of the multiplication in
between . . .  we had neutron counters leaning up against the HE, close to it, and a guy with a 
headset listening to the count." 1 95 

Two weeks later, Raemer Schreiber arrived by plane at Tinian on July 28 with the 
plutonium core. The core hemispheres, separated by a thin gold foil gasket, were nestled 
inside a spherical cavity bored into the center of a carefully machined, un-padded, two-piece 
magnesium field case designed by Philip Morrison and built by Ralph Sparks. 196 The same 
case had been used during the Trinity test. 1 97 Magnesium was used because it was strong, 
lightweight, dissipated heat rapidly, and did not behave like a tamper by reflecting neutrons 
back into the core. Two large blocks of magnesium, 4.5" thick, 8" square, and with cooling 
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slots cut in the sides, were used to form the case. Also inside were three initiators fitted 
inside small aluminum cylinders that were slid into holes drilled into the comers ofthe lower 
case half. "I bored four holes in the case .. .! made them about an inch and a quarter. They 
had a little aluminum cup to hold the initiator and that would drop down in the hole.

,, 1 98 
The exterior of the case was studded with 20 shock-absorbing bumpers, an idea 

suggested by Dr. Bacher' s  associate, Roy Thompson. These were simply 1 .5" diameter 
single-hole rubber test tube stoppers, obtained from the Los Alamos chemistry lab that were 
frozen in liquid nitrogen, drilled, counter-bored, and screwed to the case. Although the 
plutonium core was sub-critical, they did not want to transmit too many shocks to the inside. 
"We held it about three feet off the floor, dropped it, and it just bounced." 199 A round top 
thermometer used to monitor the temperature of the plutonium was inserted into a hole drilled 
into the top half of the case. The 3" stem of the thermometer came to within about 0.06" of 
the plutonium. The case was finished off with a carrying handle scavenged from the 
electronics shop. A specially designed wrench used to open the case was attached to the 
outside. 

According to Schreiber: 

The PU core and initiators that 1 carried out to Tinian were taken by GI sedan 
convoy to ABQ [Albuquerque], then we had two Green Hornet C-54's to 
Hamilton AFB, Hickam, Kwaj [Kwajalein] , and Tinian. We lost an engine 
departing Hamilton and had to return and transfer to the spare. Somebody 
else, probably Major de Silva, was in charge. 1 was just the passive custodian 
of my little magnesium carrying case.200 

I 

During the flight to Tinian, they ran into a storm. Schreiber was sitting in the co-pilot's seat 
and one of the guards came forward and tapped him nervously on the shoulder. "Sir, your 
box is bouncing around back there and we're scared to touch it." Schreiber went back, 
corralled it, got a piece of rope and tied it to one of the legs of the cots. 20 1  

Lawrence Johnston recalled that at Tinian: 

We had the core for the Nagasaki bomb in our Quonset hut. They had a 24-
hr. guard on it. . .After the Hiroshima explosion, the guys that had been 
guarding this thing all along suddenly realized that it was the guts for the next 
bomb and they were sort of 'freaked-out. ' It was in a magnesium container 
and you could feel it was warm. The outside of the container was about five 
degrees centigrade warmer than the ambient temperature in the hut. They 
had a thermometer sticking out of this container so you could monitor it and 
that would tell you that nobody had stolen the core out of it.202 

This heat also created problems in the postwar stockpiled weapons because the heat 
caused a chemical reaction to take place in the HE. The core-heating problem meant the 
active components of the pit could only be inside the bomb for a little over a week. 203 

Both the Trinity device and the combat unit F-3 1 Fat Man used on Nagasaki were 
design Y - 1 56 l .  This replaced many other designs, like the Y - 1 222, which had been 
eliminated in late 1944. The Y-1 222 design was considered too impractical because over 
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1 ,500 bolts were needed during final assembly. The simpler Y- 1 5 6 1  Dural sphere design 
needed only 90 bolts. 

The Y- 1 56 1  sphere assembly for the F-3 1 combat unit, and two others (F-32, F-33), 
were completed over a period of several days in the assembly area at Los Alamos. These 
trap-door models (see below) were shipped to Tinian assembled, except for the plutonium 
capsule. When the units arrived at Tinian, they were partially disassembled. The Dural 
sphere was removed from the ballistic case so the capsule could be inserted and the 
detonators, cables, fuzing assemblies, etc. could be attached. Without the 0.5" thick cork 
lining, the large multi-piece spherical Dural shell had an interior diameter of 55 .25.,

,
204 Dural 

(Aluminum-2024 or Duralumin) is a very strong, lightweight alloy of aluminum, copper, 
manganese, and magnesium with a density of 2.7 1 g/cm3 [ 1 .6 oZ/in3] .  

The Y- 1 56 1  sphere design consisted of two 53.3" diameter polar caps and an 
equatorial girdle of five segments sometimes referred to in reports as zone plates, side plates, 
or belly segments. The earlier Y- 1 29 1  case design consisted of two polar caps and three 
spherical zone plates instead of the five used in the Y- 1 56 1  design. Both polar caps weighed 
1 58-lb. each and the remaining five segments weighed an average of 1 66-lb. for a total weight 
of about 1 , 1 46-lb.205 These seven pieces, all 1 .0" thick, were bolted together to form the 
sphere. There were eight 3 .0" cubes that were part of the five zone plate castings. These 
were the sphere lugs used to attach the forward and aft outer ballistic case ellipsoids. The 
case halves were lined up with holes in the cubes and bolted together. 

Two removable metal plates were bolted 1 800 apart from each other on the sphere. 
These plates were secured with four bolts screwed into raised circular portions cast into two 
of the zone plates. Large tongs, attached to an overhead crane, engaged metal studs attached 
to each plate thereby allowing it to be rotated during assembly. The plates were removed 
before the outer ballistic case halves were attached. 

Both Little Boy and Fat Man used the same style steel lift lug. In the case of Fat 
Man, this lug was bolted directly to a pad cast into the upper zone plate on the Dural sphere. 
The underside of the lift lug crossbar utilized a phosphor bronze insert "to forestall any 
chafing on the bomb release. 

,,
206 In the movie footage of the bomb loading on Tinian, one 

of the Project Alberta team can be seen straddling Fat Man in the loading pit. He was using 
emery cloth on this insert to ensure that there were no burrs on the lug. 

The ballistic case was supposed to be made from 0.375" thick homogeneous armor
plate. This, however, did not happen. When assembly team members Art Machen, Vic 
Miller, Harlow Russ, and Roger Warner went into the pre-assembly shop on Tinian to make 
a trial fit of the spherical Dural case and the armor ballistic case they discovered a problem. 
The armor case was found to be warped and out-of-round. The case assembly holes would 
not line up with the holes in the sphere lugs. This had been a continuing problem with the 
heat-treated armor steel cases. Despite repeated attempts to correct the problem, including 
re-drilling the holes, they were forced to use a regular steel case. It was then given a coat of 
pumpkin colored paint and set aside to dry. This took place on August 7, 1 945.207 

This change was first mentioned in Harlow Russ' s book Project Alberta (see 
bibliography). According to Philip Morrison, "If he's  [Russ] right, then they replaced the 
Nagasaki Fat Man armor case with a soft steel case which was a major . . .  a huge operational 
change ! "  However, Morrison went on to say that this was something that would be quite 
likely to happen in this kind of improvisatory atmosphere, a "one-only piece assembled by 
people with a sense of urgency ! 

,,
208 
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Referring to the differences between the Trinity device and the Nagasaki bomb, 
Morrison stated, "There were some changes of importance . . .  because it was all based on 
conjecture as to what would endanger, what would raise the probability of error, things like 
that. The fundamental thing was, of course, very much the same.,

,
209 

Because of the haste in the way the Trinity test was approached, many things the 
scientists would have liked to do had to be scrapped. Little details that people had thought 
of weeks in advance, like something being safer to do, were held over and incorporated into 
the Nagasaki bomb. 

The sphere assembly procedures used for both the Trinity and Tinian devices were 
basically the same. To start the sphere assembly a polar cap was first laid down, and then 
team members began placing the HE inside. The first thing to be put in was a pentagonal 
shaped outer lens. Then the other lenses and inner charges were assembled around this 
central block all the while making sure the detonator holes in the lens blocks were kept in 
alignment with all the holes on the outer Dural sphere. 

The Comp B HE was the color of cheese and in the words of one of the engineers, 
"Looked so good, you wanted to take a spoon and dig in.

,,2 I o According to McAllister Hull, 
"My initials, MHH, were on each lens, meaning I had supervised its casting and had 
inspected it for surface defects. 

,,2 1 1  The surface of each HE block had been sprayed with a 
coat of the best "Bar Top" varnish available.2 1 2  Varnish was used to help make the surface 
of the HE more resistant to damage during handling. This changed the HE to a mottled 
brown color. Vinylite tape was used to cover and protect the edges of the blocks.2 1 3 Some 
of the blocks were lifted into place by use of a chain hoist with a vacuum cup on the end. 
Many hands were under each block in case the vacuum pump failed. This special vacuum 
cup was designed over a period of time by Bob Henderson, Richard Bice, and Larry Cherry. 

HE Assembly Team member SED Alvin Van Vessem remembered that "The inner 
blocks were easy to handle, but those lenses . . .  we had quite a struggle. They were normally 
handled by one person. They were unwieldy to handle by more than one.

,,
2 1 4  Van Vessem 

told about the time they were assembling an implosion unit in the Two Mile Mesa assembly 
building at Los Alamos. A visiting officer was brought in to observe the procedure while all 
the soldiers were very busy carrying the heavy lenses to the assembly. 

A little later in the day, my boss, Captain Schaffer, came along and said ' I 've 
had a complaint. That officer came in here and you didn't call all the fellows 
to attention.' I said, ' Well sir, if you want me to do it, then I ' ll do it. But you 
better have somebody ready to clean their britches when we drop 1 30 lb. of 
HE! ,2 1 5  

The blocks were held in temporary alignment by inserting large cork plugs through 
the sphere detonator holes and then into the shallow detonator holes in the HE.21 6 Pads, made 
of 0.0625" thick felt, had been glued on both the inner and outer curved surfaces of the Comp 
B inner charges to help cushion and absorb any shocks during assembly and transportation. 
Felt was used because it was better able to conform to the spherical surfaces. The felt also 
kept the blocks from touching each other and the aluminum pusher sphere.2 1 7  

Using Goodyear rubber cement, thin blotter paper spacers were glued onto flat 
surfaces of the HE "at the last possible moment.

,,
2 1 8  Blotter paper was utilized as a gasket 

material because it was a more resilient interface than HE. It served the purpose of filling 
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any gaps and voids between the HE blocks. The scientists thought an air gap larger than 
0.03" could lead to an increase or decrease of detonation depending on the orientation of the 
gaps.2 1 9  Johnson's Baby Powder had been used by the assembly team at Wendover to reduce 
the friction between the HE and the cork lining.220 The lenses were held in temporary 
alignment during assembly by pieces of Scotch tape. A Los Alamos representative had been 
assigned to work with the 3M Company in Minnesota to develop tapes that were used for 
various purposes.22 1 

The HE assembly was one of the most difficult and time-consuming parts of the 
implosion device. Like shim stock, the blotter paper came in different thicknesses. When 
the crews were performing the first assemblies, if they got to the end and had difficulty 
putting in the last blocks, then the HE was removed and the whole process repeated using a 
different thickness of blotter paper in-between the HE charges. Crews at Wendover, Los 
Alamos, and Tinian all had difficulties with this portion of the assembly. It was finally 
decided that all implosion spheres would be so-called trap-door assemblies (see below) built 
at Los Alamos.222 This would allow the fissile material to be installed after all of the HE had 
been assembled. According to one source, Carl Betz designed the trap-door modifications 
to both the pusher and tamper. 

As the HE was placed inside, the central band zone plate sections of the sphere were 
built up around it. To hold the lens blocks in place before these middle plates could be 
attached, a series of elaborate little jigs, devised by Richard Bice, were attached to the polar 
cap. When enough blocks had been put in place, the central plates were attached and held 
loosely in place with long assembly bolts. At this point, some of the jigs could be removed 
and were replaced by thin, knife-like fixtures that went in-between the gaps in the plates. 
Because of the HE, no air impact wrenches could be used to tighten doWfi the bolts. This 
meant each bolt was slowly tightened about one tum with a standard hand wrench, and then 
the next one was turned a little, and so on until all the bolts had been secured. As the bolts 
were being tightened, the assembly fixtures were removed.223 The bolts were replaced later 
by standard high-strength bolts after everything had been tightened doWfi. Because there 
was normally a gap of about 0. 1 875" between the sphere segments, the cork sphere lining 
had to be compressed pretty far for the case to be assembled properly. 

George Kistiakowsky showed up in the assembly building the day they were 
tightening the bolts on the Trinity unit. Kistiakowsky was in charge of the Explosives 
Division. He asked if there was any way this process could be speeded up. Alvin Van 
Vessem replied, "Well sir, under the rules that we have, the only way I know to speed it up 
is for you to get one of those wrenches and help us. So he did! ,,224 

According to Manhattan Project explosives engineer Edward Wilder, "Pieces of the 
outer metallic configuration were put in place as the outer configuration of the sphere was 
built. This allowed us to put the pieces of HE in place against the outer metallic sphere.,,225 
This proceeded until enough HE blocks had been assembled so the 1 8 .5" diameter aluminum 
pusher shell, with the boron covered tuballoy tamper sphere inside, could be lowered into 
place.226 After it was inserted, the rest of the HE blocks were placed around it and the 
remaining pieces of the case were bolted into place to hold everything together. The specially 
prepared Dural case used for the Trinity test had 1 "  holes drilled at the comer intersection of 
each casting thus allowing further final inspection of the completed assembly. Nothing was 
left to chance. 
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The 9" diameter boron-covered uranium tamper sphere had been previously inserted 
into the 293-lb. pusher shell with the use of a portable hoist. The upper and lower boron 
shells had already been glued on the tamper sphere before insertion into the pusher. The 
upper boron shell had about a 5" hole in the top to accommodate the "capsule" (see below). 
Finally, the upper pusher sphere was lowered in place. The 1 58-lb tamper was a solid sphere 
with a 5" hole bored all the way through for the capsule. The "capsule" consisted of a two
piece cylindrical uranium tamper plug, the plutonium-initiator assembly, and about a 5" 
diameter boron disc. Morrison referred to the capsule as the "thing with the funny ends.

,,227 
According to Sparks, the upper and lower pusher shells were machined with 

alignment grooves: 

In the finished face, a square bottom groove one inch wide and a half-inch 
deep was cut. This was to act as registration groove to keep the two 
hemispheres concentric with each other. The other hemisphere would have 
a raised ring, one inch wide and half inch high, at the proper diameter to fit 
the groove in the other hemisphere. There was just a few thousandths of an 
inch clearance on the ring and groove to facilitate an easy but accurate 
assembly of the hemispheres.228 

The upper and lower halves of the 1 8 .5" diameter aluminum pusher were secured by 
four, equally spaced locking rings, called "cups." Circular trepan grooves had been 
machined into both halves of the pusher at the parting plane. The 2" to 3" diameter aluminum 
rings, which had been machined to match the curvature of the sphere,229 were carefully 
pushed into the grooves and secured with aluminum fastening screws threaded into holes 
tapped into both halves of the pusher. Care had to be taken not to mix the screws because 
they were not interchangeable. For assembly/disassembly purposes, a larger hole had been 
drilled and tapped into the rings. This allowed an extraction tool to be screwed into the rings 
to aid in their removal (if necessary). The smaller fastening screws did not contact these 
larger threads.23o 

The upper half of the aluminum sphere had about a 5" diameter hole machined into 
it. The aluminum "trap-door" plug inserted into this hole during final assembly was 4.75" 
long. Great care had to be taken when this plug was screwed into the hole. About 1 "  of 
course-threads (3/8- 1 6) had been machined into both the plug and upper hemisphere. "There 
was at least 3 thousandths slop in the threads." In order to make sure there would be no 
problems during final assembly, "we had to put the plug in and out 1 2  times with Bacher 
looking over our shoulders.,,23 1 Sparks suggested they use a lubricant on the threads because 
of the possibility of galling. Pit Team member Marshall Holloway who felt the lubricant 
might interfere with the neutron flux during the chain reaction immediately rejected this idea. 
Sure enough, the second time they screwed the plug into the sphere, it stuck tight. Sparks 
had to wrap a thin aluminum strip around the exposed threads and then use a long handled 
Stillson wrench to loosen and remove the stuck plug. At this point, Bacher approved the use 
of a special lubricating mixture of thin grease and zinc oxide for application to the threads 
during all subsequent assemblies. Two unthreaded spanner holes had been machined into 
the outer curved surface of the plug. A long rod with a Hop handle was attached to this plug 
to help during the assembly. After final assembly, these holes were filled with aluminum 
plugs held in place with Scotch tape.232 
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For shipping to both Trinity and Tinian, an alignment plug233 had been screwed into 
the aluminum trap-door opening instead of the real aluminum plug. It kept the tamper 
aligned with the pusher and the HE in order to guarantee a successful capsule insertion. The 
real aluminum trap-door plug replaced this temporary plug during final assembly. This 
alignment plug went into the tamper about two inches and had "a good bevel on the end to 
help it slide into the tamper.,

,
234 The top surface of this plug had a 2" diameter brass disk 

about 1 "  thick. This disk, sometimes referred to as the "key of the pit," was screwed into the 
top of the plug and replaced an eyebolt used to lift the aluminum sphere during the assembly 
process. It aligned the pit with the bottom of a large, pentagonal dummy plaster plug,235 
which replaced an inner charge and outer lens during shipping. These two HE blocks, left 
out and replaced during assembly by the plaster block, were packaged and shipped 
separately. A 2" diameter hole in the inner surface of this plaster block fitted over this 
alignment screw. 

The capsule assembly procedure at both Trinity and Tinian was basically the same. 
"It was done slowly, deliberately, and with due caution.

,,
236 First they opened up the two 

halves of the uranium tamper plug, placed the one of the halves in a little cradle on the 
assembly table, and then suspended the other half over this with a chain hoist. During the 
Trinity assembly, Pit Team member Louis Slotin nestled the initiator into the center of one 
of the plutonium hemispheres, then placed the remaining plutonium hemisphere on top of 
the first one. Robert Bacher described the initiator insertion in a 1 986 interview: 

What we were really afraid of was that a jet would come down between the 
two hemispheres and predetonate the thing, and we didn't want to do that if 
we could have possibly avoided it. So, in the region around where the 
initiator went in, we crumpled some gold [foil] and put [it] in there, 
extraneous matter, not very much but enough; it does not take much gold foil 
to stop a very fine jet.237 

About noon on 1 5  July 1 945, Cyril Smith, the head of the Los Alamos Metallurgy 
Division, carefully inserted the completed sphere into a spherical cavity that had been 
machined inside the exact center of both halves of the tamper plug. Finally, the remaining 
half of the tamper plug was lowered into place. The scientists then spent several hours 
making sure there were absolutely no cracks or air-gaps in the entire capsule assembly before 
they were finished. They used pieces of 0.0005" thick gold foil as gasket material to insure 
an absolutely tight fit. The foil had been brought to the McDonald Ranch house about 1 -2 
weeks prior to the test. 238 

The capsule was held together by domed uranium rings (hollow washers) fitted into 
trepanned grooves machined into both curved ends of the uranium plug at the parting line 
and "fastened with uranium screws so that the whole thing was essentially monolithic.

,,
239 

The assembly team also screwed a metal eyebolt into one end of the assembled capsule that 
allowed it to be subsequently lowered into the pit with a chain hoist.24o The completed 
capsule was 8.75" long, 5" in diameter, and weighed about 1 05-lb.24 1 According to Herbert 
Lehr, "It was a very simple assembly.

,,
242 

Morrison recalled that, "The thing (pit) was rather complicated. It wasn't complicated 
in a functional way, but the parts fit together like a little puzzle.

,,
243 The fact, for instance, 

that the Nagasaki plutonium was plated with nickel and not silver meant that a number of 
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other operational changes were made to take that difference into account. The silver coating 
on the Trinity sphere had been applied using a chemical solution. Bubbles, or blisters, 
developed in this coating after just a few days. These caused a problem with the fit of the 
two hemispheres. Some of the blisters were ground-off back at Los Alamos by Ralph 
Sparks with a 600-grit India stone.244 Because the Nagasaki plutonium was coated in a 
vacuum with a s-mil (0 .005") layer of electro-deposited nickel, the problems that had 
occurred with the Trinity plutonium were eliminated. Gold foil was also used as gasket 
material between the hemispheres during the capsule assembly. It served to eliminate any 
air-gaps in the assembly that might have caused premature initiator activation while the 
plutonium was being imploded by the spherical detonation wave.245 

Morrison explained, "The homogeneity of the whole system was highly critical. You 
don't want airspaces. [The gold foil] isn't just to take up something [space], it has a real 
dynamical function. We did have the gold at Tinian, but I don't remember how much we 
used, if any. 

,,
246 

In a project sometimes punctuated by strong personalities, petty jealousies, and 
monumental egos, Philip Morrison was genuinely admired by many associates who 
considered him to be "one of the good guYS.

,,
247 A remarkably thoughtful and articulate 

scientist, Morrison spent the last half century trying to eliminate nuclear weapons from the 
world's arsenals. 

When the Fat Man was ready to be made "live" at Tinian, a very complicated 
procedure had to be followed. Assembly involved many people moving carefully, 
deliberately, and with extreme caution. Even though the detonators were not yet installed, 
the quantity of HE made it one of the largest blockbusters in the US arsenal. The smallest 
spark could prove disastrous. The floors utilized copper sheets secured in place over a special 
sub-floor consisting of iron filings imbedded in concrete that was poured over a grounded 
copper wire grid to prevent any chance of an accident.248 Only shoes without nails could be 
worn. Even the soles were impregnated to prevent a static buildup. Nothing that could cause 
heat or a spark could be brought into the room. They also used special non-sparking 
beryllium and copper tools, examples of which are on display in the Bradbury Science 
Museum. 

The Tinian Pit Team consisting of Charlie Baker, Mort Camac, Jesse Kupferberg, 
Philip Morrison, and Raemer Schreiber went to work.249 

Mort Camac later recalled his role in the Pit Team: 

Most of the time our group worked as a team and we shared in the work. The 
parts of Fat Boy that our group handled were small, few, and inert. We 
checked the plutonium coating by rubbing it with a napkin and then checking 
the napkin for radioactivity and never measured any radioactivity. When our 
group put the parts into Fat Boy, I had the job of taking notes of our activity. 
When the planes with the nuclear bomb took off, I was at the center of the 
runway with a radiation detector. If the plane had an accident, then I would 
search for radiation at the plane. I was placed on the runway because I was 
the youngest member of our group.250 

The upper Dural polar cap had been removed with a j ib hoist before the Pit Team 
arrived and replaced by a cover with a pentagonal hole. This served to protect the exposed 
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HE blocks and keep them from shifting. According to Tinian technical team member Art 
Machen, when he removed the polar cap, "There was a note inside that said 'Give our regards 
to TojO."

,
25 1 The dummy plaster shipping block was then removed through the hole and a 

tapered pentagonal copper funnel placed in the cavity to protect the adjacent HE charges 
from any damage.252 The 2" alignment key was unscrewed from the alignment plug. Then 
a long t-handled clamping spanner wrench was inserted into two holes in the plug, which 
was then unscrewed and removed from the top of the pusher. The cylindrical hole in the 
uranium tamper was thus clear for the insertion of the tamper-plutonium-initiator capsule. 

When the assembly team looked down inside the tamper, they noticed a small 
message at the bottom written by Ralph Sparks in red crayon on the inner surface of the 
boron shell. It read simply, "No Smoking !

,,
253 

After the capsule insertion, the eyebolt was removed, replaced with a solid threaded 
uranium plug, and the remaining 5" diameter thin disk of boron was secured in place (also 
with Scotch tape) on top of the capsule. Schreiber recalled, "It (boron) wasn't attached to 
anything, it was just laid in there . . .  before we put in the [aluminum] plug.,

,
254 The aluminum 

trap-door plug was screwed into the pusher, the funnel removed, and the two live HE charges 
inserted. Repeating the safety procedure used at Trinity, the HE blocks were secured to the 
jib hoist with fiberglass tape during insertion in case of a vacuum failure. The cover plate 
with its pentagonal hole was removed and the regular polar cap reinstalled with 30 high
strength bolts. The sphere was then rotated 90° so the polar caps faced the front and rear of 
the bomb.255 

A stainless steel hypodermic tube with a piano wire insert had been slid through the 
outer Dural case and in between the HE blocks during the sphere assembly until it came into 
contact with the pusher. This hypodermic tube was tapered at the top, middle, and bottom 
with a crimped end in contact with the pit.256 After the polar cap was installed, the tube 
extended through an opening in the cap, the piano wire was removed, and a 0.040" diameter, 
32" manganese wire was inserted into the tube and then removed about every six hours and 
replaced with a new one. The induced radioactivity in the old wire was measured by a special 
counter made for that purpose. This allowed physicist Robert Serber to monitor neutron 
activity in the pit. According to Schreiber, "Low activity was good. We were concerned 
that a flaw in the Pu [plutonium] coating or other chemical reaction could increase the chance 
of pre-initiation and decrease the yield. This monitoring was continued at intervals as long 
as the tube was available. 

,
,257 An increase in neutron activity might also have indicated an 

initiator rupture and this could have led to pre-initiation. A section of the actual manganese 
wire used for the Trinity, Nagasaki, and CROSSROADS Fat Man devices is on display in 
the Bradbury Science Museum. After this work was completed, the rest of Fat Man could 
be assembled. 

Inside the nose of the bomb was the Raytheon Model II X-unit, which consisted of 
electrical condensers and four low-inductance triggered spark-gap "switches.

,,
258 The 

purpose of this device was to create the high voltage current necessary to fire the detonators. 
This Firing Unit was about 32" in diameter, 8" thick, with a 0.5" thick backplate. It was a 
hermetically sealed unit utilizing a large O-ring and was evacuated by means of a valve 
before the bomb was closed up. This reduced the possibility of high voltage arcing taking 
place inside the unit. It was contained inside a one-piece Dural tub259 that was bolted to the 
"B" plate. This plate was mounted on a cone attached with 1 0 bolts to the forward polar cap. 
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The cone was formed from several pieces of aluminum sheet riveted together. The postwar 
production cones were made from a 0.20" thick one-piece stamped aluminum sheet.26o 

Voltage was applied to Bendix Mk II phase inverters and step-up transformers. This 
was used to charge the 64 Sprague 1 uF condensers (capacitors) contained in four boxes 
mounted inside the X-unit. Since the spark-gap switches were placed between the 64 
condensers and the 32 Model 1 773 exploding bridgewire (EBW) booster detonators, there 
were effectively two X-units, each consisting of 32 condensers and two spark-gap switches. 

According to Manhattan Project scientist Donald Hornig: 

I came to Los Alamos to measure the shock wave from the bomb when it 
could be tested. That was still a long way off in the spring of 1 944 when I 
learned of the problem in an implosion of igniting explosive lenses with a 
high degree of simultaneity. That led me to suggest that we might be able to 
develop triggered spark gaps for that purpose. They could replace the 
explosive switch proposed by Luis Alvarez which had the handicap that since 
it blew itself up it couldn't be tested before use . . .  My suggestion was made 
after one of Oppenheimer' s seminars. He was intrigued and immediately 
assigned me the task of trying to develop suitable triggered spark gaps.26 \ 

Hornig went on to describe the spark gap switch: 

The triggered spark gap consisted of a glass tube about 2" long and 1 "  in 
diameter. The trigger electrodes were centered along the sides and connected 
to the air core transformer. The leads to the high capacity, high voltage circuit 
were attached at the ends. The tube had heavy glass walls so that firing it 
would not shatter it. If I recollect correctly it was filled with nitrogen at a 
pressure of about 2 atmospheres but we also experimented with helium and 
argon. I believe spontaneous breakdown of the tube occurred at about 1 5  
kV.262 

The X-units were tested by using the newly-developed high-speed rotating mirror 
camera (RMC). The output signal from the X-unit was sent to parallel leads inside the 
camera. According.to Project Alberta Firing Team member Larry DeCuir: 

The relative timing was checked by inserting the ends in a parallel line and 
firing the unit with the prism rotating at a high rate of speed. If the cable ends 
arced simultaneously [on the film] the streak beginnings would be on lines 
parallel to the axis of the cylindrical chamber." 

As Firing Team member John Tucker recalled: 

I was the one that set up the rotating mirror camera, set up the shots with 
each of 3 X-units, fired them, developed the film, read the film, and 
determined that one unit was somewhat better than the other two. That was 
the unit that we used on the Nagasaki bomb. I had seen a RMC once at 
Anchor Ranch during shot set up and test. I did not have the faintest idea 
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that that would be one of my jobs later on. No one ever said that I should 
pay special attention. 

Although there were 32 detonators, each Model 1 773 detonator contained two 
bridgewires housed in separate PETN (pentaerythritol tetranitrate) initial pressing wells 
(cavities). This redundancy was believed necessary because of the high detonator failure 
rate. A separate cable routed to a connecting point on the Firing Unit supplied the electrical 
energy to each bridgewire. Power from an inverter in the airplane was used to maintain an 
electrical charge in the X-unit condensers until just before the bomb was dropped, then two 
banks of four 4" x 2" x 3 "  Willard NT-6 six volt lead-acid storage batteries took over.263 The 
inverters, transformers, and batteries were mounted to the "A" plate attached to the inside of 
the 29.9" diameter front nose cap opening. 

When activated by the fuzing assemblies, an electrical discharge of 5 .6 kV was sent 
from the X-unit to the detonators.264 These 2.5" long machined aluminum (Aluminum-6064) 
detonators contained two 0.00 1 5" diameter x 0. 1 0" long bridgewires (85% silverl 1 5% 
copper) that were exploded by the electric current. Postwar detonator designs utilized gold 
bridgewires because the silver/copper wire became unstable over an extended period of 
time.265 Two small 0. 1 875" long initial pressings ofPETN were contained in 0.30" diameter 
x 0.25" deep side-by-side cylindrical cavities located in the base of the detonator barrel 
directly above each of the bridgewires. Testing had shown that explosives would be more 
likely to initiate if confined in a small, tightly confined space. The initial pressing (IP) cavity 
was there to "provide an exact volume, for a precise weight of PETN, pressed to a density 
that was as reproducible as was possible from pressing to pressing. Without this precision, 
the transmission times (see below) would have been too variable, and the desired 
simultaneity could not have been achieved. 

,,
266 They also made sure there was sufficient 

space between the outer edges of the electrodes and the metal wall of the IP cavity in order 
to prevent possible arcovers and degradation of electrical initiation energy. 

PETN, a relatively sensitive secondary explosive, is still used extensively in 
detonating devices. It was prepared for loading into the detonator by a special process of 
purification and recrystallization that resulted in a white crystalline powder.267 A measured 
amount of powder was poured through a funnel and then carefully pressed to a specific 
density in both cavities by means of a punch after the bridgewires had been installed in the 
base of the detonator. According to John Tucker, "To my knowledge, one of the better kept 
secrets has been the optimum PETN initial pressing density. 

,,268 Compacting the PETN into 
pellets, which would then be inserted into the detonators, was considered but proved to be 
too impractical. The problem was the unevenness of the pellet density, its fragility, and the 
fact that it would be next to impossible to insert into the narrow bottom of the detonator. 
When explosive powder is pressed into a pellet, the end next to the moving consolidation 
ram is denser than the other end. The denser end is also slightly more difficult to initiate, 
plus a higher density pellet might damage or break the bridgewire during insertion. Due to 
its sensitivity, there was also the possibility, albeit slight, that the pellet might detonate during 
the assembly process. 

Detonator research team member Sigmond Harris recalled: 

I was told from the beginning that it was very sensitive and that you couldn't 
set it off with a mechanical impact. I was a little skeptical so I took a PETN 
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pellet outside, put it on a steel plate, and hit it with a hammer. Well, the first 
time nothing happened, it just crumbled. I hit it again and it exploded! 
Everybody came running out wondering what happened. With explosives, 
you can't believe everything that anybody tells you.269 

The two initial PETN pressings detonated another larger PETN pressing located in 
the 0.75" diameter initiator tube just above the two cavities. This pressing was contained 
just below a 0.89" diameter aluminum spacer (mixing tube) with a conical-shaped cavity in 
the center. This spacer was screwed into a threaded (7/8-20 NF thread) section in the middle 
of the detonator barrel that was 0.38" long. The large portion of the cone faced the bottom 
of the detonator. At the time, it was thought necessary to collimate the detonation wave (see 
below) by using this cone-shaped spacer because the bridgewires were off-center. This 
feature was found to be completely unnecessary and subsequently eliminated in postwar 
detonator designs. After the detonation wave emerged from a small, centrally located hole 
in the upper end of the cone, it detonated a larger 1 .0" diameter tetryl (2,4,6-
trinitrophenylmethylnitramine) booster pellet that extended slightly past the end of the 0.75" 
long upper cavity in the detonator barrel. Tetryl, a light yellow crystalline solid, is no longer 
commonly used as a booster explosive "because pellets made from this material are soft and 
rather friable even when certain binders are used. Also, if the density were too great, the 
pellet would not be initiated promptly or reliably by a low density PETN consolidation.,,27o 
An effort was made to keep the lower density ends of the pressed tetryl pellet next to the 
PETN initiating explosive. George Kistiakowsky, head of the Los Alamos Explosives 
Division, wrote that he did "not think that Tetryl mixed with grit would be safe to rub 
between two steel plates with a vigor greater than that of a southern belle. ,,27 1 

The bridgewire effectively exploded (burst) from the sudden, large thermal impact 
generated by the electrical pulse, and the energy released by this explosion promptly initiated 
the PETN surrounding the bridgewire. An explosive detonation wave formed in the PETN 
and accelerated outward from the bridgewire until it reached a steady state velocity. The 
time required for the wave to pass completely through the PETN was known as the 
"transmission time through the PETN.,,272 The supersonic detonation wave then proceeded 
through the larger PETN pressing located in the initiator tube, next through the tetryl booster 
pellet, and finally emerged from the end of the detonator. The total time from the bridgewire 
burst to emergence from the detonator was known as the "total transmission time.,

,
273 The 

emerging steady state velocity detonation wave initiated the outer lens charge. This wave 
had a smooth, symmetrical shape in addition to the proper degree of simultaneity. The rule 
of thumb is that an explosive component must be long enough for the initiating shock wave 
to reach full detonation velocity in that component before it reaches the next component to 
be initiated. 

Tucker explained: 

The length of each explosive component must be long enough to reach a full 
detonation, steady state velocity at its output end. This is necessary to 
promptly initiate the next component in the explosive train. Ifthis and prompt 
initiation at the bridgewire is not achieved, timing errors will result. 274 
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The 1 773 was the first detonator stockpiled for the Fat Man bomb. After the 1 773, 
the 1 E20 came into usage on later postwar models of the Fat Man, MK-4, and MK-6 
weapons. The 1 E20 had new cabling and new quick connect/disconnect plugs. An example 
of an early design of the 1 E20 is on display in the Bradbury Science Museum. The connectors 
shown on the display detonator were an early design of the ones eventually used on the 
production version. The 1 E20 was an attempt to make detonator installation considerably 
faster with less skilled people. It was followed by the 1 E23 that was used on the MK-7 and 
other later implosion weapons. These designs all utilized the exploding bridgewire. The 
1 E23 used a single initiation system, which meant it had a single bridgewire instead of two. 
This was made possible by considerably improved detonator simultaneity and a decreased 
detonator failure rate. Current nuclear devices use what is referred to as a solid-state, multi
layered, thin-film "slapper" to detonate the explosives.275 

John Tucker wrote that, "The use of the exploding bridgewire, instead of a hot wire, 
to initiate an explosive like PETN directly, and achieve a build up to high order detonation 
in a very short time, was a new and novel idea.

,,
276 Another novel idea was that, because the 

bridgewire exploded, they did not have to use a more dangerous shock-sensitive primary 
explosive such as lead azide or mercury fulminate in a spark-gap detonator design. While 
still sensitive, the detonators were not as shock sensitive as if they contained these primary 
explosives. Acting on a suggestion from SED James Lyons, Sr., the scientists even tried 
doping lead azide with chemicals such as calcium carbonate (chalk) in an effort to decrease 
sensitivity.277 According to the patent (see below), "Another and far more important 
advantage results from the use of a detonating, e.g. high explosive material in place of a 
deflagrating primer material. This advantage is the reduction in the time delay from 
milliseconds to microseconds." 

These detonato.rs ignited the outer HE lenses. It was critical to the success of 
spherical implosion that all of these detonators exploded simultaneously. If the initiation of 
even one of these detonators was delayed, the implosion would not work. In order to 
eliminate any possible chance of a misfire, each 1 773 detonator had two bridgewires and two 
firing cables attached to it instead of one. 

Over a year of intense research, development, and testing had gone into the 
development of the bridgewire detonator. Starting in early 1 944 people such as SED Robert 
Alldredge, Hugh Bradner, Leon Fisher, Sigmond Harris, Lawrence Johnston, Edward 
Lofgren, SED James Lyons, Sr., SED William McDonald, and other members of the South 
Mesa detonator group working under the direction of Luis Alvarez, performed much of the 
pioneering experimental work on the development of the detonator. Johnston was director 
of detonator R & D  and was subsequently awarded a patent (U.S.  3 ,040,660) for the 
exploding bridgewire detonator. Honest in his dealings, he was a deeply religious, Bible
reading Christian who did not raise his voice or use profanity. He was the person who held 
the detonator R & D  together and deserves the credit for pushing the group to a successful 
design. Both Johnston and Alldredge shared credit for the spark-gap detonator patent (U.S.  
3 ,36 1 ,064). 

Utilizing the so-called "Edison" approach, the scientists went through hundreds of 
combinations of bridgewire lengths, diameters, and materials in their rigorous search for the 
right detonator design. Harris explained, "We worked pretty much by trial and error.'>27S It 
was not until a few weeks before the Trinity test that the detonator design was declared 
acceptable.279 At that point they had exploded over 300 detonators in a row without a failure. 
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John Tucker, who would later write a classified history of the detonator for Los Alamos, 
commended the efforts of the scientists. "I don't think that many people appreciate the 
amount of work that went into the development of this detonator. In normal times it would 
have taken 1 0  to 20 years to go from a completely new detonator concept to an item 
manufactured for stockpile use. They did it in a little over a year.

,,
280 

Robert Alldredge described a meeting that Luis Alvarez asked him to attend shortly 
after he first arrived at Los Alamos in August 1 944. Alldredge had worked on explosive 
devices R & D  at DuPont's Eastern Laboratory. Some of that work had been on devices 
suggested by George Kistiakowsky. At the meeting, Alvarez wanted Alldredge to support 
Alvarez's view that detonators could be made so accurately that 1 6  and 32 of them would all 
explode within an interval of one millionth of a second, simultaneity that calculations 
indicated would be necessary for a successful implosion bomb. Without that simultaneity an 
implosion bomb would "fizzle". Kistiakowsky believed that spark-gap-Iead-azide 
detonators would be best. 

Present at that meeting were Robert Oppenheimer at the far end of the conference 
table, Kistiakowsky, Robert Bacher, Norris Bradbury, Luis Alvarez, Kenneth Bainbridge, 
and Robert Alldredge at the opposite "low" end of the table. All the department heads were 
heatedly discussing whether or not an implosion bomb would even work. Bainbridge argued 
very strongly with Alvarez about the provided schedule of the detonator development. 
Alvarez quoted from a memo. Bradbury asked his secretary, a SED WAC, to locate that 
memo. It proved Alvarez to be correct, and that there was time in the schedule for Lawrence 
Johnston and Alldredge (the entire South Mesa detonator R & D  group at that time) to 
develop micro-second-simultaneity detonators. Robert Oppenheimer looked over at 
Alldredge and asked him if detonators could be made that could all go off within a millionth 
of a second of each other. Having just come from DuPont and with the brash enthusiasm of 
a 22 year-old, he replied "Absolutely ! "  Oppenheimer pressed him further, "And how do you 
intend to do that?" Without missing a beat, he confidently declared: 

What we're going to do is make the bodies very accurately, we're going to 
sort the thousands of them out into groups that are identical in dimensions, 
we're going to leave a face on one end of the detonator body from which we 
can use a dial indicator for accuracy in measuring, we're going to weigh out 
the explosives to plus or minus a milligram and load them in there, we're 
going to press them to the same pressure each time, we're going to use the 
dial indicator again to determine the actual length ofthat little explosive train, 
we're going to sort them out into groups that are all identical all the way along 
the line, and then finally we're going to fire them! 

There was silence in the room. Finally, Oppenheimer turned to the others and told the group, 
"We'll proceed with Lui 's  approach (implosion bomb) !

,,28 1  
The day after the meeting, Alldredge met with Ralph Sparks. He discussed the need 

for some plastic detonator bodies to test. Sparks located a lathe, and plastic rods, and in a 
single Sunday produced dozens of the very first bridgewire detonators. He also machined 
dozens of spark-gap detonators. The "gap" was produced by milling a slot across a copper 
bar in the plug. Alldredge remarked recently, "We did not go through 'channels' .  We 
commenced immediately to make detonators that would work. I recall that Larry Johnston 
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was amazed that I was moving so quickly on it."282 By November 1 944, they were producing 
detonators that were all firing within a one microsecond "window". After the initial 
development work by Johnston and Alldredge was completed, the responsibility for the final 
design and testing of what finally turned out to be the 1 773 detonator was turned over to the 
group headed by Explosives Division (X-2A) Chief Engineer Robert Henderson. 

Although EBW detonators are readily available today in the commercial explosives 
industry, 50 years ago the 1 773 detonator was a major technological innovation. These units 
were referred to as "handlebar" detonators283 because the two bridgewire fuze "sidearms" 
and the firing cables attached to them were 1 350 apart from each other and thus resembled 
the handlebars of a bicycle. The 2.0" long aluminum sidearms contained the 0.064" diameter 
high voltage copper lead for the detonator. The material that encased the lead had been a 
large developmental problem. They finally settled on nylon because all the other materials 
tried had voltage breakdowns. The assembly of this part of the detonator was touchy. Each 
bridgewire had to be carefully soldered in place. When the sidearm was screwed into the 
detonator to hold the bridgewire assembly in position, too much applied force or pressure 
would compress the nylon core. If this happened, the electrode spacing in the nylon core 
would be shortened and the bridgewire would bend and, in some cases, break. 

Said Tucker, "They only allowed one or two people to make the assembly of the 
cable to the detonator sidearm because it was such an art."284 According to James Lyons, 
Sr., "Two young Indian ladies worked on the detonators with Bob Alldredge and me. Rufina 
(Ruth) Ladabour from the Tesuque Pueblo and Eva Gwin from the Santa Clara Pueblo were 
our co-workers.

,,285 Almost 50 people worked in the Detonator Group at South Mesa in Los 
Alamos. One of these was Barbara Todd Lincoln Scott, a direct descendent of President 
Abraham Lincoln. 

The tetryl booster pellet in the 1 773 was covered over by a thin copper booster cap 
crimped into a groove machined 0.2" from the end of the detonator. They used copper for 
the cap because tetryl is such a soft material. If placed in contact with the comparatively 
rougher surface of the Comp B, the tetryl might have eroded. The copper cap also held the 
explosive train in place so there were no spaces or gaps between any of the components 
inside the detonator. A gap, regardless of how small, anywhere in the bridgewire to the high 
explosive to be initiated, represented a time delay in transmission time and affected 
simultaneity to possible detonator failure. 

The 1 . 1 25" diameter 1 773 detonators were pushed into brass "chimney" sleeves286 
inserted through the 2.0" diameter booster (detonator) holes in the Dural sphere. The 
detonator sat in a shallow square-cut circular hole that had been machined into the apex of 
the outer HE lens. Thin cork pads under the chimneys were secured to each lens block with 
cement.287 The 1 773 detonators were then held in place in the chimneys by flat metal leaf 
springs screwed to the outside of the Dural sphere. 

The scientists also had to ensure that there would be sufficient contact pressure (even 
at the - 400 temperature of the B-29 bomb bay at 30,000 feet) on the lenses to forestall any 
possibility of shifting due to temperature changes, vibration, or oscillation. They solved this 
problem by incorporating 1 0" diameter donut shaped rubber pads surrounding each 
detonator. These pads pressed down on both the detonator chimney and the lens itself. The 
pads were glued in place on the interior surface of the Dural sphere and were slightly thicker 
than the adjacent cork lining. 
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When the detonator exploded, the copper cap was driven into the outer surface ofthe 
explosive lens thereby creating a short duration, high-pressure pulse in a small region of the 
Comp B that initiated the detonation wave in the outer lens. The current generation of slapper 
detonators utilizes this same principle. While most scientists today would agree this high
pressure "slap" initiates the HE, even after over 50 years of intense study, it is still not a 
completely understood phenomenon. 

The detonator cables were made from standard copper conductor RG-54-AIU coaxial 
cable that consisted of a multi strand center conductor and a braided outer conductor. The 
inductance in this cable is 0.09 uh per foot. These cables were attached to the outside of the 
Dural sphere by 1 1 0 rubber-lined wire harness clips and then routed through ten 7.875" 
diameter holes in the aluminum cone. To help ensure the simultaneity of the explosion, the 
detonator cables were all the same length and had been carefully calibrated to the same 
identical output impedance.288 These cables were secured to the cone by metal harness straps 
that straddled the large holes and then connected, using simple hand crimping tools, to the 
ring of firing terminals in the aft portion of the X-unit. The firing terminals were crafted 
from aircraft sparkplugs since these could easily withstand the high voltages used in the firing 
circuit.289 The detonator cables were not hard wired to the X-unit. Any excess cable length 
was coiled up inside the cone. Although the cables were attached to the X-unit before the 
cone was bolted to the polar cap, this was still a difficult job because of the narrow working 
space. It was hard to keep track of where all 64 cables were going. The Electrical Detonator 
Team consisting of Henry Linschitz and SED T/Sgt. Vincent Caleca did this demanding and 
complex work. Linschitz explained that since "the arrangement of the cables was rather 
complicated, Caleca and I had practiced the job intensively on mock-up units."  He added, 
that at Trinity, "We were anxious to do the wiring job accurately and quickly.,

,
29o 

In addition to six regular detonator holes, the forward polar cap also had four extra 
1 .5" diameter holes. These were for the detonators attached by a Primacord (PETN in a 
flexible tube) fuze train to four standard mercury fulminate A.N. 2 1 9-2 contact fuzes on the 
nose of the bomb. These fuzes were sometimes referred to as "daisy cutters." When the 
bomb was released, safety wires were pulled out of these fuzes. Aluminum propellers on the 
front of the fuzes were spun off by the rushing air thereby exposing the contact plungers. In 
case all of the main fuzing devices failed and it struck the ground, these contact fuzes would 
self-destruct the bomb in a non-nuclear explosion. The pumpkin bombs were detonated by 
using three of these contact fuzes. 

The fuzes were attached to 5" long, 3 .3" diameter steel tube fuze pockets welded to 
the front portion of the forward ballistic case. The holes in the sphere were directly behind 
the fuze pockets. The fuzes, like the Archie antennas, were installed in the test units after 
the bomb had been safely loaded in the plane. 

Lt. P.l. Chaussy, 1 st Ordnance Squadron, said later, "After we loaded the bomb in 
the plane, we screwed four regular, typical mechanical bomb fuzes on Fat Man. The arming 
wires were then hooked onto the B-29 bomb bay.,,29 1 However, a last minute decision was 
made to remove the Primacord fuze trains connected to the sphere on the F -3 1 unit. These 
fuzes were also eliminated in some of the postwar units and the four extra sphere holes were 
subsequently plugged. 

An aluminum cone was also bolted to the aft polar cap. The Fuzing Team, led by 
Edward B. Doll, installed the radars, timers and baroswitches to the "c" plate bolted to this 
cone. These were the same kinds of fuze assemblies that had been used on Little Boy. These 
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fuze assemblies were connected to the X-unit by a master firing cable threaded through the 
very narrow space between the sphere and the ballistic case. An interesting problem would 
develop later with this cable. A large circular manifold ring made from 1 .5" OD stainless 
steel tubing was attached to the perimeter of the "c" plate. The air from the baro ports (see 
below) was directed to this manifold and then to the baro switches.292 

The forward and aft ballistic case ellipsoids were then bolted to the eight sphere 
attachment lugs. The six baro switches, Clock Box, and Archie fuzing assemblies had 
already been attached to the "c" plate (see above) and the entire bomb was then sealed off 
by the "D" plate. This plate was bolted to the rear of the aft case and utilized a large black 
rubber gasket for sealing. The only openings in the entire case were the six 0.3 1 2" and two 
0.75" baro holes in the aft case. Air that passed through these holes also passed through a 
silica gel desiccant package that removed any moisture.293 

The 59" sq., 425-lb. tail assembly, nicknamed the "California Parachute,''' was bolted 
in place on the rear of the aft case. It was made from 0.20" thick aluminum plate. To improve 
ballistics, it utilized drag stabilization, a design modification that used baffles in the tail. 
Capt. David Semple, Norman Ramsey, Navy Capt. William Parsons, and Sheldon Dike had 
suggested these changes.294 

To keep the tail from catching on the vertical guide rails in the bomb bay after it was 
released, rubbing blocks were attached to the upper forward side edges of the tail. These 
0.75" thick, 1 2.0" long blocks protruded slightly from the tail flanges and were made from a 
smooth, low-friction material called Micarta.295 The 1 9.5" diameter "E" plate closed off the 
rear of the tail. 

After the case was assembled, the eight sphere lug joints were covered with 1 4.25" 
long formed sheet aluminum covers referred to as "bathtub fittings.

,,
296 These served to seal 

and streamline the case and were attached to threaded holes in the eight waist section cubes 
by two machine screws. 

At this point, the assembly was rolled out of the assembly building. Project Alberta 
personnel applied sealant to the case joints at the nose cap, equatorial joint, bathtub fittings, 
and the joint where the tail was attached to the bomb case. This process was called 
"cocooning.

,,
297 Strips of tape were first applied to all the openings and cracks in the ballistic 

case. Next, red-colored M- 1 90 Pliobond was sprayed over the tape. Finally, blue-colored 
O.S. 3602 strippable plastic film (Glyptol) was sprayed on an area of approximately one foot 
on either side of the joints.298 These sealant coats were colored red and blue to ensure proper 
coverage. To complete the assembly, the case was then evacuated by use of a one-way 
"breather" valve attached to the "D" plate. This evacuation, and the use of the desiccant 
package, ensured that none of the mechanisms would freeze when the bomb was dropped 
from 30,000 feet. 

Before it was rolled out to the plane, everyone in the area signed the bomb, including 
Admiral Purnell, General Farrell, and Captain Parsons. There were almost 60 signatures, 
messages, and poems on it.299 Project Alberta engineer Harlow Russ stenciled a side profile 
of the bomb with the letters F .M. inside and the letters JANCFU on the nose of the bomb. 
These letters stood for "Joint Army Navy Civilian." The last two letters stood for the same 
thing as the last two letters in the standard military vernacular situation description, 
"SNAFU.

,,
300 This almost proved to be an accurate prediction of events surrounding this 

mission. 
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In addition to the problem with the annor case, several other things happened. Earlier, 
one of the plutonium hemispheres had to be remelted and recast back at Los Alamos because 
it was underweight.30 t Then, when the F-3 1 ,  F-32, and F-33 Fat Man pre-assembly units 
were being transported from Los Alamos to Tinian,302 a problem developed with one of the 
three B-29's as they were departing from Mather Field in Sacramento on July 29. The planes 
(50-MO-44-86346, 50-MO-44-86347, 30-MO-42-65386) were piloted by Hennan Zahn, Jr, 
Edward M. Costello, and William Hartshorn, respectively.303 

The Laggin ' Dragon, piloted by Costello, was the third plane to take off. In addition 
to carrying the F-3 1 Fat Man preassembly (minus the fissile material and detonators) in the 
front bomb bay, they also had a 1 0' statue of Christ in the rear bomb bay that was being taken 
to Tinian for one of the chaplains. They had just cleared the ground and had started the gear 
up when one of the outboard panels blew off on the right side. 

The life raft and other emergency gear stored behind the panel flew out and wrapped 
around the tail of the plane. This caused a lot of vibration, shaking and rattling in the plane. 
Because they were nose heavy, the only people in the front of the plane were the pilot, copilot, 
and Flight Engineer. Everyone else was in the rear of the plane for takeoff. 

After they became stabilized a little, Costello called back to Lt. John Downey, the 
Bombardier, to come back up front to get ready to salvo the bomb in case they got into any 
further problems. He cut the safety wire on the toggle switch and sat there nervously waiting 
for the word to throw the switch. Fortunately, that word never came. 

They managed to get enough altitude to make a tum and head back to the landing 
strip. After making contact with the control tower and declaring an emergency, they were 
asked what their weight was. They said that they weighed about 1 36,000 pounds. The tower 
told them to fly around until they were down to about 1 20,000 pounds to protect the runway. 
Costello said, "Fly around, Hell !  I don't know if I can get around this time." It took the 
combined efforts of both the pilot and his burly co-pilot, Harry Davis, to land the plane. After 
making the necessary repairs, they took off at about midnight for Hickam Field.304 

F-33 was later dropped near Tinian on August 8 as the last test unit. It was the first 
HE-filled Fat Man to be tested in the Pacific using a fully operational X-unit. F-32 was held 
at Tinian in the event a third bomb would have to be dropped on Japan. It was returned to 
Los Alamos in October 1 945 and disassembled. The fissile material for F-32, though en
route by car in the US, never made it to Tinian.305 509th pilot Don Rehl had been scheduled 
to bring it to Tinian. 

During the final assembly of the F-3 1 bomb on Tinian, an inspection mirror was 
dropped inside the ballistic casing and had to be "fished" out. Around midnight on August 
7, Navy Ensign Bernard 1. O'Keefe discovered that the plug ends on the master firing cable 
were reversed. Rather than having the bomb disassembled, which would have taken hours, 
he and an anny technician removed and re-soldered the connections.306 

Maj .  Charles Sweeney's  plane, The Great Artiste, was still loaded with instruments 
used during the Hiroshima mission. When Tibbets picked Sweeney to be the commander 
for the second mission, the decision was made at that time for him to switch planes with 
Capt. Fred Bock. His plane, Bockscar, would be used to drop the bomb and would be flown 
by Maj .  Sweeney. Capt. Bock and his crew would fly The Great Artiste. 

After the bomb had been towed out to the loading pit on the afternoon of August 8 ,  
1 945, i t  was raised into the plane utilizing the same procedures used earlier with Little Boy. 
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By 8 :00 PM, all of the antennas, pullout wires, electrical connections, and swaybraces had 
been attached. 

The stage was set. Fat Man was ready. 
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Chapter 6 

Nagasaki 

"I 've never seen anything like it! 
Biggest explosion I 've ever seen. 

Those poor Japs. But they asked/or it. " 
2nd Lt. Fred 1. Olivi - August 9, 1 945 

The final crew briefing took place at 1 2 :30 AM, August 9. Assistant Flight Engineer 
Ray Gallagher, expressing his own sentiments in a postwar statement, said: 

The feeling in our hearts, when we heard about the briefing, was very, very 
low. We had already witnessed what had occurred in the air. They must have 
known we're going to come back and surely they'd be ready for us. At a 
quarter to twelve, we were getting ready to leave our Quonset. As we walked 
past the last bed, the barracks bag was laying there. When we passed the bag 
and dropped our wallets inside, truthfully, I never thought I 'd  pick it up 
again.307 

The briefing was short. This time there would be only two targets, Kokura and 
Nagasaki. Because of a large, severe weather front, the rendezvous would be over the island 
of Yaku-Shima instead of Iwo Jima. After the briefing, they went to eat. Once again, 
according to Gallagher, "it had no taste." 

As with the Hiroshima mission, there was no fighter plane escort, which might have 
brought unwanted attention to the B-29's. A P-3 8 fighter pilot, interviewed on the CBS 
Sunday Morning television program in 1 995, tearfully claimed he accompanied the planes to 
Nagasaki and had witnessed the mushroom cloud. This simply did not happen.308 

They arrived at their plane at I :00 AM and about an hour later they started the 
preflight preparations. The commander, Maj .  Charles Sweeney and his Flight Engineer 
MlSgt. John Kuharek started up the engines. Said Sweeney, "I had my choice of any Flight 
Engineer I wanted and I chose him. We worked closely as a team. He was personally hand
picked and a wonderful, wonderful guy.

,,
309 

Ray Gallagher talked later about the preflight checks: 

I got up on the wing of the ship and checked all the gas tanks to make sure 
they were topped-off and that there was gas in all of them. The oil tanks were 
checked. The engineer got into his seat and made sure that all of his gauges 
were properly set. The pilot walked around his ship, back and forth, to make 
sure that there was nothing unusual. The crew chief came up and conferred 
with the pilot, copilot, and the engineer. In the meantime, the Navigator and 
the radar operator are already aboard ship checking out their equipment along 
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with the radio operator. After all of these checks have been made, we got out 
of the ship and were standing around. 3 1 0 

As the time for takeoff drew near, the crew said their good-byes and boarded the 
plane. The Flight Engineer started up the engines. They were running just fine, when the 
pilot and engineer started to confer over the intercom. Before they knew it, Sweeney 
instructed Kuharek to shut down all the engines and told everybody to get out. 

The B-29 had been loaded with 7,250 gallons offuel. As part of his preflight checks, 
Kuharek had been in the process of transferring fuel between the two extra 320 gallon 
Goodyear 2FI-6-4562 self-sealing auxiliary tanks in the rear bomb bay when a problem was 
discovered. A fuel transfer pump appeared to be malfunctioning. This meant the 640 gallons 
of fuel in these two tanks was not available for use. Because of a three-hour weather 
"window," there was no time to replace the pump, empty the fuel, or transfer the bomb to 
another plane. Critics of the mission contend there was no mechanical problem with the 
transfer pump and that it functioned perfectly after they came back to Tinian. They insist 
that the "problem" was due to the unfamiliarity with this plane's  idiosyncrasies by the 
substitute crew. According to Ashworth, "If [this was] true, we could have used the fuel.

,,
3 1 1  

This fuel problem may or may not have existed, but in the crucial early morning hours just 
before takeoff, it was genuinely perceived by those present to be an actual last-minute 
malfunction.3 1 2  

After a meeting with all of the people involved, the decision was reached to proceed 
with the mission. They would land at Iwo Jima for refueling on the way back. 

Tibbets, explaining the fuel problem, wrote: 

In the preflight checks, the 'fuel transfer' problem was found. When 
Sweeney and Kuharek came up to me on the ramp and told me, I told them 
they did not need that fuel to fly the mission as briefed. The primary purpose 
of that fuel and tanks was to permit the airplane to take off and fly within the 
CG (center of gravity) limitations. Both agreed, so 1 said, 'GO. '  [While] 
walking to the airplane, I instructed Sweeney to go to his rendezvous point, 
'make one 360 degree turn and head out for the initial point,' whether his 
wing men were with him or not.3 1 3 

Referring to veteran Bombardier Capt. Kermit Beahan's previous extensive combat 
experience, Tibbets went on to state: "I told him (Sweeney) to do what Beahan 
recommended. Sweeney said, 'If Bea wants me to fly it upside down, I'll try it. '  With that 
they were on their way.

,,
3 1 4  Most of the crew did not know about the fuel problem until well 

into the mission. This fuel situation would later become a major dilemma. 
According to General Groves: 

One very serious problem came up just before takeoff, which placed [General 
T. F.] Farrell in the difficult position of having to make a decision of vital 
importance without the benefit of time for thought or consultation . . .  the 
weather was not good, in fact it was far from satisfactory; but it was good 
enough in [General Curtis] LeMay's opinion, and in view of the importance 
of dropping the second bomb as quickly as possible, and the prediction that 
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the weather would worsen, Farre)l decided that the flight should not be held 
Up.3 1 5 

Just before takeoff, Admiral W.R. Purnell asked Sweeney ifhe knew how much the 
bomb cost. Sweeney answered, "About $25 million." Purnell then warned him, "See that 
we get our money's  worth. 

,,
3 1 6 

They finally departed at 3 :48 AM. 3rd Pilot 2nd Lt. Fred Olivi made an informal diary 
of the mission. "No apparent trouble -- but we sweated it out and I mean just that. All hell 
will break loose if we lost an engine on takeoff -- I may as well kiss this world goodbye!

,,
3 1 7  

At 4:00 AM, Weaponeer Navy Cdr. Frederick Ashworth opened the round, padded 
pressurized door that led into the forward bomb bay from the cramped rear area of the 
cockpit. Bracing himself, he leaned forward and reached back into the cold bomb bay. He 
removed the two green, AN 3 1 06 20- 1 4P safing plugs in the nose of the bomb, replaced them 
with the red arming plugs, secured these with metal clips, and then closed the door. Fat Man 
was now "live." These were the same kind of plugs used on Little Boy. One of these green 
plugs is in the West Point Museum and the other is in the Truman Library. The tags, dated 
August 1 0, 1 945, attached to the plugs were filled out by Electronics Test Officer Lt. Philip 
Barnes and signed by both Barnes and Ashworth. Both tags state, "I certifY that this is one 
of the two Green Safety Plugs used on F-33 (sic) at Nagasaki, Japan on 9 August, 1 945. This 
was the second Atomic Bomb dropped on the Empire." 

Because it was a long flight, all three pilots took turns at the controls. Olivi talked 
later about the long flight to the rendezvous: 

Usually, when we went to the Japanese Empire, we went by way oflwo Jima. 
We would fly at 9,000 feet but, because of weather conditions, they rerouted 
us to 1 7,000 feet by way of the Ryukyu Islands. It was a departure from the 
norm. After we got settled on course, Sweeney said that he was going to go 
back into the tunnel and get some sleep so I took over for a while and flew. 
Albury and Beahan slept. Van Pelt, Kuharek, and I were the ones who were 
taking care of the flying. 3 1 8 

During the flight, Olivi penciled, "Weather is bad so we're climbing up to 1 7,000' to 
clear it instead of the usual 9,000' .  Cruise control chart not set up for 1 7,000 feet -- so that 
means we'll use a hell of a lot more gas than usual amt. at 9,000' ." 

St. Elmo's Fire danced eerily across the surface of their planes as they flew through 
the stormy darkness with their wing lights off so the Japanese could not spot them. Olivi 
continued, "04:30 -- stopped climbing -- level at 1 7,000' -- some of these damned cumulous 
and thunder clouds are rough as hell! But 'George' will win through ! 05 :30 This route 
straight to the Ryukus sure is long -- and tiresome! The usual way by Iwo is much better -

and something to look forward to at Iwo." Olivi then jotted down some quick notes, "Chuck 
and Bee [Beahan] are sleeping -- God I 'm so tired I can barely keep my eyes open. Wish I 
could sleep too, but flying through these cumulous sure wakes you up in a hurry ! Poor Jim 
[Van Pelt] he's in the same boat as I .  He sure works hard at his navigating -- I take my hat 
off to him." 

After Albury awoke, he and Olivi took turns flying until Sweeney came back up front 
and took over the controls. From then on, Sweeney and Albury shared flying duties. There 
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was one Flight Test Box (FTB) onboard that was used by Lt. Barnes to monitor the separate 
bomb fusing and firing circuits. At about 7 :00 AM, a red light on the box suddenly lit up 
unexpectedly. It was indicating Fat Man was now fully armed and could perhaps detonate 
at any moment! After almost ten frantic minutes spent studying the blueprints and digging 
into the FTB wiring, Barnes discovered the source of the problem. It appeared two switches 
had been improperly set. These were immediately reset to their proper positions and 
everyone breathed a collective sigh of relief. 3 1 9 

About 8 :00 AM, Sweeney notified the crew he was starting the gradual climb to 
30,000 feet and they should all put on their flak suits. Co-Pilot Charles Albury wrote, "As 
for the flak suits, the pilot [Sweeney] didn't put them on. We laid them on the floor between 
the two pilot seats over the door at the nose wheel. 

,,
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According to Ashworth's log, Bockscar arrived at the Yaku-Shima rendezvous point 
at 9:00 AM. In a preliminary draft version of Norman Ramsey's History of Project A 
(9/27/45), which made use of Ashworth's log times, 0900 was crossed out and changed to 
09 1 5(?).32 1 According to Ramsey, this change was made before he received his copy of the 
10g.322 Olivi 's handwritten notes made during the flight state, "Reached rendezvous point 
09: 1 0 Aug. 9. Bock is in sight and is joining up. Hopkins nowhere in sight. We'll circle 
rendezvous for 1 5  minutes -- he may come." Radio operator Sgt. Abe Spitzer wrote in 1 946 
that they arrived at 9:09 AM. Spitzer stated that their tail gunner had spotted The Great 
Artiste before they arrived at the rendezvous, but then lost sight of it. He also wrote it was 
maybe ten minutes before The Great Artiste was sighted again.323 Pulitzer-Prize winning 
author William Laurence was the official observer flying inside The Great Artiste. He wrote 
in his 1 947 book, Dawn Over Zero that they reached the rendezvous at 9 : 1 2  AM and 
immediately spotted Bockscar. 

In Ashworth's report, written shortly after the mission concluded, he stated, "Skillful 
piloting and expert navigation brought us to the rendezvous without incident. About five 
minutes after our arrival we were joined by the first of our B-29's. The second, however, 
failed to arrive, having apparently been thrown off its course by storms during the night." 
Sweeney recounted, "One of the most beautiful sights, I remember, is Fred Bock joining up 
with me at that rendezvous point, which I wasn't sure I could find.,

,
324 

Said Gallagher, "After arriving a little after 9 :00 AM, about five minutes later along 
came one of the other ships off our right wing.'>32S The photo plane flown by Maj .  James 
Hopkins could not be found. They thought that it had been delayed or lost in a storm they 
had just gone through. It was, in fact, circling at a higher altitude. 

Sweeney recalled the rendezvous: 

The second airplane showed up within a minute. We had navigated through 
the bad, black weather all night long. There was a terrible storm. We went at 
1 7,000 feet because we wanted to get the smoothest air we could get and to 
conserve fuel. After five hours, we went up to 30,000 feet to rendezvous at 
Yaku-Shima. Bock was on my wing within a minute after flying five hours 
without seeing me, that's how good his navigation was ! We made a perfect 
rendezvous. For some unknown reason, Hopkins was flying at 39,000 feet. 
My mission all along was to do this, to deliver this 'thing,' to do it for the 
nation, but also to do it for Paul Tibbets. I ' ll risk my ass, with a problem on 
fuel, just to get the delivery in. After that, then I ' ll worry about whether we 
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land in the ocean or not. 1 waited and waited for him (Hopkins) just to make 
the mission perfect. 326 

Bockscar Co-Pilot 1 5t Lt. Charles Albury described the difficulty of locating another 
plane at that altitude: 

. . .  the weather caused us to rendezvous at a high altitude instead of a low 
altitude of 7,000 ft. At thirty two thousand feet a rendezvous is almost 
impossible. Take a pencil, put the point down, move the pencil in a circle at 
the top. Note the difference of the circle about 2/3 's  the way down from the 
top (7,000 ft). Note the circumference of the circle at the top (32,000 ft). 
Quite a difference isn't it?327 

RAF Bomber Pilot Grp Capt. Leonard Cheshire VC, an observer on Hopkins's photo 
plane, wrote: 

On arrival at the rendezvous point the three aircraft failed to make contact, 
which did not surprise me in the least, since instead of orbiting Yakushima in 
a tight circle, they flew around in dog legs some 40 miles long at varying 
heights. There being no adequate arrangements in the event of contact not 
being made and the leader not being willing to break radio silence although 
there was no conceivable reason why he should not, the three aircraft 
continued to orbit for an hour and ten minutes. The pilot of the 
photographicaeroplane, in which both Penney and myself were riding, then 
proceeded to fly around the approaches to Kokura wondering what he should 
do.328 

Ashworth wrote later, "When only one plane showed up, 1 told Sweeney that 1 wanted 
to be sure that we had the instrument carrying aircraft with us." Of the two planes, the only 
one of any importance was the instrument plane. These instruments would help determine 
the bomb yield. Sweeney kept Ashworth in the dark as to which plane had rendezvoused 
with them. "Why Sweeney didn't tell me that the instrument aircraft was already with us, 1 
don't knoW."329 According to General Groves, "Although Sweeney had identified the one 
plane that did arrive he did not tell Ashworth. Unfortunately, because it did not come close 
enough, Ashworth was unable to determine whether it was the instrument-carrying plane.'>330 
Ashworth continued, "I still say that the question of what plane had joined us was an air 
operational detail that was rightly Sweeney's responsibility. I recall that finally 1 stuck my 
head up to the flight deck and recommended that we get out of there and get on with the 
operation.

,,
33 l It is Ashworth's opinion that this long delay could have cost them the mission. 

Tibbets had instructed Sweeney to wait at the rendezvous point for no more than 1 5  
minutes.332 After waiting in vain for over 40 minutes, Sweeney and Bock finally pushed on 
to their primary target, Kokura. Olivi wrote in his diary, "09:50 Hoppy still hasn't arrived. 
We can't wait any longer. Our gas is going fast at this altitude and pulling this power setting 
-- (38-23-Y2) -- Going onto IP with Bock." William Laurence wrote that they departed at 
9:56 AM. 
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Sweeney has been criticized over the years for waiting over the rendezvous point for 
as long as he did. Because Tibbets' mission had been a "textbook" flight, Sweeney obviously 
felt he was under tremendous pressure to also make sure his mission was perfect. However, 
because of the acute fuel situation, this unnecessarily long delay severely jeopardized any 
possibility of returning safely to an Allied base with Fat Man in case the mission had to be 
aborted. 

Olivi wrote, "Time 1 0:20 Hit IP on the nose -- Jim is doing a good job, but our gas is 
still something to worry about -- weather report from weather ships claims clear weather. 
1 0:40 Target is in sight but 711 0  clouds coverage -- Bomb must be dropped visually but 1 
don't think our chances are very good." 

When they finally arrived at 1 0 :44 AM, smoke and industrial haze had obscured 
Kokura. Yahata had been firebombed by over 200 of LeMay's  B-29's  the previous day and 
the smoke had drifted over nearby Kokura. There was also a POW camp right next door to 
the main downtown power plant. An American prisoner in this camp reported later the 
Japanese had installed a large pipe that went from the power plant down to the river. He 
stated that whenever B-29's were sighted over Kokura, the steam in the plant was diverted 
through this pipe and into the river. This created enormous condensation clouds that also 
helped to obscure the city.333 The lack of visibility was a problem because they were under 
very strict orders to make a visual, not radar, bomb run . They got into position to make the 
bomb run that would take about four minutes. 

About a minute away from the drop, Beahan opened the bomb bay doors. The Great 
Artiste, the instrument plane to the right, immediately opened their doors in preparation to 
drop the three instrument packages. It seemed as if that minute lasted an hour. Beahan 
finally said, "No drop, 1 can't see the target." The smoke and haze had obscured the Aiming 
Point (AP). 

They broke off the run and made a right tum toward the mountains. The antiaircraft 
guns had starting sending up flak. Ashworth asked Sweeney what he was going to do next. 
When he didn't respond, he suggested to Sweeney that they go around 1 200 and come in 
from a different direction. They tried a second time, but were still unable to drop the bomb. 
The flak was starting to get closer. Sweeney said, "I saw the flak on the first run. We were 
getting it on both sides. When I spotted it, I said I ' ll try to screw up their fuses. I climbed a 
few thousand feet. On the second run, 1 climbed another thousand feet. This gave Bee time 
to adjust his bombsight for that altitude. 1 was worried that they might hit us with a ' lucky 
shot,' so 1 kept changing the altitude. 

,,
334 

Ashworth, who was the Senior Officer Specialist on the mission, said they were not 
worried so much about the flak as they were about the possibility of fighter planes. He wrote, 
"Lieutenant Beser was scanning the radio frequencies to determine if the fusing was being 
jammed and reported activity on fighter director circuits indicating that we might have soon 
been the target of fighters. 

,,
335 

Kuharek kept Sweeney apprised of the decreasing fuel supply. The flak was now 
getting even closer. They went around another 1 200 and tried again, but the next run was 
also unsuccessful. After three unsuccessful attempts, each from a different direction and 
altitude, they finally made a decision to abandon the effort at 1 1  :30 AM and proceed to their 
secondary target, Nagasaki (almost 1 00 miles away), which they would be passing over 
anyway on their way back to Okinawa. 
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Critics, including Tibbets, have argued that Sweeney should have aborted the mission 
after the first unsuccessful bomb run on Kokura. They have stated the extra attempts were a 
waste of precious fuel and time. In 1 995, Ashworth rejected this Monday morning 
quarterbacking criticism of their three attempts. "No ! This was totally justified. It was our 
primary target and it was entirely possible that the wind direction on the ground might have 
opened up the target.

,,
336 However, in 1 998, Ashworth had a change of heart. Responding, 

in part, to scathing comments made by Tibbets in the 1 998 reissue of his autobiography, 
Ashworth wrote: 

After the first run and no drop, I did go up to the flight deck, and suggested 
to Sweeney that it might be possible to see the target if we approached it from 
a different direction. I think that both Sweeney and I believed that we had to 
make the best attempt that we could. After all it was the primary target. In  
hindsight, I am now surprised that Beahan, the highly competent Bombardier 
with extensive combat experience in the European theatre didn't have 
something to say about making the additional passes at the target. 

Also in hindsight that was a bad suggestion and I should have known 
it. I damn near got shot down in the South Pacific making a second run on a 
target. I had successfully hit it on the first approach, but I did not think that 
there was enough damage done. As far as I could tell there was only a small 
fire on deck of the ship that I was attacking after the hit with a 500-pound 
bomb. It is interesting to note that in Sweeney's book [War 's End] he tells 
of advice from his Marine friend on Tinian, that he should never make two 
attacks on the same target. 

I say categorically that I did not order either the second or third attack 
as inferred by Tibbets. As a matter of fact I gave no orders to anyone on the 
entire mission The closest that I came to that was to agree with and confirm 
the recommendation of the flight deck people that we make a radar approach 
on Nagasaki. (original emphasis)337 

Olivi wrote in his diary, " 1 1 :30 Made three runs on Kokura but couldn't drop our 
- bomb. These damn clouds sure are making us sweat. Some flak -- no fighters -- as yet. Gas 

damn low! Going on to our secondary Nagasaki -- Our gas warrants one run visual or radar 
-- it' s now or never! Less than two hours of fuel left." 

Then, reflecting the mounting tension in the plane, Olivi wrote " 1 1 :32 Reducing 
power to save gas -- wonder if the Pacific will be cold? Our chances for ditching are -

good ! ! !  Bomb MUST be dropped for more reasons than one -- Hope it goes off1 It'll be a 
hell of a lot of sweating for nothing ifit don't." He added, " 1 1 :40 Boys getting jittery. Can't 
blame them." 

Backscar Co-Pilot Charles Albury wrote, "On the way from Kokura to Nagasaki the 
clouds were building up to our altitude and we were flying in and out of the topS.

,,
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When they arrived at Nagasaki at 1 1  :50 AM, they discovered it was about 411 Oths 
cloud covered. These puffed clouds were between 8,000 and 1 0,000 feet and it was difficult 
to see through the breaks in them. Olivi wrote, "Target 8 min. off. Clouds are still over this 
target too." 
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Because they were running low on fuel, a decision had to be reached soon. The 
delays at both the rendezvous point and Kokura had now forced them into a critical position. 
There was now not enough fuel for them to bring the bomb back without ditching the plane 
in the ocean with the bomb onboard. This was certainly unacceptable. One way or another, 
they had to drop the bomb on Nagasaki. 

As the mission commander, it had been Sweeney's  responsibility to get both the 
plane and its payload to the target. However, the Fat Man was still Ashworth's 
responsibility. Whether they dropped it  on Nagasaki, in the ocean, or attempted to bring it 
back was ultimately his call .  

Sweeney laid out all the options for Ashworth. While he went back to make what 
must have been an agonizingly difficult decision, Sweeney wasted no time and set up the 
plane for a radar run at Nagasaki. Ashworth could see the Fat Man through the small window 
on the bomb bay door. Radio operator Abe Spitzer wrote in his mission diary that Ashworth 
decided initially against a radar drop and they should risk the very slim chance of being able 
to return to Okinawa with Fat Man given the limited fuel supply. He continued: 

We were five minutes away now! I could see the Comdr was struggling 
within. He seemed perplexed--what to do--diregard (sic) orders-risk a 
return to Okinawa and the lives of the men aboard--perhaps the loss of the 
bomb in the ocean to save our own necks--all that weighed heavily on his 
mind. Desperatly (sic) he made up his mind. Casting aside all consideration 
he informed the Major that he reversed his decision---it was Nagasaki, radar 
or visually but drop we will. We cheered! Nagasaki here we come--only three 
minutes out. 

Even though a radar run was strictly against orders, Ashworth knew what he had to 
do. After a few long minutes, he came back up to the flight deck and told Beahan, "This is 
going to be a radar approach. If you can get a sighting, good, but if you can't, then release 
by radar. I ' ll take responsibility !

,,
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Co-Pilot, 1 st Lt. Charles Albury, recalled the dilemma they faced: 

As far as I 'm concerned, Sweeney was in command all the way . . .  On the way 
to Nagasaki, Ashworth came up front and discussed the situation with 
Sweeney, Beahan, and myself. Ashworth asked for a few minutes to think it 
over. While he was back in the aft end of the cockpit, Sweeney, Beahan, and 
I discussed the situation. We had to get rid of the bomb in order to reach 
Okinawa. The bomb would be dropped by radar on Nagasaki rather than drop 
it in the ocean. While getting set up for the bomb run, Ashworth came 
forward and gave his consent for a radar drop.340 

They knew that they had only one chance at a bomb run. Even if this run was 
successful, there was a good chance they would not make it back. There was not enough 
fuel to get to Iwo lima. There probably was not even enough to get to their emergency 
refueling stop at Okinawa. The success of the mission now depended on the veteran 
Bombardier, Capt. Beahan. It was also his 27th birthday. The plane he normally flew in was 
named The Great Artiste, in part, because of his almost legendary skills as a Bombardier. 
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Half of the total effort of the Manhattan Project rested squarely on his shoulders. He knew 
he had only one chance and that it was certainly under the most pressing circumstances of 
his career. The pressure he felt must have been tremendous ! 

A radar-bombing run was started. Olivi wrote, "It' s our last pass -- hoping for a hole 
to drop visual -- bombing run down to 1 90 to save gas. 1 1  :56 No change in cloud coverage 
-- It' s  radar all the way so far -- still hoping for visual sight of target." He added, "Hope 
these glasses do the trick!"  

During the five minute run, large holes poked through the puffed clouds long enough 
for Beahan to see the ground. This provided him with about 20 seconds of visual bombing 
condition and allowed him to search for a suitable aiming point. Said Sweeney, "At the last 
moment, while we were making the approach by radar, Beahan said, ' I  got it! I got it! '  So I 
said, 'Okay, you own the airplane. "

,
34 1 Sweeney then relinquished control of the plane to 

Beahan. 
Olivi recalled the final moments before the bomb was released: 

They started the bomb run immediately. The radar run was controlled by Van 
Pelt up in the front with his scope and by [Sgt. Edward R.] Buckley in the 
back with his scope. They were coordinating the run together along with 
Beahan. They made sure they were zeroing in on the right target. The run 
was about 95% complete when Beahan, up in the nose, hollered, ' I  see it! I 
see it! I've got it ! '  and of course the bomb run was relinquished to him. He 
had about 45 seconds to set up the bombsight, to kill the drift, and to kill the 
rate of closure on the target. Then he dropped it. 342 

They had already passed over the original AP, which had been "in the city, east of 
the harbor

,,
343 and were now over the Urakami industrial valley of Nagasaki . Beahan picked 

a new AP (stadium) and released the bomb from 28,900 feet at 1 2 :02 PM [Marianas Time].344 
Olivi wrote, "Bombs away ! Bee had a 30 sec. Bomb run visually -- hope it's in! "  Exactly 
47 seconds later, Fat Man detonated at an altitude of 1 ,650 ± 1 0' .345 

Dramatically for Japan, the war had finally come full circle. In an ironic twist of fate, 
the plutonium bomb that ended World War II wound up exploding almost directly over the 
large Mitsubishi armament plants that had produced the torpedoes used during the Japanese 
attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Beahan wrote in 1 984: 

We proceeded on the bomb run under radar control until about 20 to 30 
seconds from bomb release when I saw a hole developing in the clouds over 
the target area. I took over control of the bomb run and selected an aiming 
point in the industrial valley of Nagasaki . Fortunately, the radar team had 
made an excellent initial bomb approach, and in the very brief time remaining 
I was able to synchronize the cross hairs of the bombsight on the target and 
release the bomb visually with "good" results being achieved. It was as if a 
great weight had been lifted from our shoulders since we did succeed in 
following the order "Visual drop only !

,,
346 
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It was a performance which, in the opinion of Ashworth, "Could not have been 
duplicated by any, or perhaps a few, 1 don't know, Bombardiers in the Army Air Corps. He 
kept his cool. What he did was a one-in-a-million performance as far as I 'm concerned.

,,
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Ashworth also stated that, "Van Pelt [Navigator] was calling up calculated dropping angles 
that were being calculated in his electronic bomb director so that Beahan could keep his 
telescope more or less synchronized.

,,
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Said Ashworth, "They [bomb director group] were giving him information which 
permitted him to synchronize on something down there. Presumably he saw the stadium and 
I suspect he was familiar enough with the area, that's what good Bombardiers are supposed 
to do. He knew this was in the vicinity and said 'By God, I 'm going to shoot at this thing. '  
We were supposed to be dropping it  down around the dock area of the city.,

,
349 He had 

missed the original aiming point by 1 .3 miles. Ashworth continued, "By 'missing' the target, 
we destroyed the Steel and Arms Works, Torpedo Plant, damaged the docks, and hardly 
broke a window in Nagasaki City.

,,
35o He went on to say that, "Major General Sweeney 

wouldn't be a General and Admiral Ashworth wouldn't be an Admiral if Beahan hadn't done 
the job that he did !

,,3 5 l  The simple fact is they had gotten themselves into a real mess and 
Beahan, Buckley, and Van Pelt saved the mission. 

Albury recalled, "To this day, I don't know if Beahan saw the Aiming Point. I do 
know, as he was making his last correction, the aircraft was in a slight tum and the bomb was 
released. 

,,
352 Because they had been making a radar run and since Beahan did not have any 

scope, the decision as to when to release the bomb would have been Van Pelt's. Olivi said, 
"I was back there in the radio compartment and when I turned around after we had just 
dropped the bomb, Van Pelt said to me, ' Fred, 1 almost dropped it! 1 almost dropped it ! "

,
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Sweeney immediately made the 1 550  diving left tum to escape the blast.354 
According to Fred Bock, The Great Artiste "was probably 1 00 to 200 yards behind, and a 
little below and to the right, of #77 at the time of the bomb release." He continued, "I 
distinctly remember seeing Fat Man fall from #77, at which instant the Bombardier on #89, 
Charles Levy released the three instrument packages from the bomb bay. 
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Immediately after the instruments were dropped, Bock quickly made his right tum. 
Ray Gallagher recalled, "We had all our gear on, our glasses, and we turned into the center 
of the ship and waited for that reflection.

,,356 Co-Pilot Albury wrote, "The welders glasses 
cut down visibility so far, you could not see the flight instruments. Chuck and 1 both did not 
wear them. We found this out at Hiroshima.

,,357 
They were in the tum when the bomb exploded. Even with their dark, polarized 

goggles on, one of the crew described it as being 1 0  to 1 5  times brighter than the sun. 
Olivi said later, "It was a bright bluish color." Referring to the mushroom cloud, he 

said, "It took about 45 or 50 seconds to get up to our altitude and then continued on up. We 
could see the bottom of the mushroom stem. It was a boiling cauldron. Salmon pink was 
the predominant color that I remember, but there were all kinds of damn colors in there.

,,
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Sweeney swung the plane around so they could determine exactly where the bomb 
had gone off. At the time, Olivi wrote in his diary, "This plume of smoke I 'm seeing is hard 
to explain. A great white mass of flame is seething within the white mushroom shaped cloud. 
It has a pinkish salmon color. The base is black and is breaking a little way down from the 
mushroom. 1 2 :04 Still circling plume of smoke. Damn thing is getting too close for comfort. 
It's goodbye if we're ever engulfed in it ! "  

Olivi later described what he saw: 
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wrote: 

We couldn't see anything down there because it was smoke and fire all over 
the area where the city was. Everybody was concentrating down there and I 
remember the mushroom cloud was on our left. Somebody, I think it was 
Ray, hollered in the back 'the mushroom cloud is coming toward us. '  This is 
when Sweeney took the aircraft and dove it down to the right, full throttle, 
and I remember looking at the damn thing on our left and I couldn't tell for a 
while whether it was gaining on us or we were gaining on it.359 

Gallagher remembered the anxiety he felt looking out the small window next to him: 

I couldn't see the cloud. I stood up and looked straight down. What I saw 
was the cloud underneath us. I hollered through my intercom mike to the 
pilot that if we didn't get out, we were going to get caught in our own bomb 
blast. Unfortunately, the pilot in his anxiety did not watch his turn of one 
degree-a-second and we weren't in our complete turn. When I told him that, 
he made the sharpest turn as he possibly could. The ship totally vibrated 
when he made his turn and as we pulled away, the tail gunner called out that 
the cloud was right at his leve1.36o 

Radio operator Abe Spitzer described these dramatic events back in 1 946 when he 

"Hey, Abe," said Barnes, the commander's  assistant, who was at my side, 
"we'd better get the hell out of here. That stuff is dangerous." "Tell it to 
Sweeney," I answered, and I wasn't gagging. The major may have heard me, 
or, more probably it was coincidence, but he kicked the plane over into 
another dive, and we pulled away. Just in time, not a second too soon to avoid 
colliding with the great cloud of smoke which now continued upward, on and 
on . . .  36 1 

Albury explained, "Some say the mushroom cloud was about to get us, but this is not 
true. In a 45-degree bank it might have looked that way. The turn was on my side of the 
aircraft and I had a very good view of it without any goggles on. We were at least six to 
eight miles from it."362 

Just after the bomb exploded, the plane was struck by five shock waves. The first 
one was definitely the worst. These shock waves were more noise than anything else. 
Because of the mountains, the shock waves were reflected back with greater intensity and 
numbers than the ones during the Hiroshima mission. The mountains also shielded the 
residential parts of the city from some of the blast effects. This was one of the reasons that 
the casualty rate was about half that of Hiroshima even though the bomb yield was higher. 
Albury wrote that, "The shock waves were more intense than at Hiroshima. Most people say 
three, but two lesser waves were barely felt. 

,,363 
Grp Capt. G L Cheshire VC, the British observer on Hopkins's  photo plane, wrote 

this report later for the RAF: 
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Eventually, almost two-and-a-half hours after we had arrived at the 
rendezvous point, we noticed the explosion of the bomb some 80 miles to 
the west. The pilot said he was unable to go up to observe it since he was 
short of petrol .  On my pointing out that we could always land on Okinawa 
he agreed to fly up and circle the target. We reached the target some 1 0  
minutes after the explosion at a height of 39,000 ft. At this time the cloud 
had become detached from the column and extended up to a height of 
approximately 60,000 ft. From the bomb aimer's compartment, I had an 
excellent view of the ground and could see that the centre of the impact was 
some four miles north-east of the aiming point and that the city proper was 
untouched. Fortunately, however the bomb had accidentally hit the industrial 
centre north of the town and had caused considerable damage. Had it 
exploded in any other direction it would have faIled in open country . . . .  364 

Said Olivi, "I remember, just before the bomb exploded, the one thing that came into 
my mind was that we were going to kill a lot of civilians, women, children, and elderly 
people. On the flight back, I thought about it, about killing the people. I didn't dwell on it, 
because to me, I thought if they would have had it, they would have dropped it on US.
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After observing the destruction, they left the area and headed out over the ocean. 
Olivi wrote, " 12 :06 We're on our way to Okinawa. It'll be close but I think we're in. Sure 
hope so ! !" 

When they cleared the coast of Japan, Spitzer sent out a "Mayday" call. There was 
no reply. Thinking the mission had been scrubbed due to Hopkins' earlier scrambled 
message, the rescue planes and submarines had already gone back to their bases. They were 
hoping for help and there was none to be had ! 

The ride back was a real nail-biter. Kuharek estimated they had about two hours of 
fuel left and it was two hours to Okinawa. Sweeney dropped down to around 5,000 feet and 
he and Flight Engineer Kuharek played the engines as close as they could. Both of them 
employed every trick they could think of to save the remaining fuel.366 Olivi wrote, " 1 3 :00 
Okinawa in sight. Passed over Ie Shima where [Ernie] Pyle was killed. Gas is low but we're 
sure of making Oki." He added apprehensively, "Still 20 min. out --." 

About five minutes away from Okinawa, and with all their fuel tanks reading empty, 
they tried raising the extremely busy control tower. This proved to be impossible because 
the tower was in the middle of handling an airfield full of B-24' s  and B-25 ' s  taking part in a 
bombing raid. Even Bock, who was close behind, could not get anyone in the tower on their 
radio. 

Sweeney figured they only had one shot at a landing. As they made their approach, 
he saw that the runway was crowded with planes that were taking off. They still could not 
raise the control tower. A system of flares could be fired from the planes to alert the ground 
personnel to different types of emergencies. Sweeney yelled back to "Fire the colors-of-the
day!" When that failed to raise the tower, in desperation he yelled out to "Fire every 
goddarnn flare in the airplane !

,,
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At the time, Olivi wrote, " 1 3 :20 Over Yon Ton but couldn't reach tower at V.H.F. 
There' s  heavy traffic going in -- we've got to -- we have no choice -- firing all our flares to 
let them know we're coming in regardless." 

Olivi later described the tension-filled approach: 
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It was a real busy field. We made our radio calls and we got no answer. We 
called it four times in the hopes of getting our landing instructions and letting 
them know our situation. They didn't come back to us and that's when 
Sweeney decided to declare a Mayday. He told me, 'Fire all the flares. We're 
going in! '  I was in the Navigator/radio compartment. I took out the flare 
gun, stuck it out of the porthole at the top of the fuselage, and fired all the 
flares we had, one after another. There were about eight or ten of them. Each 
color indicated a specific condition onboard the aircraft.368 

This got the attention of everyone on the ground and the field started to clear in a big 
hurry. Sweeney broke into the traffic pattern and cut out three or four aircraft that were 
already on their approach so he could make the landing. 

Due to the critical fuel situation, Sweeney wanted to get the plane on the ground as 
quickly as possible. Because of this, he brought in the plane at a faster than normal speed. 
Just as they were landing, the #2 inboard engine sputtered and died while a B-24 was starting 
to takeoff right in front of them. It lifted off just as the B-29 landed halfway down the runway 
right behind them.369 As soon as they touched down, Sweeney and Albury used both the 
brakes and reversible propellers to help slow down the aircraft. After this harrowing landing, 
Sweeney turned the plane off the end of the runway. He then followed a jeep that came out 
to escort them over to the hardstand. Later, it was discovered they had, not counting the 
useless trapped fuel, only about 35 gallons of fuel in all of the tanks. Some accounts state 
there was only a mere seven gallons. Either way, they were flying on fumes ! 

Albury wrote: 

As to the landing at Okinawa, #2 engine stopped just before touchdown. We 
immediately put the engines in reverse and slammed on the brakes. The 
aircraft veered to the left . . .  Sweeney compensated by pulling back on # 1  
engine i n  reverse, and increased the brakes o n  the right side and [by] releasing 
some of the pressure on the left brakes. I know because I was on the brakes 
with him.37o 

In his diary, Olivi wrote, " 1 3 :30 Landed just as No. 2 conked. We didn't get here a 
moment too soon. Landing was hot ( 1 50) Thought sure we were going to take a couple of 
B-24's with us after landing." 

Olivi later recalled the excitement: 

We hit the runway at about 1 40 or 1 50 mph, much too fast to hit the ground 
safely. We started to veer off to the left and, if it weren't for the fact that we 
had the reversible props, we would have taken out a whole slew of aircraft. 
They were parked away from the active runway, but they were still there. If 
we would have continued out of control, we would have smacked into them. 
Sweeney straightened it out and continued on down the runway. When we 
got to the first taxi strip, we turned off there to get to our hardstand and that' s 
when the #2 engine quit.37 1  
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Said Sweeney, "After we got on the ground, one of the engines quit. I was so 
exhausted, that I just rolled it off the runway at the end and shut the other engines down. I 
climbed out and got some fresh air and told them to tow the plane in. I was just interested in 
refueling, getting the guys a meal, and getting out of there. 
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Olivi remembered that Sweeney told everyone not to tell anybody what they did. He 
told them to say that they were here for a re-supply of gas and then they were going back to 
their home base on Tinian. 

Gallagher said, "A Jeep came out to have us follow him and we went over and parked 
the ship off to the side. The kid in the Jeep got out and came towards the ship. As soon as 
he did, one of the men got out of the ship and told the kid to stay away from us. The kid 
couldn't understand why he couldn't come over and talk to us." 

Gallagher continued, "He (Sweeney) gathered everyone around the wing. 
Commander Ashworth pulled out a group of maps and we all decided as to where the bomb 
actually went, as far as its touchdown point, and the direction of the explosion. He was the 
one that was going have to answer to the men from Washington when we got back to 
Tinian.

,,
373 Ashworth and Sweeney then proceeded to General Jimmy Doolittle 's  office on 

Okinawa to send off a coded message describing the mission. 
According to Ashworth: 

I needed urgently to send a message to General Farrell and Captain Parsons 
on Tinian to clarify the incomplete coded strike report that I had composed 
and was transmitted from the aircraft after the attack. I was told at the 
communications center that they were too busy to send my message. 
Whereupon I asked to be directed to General Doolittle's  office. This was a 
double pyramidal tent. I knocked on the door and was invited in by General 
Partridge, Doolittle's  chief of staff. I told him we had just dropped the second 
atom bomb on Nagasaki and of my need to communicate with Tinian, but he 
told me that I should talk to General Doolittle first. I went into his half of the 
tent, laid out our target maps, showed him where the designated aiming point 
was in the urban area of the city, and where we concluded the bomb actually 
hit. After studying the maps for a moment he said, ' General Spaatz will be 
much happier that the bomb went off over the industrial part of the city. There 
will be far fewer casualties. '  With that he called the communications center 
and told them to send my message.374 

Co-Pilot Charles Albury later described his feelings about the mission: 

At 24 years of age, I was not a great religious man. I did pray to God that 
each mission meant it would be the end of the war and we could return to be 
with our loved ones .. .! didn't have any lucky channs or things like that, but I 
did have God with me every step of the way and I 'm thankful. I know God 
was with us on the Nagasaki mission, because He brought us in safely to 
Okinawa with no fuel left and one engine that quit on the runway.375 

After some chow and refueling, they left Okinawa at 5 :30  PM and headed out for the 
six-hour flight back to Tinian. Olivi wrote, "Hoppy and Bock are here too -- orders from 
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base -- guess they want us all together. Can't say much for Okinawa -- mud -- heat -- and 
wrecked planes both ours and the Japs. Going to have some chow, while we gas up." After 
eating, he added, "Ate SP AM as I expected but it tasted good at that." 

When they landed at 1 0 :30 PM, they were exhausted having been in the air some 1 6  
hours. Unlike the first mission, there were no cheering crowds to greet them, no hoopla, no 
cameras, no medals, no beer, and no hot food. The Hiroshima mission had received all the 
attention. This was typical, since nobody ever pays attention to a second "anything." Much 
like the unfortunate, forgotten occupants of Nagasaki, they were ignored. The crew 
scrounged some food, were debriefed, and crawled into bed. 

Because of the last-minute switch in planes before takeoff, the wrong plane (The 
Great Artiste) was credited in press releases with dropping the bomb. This error occurred 
because the switch took place in the dark. The science writer, William Laurence, thought he 
was in Bockscar because Capt. Fred Bock and his crew were flying it. He wrote this in his 
book Dawn Over Zero. This mistake was not corrected for years. To add insult to injury, it 
even appeared in the official 509th Pictorial Album published in 1 946. 

Considering all of the problems, however, the mission was still considered a 
tremendous success. General Farrell referred to it as, "a supremely tough job carried out 
with determination, sound judgment and great skill .  It is fortunate for the success of the 
mission that its leaders, Ashworth and the pilot Sweeney were men of stamina and stout 
heart. Weaker men could not have done this job.
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In his 1 995 congressional testimony, Bockscar commander Charles Sweeney 
eloquently summed up his feelings about the mission by declaring: 

The world is a better place because German and Japanese fascism failed to 
conquer. Japan and Germany are better places because we were benevolent 
in our victory. The youth of Japan and the United States, spared from further 
needless slaughter, went on to live and have families and grow old. Today 
millions of people in America and Japan are alive because we ended the war 
when we did. This is not to celebrate the use of atomic weapons. Quite the 
contrary. It is my fervent hope that my mission is the last such mission ever 
flown. But that does not mean that back in 1 945, given the events of war and 
the recalcitrance of the enemy, President Truman was not obliged to use all 
of the weapons at his disposal to end the war.377 

They had been over enemy territory longer than any plane in World War II and had 
overcome almost insurmountable odds to bring success to a project that turned out to be the 
shortest time between development and combat use of any munition in the history of modern 
warfare ! It is not that things went wrong on the second mission, but that so much went right 
on the first. Enola Gay Electronics Test Officer Morris Jeppson concurred. Thinking back 
on the number of things that could have gone wrong on the first mission, he stated, "It was 
very frightful. This (Hiroshima) was a very lucky mission!
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At the same time the bomb was being dropped on Nagasaki, Russia declared war on 
Japan and sent troops into Manchuria. Admiral Halsey's Third Fleet, after nine days of 
silence, attacked the home island of Honshu with strong air attacks against scores of airfields. 
Despite all of this, the Japanese military still did not want to surrender. Their cabinet was 
evenly split between those who wanted to surrender and those who did not. While this 
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internal power struggle was going on, the Allies stepped up the pressure and authorized 
additional conventional bombing raids to help convince the Japanese it was time to surrender. 

On August 1 4, the largest bombing raid of World War II was carried out. A total of 
1 ,0 1 4  bombers and fighter escorts were dispatched. This included seven planes from the 
509th• The planes from the 509th each carried one "pumpkin." One of these B-29's, flown 
by Capt. Fred Bock, dropped what some believe to be the last bomb of World War II .  It 
landed on the Toyota factory in Koromo, a suburb of Nagoya. The bomb, according to the 
chairman of Toyota, fell right on the money.379 

On the way back from this mission, the crews heard President Truman announcing 
over their radios that Japan had surrendered unconditionally . World War II was finally over! 

Tinian Pit Team member Mort Camac recalled a visitor they had on Tinian. "After 
the war was over, Admiral Nimitz visited our laboratory. We described what we did and that 
the explosion was equal to 20,000 tons of dynamite. He said 'you might believe it, but I 
don't' and he walked out.

,,380 

Six months after the end of the war, the military felt they needed to know more about 
the atomic bomb. Operation CROSSROADS would provide them with much needed 
information. This project would take place at Bikini atoll in the Pacific. 

Of the two bomb designs, the Y- 1 56 1  Fat Man implosion device seemed to hold the 
most promise. Two tests, ABLE and BAKER, were scheduled to take place. ABLE would 
use a Fat Man dropped from the air. BAKER would use one exploded underwater. The Fat 
Man that was to be dropped during ABLE was painted pumpkin with black stripes. The 
name Gilda was written on the side of the bomb. It was named after a role that Rita Hayworth 
played in a popular movie. A picture of her was reportedly painted on the side.38 1  

This bomb was dropped on the Bikini atoll on July 1 ,  1 946, from a B-29 flown by 
Major Woodrow P. Swancutt. It was named Dave 's Dream, after the Bombardier Capt. 
David Semple who was killed March 7, 1 946, when a B-29 crashed in New Mexico during 
the competition to select the crews for this mission. Capt. Semple had wanted more than 
anything in the world to be able to drop an atomic bomb in combat. Phil Barnes wrote, 
"David Semple simply did someone a favor to fly with this crew when he replaced the 
individual who could not make the flight. Dave was one hellava guy ! When I flew with his 
test crew, we didn't need a Navigator on the flight for Dave knew the West like the palm of 
his hand. 
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This Y - 1 56 1  Fat Man exploded at 8 :49:45 AM at an altitude of 5 1 8 ' over the lagoon 
and missed its target, the battleship USS Nevada, by 2, 1 30 ' .  The third Fat Man was used 
during the BAKER test. The bomb, nicknamed Helen ojBikini,383 was exploded at 8 :35 AM 
on July 25, 1 946. According to Robert Henderson, this unit, minus the tail fin assembly, was 
enclosed in a steel "caisson fabricated from a submarine conning tower 'pressure vessel' with 
one hemispherical head removed and flanged to permit rolling the bomb in on a wheeled 
cradle.

,,384 This was positioned 90' below the emplacement ship LSM-60 and between the 
battleship USS Arkansas and the aircraft carrier USS Saratoga. The explosion sent 2,000,000 
tons of water and sediment more than a mile into the sky. Both CROSSROADS weapons 
had yields of approximately 23 Kilotons.385 

Over 90 target ships had been anchored in the lagoon during the CROSSROADS 
tests and 1 3  of these were sunk. One of the ships sent to the bottom was the last surviving 
Japanese battleship, the Nagata. In 1 94 1 ,  it served as the flagship for Admiral Isoroku 
Yamamoto while directing the attack on Pearl Harbor. It was while he was on the bridge of 
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this ship anchored in Hashiraj ima Bay that he heard the radio transmission, from one of his 
pilots, of the famous words "Tora, Tora, Tora!" The Nagata was one ofthe first battleships 
to be equipped with 1 6" guns. Some naval historians think that one of these large shells, 
modified to be dropped as a bomb, was responsible for the sinking of the USS Arizona at 
Pearl Harbor.386 

After the war, programs were started to manufacture both Little Boy and Fat Man 
bombs. As Gunnar Thornton recalled: 

The assumption was that there was not going to be another gun-bomb, so 
there was a big book burning campaign right after the war. One of the things 
it did was keep a lot of people busy . .  . it just broke my heart to burn all that 
stuff . .  . 1  couldn't even find a set of drawings for Little Boy . . . the people at 
Sandia managed to get a hold of a set of drawings and they made six unitS.387 

As Thornton indicated, because it was such an inefficient weapon, only a relative 
handful of Little Boy gun-bombs were made as backup for the meager US postwar implosion 
weapons stockpile. Harlow Russ became Group Leader (9/46-3/48) of the Z- 1 1 Special 
Weapons Division at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) in Albuquerque, which was charged 
with manufacturing and stockpiling Little Boy. Although bomb casings, barrels, and interior 
components were built and tested, the DOE claims no Little Boy HEU cores were ever 
actually stockpiled. 

The wartime Y - 1 56 1  Fat Man was considered a "Rube Goldberg" affair. Sandia re
engineered it into something that could be manufactured and assembled on a production-line 
basis for stockpile and it became known as the Mark III .  However, since Sandia kept 
modernizing components and systems, the Mark III  underwent major redesign and 
eventually evolved into the Mark 4 .  

The color of  the postwar Little Boy and Fat Man stockpile production units was a 
semi-matte dark olivelkhaki green. The LB casing on display in the Air Force Museum at 
Wright-Patterson AFB in Dayton and The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History 
in Albuquerque, NM, are painted this color. The green color of the Little Boy casing on 
display in the Smithsonian Institution National Air and Space Museum in Washington 
corresponds to FS 24097.388 The color of the actual L- l l Little Boy combat unit was most 
likely a semi-matte olive-drab primer.389 Morris Jeppson stated later, "It was gray or dull 
green.

,,390 The Little iJoy units on display at the Imperial War Museum in London and the 
Washington, DC Navy Yard are most likely painted the same as the L-l l .  The Fat Man 
casings on display in places like the USAF Armament Museum at Eglin AFB in Crestview, 
FL and the Pantex Company in Amarillo, TX are painted glossy white. This is because they 
were, at times, displayed outside in the hot sun. The Fat Man casings on display at the EAA 
Air Museum in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Wright-Patterson AFB in Dayton, and at The National 
Museum of Nuclear Science and History in Albuquerque, NM, are painted a pumpkin color. 
The F -3 1  combat unit was painted with zinc chromate flat primer. These also have sealant 
coats and numbers so that they resemble test units dropped at Wendover. 

Improvements in HE, tampers, fissile materials, and neutron sources (initiators) 
meant that experiments had to be undertaken to determine proper critical assembly 
configurations for postwar weapon designs. Shortly after the war ended, Los Alamos 
scientists used a Y - 1 56 1  Dural sphere in an assembly called the Bomb Mockup, to test near-
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critical implosion assemblies. The empty Dural sphere was bolted together, sliced in half 
through the waist sections, and filled with mock HE. It was bolted to an experimental stand, 
which was capable of separating the upper and lower halves mechanically. A near-critical 
core could be placed inside and the upper half of the sphere lowered as the scientists 
monitored the neutron count from a safe distance. "The process was repeated with increasing 
masses of fissile material until extrapolation to criticality was acceptable.

,,39 I The Bomb 
Mockup was the first in a long series of remotely controlled critical-assembly machines 
produced by the scientists for neutron-multiplication experiments. 

Because the Little Boy design was unique and never tested before it was used at 
Hiroshima, the bomb yield and neutron output were never measured. Several attempts have 
been made over the years to correct this problem. Los Alamos scientists created a spherical 
mockup of Little Boy in 1 962. Known as Ichiban, it failed to adequately answer important 
health physics questions about the output of the Hiroshima bomb. 

In a further attempt to clear up some of these problems, scientists at Los Alamos 
replicated a Little Boy in 1 982. They used many original stockpiled non-nuclear components 
from three Little Boy training units uncovered earlier at Los Alamos in May 1 98 1 .  The 
nuclear components were manufactured using original bomb drawings and specifications. 
Installed vertically in the Comet Assembly Machine at Los Alamos, this mockup was run as 
a delayed-critical reactor in an effort to study the neutron output of the original Little Boy 
design. Only the forward portion of the original device was utilized. This included a 
shortened barrel, target case adapter, target case, tamper, dummy initiators, and U-235 fissile 
material. The amount of uranium "was reduced to a point where the critical system could be 
safely operated as a low-power steady-state reactor.

,,392 Instead of using a cordite charge, 
the projectile was carefully inserted upward into the target by means of a linear actuator 
comprised of both a hydraulic lift and precision screw mechanism. Safety devices in place 
made it absolutely impossible for a nuclear explosion to occur. Health physics scientists 
from all over the US came to Los Alamos to run experiments with the mockup. Data from 
these experiments was used in an effort to help resolve questions of both the Little Boy yield 
and the neutron exposure to the residents of Hiroshima when the bomb exploded over their 
city in 1 945. 

The Y- 1 56 1  design was employed at Trinity, Nagasaki, the two CROSSROADS 
tests, and then never utilized again. The Little Boy design was used only one time at 
Hiroshima. At least six of these were manufactured and stockpiled as a postwar backup to 
the more complex MK III Fat Man. However, because it ultimately f)roved to be the better 
design, approximately 1 20 of the MK III  bombs were manufactured and stockpiled between 
1 947 and 1 949.393 These, along with all of the Little Boy units, were withdrawn from the 
stockpile by the end of 1 950. Of the two types of weapons, the implosion fission bomb 
design prevailed until the development of the hydrogen bomb almost a decade after the end 
of World War II .  
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Project Alberta 
Tinian Team Members394 

Officer-in-Charge 
Scientific and Technical Deputy 
Operations Officer and Military Alternate 
Fat Man Assembly Team 
Little Boy Assembly Team 
Fuzing Team 
Electrical Detonator/Firing Team 
Pit Team 

Yield Measurement Team 
Aircraft Ordnance Team 
Special Consultants 

Captain William S .  Parsons USN 
Norman F. Ramsey 
Cdr. Frederick L .  Ashworth USN 
Roger S. Warner 
Lt. Cdr. A. Francis Birch USN 
Edward B. Doll 
Lt. Cdr. Edward Stevenson USNR 
Philip Morrison 
Charles P. Baker 
Luis W. Alvarez 
Sheldon Dike 
Robert Serber 
William G. Penney 
Capt. James F. Nolan 

Team Members: Harold Agnew, Ensign David L. Anderson USNR, T/Sgt. Benjamin B .  
Bederson, Thomas H.  Bolsatd, T/Sgt. Ray Brin, T/Sgt. Vincent Caleca, Morton Camac, 
T/Sgt. Edward G. Carlson, Tech Arthur W. Collins, T/Sgt. Robert W. Dawson, T/Sgt. 
Frank J. Fortine, Tech Walter Goodman, Tech Donald C .  Harms, Lt. John D. Hopper, 
Lawrence H. Johnston, T/Sgt. Jesse Kupferburg, Lawrence Langer, T/Sgt. William J .  
Larkin, Henry Linschitz, Arthur B .  Machen, Ensign Donald Mastick USNR, Tech Robert 
P .  Matthews, Lt. Victor A. Miller USNR, Tech Leonard Motichko, T/Sgt. William L. 
Murphy, T/Sgt. Eugene L.  Nooker, Thomas H .  Olmstead, Ensign Bernard 1. O'Keefe 
USNR, Theodore Perlman, Ensign W.R. Prohs USNR, Ensign George T. Reynolds USNR, 
Harlow W. Russ, Raemer E. Schreiber, T/Sgt. Gunnar Thornton, Ensign John L. Tucker 
USNR, Bernard Waldman, Tech Frederick H. Zimmerli. 
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Assigned Aircraft 
393rd Bombardment Squadron (VB) 

509tb Composite Group 
3 13tb Bombardment Wing 

Twentieth Air Force 
United States Army Air Forces 

Tinian Island North Field-July/August, 1945395 
B-29 Aircraft Victor Aircraft Name Crew. Aircraft 
Serial Number No. No. Commander 
35-MO-44-27296 84 Some Punkins B-7 James N.  Price 
35-MO-44-27297 77 Bockscar C- 1 3  Frederick C .  Bock 
35-MO-44-27298 83 Full House A- I Ralph R. Taylor 
35-MO-44-27299 86 Next Objective A-3 Ralph N. Devore 
35-MO-44-27300 73 Strange Cargo A-4 Joseph E. Westover 
35-MO-44-2730 1  85 Straight Flush C- l l  Claude R. Eatherly 
35-MO-44-27302 72 Top Secret B-8 Charles F. McKnight 
35-MO-44-27303 71 Jabit III B-6 John A. Wilson 
35-MO-44-27304 88 Up an ' Atom B- I 0  George W. Marquardt 
40-MO-44-27353  89 The Great Artiste C- 1 5  Charles D. Albury 
40-MO-44-27354 90 Big Stink C- 1 2  Herman S .  Zahn 
45-MO-44-8629 1  91 Necessary Evil C- 1 4  Norman W. Ray 
45-MO-44-86292 82 Enola Gay B-9 Robert A. Lewis 
50-MO-44-86346 94 Spook A-5 Elbert B. Smith 
50-MO-44-86347 95 Laggin ' Dragon A-2 Edward M. Costello 

1 .  The crew/aircraft combination shown above was the standard arrangement. Variations 
often occurred. 

2. V -82 (Enola Gay) is in the Smithsonian Institution National Air and Space Museum. 
3. V-77 (Bockscar) is in the United States Air Force Museum, Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base, near Dayton, Ohio. 
4. V -90 was renamed Dave 's Dream after the war. 
5 .  V -94 was given the name Spook after the war. 
6. Thomas 1. Classen, the 509th Deputy CO, was the original aircraft Cdr. on V -94. 
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Special Bombing Missions to Japan 
509th Composite Group 

July-August, 1945396 
Mission Number Date Number of Aircraft Target Bombs 

1 July 20 3 Koriyama Pumpkins 
2 July 20 2 Fukushima Pumpkins 
3 July 20 2 Nagaoka Pumpkins 
4 July 20 3 Toyama Pumpkins 
5 July 24 3 Sumitomo Pumpkins 
6 July 24 4 Kobe Pumpkins 
7 July 24 3 Yokkaichi Pumpkins 
8 July 26 4 Nagaoka Pumpkins 
9 July 26 6 Toyama Pumpkins 
1 0  July 29 3 Ube Pumpkins 
1 1  July 29 3 Koriyama Pumpkins 
1 2  July 29 2 Yokkaichi Pumpkins 
1 3  Aug 6 7 Hiroshima Little Boy 
1 4  Aug 8 3 Osaka Pumpkins 
1 5  Aug 8 3 Yokkaichi Pumpkins -

1 6  Aug 9 6 Nagasaki Fat Man 
1 7  Aug 1 4  4 Nagoya Pumpkins 

1 8  Aug 1 4  3 Koroma Pumpkins 
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B-29 Planes and Crews 
Hiroshima 

August 6, 1945 
Mission #13 

Operation CENTERBOARD 1397 
Enola Gay, 45-MO-44-86292, V -82, Strike Aircraft 

Commander Col. Paul W. Tibbets 
Co-Pilot Capt. Robert A. Lewis 
Navigator Capt. Theodore J. Van Kirk 
Bombardier Maj .  Thomas W. Ferebee 
Weaponeer Capt. William S. Parsons USN 
Electronics Test Ofc. 2nd Lt. Morris R. Jeppson 
ECM 1 SI Lt. Jacob Beser 
Flight Engineer S/Sgt. Wyatt E. Duzenbury 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Robert H. Shumard 
Radar Sgt. Joseph A. Stiborik 
Radio Pfc. Richard H. Nelson 
Tail Gunner S/Sgt. George R. Caron 

The Great Artiste, 40-MO-44-27353 ,  V -89, Instrument Aircraft 
Commander Maj .  Charles W. Sweeney 
Co-Pilot 1 SI Lt. Charles D. Albury 
Navigator Capt. James F. Van Pelt, Jr. 
Bombardier Capt. Kermit K. Beahan 
Flight Engineer M/Sgt. John D. Kuharek 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Raymond G. Gallagher 
Radio Sgt. Abe M. Spitzer 
Radar S/Sgt. Edward R. Buckley 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Albert T. DeHart 
Yield Measurement Luis W. Alvarez 

Harold M. Agnew 
Lawrence H. Johnston 
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Necessary Evil, 45-MO-44-8629 1 ,  V-9 1 ,  Photo Aircraft 
Commander Capt. George W. Marquardt 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. James M. Anderson 
Navigator 2nd Lt. Russell Gackenbach 
Bombardier Capt. James W. Strudwick 
Flight Engineer T/Sgt. James R. Corliss 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Anthony D. Capua 
Radio Sgt. Warren Coble 
Radar Sgt. Joseph M. DiJulio 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Melvin H .  Bierman 
Scientists/Observers Bernard Waldman 

Straight Flush , 35-MO-44-2730 1 ,  V-85 ,  Hiroshima Weather Plane 
Commander Maj .  Claude R. Eatherly 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Ira 1. Weatherly 
Navigator Capt. Francis D. Thornhill 
Bombardier Lt. Franklin K. Wey 
Flight Engineer 2nd Lt. Thomas Grennan 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Jack Bivans 
Radio S/Sgt. Pasquale Baldasaro 
Radar Sgt. Albert Barsumian 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Gillon T. Niceley 

Full House, 35-MO-44-27298, V-83, Nagasaki Weather Plane 
Commander Maj .  Ralph R. Taylor, Jr. 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Raymond P. Biel 
Navigator 1 5t Lt. Fred A. Hoey 
Bombardier 1 5t Lt. Michael Angelich 
Flight Engineer M/Sgt. Frank M. Briese 
Ast. Flight Engineer Cpl . Richard B .  Anselme 
Radio S/Sgt. Theodore M. Slife 
Radar Cpl. Natheniel T.R. Burgwyn 
Tail Gunner T/Sgt. Robert 1. Valley 
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Jabit III, 35-MO-44-27303, V-7 1 ,  Kokura Weather Plane 
Commander Maj .  John A. Wilson 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Ellsworth T. Carrington 
Navigator 2nd Lt. James S. Duva 
Bombardier 2nd Lt. Paul W. Gruning 
Flight Engineer M/Sgt. James W. Davis 
Ast. Flight Engineer Cpl. Donald L. Rowe 
Radio S/Sgt. Glen H .  Floweree 
Radar Sgt. Vernon J. Rowley 
Tail Gunner Cpl. Chester A. Rogalski 

Big Stink, 40-MO-44-27354, V -90, Standby Plane to Iwo Jima 
Commander Capt. Charles F. McKnight 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Jacob Y. Bontekoe 
Navigator 2nd Lt. Jack Widowsky 
Bombardier 2nd Lt. Franklin MacGregor 
Flight Engineer 1 SI Lt. George H. Cohen 
Ast. Flight Engineer Cpl. Donald O. Cole 
Radio Sgt. Lloyd J. Reeder 
Radar T/Sgt. William F. Orren, Jr. 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Roderick E. Legg 
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B-29 Planes and Crews 
Nagasaki 

August 9, 1 945 
Mission #16 

Operation CENTERBOARD II 

Bockscar, 35-MO-44-27297, V-77, Strike Aircraft 
Commander Maj .  Charles W. Sweeney 
Co-Pilot 1 st Lt. Charles D. Albury 
3 rd Pilot 2nd Lt. Fred J. Olivi 
Navigator Capt. James F. Van Pelt, Jr. 
Bombardier Capt. Kermit K. Beahan' 
Weaponeer Cdr. Frederick L .  Ashworth USN 
Electronics Test Ofc. Lt. Philip M. Barnes 
ECM Lt. Jacob Beser 
Flight Engineer MlSgt. John D. Kuharek 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Raymond G. Gallagher 
Radio Sgt. Abe M. Spitzer 
Radar S/Sgt. Edward R. Buckley 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Albert T. DeHart 

The Great Artiste, 40-MO-44-27353 ,  V -89, Instrument Aircraft 
Commander Capt. Frederick C. Bock 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Hugh C. Ferguson 
Navigator 2nd Lt. Leonard A. Godfrey 
Bombardier 1 st Lt. Charles Levy 
Flight Engineer M/Sgt. Roderick F. Arnold 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Ralph D. Belanger 
Radio Sgt. Ralph D. Curry 
Radar Sgt. William C .  Barney 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Robert J. Stock 
Yield Measurement Walter Goodman 

Lawrence Johnston 
Journalist William Laurence 
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Big Stink, 40-MO-44-27254, V-90, Photo Aircraft 
Commander Maj .  James 1. Hopkins, Jr. 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. John E. Cantlon 
Navigator 2nd Lt. Stanley G. Steinke 
Bombardier 2nd Lt. Myron Faryna 
Flight Engineer M/Sgt. George L. Brabenec 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Thomas A. Bunting 
Radio Sgt. Francis X. Dolan 
Radar Cpl. Richard F, Cannon 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Martin G. Murray 
Scientists/Observers William G. Penney 

Group Capt. G. Leonard Cheshire RAF 

Enola Gay, 45-MO-44-86292, V-82, Kokura Weather Plane 
Commander Capt. George W. Marquardt 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. James M. Anderson 
Navigator 2nd Lt. Russell Gackenbach 
Bombardier Capt. James R. Strudwick 
Flight Engineer T/Sgt. James R. Corliss 
Ast. Flight Engineer Sgt. Anthony D. Capua 
Radio Sgt. Warren Coble 
Radar Sgt. Joseph M. DiJulio 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Melvin H. Bierman 

Laggin ' Dragon,  50-MO-44-86347, V-95, Nagasaki Weather Plane 
Commander Capt. Charles F. McKnight 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Jacob Y. Bontekoe 
Navigator 2nd Lt. Jack Widowsky 
Bombardier 2nd Lt. Franklin MacGregor 
Flight Engineer 1 sl Lt. George H. Cohen 
Ast. Flight Engineer Cpl. Donald O. Cole 
Radio Sgt. Lloyd J. Reeder 
Radar T/Sgt. William F. Orren, Jr. 
Tail Gunner Sgt. Roderick E. Legg 
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Full House, 35-MO-44-27298, V -83, Standby Plane to Iwo Jima 
Commander Maj .  Ralph R. Taylor, Jr. 
Co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Raymond P.  Biel 
Navigator 1 5t Lt. Fred A. Hoey 
Bombardier 1 5t Lt. Michael Angelich 
Flight Engineer M/Sgt. Frank M. Briese 
Ast. Flight Engineer Cpl. Richard B. Anselme 
Radio S/Sgt. Theodore M. Slife 
Radar Cpl. Nathaniel T.R. Burgwyn 
Tail Gunner T/Sgt. Robert 1. Valley 
Yield Measurement Jesse Kupferberg 
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B-29 Plane and Crew 
Bikini Atoll 
July 1 ,  1 946 
ABLE Test 

Operation CROSSROADS 

Dave 's Dream, 40-MO-44-27354, V -7354, Strike Aircraft 
Commander Maj .  Woodrow P. Swancutt 
Co-Pilot Capt. William C. Harrison, Jr. 
Bombardier Maj .  Harold H. Wood 
Bomb Commander Col. Jack R. Sutherland 
Weaponeer 
Weaponeer 
Flight Engineer 
Radio 
Radar 
Left Scanner 
Right Scanner 
Observers 

Ensign David L. Anderson USNR 
Leon D. Smith 
1 st Lt. Robert M.  Glenn 
T/Sgt. Jack W. Cothran 
Capt. Paul Chenchar, Jr. 
Cpl. Herbert B .  Lyons 
Cpl. Roland M. Medlin 
Gen. Roger M. Ramey 
Col. William 1. Blanchard 
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Little Boy and Fat Man 
Test and Combat Units398 

L- l - 1 each - LB Assembly Y- 1 792, less Projectile, Brode's  equipment, 
powder and detonators 
1 each - Projectile for LB Y - 1 792 Assembly 
4 each - Archies, No.s 5329, 9763 , 5622, and 6550 
1 Box - Contents of box as follows: 

• 1 each Clock Box 
• 1 each Informer battery box 
• 4 each Archies battery box 
• 4 each Archie Antenna 
• 6 each Baro(metric) switches 
• 1 each Cable kit 
• 1 each Junction box for 9L2 
• 1 Hardware kit 
• 1 each Safety kit 
• 1 each Hardware kit (spare) 
• 4 each Informers 

1 Box - Contents as follows: 
• 25 NT -6 Batteries 
• 1 0  BA-5 1 Batteries 
• 9 Bottles of electrolyte 

1 each - BuOrd M7 Powder Can (8 charges) 
1 each - BuOrd Mk 1 5, Mod 1 primers (24 each) 

L-2 - Same as L-l  except with Clock wiring material and no powder or 
Primers 

L-3 - LB Assembly Y- 1 49 1 ,  complete with tail. (Note: Brode's  equipment, 
Projectiles, primers, and powder not required for this assembly) 

L-4 - Same as L-3 
L-5 - LB Assembly Y- 1 792, less projectile, Brode's equipment, etc. Case, Anvil, 

Plug, Pad Assembly, Container Assembly, Plate, Cover, Anchor Ring, 
Spacer Rod, Tail Assembly, Top Door, Side Door, Bulkhead Assembly, 
6.5" Dummy Gun consisting of: 

• 1 Barrel 
• 1 Breech 
• 1 Breech Plug Assembly containing 1 Primer Housing, 

1 Contact Pin Assembly, 1 AN-3 1 02-20AN receptacle 
and cap 

1 - 1 50 pound Projectile, 4 Archies, 1 Clock Box, 4 Battery racks, 4 Baro 
switches, 4 Informers, 1 Informer battery box, 1 cable kit, 1 hardware 
kit, 1 safety kit, 1 battery kit, 24 batteries, 1 powder can with 4 - 2 
pound charges of Cordite, 2 safety kits 
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L-6 - Same as L-5 
This was a "live" unit. It contained everything except the fissile 
material . It was used to check the assembly, loading, flight, and 
drop test. It was flown to Iwo Jima on July 29, unloaded and 
reloaded on the same B-29 and then flown back to Tinian where it 
was unloaded and inspected. This was repeated on July 3 1 ,  except 
it was reloaded into a different B-29 and flown back to Tinian 
where it was drop tested. The test was considered a success and 
the OK was given to prepare the L-1 1 unit for its use in combat 

L-7 - Same as L-5. "Live" unit 
L-8 - Same as L-7 
L-1 1 - This was the combat unit that was dropped on Hiroshima. 

F -1 - Assembly of Ellipsoids and Spheres as follows: 
1 each - Polar Cap, 72 hole system, front, drilled for impact fuses 
1 each - Polar Cap, rear, undrilled for impact fuses 
1 each - Top Zone Segment, Sphere for 72 hole booster sphere 
1 each - Middle Segment, Sphere for 72 hole booster sphere 
1 each - Middle Segment, Sphere for 72 hole booster sphere 
1 each - Lower Segment, Sphere for 72 hole booster sphere 
1 each - Lower Segment, Sphere for 72 hole booster sphere 
1 each - Ellipsoid, rear, mild steel, modified for manifolds 
1 each - Ellipsoid, front, mild steel, modified for impact fuses 
1 each - Nose Piece, mild steel with ring, nose mounting part No. 

Y- 1 29 1 -28 
1 each - Cone, mounting, 8 hole, Aluminum 
1 each - "c" plate, modified with center hole and "A" frame less 

Brode' s  equipment 
1 each - Lug, steel, 4340 

1 set - Tubing, Manifold, above equipped with necessary 
hardware. No spacer rings included or required for Nose 
Piece and Forward Mounting plate 

1 each - Raytheon unit, dummy 
1 each - Lug, bronze insert, alternate 
1 each - Tail Assembly, composed of the following: 

• "D" plate 
• "E" plate and necessary hardware 

1 each - Pit (male), 24.5" dia. C.1 .  (Cast Iron) with following 
• 1 set spacers, cork, \12" MK No. 1 ,  for 72 hole 

boosters 

1 each - Pit (female) 24.5" dia. C . 1 .  
1 set - Blocks, Mk I, concrete, for 72 hole booster system. Set 

composed of 1 2  regular Pentagonal and 60 irregular 
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Pentagonal as follows: Box 65/65 - 8 Irregular 
Pentagonal blocks 
Boxes 1 to 1 2  - 1 Regular per box 
Boxes 1 3  to 64 - Irregular per box 

1 box - 4 each Archies, No.s 5673, 5637, 5675 and 5676 
1 box - Contents of box: 

• 1 each Clock Box 
• 1 each Informer battery box 
• 1 each Archie battery box 
• 4 each Informers 
• 6 each Baro(metric) switches 
• 4 each Archie antenna 
• 1 each Hardware kit 
• 1 each Safety kit 
• 1 each Hardware kit (spare) 
• 2x1 Roll safety wire 
• 1 Cable kit 
• 1 box, contents of box: 

35 batteries 
1 0  batteries 
1 2  bottles of electrolyte 

F-2 - Same as above except "E" plate had Puff tubes 
F-3 - Same as above, but rear Ellipsoid was not modified for manifolds 
F-4 - Same as F-3 
F-5 - Assembly of Ellipsoids and Spheres as follows: 

1 each - Polar Cap, front, 32 hole, 2", drilled for impact fuses with 
coaxial cable retainer clips 

1 each - Polar Cap, rear, 32 hole, 2", undrilled for impact fuses 
with coaxial cable clips 

1 each - Top Zone Segment, 32 hole, 2", with coaxial cable 
retainer clips 

1 each - Middle Segment, 32 hole, 2", with coaxial cable retainer 
clips 

1 each - Middle Segment, 32 hole, 2", with coaxial cable retainer 
clips 

1 each - Lower Segment, 32 hole, 2", with coaxial cable retainer 
clips 

1 each - Lower Segment, 32 hole, 2", with coaxial cable retainer 
clips 

1 each - Ellipsoid, rear, mild steel, completely modified for spray 
sealing with ring, nose mounting, Part No. Y- 129 1 -28 

1 each - Ellipsoid, front, mild steel, completely modified for spray 
sealing and tubes for impact fuses 

1 each - Nose Piece, mild steel with spacer rings, Part No. Y- 1 9 1 0  

1 1 0 



1 40 

2 each - Cone, Mounting ( l - l O-hole front and 1 -8 hole rear), 
1 each - "c" plate, modified with center hole and "A" frame less 

Brode's  equipment, with spacer ring, Part No. Y- 1 560-

1 each - Lug steel, 4340 
1 each - Lug, bronze, insert, as alternate 
1 each - Ring, manifold 
1 set - Tubing, manifold 
1 set - Channel guides, above unit equipped with necessary 

hardware 
3xl  each - Pit (male) 1 8 .5" dia. C.l .  
3x l  each - Pit (female) 1 8 .5" dia. C.l .  

(Felt, Mk No.3 '14" for each 32 holes booster system 
complete with each pit) 

1 box - 4 each Archies, No.s 5620, 97 1 6, 5639 
1 box - Contents of box: 

• 1 each Clock Box 
• 1 each Archie battery box 
• 1 each Informer box 
• 4 Archie Antenna 
• 4 each Informers 
• 6 Baro(metric) switches 
• 1 each Hardware kit 
• 1 each Hardware kit 
• 2 Delay relay 

1 box - Contents as follows: 
• 3 5  each NT -6 Batteries 
• 1 0  each BA-5 1 Batteries 
• 1 2  each bottles of electrolyte 

1 each - "X-unit" with following included: 
• 69 Coaxial cables and connectors 

1 each - "A" plate with following included: 
• cables and connectors 

1 6  each - Castings, H.E. ,  Irregular Pentagons, 72 booster hole type 
for use in a 32 booster hole type Sphere. (No 32 hole 
HE castings available) 

1 6  each - Castings, HE. , Irregular Pentagons, 72 booster hole type 
for use in 32 hole type Sphere. (No 32 hole HE castings 
available) 

1 6  each - as follows: 
• 1 4  each castings, HE, Regular Pentagons, 72 

hole type for use in a 32 booster hole type 
Sphere. (No 32 hole HE castings available) 
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F-7 -

F-S -
F-9 -
F- 1 0-
F 1 1 -
F- 1 2-

• 2 each Castings, HE, Irregular Pentagons, 72 
hole type for use in a 32 booster hole type 
Sphere. (No 32 hole HE castings available) 

1 6  each - Castings, HE, Irregular Pentagons, 72 booster hole type 
for use in a 32 booster hole type Sphere. (No 32 hole HE 
castings available) 

1 6  each - Castings, HE, Irregular Pentagons, 72 booster hole type 
for use in a 32 booster hole type Sphere. (No 32 hole HE 
castings available) 

Same as F-3 and also included the following: 
1 6  each - Castings, concrete, Inner Pentagons, for 32 booster hole 

Sphere 
2 each - Castings, concrete, Inner Hexagons, for 32 booster hole 

Sphere 
1 6  each - Castings, concrete, Outer Pentagons, for 32 booster hole 

Sphere 
2 each - Castings, concrete, Outer Pentagons, for 32 booster hole 

Sphere 
Same as F-5, except that Tail Assembly was modified to 59" overall 
width with rubbing strip, concrete regular and irregular charges and 
24.5" steel Pit 
Same as F-5, except with the Mk III  version of HE castings in concrete 
Same as F-S 
Same as F-S, except with Comp "B" charges 
Same as F- I 0  
Same as F- I 0, except with the coaxial cable retainers on Sphere case, 
lifting lugs clevis attached to "c" plate, I S .5" dia., 2 Pits, one of steel and 
one of aluminum, "A" plate with attached pump, inverter, and battery box, 
Blake switches, Blake cables, Mk II CF cables, Pumps, Zenith Mk 24 
Inverter, etc. 
Same as F - 1 2, except with dummy concrete ballast on "A" plate 
This contained an inert plaster HE mockup, steel pit, eight live detonators, 
a full set of fuzing components, an X-unit Mod 2, inert A.N. 2 1 9-2 nose 
fuzes, informers to test the simultaneity of the detonators, and a 
pyrotechnic smoke device to show if the fuzes worked. This was 
also the first test of the sealant coating procedure. The drop test 
was considered a success. 
This was identical to the F - 1 3  unit, except for a different adjustment 
to the barometric (baro) switches. This drop test was unsuccessful. 
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F-3 1 - Y- 1 56 1  with 0-3 fuses and 0-3 informers, puff tubes on "E" plate, X-unit 
accessories, provided with MK III  m- l ,  H.E. and aluminum pit sent by a 
trap door assembly loaded at Y. Armor ellipsoids and armor nose piece. 

This was the combat unit that was dropped on Nagasaki. 
F-32- Y- 1 560 similar to F-3 1 except that the H.E. will be shipped in boxes. 
F-33- Y- 1 56 1  provided with McAlester H.E. ,  dummy "A", "C" and "E" plates 

for impact fusing only. Unit will have steel pit and armor ellipsoids. 
This was a full-function "live" unit. It contained an inert pit with 
mockup components, live HE, live detonators, live nose fuzes, 
complete fuzing, firing and radio informer systems. It was used in 
a full-function dry run to check the assembly, loading, flight, and 
drop test. It was the final practice before the combat mission. This 
test was also used to check if one person could handle both fuzing 
and firing circuits. This drop was a success. 

F -34- Y - 1 56 1  with McAlester H.E. ,  0-3 fusing and 0-3 informers, steel pit and 
X-unit accessories. 

F-35 
thru 
F-39- Y- 1 56 1  's with MK III  plaster blocks plus steel pits assembled into 

spheres at W-47. Each unit will have 32 Blake switches, X-unit 
accessories, 0-3 fuses, BlakelBrode informers and smoke puffs 

F-40- A complete set of structural parts as spare equipment of 
modifications on units previously sent. 

Many of the items on this list were spares shipped to Tinian as part of the so-called 
"Bowery Shipments" and specially earmarked for each individual test unit. 
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March 9 

July 1 

July 3 

July 6 

July 9 

July 1 2  

July 1 4  
July 1 6  

July 1 9  

July 23 

July 24 

July 25 
July 26 

July 28 

July 29 
July 30 

July 3 1  
Aug 1 

1945 Timetable 

325 B-29's drop 4,500,000 lbs. of incendiaries on Tokyo, destroy 
267, 1 7 1  buildings, kill somewhere between 83 ,000 and 200,000. 
Highest single day death toll of W.W.II .  
554 B-29's drop incendiaries and mines on Ube, Kure, 
Shimonoseki, and Kumamoto. 
L- l l projectile completed at Los Alamos; 586 B-29's drop 
incendiaries and mines on Kochi, Himej i, Takamatsu, and 
Tokushima. 
F-3 1 tamper machined; 576 B-29's drop HE and incendiaries on 
Chiba, Akashi, ShimizulKofu, and Osaka. 
567 B-29's drop incendiaries, HE, and mines on Sendai, Sakai, 
Gifu, Wakayama, and Yokkaichi. 
506 B-29's drop incendiaries and HE on Kawasaki, Utsonomiya, 
Ichinomiya, Tsuruga, and Uwajima. 
L- l l  leaves Santa Fe-Albuquerque-San Francisco. 
Trinity test; indianapolis leaves San Francisco [0836 Pacific 
War Time] with major L- l l components; 466 B-29's drop 
incendiaries on Numazu, Oita, Kuwana, and Hiratsuka. 
Pumpkin raids over Empire begin; 1 3  raids made covered by 
Operational Orders # 1 - 1 2, and 1 4; 580 B-29's drop incendiaries, 
HE, and mines Fukui, Hitachi, Chosi, Okazaki, and Amagasaki. 
Test unit L- l  dropped; F -3 1  plutonium hemispheres cast at Los 
Alamos; implosion bomb materials arrive at Tinian. 
Test unit L-2 dropped; L- l 1 target inserts casting completed at Los 
Alamos; 570 B-29's drop incendiaries and HE on Handa and 
Nagoya. 
Test unit L-5 dropped; L- 1 1 targets tested at Los Alamos. 
F-3 1 plutonium, initiator, and L- l 1 target inserts leave Albuquerque 
for Tinian on five A TC C-54 cargo planes; indianapolis delivers 
L- 1 1  bomb parts and projectile to Tinian; indianapolis departs 
Tinian; 350 B-29's drop incendiaries on Matsuyama, Tokuyama, 
and Omuta. 
F-3 1 plutonium and 1 sl L-1 1 target insert arrives at Tinian; three Fat 
Man pre-assembly units (F-3 1 ,  F-32, F-33) leave Albuquerque for 
Tinian on three separate B-29's; 47 1 B-29's drop incendiaries and 
HE on Tsu, Aomoro, Ichinomiya, Uj iyamada, Uwajima, and 
Shimotsu. 
2nd and 3rd L- 1 1 target inserts arrive at Tinian; last pumpkin raid. 
indianapolis sunk; L- 1 1 projectile, inserts, and initiators installed in 
combat unit. 
Test unit L-6 dropped; L-1 1 completed; test unit F- 1 3  completed. 
Test unit F- 1 3  dropped; start assembly of test unit F- 1 8; news of the 
indianapolis sinking reaches Tinian; 784 B-29's  drop incendiaries 
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Aug 
-

Aug 
Aug 
Aug 
Aug 

Aug 

2 

3 
3 
4 
5 

6 

1 400 

1 430 
1 500 

1 530 
1 545 
1 6 1 5  
1 800 
1 9 1 7  

2330 

0000 
0 1 37 
0220 
0227 
0230 
0245 
0246 
0249 
025 1 
0300 

03 1 0  

on Hachioj i, Toyama, Nagaoka, and Mito. 
Three Fat Man units arrive at Tinian on three B-29's; start 
assembly of test unit F-33 .  
Indianapolis survivors spotted. 
Indianapolis survivors rescued. 
Test units F- 1 8  and F-33 completed. 
Test unit F- 1 8  dropped; weather forecasters give OK for bombing 
on August 6. 
Gen. LeMay issues Special Bomb Operational Order # 13 ,  
authorizing the Hiroshima mission. L- l l loaded onto transport 
trailer. 
L- l l arrived at loading pit. 
Install Flight Test Box in Enola Gay (Leon Smith, Philip Barnes, 
Morris Jeppson, Bruce Corrigan); Enola Gay backed over loading 
pit; 1 st crew briefmg. 
Start loading L- l l into Enola Gay. 
L- l l secured in plane. 
Group photo taken outside 509th headquarters. 
L- l l unit "all ready." 
Gen. Farrell sends Groves a message informing him that Parsons 
would arm the bomb in-flight. 
Final briefing for three weather plane crews; 597 B-29's  drop 
incendiaries, HE, and mines on Saga, Mae, Bashi, Imbari, 
Nishinomiya-Mikage, and Ube. 
Final briefing by Tibbets, Parsons, and Ramsey. 
Weather planes takeoff. 
Final group photo taken. 
Start engines. 
Preflight completed. 
Take Off* (Enola Gay runway A). 
The Great Artiste takeoff runway B .  
Necessary Evil takeoff runway C .  
Big Stink takeoff runway D. 
Started final loading of gun* (Parsons & Jeppson). Check list for 
loading charge in plane with special breech plug (after all 0-3 tests 
are complete). 

1 :  Check that green plugs are installed. 
2: Remove rear plate. 
3 :  Remove armor plate. 
4 :  Insert breech wrench in breech plug. 
5: Unscrew breech plug (about sixteen turns), place 

on rubber pad. 
6: Insert charge, 4 sections, red ends to breech. 
7: Insert breech plug and tighten home. 
8 :  Connect firing line. 
9: Install armor plate. 
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Aug 7 
Aug 8 

Aug 9 

1 0 : Install rear plate. 
1 1 : Remove and secure catwalk and tools. 

03 1 5  Finished loading. * 
0320 Climb out of bomb bay. 
0552 Approach Iwo. Begin climb to 9,300 feet. 
0605 Headed for Empire from Iwo. * 
0730 Red plugs in. * (Jeppson) 
074 1 Started climb. Weather report received that weather over primary and 

tertiary targets was good but not over secondary target. * 
0825 Weather plane-Cloud cover less than 311 0ths at all altitudes. 

Advice: Bomb Primary. 
0838 Leveled off at 32,700 feet.* 
0847 All Archies tested to be OK.* 
0904 Course west. * 
0909 Hiroshima in sight. 
09 1 2  Initial Point (IP). 
09 1 4  Glasses on. Tone started. 
09 1 5  Dropped bomb*. Fell for 44.4 seconds. 
09 1 5  Bomb explodes. Blast followed by two slaps on plane. 

Huge cloud. * 
1 000 Still in sight of cloud which must be over 40,000 feet high. * 
1 003 Fighter reported. * 
1 04 1  Lost sight o f  cloud 363 miles from Hiroshima with the aircraft 

being 26,000 feet high. * 
1 458 Landed at Tinian. 

Start final assembly of combat unit F-3 1 .  
0300 Take off of Bockscar to drop Test unit F-33 
1 000 F-33 dropped (0930- 1 030) near Iwo lima piloted by Maj .  Sweeney 
1 1 30 Bockscar returns to Tinian 
2000 Combat unit F-3 1 assembly completed and loaded in Bockscar; 2 1 1 

B-29's drop incendiaries and HE on Yahata, Fukuyama, and Tokyo. 
0000 Final briefing. 
02 1 5  Plane crews arrive at North Field. 
0347 Take off. * * (0348) 
0400 Changed green safe plugs to red arm plugs prior to pressurizing 

airplane. * * 
0500 Charged detonator condensers to test leakage. Satisfactory. * * 
0700 Black Box lights begin to flash wildly. 
07 1 0  Problem corrected. 
0900 Arrived rendezvous point at Yaku-Shima and circled awaiting 

accompanying aircraft. * * (09 1 0) 
0920 One B-29 sighted and joined in formation. * * 
0950 Departed from Yaku-Shima proceeding to primary target Kokura, 

having failed to rendezvous with second B-29. The weather 
reports received by radio indicated good weather at 
Kokura (311 Oths low clouds, no intermediate or high clouds, and 
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Aug 1 5  

forecast of improving conditions). The weather reports for 
Nagasaki were good, but increasing cloudiness was forecast. For 
this reason the primary target was selected. * * 

1 044 Arrived IP (Initial Point) at Kokura and started bombing runs on 
target. Target was obscured by heavy ground haze and smoke. 
Two additional runs were made hoping that the target might be 
picked up after closer observations. However, at no time was the 
aiming point seen. It was then decided to proceed to Nagasaki 
after about 45 minutes had been spent in the target area. * * 

1 1 30 Depart for Nagasaki . 
1 1 50 Arrived in Nagasaki target area. Approach to target was entirely by 

radar. * *  
1 202 The bomb was dropped after a 20-second visual bombing run. * * 

Bomb explodes [ 1 202]. The bomb functioned normally in all 
respects. * * 

1 205 Departed for Okinawa after having circled smoke column. Lack of 
available gasoline caused by an inoperative bomb bay tank booster 
pump forced decision to land at Okinawa before returning to 
Tinian. * * ( 1 206) 

1 330  Landed at Yontan Field, Okinawa. **  ( 1 3 30) 
1 730 Departed Okinawa for Tinian.* *  ( 1 730) 
2230 Landed at Tinian* * (2330); 95 B-29's  drop incendiaries, HE, and 

mines on Hikari, Osaka, Marifu, Kumagaya, Isezaki, and 
Tsuchizakiminato. 7 509th B-29's drop pumpkins on Koromo and 
Nagoya. 

1 300 Japan broadcasts surrender. 

All times listed are Marianas Time. Standard military 24-hr time 
nomenclature is used for all times shown. B-29 raids listed were 
launched at night on these dates. They reached their targets on the 
following day. 
* Parsons' log entries. (0300 entry includes Parsons' loading 

procedure checklist which was not in original log). The original 
checklist is on permanent display in the Navy Museum. 

**  Ashworth's  log entries. Times listed in parenthesis are from 
Olivi 's log. Tibbets wrote later they departed at 04 1 5 .  
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Bomb Display Locations 

Little Boy 

American Airpower Heritage Museum, Midland, TX * 
American Museum of Science and Energy, Oak Ridge, TN * 
Defense Nuclear Weapons School, Albuquerque, NM 
Historic Wendover Airfield, Wendover, UT * 
Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum, Hiroshima, Japan * 
Imperial War Museum, London, England 
Military Branch Museum, Nashville, TN * 
Musee de l' Armee, Paris, France * 
National Museum of Nuclear Science and History, Albuquerque, NM 
Norris Bradbury Science Museum, Los Alamos, NM * 
Smithsonian Institution National Air and Space Museum, Washington, DC (AAA 49 1 )  
USAF Museum, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, OH 
U.S. Army Engineer Museum (Walker Museum), Fort Leonard Wood, MO * 
U.S. Navy Museum, Washington, DC 

Fat Man 

American Airpower Heritage Museum, Midland, TX * 
Defense Nuclear Weapons School, Albuquerque, NM 
Experimental Aircraft Museum, Oshkosh, WI 
Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum, Nagasaki, Japan * 
National Museum of Nuclear Science and History, Albuquerque, NM * *  
National Museum o f  the Pacific War, Fredericksburg, TX * *  
National Naval Aviation Museum, Pensacola, FL 
Norris Bradbury Science Museum, Los Alamos, NM * 
Smithsonian Institution National Museum of American History, Washington, DC 
Travis Air Force Museum, Travis AFB, Fairfield, CA * *  
USAF Armament Museum, Eglin AFB, Crestview, F L  * *  
USAF Museum, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, O H  * *  
U.S.  Navy Museum, Washington, DC 
U.S. Army Museum, West Point, NY * *  
White Sands Missile Range, White Sands, NM 

* Replica 
* *  Exterior ballistic case only 
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Illustrations 
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Herb Lehr (I) and Harry Daghlian (r) loading the ventilated wood box containing the assembled nuclear 
capsule into the 1 942 Plymouth outside the McDonald Ranch house. (LANL) 

Norris Bradbury (I) and SED Boyce McDaniel standing next to the Trinity device. (LANL) 
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Another view of the "Gadget" atop the test tower. Donald Hornig shown sitting with hat. (LANL) 

Bradbury shown standing next to the device. The two circular parts next to each of the 32 bridgewire 
detonators on the sphere were informers to indicate if each detonator worked properly. (LANL) 
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Trinity test a few microseconds after detonation. This series of photos was taken by Berlyn Brixner. (LANL) 

Trinity mushroom cloud \0 seconds after detonation. (LANL) 
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Trinity explosion + 1 2  sec. (LANL) 
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Col. Paul W. Tibbets just before takeoff on Hiroshima mission. This photo was taken by Pfc. Armen 
Shamlian who also processed the film that tail gunner S/Sgt. Robert Caron took of the Hiroshima mushroom 

cloud. (USAF) 

Last surviving members of the Enola Gay crew with the author at their 2004 509th Composite Group reunion 
in Kansas City. L-R Jeppson, Tibbets, Author, and Van Kirk. (Author) 
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1 st Ordnance Capt. Charles F. H .  Begg at his desk on Tinian. (USAF) 

Rear Adm. Purnell, General Farrell, Colonel Tibbets, and Capt. Parsons on Tinian. (USAF/Armen 
Shamlian) 
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Early L ittle Boy test model being lowered into loading pit at Wendover. (LANL) 

Early L ittle Boy test unit in Wendover loading pit. Final dimensions for the Tinian loading pits were 1 27" 
wide X 240" long with a depth of 80" to the bottom of the baseplate. The centerline of the hoist piston was 

1 08" from the front of the pit. (LANL) 
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Early Thin Man test units l ined up at Muroc. Several Fat Man test units are visible in the background. 
(LANL) 

Side view showing the Thin Man units lined up before testing. (LANL) 

Thin Man Pu gun undergoing testing at Anchor Ranch in Los Alamos. (LANL) 
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Members of the Hiroshima World Peace M ission are shown here on April 6, 2005 examining one of three 
surviving Wendover loading pits. (Author) 

Hiroshima bombing survivor (Hibakusha) Keijiro Matsushima gazes into the barbed wire enclosure that 
surrounds the formerly secret atomic bomb test unit assembly areas at Wendover. Shortly after this photo 

was taken, he approached the author and stated, "I am grateful for the protection of my country by the 
nuclear umbrella of the United States during the Cold War." Exactly four months later, he met with the 
author on Tinian and in 20 1 0  he gave the author a personal tour of Hiroshima and Miyaj ima. (Author) 
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This is all that is left of the Fat Man test unit final assembly building at Wendover. The building itself, like 
the Little Boy assembly building, was disassembled at the end of WWII, shipped to Sandia Base in 
Albuquerque, and re-assembled. Historic Wendover Airport Director Jim Peterson is shown here 

examining one of the comer footings for the building. The area directly behind him was the sub-floor with 
a grounded copper wire grid embedded in it. Both buildings were 20' across and prototypes of the Tinian 

assembly buildings. (Author) 

Here is a close-up of the comer steel girder with a 4 gauge copper wire embedded in the concrete footing. 
The whitish object on the left is believed to be part of the wood frame building exterior. (Author) 
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All that remains in 2005 of the Fat Man final assembly building are the footings and crumbling concrete 
floor on a cinder block pad spread over the Wendover desert. (Author) 

This photo taken from inside the forward crew compartment shows the sway bracing and nose fuze on a 
Wendover Little Boy test unit loaded inside a B-29 bomb bay. The open bomb bay pressure door can be 
seen on the right. Although the 1 5 .0" diameter nose nut is clearly visible, the cadmium-plated draw bolt 

was not used on this test unit. The spin-off fuse shown in the right-side nose nut handling bolt hole was not 
used in the L- I I combat unit. (LANL) 
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Cross-section drawing of Y - 1 852 Little Boy showing major mechanical component placement. Not shown are 
the APS- 1 3  radar units, clock box with pullout wires, baro switches and tubing, batteries, and electrical 
wiring. Numbers in ( ) indicate quantity of identical components. Drawing is shown to scale. (Author) 

A) Front nose elastic locknut attached to 1 .0" diameter cadmium-plated draw bolt 
B) 1 5 .0" diameter forged steel nose nut w/1 4" diameter back end 
C) 28.0" diameter forged steel target case 
D) Impact absorbing anvil surrounded by cavity ring 
E) 1 3" diameter 3-piece WC tamper liner assembly w/6.5" bore 
F) 6.5" diameter WC tamper insert base 
G) 1 8" long K-46 steel WC tapered tamper liner sleeve w/ 1 5" diameter back end 
H) 4" diameter U-235 target insert discs with a 6.75" length (6) 
I) Yagi antenna assemblies (4) 

J) Target-case to gun-tube adapter with four vents slots and 6 .5" hole 
K) Lift lug 
L) Safmg/arming plugs (3) 
M) 6.5" bore gun tube 
N) 0.75" diameter armored tubes containing primer wiring (3 ) 
0) 27.25" diameter bulkhead plate 
P) Electrical plugs (3) 
Q) Baro ports (8) 
R) 1 .0" diameter rear alignment rods (3) 
S) 6.25" diameter U-235 projectile rings with a 6.75" length (9) 
T) Polonium-Beryllium initiators (4) 
U) Tail tube forward plate 
V) Projectile WC filler plug 
W) Projectile steel back 
X) 2-pound WM slotted-tube Cordite powder bags (4) 
Y) Gun breech with removable 4" diameter inner breech plug and stationary outer bushing 
Z) Tail tube aft plate 
AA) 2.25" long 5/8- 1 8  socket-head tail tube bolts (4) 
BB) Mark 1 5  Mod 1 electric gun primers wi AN-3 1 02-20AN receptacles (3) 
CC) 1 5" diameter armored irmer tail tube 
DD) Inner armor plate bolted to 1 5" diameter armored tube 
EE) Rear plate (w/smoke puff tubes) bolted to 1 7" diameter tail tube 
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Y - 1  792 Solid Steel Target Case 
Bomb, Dummy Unit (BDU) 

R B.5" 

7.50" 
5.00" 

.5" pitch Acm GTA �� ,"d, 

T 
1 r3 0 " 

I I  1 8.00" I T  
1 5.00· 1 0 .00" 1 .00" 6.50" 16.50" 

1 1 

These two exclusive scale drawings represent over two decades of research by the author, including 

numerous "Nuclear Archeology" expeditions, and are fully revealed here for the first time. The exterior of 

both 28.0" diameter cases were identical. This drawing shows the one-piece machined heat-treated 4340 

high-alloy steel LB dummy target case used during the 1 945 drop testing period in the US and near Tinian. 

Los Alamos has never released any information whatsoever about this dummy case. However, a complete 

physical examination of this case (including photographing and measuring) by the author confirmed that 

the central section sides were 1 0.75" thick with a 6.5" gun bore. It did not contain the WC-filled K-46 liner 

sleeve and that 1 8" long area was simply machined as an integral part of the solid steel case. Both this 

dummy case and the Y - 1 852 used the same 9.25" thick, 1 5 .0" diameter ( 1 4 .0" diameter at the aft end) 

"Nose Nut" (B) and the 5 .0" thick, 1 6.5" diameter "Gun Tube Adapter or GTA" (1) shown on the previous 

page. The angled area machined into the forward part of this case represents the "Cavity Ring" shown in 

the LB Cross-Section drawing on the previous page. This ring was a separate machined component in the 

Y - 1 852. It was 4" thick, with a 1 4.0" 0.0. and 1 0.0" 1 .0. and surrounded the 4" thick, 6 .5" diameter 

"Anvil" (D) that was added separately on both cases. During testing, both cases used the one-piece solid 

steel 0 1 -350 dummy target "insert" (not shown) that represented both items "F" and "H" on the LB cross

section drawing. (CAD drawings by Tom Bower) 
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R 8.5" 

1 5.00· 

7.50" 

.5" pitch Acme 
Both ends 

1 4.00" 

Y- 1 852 Combat Target Case 

4.00" _+-_______ 1 8.00" 5.00" 

Straight Taper section------+--+-GTA 

1 5.00" 16.50" 

This is a drawing of the Y - 1 852 heat-treated 4340 high-alloy steel LB target case used in the 1 945 drop 

testing period in the US and near Tinian along with the actual L- I I combat weapon. Compare this case 

with the dummy case to visualize where the 1 8" long WC-fiIled K-46 liner sleeve was added. You can also 

see the empty area in the forward portion directly behind the Nose Nut where the "Cavity Ring" and 

"Anvil" were added. This 22.0" long central machined area, starting at the aft end of the "Nose Nut", was 

14 .0" 1 .0. at the front for a distance of 4.0" then it tapered out at about l .6° to a final 1 5 .0" 1 .0. at the point 

where it touched the forward end of the 5 .0" thick "Gun Tube Adapter" shown near the aft end of this 

drawing. This tapered area served to secure the WC-filled K-46 liner sleeve to the target case. This liner 

sleeve was pushed into the case through the aft end before the Gun Tube Adapter (GTA) was attached. The 

Acme threads (two per inch) at the forward and aft ends of both cases were identical. All  interior/exterior 

measurements on both cases were made directly by the author using a variety of measuring instruments, 

including digital calipers. (CAD drawings by Tom Bower) 
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Tinian North Field area in 1 945. Runway A is shown at the bottom. The large white rectangular area to the 
left is the Project Alberta and 1 51 Ordnance Squadron tech area with the 509th 8-29 parking area located just to 
the right of it. The three bomb assembly buildings are shown at the top left of this photo facing the coast and 

the whitish coral transport road is visible running alongside these buildings. (Courtesy of Leon Smith) 

8y comparison, this is how the same area as it looked in 2005. Runway A and part of 8 are at the bottom and 
the Y -shaped loading pit area is visible just to the right of the center of this photo. Except for some of the 

roadways, almost everything else is now covered by thick jungle growth. (Author) 
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Here are enlargements of the same 1 945 photo showing the three bomb assembly buildings and the coral 
transport road leading to the loading pits at the bottom right. The pit on the left was used to load both combat 

weapons. (Leon Smith) 

Here are the three bomb assembly buildings. The # 1  building at the bottom is where Little Boy was 
assembled, #2 was used for assembly of the Fat Man test units, and building #3 shown at the top was used to 
assemble the F-3 1 combat Fat Man. The earthen berms are visible surrounding each building on three sides. 

(Leon Smith) 
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Little Boy test unit mounted inside a B-29 at Wendover. View from below looking up through the open bomb 
bay shows a technician on the right making fmal connections to the test unit. The antennas have not been 

attached. Note the sway braces installed for use when a Fat Man was being tested. (LANLIAnnen Shamlian) 
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Here is another Little Boy test unit in 8-29 bomb bay showing numerous cables protruding from the open tail. 
(LANL/Armen Shamlian) 
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Litlle Boy unit AAA 43 1 postwar stockpile (War Reserve/WR) atomic bomb. Although the Clock Box 
pullout wires are visible on the top, the cadmium-plated draw bolt is m issing on the nose of this unit along 

with the lower starboard-side Yagi antenna. (LANL) 

L- I I Hiroshima combat unit inside the Tinian assembly building the showing right side. (National Archives) 
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Completed Little Boy Y - 1 792 test unit L- I in front of another test unit (L-2?) inside the Tinian assembly 
building. The I S" inner armor plate used inside the tail tube can be seen lying on the floor just below the tail 

of LB. The weight (8,555#) is painted on the nose. L- I and L-2 were dropped over the Pacific on July 23 and 
24. (LANL) 

This is a photo taken earlier showing the partially-assembled test unit L- I in front of the other test unit without 
the side panels and tail cone plates attached. Only the lower APS- 1 3  radar unit has been installed at this point. 

This photo also gives a good view of some of the bent-metal conduit tubes encircling the gun tube that were 
used to run wires from the electrical equipment back into the tail tube. Some of the wires can be seen entering 

these tubes just to the left of the large bulkhead plate. The baro switches and tubing have also not been 
installed. The cast metal Vagi radar housings are lying on the wood platform just under the nose. (LANL) 
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Here is a close-up view of the electronics section of the partially-assembled L- I test unit. APS- 1 3  unit 
#9763 has been installed and the white rectangular plate above it (note the safety wires) was where the next 
APS- 1 3  radar unit was to be mounted. On the left are two of the four heated radar unit battery boxes. The 
two split-ring brackets that these boxes were mounted to can be seen just above the upper box and between 

the boxes along with the steel mounting block for the l ift lug. In fact, with the exception of this steel 
mounting block, everyth ing else shown here was mounted to brackets that were secured around both the 

gun tube and the target-case to gun-tube adapter. The dark felt-covered cIock box is shown at the top and 
the pullout wires can also be seen just above the top plate along with the three electrical connectors. The 

metal tabs on these electrical connectors were attached to the plugs in the B-29 that fit into these 
connectors. The black cable that went to one of the four Yagi antennas is shown attached to the APS- 1 3  

unit. (LANL) 
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This close-up view shows the large bulkhead plate on the left. The cone-shaped metal covers (not shown) 
were later attached to both this bulkhead and the large tapered collar surrounding the tail tube on the right 

side. The l OS' diameter gun tube is visible along with the collar that secured it to the bulkhead. This 
collar (w/setscrew) was, in tum, bolted to the bulkhead. The bent-metal conduit tubes are shown connected 
to both this bulkhead and the 1 6.5" diameter plate that was bolted to the forward plate welded on the end of 

the tail tube. In addition, one of the three straight rods is visible in the center that secured the tail to the 
bulkhead. It has a tapered end on the right side that is secured with two threaded nuts (only one visible) to 
the 1 6.5" plate. Only one breech wire conduit tube was needed on this test unit and it is visible at the very 

top of the gun tube collar. One of the large central exterior armored plates is standing on its end on the 
floor just in front of L- l .  After it was attached, the cable from the APS- 1 3  radar unit was snaked through 

the u-shaped hole on the upper end of that plate to the metal Yagi housing bolted to the nose of the weapon. 
Only one sating plug was used on this test unit and the metal c l ip for that plug is seen hanging down from 
the collar surrounding the plug hole while the two remaining holes are covered with metal plates. (LANL) 
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Here is a close-up view of the 1 6.5" plate on the publicly-displayed stockpile unit at the Wright-Patterson 
USAF Museum in 2008 .  For comparison purposes, this photo shows the same side as the previous L- I 
photo. Two of the three threaded straight rods with the tapered ends and two nuts securing them to this 

plate are visible at the top and bottom along with two of the three breech wire conduit tubes with locking 
collars. Four of the twelve large bolts used to secure this plate to the welded plate on the front of the tail 

tube are visible along with four of the ten 0.75" holes for the bent-metal conduit tubes. For security 
purposes, the original gun tube had been replaced earlier by the DOE with a section of 8" pipe. The steel 

bushing surrounding it fills in the gap between the original 1 0.5"  0.0. gun tube and the smaller 8" diameter 
pipe. (Author) 
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The top left photo shows a target-case to gun-tube adapter. The three exclusive screen-capture images taken 
inside the target case of the stockpile unit at the Imperial War Museum in 2008 using a Rigid SeeSnake® 
micro inspection TV camera show the adapter. The top right photo, looking rearward toward the aft end of 

the target case, shows the 1 4" wide front face of this adapter with the four vent slots machined into the surface 
at 90° intervals and the 6.5" opening for the projectile to pass through. Some of the air pushed forward by the 

projectile was vented into these slots as it entered the target case. The projectile passed out of the gun tube 
directly behind this adapter, through this hole, and into the we tamper liner assembly (which had been 

previously removed prior to placing this unit on public display). The left middle photo, taken from inside the 
6.5" hole, shows a 90° side-view close-up of a vent with the target case inner wall visible on the right while 
the right photo shows the inside of an end vent located at the outside end of one of these slots. Some of the 
Acme threads on the inside of the target case where the adapter was attached can be seen on the left side of 
this photo. The bottom left photo shows the LB nose with the nose nut removed and the we tamper liner 
assembly installed in front of the adapter. The right photo shows the rear of the target case with the vent 
outlets on the adapter and the front of the gun tube. The battery boxes, split-ring brackets, and radars are 

missing. (Author) 
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L- l l Hiroshima combat unit in the Tinian assembly building shown connected to the electronic monitoring 
equipment. With the side panel off, the clock box (top), APS- 1 3  radar units (dark) and battery boxes 

(white) are clearly visible inside the bomb. (National Archives) 

This is what the same Tinian assembly building looked like in August 2005. The structure itself was tom 
down by salvagers decades ago. What remains is the concrete floor and wall footings surrounded by dense 

jungle growth. The tape measure represents the placement of the LB unit in the 1 945 photo. The area in the 
upper photo hidden behind the equipment cabinet is the double door leading to the outside concrete apron. 

The opening for that door is shown on the left side of this photo. (Author) 
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Hiroshima combat unit in Tinian assembly building. Navy Commander A. Francis Birch (I) is painting L- I l 
on target case while Norman Ramsey (r) looks on. Note the MP sitting on the cot in the background. 

(National Archives) 

Here is the same area in 2005. The small concrete pad in the background is where the air conditioning 
structure was located. The tape on the floor represents the position of L- I l  in the upper photo. (Author) 
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These photos taken in 2005 show the 1 4  gauge (below) and 1 5  gauge (above) copper grounding wires 
embedded in the concrete floor of the Little Boy Tinian assembly building. The mottled area on the floor in 

these photos is the result from the rusting of the iron filings cast into the concrete when it was poured back in 
1 945. (Author) 
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Close-up of L- 1 1 Hiroshima combat unit with the starboard side panels off. (National Archives) 

Close-up of L- I I with the port side panels off. (National Archives) 
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This close-up view inside a Little Boy test unit shows (I-r) the target case, white battery boxes, black APS- 1 3  
proximity radar units, and center-bulkhead plate with white baro boxes installed and six ofthe ten 0 .75" 
diameter conduit holes also visible on this p late. Wires from the APS- 1 3  radars and baro switches were 

passed through these holes and then out through to the tail during the testing phase. The Clock Box can be 
seen at the top with pullout wires. The silver-colored object in the upper right comer is the breech plug (detail 

below showing Acme threads and rounded nose). (LANL) 
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This is the view of a postwar stockpile LB showing the 1 7"  diameter tail that Captain Parsons would have 
seen inside the Enola Gay bomb bay after he unbolted and moved the tail plate to expose the inner armor plate 

attached to the I S" diameter armor tube. The inside of this tube is shown below. The original armor plate 
itself was secured with six bolts to the inner flange in this tube, which in tum was attached with four 5/8" bolts 

to the aft tail plate. Two of those bolts are visible on the top and left side of the tail tube in the upper photo. 
(Author) 
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This is what the breech area looked like after the inner annor plate was removed by Parsons. The I S" annor 
tube it was attached to had been removed on this stockpile LB for the sake of clarity. The front end of this 

tube fit just inside the flange that is visible on the aft tail tube plate. During the testing phase, cables from the 
fusing instruments were passed through the ten 0.75" diameter holes shown here surrounding the gun tube on 

this plate and then hooked up to monitoring equipment in the bomb bay. The aft ends of the three 0.75" 
diameter armor tubes for the primer wires are located next to these ten holes. For security concerns, all 

classified material in this LB had been removed by the DOE before it was placed on public display. They 
removed the original 6.5" bore gun tube (with the two-piece breech plug) and replaced it with a length of 

standard 8" steel pipe. A steel bushing now fills in the gap between the gun tube and the 1 0.5" diameter hole 
in the aft plate where it had been originally positioned. The view below of the large bulkhead plate shows two 

of the ten 0.75" holes at the top and the forward end of one of the primer wire tubes at the lower right. The 
bent-metal conduit tubes are not installed on this unit and thus not attached to the upper 0.75" holes. (Author) 
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Clock Box showing the pullout wires extending though the holes on the underside of the lid. The six I S-sec 
clock delay timers are shown at the bottom, the relays just above them, the fuses on the left side, the 

capacitors at the top, and all the electrical sockets on the right side. (LANL) 
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Felt-covered Clock Box inside the L- I l  Little Boy. Pullout wires can be seen on the top. (LANL) 

The upper plate containing the pullout wire holes and electrical connections has been removed on this LB 
to show the interior. The clock box was attached to the plate shown in the lower portion of this  photo. 

This plate is barely visible under the clock box in the upper photo. One of the four battery boxes and the 
three safmglarming plugs electrical fittings and their mounting tubes are also visible. The two split-ring 

locking collars are visible that secured the battery boxes to the target case adapter, which is not visible here. 
The top of one of these collars with the tightening bolt is visible just to the right of the clock box in the 

upper 1 945 photo. There are no longer APS- I 3 radar units, clock box, or baro switches remaining in this 
postwar stockpi le unit manufactured in 1 949. The large steel block at the end of this compartment was 

bolted to the target case and served as the aft attachment point for the l ift lug. A small portion of the lug 
and block are also barely visible at the far right in the upper photo. (Author) 
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These photos show the rear surface of the target case, the steel block bolted to it that was used to attach the 
lift lug, the two split-ring brackets (one partially hidden under the l ift lug mounting block) surrounding the 
target-case to gun-tube adapter (also visible between the brackets) that were used for attaching the battery 
boxes along with the clock box mounting plate, one of the four battery boxes, and the safmg/arming plugs 

and their electrical socket connections. (Author) 
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These two views show how the battery boxes were attached to the split-ring bracket by using a length of 
angle aluminum bolted to both the box and the bracket. Note the insulation that is visible inside the battery 
box. The long bolts are also visible that ran through a hole bored through the top of the split-ring brackets 

and the nuts that were then used to tighten down the brackets onto the gun tube adapter. (Author) 
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The original gun tube (top) and locking collar (below), with set screw at bottom, can be seen in this photo. 
The 0.75" diameter tube on the left with a locking collar was one of three tubes that contained the wires for 
the breech primers. Photo was taken in 1 995 through one of the baro holes in the tapered tail section on the 

Wright-Patterson LB before it was "restored" in 2004. (Author) 

This photo shows the 8" steel pipe that the DOE later substituted for the original gun tube in this LB. The 
newly-manufactured steel filler bushing is visible between the pipe and the locking collar. The primer wire 

tube is shown on the far right and the 1 .0" steel rod used to attach the tail section to the bulkhead plate is also 
visible in the foreground. (Author) 
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FTB mounted inside the B-29. The radio operators' station is to the right. (LANL) 

Vagi antenna as used on Little Boy. (Author) 
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Wiring diagram for the standard APS- J 3  radar unit. The electrical circuit shown in this diagram was modified 
by Los Alamos for use in both bombs. (Courtesy of the Imperial War Museum) 

Front panel of the APS- 1 3  unit used on both bombs. The antenna cable attached to the plug just above the 
"Warning High Voltage" label. The 7-pin electrical plug connected to the battery and clock box in both 

weapons. (LANL) 
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Here is the inside of the APS- 1 3  unit showing the top and bottom, (LANL) 
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This Los Alamos drawing shows the 36" long target case (A) mounted vertically on the Comet Test Stand. 
The cross marks the core center. The target case adapter (B) is pictured at the bottom of the case along with a 
gun tube shortened to 1 0" (C). The projectile (D) was mounted on a hydraulic lift in order to raise it into the 

target case for experiments conducted as part of the Little Boy Replication Project. The photo next to it shows 
the actual experiment with the projectile at the bottom partially inserted into the gun tube. The bottom photo 
shows the original gun tube being prepared for shortening. The six Acme threads cut at two threads per inch 

can be seen at the front end of the tube where it had been attached to the adapter. (LANL) 
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Little Boy 6.5" bore gun tube (small tube inside larger 1 8" diameter tube seen on the right) being set-up for 
test firing a projectile in the free-recoil device at the Anchor Ranch test site. Note the two large tubes in the 

base to help absorb the massive shock during firing. Below shows a projectile being test fired at a target case. 

Little Boy target case attached to a gun tube at the Anchor Ranch. Note the sensors attached to both the gun 
tube and target case. The We-filled, K-46 liner sleeve can be seen protruding from the front of the target 

case. The gun tube shown here was a tapered surplus naval gun barrel used for testing purposes. During the 
earlier test phase, the large, braced wood structure in the background contained sand and was sometimes used 
to hold the target case when it was not attached to the gun tube. The separate structure (not shown) containing 

the gun tube was to the far right. (LANL) 
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Little Boy gun tube attached to a target case shown submerged in a pond at Los Alamos to test for water 
leakage through the vent seals at the back of the target-case to gun-tube adapter. Note the scientist (with tie) 
at the top peering down the gun tube to check for the presence of water in the target case. Two of the four 
seals are barely visible underwater at the 6 and 9 O'clock positions on the aft end of the target case and the 

exposed surfaces of the uranium were plated with 0.005" of cadmium for safmg the gun in case of immersion 
in water. (LANL) 

These are the three lead-lined steel cases used to transport the six U-235 target insert discs that arrived on 
Tinian August 28 and 29. Each case contained two discs. The scientist is shown securing the lids. (LANL) 
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Lift lug used on both weapons. (Author) 

Another view of the lift lug. (Author) 
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Close-up top view of the lug. The target case is on the right. (Author) 

End view of the lift lug on Little Boy. (Author) 
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Close-up of the 2" x 5 .25" x 6.6875" target case block used to attach the lift lug. Below it are the two split
ring locking collars used to attach the battery boxes to the target-case to gun-tube adapter which is visible 

between the collars. (Author) 

This 1 944 drawing shows the target case nose nut without the 1 "  diameter threaded hole at 1 2  threads per inch 
for the cadmium plated draw bolt that held the uranium target insert discs. (Glen McDuff) 
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Red and green plugs with inspection tags removed from Little Boy by Jeppson. (Clay Perkins) 

This view shows the top of a test LB in the bomb bay with the sway bracing in place (I) and the bomb release 
latch mechanism (r). The pullout wires are also seen before attachment to the clips in the bomb bay. (LANL) 
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For the fIrst time, this exclusive series of three photos show the bottom and interior of the green safmg plug. 
The copper jumper wires connect the two large pins to the two smal1er outside pins. In the red arming plug 

(not shown), the jumper wires connect the two large pins and the two smal1er outside pins to each other. The 
smal1 middle pin in both red and green plugs is not used. (Courtesy of Dave Nichols) 
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This is the Tinian Little Boy Assembly Building # I .  (Photo courtesy of Mort Camac) 

This movie frame still shows L- I I being wheeled out of Tinian Assembly Building # I prior to its transport to 
the Enola Gay. (Author) 

The same area in 2005 with former Los Alamos director ( 1 970- 1 979) Harold Agnew standing in front to show 
scale. Agnew flew on the H iroshima mission as part of the Yield Measurement Team. (Author) 
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The drawing and these two photos taken in August 2005 represent the building shown on the previous page 
showing the L- I I unit being moved out of the assembly building. The opening for the double door can be 

seen at the bottom of the floor edge. The building was surrounded by a tall earthen berm that is hidden in the 
dense jungle area behind the floor area. For those wishing to explore in person or through satellite maps, the 

GPS coordinates for this historic assembly site are 1 50 05 ' 23" N, 1 450 38 '  03 .60" E. (Author) 
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Little Boy tail showing an earlier design. Smoke puff bombs are shown before insertion into their circular 
holding tubes. The smoke puff bombs were connected to electrical circuits in the bomb during testing since 
they could be seen by ground observers as an indication of when the particular circuit was activated. Also 
visible on the tail are the four short antennas used to transmit telemetry data during the drop test. (LANL) 

This view shows the fmal tail design and also shows the arrangement of the smoke puff tubes. (LANL) 
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Parsons' actual LB checklist on display at the Navy Yard Museum in DC. (Author) 

Canvas shrouded L- I I being positioned over Tinian loading pit. After the wheel ramps were removed, the 
entire unit was rotated clockwise 90° before lowering it into the pit. (National Archives) 
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Workers start to remove canvas shroud from L- I I in Tinian loading pit. By using these photos, along with 
on-site inspection, in 2005 the author was able to prove conclusively that the Fat Man F-3 1 unit was also 

loaded from the same pit. (National Archives) 
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L- I I Little Boy sitting on its wheeled transport carriage in the Tinian loading pit under the Enola Gay. The 
three green safmg plugs Gust right of the lift lug) are installed at this point, but not the four Yagi antennas. 
The pullout wires are visible on the top and L- I l can be seen painted on the side and top of the target case. 

The 1 5 .0" diameter nose nut and two smaller nose nut handling bolt hole plugs can also be clearly seen. The 
locknut securing the cadmium-plated draw bolt is visible in the center ofthe nose. The bomb bay door is 

visible on the upper right comer. (National Archives) 
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Here is a close-up of L- l l in the loading pit. Some of the signatures are visible on the top. Note there are no 
clips over the safmg plugs. (National Archives) 
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Another view of L- 1 1 in the Tinian loading pit. This view also shows the rear bomb bay door open. 
(National Archives) 
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Side view of Little Boy L- I I in the loading pit on Tinian. (National Archives) 

L- I I being raised into the Enola Gay bomb bay. The removable metal platform used by Parsons has not been 
attached to the aft end of the bomb bay at this point. (National Archives) 
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Here are two photos showing the loading pit. The glass structure above the pit was installed to protect it from 
the elements. The upper photo was taken during the 60th Anniversary Commemoration Hiroshima wreath 
laying ceremony on 8/6/05 . The people standing in front of the wreath are Indianapolis survivors Woody 

James (I) and Mike Kuryla (r) along with one of the color guard. Tragically, James died one month later in a 
Salt Lake City auto accident on 9/20/05 and Kuryla died on 1 0/ 1 0/09. The lower photo shows the author in 

that pit to illustrate scale. (Author) 
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Here is a photo showing the interior of the loading pit taken in August 2005. Visible here is the hole in the 
rusted steel plate at the bottom where the hydraulic lift column was located. (Author) 
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This photo taken on 8/5/45 from the same position shows the Joyce-Cridland telescoping hydraulic lift 
column as the L- I I is loaded up inside the Enola Gay. (National Archives/Courtesy of Steve Bice) 
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View looking up into Enola Gay after L- I l was loaded into the bomb bay. Sheldon Dike is visible on the 
right. Note the safety wires attached to all of the bolts on the tapered section of the tail. The bottom edge of 
the removable platform used by Parsons to arm the bomb is visible at the very top of the photo. (National 

Archives) 
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These two photos show the L- I I replica the author and his son constructed on display during the 509th 

Composite Group reunion in Wichita in 2004 in front of the B-29 "Doc" that was being restored at Boeing. In 
the lower photo, Indianapolis survivor Mike Kuryla is writing "For the boys of the U.S.S. Indianapolis" on 

the replica. (Author) 
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This 4/1 4/45 drawing shows Little Boy in 8-29 bomb bay. This Y- 1 792 design was an earlier model which 
included nose contact fuzes and antennas protruding from the tail. This drawing shows the sway bracing and 

bomb release mechanism, The large tube at the top is the crew access tunnel over the bomb bay that 
connected the forward and aft pressurized compartments in the 8-29, (LANL) 
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This drawing shows one of the designs for the bomb release latch mechanism, (LANL) 
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This 4/ 1 3/45 8-29 cross-section drawing shows the Little Boy Y- 1 850 design (front and rear views) in the 
bomb bay. The crew access tunnel, power lifting mechanisms, sway bracing, "Big Joe" side rails, bomb bay 

doors, and bomb latch are shown. (LANL) 
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The Enola Gay is pictured being backed over the loading pit containing L- l l on Tinian. (USAF) 

The Enola Gay crew shortly before take off. Standing: Maj .  Porter, Maj .  Van Kirk, Maj .  Ferebee, 
Col. Tibbets, Capt. Lewis, Lt. Beser. Kneeling: Sgt. Stiborik, S/Sgt. Caron, PFC. Nelson, Sgt. Shumard, 
S/Sgt. Duzenbury. Not shown are Capt. Parsons and Lt. Jeppson. (USAF) 
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Lt. Morris Jeppson, Electronics Test Officer. (USAF/Annen Shamlian) 
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Mushroom cloud over Hiroshima. This photo was taken by the Enola Gay tail gunner S/Sgt. Robert Caron. 
(National Archives) 
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Based on calculations made by the author, this photo of the famous A-Bomb Dome in Hiroshima depicts the 
sun in the precise Hypocenter location in the sky (same elevation and azimuth) where L ittle Boy was when it 

exploded at 8 : 1 5  on the morning of August 6, 1 945 . (Author) 

This debris was collected in 20 1 0  by the author at low tide from the riverbed directly in front of the A-Bomb 
Dome. These objects were probably within a few hundred yards of the Hypocenter when Little Boy exploded 
1 968 feet overhead and show some of the effects of the extreme heat from the blast. The porcelain electrical 

insulator on the right has surface bubbling on the side facing the Hypocenter while the other pieces show 
similar surface bubbling and melting. (Author) 
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Hibakusha Keijiro Matsushima is shown in 20 I 0 standing in front of the fonner Hiroshima Anny Clothing 
Depot where he was forced to work during the summer of 1 945 before becoming a student at the Hiroshima 
National Technical College. Although this structure is almost 1 .75 miles from the Hypocenter, most of the 

heavy steel covers over the windows were blown inward by the massive shockwave. (Author) 

Keijiro Matsushima was only 1 6  when he looked out his classroom window and saw the Enola Gay overhead 
moments before Little Boy exploded a few miles from his school. Here he is in 20 1 0  describing to an 

audience in the Hiroshima Peace Museum the horrors of what it was like when he awoke trapped in the rubble 
of his destroyed school after being knocked unconscious by the force of the blast. (Author) 
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Colonel Paul Tibbets under the Enola Gay after receiving the Distinguished Service Cross. Navigator Maj.  
Dutch Van Kirk can be seen standing behind Tibbets. (USAF/Annen Sharnlian) 
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Technician makes final adjustments to one of the ballistic case draw bolts on a Mark I I I  Fat Man postwar 
stockpile unit. (LANL) 

Early Wendover Fat Man test unit. (LANL) 
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Early Fat Boy prototype test shape. Note the circular tail shape. (LANL) 

Early Fat Man test unit at Muroc. (LANL) 
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Early Fat Man test unit inside loading pit under a B-29 bomb bay at Muroc. (LANL) 

After being dropped from a high altitude by a B-29, the wreckage of an unexploded Fat Man test unit lies at 
the bottom of this newly-created bomb crater. (LANL) 
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Early Fat Boy test shape. (LANL) 

View looking down on the top of the obsolete Y- 1 222 design exterior case. The lift lug can be seen at the top 
in this photo, but not the tail portion. This design was a nightmare requiring more than 1 500 bolts to 

assemble. (LANL) 
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Pumpkins ready for unloading from a barge in the Tinian harbor in July 1 945 .  The original negative is in 
the author's collection. (Hobart I. Reed/Richard Campbell) 

Pumpkin on trailer at Wendover. Note three nose contact fuzes instead of the four used on Fat Man. 
(LANL) 
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This photo taken from inside the 8-29 shows a Pumpkin drop on 8114/45 from 29,000 over Nagoya, Japan. 
Some believe this was the last bombing mission over Japan. (Enlarged view below) (USAF) 
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Cross-section drawing of the Y - 1 56 1  implosion sphere showing component placement. For simplicity, only 
one set of the 32 lenses, inner charges, and detonators is depicted. Numbers in ( ) indicate quantity of 

identical components. Drawing is shown to scale. (Author) 

A) 1 773 EBW detonator inserted into brass chimney sleeve (32) 
B) Comp B component of outer polygonal lens (32) 
C) Cone-shaped Baratol component of outer polygonal lens (32) 
D) Comp B inner polygonal charge (32) 
E) Removable aluminum pusher trap-door plug screwed into upper pusher hemisphere 
F) 1 8.5" diameter Aluminum pusher hemispheres (2) 
G) 5" diameter Tuballoy two-piece tamper plug 
H) 3 .62" diameter Pu-239 hemispheres with 2.75" l.D. jet ring 
1) 0.5" thick Cork lining 

J) 7-piece Y- 1 56 1  Duralumin sphere 
K) Aluminum cup holding pusher hemispheres together (4) 
L) 0.8" diameter Polonium-Beryllium Urchin initiator 
M) 8.75" diameter Tuballoy tamper sphere 
N) 9.0" diameter Boron plastic shell 
0) Felt padding layer under lenses and inner charges 
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This declassified drawing shows the aluminum sphere case for the postwar Mark 6 implosion device. Except 
for some minor changes, this 32 detonator sphere case was basically the same design used for the Y - 1 56 1  Fat 
Man and the postwar Mark 4. It used handlebar EBW detonators and a W' cork lining. The circular detonator 

pads are also visible in this drawing. (Sandia National Lab/Courtesy of Tom Cochran) 
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47 P S I  OR S IX(6)  TONS 

� PER BLOCK TO COM PRESS 

I NTO F I N AL ASS E MBL E D 
SHAPE BY CASE OR BY 

COMPLICATED J I G. 

""--+-- BLOCKS 

'-----f--- ELASTIC MEDIA( BLOTTER 

PAPER ) BETWEEN CHARGES. 

BLOCKS 

NEW ELASTIC M EDIA ( OTHER 

THAN BLOTTER PAPER) MAY 

BE REQUIRED. 

INITIAL ASSEMBLY MAY BE 

MADE WITH CAST CASE TO 

OVERCOME ASSEMBLY 

PRESSURE. SHEET METAL 

CASE ASSEMBLED AROUND 

GLUED BALL. 

These declassified cross-section drawings show the HE layout and 1 8.5" pit for the postwar early 1 950's era 
Mark 6 implosion device. The upper drawing shows the assembly technique for individual loose charges 

while the lower drawing depicts glued charges. The lens design in this model shows that the scientists had 
progressed to a design where the lens was thicker than the inner charges. They were sti l l  using the 1 /2'" thick 

cork lining and blotter paper on the HE block sides. (Sandia/Courtesy of Tom Cochran) 
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Implosion sphere cross-section used in 1 95 1  Rosenberg spy case. (National Archives/Courtesy of Alex 
Wellerstein) 
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Implosion sphere drawing purportedly made by Klaus Fuchs found in KGB files after the end of the Cold 
War. This drawing is not to scale. A) Detonator, B) Explosive lens and Inner Charge, C) Felt Layer, D) 

Aluminum Pusher, E) Uranium Tamper, F) Boron Plastic Shell, G) Plutonium with Urchin. (Author) 

,', 
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Another Fuchs drawing from the same period. (FBI) 
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This exclusive drawing by Manhattan Project SED MacAllister Hull shows the procedure involved for casting 
an explosive lens. (Author) 
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The 72-block Y - 1 222 implosion design showing blotter paper-faced solid Comp B non-lens HE blocks and 
24.5" diameter felt-covered aluminum pusher sphere. Note the use of both regular and irregular pentagonal 

shaped charges in this design. No detonator holes were used in this test unit. (Courtesy of James Lyons, 
Sr.) 

Photo shows the two sizes of shipping crates used to transport the pentagonal Comp B charges for the 72-
block design. Note the number of each block written on the cases. (National Archives/Courtesy of Steve 
Bice) 
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Same Y - 1 222 implosion design with six of the 1 2  large hexagonal Dural external sphere plates bolted in 
place over the HE blocks. The 1 /2" cork lining is visible on the inner surface of the Dural sphere along 

with the tape used to hold the felt covering in place over the 24.5" aluminum pusher sphere. Since this was 
an early test unit, no detonator holes were drilled into the Dural sphere. The same 72-block non-lens 

design with the 24.5" pit was also used in the later Y - 1 29 1  model, which ultimately util ized the Y- 1 56 1  
Dural case. (LANL/Courtesy of James Kunteka) 

These exclusive drawings by Manhattan Project scientist Richard Bice shows both the vacuum cup used to 
move the HE blocks along with one of the fixtures, attached to the lower polar cap, that helped secure the 

HE blocks during the later 1 56 1  sphere assembly process. (Courtesy of Steve Bice) 
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These exclusive equations by Manhattan Project engineer Leonard Della-Moretta show the principles 
involved in calculating the proper lens curve for the Baratol portion of the explosive lens used in the 

implosion device. Although not the actual equations used to create the lenses, these do i l lustrate the general 
principles involved. (Author) 
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This exclusive sketch from Manhattan Project engineer Leonard Della-Moretta shows how the lock joint cups 
worked on the aluminum pusher hemispheres. The extraction tool mentioned was used in case the lock ring 

had to be removed so the pusher could be disassembled. The same principle was applied to the lock joint cups 
(trepanned rings) used to hold the two halves of the tamper plug together. (Author) 

This is artist Jim Sanborn's  interpretation of what the nickel and gold plated polonium-beryllium Urchin 
initiator might have looked like based on information found in the KGB files in the early 1 990's. Los Alamos 

sources have told the author the interior was ribbed similar to what is shown here. (Author) 
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Oaghlian accident reconstruction assembly showing Pu core surrounded by we blocks. (LANL) 

Slotin accident reconstruction assembly showing beryll ium hemispheres. Note use of the screwdriver to 
hold the beryllium hemispheres apart and the two Pu hemispheres sitting atop the lead blocks. (LANL) 
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Herb Lehr carrying the magnesium case containing the Pu core and the initiators through the front doorway 
of the McDonald Ranch house. Robert Bacher's hat is shown hanging on the wall. The round thermometer 

on the top and the rubber bumpers on the sides and bottom can be seen in the close-up. (LANL) 
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Harold Agnew is shown here on Tinian holding the same magnesium case containing the plutonium core 
used in the F-3 1 FM that destroyed Nagasaki .  (LANL) 

Close-up of ventilated wood box containing the plutonium-filled nuclear capsule carried by Lehr and 
Daghlian back out to the 1 942 Plymouth after fmal assembly inside the McDonald Ranch house. (Author) 
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The upper photo shows the temporary polar cap, containing the opening for the copper funnel that protected 
the surrounding HE during the capsule loading process, being installed on the Dural sphere. The HE lenses 
with taped edges can be seen under the cap. In the lower photo, Lois Siotin is leaning on the Dural sphere 

while Herb Lehr stands next to h im. They are preparing to use the Canton crane on the right to load the 
nuclear capsule into the sphere. Resting on top of the wood crate, this capsule is still strapped to the cradle 
Lehr and Daghlian loaded earlier into the 1 942 Plymouth. This is the very first time these two photos have 

been seen in print. (LANL) 
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Here is a close-up of the 8.75" long, 5" diameter plutonium-filled nuclear capsule. (LANL) 

Stil l  photo taken from the original color 8 mm movie footage showing the curved top and upper left edge of 
the nuclear capsule as it was being lowered into the opening in the top of the Dural sphere in the assembly 

tent at the Trinity site. Herb Lehr (I) looks on as Marshall Holloway (r) leans on the circular top of the 
copper funnel covering the opening in the specially modified polar cap and Louis Slotin looks over his 

shoulder. Holloway's  fmgers are shown resting on the capsule top. H arry Daghlian can be seen seated in 
the background. (Author) 
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This very rare photo shows Raemer Schreiber steadying the 5" diameter Pu-filled uranium "capsule" as it is 
about to be loaded into the F-3 1 Fat Man Dural sphere inside Tinian Assembly Bldg. #3 in 1 945.  The top 

plate on this F-3 1 sphere is the same style as the one used on the Trinity sphere shown on the previous page. 
This top had a metal funnel built into it to protect the surrounding explosive blocks while it was being loaded 
into the 8.75" diameter Uranium tamper sphere down in the very center of that sphere. Schreib was present a 
few weeks earlier in the McDonald Ranch House to observe the assembly of that same style capsule for the 

Trinity device. In an extensive 1 996 interview, he gave the author a complete description of exactly how that 
capsule was assembled. (Author) 
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The Y- 1 56 l  Dural sphere is shown here inside the assembly building. The unit is resting on one of the 
polar caps and the l ift lug is visible on the left side of the sphere. Several of the cubes used to hold the 
ballistic case are also visible around the middle of the sphere. This unit does not have detonator holes 

drilled in the sphere. (LANL) 

Polar caps with and without cork lining. (LANL) 
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Completed sphere hanging in the assembly building. Lift lug is positioned at the top. (LANL) 
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View of the Dural sphere inside a publicly-displayed stockpile unit at the EAA Museum through the open 
nose. The forward cone is attached to the sphere, but both the "A" and "8" plate are missing. The mounting 

tubes for the nose fuzes can be seen on the left side. The large hole in the middle of the sphere is for the 
central polar cap detonator. The other detonator openings are plugged with corks. (Author) 

The holes for the detonator cables and detonator cable loom brackets can be seen on the forward cone. The 
thickness of the sphere can be seen through the detonator opening. (Author) 
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Side view showing nose fuzes, forward cone, and sphere. Since this unit was stored outside for period of 
time, bird droppings are visible on all the interior surfaces. (Author) 
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Exclusive view inside the same Dural sphere showing the cork lining and the circular cork pads used to 
secure the detonator chimney pads. The smaller circular openings in the pads are for the detonators. 

Because this is a postwar stockpile unit, the glue holding the pads to the shiny Dural sphere polar cap has 
loosened and several of the pads have fal len to the bottom of the sphere. Photograph was taken through the 

central detonator opening in the opposite polar cap. (Author) 

Sphere drawing numbers can be seen cast into the bottom of the polar cap. (Author) 
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Completed sphere with the ballistic case nose el lipse on its holding fixture awaiting assembly to the sphere. 
The X-unit can be seen on the right of the sphere attached to the "8" plate on the forward aluminum cone. 

The detonator coax cables are visible going from each 1 773 detonator on the sphere to their attachment points 
on the aft end of the X-unit inside the cone. (LANL) 

Nose ellipse attached to a completed sphere. The assembly bolts have been placed through the sphere cubes 
and are awaiting attachment of the rear ell ipse before fmal tightening. Nose plate has also been attached at 

this point in the assembly. This unit does not have any detonators or electrical cables. (LANL) 
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This exclusive sketch of part of the interior layout of the X-unit by Firing Team member Larry DeCuir shows 
component placement and the use of modified aircraft sparkplugs to transmit the firing signal from the 

capacitors to the EBW detonators. Sparkplugs were used because the insulation could withstand the high 
voltage firing signal and the o-ring at the base provided the requisite pressure seal. (Author) 

This exclusive photo shows a cutaway of the X-unit interior. The banks of capacitors can be seen at the 
bottom with two (of four) c ircular spark-gap switches just above them with their leads going to the aircraft 
sparkplugs spread around the rim that, in tum, were connected to each of the 32 EBW detonators. (Glen 

McDuff) 
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Good view of the X-unit bolted to the "B" plate on the front cone with coax cables going to the detonators. 
When the front armored ellipsoid ball istic case was attached, the wires shown on the front of the X-unit 

were attached to the step-up transformers and the inverter. Ballistic case attachment cubes are visible on 
sphere. Below is a complete set of Firing and Fuzing components for the FM including a Clock Box with 

cabling, APS- J 3  radars (4), 0 .38 second delay relay (2), and baro boxes (6) with tubing. (LANL) 
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J:Xr..\tVLAllY CLAIM 
L A low inductance $Wirch comprising a pair of 

spuced apart, annuhuly Ihaped, plate members of CQIl
duct in, nla�rial supported in $UDI.;tantlaJly pamUcl, insuhuCLI relation&hip, said plait members bern, pro
vided with .. plutalit), of radially extending, spoke· like 
tKtensions whereby Aaid mcmbeN may be connected 
into a plurulity of ck:ctric.1 circuits, and an decl(ical discharge means CQnI\C(.1.Cd acrom said spaced pille 
members for effecting the simultaneous closinC of the: 
electrical circuits COnnected theretn. said electrical 
discharae means iocludiog an elongated. �d tnve
lope which c(Jn t .. .inl lin tonizable Gal and which ls sup
ported on 01U! of IWd pWtc memben with the major 
axis of said envelope extending aenerally perpendicu
lar to the plane of said plate memben, a pair of elan· 
gal.ed, lpaced apart. insulated ckctrodcti supported 
withiJI aaid envt:klpe and t;\tcndinu ouiaJl)' thl:reof. 
one o( said elcctrotles being cool"I«ted to each of said 
plate membcn.. and • third. firin, or trigger electmde 
supported within said cnvcklpe intcnntdiate said main 
electrodes and being inltllated from ... id main 
el«:lrodcs. 

This is the patent awarded to Donald F. Hornig for the X-unit. The vertical column contains the gas-filled, 
glass tube spark-gap switch held by Glen McDuff that was the heart of the unit. (Courtesy of Alex 

Wellerstein ) 
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Close-up photo shows a portion of the X-unit back side and the sparkplug connectors. (Glen McDuff) 
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LOW IMPEDANCE SWITCH 
The present invention relates to electrical switching 

means, and particularly to electrical switching appara
tus adapted for effecting the simultaneous closing of a 
plurality of electrical circuits within very short intervals 
of time. 

In certain types of ordnance and other equipment, it 

2 
spaced, peripherilly disposed, screw fastenings 1 5  
which also serve to support a metallic ground ring 17, 
as illustrated. The ground ring 1 7  is provided with 
spaced openings 19 adapted to receive the coaxial 
cables which are preferably employed in making the 
electrical connections in the system of which the switch 
constitutes a part. Two such coaxial cables are shown 
at 2 1  and 23 in FIG. l .  

Each of the plate mem bers 5 and 7 i s  provided with 
a plurality of radially extending, spoke-like, extensions 
25, which may comprise tubular connector lugs, a� 
illustrated, in order that one �ide of each of the multi
plicity of circuits which are to be controlled by the 
switch may be connected thereto. The plate members 5 
and 7 are supported concentrically with respect to each 
other, and the upper member 7 is provided with a sub-
stantially larger central opening than the lower plate 
member 5 for receiving a cylindrical sleeve 27 of insu
lating material which is provided with diametrically 
opposed slots 29 at its upper end, as illustratcd. 

The gas discharge device 3 1 ,  which is utilized for 
electrically connecting the plate members 5 and 7 and 
thus the plurality of electrical circuits connected 
thereto, includes a cylindrical glass envelope 33 which 

is necessary to energize a relatively large number of 1 0 
electrical circuits within periods of time of the order of 
0.05 to 0.5 microseconds. While it is usually possible to 
reduce the inductance and capacitance of the various 
conductor e lements of the circuits to be energized to a 
suffiCiently low value to permit operation within time 1 5  
intervals o f  this very small magnitude, considerable 
difficulty has been experienced in the prOvision of satis
factory switChing equipment. Most, although not all 
mechanical devices are inherently too slow to be of 
value, and in various of the other proposed switching 20 
devices, extreme difficulty has been experienced in 
lowering the inherent inductance of the device to a 
sufficiently low value to make possible the desired, 
multiple circuit, switching operation within the re
quired time interval. 2S is adapted to fit snugly within the insulating sleeve 27. 

The principal object of the present invention there
fore, is to provide improved switching apparatus for 
effecting the simultaneous closing of a plurality of elec
trical circuits of the type described above. A more 
specific object of the invention is to provide an im- 30 
proved switching means of sufficiently low inductance 
and capacitance and having such operational charac
teristics, that the simultaneous closing of a multipliCity 

The two slots 29 in the sleeve 27 accommodate a press 
seal 35, provided at one side of the envelope 33 for 
supporting a trigger clectrode 37 and a tubular exten-
sion 39, provided at the other side of the envelope 33 
for facilitating the filling of the envelope 33 'with a gas. 
Two axially extending, centrally disposed, main elec-
trodes 4 1 ,  are sealed into the opposite ends of the enve
lope 33 by conventional seals, and each of the main 
electrodes 41 terminates in a ball shaped cnd portion of controlled circuits can be effected within a period of 

time of the order of 0.05 to 0.5 microseconds. 
As will hereinafter appear, these objects are accom

plished by the provision of an improved, multiple cir
cuit, electrical switch and switching system which uti
lizes a single gas discharge device for closing all of the 
controlled circuits. The system includes means 
whereby breakdown of the gas discharge switching 
device and energization of the controlled circuits is 
effected from a single potential source, despite the fact 
that the normal breakdown voltage of the gas discharge 
switching means is normally considerably higher than 
this potential. The various novel features of the low 
inductance electrical switch and high speed switching 
system of the present invention will be made more 
apparent in the accompanying drawings and the follow
ing description of one preferred embodiment thereof. 

In the drawings, 
FIG. 1 is a sectional view through a low inductance 

switch embodying principles of the invention. Exem
plary circuit (;I>nnections are i llustrated diagrammati
cally in this Figure; 

FIG. 2 is a sectional view on the line 2-2 of FIG. 1 ;  
and 

FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a switching 
system in accordance with the invention. 

As illustrated, the low inductance switch of the in
vention includes a pair of annularly shaped plate memo 
bers 5 and 7 of conducting material which are sup
ported in spaced apart, substantially parallel, insulated 
relation�hip by means of three circular discs, 9, 10 and 
I I , of insulating material and a plurality of angularly 
displaced screws 1 3, which engage suitable threaded 
openings provided within the insulating discs. The 
edges of the discs 9, 10 and 1 1  are held together by 
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35 43. The trigger electrode 37, which is positioned so as 
to extend into the envelope 33, intermediate the main 
electrodes 41, is desirably provided with a pointed end. 

The external shank portion 45 of the lower of the 
main electrodes 4 1 ,  extends through the central open-

40 ing provided in the lower connector plate 5 and 
through an aligning opening in the insulating disc 9. It 
is electrically and mechanically connected to the lower 
connector plate 5. A cylindrical sleeve or shield 47 of 
conducting material, having a pair of diametrically 

45 opposed slots 49, is disposed about the insulating sleeve 
27 and the gas discharge device 3 1 ,  which is cnntained 
therein. The conducting sleeve 47 is provided with four 
angularly displaced feet or brackets 51 which ure 
adapted to be engaged by the screw fastenings 13 used 

SO for supporting the upper connector plate 7, as i l lus
trated. By this means the conducting sleeve or shield 47 
is mechanically supported in place so as to provide a 
coaxial shield for the gas discharge device 3 1 ,  and is 
e lectrical ly  connected to the upper connector plate 7. 

55 The upper end of the shield 47 is c losed by a suitable 
disc 53 and the disc 53 is clectrically connected to the 
upper of the main electrodes 41 by means of a spring 
wire connection 55. 

During use of the device it is contemplated that the 
60 envelope 33 shall be filled with an ionizable gas which 

may be introduced into the cnvelope 33 through the 
inlet tube 39 during manufacture. Such gases as nitro
gen, argon, neon, hydrogen, krypton and the like are 
suitable. The selection of the gas and the pressure at 

6S which the gas is maintained within the envelope 33 will 
be determined primarily by the voltage at which the 
discharge device is to be used, and extensive data con
cerning gap breakdown voltages is available in the art. 
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Normal ly. full circuit poten ti al will  be impressed across 
the main  electrodes 4 1 ,  and a. a result. the spacing of 
the e lec trodes 41 and the gas pressure must be such 

thaI breakdown will  not result at the operat ing poten
tial . At the same time. the device must be capable of 
breakdown when u voltage pulse of reasonable magn i
tude is appl ied between the trigger electrode 37 and 
one of the main electrodes 4 1 ,  that method be ing the 
prefe rred firing or circu it c losing procedu re . 

4 
ployed in circuits of this type, that is 5000 to 15000 
vo lts . the resistances 59 should be of the order of 20 to 
so megohms. To prevent any tranKient voltaae or 
charge induced in the voltage divider circuit from pro

.ducing accidental sparkover between the trigge r elec
trode 37 and one of the main electrodes 4 1 ,  a by-pass 

A c ircu it i l lustrating one electrical sw itch ing system 1 0  

particularly adapted for u.e with the switch means of 
the invention is il lustrated in FIG. 3. 

�ondenser 63, which may have a capacity of the order 
of O. I to 0.0 I micro-farads. is connected across the 
active section of the vol tage divider resistances 59. Due 
to the re lative positioning of the trigger and main e lec

trodes 37 and 4 1 ,  the breakdown potential between the 
trigger electrode 37 and either of the main electrodes is 
conside rably lower than the breakdown potential be
tween the main e lectrodes. This aids in assuring posi
tive and reliable operation of the gas d ischarge device 
3 1 .  

This system includes a plurality of paral lel circuits 
D I ,  D2, D3, D4, and D5 whic h are to be energized 
simu ltaneously by operot ion of the gas d ischarge IS 
switching means 3 1 ,  and a bank of condense rs. Cl, C2. 
C3, C4, and CS, which arc also connected in  parallel 
and which. when charged. constitute the single power 
source of the system . The circu its Dl to DS may consti
tule detonators or other e ircuil dement •. One side of 20 
each of the paralleled circuits 01 to 05 is connected to 

The means for prod ucing a h igh vo ltage peak be-
tween the trigger electrode 37 and one of the main 
electrodes 4 1 ,  when it is desired to energize c ircuits 0 1  
to OS, includes a transformer 6 5  which may be a Tella 
coil or the like, having a secondary winding 67, which 
is connected in series with the conductor 61 from the 
voltage divider resistances 59 to the trigger electrode 
37, and a primary winding 69 which is connected so as 

the ground ring 1 7, .and the other side is connected to 
one of the e lectrodes 4 1 .  The condensers Cl to C5 arc 
similarly connected with one side of each of the paral
le led units, be ing connected to the ground ring 17 and 
the other side to the other eleclrode 4 1 ,  as i l lustrated. 

In order to lower the overall inductance of the system 
to the minimum possible value. the electrical connec
tions to the condensers C I to CS and the connections 
to the paral leled circuit. D 1 to OS are desirably made 
by means of coaxial cables. as i l lustrated diagrammati
cally at 2 1  and 23 in FIG.  1 . The outer conductor in 
each instance extends through one of the open ings 19 
provided in the ground ring 1 7 ,  and is electrically con
nected thereto. I t  wil l  be apparent thut the arrange
ments provided by the spOke-like. terminals or exten
sions 2 5  forming a part of the plate mem bers 5 and 7, 
greatly faci li tate the connecting of the coaxial cables. 

25 to receive the charge of a small condenser 7 1  when the 
control switch 57 is moved from the position shown in 
ful l  in FlO. 3 to the position shown in dotted in that 
Figure . One side of the condenser 71 is connected to 
the ground ring 17, and the other side is connected to 

30 the high side of the para l leled condenser units C I  to C5 
through a suitable charging resistance 73, which may 
be of the order of ten megohms. 

The control switch 57 is a single pole. double throw 
switch which is connected so as to short-circuit the 

The particular system i l lustrated in the drawings. 
includes five condenser units. C 1 to C5 and five deto
nator or other circuits to be energized. 01 to OS. It will 

35 primary 69 of the transformer unit 65 when in the off 
position and is operable to connect the pulSing COn
dense r  7 1  so as to discharge the charge accumulated 
therein when moved to the on position . When readying 
the system for operation, the control switch 57 will be 

40 placed in  the off position, the main condenser bank C 1 
to C5 will  be charged to the desired voltalle, and simul
taneously the pu lsing condenser 71 will also be 
charged. The electrical characteristics of the system 

be understood that any number of circuits or condenser 
units may be used, within the capacity of the device. 
although to minim ize space requirements it is usually 
convenient to provide the same number of condensers 4S 
as there are circuits to be energized. W hen the system 

components are such that all of the condensers wil l  
hold thei r charges for as long a period as may be ex
pected to e lapse prior to the operation of the system .  

When operation o f  t h e  system and energization o f  the 
various parallel circuits 01 to 05 is to be cffected, the 
control switch 57 will be moved to the dotted position 

is to be used to simultaneously cnergize a p lurality of 
detonators. the paral leled condenser units mayconven
ien lly be c harged to vol tage of the order of 5000 to 
1 5000 volts and should have a total capac ity of the 
order of � to I micro-farad for each circuit to be ener
gized. 

SO of FIG . J, thereby d ischarging the pulsing condenser 7 1  
through the primary 69 o f  the h igh voltage transformer 
65_ Thi. d ischarge will impress a high voltage pu lse 
between the trigger electrode 37 and one of the main In addition to the circuit clements described, the 

system includes means for maintain ing the trigger elec
trode 37 at a potent ia l midway between that impressed 55 
across the main e lectrodes 4 1 ,  and means for provid ing 
a high voltage pulse of sufficient magn itude to initiate 
breakdown within the gas d ischarge device 31 upon the 
operation of a suitab le control switch which may be of 
the type indicated at 57. The means for m aintaining the 60 
trigger electrode 37 at a potential intermediate the 
potential of the two main electrodes 4 1 ,  comprises a 
pai r of h igh ohmage resistance units 59, series con
nected across the paral le led condenser units C 1 to C5 
to provide a voltage divider circuit. The trigger elec- tiS 
trode 37 is connected to the mid point of the series 
connected resistors 59 by a suitable conductor as 
shown at 6 1 .  For voltages of the order desirably em-

electrodes 4 1  of sufficient magnitude to produce ion
ization and in.ulation b reakdown across the main elec
trodes 41 within the envelope 33. The main condenser 
bank will then d ischarge through the various paralleled 
circu its which are to be energized . By vinue of the low 
inductance of the gas d ischarge switching means 3 1  
a n d  the associated circuit connections, i t  i s  p o  .. <ible to 
effect sim ultaneous energization of all of the various 
connected circuits 01 to OS within pe riods of time of 
thc order of 0.05 to 0.5 microseconds, fol lowing the 
closing of the main control switch 57. It will  be under
stood that the main control switch may be of an auto
matic or any other desired type. In ordnance appl ica-
tion it wi l l  con veniently comprise a fuse type switch. It 
will also be understood that the usual safety and arming 
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switches can be introduced into the system fpr added 
safety and to prevent premature operation of the sys
tem. The electrical switch of the invention and the 
switching systems which are made possible by the use 
of that switch are much more reliable and positive in 
operation than the previously known devices, and are 
completely free from the various defects of those de
vices. The extremely short period of operation which is 
an inherent feature of the switch is due in large part to 
its low inherent inductance and capacitance which 1 0  
characteristics result from the particular structural 
arrangements disclosed, included among which are the 
annularly shaped main connector elements and the 
co-axial shielding provided for the current carrying 
electrode. The features of the invention which are be-

1 5  

lieved to be new are expressly pointed out i n  the ap
pended claims. 

We claim: 
1. A low inductance switch comprising a pair of 

20 
spaced apart, annularly shaped, plate members of con
ducting material supported in substantially parallel, 
insulated relationship, said plate members being pro
vided with a plurality of radially extending, spoke-like 
extensions whereby said members may be connected 25 
into a plurality of electrical circuits, and an electrical 
discharge m eans connected across said spaced plate 
members for effecting the simultaneous closing of the 
electrical circuits connected thereto, said electrical 
discharge means including an elongated, sealed enve- 30 
lope which contains an ionizable gas and which is sup
ported on one of said plate members with the major 
axis of said e nvelope extending generally perpendicular 
to the plane of said plate members, a pair of elongated, 
spaced apart, insulated electrodes supported within 35 

6 
said envelope and extending axially thereof, one of said 
electrodes being connected to each of said plate mem
bers, and a third, firing or trigger electrode supported 
within said envelope intermediate said main electrodes 
and being insulated from said main electrodes. 

2. A low inductance switch comprising a pair of 
spaced apart, annularly shaped, plate members of con
ducting material supported in substantiatly parallel, 
insulated relationship, said plate members being pro
vided with a plurality of radially extending, spoke-like 
extensions whereby said members may be connected 
into a plurality of electrical circuits. an electrical dis
charge means connected across said spaced plate mem
bers for effecting the simultaneous closing of the elec
trical circuil� connected thereto, said electrical dis
charge means including an elongated, sealed, cylindri
cally shaped, glass envelope which contains an ioniz
able gas and which is supported on one of said plate 
members with the major axis of said envelope extend
ing generally perpendicular to the plane of said plate 
members, a pair of elongated, spaced apart, electrodes, 
each of which terminates in a ball shaped cnd portion, 
supported centrally within said envelope and extending 
coaxially therewith, said main electrodes being insu
lated from each other and each of said main clectrodes 
being connected to one of said plate members, and a 

third, firing or trigger, electrode, having a pointed end, 
which is supported so as to exten� into said envelope 
in termed iate said main electrode!;, said third electrode 
being insulated from said main electrodes, and a cylin
drical shield member of conducting material which is 
connected to one of said plate members and which 
extends about said envelope coaxially therewith. 
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X-Unit circuit diagram including the spark-gap switches_ (Glen McDuff) 
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"A" plate attached to the front annored ellipsoid case shown here with the batteries, pump, inverter, battery 
box relay, and junction box containing step-up transfonners. Nose plate has not been secured. (LANL) 
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This view shows the "C" plate attached to the aft cone. The clock box is shown at the top (without pullout 
wires). The four black APS- J 3  radar boxes and large white battery box are shown just below the clock box. 

Several of the small white baro switch boxes are also visible adjacent to the APS- J 3  units, but the large 
stainless steel baro tube manifold ring has not been attached along with none of the detonator cables. Below 

is the FM Clock Box. Except for a mounting plate on the back, this was identical to the LB Clock Box. 
(LANL) 
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A. N. AYERS 3,358,605 
PRESSURE SENS I T I VE SWITCH 

Fig. ! 

Ftg. 2 

3 Sheets-Sheet 1 

INVENTOR. 
Alan N. Ayers 

BY 
�a .x: ,. 

These are drawings from the patent awarded to Alan N. Ayers for the Barometric Switch used on both Little 
Boy and Fat Man. The tubing (75) ran from each baro switch to the large stainless steel manifold ring while 
the pairs of wires (43) from each went directly to the clock box as part of the firing circuit. The adjustment 

vernier knob (67) was used to tune each hermetically-sealed switch so these would activate at the proper firing 
altitude. These switches could be mounted either on end (FM) or flat (LB). (Courtesy of Alex Wellerstein) 
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Dec. 1 9, 1 967 

filed Jan . 4 ,  1946 

WITNESSES. 

A. N. AYERS 3,358,605 
PRESSURE SENSITIVE SWITCH 

Fig. $' 

Fig. a 

3 Sheets-Sheet � 

INVENTOR. 
A/on No AJ'ers 

BY 

This shows the placement of these baro switches ( 1 0) relative to the Dural sphere, the aft cone ( 1 06), the "c" 
plate with the stainless steel baro tube manifold ring ( 1 03), and the tubing ( 1 02) that ran from this ring to the 

openings ( 1 0  I )  in the aft ballistic case ( 1 00). (Courtesy of Alex Wellerstein) 
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Rear view of sphere showing the large diameter circular stainless steel baro tube manifold ring next to the 
"e" plate, three of the six small white baro switch boxes, four black APS- 1 3  radar units, large white battery 

box, and the felt-covered clock box (with pullout wires) at top. Below is an actual baro switch. (LANL) 
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Rear view showing the large diameter circular stainless steel manifold ring with small white baro switch 
boxes connected by smaller diameter stainless steel tubes. (LANL) 
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Side view of the aft cone bolted to the sphere with the large diameter stainless steel baro tube manifold ring 
shown with the tubing attached to the small white baro switch boxes. When the aft ballistic case was fmally 
attached, the small coils of tubing attached to the large baro tube were attached to the baro holes in the case. 

(LANL) 
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This drawing shows both the dimensions and the complex curves for the Fat Man ballistic case. (LANL) 

This exclusive photo shows the completed F-3 I unit being readied at Los Alamos. (Glen McDuff) 
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Side view of nose ellipse minus the nose plate. (LANL) 

Close-up view shows how the bathtub fittings were used to attach front and rear ellipses. This stockpile unit 
does not have a sphere inside so no cubes are shown here. (Author) 
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Tail ellipse case. There are no baro openings in this case. (LANL) 
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Completed tail fin assembly before attachment to the tail ell ipse. (LANL) 

Completed case protective "Bathtub" cover with covered radar plate below. (Author) 
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Tail ellipse with tail assembly attached. This shows how the bathtub fittings were used to attach the tail .  
(LANL) 

Capt. Wilbur Schaffer the day they assembled the first Fat Man at Los Alamos. Above Bugs Bunny it reads 
"High Explosives Dangerous." (Jon Schaffer) 
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1 773 EBW detonator with sidearms. This was an inert test unit loaned to the author in 1 995 so there is no 
Tetryl and PETN explosive or copper nose cap on this detonator. The notched area around the top was to 

help secure the crimped copper cap. The detonator cables were attached to both sidearms on each 
detonator. (Author) 

Looking inside the 1 773 showing the two detonator wells and sidearms. The two dots visible in the black 
areas at the bottom of the wells were the attachment points for the bridgewires. The angle of attachment for 

the sidearms clearly i l lustrate why it was nicknamed the "handlebar" detonator. (Author) 
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1 773 cross-section cutaway showing two PETN cavities at bottom. (Author) 
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Approximate 1 773 Explosive Train 

Copper Cap ----t 

1 "  X 1 1 1 Booster 
Pellet 

3/4 11 x 3/8" Pellet 

Col l i m a t i n g  
Pressings 

In it ia l  Pressing 

E lectrodes 

Br id gewire 

----- 1 " -----

1 "  

3/4" 

PETN Pressings 

T etryl  Pellets 

These two exclusive drawings furnished to the author by John Tucker (Ensign Tucker) based on the preceding 
cross-section cutaway show the interior of the 1 773 EBW detonator and depict the explosive components 

consisting of the Bridgewires, the PETN Initial and Collimating Pressings, the Coll imating Spacer, the Tetryl 
Pellet and Tetryl Booster Pellet, and the crimped Copper Cap (shown above). (Author) 
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1----- Steady state velocity 

Bui ld up to detonation 1-----
veloc ity 

w----- Prompt in itiation 

---- Steady state velocity ____ Build u p  to detonation 
ve l o c i ty 

Prompt in it iat ion 

---- Steady state velocity 

+1----- Bui ld u p  to detonation 

, ve l o c i ty 

.---- Prompt i n itiation 

Build up to detonation ------
velocity 

_-====- prompt initiation at BW 

Note: The various zones indicated above are for i l lustration purposes only. 
The length of each explosive component must be long enough to reach ful l  
detonation, steady state, velocity a t  its output end. This is necessary to 
promptly initiate the next component in the explosive tra i n. If this and 
prompt initiation at the bridgewire is not achieved, timing errors will resu lt. 

Here John Tucker depicts the "Explosive Train" process that went on inside the 1 773 EBW detonator from the 
beginning "Prompt Initiation" induced by the vaporization of the two Bridgewires (BW) at the bottom under 

the PETN "Initial Pressings" up to the emergence of the "Steady State Velocity" wave at the very top that 
pushed against the copper cap which, in tum, "slapped" into the outer Comp B explosive lens. This went on 

simultaneously throughout all 32 EBW detonators that resulted in the completely spherical implosion 
sequence. 
(Author) 
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Nylon covered copper wire sidearm shown attached to detonator. (Author) 

Detail of sidearm. Bridgewire was soldered between two solder points on the right. (Author) 

Extreme c lose-up of sidearm showing solder points where the bridgewire was attached. Since this was a 
test unit, the bridgewire has already been vaporized. The dark portion on the exterior was the copper 
covered electrical ground and was connected to the smaller solder dot. The larger point was soldered 

directly to the central copper wire in the nylon sidearm. (Author) 
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These three views show the construction of Assembly Building #3 on Tinian where the F-3 1 Fat Man was 
constructed. The top view was taken from the transport road that ran along the east side of all three 
assembly buildings while the remaining two show the front of the building. The internal steel beam 

structure used to support the numerous overhead hoists is clearly visible surrounded by the wood frame 
structure. Note that the building exterior panels and protective earthen berms are not yet in place. 

(National Archives/Courtesy of Steve Bice) 
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Tinian Fat Man Assembly Building #3 . Steel beams salvaged from the Japanese occupation of Tin ian were 
used in constructing special facilities for bomb assembly, storage, etc. (USAF) 

The same building in 1 959 before it was demolished. (Lowell Boothe/Courtesy of Gary Boothe) 

Professor Anderson Giles and the author are shown here in 20 I 0 standing on the center of the concrete floor 
of what remained of#3. It is now completely covered by jungle growth. For those wishing to explore in 

person or through satellite maps, the GPS coordinates for this assembly site are 1 50 05' 38.65" N, 1 450 38' 
1 7.50" E. (Author) 
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Detail showing interior layout. Note the differences in the exterior door placements between this preliminary 
drawing and the actual building shown in the photos. (LANL) 
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Detail of work room showing layout of Fat Man parts. (LANL) 

Unit F-3 J outside assembly building on transport carriage. (National Archives) 
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Cocooning process outside assembly building. (National Archives) 

Side view of F-3 1 .  (National Archives) 
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Another view of the cocooning process. (National Archives) 

Norman Ramsey is pictured signing the nose of F-3 1 while the cocooning process was still underway as 1 st 
Ordnance member Joseph Galdarisi, Jr. sprays on the sealant. At this point there were already many 

signatures on the bomb. Note the clips over the safmg plugs on the nose and the dummy plugs covering the 
nose fuzes. (National Archives) 
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Side view of F-3 l showing signatures. Tape had been applied to the nose seam and bolt openings on the nose 
at this point, but the spray coating of Glyptol had not. (National Archives) 

Side view of tail showing signatures. (National Archives) 
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Loading pit before the F-3 1 was positioned. (National Archives) 

Canvas shrouded F-3 1 being lowered into pit. (National Archives) 
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View of the F-3 1 tail outside the Tinian assembly building. (National Archives) 

Same tail on stockpile unit at The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History. Note orientation of 
"E" plate on both. (Author) 
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Enlarged view of tail on stockpile unit at The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History. (Author) 

Side view of the tail section. (Author) 
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Close-up of"E" plate. (Author) 

Tail corner detail. (Author) 
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Tail on LANL Bradbury Museum Fat Man. (Author) 

Detail of tail section showing Micarta rubbing block (I) at top of tail and cylindrical stiffener tube. (Author) 
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Detail showing tail area bathtub fitting. (Author) 

Detail of electrical plugs on upper tail section of stockpile unit. (Author) 
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Detail view of tail front showing stiffener tube and Micarta block on upper right corner. (Author) 

Detail showing nose plugs on stockpile unit. Only the top three large plugs on the left were used on the F-3 \ 
combat unit. The other two in the top row were for the safmg/arming plugs. (Author) 
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FM test unit in 8-29 bomb bay. This view is through the open door in the aft cockpit leading to the forward 
bomb bay. Note the four contact fuzes installed on the nose. Pressure door is on the right. The stripes on the 

nose were to indicate to observers if the bomb was spinning during the descent phase. (LANL) 

Nose on stockpile unit at The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History. Little Boy is visible on the 
left. Photos were taken during museum remodeling in 1 993 so a man lift is visible on the right. (Author) 
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Test unit F-24 inside Tinian assembly building. Note baro holes in aft case and FTB field test box hooked up 
to electrical connections on F-24. (LANL) 
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This view looking up shows a Fat Man test unit inside the bomb bay. (LANL) 
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This side-view drawing shows Fat Man inside the B-29 bomb bay. Note the addition of the Fin Guide Rail on 
the right specifically for use with the Micarta rubbing block on the upper front side of the tai l .  Because it was 

such a tight fit, the rubbing block served to keep the Fat Man from twisting around after release until it had 
cleared the bomb bay. (LANL) 

Technicians are shown changing the bomb shackle inside the B-29 bomb bay. (National Archives/Courtesy 
of Steve Bice) 
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This 411 3/45 cross-section drawing of the B-29 shows the front and rear views of Fat Man (Big Joe) in the 
bomb bay_ Note the extremely tight shoehorn fit. (LANL) 
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Bockscar crew. Standing: Capt. Beahan, Capt. Van Pelt, Lt. Albury, Lt. Olivi, Maj .  Sweeney. Kneeling: 
S/Sgt. Buckley, M/Sgt. Kuharek, Sgt. Gallagher, S/Sgt. De Hart, Sgt. Spitzer. Not shown are Cdr. 

Ashworth, Lt. Barnes, and Lt. Beser. (USAF) 

Capt. Van Pelt, Maj .  Sweeney, and Lt. Olivi studying the map before takeoff. (USAF) 
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l SI Lt. Jacob Beser looks on as Flight Engineer MlSgt. John D. Kuharek performs his pre-flight checks on 
Bockscar before the mission. (USAF) 

Assistant Flight Engineer Sgt. Raymond G. Gallagher checking fuel tank levels in Bockscar before takeoff. 
(USAF) 
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Bockscar Co-Pilot 1 51 Lt. Charles D. Albury (I) confers with USAAF Intell igence Officer Captain Irwin (r) 
before take off. Maj .  Charles W. Sweeney is seen standing next to Albury. (USAF) 

Cdr. Frederick L. Ashworth USN in h is TBF- I Avenger on Guadalcanal in May 1 943. (USN) 
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The now familiar mushroom-shaped cloud over Nagasaki. (USAF) 
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Dave 's Dream before takeoff during the ABLE test of Operation CROSSROADS. (USAF) 

Mushroom cloud from BAKER underwater test during Operation CROSSROADS. (LANL) 
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This report describes components used in the testing of the unsuccessful "Thin Man" plutonium gun program. 
It mentions the K-46 cylindrical liner that was also used in the later LB design along with the 4340 alloy used 

for the target case. The exact same al loy was used for the LB target cases. (LANL) 
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It is prcpos"Jd U I<: \' G-l r�ke :�.e:lsuro: -ent9 -;Iith lo.r;:e u.'_:ounts of 25 ;.I>Jtlll tn 
t.he hope ('Lat. �l:CS6 experiments \-fould le,,(; to ;;. uet.t"r p-cdicl;ion of tile purl'or; :c;lcs 
of t.be �un [,lode! elr.d �ril<lF8 lead to 80:_.e ir.:prove;·�ellt in desi01 of the "llI:.pes of i,j,e 
csse,;il>l7 of octive lJllterici. 

It is furt,;el' proposed thut in ut!C;ition to .. he � ... cve ;·leIlSUrC .<:mts, t"st.s ua 
lilllde ';';Iicll will give (,0 tilC GTOUPS o1lsecilline and deliverin:: t.he glldf�et so�:c knoIlld;�c 
0:' "vl . e  :[;dccts prc�ble nuclear behuvior result-in;; fre:.l on:,; r.J<l:dpuhticn or uccide.IT,s 
y/;:ic:I ::Ut;i,t occur froI:! the begirm.ing of e ssonbly to tho tbe the zadl;et is deL.ver'd 
to cno:::y territory . 'raiD CM be Jone only t.o the extent tli.at t.he condlLions of 
IlSSCl.lUly and hnndling, and of tIle naturo of (lccickr.ts ca;·, be predicted . DiscU5Sicl.S 
.lith CO:i!:. F .  ll:lrch anti ; :r .  A. Polich have broup;ht forth S(){:le specific surf 'eutieens �s 
to tho kind of ::lUr.ipulations and /l.ccidGIl� one l.dCht 6XllCct in COflllCc l,ion v;Hl. ,,:,e 
(;'.Ul. These are listed ilelO'!1 to:-eth<!r :lit!: t1:e test it is proposed be done . 

A-DuriM shipnent to Ildvunccd oose l 

'l\'ro plt:m8 ot ship!,ing have l;een eu�;::ested as possible . a) One of theDe 
110uld have the ac Live ::aterial loaded into both the c;un e.nd u.rr,et, but ,,:ith the gun 
=d tnrGst seporate . ;;':lch part 'i1ould be shipped to the advll.'1.ced base sepc.rlltely Pond 
tl.ere joined to form a _"edgct. b) The ot::er \'Iould !-.avc the cooplete CUll Mt! tc.rget 
Ilsse:Jbly shipped '-lithout any Clctive TlIllterial. The active :;lIlterial would be trens

Forted separetely Md inserted into tlte eun and target Ilt the advanced OCose. 

C=. 1".  i:lirch, in a �:.�orllndu::: to h.P. Becher, hilS reco:.!7lended that pIal) 
b) be \.:.Sod if (,he nuclear properties of t.he (lsser.IDly allow. On the assumpl.ion thrl � 
tl:i.s plan rrill be used it is propoeecl thot tbe iesl.S pertinent to tile ship::ent to t!itl 
n:lvenced bese be !!l<!de on the active natcrial alolle \'lith the cr:d in view of' nsccr Lain
in(; the necessity Md/or ll8efulness of safety contalnore . It is very likel;r tr.aL a 
silippine container ·;':dch includes appreciable 'lM01lnt.8 of the enriched BIC would tll)l�e 
the shipping 5I1to, especi.o.lly if ot lonst lXlrt of the IlIO IJere in Vinter soluble foroo 
7he tust.s lis te<..! below 'I'/ould be !.l!lde Tilth anu ttithout sill"ety conU:iners . Dy active 
!:lD.tcrisl. ill r.te.."!llt eil-!;er tho tarr,et. or project.iJ.e assenbled ready for insertion into 
the eodest. 
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� ',:itl l tl;e �ception of i'l;el oil, co.::;rletcl:i i:::-_'€ne ,:?c �in 
r:;at.�rinl in tho r.�d:�W":l in I',u""stion. The ;::.editz..i OilOuld. \)e cs�a'lti,"lly 
illi'S.:;itc on 1111 sides of 1.:10 uC1:.iYe ,:.u.te.'::'.:li. .\ v.:>ts or r.:ll'uiYir. 
tn::;pe..- s; ,ot:.ld be a ;:;atiGf"ctor:r Stlustitut.3 for t.:'IS fuel oil test.  

111<;1rO is a:1 .idciit.ioIi.:ll haz(lrd connacted I'/ith lor.C i::uel'o;'on:l in 
t/.:lt<lr or mltcr-bo.:rine solide in ·�lil!.L chouical nct.lon !:l!:Y diSp",1SC> 
ille 25 to tilS extent of ::J.:!ldnr. :l Ymt<=r' boiler. :;ecovcry of V,e nct.ivG 
r.id.t0rial und..:r suci, circ\;�1Sknces nisht be difficult. It is not �ro
posad that I.he projectile or t:lrCet pieces be actually ir.!::ersed for 
lone tir::es , but rnt:lOr that the C-I= division be asked for infol"r.:ltion concornillc the corr03ion of 25 met.aJ. in r;�ter, both salt and fresh. 

4) Fire .  There ie the possibility 1:.hllt intemso hoat llri:3inc froc a fire mi�ht lenite the 25 notal ond :JElke of it a diffuse 1:l!l60 which \'Iould 
3Up;:-ort a nuc1am- chnin renction. TIlis nl.£ht be p<lrticult!1'ly bnd if 
the oxide were nixe<1 ,';ith \'/1lter by fire figl lt.ing cr6;'iS. � !�o feasible test see::Js possible at the t10�t. liowever, further 
thoUp,ht will be civen to this problerr., \';ith perhaps sorne help frcr.1 the 
T and C-U divisions. Any inIorcal.ion conccmi."lp' tllis �:; be of i.r.I
portDnce in determining the ext.ent to which precauticns should be 
t.:I.ken acainst fire hazard. In part.icular, a conl:.uiner of D10 L1i,�ht 
\'I'ell eli::dnate trouble fror.l tlds hazard as the �O Tl<Juld niX rdtli tlie 
oxide and inhibit any oluliJt reaction. 

S) Assenbllnc of Active Perte 
About. ona and a half crita will be used for �lJe expcl'bonts t.hat 

will be �.lOre directly connected \71th the physics of .. he nuclear ex
plosion Ula:'l the tosts :l!1lde on the �un asse:::bly itsolf'. These experi
ments 1'/111 �-ivc experience in handling the 25 metal so that a definite 
pl.::.n of (l.sce:::bllng the Illotc.l can be made. 

a)  Asse:"'!bl:r of 25 netal into tareet piece Ol;d projectile pipce . 

1'!.i::J CUll be done undor laboratory conditions olici wle safety of the 
llBse:Jilly tasted as under A, lliJOVS. 

b) Insertion of t.:lrcet and projectile pieces into gun. This oust 
be done undor rJt:atevor coalitions exist at the advanced buse. In orucr 
that G-l be able to devise IlOd teat a workable method of inserting the 
active piaces into the £:Un. close coordination oust exist between 0-1 
on::! those groupe concorned with the dGlivery of the eadzet . At this 
tbe G-l is ignorant of the problem to be encountered in loading the 
godeet \1ith aotiYe �t�rial under field conditions. Information 
ooncerning this i8 requested . 

C )  Durine delivery from the advonced base to en!II\Y territory and p?ssible 
return with the gadeet. 

In this phese tho result. of accidents would be lluch the �e. fron 
ths vie\vpoint of the nuclear behavior. as in part A. An accid3nt to 
the d4ivcrint.; vehicle or jettisonint:; of the gndeet mieht result in 
its being ir.T.lersed in the vr.rioul!I nedia mentioned. The handling of 
tl-,o cor.:plctely asseollled ;.:udeet would lcc,d to conditions desc:-ibed 
under 1 )  and 2 }  of A. �, \f.\). 

-2- :r�191I , ' :1: ' :"' 1  • r·. :Q" 
lJ (; � \ .... ! .0V l i  ! L.. 
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CD 

o 

N 

r::y ; ICCC:�_'U�:t :i.s :.��.·�l Lt Co:: !,:S�C.:�U:l.y C'::'·· �� ·�$£;l) 
::'����G \:; .. .:: ,:;� :Juu. : ;'.:J1 :l·.� :.,"$!.l 5_;;le . 

arol\nd v 

:�� �c:1 : .' "]·::..;; Cl8 .je�'ii\; ��_o.�.1ii��; .. 
"::"�".:;.�:.:.-_J �c:;-1.�� ci' C�1 h:.i.''::'''('ll uz 

pC :'�"l� 
'I�e ·;t: PZ�plc l:.ct1..!!llly �S;.1v tlCC��-UP: of .sun ·L)�l"re:" (;11 ::..;:l·I"O:C .i:·ll in �:\.ic� r�ion, 

or I-�ai·.:..·il� {:�qu.ivD.lel'�t3 ; &!r:;c for i..O!'r:ct !.lOC�:-up .. 
,3 )  Fr:::d.:l.lt:,r of lc.r;;e t,ool:3, 3UC:. ;.!S hoist sling, '!lolly� spanner ;·':r::!nc�lo:.J I etc " 

'T::! ;jt:  �ind out, 1:, posciiJle, the aLtount of nti3v: ·�·:::iCii r:iuat i)e ·;:oliiced �!'Ol!!�.r.l ;;'��;:up of £:un b�\r2'"nl to ��:�e i-c uns.::f'3j sc; ':e fOl"" t"a�[ct, JnoC��-llp·" !ll .:1n:; u.v(�rjt, 
c.s;:ertdn s:!fot;; of 1,"r[B pieces or steel close to r..ock-ups. 

a) frosh r:;:. ter 
b )  eo1t wat' r 
c )  sand, e<:rth, or ::;ud 
d )  cOI:JbmZ! �ions of a!.:ove 

'rust: COI!lr.J.ete i;ncl':;ion of gl.ll1 l.larrel ooclt-up in n:.e<lil.:m in question. 'I1;s 
rc:;,:;r:Cs under A.�3 ) uppJ.,y . Sm.la for target r1Ock-up. 

5 )  Fil·e • • The cOl:T.lOnt3 under A-I.) appJ.,y. There 13 t.ile I.lddii..ion1ll hazard or he �-iIl;; � tar1:et enc pl.'ojectUe oxidized and �. 

6 )  'l'Drcet or projectile cC:Un(l looae. Since Ylm- ls a violent business i t  is 
possible that eiL.;lur tIlE: t.::lrget or projectile miLht be torn loose fro:;! Ha fu:;teni.!lr,s . If interest in this connection 18 the critical soporation of 
t;:� tnl':�et urld r.roj;)cUle, since tl�is infor=tion r:U.Cht allow U:� deaien to 
inclt.:de some safety device . 

' 

-rne critiClll sezxuoation io also of interest to tile probler� or predetona-
t1on. 
Test: ·.:ith finishlld 25 met.o.l cun p:!rta , �le,-,sure criti�l ser..:lration in LlOck-up 
orfinished eun, J.irderaul,y . (.he l.:ltter. 

'lilil:l r.ll.!r,:orandl,;li\ is intended to .:ive in sone detail lile 1;ork ,'!hich G-l proposeS to c;U"ry 
_It ill connection ";it.!. ths problems of C:IlO�·,blillG llr.d delivcrine the eun r:xxlal g'.!UCet .  

Ur.uouutelUy SO;:1El posuibilitlas iltlVEt been ov(;rlooked and Ot.hOl'S over o:"pha:silled, ainct! 
C-l ls not at 1lll faoiller \Iitl: the problt:ms of n!lse.ubly and dellvel"'J .  C(;cl,icnls an.d 
sugeestions ere sincc:rely reql.lcatad. 

cel OppenhcLi\er 
Farsons 
!,.!_l1son &.cher 
Frisch 

- I  
1 
3 
� 

.5 

(LANL) 
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Admin File s ,  oen Corres , 319 . 1  (Reports ) (TS ) ,  Rpt, Dr .  J .  B .  Conant to Qen Groves ,  
On Visit to Lo s  Alamos on August 11 ,  1944 . 

Bomb Design and Testing 

Report to Gen. Groves on Visit to Los Alamos on August 17 , 1944 

1 .  The latest values for critical. size are as follows defining a " crit" 
as the critical. size for a !!!! neutron chain in the most favorable tamper : 

"25" 13 2: 2 kg . "49" 4 . 5  kg . limits of uncertainty not set 
but probably less than with "25" 

2. �e development of Mark I boab ( the "25" gun ) seems well in band . I was 
impressed with the stage of development and the very high chances for success 
but above all with the fact that every aspect of the weapon except the final 
nuclear reaction can be tested and retested in advance using straight tube alloy 
in the d\IDIIIY . Present estimates are that for 10,000 - 20, 000 tons TNT 
equivalent 3-4 crits of "25" will be required . Tbia means 39-60 kilos of 
"25" (as effective product ) .  Less than 3 crit s ,  i t  is predicted will give very 
much le88 than 10, 000 tons equivalent , the energy falling off rapidly as the 
amount is lowered below 3 cri ts . '!here are clearly uncertainties still here 
as to amounts which would affect the use of this weapon considerably in view 
of the production schedule . If the future "breaks" are in the r ight direction 
the low figure 39 kilos might prove right . The value of the critical. 1II8.SS will 
be determined by direct experiment it is hoped long before enough material i s  
o n  band for th e  gun . I n  fact a s  little a s  half a cr i t  may b e  sufficient for 
this very important measurement . 

3 . The second poaaible weapon we might designate Mark. II.  It would consist 
of an implosion bomb with the sort of detonation now available ( no explosive 
lenses ) ,  the center filled with hydrogen and either the metal or�ide 
suspended in the very center . There seems to be a very good chance that 
such a bomb would give an at.lla1c explosion in spite of the lack of sYJlllletry 
inherent in the present method of detonating the H . E .  'lbe energy release , 
however , would be very ineftl cient . The bomb would give 100-500 tons TNT 
equivalent . It would require 1 crit of "25" and 2 crits of "49i�'::' Because 
of the nuclear properties of "49" thi s is a peculiarly inefficient lIay of 
using "49" . 

It is agreed that Mark II shouaad be put on the shelf for the present . 
If all other implosion methods fail, it could be taken off the shelf and 
developed for combat use in 3 or � months time . It represents an almost 
sure thing which we may have to fall backon for using "49" . 

4 .  Mark III bomb would be a "no lens" implosion bomb using no hydrogen . 
The material would probably be in the center . The j; detonation techniques 
would be essentially as now at band. The chances that such a bomb will work 
are probably slim .  It it would 1/2 to 2/3 of a crit of "25" or 1 crit of 
"49" could be employed and yield 1, 000-2, 000 tODS TNT equivalent (or eoIIIe
what lesa for "49" ) . Various minor chanps in explosive technique might 
make this feasible but there is not too much optimism as to this possibility . 
When the Ra-La is available and the experiments using this material have 
been made in sufficient number (perhaps a month ) the possibility of doing 
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something along the line of a practical Mark III bomb can be settled with 
considerable certainty . If it could be developed with only minor changes 
the development could be CCDpleted by February 1 .  'nle estlJllated date for /1/ 
the completion of the first round of Ra-La experiments is October 15 
provided the material arrivea as now scheduled . This appears to be the 
next significant date on the schedule . 

5 .  Mark IV represents the bomb in which the explosion wave is to be given 
the correct form by means of explOSive lenses.  'nlis is a tough problem in 
the explosive field . If it can be .. made to work it should produce a very 
effective bomb, t a crit of "25" yielding 3 , 000 tons Tlfl' equivalent and 
,. a crit of "49 " - 1, 000 tons TN!' equivalent . The most optimistic development 
schedule would have the first bomb ready for the trial shot on February 1 .  
But no one believes this posl1ble . A more likely schedule would put the tiret 
shot on April 15; if it can be done at &ll it should at the worst be ready 
June 15 . "Informal opinion" puts the betting on April 15 as 50 : 50 .  My own 
est1llll.te is less favorable . I think it is not more than a 50 : 50 bet that Mark 
IV can be developed at all before the WlIIIUtr of 1945 .  But every effort must 
be -.de to do so and every effort is being made . 

I was very favorably impressed by the new organizational set up and the 
caliber of men nov involved. If explosive lenses can be developed inside of 
a year the present group should do i t .  Much more information should be 
av&ilable on this point about January 1 .  If the explosive lens development 
then looks very bad it may be necessary to work on improving Mark II to see 
if at least the upper limit of effectiveness ( 500 tons ) cannot be raised 
_ somevbat .  Until about this date , I think , the feelings about the whole 
implosion program will rise and f&ll month by month but no sure conclUSions 
as to ultimate success or failure will be reached. 

6 .  Note on Explosive ll!uI!ge . It was agreed that Class B damage was damage 
beyond repair . For the phrase to be of signficance the type of structure 
must also be named . It was agreed that for dwelling houses the area of 
Claas B damage was about as follows for 1, 000 tons TNT : 

� Class B damage equals 0 . 5  mile radius equals 
5� Class B damage equals 
l� Claas B damage equals 

.75 squ.re mile area 
1 . 5  square mile area 
7 . 5  sqaare mile area 

For 10, 000 tons Tlfl' these figures are to be multiplied by 4 .  

/s/ J .  B .  Conant 

This document refers to the weapons under consideration a full  year before the fmal designs for each were 
actually completed. The plutonium gun "Thin Man" design had been abandoned the previous month due to 
predetonation problems. The Mark II concept was dropped in light of the progress of both the uranium gun 

and plutonium implosion programs. When this happened, the Mark I I I  "no lens" implosion design mentioned 
here automatically became the Mark II and the Mark IV became the Mark I I I  which was used at Trinity and 
Nagasaki. When this memo was written, barely a kilogram of enriched uranium had been produced by Oak 

Ridge so the actual amount of a "crit" for the uranium gun had yet to be determined with any degree of 
accuracy. The scientists ended up using a little over four "crits" in the fmal design. (National 

Archives/Courtesy of Robert Norris) 
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1 '/-2-

• 'U]ijitil�EIH 21913 
UNCLASSIFIED 'j';!;1 J April 1 �� 

)(. Bhapiro 

KODEl. HUlfBERS AND EIPUlU.TIOI OF KODEL itJ)(8ERS 

fhe tollowinc 1. the li.t of rodel number. of the telt unit. 
whioh you rlque.ted. A brief explanation ot eaoh Model number 11 li.ted 
be'ide the number. 

� 
lU2 

1580 
au 
1491 

1121 
1191 
1 192) 
119J) 

FINAL D£TL�W!NATION 
UNCLASSIFIED 
L M. Redmon 

DESCRI P1'I OK 

Original Fat Man .  Ca.t iron hamilphere 
oon. truotion. (Oblollte) 

Bllip.oldal rat �. Produotion model . 
Little Boy �. 10 &Un or breech blook. 
Little Joy Dummy. Wi th gun and breeoh 
block. 

Little Boy DUDCy. )(�difio&tion ot 1'91 . 

L i ttl e Boy DI.L"IIII:Y. rodi fioatiec of 1721 . 

Sr.nut .udell AI 1791 with difterent target,. 

(LANL) 
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VERIFIED UNCLASSIFIED 
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1. 1'1-... .ad _ � h. " 1t. 10. 110 
.. It ... w_ II1II "'� . 1 WqU1" ,.. ... .-il't.lllC et l - Lut:  W� 

l - r.-n  I�'" 
a • 8oe.M� "')6 lit Ml 

a. •• � � � I\ft __ pr�1C! &a �� 
qllMUU .. ..s w!U � ....u.l..te at. ___ ,. 

F. US_ 

�--= L M. ...... 
F£B ", 11'1i 

(LANL) 
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l,ll'.iv Lf\\) \) l r l t:.lJ 7<:� : ::: �::.':. : :!T CO�:�: �;S CF . . . r �:.��:� 
J:.') I Of � COP'I=S � - - ' "  fi I NTER-O F'F'ICE M E M O RA'NOUM ··.. ... ............... .• , . t;. ;�J . .. ..... ...... .. 

TO: C&ptd.a W. 8. � 
,. R O M ,  7. mrela 
a u a .J ECT, v.1It � tor 1.8 

DATI: 17 la17 :� � 
ClASSlflCAllON CANca.LED 3 1 5 4 1 1  �p' \ .  
PER DOC Rt\'lEW lAN. 1913 • . ',} '\ 2, � 11� -\ /d-

PU6LICl Y REL.£ASA8I...E / 
�r� 

c 

1. ItaUo S-nic:a to.te perfCll'lled OD .041tied ftDt M&1a 
1a41ate eat1atact017 pert�_. W1thoat tao1l1t1 •• tor reocrreriac 
1m1t. ctro� hto _tor, Jaowftr, thee au be DO .. .uruoe that tM 
.. ale 11111 be upt an.. iJlpaatJ aD4 tJ.re rIM1u � poea1bU1t7 
that a 1Nk aq 1r7'-paa. tM .. al. throuch tbe 1Dternptecl ilIreada ot 
the adaptc'. 

2. It 1a � iatoaUc:a to 1uta1l the .. .  ea1., bat I ftUl.cl 
.ot wiall to req upoD thea alCDI to 1atepar4 the UDit hl ... et 
aoo1daDtal iapact «1 _ter. 

rI'IAI. �'" UNCLA5SIPIID 
L M. IHItlIft 
� E8 _" q i f  

vmeo UNCLASSIFIED 
AUG 06 J997 } 

UNCLASSIFIED 

CLASSIFI�ATlON CANCElLED 
PER DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 

The "interrupted threads of the adapter" referred to in this document are the vent slots that had been machined 
along the sides of the adapter. These vent slots were cut through the Acme threads around the perimeter of the 

adapter where it screwed into the aft end of the target case. (LANL) 
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UNCLASSIFiED ��� 
COj:)J->:i From LD. AI&/>-".:., 

Captain w. s. Par,ana � 'at.;)na; L.aborabry Arc� � 

F. Biroh A - S 4 - 0 1 9 
/ 

',c, ') , 7\ , . .  

25 IIa7 19iJ.5 
VERIFIED UNClASSIFIED 
& Zh/ft 

2. An alternati'ft! to thie plflJ\, t:hioh we erc alao C!.enloplng , 111 
the oo!Wtruct.ian ot • lpec1al breech p1ue, !rca which an inner plug or 
about 1+- d1 ... �rt 0IUl be UD8c:rewed. !hi. inner plug would contain the 3 
priJlera, aDd weigh about lS-:!O pouDd.. With thi. plug it would be po3 ::lible 
to load ar to WIloa� in n1Bbt cith confidence . Loading co1.il.d of oourse be 
acoOllpl1shec! on the ground in tJae usual �"1er .  Speoial tow and • plat
tann are dao r.qu1red tw this opel"fltion. 

U NCLASSiFiED 

(LANL) 
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$&1ikL!1 h --fg" --t 17 UNClASSIFIED 
(,� ': '7': L�� t.�� 

: ': -; _.'!".::: '_: ' �: ""' · '- '�1 .6:�. · . .. 
t.pta1u w. s. Puaau 
r. I!:S.roh 

_ ' . . - -:- r'� � ::- u ·r's) , : . ,  . ... .  r.CU,.lEN , CO .dS, .;' ' J  • .. . . .. . . . . w�� 
I . ... �. • •  . H t�G . .. .. .. � . .  Of _.:...._�._ .. COPIES, SERIEL ., L--

17 � 1�5 • 
f 'l,>,'11 

CLASSIFICATION CANCElLED 
ConaidC"lltiona a1'1'.� UN Gt 1apaot nitoh tar LB. PER DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 

1. Sta\ua of teR,. 
10 te.t hal been IIada ot .. caoap1et. tD.t.all.UIlI1 oamb1niDg Archie. aDd 

the icpaot nitoh. I �h alUtude drop (f 138) uto _tar eave no 1nd1oat1oe 
either of perf� or ao-pertOZWoDOa, OIl a hiCh altUtMS. drop 011 land (f 141) nO paff .. 0 '1Mrft4 aDd .. or � .ca putre _8 reOOYeH4 utire4. ClI:l a drop (r 140) b'ca � teet on land, \he .eta pa.tf. 414 not tin. 1t b DOt J.t 
knOllD. whether the projectUe .. ated. b nitch tlmctianed aD4 tind a ncb putt ill .. drop 0Il 1LM  hca 650 t"�, (1 152) Gioh 41d DOt IIOYe the proJectU •• 

2. lDatallaUOD. 
.... ral ..thoc1a ot �atlng tbe hpaot Ritoh are oanoelTabla. 

A. b nitoh bJ'-puse. the Arch1 .. , bIlt Ie � b7 the regular o1oS-ba.. !hi. nquirG, .. roleue altitua at ::>)600 t •• t for IU'IIiDg (15 .. 0.). 
I. !be hitoh �se. Archi •• aDd alook-baJ:, a1"II1ne 11 bT palloat. 1d.n. alODl. 
C. !'be Ritch bas an 1JI4eplml1a.t lIatte1']', 11ne, tIJ'III1JIi wire aDd 

prSMIr. 
Ia either -.sa J. or I, � ... to be po&31bil1t1e. that 

troub1a ill t.h8 nitoh circuit -r 1nt'.1.nenGe the beharlar 0/ the Arobie., 
and 'doe ftl'lla. Case C ... arl.t1ee. __ or the �C'.lrU,. of zaorlllll. operaUOD. by prMDIptiDI 1 Film" tor all illprobnble \1118. 

,. 1leI1on f4 uatulDNaI 
!he nitoh appeon to be of ftlue 0Il17 u the tollow1.ag OOIIbilIatiODl 

of oircIuu�, 
J.. J. tarpt u reaobM; 
I. !'be bcab u relea .. 4 at an altitude ot 1 ••• � aome l3000 t •• t onr _tar ar leiS than 6000 teet Oftr laDd, aDd 
c. Bcn.1 � ta1la , tar realOM wb10h do not iap&1r .. c:t.1a 

of tM 1apaet nitob. 

VERIFIED UNCLASSI FIED 
! :: p ' . .  " . .  : . . , - . .-
� , _ � e  

'1- g . tf7 

UNCtASS\f\ED 
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CLASSIFICATION CANCEl l ED 
PER DOC REVllIl J'\N. 1 . , .� 

Th:, �"!'t;:'dt'n! ('OnfaiT'l� i"formatirn �r:t'�tir.1t th. � . 1 · · '·· .. i :)rfr-:"H' �:' � :  � �> 'I� I �t:·.It·· • ' : - ;H:-; (h • . : :;'. �� . -:.; .. � " . C � : . ' : r .-.....l � :. 
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- 2 -

UNClASStFlED '�1),SSlflCAnON CM:CElL ED 
yER DOC RE\1EW JA:i. 1973 

.� th ... OOD41t10IUl, the bpact n1tab IIq prenI\t 4eUTC'izlI 
• dad, bat alaOllt oeri&1nl7 at the oo.t or the plaDe aDd coew. It 
JII'OI*" alt1� CIIIDMt be naohed, the oirCNIUtuoe. ahccl.c! be tno. 
.:u SA adftDoe ot 1I1'T1Tal. at a ��, Ill<! • return to the _ann 
1Iue would __ w ·t. 1lld1oated rather than CC!lt1nuntion loo • 
iau.1G1dal IlisaiOll. III other worda ,_ the c!lI:!b1nation A " !I .hollle! DO\ OO«l1'J tbat it lIboul4 OOOUl' with " ..... fttzoe_17 1'911*. U 
rele&ll. 1a trw hic:blr than 15,000 t.o 20 ,000 teat, the Sapaot nit. 
11 aaoet eerta1nl7 mmeoe.oary, .. well al! 1UI8l •• , the projectil. 
1I1ll Nat batON t1r1116 eM taD pl& ... 

Il. ao-DdaUCD. 

IIl lV  op1n101l, dnOl the uaf'ulDl •• of lobi. nitab is Umit.d too "mow ecmt1ugenc1!!l� .uoe 1t. JIft.enoe can loaroely ta1l too aff.ct �e Donal 
tuM t\mot.1 adftrMly to 10M d�o. the 1mpaot Ritch ahoul<! be ca1tW 
trca the I.I. 

(LANL) 
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P. O. 2:':II 166" 
SJ.!:in Fr., !iI:" :'TITCO 

1 1 0 9 3 5  

23 July 1945 

J,!I:,:Q?�"irru FOR Bdgadier C eo e:u T .  f. Fll..."Tell 
end 

Captt.in t, . s. Pe::st:Cs, UST 

rt cq bD b eln.."'ul fo:- YO::-.l to �Te eo ��� notes C C'7 t! :'
"ing 5e� pcbts .1A the hit.i5l. \:�;:"�':. o,erati�; 

1. As & re.:ult c:£ �& :r�it, ebat roe tl!"e led 
to ��ot � T� 8i� �::��cc !:c: t�e !i:tt. L1ttl� 
EC!1 ar.d the t'i:-:l � plutc::U.';.:: re.t tl.l.n .  :the ��l"i7 rcle�se o� 
botb ot thU6 units sl::..!ld lie ill tbe re.:ie c[ �,cr.o 
to 20,0-."0 ��, &rid �e bl&!!:sbo.:ld ba �nle.:lt to tlu.t. 
h'c11 S, CIOO to lS ,CA.""O t.c::! of !'.it . It lI"i.1l ta:<. a 1� t!.=o 
to c1r...:.i:1 cd �-:se �e Tel�t i:l.!'C:-....:.tiCl !'!"� '!':-i:litj". 
J.::T -... · -E.� � t:le .... t.icip_ticzs heN 1r:(..1��� 'Ifill ill: 4.:� 
=u...uut.od to you at Qca. It a, cf the ut::c:t 1:rc:t.u::;� 
tb.at blut =ea.r.Ll'e�llh � =-=e c-� cc::bat celi"l'o:;", to 
ccn!'1..-:s or cli:5FO'Ve tbeu et.1cipti<=.s . 

2. "!'entaU"fe !'l:! &  Sltt�, b.:lv6 bo� e:t.!.bllsbe'! 
to �...r. �. �te .. t peints lS;O !ut .. bo'l"o t.&.'"l"'&!.:1 . It is 
posdble tha.t ��C' TriJlit.:r i:.!'O:"::lt.iCl c,'l'3' ca�e \UI to r&
visa �CIIO f"� �ei�"", It is eutctiAl �t tho n��e 
or the t.artot. � tum 1:to aeeao.:::.� � e.ete:r-1-';ni: �uo 
finn&; bei&ht.. The Iii".l:'I' give= ab<r.-e Ull t-pj:"c,,?:u t. !c:
the enj-.t;a c! .. alJ.t1c::a. or liCIt 5�-==t=-u . ShCJ..l1i t::e ta:
'itt iJ:I�ua i=.?a�"; hlr."'q Itr--=�QJJ, ti:. rl.!Si:"� hlic;i:'.;s 
c::cl! be n-:i:s .e c!OT:l'W"'_-=-. It u £,,liie�t:<l tb�t Iir:s . R� ___ ---

U,., rc:::.crr, a:l! Serba:' be cc:u::lt.:! (10 this C1tte: 2=..:! tb2�i 
11 at. &l.l. pou.u-le, the �l:Ile� b. :-arer:'erl �::k to 5i t. y. 1 \ � 

,. With su� h.1sh !':!-'� heig!lts it i�, na: e�- i 3 j '!:  ,�; �!e4 tb:.t ne.ioact.i7' ccu�-'...r..t.�c nll :-�� teo [rC'.:o:d . � .�\_ ! ,:\ :' 
�"h. &ll ol Fire .::� �TO A 2=-'�� �ll'!!l �C'..:.l.d p!:-- t ;� 'Q ; :�, 
ai.t. lc:&C' 't.'le.: e� !:-in!.t7 , 1I i!l c."  :0 c;;,.3t tlbe-.:.lci N ::.i.::e-i : � l' ! :. �': 
'Id� 1t. In ,o!Cr.al, �e Ti.1"::l.s l..is.'lt c=.itt...� r./ t::� \!"-.it.:: ', :-:,: ::: \ 
_.... , ... .... . l . '  . . , . , , r '  . ' �I • 
.... OJ.!. .. � e-:'e.:l r:c::: � sp�t.!c:u..:...3: . et.:� r"�L:'':' C\I ',n __ , Ct. � � i . , : :  
ccur:e, r�Q � ;  cr=-...:i fr� th e  l:=b i:'.:! <J. !, .  Til a ,,:., ! -.::l ! ::�'�,D : bo�t or !L� !==- 1:':ic� �:;e e c::.!1 tiCl!l c:e J..i.:;Q� to t �,2 ::::..!� '. 
pren..il 11:1 1,00:; .rut e.x..·o to.lTili . \ � ).�' � 

SEC!>'T \ ::3  � : '  c -w. AVt;�t5:�8tE COpy �.-=-::. ° P � 
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- 2 - 2.3 J'uly 1945 

5. It 1.!1 l='e�Uy %lot ce�i!':.ble to s.�te::� r.t 
ilzto �t.iCl to e tl te.blhb, c::l & sta tistica.l ba&!.:3 , t!la r3-
� i lity or fAt r.:&-"'l Co=yceots . Oll �� C"';:' c �d, it 
is J02S1rilbls to I'Ubj eot t! a ce::;:c::e.:.� scbY-·.!!2� fO':' bot 
l1.!e to :in..�peCt.iCl e.:.d tcst.!.=.g nth t� a £,:,utest cue . It 
is 5"UEg�ttoCi, £:ld rt9! es�(!d 1 tt: .�.t i! t::= te:;t& CJ! ret !i.e.!!. 
�'p�.a.ant.:: �;::;F3� to !��cl.n a. c:�. b� .. � t!:e 1! ���ulE-d 
CA� i.ll ra:Ltn�: to clel1'\"C' t.!li!l cit i'.:,ll !.r.!e . .... tic: ee 
trat\sflli�t.ed to S it� I .in or;;c:r tt!.t �a r::ay assist � ove-:j 
tlq ?:! s1bl.e ill clcAr.i:li 'U:c r�th::-II �. 

l'i.trl: ';�1=: 
1 A,. - ::: er� 7a.rrell 
2 A- C t.;.�!:1 p�:s::-::! 
3 J. - C �....:lrU Crc:-:'U 
1. A - C?�8b!,f II !'1.l.es 
5 .:.. - C. '.: !::!:e!;.or ' e  !iles 

c 

(LANL) 
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These two pages detail shipments of the combat Little Boy and Fat Man critical components to Tinian by both 
C-54 airplanes and the Indianapolis. This includes both the Little Boy uranium and Fat Man plutonium 

components along with the names of the scientists and security couriers. (National Archives/Courtesy of 
Steve Bice) 
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II&&I>IWfOOW lo'eRl Adll1.ral W. S .  Do I.aD1' 
Subject.1 Tranaportat.ion ot Criticn1 Sh1p.ant.s. 

The U.5 . S .  Indianapolis departed trom San Francisoo on 16 July 
1945 a.rter picking up the following project. cargo at Hunter. Point. 

a. 1 00%, .t. about .300 lb&, conta1ning projectile 
a s sembly ot actiTe IIlater1al tor tho gun type bomb. 

b. 1 box, _t.. aboUt. 300 lba, con� special 
tools and sc!ent1tic 1nstru.ents. 

c. 1 box, .t. about 10,000 Ibs, containing the inert 
parto tor a complete gun type bomb. 

'file Indianapolis arrived at Timan Harbor, Marianas on 28 July 
and discharged the proj ect cargo wit out mi shap. 

3 ATe C-S4 airplaneo departed trog Kirtland Field, Albuquerque , 
K .. "nco, at. 1510Z 26 J�, "ith ncb a1rpl.ane cart'71ng equal Mg-. 
_ut.s ot t� target a88eably ot active Illater1al tor tbD gun type 
bomb. The a'trplanea arri'T8d at. 'UD,ian on 28 J� (about 48 hours 
lapHd t1JGe ) and discharged project cargo without mishap. 

2 ATe CaS4 airplanes also departed trom tirtland Field at 15l� 
26 J� and CA1T1ed the sphare ot active I118.terial and initiator tor 
the laplocion tno bomb. The airplane s arrl'T8d at 'f1n1.an on 28 olUb' 
and discharged project cargo sete17. 

3 B-29 .pec1Al.ly JIIod1tled bombers departed trom Urtland Field 
at. 12SOZ 28 July and carried ) Hi preae sembl1e 6 ot the laplocion type 
boDb encased in the outer shell. All .3 8-29 1• arrived at 11111an at 
02)OZ 2 Auguet and discharged. project. cargo satel.)r. 

(LANL) 
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- . . . . . _- "" ·'"' '''�l r l � LJ  � . .; F ' UNCLASSIFIED 

1 .  \ •• ne-rl:r I'!l ! CS1\ IIIIkA out, It b dedred to ItOTe all 
LB unitll tampoT"nrlly 'It 1-47, or later �t Sandia , when t.olllt1el 
beCOlllll I1vo.ilable there . rue Inoludell unit.1I W and LlJ, (Batoh 5) 
rlU c b  \1B rtI  held _,t 6271 ,  alld alao unite L3 , �, L7. LB, L9 aDd IJ.O 
wh1 eh heve been d"UTertiod to DelUna tion. I do not know that tbe� 
is � requiretll'll:t tor .peed in nturn1ng ti ._ unit •• 
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Table 3.4. Beta Calutron Operations JUDe 24, 1944- May 4, 1947. 
Alpha UP, SaIva,e R Pocket Q Pocket Beta Cycle from UeL. to EnrlcMd Depleted 

Cycle Product K·25 Vaporised K·25 Product Taiia Production 
Period q U  % U. q U  % U. qU q U  % U. q U  % U. q U  % U. 

06/24/�/04/« 27.69 76.08 1.12 U6 
06/04/�W« 4.33 26.66 0.34 1.62 
08/14/44-06/28/« 7.70 24.24 0.28 1.26 
08128/�/11/« 10.82 41.87 0.14 2.69 
09/11/�/2Ii/« 8.84 67.86 0.46 3.26 
09/25/44-10/28/« 21.36 1«.09 1.19 8.33 
10/23/«-11/08/« 14.94 104.12 1.00 7.89 
11/08/44-11/20/« 17.38 136.72 1.27 10.00 
11/20/«-12/04/« 80.18 169.38 l.60 12.38 
12/04/«-12/16/« 23.70 184.86 1.76 18.76 
12/16/«-12181/« 34.11 10.98 220.81 3.26 73·04t 16.16 O.68t 
12181144-01/14/46 82.70 10.76 212.80 3.216 78.37 22.84 0.37 
01/14/46-01/27/46 36.31 10.17 229.« 3.29 80.63 23.63 0.30 
01/27/46-02/11/46 34.86 10.30 217.82 U1 81.14 24.67 0.30 
02/11/46--02/26/46 34.69 9.94 210.30 3.22 82.69 24.81 0.30 
O2/21i/46�I11/46 33.99 10.02 223.61 3.67 82.10 28.19 0.30 
03111/46�/2Ii/46 33.38 9.82 225.32 3.58 82.76 26.89 0.30 
03/2Ii/�/07/46 33.22 9.72 219.66 3.26 82.61 24,41 0.30 
03/07/46-04/21/46 33.36 10.08 208.46 3.12 83.63 23.98 0.29 
04/21/46-06119/46 70.80 10.47 410.32 6.02 86.63 47.73 0.22 
06/19/46-06/02146 39.17 11.78 202.10 8.11 86.38 24.07 0.17 
06/02146-06/16/46 32.80 12.09 286.23 4.06 67.32 31.72 0.16 
06/16/46-<)7/28/46 114041 11.92 269.96 18.06 1,727.86 117.89 7.76 22.26 86.01 183.63 0.17 
CYI /28/46-08/11/46 32.76 13.04 86.80 22.73 606.62 17.69 9.11 7.74 86.68 66.40 0.19 
08/11/46-09/08/46 62.89 13.62 304.31 23.67 683.14 138.70 12.02 22.11 91.66 92.74 0.32 
09/08/46-09/22/46 24.14 12.19 180.46 23.90 623.78 71.46 13.46 14.81 113.00 60.28 0.37 
09/22/46-10108146 6.81 16.16 189.71 23.78 614.92 21.97 17.84 180CYI 92.39 66.33 0.37 
10/08/46-10/21/46 1« .• 7 23.68 629.46 38.86 22.69 14049 93.66 48.CYI 0.38 
10/21/46-11/04/46 98.28 25.86 684.32 2.68 16.61 18.62 113.28 64.36 0.38 
11/04/46-11/18/46 0.11 98.99 29.34 666.80 0.89 1S.71 18.26 94.06 67.47 0.38 
11/18/46-12/02146 103.« 29.81 6«.40 21.23 94.42 63.06 0.38 
12/02146-12/16/46 114.40 28.16 699.43 24.20 94.« 71.34 0.38 
12/16/46-12180/46 116.68 27.69 764.08 28.25 94.67 70.64 0.46 
12180/46-01/13/46 111.92 28.86 763.92 29.62 96.03 70.60 0.46 
01/13/46-01127/46 110.67 27.96 743.63 31.00 96.20 78.68 0.46 
01/27 /46-<Yl/10/46 78.84 28.17 761.23 0.04 36.71 32.08 96.13 80.66 0.46 
02/10/46-02/24/46 128.81 27.26 790.61 32.29 96.19 84.03 0.66 
02/24/46�/10/46 173.63 27.68 783.04 32.71 96.21 84.63 0.66 
03/10/�/24/46 162.73 27.31 774.90 61.09 29.84 32.98 96.19 86.00 0.66 
03/24/46-04/07/46 196.21 26.97 771.84 41.69 22.49 32.92 96.21 86.12 0.66 
04/07/46-04/21/46 148.43 29.« 777.14 13.00 13.16 33.33 96.41 67.97 0.64 
04/21/46-06/06/46 184.67 29.77 767.83 29.01 27.34 33.ot 96.00 87.« 0.64 
06/06/46-06/19/46 167.84 29.87 747.36 68.38 28.68 33.49 96.20 86.16 0.60 
06/19/�/02I46 147.78 8O.CYI 780.86 9.67 22.86 34.40 96.40 84.76 0.60 
08/O21�/16/46 122.62 29.93 768.69 8.86 12.69 34.67 96.21 82.90 0.60 
00/16/�18O/46 106.43 30.02 786.80 34.63 94.97 79.69 0.60 
06/80/46-07/14/46 62.86 29.88 760.79 34.27 94.91 77.92 0.60 
CYI/14/46-07/28/46 76.12 29.81 763.60 34.69 94.90 78,49 0.86 
CYI /28/46-08/11/46 128.76 29.82 768.01 34.76 94.74 78.84 0.69 
08/11/46-".,8,/26/46 129.78 29.71 773.68 36.63 94.71 82.97 0.70 
08/2Ii/46-09/08/46 131.39 29.89 768.33 37.46 96.03 82.67 0.70 
09/08/46-09/22/46 180.73 29.90 760.32 37.34 94.82 82.76 0.84 
09/22/46-10/08/46 128.86 29.76 761.04 37.64 94.72 83.03 0.69 
10/06/46-10/20/46 120.01 29.84 784.23 38.29 94.88 84,81 0.67 
10/20/46-11/03/46 84.19 29.97 801.79 30.80 94.87 67.39 0.87 
11/03/46-11/17/46 0.16 29.80 469.« 22.98 94.68 61.08 0.69 
11/17/46-12/01/46 611.63 24.91 96.13 64.41 0.62 
12/01/46-12/16/46 69.73 29.97 619.00 26.19 94.82 67.81 0.61 

This table shows the U-235 output from the Oak Ridge Calutrons that produced the uranium for Little Boy. 
The column on the right headed "R Pocket Enriched Production" shows the actual quantity and [mal 

enrichment rate of each batch of weapon-grade uranium produced at Oak Ridge that was then sent on to Los 
Alamos to be fabricated into the Little Boy projectile and target pieces. The total amount produced by 7/28/45 

was 74.68 kg with an average enrichment rate of 82.68% U-235.  Little Boy used 64. 1 5  kg of U-235. 
(ORNL/Courtesy of Robert Norris) 
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These are two pages from the January 30, 1 947, 265 page LAMS-506 Catalog: Kit Equipment, which was a 

partial Jist of the thousands of pieces of equipment used at Tinian in July and August, 1 945. It lists the 

"special" items for Little Boy such as the Breech Wrenches, Primer Holder Wrenches, Projectile Rammer, 

Front Nut Handling Plate, (Primer?) Contact Pin Wrench, and the threaded bolts and nuts used to remove the 

large nose nut. (LANL) 
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G�HE1I'L SUBJ�CT P�R I 00 COV�REO 
Bt.b De8i91 arul Teeting I FItON (D. ' '' )  I TO ( D. " )  

SOUR(� OCG Files , Gen Corres (MP) Files, Folder 16, Tab XXVIII, 213 ,  2 A. ,  (S) Report 
ot 0w:I An_bled Nuclear Bomb, dat.ed 6 Oct 1945, vrit.ten by A.F.  Birch, 82 pp. 

Part. I , a S\IIIIIII.ry atat.u.ent ot progre .. to. 7 K&y .945 Capulin, t.eat.1I . 
p. 4. A total ot 32 T)'P8 B 6. S "  gulls are on .rder .t which 18 han been del1nretl, 
and 10 haTe been preet tired. 43 rounds have been tired with these guns. No tailur" 
of any eort has ec:curred in the guns. 
Targeb 
p. 5 Fourteen target. ahots have been lI&de at. full scale. . . .  The 2.4" t.arget broke ulP 
and of th e  28" target II only two did not fail in 110lIl8 respect . One was still intact 

, 
fte 

4 shots. In no case , however, wae tlls assembly of the tuballey parh rlfected by 
the rupture of any part of the target . 
Projectile and InSerts 
p. 6 The projectile consilltll ot rings of tuballoy, a di.c of carbide and a stoel 
back, aSllembled in a !!teal can ot 1/16" wall thieknen. Tho original design 
contemplated a nearly equal division ot tho activ material between prOjectile and 
target. inse rt .  Later 6f:J!,vo f active mate rial on the projectile, 41J!, in the ta.rgte 
Drop t.ests 
p. 9 Up 1e the end of April there had been dropped 12 1418 units, 6 1491 units,  and 
6 1792 unit.s. The 1418 unite were constructed of pipe, lead weight and sheet metal 
and their behavior vas lIomevbat erratic. Some mdels were tail heavy otherB nOlle 
heavy. 

(OI T I 014 OF 1 ,JUl "3 Will S£ uSEO UHT IL [XtUUSTED. RESEARCHERS BR I E F  

DECLASSIFIED J/iI, 
AUlhorlty �IIJ]) 9rJ? riC 
By _ NARA, Da!B_ 

£ 6 1 0 2 0  

�. 

This series of five Researchers Brief cards give brief descriptions of Little Boy reports. (National 
Archives/Courtesy of Chuck Hansen) 
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Rep on Gun asselllbI, 2 

Table I, p. II j 6. 5"  Guns, Fuing started on 1 Doe 44, 4 shota in D.c, 8 shots 
in Jan, 12 shots in Feb, 6 shots in Kar. , 12 shots in Apr , 1 shot to 2 Kay. 
Part II, tona � to end ot project . 
p. :i!O Dur.\.ng May , Jun, Jul. ,  there were WJ proot shota at &ll. types at Anobor, 
28 drop testa at Kingman and othsr points in this country, and 4 dNp testa at 
Destination. For the greater part these were eteatl ot a unit Which by that time 
was well ltandardized. A few new dotails or minor impert were introduced. The 
tinal Hiroshima unit was .seentally identical with the units tested during this 
period. 
Guns 
p. 2) Sineo M&y 14 mere guns have been proof-tued and atookod. No failures occurrod. 
Dltticulti08 with breech b.oek threada continued. Lin oarlier teats the breech blocks I 
had a. tendency to etick, bocauae the threads were too finely mach1nedJ Partly to 
e11m1nate thil and partly to provide a aeans ot el.iJa1no.ting the danger of talce oft 
accidents with a loaded gadget, a new breech plug was designed and tested, and used 
on the Hireehima unit. 
Drop Teats 
p. 22 During Ma.Y Jun and Jul II normal. drops were accomplished, with full charge 
and tiring by normal 0-3 equipaent. All II had tub&l.lo projectiles and insorts, and 
lO ot the inner asamsbl1es were recovered for examination. The other tell on wet 
ground and c ould not be recovered. 
2J a total or 34 tu •• teats were ma.de with falling unit • •  
in additien 4 practice dr-ps we re  carrbd out lot Destination lIith the units Ll, lI2, l.5 
and L 16. 

DECLASSIFIED . ..t� Aulhoill}' }J&J2 90?<lZC 
.By - NARA, DStD_ 
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Rep on Can ... .ably J 

all exoept L 5 were tired in the air, L 5 vae tit.ted with 4 Arohiea amd allowed to 
tall without. f!ring tor tho purposo ot obtaining all four infot'lllOr reeoras. These 
were all satistactor,r 
Details concerning the Hires!UJu. Unit 
24 the unit u,ed for oombat dolivery vae known ae nL 11". It inoluded Gun #27 ( tired .. Rd 303A 1 , Roar Anembly II 41 and the 2-piec. ta;,get c-o knewn all 
�Old Faithtuln •  This targot had been p;';;&t-tested in Rounds �B, 45B, 271 A 
and 28,5 A ( 16 000 44, 18 Jan 45, 6 Feb, 15 Mar) , with no sign ot dalllago to the 
case. Overal.l length ot the aSlIIIIBbled projectile wa.s 161/4 inches , L 11 was ehipped 
in the heavy cruiser Indianapolis along with the active projeotile,  and arrived 
at Destination in perfect condition. No difficulty wae experienced in any of the 
operations of loading and final aGs�blT. 
24 The projectile contained 9 rings of active material, total weight 38, 531.12 grmas . 
p. 25 The insert contained 6 ringe of activo material. and a total weight of 25, 6l6.� 
grams 
p. 26 The projectile wae loaded Cl(l 30 Jul in the usu.al manner and rauned hOlle .  
The slJllO day the insert vas loaded, initiators installed, and the anTil and nose 
nut assJllbled. The aotive inurt a8semb� was secured rlth II leek nut. Ne further 
han<D..ing of thOle parts vas noc. 

On 31 Jul the Arohioe, clock box, baros and firing lines were installed and 
checked by Q-3 pereonnel. Batteries were not inetaUed until 4 All! , when it "_d 
that loading would take place. Thie wu postponed, howeVer, until .5 AU&. Covere and 
antenna plates were then ecrll'Wed on, and the unit wae leaded on the traneport at 
about 1400. The inner breech plug was in the unit, with the primers installed and 
checked, but with no Charge. Rear plates were inetalled, but rlth only hal! of the 

DECLASSIFIED .u. 
Authority fUm 90S c17C 
By _ NARA, Da,,_ 
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Rep on gun alllltlllbly- 4 

The un1t arriTed at the pit at l430 anc1 was levereli on the hydraulic jack. The 
plane was in position at 1500, and iLt 1545, the unit was lIecured in the plan.. A 
� great deal ot photography went on during the loading operation. Check ot tur.ing 
was cCllllplete<1 at 1745. At 1845, a final check of poWer, breeoh wrench and tool 
kit for loading in plAno was made. The powder charge wall in a Navy powder can, lashod 
in tho bomb bay. The catwalk was secured in loading position. The breech wrench was lashed to the main wing epaI'. 

A watch vas tept to prevent tampering up to the tiJlle ot take.!! I at 
0245, 6 Aug. 

DECLASS/AEO > ""' Authority jJ tJ]) 90? d 7C 
By_ NARA. Oale_ 
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GENERAL SUBJECT P£RIOD OVERED 
Poet�ar teca .sv t s--proiuction "little boy cOl!ponents " 1'·00 (IN .. ) 

�.; 'w;' lRaar A.1Il 
TO ( 1M " ) 
ral ! 

SOUIIC[ OCG J'lies , Geln Cor!'es (MP) �es. P'ol.er Z7 (TS), He III 0 , I1«l to'W.S. ars ons , Direct: 
of Atolllie Defense , lID ,  5 �e 46, sub : Prot!uction of Little Soy CompO!leJlts (TS) . 
Dra!t (J'iBal Itr cate. 9 Dee 46) , 

1. He .e:'lire a certail". 111:1. of Little Boy cmpnts in exce!'!s of tile quant nOlo' on hane! . 
� .  It i !!  r9questecl th� t the 1m ,..f'c 'In'' tieli.ever to the MF the 1'01 itelll.5 : 

ll2 Unit: NoEncletu!'e DrawiJac: No. 
Gift , l o  

2.  
3.  
4. 
5 .  
6.  
7.  

,.  4.  
5 .  

l� 
�� 
./.; 

r;ltp . Gu:.., 
bp. CluI, � .  . , 

Type B, Hoti 0 SuOre! 423957 
Type A, H04 0 BuOrt 437897 

41 Special Breed. Flue Lee ilalloe 01-359 
42 hU. Lee Aluoe 1791 
29 Ca. MseJ!lbly Loe AIU1011 185 2 
'.5 � eaee Aeeell!bl;y Loa AlA"AOa --
'5 DwmI1' Breeela Plue FertiJleat .rawil'llll are atta cl!tell "reto. 

Los AlaaOll ---
D-.y HI .. ph apul Type A CO tubes u.y be of ail. !'teel. 

of Fora 1080. h ... for tld.s pr:m are Avail. ID will be reiabu IIPOII lIub",iss 
It is reqrle4 At your of! IIes� a 11.8 orfiMr far tllill prca. Policy Etters 

IIMII be lIa.nM .irectly witll th1ls office , but rOllti.s ao1Jl or thi.s prca !'!lay be 
uKl.eC «1.re4tJ;'r witlt ortices e o_ne<i at Proj ".t". 
IMl (Drawille_) (Taese are � bid; act .tt.&eaell to thia IJOPr7 of ... 0)  

DCa ... l U' ,.. .. (It" .," 1 �lIl. " _Ill IESEAICIOS II I Ef  E 6 1 0 2  o VCil 
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DRAFT 
5 D e c  mg 

SU BJE C T :  

TO : 

COJII 10, , 
Pro duction of L1 ttle Boy Components, 

- o-s . a �. of ( 
0' ,,� 

Re ar Adniral Vi, S .  Pars oIl8 , Dire otor of Atom:.. c De f e nse , navy Departtr,ent 

LD �.  J)��.Z-� ��ltitellieltt5- hl,dic.e,:I:e the Baed for a certa.i n number of 

Little Eoy compone nt s  io eXQe s s  of the quanti'n . __ hand. 

2 .  I t  i s  reque sted that the Navy Departme nt ma.llUfacture 

to the L�hattan Pr oject the following i tems ; 

I tem U ni  ts 

1 .  19 
2 .  33 
3 .  41 
4 .  42 

5 .  29 
6 .  35  

7.  3 5  
8 .  2 

Nolte ncl atW"e 

Exp. Gun, 6 1/2" , Type B ,  Mod 0 

Exp . Gun, 6 1/2". Type A, Mo d. O 

Speci al ET� ech Plog 
O£CLASSIF1ED � 

Tai l s  � ... �����!t�.n,.:o5S� 
Case As semb ly 6r •. L�··�i. �CH 4-
Du lIIIlY C a.s e 

Dummy Breech Plug 

K.-46 line r As sembly 

BuOrd 423957 
BuOrd 437897 
Los Alamos 0 1 -3 59 
Los Alamos 1 791 
Los Alamos 1 8 52 

Los Alruoos 

Los Alamos 

Los Alamos 1 8 50-5 ? � .  DuIllllY co npo-nsnts and Type A gun tubes rm.y be of mld nte e l .  

"-V. Perti nent drawi ngs arE attache d here to.  

�;4'. Funds f or thi s  program are ava i lable . The Uavydf!!§arbe nt wi 1 1  be IFICATION CAN6rr.r.xo ..eft ell \iT? � !lOi 
reimburE e d  upon submis s i on of For� 1080. BY A.UTHORITY -O�""::::""""'- :la BY DA.T�� 

It is re queste �  that your off i ce dB s ignate a l i ai s o n  offi c e r  for thi s 

program. 
Sh� 0 

Pol i cy Mlltters � be hand le d directly \'lith thi s Jlffi ce) 

r out i ne  admini s t rat i on of thi s  program �y be handle d dire ctly �th 

concerned at Proje ct "y" . � Incl ( Drawings ) ' '"'.''''' ) T� SiiiSil . USA 

b$ 
!:!6fQeO&� 

()ff1ces 

C / ( .Y 
This is the original memo covered by the previous Researchers Brief card. Note Item 8 regarding the K-46 
Liner Assembly, which is m issing from the card. This item was crossed out in this memo and was carefully 

restored for legibility purposes by the author in the reproduction presented here. (National Archives) 
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UNCLASSIFIED nos DOCUMENT CONSISTS Of .. -............. fl'L\�i 
NO OF __ ... COPIES, SERIES .............. .  .. 

TO: 3. R. Je t t e  

I N T E R - D F F I C E  M E M D R A N D U M  
'"'II cloc,,",' lit co tlo OATil: January 24 , 1947 

!'IlDMI or the 
J. M. l'aub ..-.to. .. � 

" Iny 
n II prohibit.d by Wiw. 

.U.�&DT' Spe oial Katerial. Report of Group CMR-6 for the Period De o . 20 , 1946 
- January 2 0 ,  1947. 

Job and Per s onne l 

7 .  Init Iators 

We llborn 

8. Mis ce llaneous Hot 

We llborn 
Smit h 
Johns on 

JM'l'/ak 
ce/fHe 

'lOCREf 

Progre ss 

Ten gun type inIt iators were finished 
and de livered t o  Group OKR-3 . 

Twenty five urchin type initiators 
were c ompleted and are belng inspe cted tor 
flaws . The se will be re ady tor del ivery 
t o  CMR-3 within a rew days . 

Pre s s ing Ten tungsten carbide rings , thirteen 
� lnche s in diame te r ,  were produced this month. � At this t ime the tot al number of rings 

produced 1s 26. 

UNCLASSIFJED 

This postwar Los Alamos document confmns the Little Boy target case tungsten-carbide (WC) rings were 
"thirteen inches in diameter" as fIrst measured by the author in 1 995 on a target case WC fragment. (Courtesy 

of Shawn Hughes) 
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TtlIS DOJUMENT CONSISTS OL_L._FAGE(S) (lMSIFICATION CANCEllED NO-L_Of.-l.l ... COPIES. SERIES ..... L- DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 A--� 4 - 0 l<1 5; aEEI���: 
�{. � , .- 1 '1-

" 
CD. 
N 

TO : 1!r. Oppenheimer 

c. S .  Smith and I .  c. Soho onover 

3 2 10 5 0  

mOKl 

strl3J'EC'l': OWl hbrloa t10n llan - second supplement !2 J.!emoran4W11 it .TWle 13. 1&. 

In the aupplement dated June 28th , the deolalOAS ot 
• tl!eetlq held tha t  48, 1'esel'4ins oadciWll plating was reported . 
It was deoi ded to pla te the inner cylindri cal surtaoa ot the 
pro3eatl1e eDd the outer oylindrical . urta oe ot the target range 
onlJ it thia were tOWl4 to be teohnoloslcaly teaslble . 

Experlment. carrled out by J. pannell 1n Group C�-ll , 
u81126 newly de 81ened oqulpment , have shown th18 to be perteotly 
,t ... lbl. 8Dd • a re thereto" proo .. 41126 with the plating a. out
lined below. 

Eaob pro3 e otl le rlng will be platod on i ta Inner oylin. 
dr10al surtloe to an a.,.rage thicknes8 ot 'pprox1Jlla telY 0 . 005 In. , 
( 0. 11I0 UOl4 ) . 'fM. thi cknea. w111 be oontrolled by ourrent 
denelt, a nd tlme D1eeaurecenb. :;0 ca4m.WIl wi ll be deposited on 
anT other surtaoe . 

BEST COpy AVAILABLE 

OtiS/bc 
Di8tribution : 
AlU80J1 
Be the 
Siroh 
xeJ1J1e41 
t. ... rahall 
!-ll:nell 
Oppenheimer 
parsona � 
Schoonover 
serber 
Snith 
Wichers 

.... '7 sw'-UNCLASSIFlm 
L M.  ....... 
fEB ., /9t I 

This ultimate "Smoking Gun" Los Alamos document, mistakenly declassified in 1 98 1  during the Reagan 
Administration, mentions "the inner cylindrical surface of the projectile and the outer cylindrical surface of 

the target" thus confmning for the very first time the still-secret so-called "hollow-projectile" LB design first 
described to the author in 1 994 by Harlow Russ. (Courtesy of Alex Wellerstein) 
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Copied from Los Alamos 
Nc:tioool Loborotoly Attnves � J 194S ¥10 · 1 

fo1/ 
M. adb •• b. eouiat.a of a .ol.atiOD ot 10,000 cpa Parloo (ehl.orinatecl nabbeJ') 1D "-.. D.. AdIl.e1 n actio. 18 �cl iD ho ..,.. - ut1. of 

the beswtm. OIl the polTatJ'"M b1Ddal' ueci iD tho .b.n. aDd aANin actloa 
.t the abloriDat.cl Nbbezo. a1Dc. t.be be. __ .tt.ack. tbe Mlded 8b.u, · eare 1Ih0uld be .. rebecl to prenDt. til. acII •• ln •• laUoo fl"CIIl oam..c iD OODtact. 
with nrtac.. ot til. plaaUc crt.ber thall thotto 1Ib1cb are to be Cla.c1. It thla 
IIboald eoCNl', tho .dbu1n ab0lll4 be wlpecl ott s.-ed1ateq. 

TIl. MIl.dn .boal.4 be appUecl 1D aolut.100 •• nppllecl &Ilcl aUCIftd to 
becae .\uq" attel' appUoatioD aDd baton tbe nrlac .. to be Cl.llecl CeIM 
111\0 coataet. Ye1'7 11ttl. 8OlaUOIl 1. aeo"H.17 to Mt&1D a pod. J01lit aDd 
it ..... be applled eaq \0 .. ot the llU'tac .. ot the Jolat. 

!h1a ... d..,. -.. t.- aelolT b7 en.poraUOIl at tho .e1.nat.. it wdlD&l'7' 
I'OOIa t-.peraWr'e, the JlMcl p1eoea ahoul4 be nbject to 110 atra1D t .. &ppl'Qd.
-.teq , ilova too &llMr naporatiOD to take plu.. !hi. tu. aa:r be abol"teaecl 
�lT .. u1ltc .. ord1Aaz7 60 - 100 .. tt llPt balb .. a beat aovo. 
to epMd. tile .ftporaUCID. AppUeaUoD of .re iDt ..... beat as.,tlt eau • .. � .t tIM 1101 ... p1 ..... 

!Ia. &dbaa1n Hht.1_ abCNld be kept. 1D a u,tlUT eloaed coatdMl' wbn 
.crt. 1D u. tn prn.t naporats.OD of the eol.,._. It _eu.W al •• lIOt be .... 
Mal' all opeD tlaa. du to tho 1Dtl_'bUSt7 at t.b. 801.,.t. 

VEP:iF!ED UNCU.SSIFlEO 

.1.s. ca.um 
Plutlc. 8eot1oa 
Ql-7 

CLASSIFICATION CAN�ELtro 
Pt.R DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 

13P '1'/2'5;'1 7 

These two reports specify the composition and dimensions for the boron-plastic shell that surrounded the 
uranium tamper sphere in the 1 56 1  implosion device. It also explains the specific process by which this shell 

was adhesively bonded to the tamper sphere. (National Security Archives/Chuck Hansen Collection) 
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Copied from Los Alamos 
Notional Loboratay AtdWes 

I'. f4 

'1'h. Ift ... � J)1aa�1e IIball. ( , % 8.7S· ) OOllWu .1Iou� 114 III. of 1IIl'1C1hed boI'OA or ,,-5 .. of T1�. Be 'l'ba .... fJf 
'be *.u h 1700 .il, eo � . .... UT of bcrOll 1a 66 -./.tZ. 
A DMlVon .. �erUc n41el.l7 ... t vaTer •• tibi • .aIl --. 

tJ : 8 -./"" 
or � pel'OcUp to' .. 1"� au� lie .008 X 109 : .31'. 2.7 
!hi .  1a tt:# 801l Tit. a. 
7w IIDZ'Ml B (18)C Tit. B) �. , 117 we1ab� ... t be � 

If.:; ( .. ff) X .3 . 1� 

Ia th. 0 ... of th. pl •• Uo .ta.ll. MUVona _teriD& .t 
Tflr7 oblique Q&1 •• 11111 .Ull pc.tnt. � !l'u aII4 produ. 
MOOII4ar7 t .. t uutrou. 'l'hl .  11 __ 1a _ . .... of � I.1-B 
alloT to a 1 ••• or 4esre. beo ..... the .... t:1:7 11 10 .. taTorabl .. 
loa ..,aluaUOll t:Il ttl. tittereno. be� th. no 0 .... lZ1Tol..,. • 
.0114 1IJlIl. oou1deraUOll both tor ttl. 1IIcU.nt 04 �. NOOJldar)' 
•• utz'OAa. aaoh a oalo1l1.Uoll ahou14 _ Md., IMt aUl 1 � baa 
Moll .-pl.ted em. 00 oJll7 N7 tbat Ul. d1zo .. Uon of the ott.ot 
18 to �u1r. a lar ... OOJlouwaUOll of B thaa ouo1l1ated aboY. tt:# the allOT. 

It ou .. ld. trorU,. �. a tao_ of two tor thi. ott .. t .  
Oll. requir •• 2.7% B 117 _lilt. 

It ozper1aclta JII'QT. that a 1 or 2 p .. o •• t all07 baa aaoh 
hUe pbTa10al prop .. U.. � .. a , pc'Out all07. ti. faot 
would be a lIlo.n�.,. to Mlt • •  thozoouab 1n.,..UptioJl of ttl. 
whol. probl_ h'c:a a DWMI' .t&D4paiJ1.t. 

tJatU auoh u 1Z1T •• UpUOIl ba. beoll .. 4.. _ ... t .. � 
that 'be pre •• I1� apM1t10at1 01l8 r.pr."D� a lower It.1t tor 
B OOIltollt. 

CLASSIFlCAnON CANCEUED 
PfR DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 
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mAL DrrIP.llI!fATtOlt U NClASSi i=! £D l. M. R�-:!M("!" 
NOV 1 3 i 7 '7 

te .... whieh aft ba1lll .u d IIIrobn � .. ow . ..... M1"k.r------�Uf \0 lac 1A �Il. __ to' tbu tU .. pI'04u'" .. y a.n..c ov 
1Id4 ••• .tIIJ. perio4 ot eperaUoa. I Uft a Iauu. ... , tilt. lac ., 
__ 41nnlT .Urib1nalll. w ttl. -..wqu •• pl.,.. 1a ak1ac llP 
the Bardol .. 1' . � JIft .. at \eeha1� 1A ... . , I Sawlft. \be 
..t1JIc of what the labon'oJ'7 DOW .. u. • "h1O �1'" ludol 
1IlJan7- .  Dr thi. 18 ..at ou whl.1l 1a •• DINl"17 • ,..IU. 
4no14 of &12' , aa4 ttll' 1 • •  H_pllMet ..., -kUc 'Iaa 1llUTJ' tar 
-.,..,.. leACtll ot t1M 1 . ..... .u"J w n4 It ot air. 1..a.u, 
Sa ..... .. '0 lIba'b_ OJ' ., tIae .1. 11 "1I1at� ....... ,. � tvaiDi off the .tlnV u4 -U1Ac tv lII&llll1a8 t. ri .. to tIaa 
1Ut ... . It ... 40 , iIaaa the oparaton aft .4Tiee( _ _  U-. 
oook1q, u"'ll7 U � ". utU 1/a luNr lIat.,.. tM 1A\oM., 
POVUc t1M. At tho 1/1 laou urk, � S��I. Aa14 I. &44" u4 tho .. 1' 1. 000184 W tile 9IC'Ua Wapoftftn • .A 'IV1at14Jl 
of tlli. I, t. 0001 _ wi ttlia 100 ., ao ., of tM .,..:riac teaporatue 
u4 'bill ... the � •• U. Aol&.. ... alaft'iN .. . ftJ7 low 
Tlaco.ltJ aAl! ,.2'tIapl tbi. i. tile ..... _ tIaa laIa1A& eantal'. 
11 ... th. low n.aeo.itr po-\l7 aU ... f . ... ft,t4 -"lUa eI 
1;he l!Iarl" l1'ftt • •  
n. .bon pron4ve for aak1IIc au.tal 41ft," ,... .. , whiG •• 
-1>1.,,04 a' Y *U. _ ..,.. MlEUI ... tlr1Al l ..... 'l'he 41ftu\
OIl .. .. that 1& tUa to ... pv1e4. tba 11\....,......1 • .1014 .a 
a44e4 _t .0.0 ut1DJ._ '1M latel'ftl aftu all of· -. lar1u IUmte 
bat been MA04 _ the .. It. �1. uflat_ u.. inuftl .u. ... � 
aWUoa ot Jari .. lf1'ftW .. 1M IUNMllsle ... 'III'! .a ut1a1te17 
DO' l.oag .DOqb to Uft ri4 tho .. 1' of all ot tlaa a12'. �. t .. Uoa 
of �. _014, �n. •• '0 1IA1toaln alI4 neWi .. &0IIII ot tile 
ail' wbloll .a nl11 ___ pau04 ia 1;he .. 1' . ..... 11.1II'J'1o. !1M a 
1l1P.or Ti.ooaltJ u4 pl'O"� a h1P.o1l' 11.14 ftlM .. � _ . ... 
bolDC pl'OJU'o4 a� 1. 'IIIentoft .  I -.lA 118 .. • a .. , 1& 
.. nut t.ha lo ... lIftJU'14 at l.aft .. diIIr 1a ... <*a-.u-t 111 • 
tollowilll proc04uo tor pnp&1'1lI& Baa,ol be uNI 

( 1 )  (2 ) (I )  
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TIN will DOta tbat � mata. 1. ".�a4e4. 'nl.n 1e .. _1 .. Uti. 
01' nperillental bu1a tor tht. U .. , � 1t ah0lll4 lie ill the r1&ht 
ftIIP of t1M.. It ...., 'lie "'AUf to od4 U lD 1IimR •• U' 40 
alat .. atter the lan 1I14U1e. of Iul_ JIt tnt., .,.Iltbc oa the teQU'ahn of Bart .. RUnte aM the �q;ra ot .. 111 a' the :IAn 
a&l1,,"o& of ,lie _U . BcNn.lI', ... th. "...,.1' U .. laa. lie .. �IIK __ tube "RIt., 11M ,..oe4an tbaa .. lie � lUll I _ qalta MI'ta1a 
"lta of oClllt1J11ol1q u1tua qu.aUU •• ot aU ... .. JlftpllJ'M 4aJ 1a aaI 
4aJ _t . .. .. tho .M at T. 

-

(LANL) 
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At pre,leftt ... bne an anler 111 the fletl'OU otf'! oe"'l�l lIJ 
or the _ha.n1o� .,*,,-xmenta ot the \In,U with de1herhs (at the /IW..'U t.c . er '. 
pleAt ) aohe4u.led to �Il 17 April at the &'O\e ot 500 pw .-.r.. till identi�ul Ol'der 1a ... ,. 1D the hends of lour oZ'&&AlzaUon w1th the sa» �UCD ted delhary 
.ohedllle. 

'lhe tIoUlfteaQ. U' aa,y. aPI""", tlrat. to be in our .. blli  ty t ., get the 
bridee w1l'eI!l .oldered 1n ,;>laoe \.Indw a!e'il.Wte skllled all.,*",1810111 aeollild. to 
get th* 1'rt!f ollarS- pz"e3Hd 1A�0 the det.:laatol'll l alJd third. \.0 gd the 17."711 
pnoue4 into the 1n1UatQ1' t"be w41ch 1a loo�te4 between th� dn<ll1Otor illlu tll6 
tetrl1 t»oett:r- peUet. 

i.e would e;.pr.late it 1r yo", lIoW.d 01" the tollod.116 p:'Opoflal 1I\ud1 cl  
ocaaldWuUon, aM 1n WI ItDO'lP "II 80 0a  Ill! poIl"l ble tdlribliT or Dot e uch  e 
progradI .ou1d M w.!ertok*l '" 1:. 1.'1'. 

1. Coax oore Aaae<!lbUea per dre1lUag nn3B7 11111 be dolln1J'ed to C.I.T. 
at the I'Ot. r:4 2000 per WHIt, oam .. ll.h heept tor the brid(;e '&Ilre. 
C. I.T. w111 fl.lnliah IID4 eold. .. thea. 1IUW in p.i.IIO •• 
(A  a.latoo 11111 lie reached at \b18 :roj8Ot b7 1 April as to tItletbcr 
� or Ac; .111 " ued. )  

2. C.I.T. wi ll  u ... 1. tbe Coa O ore  I1n1\ 1zl the lIIldn Dri:me.tor HOWl ing 
'.aD&!lbl,Y u abow4 on dra.� nn:p6 at the rute ot 1000 housings per 1r�. 

3. C. 1�T. will 10tId th .. T'JTI'f into the pet')u\ar oaTities per 1U'o"1� 
nTl3B4 at rate of 2000 aetonataru per .t:ek ( 1000 D008tU-L�tOA&tor 
t.58...wliM pel' 1IMt). 

Notel The .. � UI.rM UtrIII! oannot M clone at IIIl established lOOl.U� 
..,lant web ... P1od1Aa.:r aa the UDUilUallj' rigid s..,co1f1catiOl1ll 
aDd req�ta are not oa�Ub1 • •  ·1th the �ual1tI, of wurlcuan
abip ud U8J*lUOll ODe .� pt lJl al.lCQ .. plal1\. 101' this 
reBSOll •• are of the o<,:'I11C111 the Job nNSt be clone e1thor .t 
"'.Ue Y or at C.I .T. ot the two locutions your arr;1lllbaUoo 18 
at pre.$at 1n a bethir ooAdi HOIl \hun 01&1'11 to undert.;):. tb. Job, ha-"1I1" it '.he produotion re:;\llnroenta are 1llc:JIlB1atent 
wUb 10UZ laoiliUaa. nu. Y IaIIIt atart at cmo. to o���l >::· : ' . '.· . . . . ' L  . .  : . •  

II loedlag pl.nt to tuk. a.er .. eoan bII p08elble. PER poe F;;:','::'hl .iAN. i.�/3 
4.. C.I.T. �ill load Initiator 1\Ibea per dl'm:1ng nn:m5 Dt Ute rate 01' 

loor) per \<-eek until lIucb u. l1li ilonUnn,y OIOll get into produoUoap 
�iC1h '11111 probabl,y be lU'OuD:i B /1167. 'll " ij-c . . . • i '  ; r. ·9 , . coG ':'0 i>.ua-

���������'�m�l�C.LASSIRcB::�L;o_ , " " .' . .  ,'.' " l:!:>����t�';:: : ( • ..,er) m�,·."ier te t. !1 �"l .. ' (  : :: . /  · · · � · f · il F ;.�):'; ;"': ! . :i �Y "e w. 
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S. C.l.,.. w111 SutaU til. Initiator lD the O.to"e,"-�OIIhr noWling, 
inaoM the '1'et171 �ter J>e11et. aDd crlJap the l,;ild1llg lIIHal 
&OOlItei' Oep 111 pIMa � 4rar.111l: Yl773l2 at th �&t. of 1000 
&3stnbll .. per ... . fetryl !'elletll will be .U;l;:Jl1e4 tr,{ Cl t. y 
t� �tern prcd�tioe taoll1'l". 
Not., M til T b aow bolen1ft£. ad Jlopea to AlaT. 11l �uoUOft u. \r,( 29 Msrell. • O/;Q,p1ate .et ot .peelal l*� t001.l and 

equ.1praent tor all � OMeI'e4. 1Iy !tellS 1 tb3;Puah .5. \:., Gioll 
tund8.!l 70Gr arsnrdzaUon T1 tit thane �en dU14;il.o � 
23 *"b it �., W111 be ot help 10 TOU. 

It u tul17 I'Nlh.1 tha' the progr_ ou,tUnld .� • .  u • 1e.r6' 0118 aDd 
tor � --..011 it 11111 l'eQu1re the aloee8t GC>Opel'utl"n tor 'lI4e��r;.il coa
pletLla. To t.h18 end .. are &DX1ou.a to 40 all •• ou to allere rt'.I))x)l\sibll i tioo 
with tou aD4 tour aaB. 

n la .. 11 to ;IOiD1 out herl tbat altbou&b a proJuotion rat. or 1000 
loadld aa.r.lbl1 .. par weak .... lers- at tlrst glann, 1 t is reall¥ not on 
boxl .. U .e«u. We estiniate thut 0118 MIl Gun 10Bd a oOiJt;let. Wl1t lD 20 
minutes. l •••• � lDl1ts per dB,?' ttl:' 144 units p. .... 'J. rut. of 1000 per 
w.ek WOuld keep 7 IMn busy »lll1. 111:1. 2 helperl ".i� out oharge:;. 

1'0 � .  tll1e � t.1h T rlU .tan loodlDe a pH-l:lroducU o� J'AA. of 
.QIIIie 64 \Ull ta »IIr ..... .-1. ill 0IIl' 01ftl aho.,., ataMiDt;. bopet'\llll. around 
21, .Iau'Ob. This rut. CItA \« iIlcreBaed 10 IUl l'Il'Obab111 ty to hke over 
anran .. 'al1 1/4 of 1'OIU' requ.'ed OU\flut dur1A(:: �. initial gper"Ung 
period of 1010" produotion 1111_. 1Ih1cb U ... a UYa,yll tlu� IIIo:)Gt crtUcc.l. 

Jr .. n/ .... 
e. - 1.I1.Oppeahei!lu' ,/ eapt •• •  �. Pazsaa. O.B.Kl.t1� 

CO�.�. I. Br8dbury 
L.A1yarea 
LOri ... tu • 

-

(LANL) 
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TK!S : OCU;: �: jT CC � :: � ;!'$ c .. I . .  r;;�[:<;) 
IW.�_.OF. ... ..l.J' .. CC:· ::S, S��.;::S .. .8., ," .". 

'<,� ' .. 1 ' ·--r-:rn-,u.-I)t'!1:-. r,�� . .  , 
. /I . I�· UNCLl,� : i ;: � �t)  

L M .  R"d!':lCln 
J U L  1 7 J f 7 7  , 
� W  

1. !h. !MIllO 18uhD4ed to point _t �. 0 .. C\OoWlhre4 w1� 
the a.58_1117 ot �. UliU Wi \h H.B.X. ..1000 out '7 a JIa"Y tao111 ty l1li4 '0 
malt. Don \li. tact ,hat th. aU � be 411D&C'GUa to hall4l. tor reuou 
eanred 1tel0lf. 

Z. !h. lIIalNtaotve .t the J' .... _it appeared to lie I.UltaotoZ7 aDA a:celled .. far .. -.1:J.q ot \h • •  cmPOUllt part. aDA lutalla1:1011 of tho 
.orlt 11..n1.q. 'Dl. 01117 t .. tur. 1A 40ubt ... \li. locaUoa of '\h. ttoOlhr ho1N. 
ft18 i.e DOW hlAB ebolted b7 1Ir. BIIII4CIOD. 

,3. i'hC. are InIIral pout. a\old; \li. H.!.X. bloeb 1rh1oh l1li7 oau. 
'he Wl1 10 to 1IeoOlU dODBel'OUa 4ur1D& $h. hlDdl.1q; and .II!. HiD& t .. tl "hich c • 
• ohe4111e4 tor tlmiPt. 

(.) .t. ler,. peroat.p of the b100b lIIed 1A \h . ... tllb17 had 
tin. hairl1k • •  raob _GrOI. tho upper t ... (Dot mare tha 0.01' in .4th),. 
Th ... Oraclel AI¥ 4nalo;p to .uGh lID .net tlI.a t  � .  1Iloolt. 7M3 br.ak 4ur1q; 
tho .hak1n& o;peratlcm. 

. 0.) oa. 1� of the �ooltI oontox. to the IIlin1alZI tolora". 
pWDliUe4. 'Jh18 UIIILI that the _preNton of '\h. oorlt i.e 1 ... \h1lD 
cpllri_e4 w1\h bon ... -.bU .. , IIIl4 011_ �. bloob to be 1101" lubJeot 
to lIIO'f'IIDClt, ..me the aU i.e .bak"1IIle fte the top polar 0IiII ... .. t; u 

plN. It 1ndl .. te4 tor all praotioal parpoa .. that ther . .. 110 oompr ... 101l 
of th. oorlt at; th1Jl point. 

(0) !'h. 'pIIOC'I III" OIl the lIloolta are 81ther too th1ll or \h. 
aot1al. orOM .ecUon of tho block. 11 too aall (du. to .b.rinlta&' ot th. oanine or 1I014 0outrueUOIl). 'lh1a 1M. " .. .ndeoed 'Ibm th. 't1E;htc1q; 
of the cu. 414 hOt 01080 tho pp )et... tho 1Iloo1c. in tho llppar portion � 
'\h . .. Iembl:r a. IIXPenllllOed ia prertOll8 l.urt ... ombU... O&p, T&I"TiD& 
trca 0.27- '" 0.66- � att.r th. boll¥ band .e&menH .... UPtOlle4. 

(4) SlJ1De ao lllllriamt to� .... of ... emb1:r aDd 4aaen.wiUsatlOD 
at po1ldc14 a:pl.81 .. ... 11114 GIl thl . ... ably a: .. pt arolDld \h. t..,c 

.phU-. aDd a Mn4 6- uw14th &l'OWId IIIl4 1llInaUately abaft tho 10fti' polar 
08J.). po1l4ar1D& of the _1110.01 .. oauae& " all1ttlDg of $h. 1Ilow 4ur1n& tho 
handllJ141 or .hakill& a.t be .... lI't'O'w. 

US/.a / 00 - OppOllha1aer Red4�1Il' 
JU1Iou Do. 
,n.thltowaq 'faae;r 
Bainbr1.4&e 4t1Sll .. 
Warnlit' R"" JleD4er.CIIl Popga 
Bra:1lRa7 0r00It .. 
.Aekermu Daftlo. � 

I. r. 
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G. 3 .  Ki s t l r�o�aky 
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Boo s t er I:e tolu.tor Units fot' n4--Hcllder:;oi. "':s se,,�!I.l y i:'rf.'Wlng 
Y-177JC� 

Th. fol.;.owlng !l et-s "'own I!.r;re.men tll: on iJrocec.ure in the 
,)re-produ ctlotl L�en\lra cture ot 6 bOTe uui til a t '!. r ••. cntotd a t  
II. conterence between Br lldbur;r, Bra· :ner, Kl s t 1 :okowsky and 
:.o rir en. It super ude" and seo.nd. 80Dl. of t�. s tat e::lon t s  
;;;8«1. by Henderson o n  )ag. � o t  hi .  �er.ora.'ldual o t  ).lbreh 30 , 
.l.9� . 

1 .  Group X-2 1. r.3�na1 bl e  for the � •• l gn and ins tf.l1-
atlon of qll tool s  n.�ded tor the as.�b1y of these unit a ,  
� c1  for tOe su�ervl s1Gn or th. SAnu (3 cture of t�e �et al �art. 
in local ,hop • •  

2 .  The .olderlng or the c1etonator wiru w111 be done b7 
Group 0-7 at Sou tb Mesa unti l  external )roc�r.�ent �akes the 
zanu ( ll c ture of t he •• uni ts at I unn&Ce. �ar7 . 

J .  Th. rirlt �r.sJing o f  10. den.ltT yETW i nto d.tonator .  
w11: ,. don. by 0- 7  at Soutb �e •• until sueb tiae wh.n .� 
t.rnal ?rocurement �ake. thi . 4ctlY1ty unneces.6 ry. 

.. Group X-2 tneretor. will. 1ll.tall tM tool tor til!. 
).rt ot tl\e lIIan\Jfl\e�r. at SOutta lie '" on i ns truc tion. trolA 
Group 0-7. 

�. pm �M' nll M l111ed lUllS . .  dad at 'hO-JUle 
�e.a to sp.o1tlcation. !urul.DA4 b7 G-7 b7 �.r.onn.l ot 
Ql"OU� X-6 . 

6 .  '!'he pl'e"1n& t.aou for tbi. operation will be in
. tall_ tb4lret.re b7 Group �2 at �lU.le K .... 

,. !he traalportfttion trays and tne transportation 
U .. lt of c1etonawr. froa Sol.ltb ':.u to T1rO-iLl.l.. Men will 
b. tuni.bed 117 Group 0- 7. 

I .  Tt� .... b17 ot ?E'nI tub .. and ot t.tl'yl pallet a ,  
includin, crt.pine , into to. �.ter uni ta will b. don. a t  
fwo-ll1le w. • •  by O:roup 1-6. 

9 .  Group 1- 2  wtl.1 t.beretor. In.taU t lM  toola ne.ef_ 
tor tn. •• oper.tion. .t two-a11 • ••••• 

10. Th. COD\l"Ol t •• Un, ot the boos tu . . .. lIIb11 •• 
be don. '7 ."'ion X-U. I t  1. er;>.etad that in the be nine all �rodu.tion .ill � u.eA 10 t a stinc �ut t hat la 
tn. •• units , it pro�en .atllta ctor7, �1l1 be .yail.hi. 
thl d u ae b7 oth.r ,roup . .  / U ,, ! ,... 7 c o  toa Bacher. r.o r,ren. BradburYr 1 .. L,. c_ 

�ender.on , Bl'il dner , !Ond Poy G .  B .  !( 1 st1 l" ,ow!')(y 

(LANL) 
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Coped F1(YTI Los � (trid h 'Pi , i ,. 
. - -

Nd;ionol LobootOl:j Arrffle$ 

Ii. I. r. s.Wt_ 
.. .. . ........ " . � ' _ . • •  11"'· · - '  , - �  ••  �,  
I • •  -.. - .... - �  _ • •  - - - :  ;. -..., 

.. , • . .  -,- ,� , . 
Jt. S. lIan ... �. 

lIlA . ... *" ..... . 1v1tl .. Ua at .... poul\1l1tT fa � opWaUoa. 1. 
U ., .--tu41Z16 tut QI'oIq) 1-6 '1111 prcm" • •  t 'l'Wo-Mll . ... lIoth auUqll 
... � to badl. tU tollcNlJai OpwaUaul 

1. JaUiaW 
l.l 01_11,. .... -l&fl ., J'IS'W 1.1 ..... JWW _ IlltJt , .. tv 1., SIM1 PID utlo ... ..... 

I. .... ,. 
2.1 •• seN, at ha71 pen.u l1li4 .n.p IlU1lc .w e-.1 

J ,...... ......... .. .u opaoatica .-.u __ ...-w _ let .... .. 
_ .... t J4 AIII'll .. .-.. . .... at .. _.'U .. � __ _  .... 21 ApI'U. 

au. z-6 .. ... , .....-, Mb ,.... .. 7 at tilt -,.11& M � ... , ......... ..... at � ,,_ " ..w ..... .... tM Jc* -.1l � ,., 
_ "" ..... .. 18tfl ... ... IIMltlaMl _ "" ... un. r:I ,.. Wi ... tIIU _ 
__ � ...... _ -..w """ "" lMa fll tUee � _ �  
•• .u .....u- ..u � . 

•• anua ...w __ .. UIW ... tile tiftt _ •• u • •  11 � .,t ... ... � ..-l  � ... ... ... ... to jll'1.., t Utt�U .. 

".�,·j« . ... ... f"" '--' 

II. S • •  � • •• 

(LANL) 
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TOI 

" R O M: G .  B. Xi s t ickowsky 
��';SIF/CATION CANcrum -' . .  1J'/: "i:.VIt. ' ! � "  : .�.,., 

Allo c � ti on o f  L�rge Len s e s  

Du r i ng t i�e :\eeting o f  t�e Cov;:.;>uncher Commi ttee tods.y, i t  Wl'. S  
empha s i z ed th<.t two �robl ems are of great import an c e in connecti on 
wi th 'nark on l en s e s . One i s  to g e t  a.c curate dEta on t�1e tot e,l t ime 
of passe.ge of detonetion waves t hru larger lens e s .  I have t a}:en the 
l i berty to requ e s t  r.roo.rtin :md Hoff&:.ar. to give 'nig:1.e s t  )riority 
to thi s jobj if n e c e s sary borrowing the electroni c tLning equ i)ment 
from Linschi tz aLd enl i s ting the tech.'1i c al hel? o f  Lin s c hi t z  end 
'ai s staff . 

T�e s econd i s  tne hi gh urgency of obtaining information on 
the behavior of first quality 9ft len s e s  by both Ko ski and Fro�an . 
In your allocation of lense pleas e  bear thi s in mind End try to 
allocate them first qu ality len s e s  as soon as pos sibl e .  My under
s tanding is that the two RaLa sho t s  requ i r ing 9 "  l ens e s  will be 
made on A)ril 1 9 ,  and about A�ril 26 . Thi s shdUld be borne in �ind 
in alloc ating the l ens e s as above . 

For your inforIJ.ation I should like to add that i t  6.?pear s )OS
Sibl e ,  provided l en s  molds arrive here o n  Monday as now i"romi s ed ,  
t o  me et a S Chedule of five or s i x  full sc ale ch� rg e s  before July 1 .  
The all o cation of these charges should be roughly a s  follows : 

2 charges to Hoffean , Koski and Froman with the 
under s tandL,g that ijo ffman gets altog ether 
not l e s s  than one-half char g e , i . e . , 16 l en se s 
of fir s t  quali ty . 

2 next charges will go to Creu t z, while tae 5th 
c harg e will be s cheduled for Tr inity or, if 
Trinity i s  delayed, then for as sembly work . 
O t herwi se the 6 th c harg e  will be so scheduled . 

CEpt . Parsons believes that he may be able to divert some low 
qu al ity charg e s  from Mc.� es ter for pr eliminary work by Ko ski . In 
the mee.ntiLle S Site w111 attem� t in spare time ( ! ! ! ) to )rodu c e  
at l e a s t  one l o w  qu ali ty charge withou t Baronal inserts e l so for 
Koski . It is hoped that at l etl.s t  one of these two sour ces will 
crash thru and thus Ko ski .nll be able to fire for instrumentation 
�urpos e s  two sho t s  early in May� It i s ,  of cou r s e , not ex�ected 
that the r e sults of the s e  sho t s  will be of any te chnical int e r e s t  
exc ept inso fax a s  they will show the operation o f  hi s equi,;>ment . 

Y, VERIFIED UNCLASSI FI ED 
.�, ' - 1,... f'�\ '�\\" I-1Mfj) CT 2 � 1�pn &1Yt{ 

GBK : he G. B .  Kis t i akowsky 

Cop i e s  to : Marley 
Ros s i  
Lt . Ho pper 
Al11 son 

L 

" J  

This memo specifies the exact size of the lenses used in the implosion device exploded at Trinity. (LANL) 
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11 •• Y 191.5 
•••• r • •  Hender.on, Stou t, Warner , and Lt. Scharrer 

Com4r . • •  Z. Bradbur:r 

HE As .embly Probl .. 

1 .  n.tluowaJq U4 et!lv, UTe pointed out �be cI1� ticultT .. parU't.es.q tbat tM D in the 1560 a ••• bl:r &tUnot 
ab1..rt. -wltl\ ,. •• pe.\ W __ ..... �.. IDe eT�' ot proDOUDO" 'eatp.r.� �.'. wlbrat10D. o.c111at1oa, .to . It 1 • •  pparently ••• entlei. 'ba� 110 •• poa1't1� . ..  thad ot mcborin, the ct1?e 
to the 0 ... � adopted. betor. any acUTe pd,et 1 .  drop • n.tluowaJq hal .u, ••• tad a rubber \Oru' method, a.  we 1 a. 
the u s. or dow.l . .  Th. �st feasible method at the moment see •• 
to be to u se dowel., and th& .o.t attractiTe rrom tne paint o f  
.impl icity 1. t o  u s e  i n  lome tasion the boo ater holes �or th1 .  
purpo se . 

2 .  By copy ot thi s  .emo , Group X-6 1 s  requ � . ted to a s semble 
a Kk 1 1 1m charge and to pay speciel attention to the m ��ler 
!n lIohl ch the boo s ter holes (or points on the pl:lster blocks)  
can be l i:1ed u p  d th the 1560 sphere noles,  since th1 s Tt.r i r: bl e  
lnc 1 c � tes the exten t  o f  d epar ture froe c enter whi ch :!lu s t  be 
al.!.owec for in the do,,·els .  

) .  I t  is hoped that �r . Henderso� 11'111 giTe 1�ediate 
attenti on to t�e des1 gn of a combinat1on 177) boo ster de tonator 
bolder end dowel , and that Mr .  Stout will cons ider the d e s i gn 
of an a��roprlate drl111n, tool . 

4. Alternate methods of doweling shoul d  no t be excluded, 
bu t they ehould be con. ldered in t�. l i ght o f  the possib11ity 
of inclu ding them in the fir st ac ttwe gadget • 

• _ .. .. ·.bu.rt 

(LANL) 
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Lt. S c h�ffer, and R. Warner 

Co�dr. N .  E. Bradbury 

Tr6.P Door As sembly 

\ / /\ �(, 
II "c.y 1945 

(; .;' - 0 1 9  

1. n.Uakow*1 baa wu,ned. � Oppexm.I •• 
cODcel!J!llllll. that lot WOD14 " .er, 4.a1rable it the JIll ,_.t coul4 '- �.W,. a.Nable4 .t 'ita YI�d oZlJ.7 the •• Un .ate:i.d JDMrt.M at � deeUUUOD. WIL hal au",.tA4 
thrt ... Ill," M Mo,*pUabec1 _ � •• e or • -trap 4oor. 
111 &aaa -..r eap 1bNIa1h WblOA .. � char" lIOuld be H.,Ted �4 •• t.1DatloD.� • plu. 10 \be taaper • .phare W1N"Hd, 
� actiYe aat.rial 1n •• rted, the tamper 'plul returned to 
po'l tlon, and an BE charg. inlerted in place or th. 4ummy . 
the trap door would then be replaced and provIded wi th 
posi t1ye pressure.  It m1ght be even more s1mple to r emove 
the whole polar cap; a procell which would then require  no 
modifI catIon of the cap. 

2 .  By copy o f  thi s memo , X-6 1 3  requ ested to 
de termine whether and under wha t circumstances block s  can 
b e  recoved from an a s s ecbled � IIh charge  in such a m��er 
as  to permit the operations sugges ted above . 

3 . What 1 s  the large s t  o��n1ng whi ch wou ld then be 

availabl e at the surface  of the tamper? 

li E.B: he 
N .  E. Bradbury 

(LANL) 
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ClASSlnCATION CA�ICEt.t[O· 
PER out REVlE.� M 1913 

F� PARSONS CI.EAR CREil:K JUNE 4@.B41Z 
'l'O WASHINGTON LIAISJN OFe WASHINGTON DC .  re·-\,! b. � rtf 

..I E II 9'''4 i"04';4�'- \,; • •  - -" " - - - . 

Pru:vIOUS rnsrRUcTlONS TO lkc.u.ESTER ON PREPAR.:.TION OF CoI.STINGS FOR 

SHIB��T ARE HEREBY LlODIFIED. THESE INSTRUCTIONS WILL NOT AP?I:c TO 
ANI OF THE FIRST THREE SETS TO BE PROVIDED HERE IF Tl I1IIl. CAllSE ANY 
DELkY IN SHItUm' OF THE SETS . Cf.STINGS ABE TO BE COATED WITH lHE 
NE'l FAST DRIll.G VARNISH AND PLASTIC COATING SlUPPED ro }';CAIESTER VIA 
REr\ ON 16 JUNE. ONE COAT FAa! OF THS VARNISH AND PLASTIC COATING 

ARE TO BE APFLIED IN THAT ORDER . Tl-l1m: rAY BE APPLIED S TItER BY 
SPRAln;G OR PAINTING, UINTAINING A TOTAL THICKNESS OF APFROXIJ.!ATELY 

4 TO 8 THOUSANDl'HS INCHES . BLOTTING PAPER AND FEL.T mIl. THEN BE 
APPLIED AS PREVIOUSLY INSTRUCTED. NO TAPE IS TO BE APPLIED UNTIL 

FURTHER N::lnCE. e;.snNGS SHOULD BE IIlrRTIFIED BY �ING WI 'ni R:::D 
CP.AYON ll)LD Nl'MBER OU CASTINGS. THIS IllFOH.!ATION HAS BEEN FORl'lARDED 

TO l!CAUSTEa. 

ec : Bradbul'1 
Stout Greening Schaffer fUe 

,. .lIlA!. tlETERIIJlIIJIOlI JJNCLASSfFlfD 1,. M. Redmon 
NOV 3114 yo 

VERI FIED UNCLASSIFIED 

�." . :;;;/" ;//;;17 
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8 2  fif) 4 /  11f1,1 V L1: .s SEALING OF ms 1 550 tmlTS AT 1'-41 

j� 
�� � . me d i f f i c ulty .a. expe rienced thi s paat .e . k  In .e a l i na 1560 un i t. at 

- 4 7  �h l o h  c �used a I l lgh t  delay In me e tl ns schedul • •  on the nnit that 
was 8e al e d .  thi s de l ay we. due to the f o110.1ng reft s on • •  

1 .  A su l ta �l e a l r  compre • •  o r  tor doing the Jo b .al not avall ab1. 
wh . re the lark aa. to be done . lb l .  cond l t l on . t l l l  e xi . t , .  

2 .  fb e  re ar . l l 1p.old on T-123 aal a n  obaol.t. part and .l lght 
a l t.ra t l on. bad to be .ad. be fore .eal lne opera t l o n .  c oul d  be . tart. d .  
T o  corre c t  the . .  11 tuaUon • •  I ,honld Uke t o  lugge . "  that a oo.pre • •  or 
wh l ch 1. capabl .  of produc i ng 1 0 0  p • • •  l.  and 60 cu. f t .  p e r  .1nute of 
Tol ume be I n stal l e d  at the 10cat 1 0n whe re .eal i ng 1. to be don. In the 
tu ture . On un1 t. to be '. al e d .  I tbink It adv l a able to ua. only partl 
that are up to date , baYlns all the 1at. a t  change . incorporated OD the , .  
ab. ne ver pos . 1 b le . 

In •• ,1 I na T-12S tb. fo110 11ns procedure wa. u.e d :  

1 .  Two lua ,.ake t. , T-204! ,  we r  • ••••• bl.d ba t  •• • n tb. lug and 
the top ce nt. r aphe re • •  g.ent . ( Th l .  ope rAt i on i8 done betor. the 
'pner. 11 .. .. . bl.d ) . 

2 .  Wi ne ho l •• we re  dril l e d  and tapped In the - D- plnt. to taka 
g . 1 1 1e a  ge l uni t .  (Z.n l \b 181 4 ) .  

! .  A 5/11 5  ho l t  I n  t.be c.nter o f  the "D" plat. w .. tapp� d  t. o  take 
a br. , ther valve . 

4 .  Two 1/4 rubbe r es.ke ts ,  T-1 771-5 •• re glu.d t o  the forward 
tece o r  t.h. "D" p l a ta . 

I .  Bol t  ho l • •  \0 ta�. pul l-out. lire &a.k. � a • • • •  bl l e  • •  e ra drl l l . d  
I n  th e  e f\ . l l ipsol d .  

6 .  El€ht plug aesketa . Y-1 771 -2 • •  a r. I n. tal l e d  al ong 1 1 th the 
e Amph.nol and lat1na pl uaa . 

7 .  rl�. gaake t. • • • • •  bl l • • •  Y-1 74 S ,  .e re I n.talled tor pul l-out 
. i r  • • •  

8. After asseNbl ing tb. tront and rear. e 11 1 ps o l d a  and the tal l . 
a talr l e ad bloc k ,  Y-1 86 8 ,  and g •• ke t. Y-1 7 71 - 4 .  wer. l nlta1 l e d  on the 
re ar fael ot the - D" p l a te . o ft rry l n g  f l y. c a bl e a  throuab the " D- plate . 

� ClASSIFICATION CANCEllED 
� IJNClASSlAED PER DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 
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29 June , 1 9f5 

t. The rear e l l ipaoid be i ng an ob.ol e te part • •  ood pla,. we re  
.ade t o  r il l  b ol e .  that d o  not exi .t o n  up-lo-da te part • •  

1 0 .  Rol e e  .e re d r i l le d  �nd tappe d t o  take lug tai rlngl and a 
t a i rl ng l , T-2006 • .e re In.talled o.er tbe lugl . 

11 . S t r i p s  o t  tape .e re used to bri dge o.er al l c rac k. and open
ings . !bi s was d o ne around the 1 1 ft lug , at tbe Joint or tront and 
re a r  e l l i ps oids and at the J O i nt of th. front e ll ipsoid and nos. pla te .  
T�p. w a s  e l s o  u8ed t o  mask o f t  open1 ngs f or i mp �c t  tu • • •  and ant.nnae 
p l a te l .  

1 2 .  M-190 Pl l obond .al ne x t  app l i ed over al l are • •  t o  be Ip raye d 
.i th I trl pp a bll pl altlc fll.. The bo nd i ng .� t e ri a l  was al lo.ed to dr1 ror 
at le � l t  20 .inut •••  

l � .  0 . 8 . �&02 I trlppabl. pl a 8 t i c  t i l  • •  as Iprly. d  ove r the Joi nt • •  
I t  c o u re el  an ana or approxhate 11 one toot. on d tha r a ide or t.he Joi n t .  

1 ' .  Th .  I l l lc a  ,e1 anl t. and a breather .al •• • e re I n.tal l e d  OQ 
th. - 0- plate . 

1 5 .  rour g •••• t • •  T-l ?ll-! .e re Instal led along . i th  the an tenna. 
pl a te l  a t t�r t.he uni t.  wa. load.d in the plane . 

Atte r •• aUn(! ope rat i on . .. re c omple te d .  tbe t n .  W.I allo •• d to dr'1 tor 
appr o x l . a tel, twe nty bour. be fore t.axe-off. During thi . t 1 .e ,  ho we .e r .  
tbe n n i t  w a s  move d tro. thl 8 5  •• mbI1 bui l d i ng to the p it and load.d 1nto 
the pl�n. . The unit arrlYld at the pi t wi th the a. a l 1 ng f i lm 1n good 
c ond i ti on ,  but 1 t  w •• • l i ghtl1 d •• age d .h1le l o ad i ng tro. tb. p i t.  I nto the 
plana . Thi. was due to the rac t that the f a i r i ng. be ing c o. e r.d wi th the 
t i l .  r� . \.d on the c radl. i n  th e p i t  and a • •  r. lul t cut •• a 1 l  hole . 1n 
the tU • •  

In c on ne c t i on w1 th the d rop te . t  .adl on T-128 a t  S . 8. the tol low l ng 
obsl rYet l ons o f  .eal l ng we re m�de . 

1 .  During the e n t. lre trip from �-' 7  to S . B . to an a l t i tude of 
S2 .000 ft • • the s e a l i ng f U ll  re l!l!ll n e d  i ntact and .e nt t.hroagh no cbange 
1 n  f o rm wha�soeve r .  Th � t  Is . t he re wa. no puffing out o r  t.b. f i l m ,  .h 1ch 
mieht. be c a�ed from 8 h i ghe r  pre .lure w i thin tb. uni t .  

2 .  Durlng the t iroe of d rop my 
d i d  no t t e ar 1001. !rum the a urte e. 
• • •  I t. 

o b s e rvatlon •• 1 that the l e al i ng t1l. 
or�the it a. tar�. n  aa I c ould 

, 
.� :- C�ANCELlED 

• lJ�ciA��{}lOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 
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Personnal Conoe%ll8d 

Comdr. N .  E. Bradbury 

9 Jul1 194:5.-_______ ., 

VERI FIED UN<t1ASSI FIED Lml\. 7 -/  -; !:J 
mAL �IUTIOIl 
UNCLASSIF IED 

l. M. Redman 

SIlB.Tl:C T: TR Hot Run �2b({J J U l  9 1981 

t 
t? 

o 

. "- / �71 
1 .  'lb.e tirD1 datel! tor tho TR Bo t  RIul Il1'e es fo llows: 

Saturday , '1 J� , 1700 

Sundey , 8 Jul,y, 0930 
l.IoDday . 9 July , 0830 

Tueadoy , 10 July . 0630 

Tuesdoy , .10 July , 1'130 

Scharfer Shake Test l'Oad.y to deliver 

As5tt!l'lble Sehnftor Shake Teot , load on t ruck 
Schaffer Shake Tast charso gt�n o 1i!'Pt-hotU' 
road teet . Re:'1cwe polar eap end billy plug am 
1nspeot top of ehal"c;e only atter three h ours 
rld1!lg. 
Completely d1118ssemble ch8:'g8 an d  lnllJ)9ct filch 
castiIl6 tbr con41t 1oo . Verbo.l repcrt ot charg. 
condition by 1630 Tuesday PM. ReE188er.!ble and 
reJ:lOve . 

TR and Creutz chargs8 Teady tor delivery . Start 
papering. Arrance tor night sh1ft it necessary 
to papor oharges . Additional p ersonnel will be 
furnished as required . 

OIednuday ,ll July , 0330 Intonw.ti oo 1111 11 be furnished 88 to which chug •• 
will be uaod in TR shot and Yb1c b  1n C reutz. shot . 
Separate oharge s .  Complete papering of TR eharges . 
Conpleto paperIng of Creutz charg.a (1.1'. ooparat e 
groupe--request add! tional personnel 88 needed) . 

I';edllosday , 11 July . l730 Both chal'l;es cOl:lp1etely papered. hork another 
niGht ehitt if necessary to complete th1. j ob .  
�quest per llOanel as neC8SBary . 'Dl1. job muDt 
be dono IK) tbat aese:r.bJ.y of both cb arges O!ln IItG::'t 
on 'IhurllCilly , 12 July , at 0830 .  

'!bur.day , 1 2  J1U.y , 0830 0118 trio grouPS-�D8 at V S1.te to usemble TR 
charce ( Lt .  Schafrer lIuperT1ae ) ,  and Olle at 
Pajar1 to tor Creutz charCe ( lor .  North aupln1 •• ) .  
'l'a."lper needed b1 1000 at V Site . 

Thuraday . 12 July, 1500 Alsembly of TR chaI'l';o CXlmplete . Not1fy 1ntorested 
Pfl 1'lIonnel that 1 t 1s ro&.dy tor ill8poct1 on it dea1"d . 

��;,�.�c��i5�alii�j����t� Seal up all holoa in case ; 1It'8. p \'11 t� .. s 
( t1lr.e not available tor ��!�:�:�� 
lood11l8 OIl truck . Tie GIl . f£R :Oll "f fh 

h ,  :�: �iu: 
rn.on.rto -==== ::>.§2_?� 
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'DwrIJday , 12 Jul;J . 1600 Boz charges ,  1mler and outer. 111 th � spares tor 
each. Stow on truck so they 08l1QOt shUt . and sro 
padded from truck bottom. 

Friday .  13 July , 0001 TR oharge starts on its way to TR. 0-2 e ec ort 
cars fore and en .  G .  B. Ki,t 1.aJa)wsQ to 1'14. in 
foro oar. 

Friday . 13 July , 1200 

Friday . 13 July . 1300 

A .  Unloading at TR 

TR oharge arr1fts at base of tower . Followlug 
per80nnel to be at baH of 1;oMlr by 1300: 

N. E. Bradbury 
G .  B. Kl,st1l1kowsky 
R. S. Warner 
B. Linschitz 
Lt . Vi .  F .  Schaffer 
T/3 J'erclnovio 
T/3 Van Ve,sem 
A .  B. IoBohen 

A,st;et!jbly starts at this time. 

1. Truck becks up into bese of t01ll&1'. 
2. Tarpaulin 1& rano wd, cradle and aaselllbly unlallbod . 
3 .  If.ain hoist lift!! s�.re o ff  o m..:.1e With apreador bar o r  tougs. 
fj .  Dri YO truck out fran under sphere . 
6. Place new crudle under holst and lowor 'phero IIWlpended by tollSs 

Into it i11th maln holst . 
B. Aeue;nbJ,y at TR 

1 .  Spbe:re 1 s  now rest 111C on cradle 111 t h  p£lar cap UP! 
2 .  Detach ::lain hOist ; pick up gently w1th hook , lI:WJer .  pull out over 

g/ld41:ot , and secure. 

3. lrith j ib hOist , 1'O;:10Yl!l polar oap and 1Iu� plug. SpeCial polar 
cap and twmel put In place .  Ga�et natl belonge to tamper people (at aOOut -1'400 on Fl'ida: l .  Prior to their taklne oYer, 8 1'1ftoon 
miDilte period r.lll be 8vallA'1i1e for generslly Interest.d personne l 
to i nspect tho 8i tuaticn. Atter this tir:l8 , o� G engineers and 
two ropraaentatives mm the auombly team will be pre.ant 1n t!le 
tont . 

4 .  G EngillOors work t i ll 1600 t1ith actift material insertion • 

. 6 .  Lights must be 818. ilable to work in tent at night . 

6 .  At 1600 , dummy 
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pe ople talcll over . Attacll tones to tent peak by chain. Place tOJIG8 
on trunnion .  L1ft sphere and tUrD over with j lb holst tor HE in
sert1on. RetUl'n sphere to oradle • 

., . Place ln hypodermic needle in rir,ht place . (Note: oheck thi8 
caretully . ) 

8. At this polnt another 15-minute poriod ""t ll be avaUabe tor i nspecti on 
by ilInerally interested pcrllomel . 

1I .  1l18llrt flE - thU to b e  eone a s  al.ov,� 8S tha G Er.g1ne81's wiab . Have on 
haDd a:tra paper 11' oharges are al.1ghtlJ' IImnll. AlllO grease aDd lIylX' -

dermic needle grease gun. Be IIU: .. slass tape aDd/or shim stook aboe 
horn 1e on hand . 

10. �;ben BE hee been inMrted and He-1.le people aM G Eil&111881'a are ae.t1 at1ed 
th5t all i 8  OK, another inspection per10d of 15 m1nutes vUl be an.1lable . 

ll. Lift sphere with tODe;S by chein to tent peek. Retum to polar oop up 
posit ion . Relliove special polar cap w1th Jib hOist ; replace 1I1th regular 
polar cap. 

12. 'l'I.irn aphere oftr w1th tongs, o!lain and tent peak so that lug 18 up. 

13 . Plscs sphere 1n special crodle tor tower top, a Dd  attach c 1'lld� tirmlY 
to sph.r.. Remcrre all tonga, cba1na, etc . and generaill' clear deck . 

1'. LeaTe tent in place till IIIDrning. 

NOTE; 'lb. HE Tacuwn cup hes arriTed and IIppears to be extremely uS8tul 
in handlinG lIE cherges. It i s  possible that tbe ent1re uaemb� 
may be done 1n the vert1cel pod tlO11 u8ing the J1b hoht and 
ftcuw:. cup to lOl.er the HE as slowly a8 the G Engille8re wish. 
'1h18 1'IouJ,.d then require no handl1Dg between ten t peale and tOllS8 , 
eDd the Iphore w111 be lett overn1sht with the � aDd in 
_U dishpan. 

1£1 . It 18 antl cipated that we Ti1l1 lean the tent (guarded ) at about 2200. 

Satu� , 14 JulY , 0800 
1. !!a:love tent with r.Jaln holat . 
2 .  Tu:-n 0,..1' lIIUn IIIfdn holst aDd plDce on .pec1al oradl. . (':41.8 

operatlao DlIoelee.�' onlY it not preTicualy crona as i t  IIOU� not 
be in • Tart1 CI!ll 8.s.�bl,¥ . )  

� .  Rlg gutde l 1.ne • •  

4. L1tt to tower top . Raal!y tor X un1t at 0900. 

5 .  Br1ng up G Eng1neor tootstool. 
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Satar4a)t. 14 JUly . 0900 Op&rati09s aloft 
1. V11r1ng. ot X un1t proceede d1rct1on or aDl1 by He.v .. people. Note that 

X unit shoUld hSVD cables attached to cone prior to th i s  U:"l8 . 
2. Detonator. U'\!I staked to coax by Caleca or detonator group. 
3. Detonators are placed by Caleca to contorm ,.1. th requirements or 1 atom .. 

ni tches. BE people stend by to crt t1c1118 pot ential rougb haJldl.lng. 
4 .  Det onators and 1ntomers ln place , ftrifled by Gr.1 81A .  
�. X l1l'.1t and informer unit ee.tod--vorlflod by Bradbury or It1n 1akolvsky. 
6. X-7 w ill provide al l 4etonet Ol"B, intormer nitohes, lnto�er cables 

( adequate length) , 1nt'ormer apparatus (wbore they get 1 t 1 s  their 
bue1nesa ) . x.-5 will supply preparod �tolllltor cables. X-6 will o b
tain �t onstor sprinr:;s 8:ld otber ll9Co ssary coar t%'Cllll appro priate 
eaurcee . X-6 y;111 IlUpply all fl ttines tor w ir1ng. Scb�ter to 
check that all lIlechani cal part£; (nut s ,  bolt s ) .  etc . ere supplied , 

., .  Note that 09CO detonators are on ephere , no live electrical connection 
can be brol,;ght to X unit . 1 ntormer unlt . or an)'1jhoro else on sphere . 
Hence all teSt ing must be done botore sphere 1s l1tted to tower . 
Atter that it 1 8  too late .  

Saturday , 1 4  J ul)' ,  1700 
Sunday J 15 July. all day 

ltonday . 16 July . 0400 

Gadget C anD1. t. 

1.00;;; tor rabbit t 8 t •• t and tour 1e�ed cloVers . 
Should we ba:ye the Ohapla1.u down there? 
Period tor inspect1ca STat lable trom 0000-1000 

�;;!I!-!;�� 
•. 4 
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The 8aCIe rellpon8i bil1ty tor procur8Cl8nt or 1te.1. existe u in the dry rUD. 14.ohen 
to cheek bie list tor parts left down the". Could they han been atol en'" Sohatrer 
to est vaOINl!l cup IUld two pump" reedy to I!P down. Have aless tape handy to t 1e 
cbariJII to hook of' jib hoUt to cuard "sallln vacuum failure. 

It ill assumed that tho follow 1ne things will have beeD deDI! at TR: 

Guide Wire hold dawn i::Jprovod 
Method ot hold1ns down tent imprO'f8d 
Ionlze.t ioll ch8!:lbore e1 ther not oonneoted to p1pe ooax or ott to ODe II1 de .  

ullson 's  chwnbor t o  b e  connected later; Roes1 '11 ohamber t o  be pulled 
oft to \'.'ell IIlde. 

Rig a roped otf araa about beee of tot/or allovJing 20 ft .  c lear llpace . 
?ronds "Keep Out " t1GlS ( Oppenhe1marJ . AU 8pactetor parsonnel 
stay outeids th1t1 8l'1lIl except at inspocti on tim .. . 

lb. t'oUcnv lna points .-ere notlld in the dr." run allseJ:Ibly. Perao."Ulel listed 
ahould take ap�ropr1at e stepe: 

S!ti::l 5t�ck !!hoe horn 1'1116 r.1 se1ng. (l,:"�!:=! 
Loneer serEmS noede': fo :::, A.-U!lit c.,iI.L& clWllps. (Scharrer) 
Sphe 1'9 not grounded . (Soharter J 
All dotaaatora ort rloorj all detonator cablea ot't nOOl" . (G1'tIiseul 
Shorter .crews aou14 be used tor detonator lear spr1nge . (Scha1'ter) 
�ashors neGded for informers. (Ore1 .. n)  
Cable le�h8 t o o  ehort'" . (Horn1g )  . 
Headles!) 8croIVS to protect BOrelli hoios ( not neoaBoory T. 1 th scotch wrap) .  
lieed /!pod cover tor liE hole wbUII turninC over . (Schatf\tr) 
N .. d proper clov1D tor attachinG tones to �ln hoiot . (Henderaon) 

Need bet ter method ot gettinG up tent and aeour1�. (Henderson) 
Upper plattorm mould b. t ut ed  tilth ooncrete we1 ght . (Oppenheimer) 

It m ll  not be poesible to pel'l:l1 t any per sonnel on tho 888el:!bly pla tforma other 
then those IlO tually engaged 1.11 a88embly operations. RowenI' , porsonnel III8Y obaerve the 
operat i QZl s  from beyond the l"Oll8d ort area , a nd !!Ill)' 1nspect th e e asembly at t illl88 .. 
noted in the above open.Uona liat . 

NEB:he 

Dtatri but ton : J .  R. Oppenhe1r.Jel'/ 
1. OppenbeL'I!eZ: 
G .  B .  X1at1akow&ky 
UaJOl' AoltlU'l1lll.Il 
� .  r. . Bendenon R. S .  l'arnor 
Lt . Scharrer (2 )  
A .  B. :'ilohen 
Ilorr1eal 
Bollowsy 
R .  F. Bacher 

,I) I}, ') . }  
/' / ''/ ' ; � . " , ' ' "'" N. B. Bradbury / 

N . BamIlY 
X .  T. ]a inbr1dse 
Lt . COIlIdr. KaiUer 
It. Gre1 118ll 
D "  Bernie 
H .  L1lu,cb1tz 
R .  \'i . Carlsen 
John l'i1111ams 
B. Roul 

ClASSIFICATION CANcalEDl 
PER DOC REVIEW JAN. 1913 

R. W1lean ._��. _____ ,._� 

UHClASSlr'�.n ::;;;;:2i , . .  _- " 
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!IARRY S. 'l'RIlWl LIBR.AR'{ 
Papers of \larry S. Trunan 
President' s Secretary' s  Files 

This 7/25/45 �iary pag
,
e by President Truman in pencil was copied directly from the original by the author 

Truman mentIOns on Ime 9 the exact quantity of plutonium used during the Trinity test. (Truman Library)
' 
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and have discussed its contents v1.th some of our Washington aUOci8toS . ,r- ;; 0 I 

� C.ff�'1Ln;r 
Factors beyond our control prevent us froro cons1der!ing d- decision 

,-.;, / y. ? Qff ·  
,, - � 

other than to proceed according to existing schedules for the time being. 'J'<?!"',-'l, ( l'A..� 1 :(.,-", 
It i8 necessAr,1 to drop the first Little Boy and the first Fat Man 

and probably a second one in accordance with our original p13l1, It. lIIay 

be that as Many as three ot the latter in their pXlL"l�:ti: best. present 

condition may havo to be dropped to conro� with pl��ed s trategic 

operations . 

A - 8 l; - 0 1 9  1 7 - 5 

VERIFIED UNCLASSI FI E D  0uJe �: t' \ 1  - .:' , ", ,.. t'! I . •  ' .' . ' . � 

This is Groves' rejection to Oppenheimer's suggestion that the uranium from Little Boy be used in a 
plutonium/uranium composite core design for the implosion device thereby increasing the quantity of Fat 

Man bombs that would be available. (LANL) 
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If( Y1CTORY 
I f �mr. �WAR , � UOKO$ �s 

:' .!fGP SEGRE • 
WA R D E PA RT M E N T  

WASHINGTON 

10 August 1946 . 

Chi of of StILff . 

Th. nexti bomb of the imp l o s i on type hILd boen 

�ch.duled to be re .. dy for del ivery on the target on tho first 

&ood woather after 24 Allguet 1 945 . TIe hllve r; .. ined 4 days in 
manuf .. o�ur() an'.! expect to ship from Ilow Moxico on 12 or 13 
August the final component a .  Providing there are no unfore-

so�n d i fficulties in manufacture, in transportation to the 

thcatr� or kfter Arr ivkl in the thoatr e ,  tho bomb should be 

rco.dy f�r doli very on the firot .uit�ble woathor .. ftor 11 or 

L. R. GROVES , 
r.lo.jor Gener .. l, USA. 

(LANL) 
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; to;'#: OFflTlWNCLASSIFJED 
Lt . Col . R. w. l.ockric1,e 

Captain LarkiD 

!rap Poor I'1t .lS.ecbl1e. 

1. Au gu s t  19.4S 
4- 8<-/-0 1 9  

fe 7 - "?:; 

1 .  Recent experience 1n �ethod . ot HE as s embly in 
� gadgets bas led to the adoption or the so-called Trap 
Door ae thod ot a.sembly tor all tu ture Yat Kan assemblies 
ce.tined tor u s e  a t de.tination. In this metbod, the HE 
1 s  com�l.tely preci .ion a.sembled at Si te I with the ex
c eption o t  two charges who se ultimate place i s  filled by 
an iner t plu g .  In the tield, this plug 18 removed e.!'ter 
taking otf the polar c ap. the appropri ate parts of the �1t 
inserted, two Ii •• charges placed in the space formerly 
occupied by the inert plu g ,  end the polar cap repla ced .  

2 .  T hi s  procedure makes it unnecessary tor crews 
to be trained 1D the technique of char,� assembly aince it 
will be po ssible tor Site I or 2Do ther ca sting ac t ivi ty 
to p�epare all nece s s ary charges at tbe currently 6nti c 1 -
pated r ate . HE cbarges tor experimental u s e  at W-47 Till 
be prepared at Y trom McAlester BE blocks at the rate ot 
at least one per week a s  long a s  needed. No further plaster 
block a s se�blies Wi ll be .ent to des tina t1on, and ell in
ert c n6rges to be u .ed at .-47 and at des tination wi ll 
henceforth be c a st at W-47 rro� an appropriate pls s ter or 
concrete mixture directly 1n the 1561 sphere. 

3.  I t  i s  r.quested that 70u inform Capta in Roerkohl 
ot this change in pro cedure in order that be �y tLke tbe 
nec e l sarT steps to adjust hi . training progr� to thi s tech
nological t.proYement . It he de Eirea that his officer s  
become familiar wi th  trap aoor method., W8 should be glad 
to In!orc them or tne '�tes on whi ch we expec t to be c arry
ing ou t such as s embli es 1n order that they mAy b e present. 

ru.L:liEB: be  
Copi e s  to :  Comdr . II .  I. Bradbur7 

Glen Fowler V 
h. J.. wrkin 

f'DW. �&nOR 
UNCLASSI;:I �D 

l. M. Redman 
APR 2 3  -/9'Jf 

fl. M .  '-"'� ,, - / .rr 

UNClASSIFIED 
CLASS1FrcrncrrCANCEltED 
PER DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 

- _  . .. . . . . . ,.. .... .. _ - -• •  J l .J . ... I .. � . YJ  .. ............... &.� 

(LANL) 
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CD 
o 

,. a .  i'U •• 1UI 
I. 7 . .... .,. 

.' l:,'''L DtTi:RlID:.\710/il UNCLASSIfIED L M. Redmon 
OCT 2 7 /.1.'7/) / . v � 

1. At & .))OO1al ... t1n.f of t.be Proj"t t�tm1oU 
co�tteo on II 4U!W1t \he toUodnc '"t "�jule wu a
a:re;d � :  •• 

�n1al 
1"1:1: 

.1101 !nert i� .1 th M d etondoOJI .Q111p. , •• nblC OD 11 . sn:1 

YlC2 

Mnt. I.,t of 1'lu1n& eq\l.l;mc.nt 12 AUt"" an6 drop 
onlr . QD 13 #'U(".1,t o� u O()DT�.ont. 
fAIIO u Y10l . 

limo.! rfJl • ..,.l&l lt4.1el �r 1:.1. ?lutu blocb . Utot1-1,al 4eto!l&�r. <>,.�lete luling, � )pirht 
art to llttS , 1ntor.a!SH and ,JYI)Q 
;>urr. on lriCht niteM • •  

Aa • •  Mble o n  1) snd 
14 "",lltt 1P.n:t �M� 
.D 1� .1upat or ... OOlJYenlent. 

I. I. l.t..Un 
V E R I F I E D  UNCLASSI F I ED {' "\T t' ... - "" I � r  

/.1y.jf= _ .. ' I.J • " 

(LANL) 
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J. R. Oppenhelller UNCLASSIFJED 

The follo_Lng 1. siTen a .  p1'oJ" � a�a�� 1 
�t bough �b'1 are oOllPleh17 re&4" ,.-101 . 103 aDd 10: will Dot b. 

!lro?pod due to .urrellC! er agreeMIR. AD acth • •  ph.,.. for 1'-3 2 .  it io abo 
Il"WDe d ,.  w111 Dot b • •• nt. 

How �der.a, 1. tb. fir.t ph ... of our poot ou1'render plan .hicb 1IIolud • •  
• rrOrh ot'peraoDZlel o t  hoJeot A h1llg d ir.ohd at 10114.a. 

To b e  lett 1B our buildingo rill b. _hriab . odbbl, aonld , ttfr 1'0-
turu to the ot at  •• , tor duping 111 deep water. I. to be Il"peat( ot through 
Jlol'1ll&l o alTagll chaDilell . Ilah1'iab . hown.r . rill be lett 1B .uob a atat. 

ot r.&41B . . . .  in c u .  ot an emargeDC} tbd . w1th1Jl a t  •• da, • •  0\lJ' ol'ganba
tillll ,  on a t .. daya ZloUoe . oan be reacthd.4 IJId op.r.atiollal. 

On or about Augud 2otb. a apecial grun horuat .,111 bo " . .  d to retun 
technical " lIl'aonnel into tho empir. , 1I0t 8ch.duled 011 tbe .pooial �.10DI . 

Tor dhpOIU1ol1 &nd .bip •• nt ot prop,", and . u�"1sioD ot the .,1zI4-up, 
A.lhW'Ortb and Iirkpatriok ,  aDd parhapi DiSabatino .,111 relllliA bere atter 
Jllgu.t 20th. 

J a  
00 I Bradblll'l 

Fowl.,. 
J'1le UNClASSIFIED 

i 

(LANL) 
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VERIFIED UNCLASSIFIED � 0GT' 2 7 1��f) 

nIW. lln'DtItl:KA TIUIi 
UNCLASSIFIED 
L M. Redman 
OCT 2 7/ /.qP) 



UNC\JSS\flED lOltFIfIOA'1aV ) 
I NTER- D FFI C E:  M E M D RAN D U M  

TO: CO.s.z.. Jl. J:. Brad'bu17 

. U B � EC� H.E. Ass.mbl1 with Conden •• r Spacer. tor Stress Kea.ureaent. 

'I. would 11ke to Itart tile .abj ect all8ellb11 Wednesday Sept. 5 
1t thi. suit. )'our achedule. !he requirelllents on the charge are 
aa folloys a 

1. !be bloeD lIIIat be ell_nsioDall1 accurate in all 
re.peota. 

the usual cb1ane)' pad, aha11 be 1nItalled on the lens 
blooks. 

All lens castings should be turn1abed w1thout blotter 
paper. 

All 1nner oharge h atinga ahould be furnished with 
tel t on tile inner apb.erlcal .ur1aoe but DOne on tAe 
outer spher10al lurfao •• 

three ot the 12 1Dner oharge penta should be furnished 
w1thout blotter paper. 

I'1t'teen of 'tAe 20 imler charge he�ee ehould be :rurnlm.d 
without blotter paper OD gnt ot tile large taoe •• 

It th1 , sohedule .e.ts JOur appronl or 1t lOU haTe aD1 
auggeat1onl. ye would apprec1ate h.aring iro. )'ou aa lOon ae pOllllble. 

!lAB/bl& 
oe - R. Y. HenderloD 

G. B. 11.tlakonk)' Capt .... F. 8abaft.r 
J. W. stout 
J. R. ZaOharb.1 
tUe 

cf2R.�4a B�Iaz ./ . 
.

' 

/' -:::..'=A-Fiil:ir'i==:-:� ..... _ � FIJIAL DE'l'ERIIIHAXlON lUNCI.ASSIFIED M. Redmon 

UNCl}SSIFIED · " .·VMC�ASSIFlCAnON CAr!CfUED ftR DOC R£VJ£l"i Ji�j j. j�13 

(LANL) 
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T O � S K C RE '!'  Y�J:�·fn: � 
lIIadquanel'll 

7mJT 'l'lOtNIO.AI. SER'tlDE Im'-'OJNEn 
A.P.O. !t36, ./0 POnIIuter 

san 7t'ImOlaoo . Oal1tomia 

5- () p c>-- S E c...Jl.-.R. T 
: . •  1 , "I '.� . 

13 3ept.sber 19$5 

1. D1apa.ul of tblt p\IDpldJtaJ Itl lIIOI!el.. LB lIlOdo18. X-.5 . 0-;3 Lab-
CU'a� ltquipaa:&\, U OCJIIPOIMD� pmota or tbe80 modele broUGht about the 
tol1� ... urlt7 1118&11.\J'U , 

1hi • •• OOlllldtre4 ,he lIl'Obl.ea at the .509th canpoa1 te Group, 1.nAB .. 
lIluoh .. thO ProJeot �QU8lJt Wo:rmod tho Cl¥'OUJi that the Projoot .., act 
ClCIIlGOrn.4 with the PI.U,pk1.n �. }1On"'�, \IllOU reoeipt or a teleoon 
hom " u  Me o.partlll=� that tho a1ae, 8M,. aDd de.1aD of the atonio baub 
was top "0"', tho JlUIIIPIciD 0 .. ttnISel' t he  OIltecol'Y or shape seourity. 
'1'bere "re b6 pt=apldn. w be c110pCllled or at tho tJmo ot V-� DIl¥. Forty-toUl' 
"ere stu1 111 ora" • .: . aDd �ty.ho WlOl'8ted bitt oovered \nth OIUlVU. All 
lI'VO atol'e4 1U til. tollld .AI.Ulm lUol!. DliI" . 'lb.e ON'ec1 J)\tIlpJdna _ra holGted 
onw the buolC flea'. tnwlport..,d to .. IJ1r 6:>� anA lG&4ed on btrsos whlls 
nW uaM4. '!'b.v "1'8 lAaI!. � &all ta ml .. o�t to 80&, tAo topa of tho 
ora'" �. aDd the p� wUh t he a14 or & C1"IlD8 outfitted with a 
peUOQ hook .... litted h'aal tbe bar". 1U14 dropped iD to tho 30," Those 
PIJII.PIt1U 1Ib1oh • •  " Il00' C1"8.tad "1'0 JaaD41ed 111 tlJI toll.owlXlt; r.annor. 

P\I!tpk1u8 n� oanre4 wIth UDVIIe wh110 cat thJ AIlIUO Depot and the 
.mY" CIO'f'U .... alit at: the � where the 11l,8 'II'U tUted on the pumpkin. 
1!w CIZ'UIU "I'. � able � bol.t \U PlIIpkW on the !loot truclat wi tllout 
I"tIIIOri.Dc W 18ftYU OCftZW. tbQ , ...... pontcl '0 the I.DT bleD and pla0e4 on 
\Aa _ ... 'tI1th t_ NJlYU 001'111'0 dUl on the 1lUP1cinJl. ��a punplc1Ill wore 
� cu' 'en lII1iea by LO'1' aDd d1apoa04 of in the seme lIW\!'lel' 8.CI tho oratOIS 
",,"na. TI:Wa t� 0ImVU Iani'll "1'11 re tained over tho pun.p:t1;a until they 
_re � to be lowere4 into � H&. 

B. SOOU1"1iy of 1M MoMle , 

III .o4e� (the .p!ler .. , ' au' AII1 DOHa) .ere tl1't1t cut up by blow 
tOl'ohae into MT81'al _ec\ore and .. IUone, in order that they could not be 
1denUt1Oll. Thill � pieoea nre plMed 1n a tl'UOk. • oanV8.CI oover plaoed 
onr the pan ot tht � oontGl.� the plecllD ot thll Y.I� modolu and transported to the 1m cloaka. TUN thot U'uoIc8 Hre driven onto the leT and taken 
OUl three aUl •• to sea. "here the truDk dumped 1 ta oa.rso into the oo.an. 

O. Sl!OURrrY aF LB Modela I 

TU L8 :aodol.e aM OonpMQt pans _re handled in the alWo a:.anner sa 
the N lIIOde1 .. 

"'-"f - f f 
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� y ... < .-P-S- '1'1'0 ),lao h ortloex-- 1nohtl1\Je. 
seour1 t7 of D1Jtpoeal. 

\J . ,  j,. � 
'--

0. ;jeCl&l'i ty ot the OIJIlpona1\t Parts : 
()c:apQI1ont part"! a'l i.bt LB ad r.l .adellt w.re plANd in varloua trucks . 

ocrru.1 with oanYU IiIQI1 1<b-w U'UiIPQriad k �b. LOT dooIca. There the truokB 
.... re dr1TIQ onto the Ifft Wl4 41SJ)OGc1 ... aaoanlllubld in t he 81J.U mBI1Q01' aa 
N 1IIIOde18. IbWeftr. the Tl7l' blotb tor tbA '" l40del .. re taken out ten !Dile8 
to ... u4 dropped 1D.to the ooee.u. LU8II. tar�otB , proJt<lHlea, etc • •  ".re 
dropped 'brei 1Il1l .. �, W .... 

Ii:. �eurUy of the 0-3 Ub01'8tory tquiPllent : 

'!'be 0-3 lAbcml�rY equip:a.ent ... talc:Im fraJ. the B Wld D qUOIILMt huts , 
paolce4, ".1shad down ImIl th'en dbpoaed at 1n tb.e __ manner sa the oOll1ponen t 
panG, 

8Ir7 pereOlll:l4l lLlllm1Jl6 the Len' whieh tranapoMed tha Proj(Jot IlIIlterlel 
out � ... .. re alTa . aeourU, .lIe ooyering Project _teriel. The some 
CI1'IIW .. ue4 CD &l1 dupoaal �PII. Th. Lal' oapkin ... gi'f'lll1 De"ftlral aeount)" t&»ca Ibout the diapoaal ot 1'rOJo� _"rial and he All intomed that 
be would be �lble tor hUI onn not dloouuiJl6 the matter (P;'oJec t)  
"Uh UDaUthol'be4 pe1"llOl1Ilel. 'l'beft ban been DO reporta ot aeourl ty viola tior 
traa this om. 

All Illat.l"Sal diap0ae4 of bad bHIl preT1oual.1 doddeli upon by the Pl'OJeo.. �w.PMIl' h.lns �poried baok to the united 3tatee 11'111 be � by • oourill" • 

.All proJeot equlpalollllt rnubd tor d i.1X'«Jal. had b�lIn thrnped at Ilea by 
tbe 13th sept.sber 1945. 

" ILLlNA lI. MClVLlH'l 
!Jpeolal ,\gOl1t . M!3. 

'''( . H . ,, '  

These two pages describe the fmal disposition of critical components remaining at Tinian after the war ended. 
(National Archives) 
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O O p y - - -. .  -. ........ ...:. .... """� ..... 

UNClASSlflED'NTER-Of"f",CE ��R�· 191S 
DATI: October 24� 19� 

TO: capt. "C'. 7. Sobat!'ar 
VERIFIED UNCLASSIFIED 

R. 1f. Helldarsan 

P� !/Z/fT7 
Gro� Z-4 1a bterestad i ll  IIIlkill8 t h e  tollorlll8 obunatione all4 teets ot 

tha 8ubJaot 7. K. 

nHAL DETERIIINATION 
UNCLASSIFIED L. M. Redman 
NOV :J / 19J'l) 

1. ElDIm1., ocad1 tiOIl at det caator ohillDlay pa ds .  
2. (a) With the $phere oriuted ,,11;h the dUIIIIIY plug dow., install 

special oa l1 b%f.,. t ed tusia. bellt_ ill the 10 thr:ough holo! of tbe 
top polar cap flall&e Y:lU:cb are IlOt IlOW ocoupied by bol te. 

Cb) Take up the .. 10 bolt_ DIlly to the polllt where they bagill to 
taka load, thea re�Te all other bolt • •  

Co ) l� .. ure le .. th of tlllsioR bolt a to dah!"lld .. load ar'l'lia 4  by 
ROlar cap to ohlLraa. 

(d) He�e polar cap RotiJIg it there 18 a taJl4elloy tor the pla8tiO 
COTlrilljj; Oil the Heed "00 6tick to the ocrk aUd/or rubber. 

(a) tJ8illg 'ftOUWII cup tachll.1que, remOTa or attem,pt to N·1Il0Ve 'the top 
Jle.tagollt.1 la ua a.d its lJl.ner oharge block. 

(b) D1plaoe tll .. e charge blocks alld bolt the polar CIlp back in place. 

4- nnrt aphu .. alld remove ot�r polar cap Ilothg it there 1s a tudalloy 
tor 81;1 cld.ag. 

UNCl.ASS\F\ED 6 .  7. 
lbIimllle ODllll Hon ot blotter p.pe r adjacellt to dllllllllY lllug. 

Ia thera surface moisture prssent. 

........ . 

6. Ia thero ioIIY eTidouoa ot alantad tell!PerEI. tu.res !allide tbe olt> rga . 

:taatall or /i.\tarqpt to iaotall Ii. paRtagona1 11ll1ar elUlrge block and 
lad 1n the bo1 • •  

}t8l11O'f'a the l'e.�l:Ial lIas alld i is inner cbB.rge taill8 n. CUWII 
t.acluUquI . 

11 . ea ) aemoTa or att.�\ to rs�ve d� brQaa plU& trail taIQper. 
(0) l:lGi:'u'lIa metal liurfa oll for .videaoa ot oo�iOIl. 

12. Disasa.:nl:le alltira olerse aJld turn tamper over to G engiuera who 
,,111 proc.ed 111 t.b. detailed inspeat101l of this u.a1 t.. 

1J. ]bii.lliiu aClldit1= of a ll blotter proper aAd hlt. 

14. � th1almasa of oork linar lilld rubOer prellsure pada • 

fl. •• HENDI!:R30N 

(LANL) 
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aapt. w. r. SObatter UNCLASSIFIED 

1. Ob •• rYatloAa 

Copied From Los AIomos 
Notiono! Lot",,')(atOl� Ald'o'r-x. 

!he foUowiag ob.er •• UOD. Hre 11&4. b7 aeD4.r.OD, Ge nael' .Dd 
8101 at \h. n •• ot 41 .... . -'bl1 ; 

1. the t .. p.rft� .t the B.1. al auam-.d ll7 a thenaoaet.r 
. tllok 1a a lloodlr 1101. wal S40J'. 

2. ft. polllJ" oap oppo l1 'e the 4U11m7 plag ••• �Tell. It duct 
'0 thl li. E. a t  Joint. of tblt .1n,rl l 'e b1Mk c o-.erlDg.. ExteDeo •• hr 
bolt. •• re pl.oed lD ftoan' lIlo1 . . of the oap MtoN loo.eDiIlI \he 
. '&A4aJ"4 bOlt ' t but th.lr Ilonsati0. r.a41QgB .er • •  .aa1ngle •• 4.e to the 10. loao. eDCOWl'.r.4 aa4 Uw .Uolt1� ot tbe oap. 

). ttl • •  edor lUI lluck ot \h • •  xpo .e4 u4 .. . rao.e4 w1 tiboat 
4itt1oult7. Bownr. th. aorre.poD41ag laner oharse blook .oul4 DOt loo .. n .ith approJd .. tel¥ 1000 lb •• torce be1J3s appUed \0 i t  b7 a 
.acu_ CUP. 

... !he l'8'bOer pad. in the ..... .ba4 relaxed aDd .11" ap�areDt17 
hkillg "1'7 lUne load. 'l'h1{ "N alao., fluah w1 � � oork .t tbe 
edgee, blat lhe part l  •• x, to b. ullm'7 pa4 w.re penuncuatl7 lD4en\e11. 
.t.f hr a f.w AoV'. tlo ... er, the pall • .bad Noo.ered alao . t  thelr DOnaal. 
po tition at \he ou"r o!Sge •• 

5. the cork •• 1D lood ahaP I, _, allowed lDdeDhUoDI at the 
J o inh where H. 1. block, .. re r141ag Jalgb or low. teD readings were 
t akeD wnh a .cal.e OD Ule thlokDe .. ot the oort l iner a' the Jo1nh of \he bal.l.7-baDd .. penh : 

5 .. a41as' 
5 read1q. 

&. !h. lUI obarc • •  a. replaol4, .. polu cap bel \e4 oa aa4 the 8Pbel'e lD •• rt.11. 'l'h. otAer polar oap •• I' •• ond, expo .lng th. 
dUlllO'-p1ug elld. 'lble p1", •• bJ'Okea &\ the top.-apparenU7 4ur1q 
pr •• loul reaoYal o •• r.o.l. !be •• 'al and p17.�od .uppor" t�r \h. looaUcg lug •• re expo .ed. fte7 .11" .. t and l'8.t04. 'l'he pla."r 
had broken be.au •• Ule IlUppol"tlDg ana. ot tile looa'lDg lug w.r. s.a. 
properl, f •• tIDed � thl pl,.aod oore . 

r. 2be 'asq plug wal ".o .. d. AdJac.nt blo tter • •  ere 4&ap and 
dl .oo ond 1.n Ipot e. 'lbe ' xpo.eel part ot the pl t wa • •  oaewhat oorro4ea.. 
a"ut ,be lor •• ed-a plug .a . reao.aa"l . &fte!" tapp1ng tAl wrench with a 
I"Ubber aaU . t. 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
ClASStFlCATION CA�c£lr£'f PER OOC q�lItm 

a. !he UJlper ooul.4 lae J'Okt.d 111 tbe charge b1 a ,o-1K) lb. 
tOrol at \he eQd of an lal aN. 

9. All lnner Ghat'S' and a 1... obal'le "I'I plaoed in the 
4u.a17-plua oaY1'J. 'fher . ..  ' a ... 11 aaount of alop .Ubout •• 1Dg 
ahlat. 

10. 10 •• blottlr, awa1 fro. thl IluaIll1 plq abo.14 broWD . ta1n,. 

II . Conclu 1 OIl I 
1. !h. H . E. oharg, ... tight in \h . .. .. 80 tbat tblrl .. , JIG 

po .. lbll lt1 of ab.1ftll1£ 01' l"II.tUl-c. 
L �I .ohttarl arouad lb.1 4u� plug eoul.d proba'bl7 han been 

klpt out b1 prop.r11 •• a1. 1Iai  \he lIco .tlr hole at lbat po1l1t. 
1. In .torage 1t woul.cl lal udnble to rlplaol th. 4UIUI1 piq .1� H.E. blook, 80 a ... abled ( .,hl.foll l1Dlq of lb., ,.",U7 it 

•• 01 .. &1'7) that \b17 eoul4 1M 1'e&4117 ".-,n4 for lIl .. rUOD of thl 
eore. 

RAB{b aa t' 
eo • •• 1:. BradburJ 

a.. •• lil.4er 80Jl 
II.P.Ao1 
a. I. 1f&l'Illr,lr. 
fU. 

UNC\JlSSlnED 

(LANL) 
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DIU r-,)2 ... �u, ... -"184 CID 2S 1'l1r 19.\5 --' at ... ri'" r-,1 
.. n .. .. ... UaaUca t"-. AJ.nq_rq_ . ... 1Ia1'0 � �. tfM __ .. 
... � ...... zel .... -co h _� • •  u. tor I.penta. fte uU Mil _ .. .... ... 
... . ta ett.n, • •  hon " 1'Il  .vnlUa .. .. n ."r .00000Uau .DIOIIIl ...... � 
1& __ n.lI, RU •• , MlliPaze'-n .,.u.a, n."Ua • •  at luaU., _ ... . 

... tM a1 t __ "" v.1 __ taU ... ..... 1 .. ... _be ... ar .1U,.al' ... 
., •• to .he • __ ph .... . 'tilt ... It _ .. 4 t • •• 1 _b ,.ana- 1101 .. , w1'� * 
aeeptioa ot t� 1a the torwal'4 ,0111' .... " .... 1a ,� .. , al� .. , ... w 
� n. " l'lppabl. pla.u.. !lie cal, .. " ..... 01 .. hnoaUoa traa _ula. 
appe&ft .... .. _Il. ta., tIId .U �'a'e4 _tal ,ana ..... Ii \llll' 'otaU,. fW pVUaU:y ruNt. ft. 1.q .. ..  Ur.l7 eonre4 � ran w1 � ,be a .. pUOIl of t_ 
)roue 1aI.n 1IIUu .. 18 pol .oIttiUoa. �_ apriaa I.�_or ... taber .U"" al\lloap ,.l"UaU,. I'UM' . ... la ,004 eoa41Uoa aM .. "1I.Wa . ftu .... 
ftaUIli or th. _tal woul4 MT. la ao ., art .. w .. ... ot "'. " .. ,oa. JlDwnr, 
... � .-J.Uca8 .... . 0I'ft"�. 

za OI"\Ier '0 .ewer all fCliaw la *1 • •  tAer � ..... law...n.4. tu u...--lr .. .. ITlM .. , to11GWlII& .... .  "p, .. 11 .... , . .... ........ tra 
th ... po.,. .GNri .. t_ .. )Klint., .opl_ ot Wlal.k .... a,ta.U4. n. t.11owi .. 
,-li . .... pna ta ........ yUh ,he _"1'1 Udlll ea ,_ ., •• U4 .-...4_ 
tl'Ca �. 

1. t'M '"--'or � ,a 41  ..... &11 la ,. zot  .. , eoa41 Uea . ... ,.1'14 1a 
•• Il �,&Z' u1e. aa4 ... 1IrilT k.U la ,l.e. .. )f the .... ,. 

t. za •• eoria ... WI ... a.., 2, t_ , .. lea 11001 . ..... .. , 1& ,la... 'fhe. aftv 
til . ..... ra klw " .... ...-III the .... 1_ �lu _1'1 ... lIN4. � ... �ta 
laU .. '1II _0 pruaU"l _ tM ,.lar .. p. IIoWWII', .1Iea ,_ ... ... p la til. 
ti ..... � •• a' ..... te«. tu .... _ tor taU . .. .  PJlU'U'. 

za ttl • ..n at.p .he JlOlu' .. , aU .. .. 'U.Pet, .. �1t . ... .aft4, &at 
.. . U.IIII' ... __ M 11ft \be tap ott wltIl .... t1ow � .  n ft. tOlaiS tba, ,he 
.. , � H� .... tIII .. ttl. ua rae .  � tal . ..... a &at Halll. tJa . ... U .... •• " .�"._ YU7 tiakU, 'acetaII', ,_ na4bp ._ ab .. ..... ." -.114. Led 
•• a)lplieA to ,bit polu .. , '" .... . ra • •  ft_ 'y ..-41 .. _ til • •  , w1� a 
�ber _11 ••• n . .. p •• U'oDa 100M tr_ til • •  .,.... � ..... 1, , ... It _. 
pert.... !!len _a _ .JII&" 1NIh ... at,. ••• , •• u ... cnMl' � ,_t tiU" � 
�. paJlll' apa .. ". ..., a t .. JOlza" _ 'laa .1II"1R •• ot ,he .harp •• ll naira. fill 
B.Z. 11&4 ____ 1.1 ........ tl'Ca til. "" lac .M 11&4 .... It ,. tM ,.1aZ' .. ,. oat • •• 
.. to .nl"allAMl _cUl.at .. traa t_ .'11111" .. ,. _III \0 eoH1' .... ed&.' of .... �oab . 

Ii. aUpt .... pl .. ot 'Il • •  ,. •• • lao .," _. BOQftr, U la _11ne4 the, nla _. 
, _ __  •• yould • ..-117 ONl&I' la ,he pro .... or ..... lIl.t. All '�1 "talura 
wen ... unlT .... ,� r1f1\pla .. 0Il�'1la ... u .. . 

\j'M"\}.sS\r \tU " '
, " 

' . flCATION CAtJf.E.lL£D \'\\.1 " , -, ' � R£mw JA�. fili 
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-I. 
UNCLASSIFIED 

,. IIIh& t. -__ .'" t .. t.k.1' . ,  t.k , .. nOlI' uaa., , _  .., pe ..... 1 � .. .. ... u, ... .noM tn. ,.. ... . "'-" .. .. ent .... ., .. .... . ,paA1t& ...... ... . � ._1' "'daaal eft •• te. � .. f.U .. .. __ trae \M ''''1' ... U .. ri til az. ... aM '" ...... e1qI .. .... ... .. .  �u." , . ... _,. u. • ..... ,.. u ... t ... iJIIpN.,,1e , • ....n tlLb .... '"- wi .... ' .,,1I1 .. .. ......... \q up 
r ..... ... it ... ,"1bl ,. aU. i t  '0 "_la 1a �_. I'M up ..... ., tM 
.... abl, '-.n�n ritll tM .. u ..... t at .4U8i" .ztn4e4 "... tM n.U te tape 
•• 1UIlOQMe4l,. .. lIM t. tU a •• eoa41U.. 'fa.. ... at • tMUI' ." aa-.. '!la' 
.� .. .. ..... .. , .... ,�. 111MI' .uU .. ... 1 te .. j .... � .. .-i.. !'U �  .. .  . ... pl .... . at , .. polar .. . ... .. t "n i.t. ,..Ui.. � .. " .. .  ppood.aM17 1/1'· 
.» .. t_. _. ,.1&1' ., ... til. "117 .ec-au -..-ret to . .. , .r al'prcm.'.17 311'· .. ..... 117 •• rl....a. .. ... 1'. 'Ill '''I'pe w.,-. .un ,..Ui .. , La '''1l' 
efllr,pftUll ... ,. aa4 ,� ,.., ftIa14 ...... t 'IZ' tM .nan.' .Jan Ott .." .... , .. 

.. ft • .,Ilan •• tMa b..n.t .. a. h _". tu ' ..... fl .. la q lqII'1&ilt pealUa 
.5. � JOlar .... .. ..  __ aftel' .1allu tnabd, wt t.k . ")1111' .U-' . ..  

�lt l' •• taut ,bat , .. .. U .. to, perU_ et .. ...., 1 .. .. .... 11 ... QJI"II�17 ,kt . .. , lid .... " ....... .  , b.'b-" . .... tM '� Jl . ... 'U"l" .... 
..... ,. � w ... r .... lInD . .... .....a.l ., �. JIOlaI' ., .... til. � .... 
ftl'I UqeH4 et. � 11'_ �. la ... ..... fl .. WI ... �_ . ... ..... 11&417 
nnel. .... .. 1 trope of tne ........ .... � ... , • lh ... JQ'ta. 'fM u.,. fill 
.t.nn 'fI'" ted" -, ..... fit 1""'",or ... teat .. .. ..... 10 81 ... .at.hN ..ua hca .... , woul4 .-U,. .. allall1 .. , U 1 . .. U .... 'III' tU .nn .... ,... .. , 
1& W • .at, _ trca til. eIIt.".. �.. ''''IZ' U1a ftiu IaI7et �. t.., ,lue ia 
Jla" ... .... ..q 101.' bat •• t .... ...u ea ... t • •  pIt .... d ... &11 .""_ \oofteI' 
1101. -.n "pUr ... �. lIy _u ., (1) n .. ", ... ,u •• 1aa' � • •  � PM, 
(2) $M plant. 1-.q1llJ' ... enac .... ... U ... () \M ft1l11U. tape .au .. -. 

� . .  � 3 ... ",. ."U, . .... (�) ... 001'11: la ... � �. 1M '''' »1_ .. ..-nI :�� !; 1I1t1l ".I'J U"1e .tt ..... . Ill. al __ .nu ,1.1. ... ftl'I ". 417 �ttet wlt.k . "onr 
.. . tJpe eorroIl.· .  
[ e. • � 

_
. ;: =�_ .. " .. j ..... to ... "_ oloa _ .. '" .11"", 

.�· a.�r '. 'A." ... .. en ..... .t alM'aW ...... , .... latf. ... tU ..... . 1'tjt· . � . !!I 
t. t'1Mn ... aU&Il' ...... 1 _ _  , .. ..... Ml,.s.ac Jl .. la ... ,., t ad - tile 

; ::  ' Il elwlllaa '-41atll:r IIU'NUII1IIc , .. ... ,1 ... , .... ,. a .... ecI'f'IrM -, �. t--v 
� < ' j it p�. !'U .,. .t  , .. plt .. ...,.... ... tu ' .... ,1 .. .. ... 'U ... -, .  �_U.,. . . ..:� '1 laMl' .nhC .. , • 1.. . ", • •• U. fUW IN'f"�l:r. 
' l, � 10. ft. "''1 .. ftl'I •• 1 . ... *'"' wt'llc.' Uttl.lIlt, u1111 the � • ., 

;;; - I � h&lm1q.. . 
�, :5 �l � 

UNCLASSIfiED 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
U. til_ �� .... u1Jrc '_11' oIpH1&l. \oob a"UQI'" h 1' __ " til. '1IIIII!F 

"'a 111 .. tr. ,lie ...... AUUqta it •• �, a, tin' UT. '" allah' .� 
wUIl . ntl.r ..u., -.oa ,&aU apedal Mel, it '.,...4 treel7. 1' .1 108.1"
'O .llOn .lIe Jilt Wltlt.1a tk • ...,... .., '_I a,pu.n. fit -,pl"Olld.-.'l17 50 '0 70 ft. 1 •• 

12. tM raaidn et tile _arp .. tt-...utel wUla "J'7 lUU. tittloll1',.. 
til. eU. ,kt .. .. re .-atel .. � • •• u. 1A �. __ ..... 1' a. \III ,alar _'" """'1'. til.,. w .... ..-w" YitJa "17 Uttle .1tt1nl\7. 1M pit .. tllml' on:&' to .. ..  � ...... 1M _4e • ".U14 ' .. � .. 1o. et tid . .. U. A � of tAUI' 
� 18 � ..... La till atta ... ... ,.n. 

23. tile t.lt aa4 �."1 .. ,.,... ..... aU La "1'7 po4 �� 
14. t'kere ... erttaa .. at Jlraa .. , al' La tile � .... � .. taJr:eJl ..... 1 

.. ,. altol' U .... Ul7 nnale4 • ee' af ."rold.lIlte17 lIl" UMl' �l lli.h1al ... . 
!!1M n)Mr al .. QcW" a ,. ... UIlt .. , aUIlD._ n •• .0' .000.s.�e •• "'.a"I U. 
au to tJl. nri,aUOIl h tile �1 tIllab ... et , •• nll ... l'. • � ... 10ll of ha 
.�, Ualllt .. alaar17 'fia'� ia tile "'�I'. 

Nt. »0." .. ,.�, .... . ,. " .... ....,. ,... tJlI .... 1 ... )7 ..... 
.t ker.ll ... Iol1 •• \1 ... wen ..... flI1l7 b.,.., .. aa4 ... 1IJ'e4 .., .. ..ai_ 
bapaeUca ,anlaM1. a. __ •• _ _  .ir 1atp"U_ 'a 1enn4 '" a _.ol'II4-. 
• Ion .r "h1et. 'a ., ...... • 1'1.1 l"p"Uea .t tllO .t tJa ... .. UJItIII ." MpUn 
�U... . 

_1 .�4b"" 
Mo7 _ftC' 
.. &dar-. 
• jor Alten.aa 
aon-a,. 

........ 

W. 'I. SIlIattar, n. 
oaptal-. O.L 

a.ASSlflCATION c.tHCEum P£ROOC � 

(LANL) 
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UNCLASSlf\ED WSSlriCATION CANCEllED PfR DOC REVIEW JAN. 1913 

10, .. �. -. W. 84bd'ter 
,.,.. .. a. IJeUelW 
stll.tlGt. I'l' ''''' n JI 

1. tIa1. , . . .. pet _ "It ....... u .. •  t 'u ,1$ .. 1IIIft4 ,.... 
n J2 - � Ofto_r 1,U. 
I. �_ aJIU" (1115,.  .... allsr-'n ,1 .. .. ...-... wttlla" 
UtftRlv. ,,_ .. .. m .... •  t ._ .�loa MU' tM _la, .. , 
ao' ., ...... l'1 � �. a. al...... ftU .o�l_ .. ,.... ... teA 
alJ' .�- .000.s' aD4 wu ........ _ .Ul. ..... 1111&. It h ,...-w,
••• etaW Wl\ll � • .,h'un r.IID4 .1'CIIIIIIIl __ J1a� � »l1lll' 
,,_ .arnd_ ill ." ..... .. W .. Mrio.a .MIICIl to , ... rtue 
.1\1l be 1ft1*' hMUOIIiq " �. JU. 110 U-u101&1 tllolpeeUoa 
_ . ..... 
,. t'IIlIallOF rlac .... Jl .. CI.s) .  � ...., Soa41I1C eJeftU_ •• ,.rt�. &Ill .. titt1a1U" _ .. ... 0IIItaftt. ft ... .. eOllllde"� 
.lUfa .. .  U.U_ r4 lbo '-Uor " ... 1 ....... " .CIIIIPU1I1C '''' app-.zo.. 
. ..  et .. 1IUia ... wUIl 'boeo of �. b1lal!e7. !Id . ... 
u, ..... UI h aClt ,�. to \& •• I'lou. U 1u» .. Uoa .. ... 
., ,_ 1iaaUl_ fIl tu I'laI ... 11-.. All UatulC11111 .. tbt ,,1 __ 
tu eftCh.l '_�U_ to .UJa1a.OO3" _,t tu O.D. r4 .. l'1IIc 
ftlell 1la4 la ...... .. . 005- .  JJo m ..... � eori.,. u..uioa ",  
or WU'JI&8I •• t... � I .D • •  t ,he r1Jlc au \Ia. O.D • .t '''' ,1 .. 
..... 1u4 ...",. "u •• '. *AM. Nll1C U. aI'ltl.u cu._aM t� n • 
... uq .,...." .. 
,. .... )!uU . .... U (I,) .  JIG t1& .. _ J.IItporta., cu.Ml�l ..... 
..... ... ft'IIII. 
5. �I ".p' tor ... alip' �loe ti ..... 1& (2),  ao ...... 
... eNuft4. IM ,lI appeal'l to .. ..  .- ta.U-l17 " .... 
t1,.., 1oaM&.  

.. .  a.u.-, 

VE RIFIED UNCLASSI FI E D  

hR. NQV - d 1960 

(LANL) 
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- . - --
- � � ::=:.  . ..  -- -

.. hMN" lKl 

SUBJiCT. St-WI ot ProJeat Urtloer ill CoIaDat Urp1ue - ,4.tOlll1 o  80lllO Operat1Gnl 

1. !we atf'1oerl .� the ...... � pr03'" we,.. ill the .t1:&olc _lrpllt.n. 
oa bo� tIM lU,roet. ... 11M "pI&Irl 111 .. 1011 . ao-odore 11. ::I. PAriouI , USN, 
.. � •• 1110,. pro.)ltt otM."1' IICI t.be ili.roth_ 1I1 •• 1cIIU C�er P. L .  
, .. _rllh, UIlJl, .... tlw l.uClJ" proje ot ott he,. on the !1&hJl .. Jd IIIl l111 on .  

I .  Th e  dY�le • .nd re'pGQel bl1 ltle • •  r tn • •  .alor pr03eot otti oer were 
oo.,.red ,ell.,..11;y in the toll owS. nc p&r&,,raph quoted troll a letter "Ilt in JUQIJ , 
1 1/.6, by Moo.Jor Goner .. l L.eourl , lior, tad , Chiet or Statt'. 20th Air foroe t.o Il .. jor 
roeDel'&! Curt1e Lew..y. C�dll1C GeM,...l ,  21,t ao.ber Co_Ad . 

°10 aotu.l d1J 1 .. r1 1t 1, dssired �t the 8-21 &l,.,laAO Whioh o.rr1s. 
the boIIb .. 1.0 o..rr'l tn all1t.r;,' otn oer Ipeo1&l1lta . Th, ".dor 
ottioer .pea1.11 It .111 DO qual l rled by t�1 11 .. rlt� wlth the do'l �A, 
tleT'l o�Dt ami. t&01:1 0&1 r .. tu"" or the boIIb. to render tln.l ju<l r
ment in the sTlDt that aA e .. r�enoy requlre, deT1at101l troA ths tant1o..1 p1_. c.pta1o fl. s. P.,.IOIIII , \l �  :i • •• ...,. . w11 1 UDdoubtsd l �· 
b. the .eoio,. otrla.,. Ipeal.11lt :01' ta1t1al bkttle del lTsrie., w1th 
;��cler Y. L .  ullworth, • •  hi • •  1 tel'DAte . ::thor alt.mat .. wi. l l  
b o  d .. lp;nated __ till)' " I"  t'IIl l )'  q_1 U·lod . Th. juo l or ot'riCiOlr 
.pc ailllllt .ill ban til, duty ot perfol"lliDT, til ts IlIld I'lann.ct adjutt • 

.,.nt. OD t.he olrCllla. ot tho ballb c1\lJ'1D� rUch t. " 
S .  rIt, .ub30ot. .... dhoullld 111 ooat'I'IDCII botwoen Gen.r&l Gr,)1,o l .  fi.llar .. l 

:.or.t-d and Gon-rlll I'ar,.el 1 IroQd Ntw.Oo Gez.re.l Croyu, r.'Der.l Lollo.y and ;;'oor .. 1 
r..rril l .  Thoro .. er. aho db caaalion. i n  the no1d . SOIIIC ot t.ho ornc.r. part1-
011*t1nl: in thl !'1eld dhouulon. w.re :;'1111'0.1 }'�r.l l , ;ol . 1I 1&llch .. rCl ( of (";'III . 
Lala1 ' t ot.tt).  (;01 . j-ala! f11»bottl , COlMloclor. P..,.aona , C_ndor :..hworth ",Dd 
Wajor Charl o .  S. .. CI)'. 

t .  Tho "  . .... . Ue_IIt be�.n C_ocIor. P..,.,one .lI ei  Col ollel Tlbl>e tt . ,  .Ild 
daU .. "I)' b,twtoliD COIaWIdar .uallwGrth Lld ..... jor :. .... nCl)' a. to _thocl. ot operation . 
In illlP1 U'l_tloD at 0_1' .. 1 lIor.tali ' .  10 .t.ru.,tloJ\. it _. A(;r.ed that th" proJ. ct 
atri a., wOlllc1 b. OOllslllted it tIIe,.e .1 u)' cUt:: loult)' 00 ld.ntlt1oat1on of 
t..,.�t. ft .... ",1.0 underltood that thor. would b. a Jo1nt .. tr .... llt b.t�.eD 
pl .. n. o�4lr aDd proj.ot ottlaer OD qu.a tlon. at clltobiag th. boab J de1 1 •• ry on 
.. 1 ... t.'I1Irabl l  than the prt-r)' tA.r".tz del i vory .. t lent.r deRtioD til .. :; 
ordered or b), athol' tblln Tl.ual ob.�,..atloo. 1n oa •• ot d1 .agr'��llt th� proJeot. 
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- - - _ . � 
" _ _ _ _  r - _ _  _ 

otncer 1nM&1d bne tlD&l deo1don. h •• r .. ophed tn.t the plane oo.:anrittr 

,Ild aot b.ft .�tf1oieZit detailed tn_led,. of th. boab Auld 1 h oper_tion to 
read ... tl_1 jud�t iD tho •• _tt..ra . nU e tho "II' Poro •• hoped .. t a looter 
date � .ft e .. 10r .,11' orfiOltr. a. plaAI _lIder. who ... ould b. tul l y  quaUfhri 
to ..t. tinal d.o1 a lon. cono�lD' tn. �b. it ... under.tood that their offioera 
.... not '0 ,,_lUl.d at tn. ti_ ot 6.l 1.,.ry ot the tir.t 0-0 • •  

I .  1'11. _4 OIl tM 1Ll . . 1_ could be pro�rly oalhd a Joint _ud . ..  ith 
tho pl ... oo.-.naer prL..r11y re.poae 1 bl .  tor .11 thin ... oo ... eted w1th the oper.-
1:1_ .r tll. airplane , lDal udle(l _ ..... ot ttl. or .... nav1 �t!'oD aDd d.t.D .. 
a�a1. t •• � attaat' l IIhU. the pro jut otf1oer _. pr1.:rU y  r.aoondDh tor 
tM ear. &Ad op.ratloe of th. � ' uatil 1 t. 1'.1 •••• on th. tar,ot .. ad tor o.cl
abD' cono.mine 1t, t;&oti oa1 \ale. 

f.  �. rADiU. 
Ir1 �1.r Ce..ral, USA 

---=---- --- - - .. ..  -

= --= --=-� = - ::::= --

(National Archives) 
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FlZ!D Q!IDU'.s 

YA;> :  JI..:rA.,{ AviAtiOll. O"..art 1:21.8,830, 

(2) (6) lio trier.dl7 a1rc�a!t. ot.h.r thln those lisled herein, will b. rlt..'>tn a 50 zolle .,'U of any of t.he ta1'se\;s !o:- t..'"'�'S s�� :\uring a period o! four hour" prio� 
t� c= s1,X hoer" �ub��!·':�t".� to !t.;-11<: t1J.:..e . 

(0) Ai ..... Soo;. Ra.e"" r .. eililie. wiU be provide<! ror t.hh JOr-.!.on lnrougil .ta.�ard. ""�'lel� b1 1l."dG.uartera, r,ra�tieth Air For c e .  

2 .  T><."til!t� Air. Frc. ;;ttac!u. targeta .iJl JJ.2J.;j 0" � """-,,..t,. 
3. a. O;-..itted .  

b. Cbitted. 

(l) i'ri::ar7 t!:l!t.: 90.:;·0 - HBcs:;r<A liRBAN ; IlIDusrnIAL lU'.E:.t ,  

(a)  M�""3 Po!...,t : C'63096, P�f.re"ce l '(XI Sc!7:CO<!l Ut.."e-4:Csaie HIP.C's!!n.tI. A!'� , No. 90.30 - Ur:'an. 

(b) l?: 334311 - 1313830!;;, 
(c) !!no..'<,.".y (it largo t is �.d) 
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(e) ilreal<�·.�ay (it tarcet is bo.w..d) :  

Len t.urn ot lit least 150 degrees 
J1J7li - 1312&. 

(4) l:>reo rl3quired : 
(a) Strika foree l J A/C. 
(":l) Sp�.ra : 1 Ale , ddell ,.ill proceed t.o PiO J1!!;' to staro. 

by 1.'1 e a se of abort. This AIC It.i.ll b e  loaded \.,ith tull 
"as load but no boobs, 

( c) �!Hth"r : :3 A/C, whieh w ill be dispatched 0:0' t.o e�ch 
t"-T3�t at such a t.L�3 as t.o be �ble to r�laYI from their 
"ssicr,ad tar(;ct, tha t.r.rbot we'lther forecast for strike 
1.be, brcaC;:f;�tiJ1;; this rn�":5a:;e between 060345K 
and 060915K. 1his will cMb1e strik:: farce to uloct either the sec:.;-nd.,xy or tertiary tarset in the 
e,".::nt thil/cr i':l!Sl"Y is found to be c1oud-covered. Each 
"·"::It-hor :, C wlll have abo?.rd a weathOlr observ�r turn
i sh�d by th� ) 1 3th l'Iin3. 

( 5) C . O . , ,509th Group, will in5\:TC that r.·:cessary J% rsonnel <!1ld 
spechl �q.1ip5ont. a.re dispat.ch..d to 1'10 JDill to hondle traM
fe!" of boclI laud t.o &pue ,,/e in �se of nbort. 

(6) Rout'll 
B !.s� nJ JI:"':" 
33371; - l3430� (Oe,,�rture Point.) 341530:-1 - '.33.3330<: IP 
'!�.;et 
2reck�·'''7 r,'i'O J !,.!,\ 
3?.se. 

(,,) ::nrout� to t;;rJ;,)t: B�lcTof 10,000 ft . until n�ee ssarJ 
to clbb to bo:;binS altitu:ie . Belo" 5,000 ft. prior t o  p1.5S� :r./Q JW. 

(":l) or att�ek : 28,000 to 30,000 ft. 
(e) On route back : ,\t or below l8,OCO ft . wh�""I rassing T.'O JI:!.' .. 

(n) T��e Control : p�ss P3c�rturc Point nl 06091SK. 
(9) Sc::.':::i. .. ::; ;,irsp wd : 2"JO lIlph CbS. 

(1'::» Sc.-:-.b lea:! and sycei:11 e?ulp:tc....,t :  /'5 opec1ficd b:.; C . O , >  509th C-roup. 

(11) <r.J.:r vlS'.tu bo::.bln;: �.Ul �" acc""'p1i s.'ud. 1:lrik .. forC3 �:d!l P�$ 5  au!f!eic:ltly' clos..: to pr:L��:-:I t!lr�ct t.o �ssur" .. b�rora toina an to ea�o�d�ry �r£ct J that visu�l bo�i�g 
is , r.ot possibl:: on tho pril�"::r. 

- :! -
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( 12 )  Po�t-!t:-:':.;e :;::-'oto:;r.·.phy: C .O "  50'1t.'1 Grou?, �,ill be respon
sibl;! fo:- !::-i'.)fbg D:\d dis?!.tc!lbs 1;;10 F-13 ;,/e, which will 
b� datach"Q to the 509tn Group by the Jrd Fhoto P.c con Sq. , for t!;is st:-iY.c. Th �se Ale will not ent.er tareet area \!r1til 
4 hc\!!"s aft�r bc::-hs e.VIClY. To �-:s=e this 5chedcle is l:1ein
tci.-:.:d re!;2.!"cle3s of Noet.h;:: the strll:a f er ce has to nakp u se 
at t!:e s;>a..e :.Ic at r io JI!:;', or not, t.he phot.o :,/C. \'li1.1 be 
r:q'-li=� to chack in wit;' the £r o=d stetions a t  both TmL',N 
Pol:::' r,':O JE.::. to oble!n cle!lrc...c� to proceed pnst IYlO JI!.:A. 
If t:-.cS !! phct.o f/e do not :cc�i v.: notific�tion of �lhich tar
C.:lt h·lS :::e.-: bo::bad, t.'1 ey \'fill ?�oto�aph all three target.s . 

d .  C:: ... itt�:i . 

e, Oc.it ted. 

f .  3rd Photo :!eoo:! �. : 
(1 ) Di�-:tc;, 2 :-13 ;./c to /JO�'i':; :ZZiD , TmL'ul, to land 

by C?16CCt., reporti.� to C . O . ,  509t.h Group , for post.-
siri}:! photo briefing as spocified abov3 in pt:-. 3. c. (12) . 

[; • esC. r.·:O J:c;.: 
(1) Fa.:-ticipatc i.. eVllnt of abort l�,di."1J at r'o JrB. , nald..ne 

a� r. e c a s s :Z l  facilities cvai1.!":ll.:! upon request of the 509th 
Group Proj & et Officer. 

(2) Pro'/ide cl-=-ar.ee to photo !,/e, a l!l  pr ovided fo;:" !\bove in 
�l' . 3 .  c .  (12) , aft�r ass ���ce f�c� 5D9th Group Pr�ject 
Officer th�t no abort has occurred. 

4. j·!o ';'aetical �i�s:!.on ;:u..=":ler is a ssi:::!:ed to t;;is r.dssion. For record 
pur?o s e s ,  Spacial 30�bi.."16 �a.ssion i'u.=:c'!r 13 is assi;; ned . 

5 .  a .  (1) S'.;;:-iY.!! ra;:-o:-t s  will be tr�::::.itted in acco:-dtnce with Hnad
qu:.rt·�;:".5, ?�;er.ti2 th :.ir Force R�sulation 100-20. dat03d 15 

(2) 

(5) 

( 6) 

Ear 19�5, 313th '"a:;g :'ir-Cl'c;..mc! St.:tion Tdll rebr02.dcast 
stdY.:l r5!=O:-ts .... ia the F t:\Clt.'l01 on all 313th '"/ins strike fr�
�'Je:1cilJ:S . 

Cont;:\ct r ZJc=ts ?:il1 be tr':'-:l>..itt03d in a : corc!anc e ;dth H�2.C\
�·.H.rte:-.5,  T:·;cnt.ieth :dr Fol':::� Re5'.lli'.tion 100-19, dated 2. 
July 1945 . 

IF'; doctrine \'rill b.:l as follow s '  Tu:-n 1Fi' to pcsition If1 i.=.�!!te2.j before t�e-o!f. !'.lrn IF? off whtm 50 r.ri1es Iro.!l) 
coast of Ja;:.::r.03 se �inhnd. Turn IFF on at land Is end (ene.'"JY 
coa::t) 't:h.::n tetUI7'..il13 iroQ tu-ci03t. Turn IfF off When landing, 

Ch:.nn.;l G (11.3 .01 Illes) of the ;':'I/;'�<l.C-3 will be used <:'5 inter
plene co=-..a..'1:! c�nn<:l . 
F.ct!.!n� C�c:.. .. _ ... .!! 7 of �1!/:,:tT-13 tr!!r.s..littc.:r of strika air craft. 
to 74;5 k.:s. ./..;17 st.rlJ<c pll.."le !'.b·;,:-t.int l1ill i;:-::=.cdiatcly 
c�ll the �;':!!lti;!th .�ir Fo:-e� r.e�.thet S"atio!l, r.� J nr, . call 
Il�:t 00"'1.31, on 7455 kcs an:! trt:!:cit oe" s3�1l saying "cbo rting". 
7r.e 31Jth 1;1."$ Oro'.I.'1:I St:ltic.!1 �il.l lJonUor 7455 kcs snd pa s s  
e.,":r . :lbort.ir>-i: .::.e ssc..>o to  C.O. r:;f: �09 t..' Croup. 

?2� io O���R�ors of 8tr��o £irc��t will conitor 7310 �cs and 
!..n!...!rc:.cpt. i.."l-flieht 'I1eather raFo.ts fro::1 �1e:! t.he:- pl=es OVl:r 
t.�r.::ct.  ThH!! ylC".th�r reports "lnll be l' ddrassud to 313th �ling 
-:.!:��C".!.'l� Str.t.ion, 00'1670. Th� Strlk9 drcrc. ft will i.."lter
c-';: t thes� ir..-tlieht. :o/eat.hc:- :t" ..!r-c:- ts. 

- '\ -
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(7) ?�oto5ri\?hic �ircraft '" ill r"turn .!.N!:,P.T-13 ChurL"1els 1, 3 

!;n1 7 �s roller;l s :  Chann"l I .:. 3410 kcs j  Ch .. llnel 3 - 10125 
kcs j 2.:�d C:H:.:'4'lel 7 - 7310 kcs. Photo!,:l"aphic aircraft will 
be ccntr olled "oJ 313th Win!; Id.r-Cround St(\tio:'l, OOV670. 
rhotc!;raphic u:i:craft will monitor nppropriate 313th Wing 
strike frequt<nci-.ls durine thci. r ent ir e  mission �nd int:u
C&pt striki3 reports liS rcbrondcast by 313th rline :.ir-Ground 
St�,tion. Strika reports \rill d3tcrfo'ina .... 'lich t�ri:et will he 
p!1otoeri:p�,ad • 

( c) Photo�r�p� ic aircraft of the 3rd Photo Reoon Sq. ,  attach�d 
to t�c 509th Group,  will CO:'lt<"ot the J13th �'/inS f..ir-Ground 
St:tion, oov670, on 7310 hcs, and the �,entieth Air Force 
H��th c:' St!ltion , :mo JThIA, on frcqu�ncy 7455 kcs, call OOVlB1, 
!or.:: Clu!lstion both sbtions l:S to whcth� r  any striking aircrart. 
of the 509th Grout> hove nbor to:!. . This will d e terr.\i.r,e whether 
t�e photogrl'. p�ic �ircraft will proo�ed 'to tr.rsot or lcnd at 
riO JJ:L', . 

(9) k.nt!x I" attached herilto, wiU b.J the T:eathcr code used by 
tr.� w�othor aircraft to trc:: s;'.lit in-fli::ht ';Io!::ther ob�ervi\tion, 
frc� over the t�rgct . Tnc lett�r scr��b1e indicated on the 
for=. l':i11 he uscd . 'I'ri!ns;niss ion of '��uthcr information will 
t rJ., e  th" fc,llcr;:ing fonn: letter indi cated in c olu.-;,n under 
lett er 60ri'_':10h \'Iill indie�,te the wc �ther el e7,il!lt being 1'c
port':ld . :!;(lch lctter (weather (ll�mcnt )  will be followed by 
1!. r.,.!."oer l'l�ieh indicates the (\ctU':.l condit ion. 'lhesil n=oC!rs, 
on3 t hrou;!l :!.oro, ap�:\r ct the t.op of the '"'<lathe- co:!e fa' '' .  :," ex�p1e of an in-fl ieh t wc.,t�er ttEl s:;ti s sion r.1irht be-!,s 
follo:'!II : f/,rfV67¢ V 21'1675 - !.�33 BT Y2qlJ<¢ar;¢;dC2.�1 BT 
1'-:1 14v67¢ V 21v675 - 1f:!t7'/ij; ET Y2'1lK¢313�;(�:z;tl BT itR. 
T:"!e ",bove lJe5s(l5c, when d'�cod!:d , would indicate tha [0110\':-
1::; : 10'1 c10:!j s , I - 3/10 s::-.all; roddla cloud ,,-:lOU-'lt, none; 
n3i:;i;t of tovs, unkno;vn; hi$:1 c loud , none 1 heic:ht of b",sa, 
u.�_"!CT,'"n l hei:;:.t of tops, u:-J:no\m, advise, oO;:'Ib secondary; 
visibili ty in clacr air, c)e::""7 .  This oessil,ge Vlill b� handled 
b�' th� bro�dc.:st /:Ietbod and :'ep3atcd as sho�m in the �xemple 
al:-o'lC::: . 

(�) 22eh ,,;,,::t�� aircrdt dll be d<1 5itnated P. specific 
tf.T��t. t" ob� L�rv� . E�ch \i.J�th�r a irCT;!ft l s  r:1dio 
eall siC:', t o;;3ti:er 7:i ttl t�3 n:me of the t:.re;;:t .:!s
si;:"!ej to that nirel·:.ft, �u3t b� carried in both the 

Pilo t ' s  cnt! th� ?�clio O;J'-!r::tor ' s Folders . I. sir-?le 
!'/Ay of d:!sizn�tin� thi s would b� :IS follo:; s :  

;.ircr� ft C nU Si<':1 
21'.'075 
TJ675 
1 2\'675 

Tar�.:lt Ooscrvd 

Primnr:r HP.OS;Ui.:k 
Secondary - r.O;,lB!. 
T"rtiary - N:'C:'SAlCI 

b .  Co:�::;: .. "I:! Post : Hq . ,  'I' •• ,mti;,th Air Force , GU;J!. 

-1 
,;:i. � ,  . •  If'_; . ,/ ". � J i .  
J 3 �C:;r.>o:.::::::;U' .�o�o :e! t C. S .� .. 
:J Iw/:J, V?�r�tl.:):'!� 

� " I 

R K T;,Y1(R 
Colo��l , �ir Cc�s 

Chic! 01' stz.:: 

/ 
-------------� .... �, ��. ��� 

(USAF) 
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c.uu·._"" ....... 0 .. 
BOM .... AONENT L 
QUHH a".,. I-
CH EN IC"'I. L 
::OM .... UH tf!AT10H. ).) 
�HOTOO A"'''HIC I.D 
NAVIQATION hit' 
A. f!? M .. 
}(;'�..4 R 16 

IN ..... " . .... 
1-1., ,t!; .. 

.1"1 7;;"':" 
I ) ') �" 
)/c'/(�AI 

I'JaiJe. 
Jj,.l'.lrh' 
AI, (,,,!! R 

�iS? 

.'" 
IT" 

..""'0. 

... 
/lro 3.� 

.. 

CaCurtlONAL R£L.£AS':' 
WHEN THK " CTATUI TODAY" I.  INOICAT.:O 8 Y  A REO SYMBO'_. 
AHO AN " EXCIEPTIOHAL, R EL.L\I';'· HA. NOT &E£,.. ORANT£O 
.. , AN AUTHOfU7.«O MAINTINANCe O,."CIEA, TH£ �ILOT 0;-- T"� 
A'ReRAn WILl.. alON TH •• flEL.EA&i: I£..-ona: ,.1-1"'"". 
1ID.U.UO I'O" { .  J;tCv. <1'1 " " . •  "" • .'.1 •. . •  '/ ,. 

,. .. aQHT 

R C::MARKllo PILOTS AND M E CHANICS . .. c 'Nn.wen .... , ...... .. 0 ... co .... ",.ltCHAn ANO "h e ' N e  TIM' ",c�nD 'C"T�. , .. 1'4 0 u ' U  . ", 0  w,JiIIUTt'l " , . 1  ').·· , tr� , :-· ·. · . , r l .)I I ·�7 .. !· /� •. · 1J I""UN, NO • •  NO. a �O. I '-:0 • •  
# J. IJAI' u..Ur':'.' .DU/l�P Ai"I>""�A-IV�"" - ", )}" A7-t:,;r 
tlN .# .1' 1!.N� liv6.Dt.·1P47"'IV�· 

"OV •• TO u.r. 
�:�:: 

7�'1: : ; ' l. · ;. I ' . .  � }Y-�',��f ·Z�,: )"  
):1: '1) J.2 : '/; /!)! O  Jt!:y 

........ 

1-----------------------------1 ... e...." 

#- I . '"I.' &s-

FrA()/o F � U  / J:) J!L?j.. �).J ��7"�A .. 9'/p/�r- /"A :';' r�·,I)lN.1..�S 
.AvX /�A/}A'{::_ f!R-_C'7"'LIT1!" {J -AII11?", J�.l.7� 1� f',:(eJlre/' � - 7 .1/'" Hul 
(l4'Nl ERl:.\! 1I��.-z..,JI/.2,.o '- U nl=li2 �-. 0;,1' i;I/�OI l-L ,.,  

DATI AtllellA" ORa. DATA 

� .. 'I-I) . ., ... ,OIlCC 

{)C> ao"'TATlQN COMa •• IIlty. COMO. 0 .. PU'T 

i �, . .. p.0'. ;yS6 �I 
' . ....... . -: "ao"p MO. II ," . 

CIlCW ell'"'' O. I.Jh.IHt,,, ,.(;1 S' 
-'51:/ l1� fAJjJi 

'q"",,_ ,.0 . •  TY'. ,!t,·i;19.1 

AIIiCAAn' OATA 
CO .. ,O .. ul' 

Vii;? 
Aaac..uT .. ooa. 

R- :J1 
AO_", !'"f""" "o. '/!)� ft??� 

. 

DoGINE OATA 

URIA\, .... .t:MIA\, NO. 
!9:J;!7oJU IfYj-.;jr� 
TOTAL .. LI G HT TIME __ > J� : Yo 

This report signed by Commander George Marquardt shows the Enola Gay (44·88292) being released for 
flight on 8/9/45 as the weather plane to Kokura during the Nagasaki mission. (Courtesy of Russell 

Gackenback) 
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OPE!U'!'IQlS Cil1'D} 

.. - .. - .... . . . -. .... . • .  .. .. . . ..... 
"'- ' :1 •.• .-;.'.. .. t . .' ;' • .: (."" :·!t';<.3·irl'';: 

!.o::. I .o::.r.: ;:11 ,: .. · .... ,,:�J.; �c,:-r.!. ... 

Cui of SaclcI I  'i:{O'.ther 2300 
S�rlko 2400 

�1'1ot1ncat Soo 3dw 
!'r.k..-of!: Iloather lhipl: 02)0 

S&rUto ShlpI' 03)0 

Ale FO. VIC!'oa i�O. 
Woather Ni •• lob: 

292 82 
347 95 

eotabat Strike , 
297 77 

5§a S9 90 
fo Iwo 298 8) 
Al tornatos (or aboTo aircraft : 

Hen : 23.45 te 0145 
Luncb�1 1 24 Pot 2400 

48 p,i 0100 

fnlcko : 2 1\\ 0045 
4 at 014; 

CRl'j SUBS 

Swoenoy 
Bock 
F.op�lns (Crew 0-14) 

'!'eylor 

291 91 l it AltorMtO 
)01 85 2nd ll tornato 

W :  llc .,77 7250 .ua.WITIOH: 1000 rds pOI' gun. 
All othcrI 7400 

JleIOI' 

Cel Smith f/S�t r.up(cnbcT� 

Ba.!!IS: Spooial CAl&iiA.S1 1-20 in all .triko AIC 5. ,,\ltcr:lI\tC:I 
�IGIOUS ��VICIS: Catholic:  1 3}O 

Protostan t :  2300 

\loathol' Shi". 
OnnerDl '01'10(1111 in 'iar ioOlll at 2330 
SpeClal brio!in,s iQaodiately following Gonoral at tollows : ./e &n4 P - Operations 

HaT. rI44 Rad o",ra . - '.!t\1' Aoa.. 
JOIIlMrilo1'1 - -.rnr RO:la. 
nt �s - Llbl'MY. 

Strike Ships 
Genoral orlotins 1n Val' �oon at 0030. 
Special briotln� �odll\tely followins Goneral �s foll o�s : 

A./e And P - Opor,..t1ons. 
KAT �:1 !'�."". 0,". - 'Jftr lloQII. 
:ilaallari.101"8 - WAr lIooa. 
n t 1D4:.. - L1 brar7. 

All R!'.dl0 Opol'?' t ors brief in COIJI:IUJIieaUoni 'It 2230. 

/ton 1..»-- .-:# I}�(�;"', a2xs I HOPXI��S :tr.. ." 
�Jor, Air COrpl , 

'Opcrntior.s Officer. 

This is the Nagasaki mission order showing the Enola Gay (A/C No. 292) being assigned as one of the 
weather planes. (Courtesy of Russell Gackenback) 
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m:cLASSIFI.ED - -·1 
Authorit:: 1!NJl.f1 jYs� I I ,...-------{ By J?l �. � HA ndte��UNTIETH AIR fOleE. SleTION INI TIAL! COpy NO. 

THI MAKINO OF AN I 

aM 'Ell· I 
O F  T H I S  USSA O B .  A ND I T S  

TtANSNISSION I N  LITERAL fLAIN I NO � 
TEXT AU AUTHORIZED SUBJECT 

eHn, 0' 
ITA" 

DC/I 0'11 
5 

O U T .  a Y  
1!'� DCI' 'u 

TO NORMAL PROC1DURB FOR THE 

S A P B GVARD II/O O F  H I L I TA R Y  

I I/ F O RI/A rIO N .  

L C LASS I F I CAT I ON I 'TOP SECRET 
I I 

6819 
DCII 'WI TYPBD 8Y 
A . O ,  ernd DATa 

9 Au�ulJt. 1%5 GMDVI. i76 
' SUBJleT 

RETURN REl?ORT FOR CJi;N'l'ERBOARD OPERATION 
Tlt-ICOH lila 1'10. 

TO. " �C6MGENMF 8 

D 

S 
T 

C01!GENUSAST AF 
Fo� Kl1patrick 

Q90600Z . " '1. 3 4·)' /! w f  

Vlho passe a for Co.rniQandoI' 

fthl.s marisage .foX' FaITell (Top Secret. ) S�ellGy, Hopkins and gOCk landing okinawa 

09�k-5Z. Ar�'ved rendezvous point at achedulad tUlle waiting abot\t for'ly-minutss being 

joined by ai.:rcl"aft piloted by Bock only. Recaiv� vrea:'c.her l'eporte and made decision 

to attack p�imary target .. Arrived in target area 090055Z. Target about 3/10 oloud 

rd'hh aQIOO ham and heavy smoke • .  Made :3 runs on prilmary b1.\t each M.me 'target was 

obSCLU'ed by Alaza and lSI!loke . Mlier f:itfty m;\.nutes docided to attack secondary. Attacked 
in accordance at.rike :rePOl;)t wesd:; IJQbmiMeCi. Approach made by rada:¥ with o.bou:� 
!alit th:Lrt,y eeconda visual. Pr.eliminary conference with obaervors with Hopld-ils 111'1"1 
Bock places :l.mpacr� aPPl1oJc.:i.mat,ely on M1Ueubishi Steel and Arms Vlo7.'ks, tax'get number 

546. Conaensus of opinion visl}.al effect equal to or probabl�' g;oeat.o;r than 8.'C Hiro
ahlJiJa. COIUlDll of smoke and mushr()om Ne.ched about. 30.000 feet in 3 minUtes and BOGn 

reacil<;ld EI"G �eae"i:; 40,000 . Dust oovered area at least 'tv,o mileE! in diameter .  Probably 

fair amount. of blast on unprofitable areas. Gaeol:tL'le consumption at· high· altituden 
cruiGing, failure t.o rendezvous, and tilne over primary tal'get forced decision ·i.o drep 

l.".nJ�her than ntte.r4pt queat.ionnble chance or reaching Okinatm with unit . 
END 
TOD OSOOZ 

ACTlON I �  
i 
o 

./ DEClASSIFIED 
DOD Dtr. 5200.9, Sept. 27, 1958 -t 
NWD by 1la:- date .l-.1� � 

�-..... ... ". .... 
•••• ... IlHItf·: · :1111 • . .....� .. ... I CLASSIFICATION I TOP SECRET I CloASSIFICAl'IoN I 

This is the Nagasaki post-mission report sent immediately after landing at Okinawa. (National Archives) 
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TOP SEC RET 
1 0  AUGUST 1 945  

REPOP.TS tJ f/ i tt ?  � 

x 
x 

C )�G �NUS ASTAF G U A U  
I NfO: CO�G E � U S ASTAF ( REAR) � � S H  ( UROENT)  ATTN ; G E N E RAL HDR STAD 

A p·.le ft  511 X';;< S!J3J[ C T :  F P;':'L RE PORT, 5C'9TH S 8� 1 6 , ST R I X £  
C E �TE R a 0 A R D ,  F L O �N 9 A U G UST , 945. 
I .  TA2G E T  ATTA C � E D I  N A G A S AK I 
2. T I'�£ TAK E  o r F :  F I RS T :  CC 1 7491 L A STl  02.' 751 Z 
3. NU� 3 E R  Ale A I R30�� E :  3 
4. B0�a � DATA l A .  L O A D  A N D  TYPE: S PE C I AL 

B .  FUS I N G ;  SPE C I AL 
C .  D I S P OS I T I O N :  :3 S E CO·'iIl .1. ?Y l HC A S A l< 1 U ? i3.l. N  APEA 

Ale V I C7.J� 7 7 ,  V I CTOf! S9 , 'J I GTOR 90 
5 .  MEJH�D OF S��a I N G :  V I S U AL 
·3 .  T I ;':E !V) iJ e S  A··' ·J,Y :  r lf�ST; 09-J 1 58Z LAST 1 Q<='..,.c201 z 
T. !'iEAT H £ !'l :  7-1 0/1 0 A L T9 C U:'!�L U S .  30\13"( :> TH.qa U G �  HOL E .  
5 .  P R E S S U rl( ALT I TU�E : 28 , C00 rEET 
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TO P S E C  R £ T 

1 1 .  O a S E R V A T I O� S I 1 L A R G E  S H I P  I N  H A R 3 0 R  A R E A  AT NA G A S AK I ,  NUME ROUS 

S !.IA L L E R  V E S S E L S  I N  S A).I[ A :,£}, . 4 U U I DE tJT I F I E D S I NG L E  E ;� G I i',E H 33/1!5  H 
1 32/00 E, U',' , C I RC L l ;� G . 1 3  u N t DnlT l f l E D 5 / £  A T  30/25 N 1 30/38 £, 1 2  
S I LV E R  1 "1 C O L O R ,  1 O r F  C OL O R ,  2 ;I I L E S  E A S T  A T  1 2 -1 5 , COO F E E T .  N E I\ R  
S E NDA i ,  S E  CPA S T  OF K Y U S H U  S�OKE W � S  S E E N ,  V E RY M U C H  L I K E  TH A T  O B S E R Y E D  

� HE N  S PE C I A L o a�3 E X P L O D E S ,  I �TE N S I TY UA I NTA I N E D  T I L L O U T  o r  S I GH T .  
1 2 .  B 0 � a I NG RESULTS : F A I R  TO GOOD. 

1 3 . T l u E  O f  L A ND I NG :  F I RS T :  091 306Z LASTs  C91 339Z . 
1 4 . O TH E R  S I G :-l I F I C A NT I NFORMAT I O N ,  SO PERCEHT OF' RU N WAS RADA R ,  
so�aA RD I E R T O O K  ? V E R  � ND M A D E  V I SUAL C O RRE C T I ONS I N  L A ST 1 0  P E R C E NT .  
BOMB H I T  A P P RO X I � A T E L Y  SOD F E E T  SOUTH O F  U I TS U 8 1 SH I  PLAUT.  CQUPA N / O N 
SH I P  OB S E RV E D. A FTE R E X PLOS I O N L A �G E  WH I lE S � O K E  R / HG F 0 R � E D ,  R E D  S A L l  
O F  F I RE C 0 '1 E i'  I NG 1 12 O F  A R E A .  Til E !1 COLUMN OF SMOK E f' O P.�.l E D  1 /2 !A l L E  
T Ot: ,  FU N �I E L I N8 U P ;'f A R D ,  S OTTOI.I D A RK B RO;�N I N  C OL O A ,  c r N T E R  AM O E R  COLO R ,  

TOP WH I T£'. COLU),I.)( P O S E  TO SO, COO n : E T ,  R / S I NG TO 30 , 0')0 F E E T  Hi O N E  
A ND O N E  H A L F  TO T�O � I NUTES . M A N Y  S �ALL B R I GHT f i R E S  0 9 S E R V E D .  

C O N S I DE RA BL E S � I) � E  OSSE RVED 1 75 � I LE S  FR�� A �E A .  F / v 5 s�nCK WA V E S  
F E L T. 
1 5. M I S S l 0 N E F F E C T I V E .  

1 6 . � E�A �K S l  Ale V I CTOR 83 5 T00D B Y  AT I WO J I �A F O R  E�E RGE N C Y  SUT NA 3 
N0T C ,�LU : J  U PON , RETU R N I N G TH I S  B A S E  0909 1 0z .  AIC V I C T O R  7 7 ,  89 t A N D  
9 0  L A /iDE D OK l iI MI.\ 090400Z - 0904042 , S H O RT O F  G A S ,  T O O K  O F F  090T03Z -

0907032 . 
n iD • • •  

This is the fmal Nagasaki Strike Report, Note the two different bomb drop times even though only one bomb 
was dropped, (USAF) 
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THE YIELDS OF THE H I ROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI EXPLOSIONS 

by 

John Malik 

ABSTRACT 

A determini s t i c  e s t imat e  of the nuc lear 
radiat ion f ields f rom the Hi roshima and Nagasaki 
nuclear weapon explos ions requires the yields of 
these explos ions . The yield o f  the Nagasaki 
explosion is rather wel l  e s t ablished by both 
f i reba l l  and radiochemical data f rom other tests 
as 2 1 kt . There a re no equivalent data f o r  the 
Hi roshima explos ion . Equating thermal rad iation 
and blas t effects obse rved at the two c i t ies 
subsequent to the explosions gives a yield of 
about 15 kt . The pressure-vs-time da ta , ob
tained by d ropped , parachute-re tarded canis t e rs 
and reevaluated us ing 2-D hydrodynamic 
calculat ions , give a y ield between 16 and 1 7 kt . 
Scaling the gamma-ray dose data and calculat ions 
gives a yield o f  about 15 kt . Sulfur neut ron 
act iva t ion data give a yield of about 1 5  kt . 
The current bes t e s t imates for the yield of 
these explos ions are the followi ng : 

Hiroshima 1 5 k t  
Nagasaki 2 1  kt 

The outside limi t s  of unce rtaint i es in these 
values are believed to be 20 perce n t  for 
Hi ros hima and 10 percent for Nagasaki . 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

The Manhattan Proj ect culminated in the design and fabricat ion of two 

types of nuclear weapons--L i t t le Boy and Fat Man . The f i rs t  type was exploded 

ove r Hi roshima ,  the s e cond over Nagasaki . E s t imates of radiation e xposures 

depend in part on explos ive yields , a nd much of the evaluation of radiat ion 

effects upon man depends on data f rom the Hi roshima and Nagasaki explos ions . 

The y ield o f  the Fat Man has been determined rather wel l ,  being given 

various ly f rom 1 9-2 4  kt . ( Present o f f i cial yield i s  23 kt . 1 ) E s t imates 2-7 

for the Li t t l e  Boy have ranged f rom 6-2 3 kt . ( The current o f f icial yield i s  

1 3  kt . 1 ) The d a t a  from which e s t imates may be made a r e  f ragment a ry ,  and t he 

These excerpts from Los Alamos report LA-88 1 9  describe the Report Abstract, Mission Summaries, Mission 
Parameters, and Weapon Yields. (LANL) 
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Bomb designstion 

Mission numbe r 

St rike a i rcraft 

Aircraft comlDander 

TABLE I 

MISS ION SUMMARIES FOR STRIKE AIRCRAFT 

Hi roshima 

L-l l ,  L i t t le Boy 

1 3  

V-82 , Enola Gay 

Co l .  P .  W .  Tibbets 

Cap t .  R .  A .  Lewis 

Cap t .  T. T. Van Kirk 

Maj . T. W. Ferebee 

Nagasaki 

F-3 1 ,  Fat Man 

1 6  

V-7 7 ,  Bock's Car 

Maj . C. W. Sweeney 

1 s t  L t .  C. D. Albury 

C ap t . J. F. Van Plet 

Capt . K .  K. Beahan 

Pilot 

Navigator 

Bombardi e r  

Weaponeer 

Time of detonation 

Indicated a i r  speed 

True air speed 

Cap t .  W. S. Parsons (USN) 

08 1 5 ,  August 6 ,  1 9 4 5  

C d r .  F .  L .  Ashworth (USN) 

1 10 2 ,  Augus t 9, 1 9 4 5  

Wind 

True heading 

True course 

Indicated alt i tude 

True alt i tude 

TelDpe rature 

Height of bu r s t2 8  

T i me  o f  fall 

200 mph 

328 mph 

8 knots at 1 700 

2620 

2 6 50 

30 200 f t  

3 1  600 f t  ( 3 4  640 f t ) a 

Ind . -220C , True -330C 

580 ± 15 ID 
4 4 . 4  s ( 46 . 9  s )  

200 mph 

3 1 5  mph 

I -knot head wind 

28 000 f t  

26 900 f t  

503 ± 3 m 
4 7 . 0  

a Quant i t ies in parenthesis have been de rived f rom canister pres8ure
t ime records and test drop data. 

Height-of-bu rst ( f t )  

Aircraft alt i tude ( f t )  

Ground s peed (mph) 

Head wind speed (mph) 

Aircraft separation ( f t )  

Time delay f rom bomb to 
canister releasea and 
s tart of record 25 ( s )  

Parachute opening t ime ( s ) a 

Canister drop speed ( f t /s ) ( ? )  

a Estimates . 

(LANL) 

TABLE I I I  

MISSION PARAMETERS 

Hi roshima 

903 ( Re f .  2 8 )  

31 600 ( Ref . 26) 
32 700 ( Ref . 1 0 )  
35 000 ( Ref . 2 5 )  

328 ( Ref . 2 6 , 1 6 )  

0 ( Ref . 1 0 )  

300 ( Re f .  2 7 )  

1 6  

(LANL) 
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Nagasaki 

650 ( Ref . 

900 ( Re f .  

3 1 5  ( Re f .  

1 (Ref . 

300a 

1 

1 6  

28) 

26) 

26) 

26) 



--

TABLE X 
YIELD EVALUATION S  FOR LITTLE BOY ( H I ROSHIMA )  

Me thod 

Canis te r  P ( T ) Data 

Equival ent The rma l  

Cypress Charring 

Equival ent Blas t 

Lord Penney , e t  a1 . 

Thermo lumines cence of Roof Tile 

Sulfur Act iva t ion 

Des ign Pred i c t ions ( Schiff ) 

(LANL) 

Y IELD OF THE FAT MAN 

Rad i o chemical y i el d  ( k t )  

Trinity 

C ross roads A 

Cross roads B 

F i reball y i e ld ( k t ) 

20 . 3  
20 . 4  
2 1 . 7 

T r i n i t y  20 . 8  
Cros s roads A 2 1 . 4 

Cal cu lated y i e l d  ( k t ) a 2 2  

Recommended y i e ld 2 1  

Yie ld ( kt ) 
1 6  
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
1 2  
1 7  
1 5  
1 5  

a By R .  Osborne , Los Alamos Nat ional Laboratory Group X-4 .  

(LANL) 
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This is the post-mission maintenance report. Note the references to the faulty bomb bay fuel tank booster 
pump and a note to replace the flares. (USAF) 
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FIRST TECHNICAL SERVICE DETACIDlEHT 
A . P . O .  JJ�

�C/O POSTMASTER 
SAR l'lW'K,;ISCO, CALIF. 

IlEIIOIWIDUM FOR I 
FROII: 

SUBJlC'f l 

Capt . R. Larkin, Slte Y 
Officer in CharCe , Pro j ect A 

11811Or&Ddua, Doll to Brode . 

1 J. 
rnw. �AT1011 
UNCLASSI FI ED 

L M. Redmon 
O/LJt.. N 2 9  -I 1r1 

S;u �y 
1 .  'fh1s letter 1 s  a -ssace tor Brode tro. Doll . 

2 .  I .. wr1t1Dc thb dur1ng the lull in our operations 
which we all expected. J.. I wrlte,_ 

peace r.mor. are prev
alent, and 1 t 11 enre"17 llke17 �t drutic action will 
be taken recard1.Dc our plana prior 1lo J"OUI' rece1pt of thi • 
... • age . However t I .hall trr to pre.ent a procreae report 
bt the work here at de.t1Datlon. 

3.  We arrived in .trength on Jw.,- 4th. to t1J11d that the 
.. 0000 batoh was e%pected ., .. ntar1IT. rbe t1111D& wu pertec t .  
rhere ... l1ttle to 40 besides b8OOa1ng accl1aate4 and or1ent
ed until .ertain cr1tical it.s tro. the '8OOnd batch were un
loaded . Because ot varlous tactors it was JulT 10 wben the 
1tellS needed were received , and we were rea47 to co to work. 

4. J. l&T-out plan was _de which, though generous t .... S 
not elaborate. 'fh1s plan utilised all ot the apace 1D our two 
bomb-s1ght buildings .  Work prooeeded on this lq-out at a 
gratifT1nc rate.! -nil at no ti .. were t_porar,- .. asures taken . 
rhe local · Sea-lSee." ,ave .uch valuable ass1s tance 1n the con
struc t10n ot benchea t tables , oab1nets , ud . tool. . We in
stalled a var., cons1derable a.ount ot ad41tional wiring 1n 
each bu1141nc , and 1D acld1t1on ran tour s1pal c1rcuits plus 
our D . C .  '7st. b�tw"n the two bu1ld1ncs • 

�. Tar10u power ditficulties were ancount.recl at the 
.tart. BoIrever , .,s t ot the.e were .olved bT the d1str1but1on 
ot our t1 t transtor.r. tbroUlhOut the Or4Dance .&.rea and b1 
canerator overhaul . Use ot the ur-cond1tioner. bellUl about 
Jul7 20 but that in "D· building u.ediatel7 broke down be
caus e  of a bad condenser . Spare parts were ordered b7 Ord
nance , but the unit 1a still 1noperative at thi. till8 . I can • .,. that I have notioed no detr1_ntal ettects ot .ollture 
in our apparatus . All te.t boxes, clock boxe. , pressure 
sw1tche� , us.bled ·C" plates ,  e�c . , have been kept in 

This is the post mission report by Commander Ashworth describing the success of the mission. 
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SEGHET UNClASSIFIED 
Bu11ting "D" t wi th the onl,. ettect being the increase ot leak
age currents .  Saal1 spurlowt rea41l11 s ar e  eo_ti_s bated l n  
our higb-impeclaDee tes t clrcui ts , but the,. c anm t  lead to er
roneous results lt the operators are proper1,. lutructed . I 
believe the air-coDd1tioninc to be Yer,. deslrab1e, aDd perhaps 
quite necess&!')' tor long tiae operations , to s.,- DOthing ot lts 
yer)' good aoral • •  treat. 

6.  Soon atter our arrln1 arrance .. nts .. ere coapleted tor 
tbe use ot a B-24 as a test airplane . A 718 wal borrowed 10call,. 
aDd .as later replaced b,. our own. I'M. 1u tallatlon .ent along 
yar., .ell, and it appears to be super10r to that previousl,. 
ade in the C-45' at 1I1.pl.,.. A .tandard CCl cou:1al cable 18 
used tor oonnecUae Archie to the Yoel antenna ao1D1ted on the 
side ot the tuelace . !'he antenna ls e .. 11,. reaoyed tor se
ouritT. !'his lns tallatlon 11 located ju t att ot the rear bomb 
bay . In ,eneral , DO di ttlculties baYe been encountered ln ob
taining the use ot thi. airplane as needed . 

7. .An lntensiYe LB progru .as . tarted on a schedule 
which coordinated with our facllities 1Ds taJ.latiou. In general 
DO sbort-outs .ere taken ln COMuo tinc this pr.p'u, aDd DO 
�e work .. as done on elther the testinc or tu1nc progru. 
!he .et-up has contimaed until this date , aDd I can • .,. that it 
i. DOW coaplet�, le.Yine the entire cr ... tree tor routine opera
tions . !hus , me aost critical period has pas s:!l aDd .e are 
now actual1,. .tatted to run a total ot 10 - 15' ts per .,ntb 
at a leisurel,. paoe . 

8.  'the 1ntoraer s tation .. as oOllpleted wi thout incident 
atter the uriYal ot the l.bd. ters . .lIl excellent antenna .,.stem 
• .. installed both tor the iDtoraerl and the 624-B co..wU.cations 
s tation. !he p'01lDd to plane co..aD1cations has worked out ex
cellentl,.. !he 1ntoJ'Mr . tation ... coapleted prior to the tirst 
dl'op , aDd it lias rell&1ned UDChaDCe4. 1 can s*'7 that it is con
siderabl)' superior to that at S .B . ,  aDd it is a pleasure to op

erate since it 18 entirel,. an 0-3 sbow. 

9. l'il.ll deYelopMnt t.cil1Ues .. ere obtained OD the i.land 
in ti_ tor the tlr� test dl'op . At tirs t the quali ty ot work
MDab1p was quite .. tbtactol7, but .0 .. I"8COrds .ere later lost 
because or poor prooes sing . Wo Yltal results .. ere los t ,  bow
ner , and it 11 expected that the prooessing nll 'DO" be sati s 

tactor,.. 
10 . !'he L .B .  test procru went oft witbout incIdent on 

drops 1.1, L2 t and L5'. !welTe TarT •• t1lractor,. Intorur records 
.ere obtained , aad eyer70ne .as quite pleased nth the results 
obtained . On L6 .. eather prob1blted the drop upon the return trom 
IB ,  and an attempt .. as ade to run it the tollowilll clQ" in the 
DOrMl tuget uea wi tbout release .  BoweTer, .ea ther interfered) ll(O , " - . �t{�1 ij t G i'a E I (1fQS\f\C�i��; l�it lSn 
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and the uni t  was t1nally released 200 Idles at s ea ,  where no 1n
tor •• r records could be obtained . The approach ot the "hot" 
unit required the coapletion ot thi. tes t ,  and 1t 1s DOt .ate to 
bomb through bad weather 111 the DOraJ. target area because ot 
danger to shipping . !be clouds here almst always .tart at 
2000 - 10 , 000 ' 1  and 1t 1s nearly always necessary to t1nd boles 
in the clouds ror prac tice bombing . 

11 . In general , everyone was quite pleased with the LB test 
program, since 1t proved conclusively · that the Papacy tacilities 
were ready tor bigger things . 

12 . I t  sounds 11ke an UDderstatell8nt but I can honestly 
say that the "bot" LB unit (L-ll) was routine . The schedule was 
.tepped up and we were ready tor delivery on 2 Augus t. How
eV81" , shorU7 b.tor. this bad w .ather was predicted over the 
Empire ,  and the batteries w .re h.ld back . We prepared a new 
batch ot batteries on alternate day. ,_ 

and tinally completed the 
installation on AUCUS t 5'J . loaded it mat atterDOOn tested i t  and ewere reaq tor talte-ott oatore d1.Dner. As the who!e world knows , 
it was delivered to target Aucus t 6, atter a talte-ott at 0245. 

. 13 . We were all excited at what we were do ing, but each 
step was caretully planned with double inspectIon and testing , 
and at DO tiu was arq aisbehavior DOted . In tact due to the 
0111 .. 101) ot 1nt'OrMrs thi. 1ID1 t was .ore pleasant to prep8.1'e than 
arq past un1 t, e1 ther here or at lI1.plq. 

14. 1'he confIdence and certainty with which L-ll was pre
pared and delivered are perhaps the best j� titication tor the 
exhaus tive test program conducted during the past ten months . 

1 5'. The 1" • •• tes t procr" went ott without 1D.C1dent ex-
� cept tor the tact that all informer records were DOt reoelved . 

ill components ohected pertec tly troa the time ot ass eably until � .. release .  The intoner trouble l 1.ply dupUcated that prev1ou.Iy 
.... . ncount.red at Jlhplay . aD "13 oal,. one lOod record was obtain.d , 

but we wer. tortaDate 111 that this one record ,a ... e all the really 
p.rt1nent data r'quired . "18 gave the only full .et ot F • •• records 

_ I have seen . ince the addition ot X-� apparatus . lil records looked 
r· sharp and clear on the .om tor1D1 "P". HoweYer , on. tlla was 
N 4es tro,..d 1n develep .. llt with ellOugh of the other t11m s1l1'viving 

to g1Ye readable r'sults . We were all brokan-hear �ed to lose 
ft what looked like a pertect .et ot inton.r data . Bowe ... er t we 

.. 
obtained .ore than th. pertinent data , aDd the inforaer data proved X";; op.ration, atter the putts tailed . The importance ot thi s  
cannot be oyer.aphas1zed , s ince 1 t  prepared the way tor the us e  
o t  the bot " ... un1 t .  

16. Certain inconsis tenci es were noted in the AR. data trom 
F13 and F18 .  �hese wer. reconciled with Penney, Serber and Ramsey ,  

;SF ep,El ;; 'ClASS1F1CAT10N CA�CEll£{) 
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17 . the rehear.al r .ll. 1m1t (r-33 ) was prepared nactly 
11ke the torthcoll1ne -bot" 1m1 tL and .ent ott without incident. 
i'be detonation occurred about 200 1I11e. away troa our base .  

lB .  the -hot" r.ll. UD1t (r-31) was adnnced drastically, 
and .e bad little trouble in .. eting it. It 'Olmdll trite to lI&y 
the 30b .... routine , but I know DO other .&1 to de.cn b. it • 

.l,ain the experience ot a te.t procru .tood u 1D ,ood .tead , 
and .. went ahead with the job 111 a cont1dat UJIIler . Because 
ot a last Jl1nute chance there wu 10 .. . tl"ucg1e in preparinc 
batteri.s , but DO comer. wert cut , Uld tbe cOlIPlete useably 
te.ts .. ere OOIlp1ete4 the afternoon ot .l'Ul1lS t 8. !be boab .. a. 
then loaded, the plane te.t. cOllpleted , wi th  take-ott at 0345 
on J.UCUI t 9. You kDow ot the result. 

19. w. all te.l clonou17 rtlue4 Uld confident. We know 
.we can keep thi. up at the .... calib.r .. tast as the aterial 
woan bt d.l1Tered. Pur thermre, w. OlJmOt help but tetl that w. 

haTe -.de a pod tin contrlbnt1.on to the war , and w. art all 
dued at th. results and consequent publlcity . 

20. .... I look at our 1Ds tallatlon tlod.,. I do t.el pleased . 
I t  baa nrpused the tonde.t dreaas 70u and I had tor i t .  I t  11 
neat, .orkanl1k. , aDd ... 11 or,aniled, all ot which inspire the 
aen � better work. ror the .o.t par� we baTe �D .elt-sufti
cient, and in .0 .. case. baT. helped other. . The.e taoUi tits are 
!lOY coaplete aDd I pr&1 that they will DO loneer bt needed . I can 
leaT. thi. fi_ a et-up witbout a quala it It 11 DO longer neces s-

e ary to produce this horrible device or our. .  We c an  relu: in the 
kno.ltdg. that .. han dell Tered two treaendous blows agains t 

� Japan; that .e can continue it a. necenar1; and ,  that TeIT po s -
1ft sib17, haT1nc done wha� w. baTeL we haTe ooDT1nced Japan aDd the 

world or our potentialities .0 u.t th1. device and 1 ts ObviOWl 
f'if1erivatives will D8Tar .,ain han to be used 1D anger . 

21 .  In ClOsing
! 

let _ • .., that our aeD here canDOt rec.ive 

.., g;r;�
e
;!k��:re 11 �:Ch� �:ugo� y t�ir �:r�· r::�' 

.. "iTen th_ hard , .n tbout a word ot coapla1nt. i'hty are wonder
tully tra1ned tor the jO�J aDd 1 wolti ha .... COlIJ)ltte contideoce in 

.. turnine the 30b OTer to UlO.e !lOY here with DO additional person
.. nel fro. Y. I .. proud ot the .. atn .  

22 . 1'he .1100ell or aD7 job 11 the result ot oaretul planning 
and coordinatioD. Your plaDD11l1 at ho_ ade thi. job here po.-
sible , while the excellent cooperation tro. Y .ince our depE .. ��cn.\.H) 
has innred the ncet •• ot the combat application ot � �� 1 ... / �  

Oppenhei .. r 

��� )! \ . .
• 

c e : ParsoIUI 

�@���������� Brode • • ASBWOR'l'H 
Doll Co-.mer USN 

b1 direotIon 
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P. O. Bex 1663 
Snnta Fe NeYJ !{erleo 
27 September 1945 

Brigadier General T. It. Farrell 
Box 2610 
1': B.shinztoll, 25. D. C .  

Dear General Farrell : 
I an enc1otL�g a copy of the rou5h dr�rt of a history of Pro�Elct .l T.'h!c.h I pre p!!red 1:1 the !'erial:3s. 
C tb(lu&1: I hE.." B  hed tiote t o  J:'.3.ke tus r�l'C'rt factl'-2.11y 

correct as to dat�8 . e tc. , it is not co�rle tely revlEed 
for GOerS. reedf>ollity. I '1;6.5 waitin;; to do tUs until 
COl!l.�odore Persons h!ld bed a chance to read arod cr1 ticize 
this history. I n.uld epprr.oiate your El'Ol�l!'-e bim t�(;se 
chapters i:1 r.e.shinr;ton &nd B.5kir.e hin to sEnd r.is CO:'l!::e:lts 
to f;B. 

This rep-:-.rt shr>':l1 d be pr,·fuf.ely il1w:tratad liith 
photographs of rhlch all our bect copies (all ":hat Bh� 
eHber boob) are ill r!i.sl-"bgton. 

NFR lde 

4 ·-'---'-------........-.....---------I FSPEC IAl RE-REV I EW i INAL lJETERtuNATION i �ASSIEIEpj DATE : ��/ 
...... -----. - ---'-- ----

Sincerely yours, 
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HI!lTCI'� OF pao.n:::CT A 

BI 

I. 1. JW.:sEI 

Chapter I 

CLASSIFlCATION C�,NCEllE� 
PER DOC REVIEW JAN. 1973 

Tba histClI'1 or Project A is 8ssentilU.lJr tho lWstor.1 or the CO::1bnt use or the 

ATcrnc B01!B and or the �pn.rlltion l'!Jd pl.anlli.ng to IIIO.Ice t.!WI us. poess1ble . ;'roject A 

wu respondble �or the un1.!lcll.tion a.."!d direction or all IIctiYities concernod with 

the USG or a nuclear �jllos1on 411 & bo:o.b to be delivered to the e:1elV as op?Osed to 
5 Til TIc. 

tbe expari�nt6.l'i\1'1.riDg or such a nuclear explosion on II tcs� dte . This rcspoflllibllit.r 
inc1,;dr:.d responsibility ror design a!¥1 proeure:'lent or cO:::�I\�nts ""h!cb 'l;ere ra'iuire:1 

to co�c=t II nuclc� cxplcsion into II cozbat bo�b, coordination with Air Forces 

IIctivit!es ��cluding the cod1fi�tion or su1�ble circr�rt, �Jpervislo� or field tests 
on bOlT.bs llit�O'.:t 6.ct-iva :-.ute:-!z1l, plAl!!l1ng and ellt:;.bl1:!il:er.t or the necessary Ildv ... noe 
bat'e where the t1r.al broba Yi ould be a:::6er:bled, �8e::.bly or active OO!:l'o:s and 108d1ng 

into aircrn!'t, GuperviBion of u.ll teet" and actio:l8 pert41n1ng t.o the bO:lb _hila li.board 
the aircre.1't UJt. prior to relonse, ete. 1!a.DJ' or theee responliibllitiea Tiare che..red dtb 

" f"!� other grcup8 a.nd ctlvi.siona at Project 1, rot the basio re:;po!1B1bUity for u.�ille all �- ::.;� 
- then activities "1l1I that or Project A . 

Projoct A a.s sucb �a.s not establisbed u."ltil l!a.-ch or 1945 . Hcr.Jever, tb& 

activities lahr "tb$ rcspo:l.llib1llty at Project A lJere IUlrted lO::lg before thi8 t.1.;,.-e in 

a different or6a.'l1zatio:'w form but lritb ca.n,y or the &nm &len in responsible pos1t.icm8 . 
During this earlier period DOlIt or ,,"hat "IIre lator defined as Project A prchlens were 

kncsrn as deli�ery problelllS , i.e . pr'oble:llS concerned with the "l5Uceesstul delivery at an 

eto!:lic oo!l'.b e.&o.i:l.llt the e!l8l:J'. For th1e rensoll a history or Project A should OO&in 

with a history or th& delivery llX'oaou; at Project I prior to the establu�'"'6!lt or 
Project A . r- ·  "" VERIF'-ED UN"CLASSiFI E"O"· - --

1 Cff;s 1-. /v1 R 
J 2 -/ 1 - ? /  
7 - / 7- 79  

..,�" - - "" "  
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Prior to the establishLlent or Project A the dol1verl program "'lUI prillarill 
the respondbllltr of Captain 'If .  s .  PUS,OllS, USN, who beaded the Orc!n&nC$ Divis ion at 

Project Y and ]f. Y. 1!a.mssr in charLe or the Del1verl Group. !hese responsibilities were, 

hOI/ever, cocp1ete� 5hared 111 th Cocr.a.nder l"rtillcis Birch lOho headed the Gun Group, 

lC. T. Bainbridge who up untll the establishment ot Proje ct A ltas responsible for the 
dedt;n of the implosion lIIodel, R. B. Brode in cllarf;e of the Fusing Gro-.:.p, e.."ld GeorGe 

GallOllq who headed the Engineering Group. 

The first oajor activities or aDf kind co�cerned with the delivery procr� beban 

1 - ..... , in J'UD6 of 1943 ",bell Ra...""IS8y at Perscns ' re:j,ueat su.-veyed the ilr Force/! aircraft to 
........ -:! 

deten.ine approxiJ:l.ate sizes, shapes and lH i it;hts or bo::ibs lrhich could be carried in 
aircraft. At that t1ce o�l the gun method of &ss8�bly V� un1cr conside�ation and 
it �a$ thOUGht that a )000 it/Bec gun <.o�d bo required to �ke possible the 6� 
assemblr of Pu 239 8 0  the gu.'1 would be 17 te et 10!lg. It was apFaI'ent as a r:sult of thill 

survey that the o!lll United stews aircraft in "-hich such a bo:ab could be conveniently 

internally carried ras the B-29 and even that plene rould ret1t:ire co:widerhble 

co :lodi£ication so that the bomb could extend into both the fro.'1t. and rear boob bays by 

-0 ,'. being close under the a1n wing spar. Except for the British LanCl;.ster, all othar 
�> -lu-cre.tt ,.- ould require such a bo::.b to be carried extcrnall;y uIlless the aircraft t'!ere very 

drastically re��t . 
(' 

, On 13 Au..-ulit 1943 the first drop tests of a prototype of an atordc bomb Viere made 

at the Dahlgran l�llval Proving Ground to deterl!l1oe stabil1ty in night. These test. 
�ere on a 14/23 scale �o_el at a �b shape vhich Was then thought eight be :;uitable 

N for a gun as6embl.,.. Th& model consisted essentially of a long length or 14- pipe _aIded 

into the rdddle of a split etamard 500 pound bomb. It ..... 8 officUUly kIlOTon at 
DahlgTen 2.S the ·Se�er Pipe Bomb" . For security reasons, P..a.:;-.sel, "-qo ro/lS in chari;e or 

' (.' /" 
these tests, presented hiuelt as a representative or Section 'l'" in:i a:uch of the 

�-r constructi on lrork on the �odele t:e.s co:ldueted at the ��.SiCS kborato..""Y,Sllvar Sprb: -·�>-::-r .. - - .... 
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BteRET ����5�'�C��J��\'Y�l��E���� the firlSt. �lIt on r.n ata.-uc 1xmlb model at D ... hl&ren WC8 IUl odnol:s end spect.eculli 

fnllure . The bo::lb .fell in • nat epin the like or ,;hich had rarely boon lIeen bdore . 
lia<:6VGr, in subse;uent tests an increase in tin area IU¥1 a tor;;ard lI!ovc::Ient or tlle 

c.g. �ovided stab1lit1. 

In the months tollOl71.'lg Aucust turtbllr tests of 1/./23 scale model" or current 

'L-4'� \ �. r1�··r f'----
6lld ever-changing gun sodola were N.de at D&.hlGren. The -Teuul-ta -ot" tbes8 testa 

were 1.0 turn incorporllte4 into the deaigll. Aleo duri!lg this t1r.;e prelil".1nD.17 l401ola 
or a pro.x1m1tJ' t'uH which were co�tructed at the U:uver:;1tl ot :Hchit;Wl at Bloods ' a  
requellt beC8.lDG avaUahle. The" were extensively teeted at Dahl .. -re;) be£inn1� on 

In Septec�er or 1943 tbe faat 1r1Ipl�lon co .e1 was propo ed br von !:eU!roa.:m as 

( -- Cl e.1ternE!tivo to the slOil ir.lploslD.'l tomarl,y advocated by Seth t:edceroej'er . As it 

bEoca:::o clear that thia n:xl.31 Wall It p:'o::dsing one, pre1binary planning .for COllverting 
it into It b;)!!lb T:ere bagun. A prelicJ.nary elltL:.II.to or 59 in�be8 diE.!Jater and of II. 

I / 

nine lliCUS6nd pound "J:e4;ht ,;e.1I bade b¥ von Ra=un and 1te=seT and OIl this bc.sie the 
Bureau or Sta!:�EU"ds �'b grOllp Was asked to desibTl sui�ble fairing and stab1lldng 

fins tor Gucb a bor-b. 

In the fall c! 1943 it bec�e apps.rent that plans for full e C5le tsste should be 
stc.rted . In view of tJle critic::l Ilbortage or B-2 9 ' s  it w:..s at rirat pro?<,sed that a 
British Lancaster be used 1'0;: the tellt vo:k even though a B-29 would alr.;oet cert.ai!uy 
be used 8.!1 tbe CCY.l::"lIt &h1p. The Air Forcu, h�evel', .dzsely rcc o:-..::l6ooed that a B-29 be I 

1". 
for the test .ork 8JI well bothj1avo!'d nOll-stalld:u-d ll8illte=ce c.n::i to accumulate e>:perien, 

in B-29 operc.t1ona Tith 5Uch It �b. In order thnt the rd.rcrntt codificationa could beg: 

two external shnpes And 17e1&11t& wel'e selected b7 Person/! and Rat:!Sc;t �/! represe:.;�tive 
of the current pla:la at Site Y. One or these t:'f!S 204 inches l o llS  with a � Cia:ste: 
ot 23 inches e.nd 11&<8 a model for the current CUll 8I1Se!!lhljr. The other was III inches lon 

nnd 59 bches in d4.::1eter eorrel3pon,l� to a te.:;t !rIplosiou lIe se�bly. For seccrit7 
re(l.ZSo!lS thes\) liBrS CDlled b7 the AJr io::'ces repre�ent:lti..,.es the " Thill :':a.ll" aDd "F�t ;.:.m. 
reSJ:ectiYely - t..'le Air Forcell orflcers tried to cake their pao:1e C':>:lVCl'/;utl0!lS S Ou.-u 
6B if they \:ere I!lo:tityi.,g a pl6..:le to curry Roczevelt ( tt!:' r!;.;-�..,;���) ,p� Ch1;l"chill (n.e F �� .. :\:::;:=�::::.7:.J.1 11 1  
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D-29 of1'icially bc&;&.n 29 llC1Yecber 1943 . Colonol R. C. Jillion "'1.0 J.nv Air Forces 

Project Of1'1ccr for ill LSpectll of the prol;l"lllI!, Colo:"lel D. L. Putt at t;right Field 

.. as 1n ch&rga or the d1v1D.iOIl under "hoBe supervIsion the l:lodtl'icaticJl 1f&1I do:ll!, 
and Captain R. L. �k .. as Project Officer in charce ot the uodirication. 

Tests with the tlod1fied tdrcrdt arA full scale du.'!l� lxY�b6 /er8 bc(;l:n at !5-.!l'OO 
on 3 J.!arch 1944 . These tCl;ts ,.ero participated in tv Brode ' s  1'uaing (;Toup, 

Ba.1.::ll::ridge ' s  1nstru;wntation group, am by tho dol1very croup. Coordination at the 

acUvitiea or the d.U'fereot gre·ups in t.hese nai subsequcnt field teata r.as • 

responsibilIty of P..'11ct:ey 'e  dclivery (;l'oup. Tbe plIl"pc>se of the tests � to check 

(?, the suitabUity o£ the fusing equip:.ent, t.!)e &tablltty rurl h:;.llistic cb::.ractsristics 
or the 00::00, the fli.cilit1cs ce theo had available for field " ork, A.."Id tbs 

cuitabi11t7 or the :drcra!t to �ry t.n:i drop the bo::� .  After four .. eck!l or delq 

due to torronti.e.1 ruin on the UoJave l)s:;crt tied due to aircrafttroubles, a series at 
te:;te y.erl3 co::.pleted. The necat1ve r':!sults ot IIIOSt of thosB teste thoroughly Justified 

the holdirog or prellcl.nr.Tl tssts E.t such an GllTl,1 date. The [\;Sea proved to be 
w1T611e.ble c .. :Y.i 00 the b!i.siB of' th'ilse re&ults I1.Il l.."lVntiolt.1cn into the posalbility 

� adapting e.."l APS-IJ fi&l:ter till \!.'!U'ul:1& radar to thi8 use tfes beG1J1l. A.lt!1ollbh 

the Thin !!811 proved to be very 5tuble in its flight, the Fat �.!a.!l l;it.h a tdl t'hich the 
Bureau of Standards bo::.b group thought \;ocld be extre:':',el,r 5te.hl.e pI'O"yed to l:ob�e 

release mechanil!!:I worked eeti51'sc!orlly tor the Fat Call it failed coo?lp.tply fCfr the 
I� �C. � Thin !!an, � or the ur.1te lIere bed hang upa dth the delay be1."18 up to 10 fleco!1ds 

and the ti001 ,:rop 'II'lUI 20 dnut.es pre:!'.atul'e "bile the pla."'le "cos s-t1ll cUrobing to 
bp " b b ll "  

e.ltit,llde . The bomb in this cass fell O:1to the doal "hich had to bet opc:wd to 
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. . .." .... �,.f ... ... · ... 
�. ' . ' ........ 1::. ; Batr-eon the end or tho tiret t.este ani June 19J.J., all groups worked to cvrrect 

the taults &hOl1n t.o exist. in the 1'irst tee ts. Also durin thu p:l:'iod it boca:'la 

2)9 240 
app:u-ent that Pu could not be weI! in a gun due .-0 neutrons or PIi e.lmost 
certainly causing a predetonation . Since the lencth 01' tho 1r.1Jl !!lodel was due 

2,39 exclusivol7 to the co:)templatcd UlIe "ith l\i i.t becarae clear that the GWl velocity 
could tor rillS be reducec1 to 1000 tt/ssc a..'ld the length or the bo::b correspcndingl7 

reduced so that it could be fitted into • single 'bo!:lb bay or the B-29, thus 

oimpll1')rir:g the aircr&ft w tille.t1on job. Detalled dedgning ...,1' this tnodel 11M 

begun during th1a period UI!der the fluperTis10n or };c.'.!1lla.n and Birch. Due to the 

co::trest in d�ens1on8 with the Thin l!an this model finally acquired the 6.ppropriuto 

nar.:e or L1 ttle Boy. Also t!�ing tbls period the detd.1f:d &!I!igning or the l222 
r. .. ::.. form of Fe.t l:�"'l 6S6�l!Itly ,"at bebU=l. In this m�el the hieh explosive ';£:6 held tOGether 

1:1ith a!l inner t!u:ral lihell cOIll31st1ng of 12 pent!lgon sections surrounded by an e.rrnor 

�teel shell consisting or 2� tr���le 8 .  

'teEts lit Jluroe lIere resw=ed in June o£ 1944. These tests confirr.ed tho previous 

reru1ts t�..!lt the first forn 01' fuse being developed at. m.clligfL."l ToM not satisfactory. 

The first v,o L�.13 '8 beca!!l6 eva.lle.ble t.o the project duri!lg the test a.cl tno hny;';ire 
drop tests (ge�u1ne batling wire Wae act·Jally used) were �de with a field adaptation 

ot this equipent to !'using. The first or these pr071ded the first co:r.pletel,y 

eeUe!'actory ru.sing test acco::;plished and althoUbh th9 I!CCOOO .failed it 'Cn!! pro�able 

that th!l !BUu:-e V2.S 111 SO::le of the hastily prepared auxUie.r7 e�uip:!lent . The Fat !.:an 
with their tails o�ied rr� the ori,£;inal Circul(1r a!u:O'.d to a ,;quare shroud 59 bebes . � "J Jt ..,  u..,J � .., (' � d .... d b L �  
on a side stillj1pa",ul b::MLkls'a'.a . As a dee�rate last resort R!u:-Jlcy B"ibested a 

drop be eads t:ith i.'1ternal 450 barne plstea welded into the inside of the shrc',xd ell a 

field mod1!icatio:'l. '1'0 everyone ' s  surprise this I:!odii'icetion 1I'ee cucce8�ful ll'ith 

bO:!lb being co�pletelJ' .table in ita night t.nd with tho ballistic coe!tlcient being 

iJ:Ip:-aved rather than decree.sed as A:ltlcipated. No relecs6 te.1.1t::!"es were ex�rle:lced 
in the tests. CL�SSIF1C.�TfO'� CP,fWEllEO FeR COC F:\!:::',: F t!. 1973 
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Tro::thG end or these teats u.�tU October 19J.4 "hen Ilicllo.r field tust!l r.cre 

rel.lw:c.d. a Gtrell1.loutl prOc;:'lllll of design nnd procurl:l:!!ent Was under nay at Sits I 
to o!::t:::in units which could be lli:ed e.s cO:!1ponents 0; all r.ctual at��o bo. .. b as 
opposed to units which were !!lersly ballistic I!lodels. fh:-ee baslcall;r d1!fere::t 

models Were wcrked on at this time . (be lfas th9 L1 tUe Bor oodel at tho u2.35 
Gu." nsse::bly, G!le .... aa tile l.222 F .. t Ilan model at inplosloll IlZsecbly, cr.d the third 

'lraS a l!:odel lIhich grer. into tl:e finally adopted 1561 Fat L!an !zplosicm c.ssc::.bly. 
The l.t:ttex aro!!e trom a redesign for tee pl>l'pores tJf ailllpll1'yi!lg the asse!:bly 
Fl'·c;le� (ths c.rs�::bly of 1222 N'ltUre:i tJ:.a insertio� of r.lO!'e t mn  1500 bo1t�) anii 

£.c�. It conciste� essentially of an inner ephe=ical s�ell consistL� of UiO polar 
c"ps c.:1.:l. It seQtcnted central zo�e d:ich co:.Ud be bolted toeether and st;rrc�..:!ed b.r Illl 

t.rr��r elHr�c.id to 1'!'hich a Etabll!';:1:;g tail includbg the necel-.ee.sy dreg plate s .:ere 

c.ttll.c1l!t1 . The &ux1l1o..7 i'asing . s..."l1 clectrical dat.or�ti.'1g e'l.u1p:eIlt r.o,s mounted in tbe 

s pace be t>.eG!'l the l=er sp}-,era .:i:'ld c·uter ell lpsc;id . 

In August or 191.3 Cclo:Jsl R. C .  Ti lle Dn fl!ld Colonel • De�er visited Site Y 

del1-lCrj' of t!lB Ato::-J.c E;;::)b .  Tb�re:ore, it T:llS Cf7eed th!lt Site Y should d'3!'hJ.t.ely 
freeze the e�ter�ll sx;sa or the tbree Ir.·:xlels E.oo � other requirc::ents th.at Ilffected t 

ail'crl\ft 1>;( 1 Sept.elJ:;.er 19� �o U'llt mOOifi cation or a pro<iucticn lot of Hfteen B-.29 ' s  

could be etartod. These aircrci't ToerB JOOd1!ied at the t�t1n Hebraska Plant at C>.::a.ba r� 
and the first circrdlt beca� available in Oct?ber. Sheldon Dike and Wo lJol.£,tcd i:e'� 11 
the ProJect ! rep..""'Esentatlves during these and lIubse'tuent mod11'ications . 'rhe :;r""cW 
DoO.ii'icatlo!'l5 tor carrying � releasing the bo::Jb ro ere designed to incorporute tl:e 

Briti.sh F and G r.,!ease mecbaniem as lias currell1.l;r uaed tor the British 1.2 ,000 pot:nd 
bo:!b. This cectaIrlslll required o.-u.y a dngle lug on the boob. At t..'1!s t!.!:le f.:e:::lover 

Crct!jl t,·ould be lJ.!ljartaken e..."ld at .. hich futu:;-e field tests ""ould be beld. 1'bs Sa c,,::1 AIr 
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orG�n1 zation to this group. 

S.E:€!�� f[A�SIFICATION CANCfHfD '- l� . R DOC PEV:m J.!:N. 1 
Colonel PIlu1 fibbetll Wa.Il dcsil70llted co: ... ,&.n:iin& OIT'¥¢�r 

of tho co::bo.t croup (509 CO:llposite Cr9UP) and Captnin Charlell Bogg T.'II B in co�"Id of 
thQ lilt Ordnn."1C8 Squadron, Special. Colouel CUtfard J. Heflin .. � co=andbg 

officer at r.�over, kjor C .  S. Shield II trail ill charge or the fliGht Teet Section, 

and Cepta.1n Henry Roerkohl was in charge of the Ordoonoe Tellt Unit . 

The first teata 'began at T.endover ill October 1944 . �hi" beGan a period of tests "hi 
IOhieh continued interclttent17, then lIIonthly, and finally- al.'7\Oll t  cont1nu�ly- up to 
Luguat ot 1945. Init1all:r the o:Uy gl'O'Jp8 concerned .ere the Fusine ClrO'.lp, w:x!er B!'o1e 

and Doll and the Dellvet'l Group Iliad b7 Ra!'!sey. Bcxever as time went on the other grour.s 

t:h1ch p!lI'tie1psted in the t'endover tests y:ere the GUIl Group headed by Birch, the 

Y.i&b Explosives J�!c::bly Group beaded initially by Baiubridge an3 lnter by Bra�b'Jr,Y 
eM r.UD(!r, the Electrical t'etoTlator Group heeded by Punscll , end the l?allistic CrOt!p 
u..-cler Slmpiro. At ths end at 1i�p.l!!ber Co-...e.ander F. L • .Ash!='crth jo!.:1ed the Project 

and relieved ?��!e1 of the responsibIlIt1 of directly supsrvi sine the ri�ld opcratioas 

since IT/ th!!!'1 iltportant parts of the Delivery Prosr'a:l or necessity- cad to be unde ... l:q 
CO:1CUITontly e.t f.en1over e.nd Site I .  In t.�ese tl:sts units �pproo.c�\1ng r.vre an:! 1:I0re 

clcse1y to the rin� l �cdel �ere tes�d for b�lli6t1cs 1n!or�at1o:1, for electrical 

fusing L�cr:at!on , for flight tests of electrical C&to�torE , for test of the aircraft 

re!ea�e mechnnir-�I for vibration inforr-et1on, for &sse�bly exparie nce, for te��r?tu.� 
lJ .. v � L.  O "l..! "' '' lo.l e G'' Te� T S rlT l { C N  

tests, e tc .  In addition a nu::.ber of additional tCl!t drops wc:'e r::s:!d nt1fiD,7okern under 
tbe 8uperrl llion 01' Charlell end Tho.-:a. .. laurItsen, Y;Ulial1 fOT.ler, and Coo=der HE')Tar4 
between 20 Yeb.-uar1 or 1945 and A��t 19�5 . 

Froe: Oct.ober until the torr:.nl establish.",ent of Froject A the tlAin activities i D the 
Del ivery- Prog!'ar.1 �ere a cc:1tinuation of develoroent, desfol, production, and tGst of bC:lbs 
approeching tlore and more cloce11 to the tinal model . D-\4-ine this period the 1222 model 
reg definitely drcrped. in favor or the 1561 rlodel ot Fet I�. Due to poor fl.-ing 

que.litiell of the first batch of E-29 ' 1I  lL"'ld to cert-.u T;eakne!:ses i:'l the ::p€!chl p!"oSect 

r.o"..lflCbtion, a MW batch or 15 aircrd't "ere obta1nod in }!nr c� I:.n:3. April or 1945.  
F ,Tc.-h 

'l'hE se nirc!'e.ft had l'ue1 injecto!'f\e:li;!n�s, electric lcontrolled p!'�p31lr;rs, very rucged 
p- ovis!or:s for carrying th9 bo=b e.!rl rec.ovlll c£ all ar=lent pxcept t�e tail t·.Irret .  

��' � -.. , . ..-.. .• . -�, .. i..: .��':';'-'� .. ! 
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l?� ��� � y.... �/ �. r;. r.. � � To.D-'�&�!��-"'�'1 � -i --. �':;"'-!L " '-�. ..-1 ThesIS aircraft p:"oved to be oxtrcr,el;y satisfactory. / Colonel R. C. Doubledq �IlB 

!:r.r:t Air Fcrces Pr-oject Officer at the tioe o! this last noii1'icatlon. In addition 
t.o the r. e::ldover testa during this period =raua R'"aics 6..'1d enc:1needcg testa on 

cOI::plet.e units were _de at V-SUe init1allr under the c:l1roction at the Del1vel7 

Croup and or Bernard 1<aldo:an and later a1'ter the format-ion or Project .A under Brodbt.....,. 

and �arner. Conciderable initial pleluiL'1g tor the est&bliB�8nt ot an overseas operating 

006e was dO:lo during th1JI �r! od .  
ClIAPIER III 

HISTOitY OF ffiOJi;C'! A AT SITE I 
CLASSIFICATION CANCELlED PER DOC REVIEW JAI'L 1973 

Projeot A "'as i'arr.tl.lly estsbliehed in I.:arch or 191.5. It l..'1corporated r.tJIJY p-oups 

also aBeicned to other dlviniolls end "'I\S for the purPOf:8 ot unifying the activities or 
those bl"oups ss cor,csrned tbe preparation anddalivery or a CO::Ollt bo:::b. Captain 

11' .  S .  Pan;o • .s �:lS Officer in Cherge of ProJect A, N. F .  Re=:sey T:llS his deputy tor 

Bcie:lt1fic and technical l&Eltters, CoJ:tCander P. L .  Asbtlorth nas op3ratiollS officer 

end mi1iu.ry alte:-nate for Ceptain Pa:"sons, Co:ru:-8oaer :':orris Bre.dbu17 at¥! Roc;er f\uner 

yere in cllerg-e of Fat !!an Assc:::blj"', Coc.r.a.!lder Francis Birch "08 in ehar{;e or 
Uttle Boy /lsseml:l.y, R. B .  Brooe lIUS in cht:.::,ge of fusing, L. Fuanell lies in c.luir&& ot 
the electrical c:!etonator system, Phillip >lorriaon at¥! L!.e.r1:hall HollO'$q' were in cbe.rge 

of the pit (activ .. �terie.l nod te::p9r) , Lu16 Alvarez and Bernard r.aldnan Viere in chart;e 
of Airborne observatio!lD ot the coo�t explosions, GtOorga GallOlfIlJ' 118S in chaot;e or t:" .... .!.� 
Qng1ne .... 1..'1g, Lt. Col. R. 1i .  Lockridge �as in cr.nree of supply, Unurlce Sh!l.piro WaS 1r. 
cba:"ge of baliistica and Sheldon Dike "all in charl;e of aircraft problcI:I8 . In add! tiOD 
tbe �ollodng persons l1ere consultants to Project. J.: Ill1ial:l PeIl!'.ey en de.:::a(;e probler:s, 
H. A. BElthe on ge.:ler61 t.'leory, and L. Hcr.pelr.aJl."l on radiological p:'ohlel!:S . In July DJS 

other personnel r:oved to 'f1Di.a!l, Sam S1l:;mons and Lt. C�..dr. T. J. ':cllcer l!f:�'ned tb.:I 
resp::msibUlty for the T:en:!over tests . 1he Tech:lictU. pol1c;r coclttee respcosible for 

initie.t!ng tecb�dcal ac:tioM far Proj ect A as reco:!!'.e:rle.ticns to Ca.pt . Parscns l;a s  ti:o 
ileapons Co;;-.m1ttee cODsisting or N. F. Ransey (ChD.1rtlEi.n), CC::ldr . Norrl.s Erf"dw..7 (Chllirr.o!Ul 
rSt.l'r P.ar:-scy's  dey.�ture) ,  RcC;er Tier0J9r, Co::!!r. F. Birch, R. B. B:-ode , L .  F' f'..!:ell crd 

P::Ullip !:orrison. 
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?rOJfoct A at Site Y a:xl r.oMcvor wae concernod chid'ly dth three I:l&ittor8 1 
(1) thl! cO::lpletion of dell1ao, p:-ocure:lCnt and pre11l'l!!'.B.rY a8sombly ot unit!! lipich l10uld 
b$ cOl:l;:,lete in evor'7 -r.ay tor use Tiith active caterial, (2) cc·ntill'.l.lltion ot too 

"�ovor test progr&JI to cOlltinl in 10 tar as possible lIit-hout ueing active P4terinl 

the cd8:l.uacl in !light ot the compo!lents and RS86111bled units, and (;3) pt"ep:Jatlon tor 

oversea!! operations against the enell,T. 

In view of the ehort. .ess of t.�e e:.valle.ble tine, the lUIjor dce1{:ns � en 

necessc.ri1y continued lI'ith a. to" alterations as possible . Tile chief design activities 

durillg th1s period were the n\Dero\lS a.'ld urgent ones of supplying the fU!...V Qatells 

neceEscry tor lucces�Ul operation and or rectitTing taclts r.h1eh bec� e�pcrent 

in teEts. Such E3tt.e:: r..s tbe exact design or the taroptlr tlphere , inco!"pOration or 
fellt:.:.rcs to ::eke a trap door ae; sornbly pc'sslble, ir:ch:�io!l or a H,yp;>ierdc tub5 
bst-;:ccn t�o BE 1:locks tor Qo:utoring V.lrPOE;f;S, s tre:1gther.i!1g the Little B:l� t.n, 

'This. vas uso t.'le per101 ot r.!5):iI::·�"!l e.ct.1vity in t�sts a.t i.endover. The 
uni'ortu.:l:lte failt:!'e of' the R.a;,ft�eon Cor:.pany to �.eet its d-:l1very s cbcdde O!l X-�b1ts 

( el&ctrlc!ll c1etc.m.to!"s) added os.r:tedly to the di:f!clllty of �a test proerc.1!\. This 

l"ailure r�duced tr.� I:',l:I�r or testa Umt �ere pollsible 0:1 th!3 I-lL'lits, prevented 

efficient testing elnca r..:my t.�ats had to ba rc;:>ec.tod tRice - once e.t C.ll enrly 
data �ith p� c��po�e:l�S except �ll X-\L�1t �d once at a critically late date � ith 

an :r-unit, • a..'ld I;l'eatly oorn;>!cated the s cheduling of tests eincG there nUl no t1t:e 
in which to at>'\uire 8 bac1:log or X-u71its. 'rue tizht!lc s!I of schedule resulting frc!.'l t:,is 

1& best illustrated by the fact that it l::.S llot U!ltU t' :e end or July thB.t sufficient 
I-units had been tested to cC1U'lrEl their f..dfety w1th ,,3, the first HE filled fat :::e.n with 
an X-unit wes testEod at r:el11over 4 k..to"llD t, the i'irct 13 filljd Fat t:ll.n with ,.11 I.-!Jnit 

yes tested at Tit:.!en 8 Aueust, and the fj:st eooplete ret loan with active �terlel l:'!;S 

dropp"d on l'a&esclci 9 ;'Ut;�5t . Decpite tLese dii'i'!c-..J.t!t>!l, ha;,'evcr, a t�tcl. or f 55 
te:;t units 'Ile::-e dropped at r; e;l�over Gr tho Salton S�1l �t ... ea!l Oc �o�)er r:.nd t�'J c.'.ddle or 
Lat;l!st 1945 .  Y.uch infor�t!on r.IlS lear:i1cd in :t::x �ese teeta 1U'..a in-:vr;,on.t.t'd i:lto V,S 
dc�lcn of the ��ts .  
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Flanaint: for ovcr�Qr.1I o�rl1tlons rollS oae of tho chiof ac�lvitl([; or PrcJe ct A 
curine this period . L'1itlal. ple.n."ling £:.lld procure:-.ent o£ ao�o kits or tcol!1, Gte . bpC;C.ll 
in DecsDbGr �it� thene nctiv!ties cont��g at an acceleratod r�te up t�:aueh July . 
In FilbI'u1U7 ot 19':5 Comdr. "sny:orth 1:as sent to Tinian to make a prolli-.ine.ry survey 

or the location and to Belect a eite tor our activitie s .  By t!b.rch tha construclio!l 

needs for the Tin1an Base were fro::en as the follodng s  four (4)  !li r  .cor.d1t!�!·I�d 

20' x 48 '  steel flTch rib of the type noma11;y used in the r:avy tor bor:b el;;ht rep:.1r 
(t\>o for the tueing tllUl, one tar the electrical detonator teol!l, an,l ene for jlJint use 
by tbe pit te�� a�d observation te5m) , three (3) airco�itloned 20 ' x 70' e9�c�bll 
buildings tcr r.Mah the J:.8terials were aceu�..!lllted at Inyoker n, five (5) 1,0 '  ::100 ' 

I I)  
Ilte�l erch rib T:aTtlhc\!!lo b-.1l1dlng, one bclldina o t  tho S!l.Ce bttr.io typo e.s 1:'\ 

ordroanca dn1.n!atrlltio!l btlildine, o�e (1) buildinG of t�e es.::e tJPO eG n r:'.cd it!catlo:l 
shep, thrEe (3) 10' x 10 ' x 5' r:�G�zi:1!!t .  seyen (7) 20' x 50 '  X 10 ' t.'.!lU.z1�s c...-n 
tlfO (2) specid loading l'its eq l"'"'�d "Ub }-.ydn'JUa lifts forlob.dir,� bo:d:s into t�.e e.i.r 
crtoft. A fr.ird such pit Y:::S eOl".structod nt !T;O Jba for posr.!ble e:::;;,rce;-,::y 1!1:9 . 

the c1.1ffere:;t groUP!!, A kit for a centr&l atoc\' rOG!'l ViliS alDe s te.rtod �t. th� ,...,;,t.erials 

� Tere stepped b7 · the e:Jd o� teo ner. Cor.struction of the Ti:)i::.n b.lse ba;,;n!l u,'1cer t�o 
1I1lpervisio!l or Colo:Je1 E. E. F..irkpatrick in April . 

Beeir.::ing 1n �&.1 so CI1.llod hl.tc;t.es o£ kit �tCl:-!UIl �',Id . of co=ponents for test c.� 
� "" ...:t:u, � !x.�M� -t;, fr-:"'� . 

ccn:bat \l...'llts n::e � by ;..e' to .Li " 0  .l tct7�!\ of five 't:a.tch sliip;onts "'ere t:a�e .  't --r . ' Ii , ' r I ' � / ,  ' .• . ' ,. ,.. I , J)C�-;3;.. r,t r 'r ... . d � I! ·  .. -1 .. \1: . · ·f ·  � . . . " . ,  . ' "  

In �ditlC:l a Il=�er or nir d-.!.p::.e:lts ill five C -54 drcro.ft attc.C:,6d to tbe 5C)th C:o'.lP 

li'ere r:e.1e fer critically needed ite:l's . The e.vD.!.!a�ility of tl:o ee C-51. ' s  for e;-'�:'i;c:\CI 
r;}:lp::1!lnts cClntrib-.Jtec! greatly to the ability of Project A to b�'4t itc scl:d-.:les ill c o:::!%. 
l:ze of the " t.oclc Bo::b. 
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The ProJoct A �g�nizntion at Tininn consiotud at the foll�n�t Orficer-ln

Ch<..ree, Co:m.,odare 'Ii .  S. Pa.uons ; Soientif10 and Technical Deputy t.o 0i'!1cor-in-Clu.r6e , 

tI. f. P.a:;.seYJ Operationa Oft1cer and WJ.lt6.%'l Alterr.at.e to OfticBr-in-Cooree, 
Co::::lr. f. L. J.slil1rothj Fat I.:an A6&e:J�ly TElr.f.l t.eaded by nq;er ':arnerj Lit.tlo Boy 

J.sse:r,bly Team liBllded by COL"!lr. Francis Bircb; Fusing Tean headed by E .  B. Doll; 

Electrical Detonat.or TeOJ:l beaded by Lt. Co�6- . E .  St.evenso!l; Pit. Teall handed by 
Ph1llip Ilorrlaon and C. ? Baker J Observation Team he .. ded by L� Alvaez !l:l!i 
Eernard f.c.lcl::.aa; J.irc:'ai't Crd:!S.llce Teeo he!ided by Sheldon D::.kil j an:! Spacial 

T!4 A. C oi l ir.e,  T!E£;t R. t>a', sv�i 'i/Si;.t. F. Fort.! ne , T/J fl .  Good.::.an, T/J D .  Eaor.;:;,  

H .  Ll:!�chitz , ;\. �ache:l, E�lS . D. :.zstick, T/3 R. �atthcrn:, Lt.  (jg) V.  Ulll, r ,  
T/3 L .  ·,�.:;te chko, T/2gt. w .  :!<.U",'l;r, T/S6t E .  :�v,::ker, T .  Ol�.str·:;d, Ens . B.  O! ::cc!e, 

Ens .  Tu::l:'3r, a,;d T/4 P. ZUG!>rl1.  Althou&h not str1ctly II. p!ll't ot ProJsct A, tha 
i'ollc<::inC �e:-e closely as sc c:.u.tcd llith �ha TO:-!: 01' P:-oJ ect L ;  n�1ir t.d.::llral r; .  R. Purnell 
rcp:"cse!'lt:.t5.,o or th� Ato:lic B('r::b !,\il1tar;! Policy CO:'l.':Iittcei E:-ig. GC!I . r. F.  P'ari:ll 
reFrsentntiye cf :!:ajo:- G e n .  1" R. Grov;!�;  C olc:'.ol E .  E .  r.irl;PIl�icy., llltc.:-:-.ste to 
Cp.n.  r'u-rell and officer in che=go of cor.:;tructic:1j Colc:)nl P .  io" . �lb!Jets, co=:�!:dincr 
orficer of the 5C9th Cropo:dte Group� Lt. Col . ?eer I!e Sih-a., c=�.Q::di!lg ufficer of 
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AI t:,our;h Fcl�il'lLlry C0:13< ru:t1.c, et Tl!l1nn boblUl 1;] Aj:U of 191.5,  int r.l�(;e 

te chni c;, l acth'itlcs , LC:':evcr , did IIOt. b.,'Gin \1:1tll July. The first Lul£ of July 

lins 0" cuplAd in est.o.bll£hing F.:-:d instnlling ill or the tecluli cal fac1l1tieIJ n::cJcd 

for as su!:'bly ./on:! test. r.nr� at T::'nien , After co:-npletian of th(lS8 te ch:1ica1 p!"spa.!'atio:1s , 
• little boy unit l:8.S aBsctlbled L'ld on 23 July the Tini.an bc.[l� be�l!:e ru1� operatiO!I8l 
for littls bo,. tests nth the droppbg cr 'l.:ait Ll .  In this test the dun:-...y little boy 
\:'c s !11i1Y.i in the air by the rt.dar fuss. In tll:l.8 e.G in sub:;equent Tinian test.s excellent. 
results were obt.D.ined . The second littlo boy, Unit 12, f:aD d!-opped .24 Jul;, ru1d a t:.ird, 

U:1it L5, on 25 .July. The only recaining little bo,. included aD pc:t ot tho test 

&ir c:-d't. Sinc:!! the Ir:o f'acil1tic;s -., �re not r:a:ly until 29 July -t'�is tEst r'E:S 
T'ortPl'ncd until then .  On 29 July a cOIpletel;r S;,;,cc!l"�rul test at the I.:o fucilH1es 

'r.es co,-pl.,tcc! . Yce pl!:.ne b_ndoj .. i ... h L'1is ' �:::.it, L6, �t 'li..'!.a.!l 50 ttat it cO:J.ld be 

E ccc:-'f-!!nied b1 the t!iO c�s�r ... ation -plc.r:5s . The ph.:-.c:l :f191l to I. o Tlhore II ren:lc:.:vOUB 

t!',s.:1eU've�s ,",'e1ch l:o'..!ld be us&d 1:'1 c:oz:bat. \,ith Ue cor.:�leti(.n or tLi8 te st ul te sts 

pr£:l1:::inary to co:::tat deliver] a little boy �;it!l I:CtiY9 :";lltc;-le.l y.€re co:::pleted. 
'.i'he i irst. fet r:an t.e:;t, w-,it flJ, .. 'as :;ade on 1 J.Uf."U!;t. 'i'his Ul'lit u5;;d C!1S t. 

plastE;r Llocl::s .  electronic fusi:1l, eight ele c tric detcMt.cl'l!, P.a.r,.h�on detoli�"irli unit 
B.:1d 1r.for.:ers c.nd GJi;o�;:e pdfs on the operntion of the det:laators. The h s t  &�O?:()d thnt 
all esse:-,tial co:::xments of the b�:;!b fUllctic'neci sati5fuctor11y. A seco:ld iuert fut :-.=.n, 

np-, s bl1ar to }'13 "I!S pz-eps.rcd G.� lcadad !.n�o 11 3-29 for drop on J AuC'.:st. 

ii c':O'evElr, due to the hck of i!4torF.ation at ',a�ian of the r�s� ts of the i:ingnl.'l t�sts 

on the adequacy of the venting in the sealed fat ::�" tr�s �'lt r.�s u:�J o�d�d �nd the 
kro::ctr!c r.itches r.odified /30 t.'1at this b:fc:-� ntt.on ,,"odd be o':>bi�E'd 0!1 unit i'18 .  
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l'e8a1n1Dc pnl1a1narl ta� .. 12 u.t .a. lmit F)), • replica of Ut. aeU.,. W11t cc.pt 

t. th. lack of .ctive .. urial and t.M UN or lorer quallt.1 high .xplaal,.. lena 

oa.t.1.=ea . ! be COIlPOnllDta lor t.: 1.8 unit an1nd .t T1n1.aD .1. 12,30 on 2 Aucwst aDd 
prellainarT .... lJIbl,. bei�an th . ... daTe llthOU(h t.ht. unit WIl' tull.r p-epru'ed b.1 

S �t, it ... not dropped WltU 8 A\llWtt 4110* to .b .. DOIt or �1 er .... aDd &1rcr.r� 
OD the hot. l1�U. bo,. ai.61on. the 111 .. 100 ... th.n conduct.d .. a t1.D6U reba.rlal 

tor \be deliver;y or the fir.t live rat -.D .  Both the r'lhearw operation and t.hI 
detonation of th. unit wer. oOlllple tel,. aaUdaet.or), . 

OIl 26 J� the rfZ35 proJectUe tor the lltU. boy .. a ddiverlld by t.hII cru1aer 
1Dd1.&nDapolia . The tfl35 target inaert arr1ved in thr .. .. par.te par ts in three 

oth.rwi". _pty Air '.iralllll'ort Co: and C·S4 ' .  duriJtg th • •  vening of 28 to 29 Jul.y. 
� thrlCl had arrlnd tl 0200 29 July . Slnc. the .. rl1ll1t date prevlcWlly dillclased 

tor COCIltltlt delivery of �e tat I114D wee 5 luguat (at OUG t1M the ottleW d.te WaB 

15 Auguat ) ,  Parsons and �'IIue�' ca'oled Generlll Grov .. tor permiasio� to drop the 
fir.t actlve uni t  per::aps a8 ear1:t as 1 lugws t, ... 1th 2 luewst bei� .or. probable 
.1Daa t.h. weather H i !  for.cas � to be bad em 1 Auauat • 

.llthoug}, the a ::tive ur.lt , No. ill .ne eoapl.. t.el.r ready in ple:\tr of tiM tor 
. 2  Auguct delivery , the . ea '.her 'l'll.e not .  The tir.t, .eeond, third , em fourth of 
AQgU&t lIere 'pe!lt in 1J2pat1llnt waiting tor ,ood weather . Yinally OIl the lIorn!.ng 
of S juguat we recalved word that t.he uat.h.r .bould be ,cod on 6 August. At l400 
OR 5 j,ugu.t General r..u..r attlcWly confined that the aiNion .oulcl taa pUOI 0Zl 

6 Auglat. 

'the l1�U. 00.1 wu-tfEaded onto ita traMQOl't1tta t.rr. Uer at l.4oo S A.ugust and nt.b . ' �1·t. � �.  · .. i._ 
an acccapa¢ni bat �'17 l'�otocraphar"'''' t&1c.n to t.he lo.d1� plt. 'rbe B·29 .... 
backed ov.r the pH .t. 1500 e.nd t.b. \lnit ... loaded ahoru,. t.hereafter. 'the &1rcraft 

y .. then t.mt1ed to 1tt laard .t&nd .bere t1na1 �.t1n( of t.M unit .... cc.pleted. 

� la>O all ... reQ� . Eletw ... 'l the:) G.Dd take ott the aircroltt we.. under eont.iDl.lowl 

3EGh�ST Ii' 
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the crtJ';�8 �:;e"bled at their liircrli1't. There A • .J.d b;'ilHllIlt 1'loodl1£hta their p!.cturcs 
,..ere 't ukon and. rots.l:flD b. llt.ill &nd t:.otlon picture photocrlJp!:orli es it for a l!oll�T, oo:i 

pr8!:llcr. Par t,hls t:1os1on Col . P. i .  Tibbots it" pilot of the B-29, n:..'Ued tho Enola Cay 
T:hlch carled the bomb, "ajar ThQf.las Fere1.l6o _liS Cc.cixlrdier, Captain fl .  S .  Parllo�'8 ti"s 

/{eRQ. \� bo:,;b c()!::.-.an.:!er, ruxt Lt. ':tepson Tille electronics t.t:st officer for t};o boob. L. Alverez 
3ern.:.rd <!z. ..... ..an, tiaroJ.Q Jlt;ne?: and Larry Johnston ro;ie in thll Il.oeo;.:pcnyinc ObSG1"'i'ilt.1on 
aircraft. 

The prOt,TCSS of the I!i!.sslon is t;oe;t ds!; crib-;ld in the log ",hiob Ct1.pt . Parsons kept 

durL�g the fliGht l  
6 /"u.,--us t  191.5 

0245 'I r:.ke oft 
�!!.sSlFICATIO!': ' ' ' ,. hR DOC " ,'...' Cr, ; ;CdLED 

0741 Startl'Jd cliPb 

08)8 Leveled off at )2,700 feet 
08J, 7 All J.r::hies (e1ect.;·u;.lc f'-'Ses) te'l to:.-i to 1:1j O . K .  

O')C� T£\.!'cot (Hirc:;::i.::::) j;l sit;ht 
0'J15t Dr0pj:cd he:::!) (Ori(;i:clly Ilched�� t!!:',e 1r�S Gj15 ) 

nash i"ollcr;;ed by 1.'1'0 slaps Oll }ll!'!,Ilc .  Huge cloud 

RElltor; JAN. 1973 

1000 Stin in siGht of clou:!. w;u.cll !.:'..:st b,) o .... er 1,.O,CC:O !','et Ide}, 
lc::JJ Fft;:,tcr rs?crtd 
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The c.re"l1 
a 1� J �e di��eter dc:k �e1 clo�J h� over the center at niroshi�e, c�t cf t�o 
center of this 8 Iyhite co1u)::11 ot smol:o rose to a height of J5,or.x> feet with t!l(} 
top of the claud being considerably enlc.rGOd. 

Four hO!11'11 after the �t.rike plloto·reconna1sl>ance plo.nee f'oun:l that ::o:t or tho 
city of lliro!;hir� 11110 still o'!:lsc1!rcd by t.'le cloud c.r�nt.nd hI the explosion E11t\!c�(;h 
firea could bo �e:m c.roulld the edc;es.  IIC1otever, t.ho follc" .. ,i..'"lg day excollent 
picturell 1:ere ootalned v;hich 6..�O>Iod the trc:;endc.;:Js cut:n1'"u;!e of the pcmcr of a 8i1'..;;10 

, 

eto!dc b-.,l"!b, "!:ic� co;;;plete ly destroyed (JJ }l'.lrco!lt of the city of lliroshi=. 
The Siret fat !'.ell with actiye I:.ator12.1, u;rl.t 1"31, \,',::. s or1£i:l!:l1;r schethlcd for 

W- O" pillf! 0:1 11 J..u.i<Ust local tLOle (at. Ol.e ti. ... o the :;c:i,ac.ule co.11o:1 £0::' 20 l.ui.'1.:�t) . 

'F.'cather' \':£.8 [orece.nt for 9 J'''6�t !:.:-:l the five !iu-::cee�!lg r.,:qs l:(:::-e expectee. to be bad. 

a lU'Ee :�ec.:;ure of Iwcertabty into the pro'.:>ub5..l ity or our t:',oet b� S'.:ch Ii <lrw;ticu11y 

The strike p:!.Clue LUld t��o ohsenll·.g pk"les took Orl' at 031,7 local t.!.me ou 9 ;.I:i,-u::;t. 
:.!e.jor C. \S .  �e9::rq 1;as pilot of tl" • ., :;trike ehip, Capt . K. t:. E::lWu!l Vi;!S bo::b:.rdi�::-, 
Co:rlr. F. L. t.sn'lcrth r.as bo:;;b co:-.r-..a:lllor, sod Lt. Phili" ihrn�:3 roe s clec:ro:�ics 
tast officer . 'Ihis ::l1£sivn .as liS e'Tenti'ul liS t.�G :l.irosili!o;a J�is::lcn rut! opro.tio:ldly 

Dlle to bad weather beween Tin!!!.!' and Ilia Ji:;a a prell:-,ine.ry r<:�ezvou3 \7uS not Flc 

£or t!:o t.�:-ee e.ircr"ft at Ir.o J1,:.� cnl i!lbt:::;d '.])0 :,;·'!'t:!l'ct! �·"l!'\.e to th, ":'�i'ire n�1l 
,,- ,: :,; ' 'l 

f:-or.l Tbiu.n direct to Yd:och1�;a:C;;) �'1.:s!lu. T::3 �r!'d'c;d I.:J.::.:i criJl c LIj;; U i.� �:".!c 1":<!.!1 

17,f{):) feet. Cc:·'�,r.l;::er /.�::l' ort� 's loe for the trip is IlS 1'01 1 c;.-., : 
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031.7 Te.b� orr �:'ET 
01.00 ChanGed gl'(\en plUbs to red prior to pre!surizi::g ClAss.1 PE� /flClili 0500 ChlU'i�ed dotO!1Atol' ct>nds:1se:s to t"st lOIlI:or.e• Snt1sfl, ctot,¥DOC !?/"JO/,/ CIi'" 

� c� , �  
o � I .)  1� }.rri.&d rendezvoUD J><'int at Y8kaBh� and circlod ii.\:aiting J,'7lY. 1i. 

acco�vanJing 1l1rcr�!t 

failed to rcn:!e::vons vith seco!'lo1 B-29. The "'Buther r oports roceived 
by redio indicated (;000 T.'36,ther at Koku!'a (3/10 low cloude I no 
1:1ter::lcd1ate or hl&h clou1s, find !'o:-CCB.st of ir.F·rcvi:".g c:nndi:ians) 
'rhe r.eat.;cr re;>: rt!l for ::o.gasaki li ore Coo:! b'l�. increa5L,� Cloll.i1.11e6B 

::;/ld.e hoping t!-.-,.t thf> tl.ir�ot 'lio;r,t te ficked up nfter c105£.r o:;<.ervs.t:to:1 . 
ll:;-.;over Ilt no tir.e T: :-� the c.i:ling pdnt :;cen�3J 1�hel1 decided to 
prc:::eed to !!e.G':'E.!i'd1e.PP�·o:d,;,.atelY' 45 r.inutc5j1Epe::Jt in the to;.:'i;"t G.l'eo . 

1150 Arrived 1 . .'1 Uatasaki tarcet area . Approach to ta:'&ct t7:lS entirely b-J 
ra �ar. At 1156 H.e bo::.b F6S drop;ed n!'t!lr a tY, (l nty ze:w:l vis'J£'.l 

1205 Dop:lI'ted £or Ok in!!;:£; li.ft!lr havi::,; c1J-cled e!!lol�e colu:-�'1 . !.!Icl: of 
llVllUr.ble b"sol1l16 C!;,\;..�i-d b-J' an i:t-oper!£tivB bo=.� bay to..'1k booster 
Pu:nq' forced decision to land. e.t O::b�"'&. rofers rst-.:rning to IbiG:! 

1351 La:l�ed at Yc�t&n field , Oki���a 
17r6 De�ted OkL'13�a for �-"ian 
221..5 kn:!ed at Tinitul 
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Dcs to lxod t:ent�,er, eood photo rll::'o:1nniss:::1CII pietures 1I1lre no'.. obt(lir;c;d untn 
&lr:ost a. week t:ItNr the l!e.{;a:::?oU .. 15S100. These t:!:\OIIod that the bO::lb d=to:lllted 

c,,:::e'1:�,ht north o! t!le ;':ltcubiehi Steel and J.rr:.s no!'ks .  All otn(;r · tectories t.nd 

cu!ldln.:;s on tho Urli;;es..i aivE>r tro:r. tho) ::akaj L-r.a Can Riv�r thr,-'.:(;h the :!iteubish1 

IJra.lc:ui Ordn&Jlce Plant lIers destroyed. The diothnce froCl the ncrtherrunollt factory 

t!:.r\t l'£: 1 de6troj'od to the soutl:er:l botl;)!.:4-r of con;J1e te d�structlcn T'-"S about 12".:'e e  

r:.lles e.nd c!ai:a£e u.i£ht have occurred D.-rCl o f  t..he L'ra:u..:l Ord�'Ia!lcO 1'1{;.:1t � a.'1Y 

bulld!r.ga h£.cl bean there . Althclldh on17 J,4 percont ot the citl Y:�:l destroj"s1 b.7 
the o�f1cial recc.rdl t:.1a 1:6.1 due to the ar.!e.voru Ole shape of the c1 ':.Y D.:ld flot to �.e 

lo�litlc:n � the bo::.b deto:'6.tlon. 

l ' :;;:cvcr, tle s;-,ti:-o F:-C� IlCt T:"G r�ir.t(l.be:l in n ste.� B d' c,,::!�let.e re::.di:;�ss fer 
furtb:r 8�se::'.lliea in tho event r.f Ii !ailure L, tha pe.!;ce negot1et1o:-,s.  For the first 

bo�bir.g of .Ta;;:,e.n . So;;ever, on 18 Aq:t::>t a !:c:;Sl:.�e was rr:caive.d fr03 G€n::�'ul G:,OYE.'S 
s tat!.:-,e that in -.-ier. o! th� t..l:.i?O C'.lr:-e:lt Golays i:l. �l;e 5Url'(H):!er procil:!ures ell key 
Pro�ect I.. per:::o:"'le1 shculd rc:r.z.in at ?in�l:.!l 'J.!1�11 �he llt:cC(,·IlS of the OCC:.lll4t1cll of' Ja� 
,,:as aS S'Jroo. The scie:lt1i'lc �n:l tech· .ic::l PC:-::O:1!':el f'i::ully r .. ceivod a'.4t)-.r-ri;;:;tl�r:. i'or 
rf!t.1:rn to t,hs Ul'.1ted 5tS.t1s on 5 '�epti':Joor 8.�:d c!e;u-ted !'r00l Tlr.ill.n 0;'1 7 Scpte!!.�:er 1945. 
r: ith t:us derarttre the activities of J'::'oject A we:-e effcct�ve1,. ter:::i:l::.hd s.l th :"'t:gh 
Cel . j'lrlq.-atl'i.:k nnj Co: dr • .  t,shi':orth rt'::.d::·�d behind l;.t 7L"lian for fi,,� l.!isl�si t.ic::! of 

C1..ASSrFICr�T!orJ Cf1,NCEllED 
""(' p:::inq9 JhN, 1973 
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Project. A, cite:" a leng p(u'!od of 
short k7.lt. highly inleul;e tlnd ouco13:: :::1'\l1 period of £lctivity O-.101'I'5U8 . i'he short;:':lls 
of �he inten£1I porlod of its 07 CrOel<S activitic!l r..re �lit 1l1lf .=rht5d by the 
o.tteched figure O!le 'l'!hlch ::hcr.s .. ;le ncU\"Hy of Prcj"ct A. us lle(l!;urGd by 1t� 

J.s in ill ur£c:-.tly oxp:!:ii!.aJ c.ovelop·.ent prcj�ct:l for r:hic!:! therE< a:-e no 
procr.der.19, !:.any t:.lptf.\:i;s ,, -,,'6 !'l:.:::e in "reJect A. i:llh tho ber.:c!'lt of the 

ey.pElrieace eccu::;:.llnted bl rr o�ect A it ';:mud Ilubs(;q,.e�tly be FC5ei1:!e to rqll.an its 

l'lle object c;f Project i. n.s to c r sj.;,e t:ie t;-,:cCE C tf"l C0::�t t:.�o cf £:!l (oto: . ic 
bo�b at· the CE:.!'liost p�·: slbliJ Qr/vo t.fter a field test v! r,:l I..toc:1c explc>si:'!l era 

used in cc;:;::at C':lly three d.!.Y!l aft'?:" t�e first dcs1""ite it� �e:'!lG a cO�f.-let51.l d:...ff<orent 

ato;:,ic b��o is b'.!!:t su�..:.a.rii'�ed b..'1' t,ne l·ac"t t�t Je,rc.n t-!:ca�l surrsll.:13r negct.ic.t:"'Y1S 
fou:.:' d�ys d'te:- th� \.;Sa of t!la f�'st .. to:.;':'.! l:;:;; ,b . UASStFfC:yftO:'! crl.!:C[UED 

PER DOC REViEW J;.:�. 1973 

(LANL) 
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REPORT ON ACCIllD:! ClIo' .luauS'!' 21., 1945 
AT (BG4 SITS 

Soctian I - .oeacripticm or I.ccatian and C1rcn:.t8noe8 of 

Accident 

Secticn II -

Paul l.8bor�ld 

�scr1pt1C11 or ln�J en.! E!lt1m'ate of Radiaticm l, 
liece1ved � Per3cnnel Involved in J.cc1cillZlt � 

UNCLASSIFIED 

37 1 

r-r.r.lJULiiill"jC£rDIiiI�==Ii:-:::An:'OII"'-'" UNClASSIFIED L M. Redman 
AUG 2 S / 1117q 

1· L"""<f 1-).1 '.16 

c:d'� 
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SEC'l'lO;.r I 

.:2 = 

UNCLASS\f\Lt) 
Part of t.1w 1ntoX'lr.atian centail3ecS 1n trJ.li l'8pOl-t. 11,11; obtained by qUCistianillg 

tho pn.-ticipanta 10 the acoldent and by J::eo.su;,,·!tents !!Cldc at Cb:ep aub:J:lQllGJ1t to 

Pasepnel Inyoluda 

lial'l7 L IJaihl1cm, cbiliNlJ ht. bballt ll_r�T, SW � 
�I 

9 155 p. mo, 1\2 .. &1', August 2J, 19" 
PlaCOI 

'�9 Roc:n, QDeg4 Site 

OccAsienl 
Wo:r� \'11th an .. acmblv of tungsten ca:-bids bricks and a 49 sp.'l.re" vitil 

the mtenticn of dotem1ning the ar.ount or :;c r3q\Ured fer criticality. 

'.rne place 1n �h1ch the accIdent occurred iG the linolw:n COVGll'f;d 1'00:1 an 

the eut Il�O 01' tba em.p buiJ.djng, Ca:::ltnq 411D1gnated as tho 49 roan. this 1.Is a 
rOQm set u1:1ca Ear the purpo •• of axperlmmtll lIit.'t 49 material, llIcludhlg oadl:ct 
ten1ng an:i critical ASsemblies. lb. rocn i& 25' :It 25 ' and centa1ned. at ttut t� 
of the acc1dmt, a r.locl� p,a�et sfit-llp nor.nall:y usud in r,a:!r.et testu, II rack of 
instn=er.ts usod in these testa. IUId a ot(lt!l dolly en which critical teste othor 

t.ha." �d�ts are per!ar::ed. In 4ldditien, :in t.:le ncr..h end. CCll'll8%' or the roan thG!'C 

an two l":andJ.inj: banc.il'3s and, QD the east side 01' the roC'll; an ottice desk. 'llIa 
diflposit1on 01' equipclGm :in th� rocr.l 111 en& .. ;n 1::1 tilO &tt41cl,O\l d1AgrOlO. 

Pr�'1C1l�i5 111ctor:!. or "it; 112t1l1 
7i::() ',ork in . e ;mwct1o;1 ...:1th r.h1ci: ·�h a llcc1d::mt. oc currl;ld �e pert or 11 

( II \j t.I itt�1t i ED 
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UNCLASS\f\£.O 
4-

carb1ao ene) tamper 'U8 be1nt TlCIl'k:!d 1I1th. 
J'j:'Oviaul to the \lC ABlIembl;y nth 'lIlich the accident OCC'.uTcid. two other we 

csse:nb!1H had beaD cade an the nom1nl\ and ai'ternoen of thAt day. 'I'M firllt ali

s&l:lbq, r.ade en the coming of the 21st, ccr.a1eted o! • cub: of 1lC brlcka, Inc 

UD1.ts en a nd. (en. unlt oquala 2-l/S-) .  rue uoembq 118. round to be critical. 

with !1ve u:dt .n cccpJ..te and two blDcka (em. block 18 2-1/S· x 2-l/S" x 4-1/41)  
111 'to"" CeDtar' of the II1Xth lD7ar. Suboequent �ertl:ltnt.l \711" t o  hne been the 
cletan::iDaUcn or .  caDp1etod cube whlch wauld haye beGl\ cri.tioal 1dth the Ulocnt 

o£ .49 used (6200 £l'/IN, •• a apbero). 
In the attemoClll, another a" Nmio4r ... mad. cecalatine of • cube aiz \mita en 

.. 1Ii:1., and this ..... round to be critical TJhen tive unit layClr1l .... 1'. caq,let. . the 

118.'\.-I; c.:xparlr.!e.tal step .If an a .. _'o1y tivo !mitll III a aiel.. rue AI8I!l1b� ,.. 
BchGrdulc.:i �ar tho lIIorn1llg of AUCU.lt 22:nd. For renacno unkncmn at present, }Iarry 

DllE;hlian :1oc1:1ed to .c1o it. CIl the avanini or thCl 2lat.o 
k1 SED £Il&N 10 ell dll�' cantinUA� at QaO£B lIIler1C!Vc:1" /,f) ;letal spheres are an 

the! sito. The duUcs or the f;U&rd are i\mcticnt\l� c,ga1n8t CD:1tin�cnC1e3 

Iroc:h u firo and thefti-and are not. cCClcemed with t� technical u_ o! th3 
cata--ial. � the clay of the accident ?vt. . Hemer� \all an duty trQII 6.00 p. D. to 

12;00 J:1:in�bt. Daghl1an left tn_ �(!� crvmmB colloquium (at '!beat.%' 12) 
whicb end.d about 9 :JD p. JOI. e.nci went to ca£p, Clrr1viJ:li there .ppradmltelv' at 

9 :30 p. m. On arrival, ho :1Im:!ediat.� prooIJeded to build the &B8_� mentlaned 

.�0V8. thQ operation tla, bdns: �cn1tored by three aep8mte inatrur.cmts. Two 
mj�eni6!lt fission cbamber/) operntr.S n\ll!ler1cal recorders, g1� thereby audible 

�"l.:ii:ation. A. BF3 t1f;lSian chamber oporated u reccrr:11ng l:I1J.llumeter and eupplled 

a 'r.. :r:.lal reccrd. All tl'.ose inst.ructentD T:orC .term:! to bo in coo:! cpal'at1ne condi

ti on afi:..:n' tl!6 Qccidant. .Ju::-inl; the �a,snbl;7 'tb:.: �d trQil cC!�tod at Il decl< £acini 
iJ3�hl!.!m T .... " in the· ;,oli1ticn s.."sicatea C'!1 

�' .. : . ..  ,_:��NCLASS1F\El 
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-3- UNCLAS:IFt:g 
.According to tJ-.e deacr1]lt1m Given 'bo,i DnghJJAn, the .rive lm1t cube cmta1n!na 

'the 62CO ero:: 49 sphere at it:! center t.w four layo:-G ccq>lete and awrax:1Inoto� 

hal! the :rUth lzl,.ver in plAce TohCQ the acc1dent. OCCUlTfJd. A r�om$t:n1ct1cn car t...'Yl 
a$c.a.� 18 ahcr.m 1n PlAte I. lie •• cal"17� Cfle briclc in M.a loft. hanoi 0"VI!Ir tbJ 

a83�,!. to placo it in the center or the firth �or. i1hiltl he blld tbl8 brick 
llU8pen� over the .uem�, he noticed (fran tlw mst.nuDsnta) tbat t.ba additiCll 
� t.hU briClc .... aJl.:l haYe zr.cSe the .... � mpercnt1ccll 1£ placed mto the top at 
-th. aAez::bl;r. Ha"rinl reallHd th1a. he ToIlIl wi thdra� b1a 10ft. band and tbI br1c1c 
b-an over the ••• cnbl,y and lIh1la dome '0 the brick tllpped out of h1a band and 
.fell. �t.q mto the center or the assClbl,y. KnOldng ttat th1. br1clc VOIlJa 
J:lIIke til. aue:Jb� dqaroua, he 1nst1nct1vel,y lUll! :S:::u:ledUt.� pulled. th18 bnclc 
ctf the aSGa�q wi tb hi. right. baud. l�hile doing this, he stated that he felt a 

t�l1Dg sal.aticm in his rieht hand and at ttl. SIUIIO t1J;:e noticed a o:w. �laIr 
Ilu.rreund.i.ne the A8.em�, the depth or the blue glw bto1r.a' ent'-mated to be aboQt 

tYiC Ulchss. 
The SWlr�, wo wall tented at the desk montioncd aboV3, nth his back to the 

DSaE!l�, 01180 statea th:1t he Doticed a rlnah or ll£ht in the rOQlJ. 

Jnu,d1ate� .!ter the brlclc droppmg, De.ghlilm ditl&sacibled the inlltallat1Q11 

to the state at.O"lIl jn Plato 2. jt that. t1I:lcs JJ1115 Joan fJ.ntan arrived at Q::I!p an:\ 
1:Jm8d1a.te� :irov. back nth DIIchl1.Dn to t.bG hospital. The guard "CaB lett at <bega 
�or the tkD being. .uteI' the accident, S�. stamer, "titlo bld been in the carrie' 
secticc of the bu1ld� (protected frCI:I the JabcratCl")' portion by a iivo-ioot 
ccocreto .n) phc:n.d l!. O. 1lo1lo"Ml7 at his ht;!lG. Dot1i'j-ine hi; or the occurrenCl!o 
l�. IJollcr:ll[lY in!Oralc! lU-. R. F • Bacher, 11M beth went t.o t.ha bospl till to IIBe 

Dll{;hl1an.. Dur� thill tiDfl Dr. Hmpelmann "J;fl.S aloo intar:!to.:1, lind };e and l;r. Aebot-
15010 � to the hC15piul to �ine Illgr.lian. A.."'1'r.n£Ylr. ... lts had also beon mado (h;" 
r.el:�cm'.;·) \-:1 th tJu, lSE"Curit;r o!.fice to rc?l:lc'!"c the C\1:lr.i Il� Q:!sr.c, Ilr.d he Tm':! brO'� ght 
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oblSerwtiQ'l. 

�or.old, Bacber, Ht!I!Ip&Jr.ann ani HollOT:ay U1Cl\ dr0'7e dcnn to caega. CU AlTi
vaJ. then !Iol.J..conay phmed llrll_ Jolol.J..cm,:),y to .r�d Slot1n and hIIve ldm told I1bolZt the 
IrVmIt . Slot1n arrlwd at �r.11 about 1l ,�O p. m. At caeca, t:ellaurer.tents TlUe aad.\! 
of th. ra:liDUQ'l ctll!l1ng frCIII ttl. 49 sphere in the alSoflD'.b� in the po.lt1aD �te<1 
1n Plate 2. The •• meaaU1'e!DCllh wro ro::' purpose. of evaluat1."1g the &mocnt at 
rad1aUan tbat ._ ec1tt.e<1 1n tho accident. T4len the radiatim meaaurell:e:lts 1D the 
" ueab� bad been takerl" the lIphere. T:8Z'1 removed 1'rCIII tbs aal!lltlDb�, pla.ced. in tb 

"-au:Lt and 5I!otbcr set of rad1atlcn lle.D.liurernmte on them, unperturbed by th. eh1Gld 
jng offect of the tungetlll carbide bricks, were tIllcsn. In o.MltiQ'l to 'the .. 
J!lel1SUna!lClt." that n1ght and the follow1nC day measurement:ll were cad. of tho Qct1v1ty 

of 'Wrioas metal object. ( c01ns, ke)'3, badee, pho3phOZ'lUl !r= c�ty b3j� ) thAt 

Daghl1an blld in his pocket. at the t1l:!e of the ir,retll.atim. 

: 
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D. K. Froman 

R. E. Schrieber 

Report on May 21 Accident at Pajarito Laboratory 

28 May 1 946 

The following presents the material you requested last Friday. 

Perlman and I had gone to Pajarito Tuesday after lunch to carry out the 

field checking of the initiators and active material for the Crossroads tests. We 

carried 5 initiators in the three special shipping cases. Siotin had arranged for 

the three 49 2 cores to be brought down that morning. 

We arrived about 1 :30 P.M.  and found the multiplication measurements 

on the composite core, started that morning, still in progress. Since the source 

being used in this test interfered with our field-checking measurements we 

waited for about one hour to start our work. (It tumed out that one of the 25 2 

shells had been left out by accident during the morning measurements so part 

of the multiplication measurement had to be repeated.) 

At about 2:30 PM, Perlman and I started the counts on initiator Au-18.  

Meanwhile, Graves came in. A half-scale shot was being fired by M-4 at the 

lower Pajarito Site. We suspended operations during the shot but finished our 

neutron and gamma counts about 3 : 1 5  PM. Meanwhile Graves and Siotin 

discussed the critical assembly work. In the course of the conversation, 

Graves asked Siotin to demonstrate a critical assembly since he (Graves) was 

planning to do some experiments d uring Siotin's absence and wanted some 

indoctrination. At first Siotin said that he didn't have the proper materials for 

one. Then he remembered that we had the 49 cores there so he said he would 

do one "in about two minutes" in a beryllium tamper after we (Schrieber and 
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Perlman) had finished our counts. I remarked that if he were going to do it in 

two minutes I was going to leave but would stick around if he took a half-hour 

for it. This was not intended seriously since we a" had confidence in Siotin's 

ability and judgment. 

We finished our counting at about 3 :15 PM and I put on rubber gloves 

and started to take the initiator from its case to check the counting. The 

neutrons from the driving source to be used by Siotin during the assembly 

would not affect this check so Siotin started his experiment. I was working on 
, 

the initiator so did not pay close attention to Siotin's operations since I 
assumed he had done this before and knew how far he could go safely. I did, 

however, g lance around at intervals so the following is my observation and is 

not based on subsequent conversation. I cannot swear to a" the details but 

state what I believe to be true. 

The beryllium tamper was set up on a low steel table near the north end 

of the room. Siotin stood before the table facing south and Graves stood 

behind him to his right. Perlman was working with me at a bench along the 

east side of the room about 15 ft. away. Kline, Young, Cieslicki and Cleary 

(SPO Security Guard) were around the assembly table at various distances but 

I do not know their precise positions. 

The table on which Siotin was working was fitted with various detectors, 

some operating counters and others driving Esterline-Angus recorders. I 

believe that these were tested before the assembly was started. Kline and 

Cieslicki were running these so could g ive definite information.  A strong Pu

Be source was used as a driving source. I do not know where it was put during 

the assembly. 

I had assumed that the approach to critical would be rather slow so 

continued to work on the initiator, thinking that when the multiplication got to an 
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interesting point I would tum and watch. It could not have been more than two 

or three minutes after the start that I tumed because of some noise or sudden 

movement. I saw a blue flash around the Be tamper and felt a heat wave 

simultaneously. At the same instant, Siotin flipped the outer top tamper shell 

off (The tamper was made of two concentric shells, 9" and 1 3" 0.0.,  I believe). 

This stopped the reaction. 

The blue flash was clearly visible in the room although it (the room) was 

well illuminated from he windows and possibly from the overhead lights. 

believe that the flash appeared only around the hole in the upper tamper 

hemisphere and around the equatorial gap. Siotin's left hand, which was 

holding the top hemisphere, was definitely in the glowing region. The total 

duration of the flash could not have been more than a few tenths of a second. 

Siotin reacted very quickly in flipping the tamper piece off. The time was about 

3:00 PM. 

A few seconds after the accident, only Siotin, Graves, and myself were 

left in the room. Perlman had run up the corridor a few steps and was waiting, 

the other four had gone out the east door or up the corridor. The rest of us left 

immediately, going up the corridor. 

Siotin called for an ambulance and then prepared a sketch showing our 

positions art the time of the accident. 
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Siotin had picked up a Watts ionization chamber meter which must have 

been near the assembly. We attempted to measure the radiation from the 

various articles with this but it was so active itself (about 1 5  d iv. on the 1 01 0  

scale) that nothing conclusive could be found out. 

After about 5 minutes, at Siotin's suggestion, I took a handful of film 

badges and put them on the tamper. I carried the Watts meter. The room was 

quite hot, the meter going over full-scale near the assembly, so I did not linger. 

After about 1 2  or 1 5  minutes, I went down again. The meter had 

meanwhile cooled down to about 5 d ivisions on the 1 01 0  scale so was fairly 

usable. The reading about 1 0  ft. from the assembly was about 20 divisions on 

the 1 01 0  scale but again off-scale nearer. I tried the G-M counter in its 

Columbia shield which was under the bench near the east door. It had been 

left turned on but with the "Counts" off during the accident. It was working and 

clicked at about 4 or 5 scales per second. The Super-Zoute on this same 

bench had been left on and was jammed at full-scale. I d id not explore further 

because the room was too "warm" to stay long safely. I took Siotin's and my 

jackets back up the corridor as I left. I do not believe that I was in the room 

more than a minute. 

No one else entered the room after the accident before we left. Werner 

(machinist at Pajarito) was going to close the outside doors after we left. He 

was warned not to go inside nor to stay in the vicinity long.  

P.F.C.  Cleary (Security Guard) phoned for an emergency relief after the 

ambulance had arrived (about 1 5  minutes). We suggested that he ask for two 

men to come and he relayed by telephone our instructions that one should stay 

outside the building where he could watch the laboratory outside door and the 

other stay at the end of the corridor furthest from the hot lab. They were told to 
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stay out of the room under al l  circumstances. 

Incidentally, the boys leaving via the east door had warned the M P's so 

the gates were opened and all personnel had gone perhaps 50 yds. up the exit 

road. They remained there until we called them back about 15 minutes after 

the accident. 

The foregoing is my recollection of what happened. I repeat that my 

observations may not have been correct as to what happened during the few 

seconds following the accident. 

The fol lowing section is an attempt to g ive an impersonal analysis of the 

accident with the sole purpose of trying to analyze the causes and so help 

prevent its re-occurrence. 

1 .  Siotin was not, by any possible interpretation, guilty of what legal 

minds like to call "criminal negligence". The monitors were set up and running, 

an adequate number of observers were present who, by their silence, agreed 

to the procedure, and he had provided a safety device in the form of wedges to 

keep the tamper from dropping if it slipped. The fact that this safety device 

failed does not alter the situation as far as this point is concerned. 

I feel emphatically that there should never be an attempt to establish 

legal responsibility for the accident. If this should be attempted, it is my opinion 

that, excepting Perlman and Cleary, all should be held equal ly responsible 

since the rest of us knew enough about critical assemblies to voice a protest if 

we objected to the procedure. No such protest was made. 

2. The assembly was made too rapidly and without adequate 

consideration of the details of the method. A "dry run" without the active 

material to check the details of the mechanical operations should have been 
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made. 

3 .  Only those persons actually concerned with the assembly should 

have remained in the room. 

4. No conventional safety devices operating from a neutron monitor 

could have prevented the accident. The neutron rise was too rapid to have the 

reaction stopped by any of the devices I have seen used at Los Alamos. 

5. While operation of such an assembly by remote control would 

have eliminated the hazard from this particular "burst", it might well have 

become a real explosion with equal or greater damage to personnel in spite of 

shielding walls unless a positive and fast-acting safety device were a part of 

the assembly. In this case, Siotin was that safety device. 

I do not know what safety recommendations for future assemblies will 

evolve as a result of this accident. There are several points I should like to 

make. 

1 .  The formulation, approval and publishing of a new set of rules will 

not prevent more accidents. As stated in item ( 1 )  of the preceding section, the 

existing rules were nominally complied with. In addition to the restatement of 

rules, there must be a continuous and vigorous campaign to keep the people 

participating in this work aware of the potential danger in every assembly. 

Perhaps the work should be rotated among a number of people. As soon as a 

person ceases to be nervous about the work he should be transferred to 

another job. 

2.  Any new assembly should be planned in detail a considerable 

time in advance. The plan should be sent to several responsible people, any 

one of which could veto the plan or ask for a clarification. 
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3. Every new assembly should be attended by one or more 

observers whose job would be to stop any procedure which they consider 

hazardous. 

4. Wherever feasible, an assembly should be done by remote 

control provided that this control incorporates safety devices guaranteed to stop 

the reaction in the shortest possible time. 

5. A complete account of each assembly should be kept, possibly 

with a running commentary fed into a wire recorder and either a movie camera 

or an automatic still camera. 

6. New critical assemblies should never be reduced to a routine 

matter to be "run through before lunch". 

7. A detailed file of all critical assemblies should be kept up do date. 

This file would be valuable as a guide in making future assemblies and could 

also be evidence for removing assemblies known to be safe from the rather 

severe restrictions which will undoubtedly be imposed on all untried 

assemblies. 

Cc: Froman 

File 

(LANL) 

This Slotin accident reconstruction photo shows the position of the objects in the room. (LANL) 
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Disposition of personnel in an accident. 
Approximate distances from source 
shown in feet. Planted film badges 
with numbers and gamm a doses shown. 

}:( No. 528 
( 1 7. 2 R) 

B 3 ' 

� No. 598 
( 1 9. 1 R )  

F .  
8' 

• 
• A 1 . 5 ' 

Source --+-1 -' <m�.It--_o--- ���o��e_ Be . t-- neu tron sou rce 

No. 529 
(7. 2 Rl  

• 
6' • 

8' 
• 

No. 5 43 t.=:===============:::::::J( 
7.9 R) 

8' 

® 30 cu r i e  
Po - Be sou rce 
3 mo. O ld 

� 
NQ 573 
( 6.3 R) 

� No. 518 

� 

G 1 6' 

1 6' 

No. 260 
( t  R )  

� 
No. 5 1 3  

( 1 2 .3  R) 

• 

• 

;t( 
No. 5 5 2  

( 1 2  R )  

In this diagram from Los Alamos report TID-5360, figure "A" represents the position of Slot in. (LANL) 
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' .. � . �  . . . . . . . .. . . . . � : :. : :. : : . . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  · . . . . . . . . .. .  . 

i' ifures 5, 0, and 7 show th� dhtr i b"tio!l of a ll neu trons absorbod. by 
":.ha foi ls .  1ne ch'c 18s r epre sent 'I;:,e :�easurerwmts wi th  J;O ld , ir.d i un, ,and 'nan-

ranose tol ls a l l  nornal ited t o  un ity .. t til", p(l� nt .480" froJol tho oen;',ur . T h�re 

.'Ier e no S i r}lifi ol1nt difr�renoes founri in tit", d istribution :l ln-veo Civon by theBe 

tnr6" f'\ etr.:cton . Tho tr1an�,�'.ul sher .... this d i s tr i butl on as r.\I):ls'.u"OC. \'!ith 25 toils . 
n.;,rr.l&. lized to u n i t:! at tilO fir st ;;oint . III a l l C(\3118 thi!! d is tribution !.'a.lls oft 

more 3 t;fl6pl:1 t.lt ;;ne oontdr than does the othor . 
7 '10 squ",:-"s ar", the hYPO-<llld:nhu.l nel<tr.:lns . T his dnta vru.� obtl\ined by . 

(J ... btraot in� ti\Q activ ity ind',IOed �n indl\.11.1 foi ls  in ondnlun frotl the total notivity. 

7hose p')int8 aro norr.ll. liz:ed ·so t!lI.t tr..e :toj¥\_l. act iv:ity (n,., or .. d;'llur.l) ia u nity at 

.480" t'r QlI t nt! conteI' . Tho:1 l5i\'JV(, th'lrllforn, tho ru;� i o  of ';he CL ct!.v it:, induced 

ut t hat same �,lu. �e .  '!' he + 's are the d i s tI' :"b.Jt10n 01' neutrons rr odu oinr., t he  

F i r;ur" 8 IIhows the d h tr ib\lt i ott in t:le 13-11/16" bor:' lliu.n s phere . "r 
n,,·. trow; jJrodl.lc inr. f is s i on in 20, (n, p) in yhosphor'.ls O-nd (n, P )  in lSulphltr . Also 
p lntted ( � '$ )  i s  the �hos ?hor�s Rotivity t l��s �2. the pos it ive attenuat ion shows 

":!1at. "ho 10311 of th .. S 8  hi1:'h onorf.Y neutronr. b:r t.b:;orpti on c>t..d s 10\'11.'1.(; dOll/ll is not 

;�de u� f.,r h:J ( n , 2n )  in t<'lry l l1:lIl under these eondit i onll . 

r.:el1surod .,400" fro::-, tho 
C·�I.t 9r 01' hl3rJ I H.� 3phoros with vari ou G  .i.:;t .. ctor:l i� lot tod I\cninst t;le s�hero 

i ll 9. 3 .62" d i lt.metor 49 sphere ins ide a 9" dio.1:loter b'3rylliulll s phere . A moelc-
fissi on ! ource -"";'l o.t tho c lJ'lltor of t he 49 sphe r o .  

· . .  . . .  . . . .  . . 
· . . . . . . . .  . 
· . .. . . . . . 

· . .  . . .. .  . . . .  . . . . .  . 
APPROtrEIf FOrt �tmL"IC- ·RELEASE 

U N C L A S S I F I E D  

This excerpt from Los Alamos report LA-555 published three weeks before the Slotin accident describes the 
components used in the accident. The last paragraph specifies the exact diameter of the Pu sphere used in 
both accidents. It was the same size as the core used in both the Trinity and Nagasaki implosion devices. 

(LANL) 
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I I -B . Metal Ass em bl ies i n A i r  

1 .  Los A lamos , New Mexico--Augus t 2 1 , 1 94 5 ( 1 , 5 , 2 1 ) 

( Pl u t on i um c ore re f le c t e d  w i t h  t u ngs ten car b i de ,  

h a n d  a ssemb l y )  

2 .  Los A l amos , New Me xico - May 2 1 ,  1 94 6( 1 , 5 , 2 1 ) 

( P l u t o n i um c ore ref l ec t e d  w i t h  bery l l i um ,  hand 

assem b l y )  

These two acc i de n t a l  excursi ons oc curred i n  t h e  same 

c or e  and were, in severa l resoec t s ,  q u i t e  s i m i lar . The c ore 

c on s i s t e d  01 two hemi spheres of d e l ta-phase p l u t on i um c oa t ed 

wi t h  5 m i l s  of n i cke l . The t o t a l  c ore mass was 6 . 2  k g ,  and 

the dens i t y  was a bout 1 5 . 7  g/cm3 . 

In the f i rs t  i nc i dent a c r i t i c a l  asse m b l y  was be i ng 

c r ea t ed by hand s t ac k i ng 4 . 4 kg t ungs t e n-c a r b i de bri c ks 

around the p l uton i um c ore . The l one expe r imen t er was mov i ng 

t he f i na l  b r i c k  over t he assemb l y  for a t o t a l  of 236 kg when 

he not i c e d  from the nearby neu t ron cou n ters that t he a d d i t i on 

01 this b r i c k  wou l d  make the assemoly supe rc r i t i ca l . As h e  

wi t hdrew h i s  hand ,  t he b r i c k  s l i oped and f e l l  o n t o  t he 

c e n ter of the assem b l y ,  add i ng s u f f i c ient r e f l ec t i on t o  

make the sys tem superproa p t  c r i t ica l ,  and a power exc urs i on 

occ urred . As q u i c k l y  as poss i b l e ,  he pushed of f the f i n a l  

brick and proc ee de d  t o  uns t ac k  t he assemb l y .  He d i ed 2 8  

days l a t e r  a s  a r esu l t  o f  rad i a t i on inj ur i es . The eXDosure 

30 

These two pages from Los Alamos report LA-36 1 1 A Review of Criticality Accidents state that the same Pu 
hemispheres were used in both criticality accidents, were coated with 5-mils of nickel, weighed 6.2 kg, and 

had a density of "about 1 5.7." (LANL) 
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was a bou t 800 r ep . ·  

The y i e l d  o f  t h i s  i nc i de n t  was 10 1 6 f iss i ons . · An 

A rm y  guard ass i gned t o  the bu i l di ng ,  bu t not h e l o i ng wi t h  

t h e  e x pe r imen t ,  was i rr a d i a t e d  i n  t h e  amount of 2 0  r e p . 

The n i ckel c a n n i n g  on t h e  p lu t on i um core d i d  not r u o t ur e . 

I n  t h e  sec ond inc i de n t , t h e  t ec h n i q ues i nv o l v e d  i n  c re

at i ng a me t a l  c r i t ic a l  assem b l y  were be i ng demonst ra t e d  t o  

several peopl e . The s y s t em cons i s t e d  o f  t h e  same p lu t o n i um 

sphere, re f lec t e d  i n  t h i s  c ase by bery l l ium . The t op and 

f i na l  hem i s phe r i c a l  ber y l l i um s he l l  was be i ng l owered s l ow l y  

i n t o  pl ac e ; o n e  e dge was t ouc h i n g  t h e  l ower bery l l i�m hemi

s phere wh i l e t h e  e dge 1 800 away was res t i ng on t h e  t i o  of a 

sc r ewdr iver . The person c onduc t i ng the demon s t ra t i on was 

h o l d i n g t h e  she l l  wi th h i s  l e f t h a n d  wi t h  h i s  t humb p lac ed 

in a n  ope n i n g  a t  the polar poi n t ,  wh i l e s l owl y  wor k i n g  t h e  

screwdr i ver out wi t h  h i s  r i ght h and . A t  t h is t i me t h e  

screwdr i ver s l i pped f r om under t h e  she l l  a n d  the she l l  f e l l  

c om p l e t e l y  o n  to the lower h em i s phere . A burst oc c ur r e d  a t  

onc e ,  the she l l  was t hrown t o  t h e  f l oor , a nd a l l  personn e l  

lef t t h e  room . 

1ii 
The Los A l amos archi ves i nc l u de some da ta an d comme n t s  

a bout a " rerun" ( 5 , 22 ) o n  Oc tober 2 , 194 5 ,  per formed t o  
de termine t h e  r a diat i on dose rec e i ve d  in t h e  i nc i de n t  o f  
August 51 ,  194 5 . The y i e l d  o f  t h i s  "reru n" was a bou t 
6 x 10 1 f i ss i ons, bu t t h e  prompt c r i t i c a l  s t a t e  was not 
reac he d . The max imum reac t i v i t y  of the sys t em du r i n g  t h is 
expe r iment was a bou t 60 c e n t s  a bove de layed c r i t i c a l . 

3 1  
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critical a s s emblies (Fla ttop and Jezebel ) .  
During the 2 2  yea rs s ince LA Accident 

NO . 2 ,  calculations have been developed to 
obta in the leaKage neutron spectra from 
c ritical a s sembl i e s ,  and these calcula tions 
have recently been used to determine the 
leakage neutron spectrum from the critical 
a s sembly involved i n  LA Accident NO. 2 .  
The res u l t s  from the Y- l 2  a s s emb ly mockup 
and the in format ion obta i ned from the new 
bloOd - sodium activation s tudy a re applied 
to the calculated leakage neutron spectrum 
to obta in revised neutron dose e s timates 
from the blood-sodium activ i ty mea surements 
made following the excursion . 

ca lculated Leakage Neutron Spectra 
The critical a s s embly involved i n  LA 

Accident No . 2 wa s a 6 . 1 9-kg sphere of 6-
phase plutonium a l loy reflec ted on top by 
a 9-in . -o . d .  hemisphere of beryl l i um and on 
the bottom by a l 3-in . -o . d .  hemi sphere of 
beryllium . A screwdrive r  was used a s  a 
wedge b e tween the upper a n d  lowe r hemi
sphe res to ad j us t  them to the de s i red criti
c a l  configura t ion . The excursion resulted 
from an unexpected movement of the screw
driver wh ich a l lowed the upper be ry l l ium 
shell to fall into place . 

The neutron leaKage for the a s s embly 
ha s been calculated by Han sen , and is given 
in Table I .  A detailed desc ription of the 
calcul a t ion i s  given in the Append ix . 

The data in Table I a re plotted in Fig . 
1 rel a tive to the calcula ted spectra o f  
four critical a s sembl ies used i n  a recent 
s tudy of blood -sodium activation . 3 The 
spectrum in LA Accident No . 2 does not 
agree well with any of the spectra o f  the 
cri tical a ssemblies studied . It h a s  a 
peak a t  about 2 . 5 MeV and a steady decrea s e  
i n  neutrons a s  the energy decreases . 

TABLE I 
COMPUTED NEUTRON LEAKAGE PER FISSION 

NEUTRON FOR THE LA ACCIDENT No . 2 
CRITICAL ASSEMBLY 

Group Enerqy Neutrons 
1 3 MeV-.. 0 . 0404 
2 1 . 4 - 3  MeV 0 . 1 2 59 
3 0 . 9 - 1 . 4  MeV 0 . 0606 
4 0 .4 - 0 . 9  MeV 0 . 0884 
5 0 . 1 - 0 . 4  MeV 0 . 1 1 0 9  
6 1 7 -1 0 0  keV 0 . 07 6 3  
7 3 - 17 kev 0 . 0561 
8 0 . 5 5-3 keV 0 . 03 98 
9 1 0 0 - 5 5 0  eV 0 . 0 288 

1 0  3 0 - 10 0  ev 0 . 01 5 8  
1 1  1 0- 3 0  eV 0 . 01 1 5  
1 2  3 - 1 0  "eV 0 . 0098 
1 3  1 - 3  eV 0 . 0071 
14 0 .4 - 1  eV 0 . 0048 
15 0 . 1 - 0 . 4  eV 0 . 0055 
1 6  The rma l 0 . 01 7 6  

Sum 0 . 6993 

I n  Fig . 2,  the calculated leakage �eu
tron spectrum for LA Accident No . 2 is 
compa red to that for the Y - 1 2  accident a s 
sembly mockup . S ince these spectra agree 
reasonably wel l ,  the blood- sodium activa
tion obtained in the Y-1 2  a s sembly mockup 
s tudies can be used . The sma l l  d i f ferences 
between the spectra would re sult in ca lcu
l a t ion o f  only a s l ightly higher dose « 2%) 
than that actua l ly del ivered . 

Blood-Sodium Activation 
The blood-sodium activa t ion as a func

tion of distance has been obta ined for sev
eral critical a s s embl ie s . )  As shown in 
Fig . 3, the blood- sod ium activ a t ion from 1 
rad of fast neutrons va ries from 1 pCi for 
a near-fiss ion spectrum (Je zebel ) to 1 2 . 5  
pCi for a heavily moderated f i s s ion spec
trum (yugoslav ) .  The amount o f  � · Na pro
duced per rad of faat neutrons va ries be
cause high energy neutrons deliver more 
dose per neutron than do low energy neu
trons a l though the blOod-sodium a c t iv a t io n  

This excerpt from Los Alamos report LA-386 1 Revised dose estimates for the critically excursion at Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory. May 2 1. 1 946 states the Pu sphere used in the Slotin accident weighed 6. 1 9  
kg. This report also mis-identifies the 1 3- 1 1 / 1 6" B e  sphere identified in LA-555 as " 1 3-in.-o.d." when it 

should have read " 1 4-in.-o.d." (LANL) 
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UiWI.ASSIFIH 
4000 smu&<; - PIT TOOLS I.to Ri.lmrrN� B¥I}i£ENT No. peor kit 

PC 4000 
R: 4001 
R:4002 

PC4003 

PC4004 
lt 4005 

PC 4006 

PC4007 
PC 4006 
PC4009 
PC40l0 
I'C4011 
PC 4012 
PC4013 
PC4014 

PC4015 
R:: 40l6 
[1:: 4017 

,' f\ .. "  ... ... 
A.- GeOr.\etry, pnrnfh'n:" 

fo� 'iivo' plug l'Iult lplicn t l on 
A - - Hypodormio w1ro , mngflno8o , 040" dill . 3," long 
A"- Hlpodormio Wire , Tu·.U 8tandnrd ( lof. TIll 9C/'fo A l� 

mndo by S oybolt ) . ,  ,039" din . ,  13" long 
A •• Loa d  Mounting plate for standn r dizn t i on of G-M 

o ounter 
B - Pit o ra d l o ,  for IB!" s pher o ,  1-2015 , Issue A 
B - Pit c rn d le , (doughnut ) for 9" s phere, Y-198 1 -<: 2 ,  

Issue A 
A .- So rew dri ve r  for a li gning plug s orew. dwg .Y2 013B31 

Issue B 
A*- Shims , preformo d .0005" gold , for j et ring 
A .- Shims , gold, ,0005" , f1nt 2 , 75" O.D . x l ,375" I,D. 
A . - Tu plug l ifting t ool , Y-2013C 8 ,  Issuo A 
B - A l  trapdoor lifting tool,  Y20l3B7, Is sue B 

Tra pd oor p lug lifter, Y2013B13 , I s s ue A 
Tu plug l ifte r ,  Y2013C 5, Is suo A 

A - - Tu plug onrryillg cn s o ,  Y20l3C 14,  Issuo A 
B - A l  disnss embly t oo l ,  l ock oup pu ller , #1, 

Y2 013J..6 ,  Issuo A 
B - A l  di8ns8�l'Ib ly tool , look cup puller #2 , IS8uo A 
A . - Tu t plug oarr:n,ng tool,  short 
A ._ TOl'lplnte for l6�11 spharos Y2015J..26 , Is sue A 

1 enon 
6 per kit 

3 por kit 

1 cnoh 
1 e noh 
1 por ldt 

20 eaoh 
20 euoh 
1 per kit 
1 per kit 
1 per kit 
1 per kit 
1 per kit 

1 per kit 
1 per kit 
1 per kit 
1 per kit 

UKC.LASSIFIED 
: .: .. : -:. : -:- � .

. 

:.: -: : ': : � .. .. . ... . . . ... .. 
. .. : : . . .  . ... .. .. :.. : . :  : : :  . . : . � . . . . . . . : .

.
. .. : .. : 

--
�''''-",", 

This is the last page of LAMS-38 1  Pit Catalog: Destination Kit and lists all of the pit tools used on the F-3 \ 
Nagasaki bomb. It lists tools (PC 4005) for the 9" diameter boron-covered tamper sphere and (PC 4004) 

1 8.5" aluminum pusher sphere along with the (PC 4008) gold foil shims used with the 2 .75" Pu hemisphere 
jet ring. (LANL) 
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�T 
---

OtJI'LlNE FOR STOCKPILE REPORTS 
TO BE HECEIVED BY MLC 

All figures to be 1n terms of DUlllber of veapoDs 
as of 31 Dece�ber 1947 

A • , M 1.'EAPO� 1. Fi88 10llAble material 
a. Pure " 49" Chr18�y 
b .  Compo s i te Chr ls�y 
e .  Lev1ated Compo B i  te 

2 .  Initiatora 
a. Class A ,  25 curies or Over 
b .  Class B ,  12 to 2 5  Curies 

3. H. E .  Components 
e. • Assema. bled 
b .  Un8ssembled 

4 .  Other Components 
( I n  terms of complete assembl1e s )  

5 . Current Critical Items 
( Itema vhlch vere available in le ss than 

the quantities pre scr ibed 1n Stockpile 
Directive , 4. Sept 47 . SboY number on hand 
and Dumber short of prescribed level) 

6 .  E s timated date8 that itema in Par 5 vi ll 
be removed from critical status . 

B .  L B WEAPONS 
L Fissionable Material 
2. Initiators 
3 .  Other components 

( In terms of complete &uem"bles) 
4 .  Current Cri t1cal I tell18 

( ltema which vere sTail&ble 1n les s  than 
the quant1 ties prescribed in stockpile 
Direc tive , 4 Sept 1941 . Sbov Dumber on hand 
and number sbort of prescribed level) 

5 . Estimated dates that i tema in Par 4 Yi n  
be relDOved from cri tical. I tat us .  

Under 
Ac cepted Te e t  

9 2 
36 9 

--2.. 0 
50 11 
50 22 
13 

44- ( 4 )  28 

104 54 

Pita be la Y  stockpile 
directive . Al pushers 
short 63 on hand . Detonat· 
orB 156 agains t 160 . 

P1ta this month 
De tona tor March 

10 6 

Plane . Progr8.1l1 i s  
ahead at s chedule . 

This document gives the quantities of LB and FM stockpile components and materials in the US inventory as 
of 3 1  December 1 947. Note that they were using solid, composite, and levitated cores for FM weapons. 

(Courtesy of Clay Perkins) 
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Endnotes 

I Junior scientists, graduate students, skilled mechanics, machinists, electronic technicians, and other 
technically adept personnel were subject to the wartime draft or were already in uniform. A way had to be 
found to put their enormous pool of talent to good use. The 98 1 2th Technical Service Unit (TSU) of the 
Manhattan Project Special Engineer Detachment was established in May 1 943 and by the end of the war 
almost 3,000 of them were hard at work in places like Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, and Hanford. People such 
as General Groves often referred to them anonymously in reports simply as "GI ' s". Although subject to 
Army rules, regulations, inspections, calisthenics, discipline, etc, they worked alongside the scientists and 
made invaluable contributions to the Manhattan Project. For example, most of the people at the Los Alamos 
' S-Site" were SED personnel and responsible for the development of the explosive lenses used in the 
implosion device exploded at Trinity. After the war, many of them went on to very successful careers in 
science and industry. Countless held important patents and one of them, Val Fitch, even went on to win the 
Nobel Prize. 
2 Personal communication to the author dated 3/23/98. S- I O,OOO referred to the area that was 1 0,000 yards 
south of ground zero. 
3 "Trinity," LA-6300-H, Kenneth T. Bainbridge, May, 1 976, p. 30. 
4 As anyone familiar with military slang knows, Fubar stands for fucked yp heyond .!!l l  recognition; The 
Skeptical Inquirer, Rolf Sinclair, Fall 1 993, Vol. 1 8, No. I ,  pp. 63-67. This article concerns one of the most 
famous urban legends surrounding the test. According to this legend, a totally blind eighteen-year-old 
University of New Mexico student riding in a car 50 miles away "saw" the flash of the explosion and 
exclaimed to her sister and brother-in-law, "What's  that?" The girl, Georgia Green, was actually only totally 
blind in one eye. Although she had lost most of her sight in the other eye from an accident at age seven, she 
could, however, distinguish light and dark. It is therefore completely plausible that she, as well as the other 
sighted passengers in the car, saw the pre-dawn flash. 
5 "EYE WITNESS REPORT OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSION, July 1 6, 1 945, O.R. Frisch, VFA-470, LANL. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Personal communication to the author dated 3/23/98. 
8 Interview with the author on 6/ 1 6/02. An extremely rare 2" x 2" x 6" block of this original graphite was 
presented to the author during a 2/26/05 visit to Argonne National Laboratory. 
9 The laboratory, started on the isolated plateau site of the former Los Alamos Ranch School, was originally 
called the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) but was renamed Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL) on 1 / 1 /8 1 .  
10 "The Los Alamos Primer," Robert Serber, LA- I ,  April 1 943, LANL. 
I I On 8/4/0 I ,  during the 56th reunion of the 509th held at Wendover, the author was one of a group of seven 
people who, because they "have worked very hard during the past years to try to perpetuate the image of the 
509th, and continue to keep what we did in the public's mind," were the first to be made permanent honorary 
members of this most elite WWII air group. 
12 Return Of The Enola Gay, Paul W. Tibbets, (Mid Coast Marketing, Columbus, OH, 1 998), p. 1 90. 
1 3  Personal communication to the author dated 3/4/95 .  
1 4 B-29 Super fortress, Alwyn T.  Lloyd, (Tab Books Inc., B lue Ridge Summit, PA, 1 987), p. 1 0; A Brief 
History of the Enola Gay, Richard H. Campbell, (The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History 
Foundation, 1 998), pp. 3-4.  Campbell had done remarkably thorough research documenting the history of 
each individual Si/verplate B-29. He supplied numerous photos and documents contained in this book and 
his help and research were critical. Campbell had also compiled much valuable h istorical information 
pertaining to all of the Pumpkin missions. Campbell 's  definitive h istory of the 509th B-29's  is called The 
Si/verplate Bombers (McFarland & Company, Inc, NC, 2005). Sadly, Campbell passed away on Jan 20, 
20 1 1 .  
15 Tibbets' decision to pick Sweeney as commander of the second atomic mission remains controversial. 
When asked by the author on 7/ 1 1 /98 why Tibbets choose Sweeney, Enola Gay bombardier Tom Ferebee 
replied, "Friendship." Although involved extensively in testing and crew training, Sweeney had zero combat 
time. Other 509th Pilots, including Fred Bock, Tom Classen, Jim Hopkins, and Jim Price, had previous 
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invaluable combat experience. Of these, many in the group felt the well-l iked S09th Deputy Group 
Commander Classen should have been chosen, instead of Sweeney, to command the second most important 
combat mission of World War II .  The decision to bypass Classen, whom the men respected and trusted, 
reportedly left him embittered. 
16 Interview with the author on 8/1 O/9S. Brixner's truck became mired down in mud and he reasoned that, 
since he never saw them hit it, the safest place to be was in the middle of the bullseye until the test was over. 
He became worried as he looked through the viewfinder and saw the bomb coming right at him. His 
nervousness subsided when he saw the side of the bomb's tail because this meant the bomb would hit off
target. 
1 7 Personal communication to the author dated 3/4/9S.  
1 8  Ashworth was a spit-and-polish, by-the-book, naval aviator who oft-times viewed the S09th as a "bunch of 
playboys" and "Tibbets' Rowdies." He never hesitated to call things the way he saw it. As such, he rubbed 
some of them the wrong way, including both Tibbets and Sweeney. However, in a 711 1 /98 interview with 
the author, Tom Ferebee admitted he always genuinely admired and liked him. "We really were a bunch of 
playboys. The reason he wasn't  liked was because he was the only guy I knew who always tried to tell the 
truth and a lot of people don't like to hear that!" Unlike some other people involved with the wartime atomic 
missions, Ashworth never asked for, or received compensation of any kind for granting interviews or signing 
autographs. He always considered it to have been part of his service to his country. He also taped 20 hours 
of oral history for the Naval Institute at Annapolis in 1 99 1 .  After the end of the war, Ashworth went on to a 
distinguished career in the Navy. In January 1 9S I ,  he became Executive Officer of the USS Midway. He 
went on to become CO of the USS Corson; Commander of Naval Ordnance Station, China Lake, CA; CO 
of the carrier USS Franklin D. Roosevelt; Commandant of Midshipmen at the US  Naval Academy in 
Annapolis, MD; Commander, Anti-Submarine Warfare, Carrier Division Eighteen in the US Atlantic Fleet; 
Commander of Attack Carrier Division One, in the US Pacific Fleet; Deputy Chief of Staff, Headquarters, 
US European Command in Paris; Commander of the US Sixth Fleet; Deputy and Chief of Staff, US Atlantic 
Fleet, and Chief of Staff and Aide to the Commander in Chief, US Atlantic Fleet/Commander in Chief, 
Western Atlantic Area until his retirement in 1 968. In wartime reports, postwar articles, and in interviews, 
including those with the author, Ashworth has stated he always had nothing but the highest respect for the 
flying abilities of both Tibbets and Sweeney. However, as someone with extensive experience in making 
tough command decisions, Ashworth has also never hesitated in expressing his criticism of their command 
abilities. Ashworth died 1 2/3/0S. 
1 9 Hirohito, Emperor of Japan, Leonard Mosley, (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1 966), p. 286; 
Japan 's War, Edwin P. Hoyt, (McGraw-Hili, NY, 1 986), p. 38S .  
20 B-29 Superfortress, Curtis LeMay and Bill Yenne, (McGraw-Hili, NY, 1 988), p. 1 23 .  
2 1  Personal communication from A lvarez to author Max Morgan-Witts dated 4/20/76. Copy provided to the 
author by Morris Jeppson. 
22 Interview with the author on 9/6/9S. 
23 There are those who insist Little Boy and Fat Man were really named for President Roosevelt and Winston 
Churchil l ,  respectively. This theory is discounted by both Los Alamos archivist Roger Meade and by Vice 
Admiral Fred Ashworth U.S.  Navy (Ret.). In his autobiography Peace & War (Columbia University Press, 
NY, 1 998, p. 1 04), Robert Serber stated that he named the bombs. Serber wrote that Thin Man was taken 
from the title of the Dash iell Hammett detective novel and Fat Man referred to Sidney Greenstreet's role in 
The Maltese Falcon. Little Boy was also sometimes referred to as Thin Man Junior. 
24 Gunnar Thornton interview with the author on S/23/96. 
25 The Curve of Binding Energy, John McPhee, (Farrar, Strauss, and Giroux, NY, 1 973), p. 1 36. 
26 Dark Sun: The Making of the Hydrogen Bomb, Richard Rhodes, (Simon & Shuster, NY, 1 995), p. 1 7; 
"Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," A.F.  Birch, 6 October 1 945, pp. 24-2S.  This long-compromised 
document was openly available to the general public in the Correspondence ("Top Secret") of the Manhattan 
Engineer District, 1 942- 1 946, Record Group 77 at the National Archives until it was withdrawn from general 
circulation 1 1 1 3/72. According to this document, the weights for the active material in the target insert and 
projectile were 2S,6 1 6.44-g and 38,S3 1 . 1 2-g respectively. Given a density of 1 8.8 glcm3, the 64, 1 47.S6-g 
core of beta-stage enriched uranium was probably (when fully assembled) 6.2S" in diameter and 6.7S" long. 
The 6.S" bore of the gun barrel fixed the maximum diameter of the bomb core. Because nobody knew for 
sure exactly how much or the enrichment rate of the HEU that would finally be available from Oak Ridge 
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(later Oak Ridge National Laboratory or ORNL) for use in the L- I I  combat unit, simply adjusting the length 
of both the target insert and the projectile could easily accommodate any last-minute changes. Declassified 
records indicate the only complete HEU core ever made was used in L- I I ,  although there are some reports 
that state a few were at least partially manufactured and tested for the relatively small handful of postwar 
stockpiled Little Boy weapons. In keeping with measuring systems in use during this period, all weights for 
fissile materials, as well as densities for materials, are specified in metric. All physical dimensions for 
components are specified in English (SA E). 
27 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p. 6. 
28 "Production of Hemispheres of Uranium and 25 by Hot Pressing," LA- I 98, January 1 3 , 1 945, LANL, p .3 :  
The Swords of Armageddon CD-ROM, Chuck Hansen, (Chucklea Publications, Sunnyvale, CA, 1 995), VI-
73. Through his use of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), Hansen amassed the largest collection of 
declassified nuclear weapons information in existence anywhere. This remarkable CD-ROM is the result 
and it should be considered as the single most definitive resource tool for anyone interested in studying 
nuclear weapons technology. Sadly, Hansen died from cancer on 3/26/2003 ; "Uranium Seizures Heighten 
Terrorism Concerns," Aviation Week & Space Technology, April 3, 1 995, p. 63 . This article claimed the 
uranium enrichment rate for Little Boy was less than 87.5%. The enrichment percentage indicates how much 
ofa given quantity is U-235 .  The balance is normal U-238.  Criticality experiments conducted at Los Alamos 
in early 1 945 utilized enrichment rates in the 70% to 73% range. Experiments done in October 1 945 used 
U-23 5  with an enrichment rate of 76%. Oralloy with an enrichment rate of 93. 1 8% has a density of 1 8 .45; 
"The U.S. Calutron Program For Uranium Enrichment: H istory, Technology, Operations, And Production," 
A.L. Compere, W. L. Griffith, ORNL, October 1 99 1 .  This report states the total amount of Or alloy produced 
at Oak Ridge by 7/28/45 was 74.68 kg at an average enrichment rate of 82.68%. It shows the enrichment 
rate had been steadily increasing since 6/24/44 and by the time the Oralloy for Little Boy had been shipped 
to Tinian the rate was up to a h igh of 88 .38%. Most of the amounts produced in a two-week period up to 
6/ 1 6/45 were only about 3 kg. The large 22.28 kg batch produced between 6/1 6/45 and 7/28/45 had a rate of 
85.0 I %. This report also shows that amounts produced by Oak Ridge meant that another Little Boy would 
not have been available until late September or early October 1 945.  The scientists used a system of code 
numbers to describe fissile material in all reports. They util ized both the atomic number and mass of the 
element. U-235 had an atomic number of n and a mass of 23� so it had the code number 25 .  Pu-239 had 
an atomic number of91 and a mass of 232. so the code number was 49. 
29 Critical Assembly, Lil l ian Hoddeson .. . (et al.), (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1 993), p. 4 1 0. 
This book is highly recommended. It details the remarkable technical h istory of Los Alamos from 1 943 to 
1 945. 
30 Interview with the author on 4/ 1 /95. 
3 1  The Manhattan Project: Making the Atomic Bomb, United States Department of Energy, 1 994, p. 5 1 ;  The 
Little Boy weight range has been specified in various publications as anywhere between 8,900 and 9,700-1b. 
In May 1 98 1 ,  three Little Boy training dummies and one drop dummy were "unexpectedly uncovered" in 
storage at Los Alamos. The drop dummy did not simulate the full bomb weight, but did simulate its ballistic 
characteristics. The training dummies, however, were correct as far as all internal components (except fissile 
material). One of these four units was cut in half and subsequently util ized for testing at Los Alamos in 1 982. 
A report issued in conjunction with these tests stated that the Little Boy weighed 9,500-lb. According to a 
5/20/96 interview with the author, Los Alamos scientist Richard Malenfant stated "the 9,500-lb. figure was 
the approximate weight of the training unit intact as it would have been carried by a B-29." Since a training 
unit would not have contained fissile material or cordite propellant, the actual L- I I combat unit weighed 
closer to 9,700-lb. A photo of test unit L- I sitting on a skid in the assembly building at Tinian had a l ighter 
weight of "8,555#" written on the nose although this Y- 1 792 unit contained a clock box, Brode Informers 
and battery box, Archies and batteries, Vagi antennas, baro switches, target case, 1 50 lb. projectile, cordite 
powder bags, and MK XV primer. This lighter weight was also because it did not contain a K-46 liner or 
any heavy WC tamper rings inside the target case. 
32 Unless specifically attributable to cited sources, the author made all external and some internal 
measurements of both Little Boy and Fat Man casings and components. Access to casings, components 
(some in private collections), blueprints, drawings, and measurements was provided through the gracious 
permission and kind cooperation of the staffs at the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) Museum in 
Oshkosh, WI; Harry S. Truman Library in Independence, MO; Imperial War Museum ( IWM) in London and 
Duxford, UK; The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History in Albuquerque, NM; National Museum 
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of Naval Aviation in Pensacola, FL; Norris Bradbury Science Museum in Los Alamos, NM; Smithsonian 
Institution National Air and Space Museum (NASM) in Washington, DC; U.S.  Air Force Museum in Dayton, 
OH; U.S. Navy Museum in Washington, DC; and the West Point Museum in West Point, NY. 
33 Gunnar Thornton interview with the author on 8/1 0/95.  
34 In interviews with the author, Weaponeer Leon Smith stated he designed the FTB for both weapons over 
a 30-hour period. Smith died 1 0/ 1 4/ 1 2. 
35 The description in this section of the clock box, baro switches, and radar components of the fuzing systems 
was provided to the author by both interviews and personal communication with G.c. Hollowwa. 
36 "Report of the Ordnance Division," LAMS-94, May 1 5, 1 944, LANL, p.26. This report states that Mark 
I I I -A mechanical flare fuse-clocks were modified into c lock switches. Later, M- 1 27 clocks were used. 
37 Alvarez letter to Morgan-Witts. The four Archie 9A6 units used in L- I I were numbered 5763, 5790, 
5700, and 5708. 9A 7 units were used in F-3 1 .  
38 According to an 8 August 1 945 memo from Colonel Kirkpatrick to Major Derry indicated the battery box 
"heaters did not operate at any time during the mission. The lowest bomb bay indicated temperature was 
plus 4 degrees centigrade [390 F] since the doors were open just for the fmal minute." 
39 Beser made a wire recording of the Enola Gay inter-phone conversations during the strike phase of the 
Hiroshima mission. This priceless, h istorical recording of all crew comments was handed over to an 
information officer after the plane landed at Tinian and then mysteriously disappeared forever. 
40 Although used on the earlier Little Boy test units, photos of L- I I underneath the Enola Gay in the loading 
pit on Tinian do not show the presence of any clips. However, cl ips were used on the F-3 1 Fat Man several 
days later. 
41 Jeppson kept both the original green plug and a spare red arming plug (with signed tags). On 6/1 1 /02, 
Butterfields Auctioneers Inc. in San Francisco put Jeppson' s  plugs up for auction. These were purchased for 
$ 1 67,500 by 68-year-old retired physicist-turned-developer Clay Perkins. The federal government then 
immediately moved in to block the sale claiming, according to San Francisco federal prosecutor Steven 
Saltiel, "Their design is classified as secret, restricted data, and has never been declassified." The defense 
introduced an earlier draft version of the author's book (Exhibit K) to show the court that information about 
the plugs was commonly available. Despite a last-minute government request to delay the hearing, U.S. 
District Judge Susan I I Iston dismissed the case of United States v. Butterfields Auctioneers 02-2776 (in part 
based on this book) on 6/1 4/02. The actual plugs used in Little Boy were staked on the sides to prevent the 
plugs from being unscrewed after final inspection. However, the plugs used in Fat Man F-3 1 (on display at 
the Truman Library and the West Point Museum) were not staked. During the process of restoring the Enola 
Gay at the NASM Paul E. Garber Restoration Facility in Suitland, MD, spare green and red plugs were 
discovered by veteran restoration expert Richard Horigan. These plugs had fallen behind some equipment 
in the radio compartment area where Weaponeer Morris Jeppson sat during the mission. As of this writing, 
these plugs are on display at the NASM Udvar-Hazy Center in the same area as the Enola Gay. A green plug 
was in the possession of Weaponeer Leon Smith, but his plug has no identification tag. In 1 995, he told the 
author Jeppson gave it to him after the mission, something Jeppson has denied in statements made to the 
author and others. It was most l ikely one of the many spare plugs carried onboard the Enola Gay during the 
combat mission. However, since Smith was Weaponeer during Operation CROSSROADS, his plug might 
also have come from one of the Fat Man implosion devices used during that test series. Either way, h is plug 
is also of significant historic importance. Another green plug is in the possession of the family of the late 
General Kenneth D. Nichols who served as General Groves chief aide and troubleshooter for the Manhattan 
Project. Red and green plugs are also in the possession of the Edward A. Ryan, Jr. family. Ryan was a 
member of the \ 't Ordnance Squadron based on Tinian and helped in the bomb assembly. 
42 The Best-Kept Secret, John Purcell, (The Vanguard Press, NY, 1 963), p. 1 77 ;  Personal communication to 
the author dated 8/1 4/95. Contrary to some previously published accounts, it was actually Jeppson, not 
Parsons, who climbed back into the bomb bay and changed the plugs. 
43 Personal communication to the author dated 411 7/95. 
44 Personal communication to the author dated 8/1 0/95. 
45 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p. 5; Project W-4 7, James Rowe, (JA A RO Publishing, 
L ivermore, CA, 1 978), p. 63 . Rowe only mentions a 24.0" target case. His Project W-4 7  book deserves 
some explanation at this point. According to Rowe, he was "the Project Officer of the military detachment 
responsible for the modification and assembly of the flight test units and the fmal assembly of the A-bomb 
during the last 1 07 days of the war, at Wendover Base, Utah." The book is filled with fascinating descriptions 
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of bomb assembly and drop test programs carried out at W-47 (Wendover). It graphically i l lustrates the 
enormous time pressures placed on Rowe' s  teams to assemble and test the continuously changing bomb 
designs. Much of the information in the book has been cited over the years as source material by numerous 
authors. However, Rowe had access to only a small portion of atomic bomb development and in many 
instances, to put it mi ldly, made incorrect assumptions and conclusions based on insufficient data. Although 
involved with the fl ight test units, he was not involved in any capacity with "the fmal assembly of the A
bomb." Rowe claimed in his book that both of the Little Boy and Fat Man combat bombs were assembled 
by his I st Ordnance crews at Wendover, flown to Tinian, and then dropped on Japan. This is completely 
false. One Los Alamos source refers to the book as "seriously flawed." The information contained in his 
book should therefore be viewed with caution by researchers. During an interview with the author on 8/4/0 I ,  
one of Rowe's assembly team members, Joseph A. Badali, adamantly insisted that the combat units were 
assembled at Wendover and flown directly to Tinian. He, l ike Rowe, claimed that Los Alamos did not want 
to give them the credit they deserved. The bomb assembly area at Wendover was quite some distance across 
the hot, wind-swept, salty desert away from everyone else stationed at the base. It was an isolated secure 
area total ly surrounded by tall barbed wire fences, guard towers, and security checkpoints. Although they 
were housed at the same base, this tight-knit group worked in almost complete isolation from the 509th 
personnel. After assembly, they would bring the completed test units out to the loading pits adjacent to the 
taxi strip for loading into the planes. Some ofthese historic assembly buildings and loading pits remain intact 
at Wendover. The author was graciously allowed access to them on 8/5/0 1 , 4/6/05, 61 1 3/07, and in 20 1 5 . 
The three loading pits are 1 26" x 2 1 6" x 73" deep, I 02" x 1 79", and 1 29" x 254". 
46 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," pp. 20, 24. 
47 Thornton interview on 8/ 1 0/95 . 
48 It should be mentioned at th is point that all front-to-back target case component dimensions cited here are 
approximations based on a 22" core center. 
49 Project W-4 7, p. 64 ; Project Y, p. 1 94. A basic cross-section drawing (OVA-54 Fatman/Little Boy Prints) 
of Little Boy was supplied to the author by LANL on 8/1 4/95 . This drawing included the target-case to gun
tube adapter as wel l  as a section showing the internal bore of the aft end of the target case and adapter. During 
the testing phase, this adapter allowed barrels of different diameters to be attached to the same size target case. 
The shock of firing was absorbed by the adapter during testing and many times had to be replaced along with 
the nose nut after the test. While no dimensions are specified in this i l lustration, the proportions shown are 
consistent with the actual 6.5" bore and 1 3" diameter tamper. The adapter appears in this i l lustration to be 
8" to 9" thick and about 1 2" to 1 5" in diameter. Through close physical examination of several postwar Little 
Boy casings in 2005 and 2008 (with the full  assistance and cooperation of museum curators who, in one 
instance, performed a partial disassembly to aid in the inspection process), the author was able to determine 
the adapter was 9.25" in total length, extending 4.25" from the back of the target case, 5 .0" in front of the 
gun tube, was 1 2.25" in diameter at the point where it surrounded the gun tube behind the target case and 
1 6.5" in diameter where it contacted the interior surface wall ofthe target case (the we with liner had already 
been removed) at the aft end of the target case, and had a centrally-located 6.5" diameter hole. By util izing 
a Rigid SeeSnake® micro inspection color TV camera in May 2008 to create digital sti l l  and video images 
of the inside of the target case in a publicly-displayed LB at the IWM (again with the ful l  cooperation and 
assistance of the museum staft), the author was able to observe and then measure that the forward surface of 
this adapter was set back 3 1 " from the front of the target case, the aft surface was 34.75" from the front, and 
it had four I "  deep and I "  wide vent channels machined into the surface radiating outward from the central 
6.5" diameter hole equally spaced at 90° intervals l ike clock hands. At the outer end of each slot, where it 
contacted the interior wall of the target case, an additional vent channel was machined that extended each 
front vent slot rearward to the back of the adapter. The Acme threads on the interior surface of the target 
case at the point where the adapter was secured can be seen inside these channels. These deep channels 
al lowed some of the air pushed by the exploding projectile to escape and also served to disrupt any developing 
shockwave produced by that rapidly moving projectile. Birch 's  1 7  July 1 945 memo to Parsons mentions 
"that a leak might by-pass the seals through the interrupted threads of the adapter" and these side channels in 
the adapter are the "interrupted threads" to which Parsons was referring. Although Rowe states the muzzle 
was threaded for "approximately eight inches," the three inches of muzzle threads in the actual gun tube were 
placed roughly in the center of a stepped-down l ip section with a shoulder or "lip" that was 5" in length. 
Project Y refers to "the target case, its adapter to the muzzle threads . . .  ", however Rowe makes no mention 
of this adapter in his book. He points out that where the threads ended back from the end of the barrel, there 
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was a shoulder or a step in the diameter. Rowe states the barrel was screwed into the target case (actually 
the adapter) until this shoulder came in contact with the target case. The adapter is barely visible in several 
photos ofL-1 1 inside the Tinian assembly building. The four battery cases were attached to short lengths of 
angle aluminum screwed into two collars that were clamped to this adapter. Though not specified by Rowe, 
a "square type of thread" mentioned by him was the Acme standard thread commonly in use at that time cut 
at the normal rate for that diameter of two threads per inch for maximum strength. A special wrench was 
developed to attach/remove this adapter from the target case. 
50 Manhattan District History, Project Y, The Los Alamos Project, David Hawkins, (Tomash Publishers, Los 
Angeles, CA, 1 984), p. 1 93 .  This book is an extensively declassified version of the original Los Alamos 
report LAMS-2532 written in 1 946 and 1 947. This report was also the basis for part of the book The Secret 
History o/the A tomic Bomb. In Project Y, the author explained that the Los Alamos engineers had "developed 
a tapered assembly that could be pushed apart hydraulically so that the outer cases of high-alloy steel could 
be reused." (see K-46 below) According to the author interviews with Gunnar Thornton, because it was so 
brittle, most of the WC tamper material placed inside the target case usually fractured during testing. What 
little remained intact was removed from the case hydraulically. Both bombs util ized conservative designs 
and were overbuilt since Groves felt it absolutely necessary to err on the side of caution. In reality, the 
massive target case could have been made much smaller, or even eliminated, since subsequent postwar gun
assembled weapons did use smaller, l ighter cases. All measurements on the interior of the target case were 
made by the author. According to a chemical analysis made for the author in 20 1 3, the standard 4340 steel 
alloy used on all the targets cases consisted of Fe and 1 .79% Ni, 0.8% Cr, 0.7 1 %  Mn, 0.38% C, 0.3% Si, 
0.28% Mo, 0.033% S, 0.027% P and the hardness was 3 1  HRC. 
5 1 Thornton interview on 8/1 0/95. 
52 "Martempering of K-46 Tool and Die Steel," LAMS-309, 7 January 1 946, LANL; "Production of Little 
Boy Components," 5 December 1 945, General Groves to Rear Admiral W.S. Parsons. This document 
mentions the "K-46 l iner assembly." K-46 was one of several proprietary tool and die steels manufactured 
by the Jamieson Steel Corporation . According to the postwar Z-Division Progress Reports, this liner material 
was later changed in 1947 to Midvale Constant manufactured by Midvale Steel .  This liner was placed 
between the tamper rings and the target case. In postwar stockpile units this liner sleeve was stored before 
assembly as a complete unit with the three large target rings of WC pressed inside. A precision measurement 
of the WC diameter ( 1 3 . 1 5 1 3" ± 0.0004") was made by the author in 1 995 util izing a computerized 
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) on a machined tamper ring fragment recovered by a source from 
Anchor Ranch in 1 945. This diameter is consistent with proportions shown in the above-mentioned target 
case cross-section drawing supplied by LANL. According to a 7/27/96 interview with the author, machinist 
Ralph Sparks stated, "I worked over in the V-Shop for a while. They came in one day with a great big hunk 
of tungsten carbide. It was a big tubular shape . . .  about 1 2  to 14 inches in diameter, with about a 6 or 8 inch 
hole in it." He also indicated the sleeve might have been only about 1 0"- 1 2" in length. If these lengths were 
true, it would have meant a weight of about 600-lb. However, an 1 8" long tamper assembly with a 6.5" hole 
would have weighed about 970-lb. In a recent l imited edition, personal book, one source described how the 
WC powder was put into a mold, "encased in an electric heating coil and heated to 2,300 degrees centigrade 
and put under 1 25 tons per square inch pressure. The idea was to cause the tungsten carbide powder to adhere 
to itself and make a solid ring 1 3  and 1f4 in diameter, 4 inches thick and with about an 8 inch hole in the 
middle." This larger diameter 1 3 .25" ring was "ground to size on a horizontal cylindrical grinder using 
diamond-impregnated wheels" and then pressed inside the K-46 liner sleeve. "Special Materials Report of 
Group CMR-6 for the Period Dec. 20, 1 946-Jan. 20, 1 947," January 24, 1 947, p. 2, "Ten tungsten carbide 
rings, thirteen inches in diameter, were produced this month. At this time, the total number of rings produced 
is 26." That is enough for almost 9 complete target units. This chart (below) appears in the DOE document 
"Restricted Data Declassification Decisions 1 946 to the Present" (RDD-8) released on January 1 ,  2002. It 
states that no "Nuclear Components" for Gun-Type (LB) weapons were made and only two "Non-Nuclear" 
components. This CMR document, and other documents reproduced in th is book, clearly refutes this chart ! !  
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Fiscal Year 

Number of non-nuclear components 1 945 1 946 1 947 1 948 

I .  Gun-type 0 0 (0) (2) 

2 .  Implosion 2 9 (29) (53) 

Number of nuclear components 

3 .  Gun-type 0 0 0 0 

4. Implosion-type 2 9 1 3  50 

Addressing possible security concerns, the DOE has subsequently removed these WC tamper pieces from al l  
units on public display along with most of the gun tubes (see below). 
53Project Y, p. 224; Project Alberta: The Preparation of A tomic Bombsfor use in World War 11, Harlow Russ, 
(Exceptional Books, Los Alamos, NM, 1 984, 1 990), p. 1 0. The Russ book is an engaging description of his 
involvement with the engineering of the barometric fuzing and other assemblies used in both Little Boy and 
Fat Man weapons. It detailed daily l ife at both Los Alamos and Tinian. However, his own vivid personal 
recol lections of events at Tinian were interspersed with descriptions drawn from Hawkins' Project Y book 
as well as other sources. This occurred when he described occurrences and procedures with which he had no 
direct involvement. As such, his narrative differed occasionally from what actually occurred at Tinian. 
54 "Integral Experiments I ,  Tamper Reflections and Distributions," E. R. Graves and 1. H. Manley, June 1 5, 
1 945, LA-304. This report mentions a WC density of=14 .8  with a cobalt content of6% by weight. However, 
the criticality experiments carried out with Pu spheres at Los Alamos on 8/2 1 /45 by Harry Daghl ian showed 
later the WC bricks had an actual higher density of 14.952 (8.643 ozlin2). Both experiments were conducted 
with surface ground bricks measuring 2 . 1 07" x 2 . 1 07" x 4. 1 70". 
55 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p. 4;  "Production of Little Boy Components;" Although the 
Little Boy gun bore dimension is mentioned on this postwar document, which has been available to the public 
on microfilm since 1 982 from the National Archives (MED Record Group 77), even after more than half a 
century the gun bore is sti l l  considered classified by the Department of Energy (DOE). This document calls 
the gun barrel "Exp. [Experimental] Gun, 6 W', Type B, Mod [Modification] 0." As of this writing, Type B, 
Mod 0 is stamped into the nose nut of the postwar stockpiled Little Boy on display at The National Museum 
of Nuclear Science and H istory, Imperial War Museum, and the Smithsonian NASM while Type A, Mod 0 
is on the Little Boy at the Navy Museum. The Navy Museum is located in a building at the Washington, DC 
Navy Yard that originally served as the Naval Gun Factory. The term's  "gun", "barrel", and "tube" were all 
used to describe the same object. In 1 986, NASM's Paul E. Garber Facility restoration expert Richard 
Horigan removed the 1 7" diameter perforated back plate on the Little Boy AAA49 1 .  After removing the 1 5" 
armor plate inside, he noted that part of the breech had been removed and he could look inside the bore of 
the gun barrel .  During a subsequent tour a few days later, Horigan again removed the plate, showed the 
interior to the tour guests, and briefly explained the bomb's  operation. It turned out that several of the tour 
members had been in the military . Even though this LB had been at the NASM, and on public display at 
various times since 1 965, the DOE finally became concerned that (no matter how impossible or improbable) 
the LB might somehow be stolen and possibly converted into a crude nuclear device. Because it sti l l  
contained the gun tube and the interior tamper assembly, within a few days representatives from Army 
Intelligence and the DOE showed up on June 1 2, 1 986 in force and heavily armed, moved the current tour 
group into an isolated room, interrogated the incredulous NASM staff, and confiscated (or in the words of 
one DOE source, "kidnapped !") Little Boy! It was immediately shipped to a secure DOE faci l ity, "archived", 
and reluctantly returned over seven years later on August 2, 1 993 with all of the original Yagi antennas and 
clock box missing, a new solid rear plate, and the interior armored plate now welded to the 1 5" tube inside 
the I T' tail tube. After the terrorist attacks on 9/ 1 1 ,  the Little Boy at The National Museum of Nuclear 
Science and History was removed, gutted, and finally returned to public display in September 2003 . The 
original LB on display at the Wright-Patterson USAF Museum was removed and "restored' before being 
returned for public viewing in July 2004. This LB now has three female electrical sockets on the top plate, 
three red arming plugs with clips, and replica Yagi antenna (for some as yet unknown reason, the original 
Yagi antennas have now been removed from all LB and FM units on public display). At about the same 
time, the DOE also removed the Little Boy from the Bradbury Museum. According to several sources, it was 
moved to a location in a secure underground weapons storage bunker located some 300 feet below the 
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McDonalds restaurant in Los Alamos. It has since been moved to the classified weapons training faci l ity at 
Los Alamos and a non-classified replica was fabricated by an outside contractor to replace the original and 
put on public display at the Bradbury in 2005. Caution is one thing, but it is difficult to imagine a scenario 
whereby the 9,500-lb LB's on public display at the secure Bradbury, The National Museum of Nuclear 
Science and History, and the W-P USAF museums could somehow have been removed without anyone 
noticing, or stopping, the theft in-progress ! Al l  units now on public display have had their gun tubes and 
tamper assemblies removed and replaced with a length of 8" steel pipe. In order to keep these cases from 
literally fal ling apart, new bushings and collars had to be fabricated for the target case, bulkhead, and tail 
tube to fi l l  in the gaps between this pipe and the original 1 0.5" diameter gun tube. 
56 Project Y, p. 1 93 ;  LAMS-2532, p. 223 ; Project W-4 7, p. 63 . With the target case adapter in place, the front 
of the gun was almost even with the aft end of the target case. If the gun was "about a half a ton", then it 
would have been about 66" long. Conversely, if it "was 6 ft long," then it would have weighed around 1 ,09 1 -
lb. If  the aft end o f  the gun were flush up against the rear interior plate inside the tail tube, which i s  1 6" from 
the end of the tail tube, this would have meant the gun was no more than 69" in length weighing in the 
neighborhood of 1 ,036-lb. However, the aft end of the actual gun tube was most likely 1 07.5" from the nose 
of LB and 1 2.5" from the rear tail plate making it about 72" long. The gun tubes were "proof' tested with 
200-lb projectiles. 
57 Exterior barrel measurements made by the author. Postwar guns for the handful of stockpiled weapons 
were made at the Pocatello Naval Gun Factory in Idaho. 
58 Project W-4 7, pp. 63-64. Rowe states the gun barrel was tapered (p. 63). Discarded standard tapered naval 
guns were used for some of the drop tests at Wendover (Project Y, p. 1 93). This is probably one of the guns 
Rowe described. The actual combat Little Boy gun had parallel sides, as do the guns in postwar stockpiled 
weapons on display in museums. There were six Acme threads at the front of the gun tube machined at the 
rate of two threads per inch. 
59 Critical Assembly, p. 1 1 7. 
60 Critical Assembly, p. 83.  
6 1 Thornton interview on 8/25/96. 
62 Personal communication to the author on 1 2/ 1 /05 . 
63 Project Y, p. 1 1 6; "Report of the Ordnance Division," p. 46. This report says they were testing a 60 pound 
projectile that could be fired at a velocity of more than 3 ,000 fps. 
64 The Swords of Armageddon, VI-7 1 ;  Thornton interview on 8/ 1 0/95. Research has indicated boron- l  0 was 
initially incorporated as part of the safety sabot used in the plutonium gun. Although subsequently util ized 
in the implosion design as a neutron absorber, Thornton claimed a boron- I 0 safety sabot was not used in the 
final Little Boy gun bomb. In communications with the author, author Richard Rhodes wrote that during 
interviews with Los Alamos scientist Robert Serber, he "did mention sabots." 
65 Thornton interview on 8/1 0/95. 
66 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p. 26. 
67 Thornton interview on 8/ 1 0/95. Thornton recalled it could have been either I I -kg or I I -Ib of Cordite. 
However, Fi le No. 1 7  of the Tinian Fi les at the NARA mentions "4 - 2 pound charges of Cordite" in 
conjunction with test unit L-6. Eight of these bags (four backup bags) were carried in a standard BuOrd 
(Bureau of Ordnance) M7 powder can. According to the postwar Los Alamos Z-Division progress reports, 
the stockpile "Road" units also used the four-bag system. The July schedule for drop tests at Kingman 
(Wendover) mentions (p. 5) that a "unit wil l  have a 9# charge." 
68 "Breech removal, etc," W.S. Parsons, 25 May 1 945;  "Vent Seals for LB," F. Birch, 1 7  July 1 945;  Project 
Alberta, p. 59; Project W-4 7, p. 93. The entire breech assembly weighed about 75-lb. The original plans 
called for Parsons to remove the heavy breech plug in-flight, insert a single powder bag, and then reinstall 
the breech plug. However, because the breech was recessed so far inside the tail area of the bomb, it proved 
to be almost physically impossible for even the strongest person to hold it for more than a few moments at 
arm's length, let alone successfully screw it back into the barrel .  Rowe described an interrupted thread breech 
plug with alternating lugs and spaces at 1 200 intervals. For speed in loading, this type of plug can be inserted 
in the breech and given a sl ight clockwise twist to seat it tightly. When the breech was redesigned into a 
two-piece unit, the outer bushing of this plug contained about 3 .5" of continuous threads, while the inner 
plug, according to Parsons, required "about 1 6  turns" with the breech wrench to seat it properly. Z-Division 
Progress Report, LAMS-62 I , p. 59, October 1 3 , 1 947, mentions, "Chase out Acme thds. on Breach Plug for 
L.B." If the inner plug was also threaded using Acme standard threads, then it would have been cut at two 
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threads per inch and 1 6  turns would have moved the plug eight inches. However, it might also have been cut 
at a finer four threads per inch and, if so, would have meant the threaded portion occupied only the back half 
of the plug with the forward portion stepped down slightly like the outer bushing. According to the author 
interview with Gunnar Thornton on 8/1 0/95, the scientists sometimes also referred to the primer as a 
detonator. In keeping with the need for redundancy, each of the safing plugs was connected to one of the 
three separate primer circuits. 
69 Project Alberta, p. 7; Project Y, p. 1 93 ;  Project W-4 7, p. 93 . Rowe described the use of one-pound powder 
bags in Little Boy. This was probably a guess on Rowe's part since the previously mentioned Tinian Files 
mention larger two-pound bags. Parsons' log from the Hiroshima mission mentions four bags. However, 
four one-pound powder bags would probably not have even budged the massive projectile used in Little Boy. 
Each of the four bags might have been about 2.5" or less in diameter. The eight pounds of cordite (if solid) 
would have occupied a volume of 1 33 in), which is about a quarter of the volume of the 1 5 .5" long empty 
cavity between the rear of the projectile and the breech plug. Although Birch had redesigned the breech, 
Parsons, Oppenheimer, and Groves had previously vetoed the idea of in-flight powder loading. However, 
once Parsons arrived at Tinian and personally witnessed a number of B-29 takeoff crashes, along with the 
resulting spectacular fiery explosions, he quickly changed his mind. In interviews and communications with 
the author, Jeppson stated that he never witnessed any ordnance exploding during these fires and (in 
hindsight) disagreed with the need to load the powder bags after takeoff. Nonetheless, had the Enola Gay 
also crashed and burned on takeoff, the fire might have ignited the powder, resulting in a high-order nuclear 
detonation. Almost the entire island of Tinian would have been obliterated along with the hundreds of B-
29's stationed there. Many thousands would have been killed including all 1 ,800 members of the 509th, the 
Project Alberta scientists, and, in addition, the plutonium core for Fat Man would have been lost. Depending 
on the wind direction, the massive fallout resulting from the thousands of tons of coral sucked up into the 
fireball would undoubtedly have contaminated LeMay's  entire remaining fleet of B-29's stationed at 
neighboring Saipan and Guam. Fearing he might be overridden, Parsons simply decided not to inform Groves 
and Oppenheimer until the last possible moment. As an extremely professional and meticulous person, 
Parsons left nothing to chance. Because the breech opening was so small, and the 1 7" diameter tail-section 
fairly cramped, he practiced loading and unloading the powder bags in and out of Little Boy in the days before 
the mission. After the bomb had been loaded into the Enola Gay, Parsons continued practicing for several 
more hours in the tight quarters and stifling heat of the bomb bay. He had also practiced this procedure while 
flying test missions. According to a 5/1 2/04 Leon Smith interview with the author, Parsons practiced this 
loading procedure inside the bomb bay on a test fl ight to Iwo Jima in the week before the Hiroshima mission. 
Even though the slippery surface on the silk bags helped them to sl ide in and out fairly easily, Parsons'  hands 
became so cut and scratched on the sharp, graphite-coated breech threads that General Farrell offered h im a 
thin pair of leather gloves. He refused them because he said he needed to feel what he was doing. Farrell 
had drafted a memo earlier in the day � hour before Fat Man test unit F- 1 8  was dropped in the ocean off 
Tinian. He held off sending this memo until that evening. This APCOM 5 1 95 message started out by saying 
"This message to Director (Oppenheimer), Groves, and Bradbury from Farrell, Parsons, and Ramsey. Status 
of Little Boy is awaiting only for weather. It has been decided that Little Boy will be loaded by Parsons 
immediately after the B-29 leaves Tinian. Birch 's  double plug will be used." This memo was received in 
Washington at 0509 1 72 (5 : 1 7  AM EWT) and delivered at 05 1 2072 (8:07 AM EWT). Groves clearly had a 
chance to act on this information for several hours until the Enola Gay took off at 05 1 6452 ( 1 2 :45 PM EWT), 
but there are no records in the Tinian Files that showed any messages from Groves back to Farrell  overriding 
this decision to arm the Little Boy in-flight. 
70 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," pp. 6, 24; Project Y, p. 1 93 .  All previous authors have stated 
that the solid (male) projectile fissile mass was driven into a hollow, cup shaped (female) target fissile mass 
at the front of the bomb. In actuality, it was just the opposite. The front ofthe projectile was hollow (female) 
and it slid over the solid (male) target cylinder. The target fissile cylinder was therefore referred to in reports 
as the "target insert" or simply "insert" because it inserted into the center of the hollow projectile during final 
critical assembly. This unique design feature was first revealed by Los Alamos engineer Harlow Russ who 
told the author in 1 994, "You knew the projectile was hollow didn't ya?" He then went on to fully describe 
how it functioned. After the war, Russ was placed in charge of the 2- 1 1  Division at Sandia Base in 
Albuquerque tasked with manufacturing Little Boy stockpile units for the fledgling postwar nuclear arsenal. 
In a 1 0/ 1 9/96 phone interview shortly before he died, Gunnar Thornton also confirmed the "hollow 
projectile" design to the author. The target discs and projectile rings were composed of a total of 1 5  pieces 
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of fissile material, which were formed by centrifugal casting. This quantity was confirmed in Critical 
Assembly, p. 264, when the authors quoted from an undesignated classified document, which stated, " 1 5  
castings were made without failure." In a 7/1 1 198 interview, Enola Gay bombardier Tom Ferebee stated he 
saw them in the Tinian assembly building and that these castings were "very highly machined." Because the 
target mass was surrounded by the WC tamper material, it contained a lesser amount of fissile material than 
the projectile. The projectile could contain a larger amount of material because the steel gun barrel that 
surrounded it was not as effective a tamper as WC. There was sufficient untamped surface area (about 1 00 
sq in) on both the target and projectile to permit neutrons to escape, thus allowing these relatively large fissile 
masses to safely remain subcritical even though there was over four "crits" of U-235 in the weapon. A "crit" 
of U-235 was 1 3  ± 2 kg. The "Tinian Files" at the NARA describe a " 1 50 pound projectile" (propelled by 
"4 - 2 pound charges of Cordite") that was used in the L-6 test unit dropped on July 25 at Tinian. This was 
a sol id steel projectile since a projectile of this size would have weighed considerably more if it contained 
any amount of WC and/or surrogate fissile material (Tuballoy). In postwar reports the projectile is often 
referred to as the slug and was both forged and cadmium plated. 
7 1 "Gun Fabrication Plan-Second Supplement to Memorandum of June 1 3 ,  1 945," C.S.  Smith and I .C. 
Schoonover, July 3 ,  1 945.  This Los Alamos document confirms the Harlow Russ "hollow projectile" 
design. 
72 Project W-4 7, p. 76; Thornton interview on 8/ 1 0/95 ;  Critical Assembly, p. 1 1 7. 
73 Critical Assembly, p. 259; LANL archivist Roger Meade interview with the author on 1 1 / 1 5/94; Dark Sun, 
p. 278. These stoppers, along with the heavy projectile mass, al lowed the rapidly burning cordite to buildup 
to peak pressure before the projectile started to move. This al lowed the projectile to attain the desired 900 
fps to 1 ,000 fps velocity in such a relatively short barrel. This effect is similar to what occurs when the driver 
of a dragster revs up to maximum engine speed before releasing the brakes. 
74 Thornton interview; "Considerations Affecting Use of Impact Switch for LB.", 1 7  July 1 945, F. Birch to 
Captain W. S. Parsons, A-84-0 1 9, 1 8-2 . Actually, the projectile would seat in any drop made from above 
1 5 ,000 feet. Since L- I I was dropped from over 30,000 feet, if the fuzing and firing mechanisms had failed, 
it would have struck the ground at a speed of over I ,  I 00 fps. 
75 The aft end of the target insert was probably rounded, beveled, or tapered to ensure it would seat properly 
into the 4.0" diameter projectile opening in the event there was any possible misalignment. The projectile 
rings and target discs were also probably machined so that there was a slight air gap between them, which 
would have been necessary in order to allow a trouble-free high-speed assembly. 
76 Thornton interview. There were a total of three bomb assembly buildings constructed on Tinian. All three 
were identical and could have been used to construct both types of weapons. The final designs for these 
buildings were based on the first-hand experiences of using the assembly buildings at Wendover in the spring 
of 1 945 and the test building that was constructed at inyokern during the same time period. According to 
Harlow Russ in Project Alberta, these buildings were about 80% completed when he arrived on Tinian in 
late June 1 945.  He told the person in charge of the construction, Col. Kirkpatrick, that the Little Boy building 
"must be completed by July I ,  and the Fat Man facil ity by July 7." These buildings were spaced about 1 , 1 00 
feet apart and situated fifty yards from the cliffs overlooking the Philippine Sea on the west side on the island 
just north of the Project Alberta Tech Area (see aerial photos). These were surrounded on three sides by a 
25 '  h igh earthen berm "with five machine guns emplacements on the top of the berm." By July 5, all the 
necessary equipment had been moved into the Little Boy building (Bldg. # I closest to the Tech Area). The 
Fat Man facilities were completed on July 7 .  The Summary of Special Meeting for Project Technical 
Committee dated July 27, 1 945 stated "In view of the expediting of the FM program and consequent 
requirement for additional assembly building space, it was agreed that all active material for the LB should 
be stored in Assembly Building No. I ." Accompanying this report was the LB and FM test unit "Schedule 
of Events" that said the LB units were all assembled in "Assembly Bldg. No. I "  and the FM test units were 
assembled in "Assembly Bldg. No.2." Photos taken on Tinian at that time suggest the FM combat unit F-3 1 
was assembled in Bldg. #3.  Russ mentioned (p. 66) in his book Project Alberta that F-3 1 was assembled "at 
the special assembly building that was the most distant from the Tech Area, along the northwest coast of the 
island." Since no more LB units could have been used in combat until  late Fall due to the lack of U-235, 
Bldg. # I was also supposed to be util ized to construct the Fat Man test units after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
missions in case the Japanese did not surrender. 
77 "A Critical Commentary On Dose-Rate Evaluations," E.J. Dowdy, R.E. Malenfant, and E.A. Plassmann, 
Los Alamos, Proceedings of the 1 7th Midyear Topical Symposium of the Health Physics Society, Pasco, 
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W A, February, 5-9, 1 984, p. 8.46. This article states the core center was about 50 cm ( 1 9.6") from the front 
of the target case, although all of the cross-section i l lustrations in this report show the core center to be about 

22" from the front. The report also states, "300 corresponds to the maximum diagonal thickness of the steel 
case", which would also be consistent with the 50 cm ( 1 9.6") distance. However, the later 1 985 report 
ORNLlTM-9439 says the core center was 3 1  cm ( 1 2.2") from the aft end of the target case and 60 cm (23.6") 
from the nose. This discrepancy can possibly be explained due to the greatly decreased core size used in 
some of these replication experiments and that it was therefore positioned further back in the target case. 
Gunnar Thornton told the author during one of the interviews that the core was set back from the center of 
the target case in the combat units because the scientists felt extra space was needed to accommodate any 
possible movement of the impact-absorbing anvil .  When the NASM LB was returned in 1 993 after the 
"kidnapping" episode, the DOE inadvertently left numerous cryptic "Magic Marker" markings they had 
drawn on the exterior surface during their "declassifying" process, markings not present before the LB 
removal in 1 986. The markings drawn on both sides of the tapered tail tube (also present on the casing during 
the entire period of time when this LB was included in the NASM Enola Gay public display in 1 995-98) 
indicated the exact l ikely position of the projectile after loading. Taking into account the po

'
sition of the 

target case we tamper and target-case to gun-tube adapter, one of the DOE markings left on the port side of 
the target case suggests the core center might have been 26.5" from the front of the target case. However, 
based on the IWM LB inspection by the author in May 2008 and the subsequent 20 1 3  "Nuclear Archeology" 
expedition examination of an actual Y - 1 852 target case interior, if the We-filled tamper l iner assembly 
occupied the back 1 8" of this entire 22.0" long cavity in front of the GTA in the target case, and the core 
center was positioned exactly in the middle center of th is cavity, then this core center would have been 22" 
from the front. 
78 Thornton interviews with the author on 8/ 1 0/95, 8/25/96, and 1 0/ 1 9/96; Critical Assembly, p. 84. This 
book mentioned the anvil only once and no explanation of it was provided. Its mere existence was one of 
the most closely guarded secrets of the gun-bomb. The anvil may have been about 4" long and 6.5" in 
diameter. Thornton recalled he thought the diameter was wider than the length. When the projectile slammed 
into the target insert, we tamper base, and anvil, it was traveling at almost 1 ,000 fps. At the instant the 
projectile and target were assembled into a critical mass, there would have been a momentary delay in time 
before the anvil absorbed most of the kinetic energy. The scientists reasoned this mil l isecond delay was 
sufficient for the HEU to be held together long enough in a supercritical assembly for a nuclear chain reaction 
detonation to occur. This is analogous to what happens when a bill iard ball strikes another ball or a hammer 
hits a nai l .  At the instant it strikes the nail, the hammer stops for a split second before the kinetic energy is  
transferred to the nail and the nai l  starts moving. In actuality, however, the anvil was a superfluous design 
feature necessary only to keep components intact during repeated testing. In terms of time and distance, after 
the projectile fully seated around the target insert and a super-prompt critical mass was achieved, the 
extremely brief amount of time (0.0000008 1 sec) it then took for the entire core to fission meant the bomb 
had already exploded in a rapidly expanding nuclear fireball traveling at mil lions of feet per second long 
before the combined projectile-target assembly lumbering along at the relatively slow speed of 1 ,000 fps had 
applied any pressure whatsoever on the anvil. Z-Division Progress Report, LAM S-7 1 3, p. 73, 29 March 
1 948, states "Enlarged hole in three anvil shims per instructions." Since they were enlarging an existing hole 
in the shim, it would seem to indicate that the shim was probably slid over the draw bolt in front of (or behind) 
the anvil itself and the quantity of shims ordered for manufacture in other Z-Division Progress Reports would 
also seem to indicate that only one anvil shim was used in conjunction with each anvi l .  
79  Thornton interviews on 8/1 0/95 and 8/25/96. 
80 Critical Assembly, pp. 1 1 9, 1 25 ,  1 26; Roger Meade interview on 1 1 1 1 5/94. Meade referred to these 
initiators as "Squabs." Other sources have nicknamed them "Abner." Tinian test Event Number A-5 
involved LB test unit L-6, which took place from 25-29 July 1 945. This was the final ful l-scale LB test and 
it meant loading the test unit in a B-29 and flying it to Iwo J ima where they simulated both battery charging 
and initiator changing. Z-Division Progress Report, LAMS-68 I , p. 92, 27 January 1 948, states that orders 
were received for an "initiator cartridge", "plug", and "driving head." 
8 1 Thornton interview on 8/1 0/95. He stated he would go into the lab in the evening and assemble the 
initiators. Because of the short half-life of the polonium, they had to keep careful records of each initiator to 
make sure of its "freshness." 
82 Author interviews with Harlow Russ on 8/9/94, 2/9/95, 8/1 0/95. Russ described the nose nut as between 
"5 to 6 inches thick" and weighing about "250 Ib to 300 lb." In actuality, the thickness of the nose nut is 
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9.25" in the postwar unit on display at the IWM and in pre-deployment test units. At the back end, the last 
0.75" of this nut was 1 4" in diameter (with a s l ight chamfered end), then it was threaded 1 5 .0" in diameter 
with square-cut threads at the rate of two threads per inch for the remainder of the distance to the front end 
(about 7.5") and lubricated with zinc oxide grease. Russ said they used a large, wide leather belt looped over 
a special nose nut handling pulley attached to the ceil ing. They first carefully balanced the heavy nut on this 
belt, slowly raised it up until it was even with the opening in the target case, and then carefully rotated it as 
it was screwed into the target case. After the war, a nose nut pulley was designed to assist in the removal 
process. The opening in the center of this nose nut (to accommodate the 1 .0 inch diameter cadmium-plated 
draw bolt) was threaded at the rate of 1 2  threads per inch . Several Los Alamos CMR reports mention "bolts 
were cast. . . and machined" so it is entirely possible this draw bolt itself, or the portion of it in contact with 
the discs, was also made out of tuballoy and not steel. A heavily redacted July 26, 1 945 memo "Gun 
Fabrication Plan - Target" from C. (Cyril) S. Smith to Oppenheimer mentions an earlier July 6 document 
"outlining specifications and a schedule for casting the rings and bolt for the target assembly." Z-Division 
Progress Report, LAMS-582,  p. 78, June 24, 1 947, states, "Dollies were built for handling the nose nut, 
cavity ring, and washer." The "cavity ring, and washer" probably filled a gap in the target case between the 
nose nut and the tamper-filled K-46fMidvale Constant liner assembly. The ring might have had a 1 0" I .D.  
and fit snugly against the 14" diameter interior wall. The same report also mentioned that "A unit can be 
cleaned and assembled, without painting, in approximately 4 hours by a four man crew plus foreman." 
83 Thornton interview on 8/1 0/95. 
84 Thornton interview on 8/25/96. 
85 The four initiators were attached to front of the tamper fil ler plug inside the projectile. 
86 Author interviews with Russ. Enola Gay bombardier Tom Ferebee observed the L- I I  during the assembly 
on Tinian and told the author the same thing. 
87 Nuclear Weapons Engineering and Delivery, LA- 1 1 6 1 ,  Vol. 23, Norman Ramsey and Raymond Brin, Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory of the University of California, July 1 946, p. 1 03 .  A newly declassified version 
of this report was released on 71 1 7/02 as a result of a FOIA request fi led by the author over seven years earlier 
on 4/ 1 8/95 . 
88 Project Alberta, p. 2 1 .  
89 Blueprints supplied to the author courtesy of The National Museum of Nuclear Science and H istory. 
90 Al l  measurements on the 1 852 and dummy units were made by the author. 
91 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p. 24. 
92 Swords 0/ Armageddon, VI-75. When one kg of U-235 fissions completely, it is equivalent to the release 
of 1 7  Kilotons of energy. One Kiloton equals 1 ,000 tons of TNT. Therefore, if Little Boy contained 64. 14756 
kg of U-235,  then a 1 5  Kiloton yield meant that only 1 .38% (0.88 kg) of the uranium actually fissioned. If 
all of the uranium in Little Boy had fissioned at 1 00% efficiency, it would have released over one Megaton 
(million tons) of energy. 
93 "The Yields of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Nuclear Explosions," LA-88 1 9, John Malik, LANL, 
September 1 985. Reflections 0/ a Nuclear Weaponeer, Frank Shelton, (Shelton Enterprises, Inc., Colorado 
Springs, CO, 1 988), p. 2-28; 
94 Day o/ Trinity, Lansing Lamont, (Antheum, NY, 1965), p. 149. 
95 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p .  26. "Rammed home" meant that the projectile was pushed 
forward in the gun until it was stopped by the detents. The scientists always used the term "active" to describe 
the use of actual, rather than surrogate fissile material in any critical assemblies. 
96 Thornton interviews on 811 0/95 and 8/25/96. 
97 "Report of Gun Assembled Nuclear Bomb," p. 26. Although the Archies had been installed, the Archie 
batteries and antennas were not. 
98 Communication to the author on 6/24/02. The large wooden crate containing the Little Boy L- I I destined 
for Hiroshima measured 1 3 8" x 44" x 47" and weighed some 1 0,000 pounds. 
99 Interview with the author on 8/2/0 I .  
100 Ibid. 
10 1  Ibid. 
102 Thornton interview on 81 1 0/95 . While standing together inside the truck on 1 0/09/04 containing the LB 
replica destined for the H istoric Wendover Airfield Museum, the author asked Tibbets to sign it in the same 
place he signed the original. Tibbets immediately responded that he never signed that one. However, as he 
walked slowly around the front of LB, his hands caressing the painted surface, a glimmer of remembrance 
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struck him. "I saw Luis Alvarez sign it just after it was removed from the Tinian assembly building." He 
continued, "If he could sign it then it was ok for me to do it also. I signed it with the tail on the right side 
and looking up at it", which meant he was kneeling down and signed it in the area near the safing plugs. The 
author quickly handed him a pen and he signed the L- I I replica in the exact same place as the original. After 
finishing, he turned and added, "I hope they realize what you've done here !"  The author also had Indianapolis 
survivor Mike Kuryla sign the L- I I replica earlier that same day inside the Wichita Boeing hanger. In 
addition to his name, he added, "For the Boys of the Indianapolis." Kuryla told the author a few months 
before he died on 1 0/ 1 0/09, that after doing that, he was so shaken that he had to step outside the hanger to 
regain h is composure. 
1 03 Ray Gallagher quotes are from a first-person audiotape he made entitled, WAR ENDS With A tomic Bomb, 
in which he describes both missions. Reproduced with permission. Mission narrative was drawn from 
several sources including Gallagher interviews on 1 1 /30/94, 1 2/ 1 8/94; Parson's log; Van Kirk's log; Lewis's 
diary; and interviews conducted with surviving crew members during the 1 994, 1 995, 1 997, and 1 999 509th 
reunions. 
1 04 Reprinted courtesy of Michael Vickio. Vickio started the Children of the Manhattan Project Internet web 
site. His mother was a nurse at Los Alamos during the Manhattan Project and this very important web site 
has become the main repository for MP related information. Unfortunately for all of us, Michael died on 
9/25/05 after a brief i l lness. 
105 Lewis wrote these thoughts down on a tablet of Army Air Force (AAF) Line of Position pages. A lot of 
the descriptions were somewhat jocular, until the bomb exploded. Then the tone of his comments changed 
dramatically and became quite sober. The actual diary was eventually purchased at auction decades later by 
mil l ionaire publisher Malcolm Forbes. According to one source, such was the incalculable value of this 
historic document, that when a courier brought it to the Truman Library for inspection, he arrived with it 
locked in a briefcase handcuffed to his wrist. It was sold again at Christies Auction on 3/27/02 for $350,000. 
106 The Men Who Bombed Hiroshima, Coronet, August, 1 960, p. 8 1 -82. 
1 07 During the 2005 509th reunion in Washington, DC, the author was taken on a scissors lift up inside the 
Enola Gay bomb bay at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum (NASM) to experience first-hand 
where Parsons and Jeppson walked and stood/crouched to perform their respective duties that morning. The 
original removable aluminum catwalk was missing and had been replaced by a wood replica constructed by 
the Bernie Poppert, the NASM Deputy Chief of Restoration. Careful ly standing, kneeling, and sitting on this  
replica platform allowed the author some idea of exactly where the rear of LB was relative to Parsons' 
position on that original platform and how Parsons moved while performing those duties. The author then 
did the same for Jeppson's movements relative to the performance of his duties that morning. Based on this 
examination of the bomb bay, and the author's construction of the L- l 1 replica in 2004, it is  most likely that 
Parsons was lying down on this platform during most, if not all of the loading and arming process. The 
author was subsequently allowed to assist Poppert in manually closing the bomb bay doors. 
108 Personal communication to the author dated 7/26/05 .  
1 09 Personal communication to the author dated 1 0/2/07. 
1 10 Personal communication to the author dated 9/2 1 /0 I .  
I I I  509th Reunion, Albuquerque, NM, 8/7/95.  
1 1 2 "The Yields of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Nuclear Explosions," p .  8 .  The altitude was reported in the 
strike report as 30,200 ft, 509th archives as 3 1 ,600 ft, and Parsons' log as 32,700 ft. According to a 1 0  June 
1 945 letter from Colonel E.E. Kirkpatrick to General Groves, " . . .  the weapon would destroy a plane using it 
at an altitude of less than 25,000 feet." 
1 1 3 The Men Who Bombed Hiroshima, p. 84-85.  
1 14 Seven Hours to Zero, Joseph Marx (G.P. Putnam 's Sons, NY, 1 967), pp.  1 68- 1 69. This book maintained 
that the Enola Gay turned right and The Great Artiste turned left. This same series of turns was also 
mentioned in Enola Gay, Gordon Thomas and Max Morgan-Witts (Stein and Day, NY, 1 977), p. 257 and No 
High Ground, Fletcher Knebel and Charles W. Bailey I I  (Harper & Brothers, Publishers, NY, 1 960), p. 1 73 ;  
"Escape Maneuver For Atomic Mission," R.A. Lewis, Major U.S.A.F.,  August I ,  1 945.  This drawing clearly 
shows a specified right tum of 1 500 for the first plane (Enola Gay) and the same 1 500 tum, but to the left, for 
the second plane (The Great Artiste); The FIELD ORDERS NUMBER 1 3  specify a breakaway "Right tum 
of at least 1 50 degrees 3400N - 1 3334E;" In his autobiography The Tibbets Story, Tibbets indicated Enola 
Gay turned right and The Great Artiste turned left, while in his book Wars End, War 's (Avon Books, NY, 
1 997), Chuck Sweeney maintains he also made a right tum. Sweeney' s  co-Pilot Don Albury recalled in a 
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1 0/ l 5/99 interview with the author that, although he really couldn 't remember exactly which way they turned, 
they would have turned in opposite directions to avoid colliding with each other. 
1 1 5 Interview with the author on 8/9/95. 
1 16 Reflections of a Nuclear Weaponeer, p. 2-28; "The Yields of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Nuclear 
Explosions." The angle from vertical at the time of explosion was 1 5° .  A joint U.S.-Japan Working Group, 
chaired by Dr. Robert Young and Dr. Hiromi Hasai, has undertaken a comprehensive evaluation of the 
calculations that comprise the RERF dosimetry system and the measurements that are used to verify these 
calculations. At a meeting in Tokyo on March 1 4- 1 5, 2003 , a Joint U.S.-Japanese Senior Review Group, 
chaired by Dr. Warren Sinclair and Dr. Wataru Mori, approved DS02 (Dosimetry System 2002), which was 
developed by the Joint Working Group. A report issued by this group revised the height-of-burst from 580m 
to 600m and the yield from 1 5  kt to 1 6  kt. 
1 1 7 Interview with the author on 4/ 1 /95 . The aircrews had been instructed to wear their American Optical 
Company polarized goggles. These variable density goggles have a knurled knob on the front. The lenses 
are normally a l ight amber color, but when the knob is rotated they tum a dark magenta. This may have been 
one of the reasons some of the observers described the fireball as pinkish in color, even after these goggles 
had been removed. 
1 18 How to Drop an Atom Bomb, Col. Paul W. Tibbets, Jr. and Wesley Price, Saturday Evening Post, June 8, 
1 946, p. 1 36. This was certainly a natural reaction to the shock wave impact. It was identical to normal flak 
buffeting routinely experienced during previous combat missions. The authors of the book Enola Gay also 
stated it was Tibbets who shouted "Flak." However, Tibbets later claimed in his book that it was Parsons. 
Both Tibbets and the scientists already knew a shock wave would accompany the blast. After all, that was 
the primary reason for the diving 1 55°  tum. As someone intimately involved with the entire Manhattan 
Project from the beginning, but unfami liar with flak concussion, it therefore seems highly unlikely Parsons 
would have misinterpreted the shock wave as flak. In an 8/ 1 4/04 speech at the USAF Museum, Tibbets 
stated that he had accelerometers onboard and these registered 2.5 G's  as the shock wave struck the plane. 
He called it, "A real kick in the pants !" He also stated the scientists later calculated the Enola Gay was 1 0.5 
miles from LB when it exploded. 
1 1 9 Personal comm unication to the author dated 8/1 4/95. 
1 20 Personal communication to the author dated 7/26/05. 
1 2 1  How to Drop an A tom Bomb, p. 1 36. Tibbets subsequently maintained that he also tasted the lead. 
/22 The Japan Times, August 7- 1 3 , 1 995, Vol. 35 .  This article also stated 522,664 people were affected and 
that a total of 246,726 have so far died. This statistic citing the amount of affected people seems to be a 
somewhat inflated figure because less than half that number has been estimated to have actually been in 
H iroshima at the time of the explosion. The Japanese government has always included anyone who has died 
from any of what they consider bomb-related diseases in the total number of deaths. This includes deaths 
due to i l lnesses such as cancer and leukemia, even though these i l lnesses occur naturally in both the bomb 
and non-bomb affected Japanese general population. 
1 23 The Men Who Bombed Hiroshima, p. 87. 
1 24 Lewis diary; How to Drop an Atom Bomb, p. 1 36. Crewmembers later recalled that what Lewis said over 
the planes' intercom was "Look at that son of a bitch bum!"  In the Post article, according to Tibbets, "1  
remember Lewis pounding my shoulder, saying ' Look at that! Look at that! Look at that ! '  " 
1 25 The Men Who Bombed Hiroshima, p. 88.  
1 26 Although both Tibbets and Ferebee knew it was atomic, Tibbets had been very careful not to mention this 
to any of the crew beforehand in case the mission had to be aborted before the drop. 
1 27 Personal communication to the author dated 411 2/95. 
128 Interview with the author on 4/ 1 /95.  
1 29 LaCrosse Tribune, August 28, 1 999, p. A-8. 
1 30 509th reunion, Dayton, Ohio, 8/2/97. 
1 3 1  Code-Name Downfall, p. 272. 
1 32 The Japanese Monarchy, Nakamura Masanori, (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 1 992), p. 1 40. 
1 33 Gallagher interview 1 2/ 1  8/94. 
1 34 Part of Gallagher interview that was presented at the 1 994 509th Chicago reunion. 
1 35 It was also called Fat Boy or Large Boy. One document even referred to it as Little Boy 's "corpulent 
cousin." In several blueprints drawn 4/ 1 3/45 by Ray Brin showing the Fat Man version Y - 1 740 as it would 
have appeared in the B-29 bomb bay, the bomb is referred to as Big Joe. Big Joe is also stenciled on the 
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shackle assembly inside the restored Enola Gay at the NASM. 
1 36 Reflections of a Nuclear Weaponeer, p. 2-28. 
1 37 The standard AN-M64 SOO-Ib GP (General Purpose) bomb used during the war contained 262-lb of either 
Comp B or Comp D high explosive. 
1 38 "Trinity: Getting the Job Done," New Mexico Public TV, KNME, 1 995, Douglas Ballard statement. 
1 39 "Pit From FM 32," R.E. Schreiber, November S, 1 945, A-84-0 1 9, 1 7-2; "Plastic Bonding of Boron Powder," 
L. Haye and lE Burke, October 4, 1 944, LA- l S I .  This document describes the method of "bonding boron 
powder by wet tamping it with methyl methacrylate monomer and polymerizing the monomer to produce a 
fmished, handleable piece which has a density of at least 1 .6." This technique required a temperature of about 
SO°c for at least 48 hrs. to polymerize the material. One source told the author, "It looked and smelled like 
bakelite plastic and brown color." Dark Sun, pp. 1 94- 1 96; Project Y, pp. 7 1 ,  1 46; Soviet Atomic Espionage, 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, U.S.  Government Printing Office, April 1 95 1 ,  p. 9 1 ;  The Rosenberg File, 
Ronald Radosh and Joyce Milton, (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, NY, 1 983), p. 437; Raemer Schreiber interview 
with the author on 2/ 1 4/96 (2-3 mm thick); James Osborn (. 1 09"); Ralph Sparks interviews with the author on 
7/ 1 /96 and 7/27/96 (0. 125"-0. 1 875" thick); According to Sparks, "The plastic shell was a last minute addition . . . .  
one of the guys over in the chemical department worked for about two days straight making that shell . . .he was 
a GI [SED] and a pretty sharp guy. He worked day and night, literally!"; Shel l  # I was probably used in the 
Trinity device, #2 in unit F-3 1 (Nagasaki), #3 in unit F-32; Document # 1 3 , Moskovskaya Pravda, "Hunters of 
Nuclear Secrets," Mikhail Makhlin, June 1 99 1 ,  with additions from Visgin, V.P., ed. 1 992. At the source of the 
Soviet atomic project: the role of espionage, 1 94 1 - 1 946. Problems in the History of Science and Technology 
3 :97, pp. 1 26- 1 29. This document (available on the Internet) contains information obtained from Soviet spies 
(Fuchs, Greenglass, Hall, "Perseus", and et al.) at Los Alamos and was presented to the infamous People's 
Commissariat of State Security of the USSR, Laverentia Beria, in October 1 945.  However, it contains numerous 
errors and should be considered by researchers as a questionable document. While it is clear from the two 
different English translations of this document in the author's possession that some of these are errors in 
translation and/or SAE to metric conversion, others are descriptions of components or assembly procedures not 
used in either the fmal Trinity or Nagasaki implosion devices. There were many parallel development programs 
in place at Los Alamos, and elsewhere, during this period (levitation, composite cores, beryllium tampers, etc.) 
and not all were successful. Some data derived from these programs was later incorporated into postwar weapon 
designs. It seems probable that information pertaining to several different implosion devices and components, 
either in production or development, were combined to construct this document. This author cites the document 
only when the information mentioned has been corroborated by documentation and sources that worked at Los 
Alamos on the original Fat Man implosion development program. 
140 Visgin, V.P.;  Critical Assembly, pp. 307, 32S, 326, 327; Dark Sun, pp. 1 68, 1 74, 1 93 ;  Project Y, pp. 82-
83;  Leonard Della-Moretta personal communication dated 1 2/ 1 8/95; Della-Moretta interview with the author 
on 1 120/96; Leon Smith interview with the author on 8/7/9S.  According to British physicist Geoffrey Taylor, 
there was instabil ity in the interface between heavy and light materials. This interface is stable if a heavy 
material is accelerated into a l ighter material and unstable if a l ighter material is accelerated into a heavy 
material . This phenomenon was later referred to as the "Raleigh-Taylor instability." The aluminum pusher 
was used to smooth out these instabil ities. The h igh-pressure detonation shock wave produced by the 
spherically imploding HE l iquefied the aluminum pusher, uranium tamper, and plutonium as it passed 
through these solid materials. According to Critical Assembly, p. 307, in fal l  of 1 944, the scientists were 
"exploring the idea of inserting a 'pusher' into the implosion assembly to replace a portion of the high 
explosives as a possible means of smoothing out jets [of molten material] and avoiding the Taylor instabil ity." 
L ightweight beryll ium is used as a tamper in contemporaneous implosion designs, thus eliminating the need 
for an additional aluminum pusher. Continual wartime pressures on the scientists to produce a rel iable 
implosion device also led to the conservative design and usage of solid, rather than hollow, levitated pit 
components for both the Trinity and Nagasaki devices. Although it was under study during the war, 
according to one source, "levitation was just a dream, even by fall  of 1 945." The use of levitated components 
in postwar weapons, however, greatly reduced the amount of fissile material needed to produce the same 
y ield. Levitation meant having airspaces between pit components, such as initiator and core, core and tamper, 
and/or HEU shell and Pu sphere in a composite core. The airspace was util ized to prevent the deceleration 
of the shockwave as it proceeded from one component into another during implosion. A hammer that simply 
pushes on a nail is not nearly as effective as one that strikes it from a distance. Small, frangible aluminum 
cones or brackets were sometimes used in levitating components. Levitation also created additional 
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engineering challenges. For instance, if an initiator was placed inside a two-piece Pu hemisphere, which in 
tum was levitated (nested) inside of another two-piece HEU hemisphere, then a means had to be devised to 
hold the Pu hemisphere halves tightly together. The use of small, figure-8 shaped pins pressed into circular 
holes bored into both halves of each hemisphere at the parting line ingeniously solved this problem. This 
design is based on the Double-Dovetail, or Butterfly, joinery technique commonly used in woodworking. 
The only difference was the use of circular, rather than the typical dovetail  wedge shaped keys 
14 1 Critical Assembly, pp. 1 64- 1 69, 299; Project Y, p. 2 1 3 .  Code names were frequently used in 
communications, particularly those between Tinian and Los Alamos. HE was sometimes referred to in those 
memos as How Easy. 
1 42 The Curve of Binding Energy, p. 82. 
143 The number designations were simply drawing numbers. Changes in the numbers meant a design change. 
These changes ranged from major re-designs to something as simple as a difference in bolt sizes. Even 
though the Fat Man came to be known simply as the Y- 1 56 1 ,  the drawings sometimes showed different 
numbers, such as 1 560 or 1 562. After the war, R. A Bice formalized the Mark numbering system and the Y-
1 222 design turned into the Mark I, Little Boy was designated the Mark II ,  and Y - 1 56 1  Fat Man became the 
Mark I I I .  Postwar weapon designations util ized English numbers rather than Roman numerals. The probable 
dimensions (in inches) for the Y- 1 56 1  implosion design are as follows: 

Radius Diameter Thickness 
Initiator 0.4 0.8 0.4 
Plutonium 1 . 8 1  3 .62 1 .25 
Tamper 4.375 8.75 2 .565 
Boron 4.5 9.0 0. 1 25 
Pusher 9.25 1 8.5 4.75 
Felt 9.28 1 8 .56 0.03 125 
Inner Charge 1 8 . 1 6  36.3 1 8.875 
Felt 1 8 . 1 9  36.38 0.03 125  
Outer Lens 27. 1 9  54 .38  9.0 
Cork 27.69 55.25  0 .5  
Dural Sphere 28.625 57 .25  1 .0 

144 According to Critical Assembly (p. 1 39), the pit volume, HE volume, and overall bomb size was frozen 
in early 1 944. The Y - 1 222, Y - 1 29 1 ,  and Y - 1 56 1  designs were in simultaneous development after the pit 
volume freeze. By late 1 944, the Y - 1 222 had been dropped, in part, because of time-consuming assembly 
difficulties and the simpler Y - 1 29 1  and Y - 1 56 1 became the final designs. No interior photos of the Y - 1 56 1  
sphere have ever been declassified. The photo of the Y - 1 222 can also be seen in the Making of the A tomic 
Bomb, Dark Sun, and Critical Mass CD-ROM (Corbis). The 24.5" aluminum pusher is clearly visible with 
its thin felt covering held in place with tape. Although most of the charges shown in this photo were 
irregularly shaped pentagons, each contained the same amount of HE. These charges were made of solid 
Comp B and were not explosive lenses. The Y- 1 222 and Y- 1 29 l  designs relied unsuccessfully on 72 points
of-ignition to achieve adequate core compression. The scientists also tested a 1 560 design (with the 
redesigned 7-piece Dural sphere) using 72 detonators, and even a 1 562 design, which used 1 32 detonators. 
However, by April 1 945, the 32 detonator Y - 1 56 1  was the main design. The 72 detonator Y - 1 29 1  backup 
design was drop tested concurrently with the Y - 1 56 1  at Tinian. Except for minor changes, the Y - 1 560 Dural 
sphere remained essentially the same for the Y - 1 560, 1 56 1 ,  1 562, 1 563, and 1 564 implosion designs. 
According to a chemical analysis made for the author in 20 1 3 , the Dural used in all these spheres contained 
aluminum, 7.04% Si, 0.47% Fe, 0 .27% Mg, 0.07% Ti, 0.04% Cu, 0.02% Mn, and less than 0.0 1 %  Ni, Zr and 
Zn. 
1 45 Personal communication to the author dated 1 0/3/95. 
1 46 Personal communication to the author dated 12/5/95. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid. 
149 "Allpcation of Large Lenses," G.B. Kistiakowsky, 1 4  April 1 945, A-84-0 1 9, 1 3-3. 
1 50 Some sources indicated the inner hexagonal charges weighed between 50 and 60-lb. and the outer 
hexagonal lenses weighed between 1 20 and l 30-lb. On p. 2 1 4  of Project Y, a maximum lens weight of 1 20-
lb. is mentioned. Both Ed Wilder and AI Van Vessum cited larger weights of 1 25-lb. and 130-lb. respectively. 
A 9" thick hexagonal lens (without the Baratol insert) would have weighed almost 1 30-lb., so it is probable 
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the lenses weighed even more than that since Baratol is over 50% denser than Comp B. The pentagonal 
blocks were 0.662 the size and volume of the hexagonal blocks. The total weight of the H E  has been quoted 
in various sources as 5,000-lb. General Groves mentioned an HE weight of "some 5,000 lb." Both the 
military and scientists frequently used rounded-off numbers when discussing weights. An implosion sphere 
consisting of 1 2  pentagonal lenses each weighing 86-lb., 20 hexagonal lenses weighing 1 30-lb., 1 2  
pentagonal inner charges weighing 3 1 -lb., and 20 hexagonal inner charges weighing 47-lb. would have had 
a total HE weight of 4,944-lb. However, the Sandia National Laboratories: The Postwar Decade book (pp. 
74, 79) mentioned a larger HE weight of 5,300-lb. Chuck Sweeney' s  book War 's End (p. 2) also mentioned 
5,300-lb. If the lens weight is increased to accommodate the Baratol inclusions, then the total HE amount 
was almost certainly closer to the 5,300-lb. figure. Based on the 5,300-lb weight, the Comp B/Baratol ratio 
used in the lens portion of the Y - 1 56 1  assembly was probably equal to around 75%/25% by volume. 
According to weights painted on the nose of the Fat Man on display at the Navy Museum, a completed 
implosion sphere (minus such items as detonators, tuballoy capsule, Pu core, and initiator) weighed 7, 1 60-
lb. If the empty Dural sphere alone weighed 1 , 1 46-lb., then the remaining 6,0 1 4-lb. represented the weight 
of the cork lining, HE, felt pads, 1 8 .5" pusher, boron shell, and 8.75" tamper sphere. The final lens design 
was based on Los Alamos drawing number 32L90N. 
1 5 1 Critical Assembly, p. 300. 
1 52 While the size of nuclear devices has shrunk dramatically over the last half century, the amount of 
plutoniumlHEU used in the cores has remained fundamentally the same. Tremendous advances in HE 
technology and the use of beryll ium tampers, beryll ium/Pu bonded pits, levitation, composite PulHEU cores, 
valve-control led tritium gas "boosting" (known as DAY or "Dial-A-Yield"), external initiators ("zippers"), 
and sol id-state detonators have greatly downsized the dimensions of the so-called "physics package." Sizes 
of less than 12" in diameter, and in some cases 6" or smaller, are possible. For example, the M KB-6 1 
thermonuclear weapon currently in the US stockpile is 1 3 .3" in diameter. The yield of this weapon when it 
was first introduced was reportedly as high as 900 kt. Although almost 50 times more powerful than the 
original Trinity implosion device, the warhead portion of this weapon could easily fit into a car trunk, large 
suitcase, or even a duffel bag. The y ield range of the current Mod- I I variation of this warhead is sub-kiloton 
to 350-kt. Present-day implosion devices use less than I % of the approximately 5,300-lb. of HE needed in 
the original WWII Fat Man. For safety purposes, some implosion devices even store the HE as a paste until 
it is extruded around the pit just before detonation. This type of HE, however, has a shelf life of only six to 
eight months. According to a 9/25/97 report aired on National Public Radio, a technician at the DOE Pantex 
faci l ity in Amarillo, Texas, claimed the explosive force of the bowling ball-size charge of HE used in some 
present-day nuclear devices would be similar to the ammonium nitrate terrorist bomb that destroyed the 
Oklahoma City Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building on 4/ 1 9/95. This was an exaggeration since the most 
advanced IHE is only about 60% more powerful than TNT. According to the FBI, the Oklahoma blast was 
equivalent to about 5,000 pounds of TNT making it about the same size as the amount of HE used in Fat 
Man. To illustrate just how small an implosion sphere can be, The Undeclared Bomb, Leonard S. Spector, 
(Ballinger Publishing Company, Cambridge, MA, 1 988), p. 1 94, gives a graphic example. This book 
contains a photograph of a full-size mockup of the 4-kg plutonium core (encased in a thin copper shell), 4.5" 
diameter two-piece beryl lium tamper sphere, and 1 0" diameter HE hemisphere of the spherical implosion 
primary or "trigger" for an Israeli two-stage thermonuclear (TN)/Iow-yield neutron bomb (dimensions are 
approximate). A neutron weapon produces a maximum amount of lethal neutron radiation, which kills 
anything living within a limited range while generating only minimal physical property damage. It uses as 
much as 20-g of tritium gas boosting in the fission primary. The tritium is released into the primary by means 
of an electro-explosive squib control led valve. This very expensive gas must be renewed frequently because 
of its short 1 2 .3-year half-life. 
1 53 Personal communication from McAllister Hull to the author dated 1 1 1 1 2/96. Hull  had successfully 
employed th is technique when he worked as a soda jerk in the local drug store in college, where he was 
renowned for making the smoothest malts on campus. The stirrer motor was air-driven since electrically
driven motors were never permitted near explosives due to sparking. 
1 54 Personal communication to the author dated 1 0/3/95. 
1 55 Ibid. 
1 56 Personal communication from Edward Wilder to the author dated 2/5/96; Visgin, V.P. The Visgin 
document incorrectly states the lenses were cast in special casings made of cellulose acetate. It also 
incorrectly states there were special slots in the external surface of the inner charges that provided for the 
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insertion of the outer lenses. 
157 According to a 1 /20105 interview with SED John Weil, the heavy Baratol settled while cooling and any 
irregularities in the mix rose to the surface and were removed when the riser was machined off the top of the 
casting. The forming cutter not only removed the riser, but also machined the proper curved surface to the 
Baratol casting. The machine that performed this procedure was operated remotely using an ingenious series 
of mirrors so the operator could view the procedure from a distance behind a safety barricade. 
1 58 Manhattan District History: Nonscientific Aspects of Los Alamos Project Y 1942-1946, Edith Truslow, 
(Los Alamos Historical Society, Los Alamos, NM, 1 99 1 ), Appendix, Early S-Site Experiences by Edward 
Wilder, Jr., pp. 1 09- 1 1 0. 
1 59 1 4  November 1 986 letter from Luis Alvarez to Edmund V. Sawyer, president of Crescent Engineering & 
Research Company. 
160 Ralph Sparks interview with the author on 7/ 1 /96. 
161 The detonation velocity ratio was computed by using the formula V 1 .;-V2. V 1 represented the detonation 
rate (velocity) of Comp B and V2 was the rate of Barato!. This ratio varied from 1 .59 to 1 .63 with 1 .6 
considered normal. However, since detonation wave shaping was not a fully understood phenomenon in 
1 945, the only way to determine the actual refractive index was for the scientists to conduct exhaustive testing 
with full-size explosive lenses. The so-called "normal" refractive index was considered 2 .0 with a refracting 
angle of 60° although an October 1945 X-2 Progress Report mentions an index of7800/5250 ( 1 .49) as being 
the "present lens design." The fmal velocity of the lens was therefore 5250 mlsec. 
162 Dark Sun, p. 1 1 9; According to one source, the subcritical plutonium quantity was at "0.995 of critical 
mass." 
163 02/08/04 communication to the author from Steve Bice. However, un like U-235, U-238 was not a neutron 
multiplier and would therefore not release any additional neutrons during fissioning. 
164 Leonard Della-Moretta interview with the author on 1 /20196. 
165 The total amount ofWC in the assembly, not including the last brick, was 236-kg. These figures are based 
on a WC density of 14 .  
166 Critical Assembly, p.  34 1 ;  Project Y, pp. 300, 30 I ,  325;  "A Review of Criticality Accidents," Thomas P .  
McLaughlin . . .  (et al), LA- 1 3638, May 2000, pp. 74-76; "A History of Critical Experiments at Pajarito Site," 
Hugh C. Paxton, LA-9685-H, March 1 983, pp. 1 -3 ;  "Report on Accident of August 2 1 ,  1 945 at Omega Site," 
LAMD- 1 20, August 26, 1 945, pp. 1 -4; "Neutron Experiments Done With Beryllium Spheres," E. Creutz (et 
al), LA-555, May I ,  1 946, p. 9; Louis Hempeimann (et al), Annals of Internal Medicine 36, 1 952, pp. 279-
5 1 0; "Operational Accidents and Radiation Exposure Experience Within the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission, 1 943- 1 970," TID-5360, United States Government Printing Office, 1 97 1 ,  p. 2; Picturing the 
Bomb, Rachel Fermi and Esther Samra, (Harry N .  Abrams, Inc., NY, 1 995), pp. I l l , 1 1 3 ,  1 1 5 .  The report 
in Annals of Internal Medicine contains graphic photos of both Daghlian's  and Siotin 's  bodies and swollen 
hands. Picturing the Bomb also shows a photo ofDaghlian 's right hand as well as photos of both the Daghlian 
and Siotin critical assembly accident re-constructions. The Siotin reconstruction photo is quite interesting. 
The scientists had just finished a series of experiments in the weeks prior to May 2 1 ,  1 946, involving the use 
of 3 .0", 4.5", 6.0", 9.0", and 1 3 .6875" diameter beryllium spheres. A table in the background contained 
storage cases for HEU and Pu hemispheres, while the table in the foreground showed what appeared to be 
Pu (possibly Be) hemispheres sitting on top of several 2' x 4" x 8" lead blocks. Perhaps indicative of the 
casualness with which the scientists sometimes treated the fissile material was the presence of an empty Coke 
bottle on the same cluttered table with the plutonium. When the test assemblies were very close to criticality, 
sometimes the addition of a few extra people in the room was enough to initiate a chain reaction. In effect, 
their bodies became part of the bomb. Also, by simply moving their hands closer to an assembly that was 
just short of criticality, the physicists could play melodies on the speaker attached to the neutron counter. 
According to one source, they would occasionally uti lize this effect to scare already jittery visitors. The 
physicist would nonchalantly move his hand closer to the assembly, which dramatically increased the cl icking 
sound, then look startled and say "Uh Oh! What's going on hereT' 
167 Picturing the Bomb, p. 1 1 3 ;  U. S. Nuclear Weapons, p. 2 1 6; "Revised Dose Estimates for the Criticality 
Excursion at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory May 2 1 ,  1 946," Dale E. Hankins and G.E. Hansen, LA-3 86 1 ,  
April 25,  1 968, pp. 4, 1 1 , 1 2. According to numerous Los Alamos reports, the same plutonium hemispheres 
were used in both the Daghlian and Siotin accidents. The individual cores were supposed to be between 0.94 
and 0.97 "crits" or critical masses. This was determined by the enrichment rate of each batch of plutonium 
received from Hanford. Although machined to the same dimensional specifications as the Trinity and 
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Nagasaki cores, the core used in both accidents was out-of-spec because it was slightly above the desired 
enrichment rate. Thus the scientists felt any criticality tests done with this core would insure that the actual 
pit assemblies would remain safely sub-critical. 
1 68 Personal communication to the author dated 1 1 1 1 2/96. Health Physics scientists now think that Slotin 
actually received about a 2, I 00 rem radiation (neutron/gamma) dose, while Graves received a dose estimated 
at 360 rem. The six remaining people in the room received doses of about 250, 1 60, 1 1 0, 65, 47, and 37 rem. 
In 1 993 , a park was dedicated to Slotin 's  memory in his hometown of Winnipeg, Canada. The text of the 
plaque in Dr. Louis Slotin Park reads as follows. "This park is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Louis Slotin 
who will ingly and heroically laid down his life to save seven fellow scientists during an experiment May 2 1 ,  
1 946 at the Los Alamos atomic research project in New Mexico, USA. As the laboratory was being swept 
with deadly radiation, Dr. Slotin spontaneously leaped forward covering the experiment with his body. Dr. 
Slotin was taken to hospital where he died nine days later. His seven co-workers survived. Dr. Slotin and 
his fami ly had resided at 1 25 Scotia Street, just a short walk north of this park. Descendents and family 
members of the late Dr. Slotin stil l  reside in Winnipeg." On May 20th, 2000 (Armed Forces Day), a memorial 
stone was dedicated in New London, CT, to the memory of Daghlian. The stone reads, "In memory of Harry 
K. Daghlian jr. 1 92 1  - 1 945, a bril liant scientist on the Manhattan Project. His  work involved the 
determination of critical mass. During an experiment gone awry, he became the fIrst American casualty of 
the atomic age. Though not in uniform, he died in service to his country." 
169 United States Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS), "The Effects Of The Ten Thousand-Pound Bomb On 
Japanese Targets," May 1 947, pp. 1 3 , 36, 37, 50, 63, 206. This report does not specifically use the term 
"pumpkin." Instead, it referred to it as a 1 0,000-pound, special, LC (l ight-case), h igh-explosive bomb, with 
a 5 1  % charge-weight ratio utilizing three AN-MK2 1 9-2 instantaneous nose fuses. This report would seem 
to indicate pumpkins were fil led with about 5, 1 OO-Ib. of HE. However, the pumpkins actually contained 
6,300-lb. (net weight) of Comp B. The total weight of the pumpkin was supposed to be as close as possible 
to the Fat Man weight of 1 0,265-lb. The pumpkins were filled with either Comp B or cement (for dummy 
drop tests). The cement used in the 1 560 sphere was carefully formulated using 1 bag of cement, 1 bag of 
plaster of paris, 240-lb. of sand, and enough water to result in a fInal concrete density to exactly match the 
1 .67- 1 .68 glcm3 density of Comp B. At least 1 ,000 pumpkins were ordered for manufacture during the war, 
although only several hundred were actually produced. These were sent to Wendover, Inyokern, and Tinian. 
The Naval Magazine at Inland Storage Area at Cowell, California was referred to with the code name Three 
Igloo Job (TIJ) on all shipping documents. After the war, some 2,500 pumpkins were ordered. However, 
because of the postwar redesign of the Mark III Fat Man into the Mark 4, it is unlikely that very many of 
these were actually manufactured. The pumpkins, although simi lar in size and shape to the Fat Man, did not' 

have the exact same ball istics. For instance, these units had three nose fuses compared to the four on the Fat 
Man. The pumpkins also did not have the eight bathtub fairings around the waist portion as well as raised 
mounting plates for the antennae. These items all had serious affects on the ballistics. 
1 70 "Disassembly of 1 560 Sphere After Overseas Shipment," R.A. Bice, November 1 ,  1 945, A-84-0 1 9, 1 7-2, 
p. I .  
1 7 1 "Memo to Group Leaders, Subject: Trinity test," lR. Oppenheimer, June 1 4, 1 945, A-84-0 1 9, 54- 1 5 .  
1 72 "Los Alamos Science," Winter/Spring, 1 983, pp. 1 44- 1 45 .  
1 73 Critical Assembly, p. 330; Project Y, pp. 222, 223, 228; u.s. Nuclear Weapons, p.  1 23 .  
1 74 Plutonium Handbook: A Guide to the Technology, Vol. 1 ,  OJ. Wick, (Gordon and Breach, Science 
Publishers, Inc., NY, 1 967), p. 82; Dark Sun, p. 1 94. Weapon-grade plutonium is defined as Pu 239 which 
is contaminated with no more than 6% of the neutron-rich isotope Pu 240 whereas reactor-grade contains at 
least 1 2% Pu 240. This isotope emits too many neutrons and would predetonate the plutonium core long 
before the chain reaction reached its peak. Irradiating uranium fuel elements in a nuclear reactor for a period 
of time creates plutonium. However, the longer the uranium is irradiated the more Pu 240 it contains. 
Depending on the size and power output of the reactor, it takes about five weeks worth of irradiation to 
produce weapon-grade plutonium and three months for reactor-grade. 
1 75 u. s.  Nuclear Weapons, pp. 2 1 , 26, 2 1 2; Dark Sun, p. 1 94;  Raemer Schreiber interview with the author 
on 21 1 4/96. He was one of the scientists who had been in the room during the il l-fated criticality experiment 
that kil led Louis Slotin in 1 946. After the death of Slotin, Schreiber became the Critical Assembly Group 
Leader. A lso in 1 946, he became Pit Assembly Team Leader for Operation CROSSROADS. He went on to 
become Technical Associate Director of LANL in 1 962 and finally Deputy Director in 1 972. Different Los 
Alamos reports published over the years pertaining to the Daghlian and Slotin criticality events state the core 
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used in both accidents was either 6. 1 9-kg (LA-3 86 1 ), 6.2-kg (LA-36 1 1 , LA- 1 3638, etc.), or 6200 grams 
(LAMD- 1 20). 
1 76 Harry S. Truman Library. One scientist stated jokingly "that if Truman had not been president, he would 
have been taken out and shot for leaking this information." General Groves was even more specific in 
describing the amount of plutonium used in the device. In an 1 8  July 1 945 report to Secretary of War Henry 
Stimson, Groves wrote it contained "about thirteen and a half pounds of plutonium which was compressed 
by the detonation of a surrounding sphere of some 5,000 pounds of high explosives." According to sources, 
current plutonium pits weigh an average of 3 to 6-kg with some as small as I -kg. 
1 77 The Curve of Binding Energy, p. 1 63 .  This amount was arrived at by using Einstein's Relativity Theory 
E=MC2. According to the law of conservation of energy, energy can never be lost, just converted into other 
forms of energy. In 1 905, Einstein proposed that energy could be converted into matter and matter into 
energy. A free neutron or proton weighs sl ightly more than when inside the nucleus of an atom. When 
converted to energy, this tiny difference in mass becomes the tremendous force that holds the nucleus 
together. It is known as binding energy. When one kg of Pu239 fissions completely ( 1 00% efficiency), it 
releases 1 9  Ki lotons of energy. Therefore, based on 6. 1 9  kg and a 21 Kiloton yield, only 1 7.9% ( 1 . 1  kg) of 
the plutonium actually fissioned. If it had fissioned at 1 00% efficiency, it would have released about 1 1 8 
Kilotons of energy. 
1 78 Critical Assembly, pp. 284, 285, 290, 292; Los Alamos Science, Vol. 4. No. 7, Winter/Spring 1 983, pp. 
1 44, 1 45 .  
1 79 Project Y, p. 223; Philip Morrison interview with the author on 5/3 1 /95; Roger Meade interview with the 
author on 1 1 1 1 5/94. The plutonium hemispheres and thin hemispherical HEU shells of modern-day nuclear 
devices are machined to tolerances of less than ± 0.0005" or about one-sixth the diameter of a human hair. 
After disassembly at the DOE Pantex Facil ity in Amarillo, Texas, pits removed from nuclear devices are 
stored encased in their beryllium shells or thin stainless steel cladding. As of this writing, Pantex stores in 
excess of 1 0,000 pits. 
180 Interview with the author on 6/1 6/02. 
1 8 1  Personal communication from Raemer Schreiber to the author dated 1 /22/96 ( 1 .9 cm or 0.7" diameter); 
Visgin, V.P. The Visgin document stated the initiator diameter to be 2.0 cm (0.79"). Robert Christy told the 
author on 61 1 6/02, "Everything was made to be a good fit." A source told the author that postwar LANL 
documents mention a "standard 0.8-inch diameter ball-polonium" initiator. The May I ,  1 946 Los Alamos 
report LA-555 mentions that the thin-walled beryll ium neutron source-sphere used inside the Be hemispheres 
had a 0.830" 0.0. The Monthly Progress Report of the Chemistry and Metallurgical Division, LAMS-352, 

• February I ,  1 946, p. 1 7, mentions that "Molds are being prepared for casting 0.8 inch diameter spheres of 
various metals, to be used for nuclear measurements." The interior cavity in the Pu hemispheres was about 
0.85" in diameter. S ince both the Urchin and the Pu core thermally expanded due to the heat generated by 
their alpha-particle emissions, the sl ightly smaller 0.8" diameter initiator (according to sources) "fit snugly" 
inside the Pu core. Current nuclear devices utilize external neutron initiation, which al lows the plutonium 
core to be machined shapes such as a sphere, cylinder, or ovoid. The dimensions specified in the Visgin 
document for the Urchin initiator are as follows: 

Radius of the hollow beryl lium sphere 1 .0 cm (0.39") 
Radius of the base of the wedge-shaped groove 0.40 cm (0. 1 57") 
Radius of the top of the wedge-shaped groove 0.609 cm (0.24") 
Radius of the solid beryllium ball 0.40 cm (0. 1 56") 

However, one source disputed the Visgin description and told the author on 5/ 1 9/08, "The urchin is machined 
from two beryll ium hemispheres. The inside is hollowed out by boring steps of decreasing radius using a 
series of end-mills. The result is what looks like a ' theater in the round,' with the circular steps cut in each 
hemisphere. The beryllium is then flash-coated with Po-2 1 0 on the steps." Yet another source confirmed to 
the author in 20 1 5 the Visgin descriptions are accurate. 
1 82 "Neutron Experiments Done With Beryll ium Spheres," E. Creutz (et al), LA-555, May I ,  1 946, p. 9. A 
plastic hemisphere cast in 1 945 in the same molds used for the Pu hemispheres was shown to the author in 
20 1 5  and it measured a smaller 3 .55" diameter. The Trinity and Nagasaki Pu hemispheres were possibly 
3 .62" in diameter. It is unclear from this report if the 3 .62" diameter mentioned already included the 5-mil 
(0.005") layer of nickel, but it probably did not; Visgin, V.P.; Raemer Schreiber interview with the author 
on 2/ 1 4/96; Personal communication from Philip Morrison to the author dated 1 1 1 0/96. Radium-beryllium 
(Ra-Be) initiators were also tested. A 5-microcurie Ra-Be initiator was present on the table during the Slotin 
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accident. A 30-curie polonium-beryllium (Po-Be) initiator was also on another table, which was behind and 
to the left of the fITst table. This was, in all probabil ity, an "Urchin" initiator minus the 20-curie polonium
plated interior solid beryllium bal l .  A curie is a unit of radioactivity where 37 bil lion disintegrations occur 
per second. One source identified scientist Jim Tuck, part of the British team assigned to the Manhattan 
Project, as the person who named it "Urchin" because its interior ribbed surface resembled the interior of a 
sea urchin. Tuck had a whimsical sense of humor. When an atomic rocket engine was under development 
by the US in the Fifties, he nicknamed it "KIWI" after a flightless New Zealand bird. In 1 952, Tuck proposed 
to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) that he construct an experimental, controlled nuclear fusion 
machine at Los Alamos. He named it the "Perhapsatron." However, a Manhattan Project scientist, who 
wished to remain anonymous, strongly denied this version. The source worked in the G I 0 Group at Los 
Alamos, which developed the initiator under the direction of Charles Critchfield. In a 1 / 1  % I communication 
to the author, the source stated, "My memory, for what it's worth, is that I gave it its name." The source 
continued, "I reviewed for the Group the 8 or more various devices being studied. They had names like 
Omega, Wedge, Grapenuts, Melon Seed, and even Nicodemus all of which were as unrevealing of their inner 
structure as the name ' Urchin ' !  I used the name 'Urchin' because I had once seen the globular spiked animal 
and it just popped into my head. I never saw the insides . . .  I never saw the fmal design but if it had 'parallel' 
grooves they must have been like latitudes, the only way they could be machined to be parallel." Other 
designs named in the 1 /20/45 Los Alamos document LAMS- 1 98 are Gamma, Multigun, Wedge, Iron Maiden, 
Disc, and Cube (Little Joe). 
1 83 Visgin, V.P. 
1 84 This was referred to by various members of the assembly team as the "capsule," "plug," and "slug." These 
terms all refer to the same cylindrical object and were used interchangeably. Postwar stockpiled assemblies 
with plutonium cores were referred to as "hot plugs." 
1 85 U.S.  Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Technologies Underlying Weapons of Mass 
Destruction, OTA-BP-ISC- 1 1 5 (Washington, DC: U.S.  Government Printing Office, December 1 993), p. 
1 33 .  
1 86 Personal communication to the author dated 7/2 1 /95 . 
187 Interview with the author on 2/5/96. 
1 88 Personal communication to the author dated 1 /22/96. In fact, in the short period of time between its 
assembly at the McDonald Ranch to the time it was inserted in the pit, the temperature of the capsule had 
risen from 1 02.2°  F to 1 1 5 .7° F. 
1 89 Personal communication to the author dated 1 / 1 0/96. 
190 Personal communication to the author dated 1 2/22/95 . 
19 1 Interview with the author on 2/5/96. 
1 92 Personal communication with the author dated 9/1 9/99. 
1 93 The uranium wall was about 0.69" thick in the very middle of the capsule. Because it was relatively thin 
at this point, the heat transferred rapidly from the warm capsule to the cooler main tamper sphere, thus 
allowing the capsule to contract back down to its original diameter within just a few minutes. Al l  subsequent 
capsules were machined to allow more clearance so this problem would not happen again. This same capsule 
design was maintained for many years and used in the In F light Insertion ( IF!) mechanisms prevalent during 
the 1 950's and 1 960's era nuclear weapons. 
1 94 Robert Alldredge and Ralph Sparks interviews with the author on 5/ 1 7/96 and 8/20/96 respectively. 
195 Raemer Schreiber interview with the author on 2/1 4/96. 
196 Ibid; Ralph Sparks interview with the author on 7/27/96; The Trinity gold foi l  gasket is on display at the 
Smithsonian Institution National Museum of American History in Washington, DC. The Nagasaki foi l  was 
cut up into pieces with a scissors and distributed to those present during an impromptu post-mission party at 
Tinian. The Trinity foil on display has a dimpled surface. The Nagasaki foil is smooth and, according to an 
anonymous source, "Is thick enough to be fairly stiff. It originally looked like a flat donut, with a hole in the 
center. The outer cut had several straight sections in it as ifno attempt had been made to make it fairly round. 
Who ever made it must have been in a hurry." 
197 Case description based on Herbert Lehr, Raemer Schreiber, and Ralph Sparks interviews with the author 
dated 2/5/96, 2/1 4/96, and 7/27/96 respectively. 
198 Ralph Sparks interview with the author on 7/27/96. 
199 Ibid. 
200 Personal communication to the author dated 9/7/95 . 
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201 "Nuclear Naivete," Albuquerque Journal, July 1 995 . 
202 lnterview with the author on 8/9/95 ;  Visgin, V.P. The Visgin document incorrectly states the active bomb 
components (plutonium core and initiator) temperature to be 90° centigrade higher than the temperature of 
the environment. I t  also incorrectly states these components were transported to the bomb assembly site in 
special containers fitted with cooling systems. The only "cooling system" on the magnesium case was a 
series of fins machined into the waist section. 
203 u.s. Nuclear Weapons, p. 1 24. 
204 Dural sphere measurements and photographs made by the author on a publicly-displayed postwar stockpile 
unit in the EAA museum with the full cooperation and assistance from the staff who, along with the author, 
performed the partial disassembly of the FM. Since these were virtually interchangeable, some polar caps 
on the stockpiled weapons in museum displays have Y - 1 560-6 stamped on them, while others show the 
design number Y- 1 56 1 ;  Dark Sun, p. 1 74; Visgin, V.P. 
205 Swords of Armageddon, VI-85. 
206 "Nuclear Weapons Engineering and Delivery," p. 89. 
207 Project Alberta, p. 65 . There is a possible problem with this story in the Russ book. If the F-3 1 
preassembly was transported from Los Alamos to Tinian inside an armor ball istic case, then where did it go 
and why did not the assembly team members use this original case? Russ also described the F-3 1 HE sphere 
buildup as taking place at Tinian, when in fact it had occurred earlier back at Los Alamos. However, a July 
27, 1 945 Special Meeting for Project Technical Committee Tinian memo from Norman Ramsey to Capt. 
Parsons notes, "If the [armor ell ipsoid] modifications are impossible, even the hot unit wil l  be dropped 
without armor ell ipsoids." This memo would seem to confmn they were prepared to drop the combat FM 
without the armor ell ipsoids. 
208 Interview with the author on 5/3 1 /95. 
209 Ibid. 
2 10  Harlow Russ interview 8/9/94. 
2 1 1 Personal communication to the author dated 1 1 1 1 2/96. 
2 12 Manhattan District History: Nonscientific Aspects of Los Alamos Project Y, p. 1 1 0; "Memo from Wm. 
Parsons to Lt. Benninghoff," 27 June 1 945, LANL, A-84-0 1 9, 1 7-8. This memo states in part "Castings are 
to be coated with the new fast drying varnish and plastic coating shipped to McAlester via REA on 1 6  June. 
One coat each of the varnish and plastic coating are to be applied in that order. These may be applied either 
by spraying or painting, maintaining a total thickness of approximately 4 to 8 thousandths inches. Blotting 
paper and felt will then be applied as previously instructed. No tape to be applied until further notice." 
213 "Disassembly of 1 560 Sphere After Overseas Shipment," p. I ;  "Unit F-32 Disassembly, 25 October 1 945," 
Capt. Schaffer, 8 November 1 945, A-84-0 1 9, 1 7-2, p. I .  
2 14 Interview with the author on 1 0/ 1 /97. 
2 15 Ibid. 
2 16 Critical Assembly, p. 386; Project W-47, p. 1 28 ;  "HE Assembly Problem," N.E. Bradbury, I I  May 1 945. 
Norris E. Bradbury became second LANL Director in October 1 945 after the postwar departure of 
Oppenheimer; Personal communication from Will iam R. Stewart to the author dated 3/23/98. Stewart was 
a member of Captain Schaffer's assembly team. 
2 1 7  Visgin, V.P. 
218 Personal communication from Edward Wilder to the author dated 2/5/96; "TR Hot Run," Comdr. N.E. 
Bradbury, Memo to Personnel Concerned, 9 July 1 945, p. I .  
2 19  Visgin, V.P.; "TR Hot Run," pp. 1 , 3 ;  "Trinity," p. 39. This report states that there was "considerable 
controversy over the effect of small air spaces between castings. Grease was advocated by some to take care 
of the possible air voids left by the spacer materials." In the end, they decided not to use grease. This report 
also provides a description of the "Schaffer Shake Test." It reads, "On July 7 a mockup HE charge with four 
actual lens charges was delivered from S-Site for assembly. The charges were prepared and the assembly 
was made on July 8. On July 9 this unit was driven for 8h over a rough course to determine what effect 
transportation to Trinity might have on the actual lens charge . . .  After 3-h driving time, the top polar cap was 
removed for inspection and the charge found to be in excellent condition." According to a 3/ 1 6/98 
communication to the author, Schaffer described this unusual test. "We obtained a standard Army transport 
truck from the Motor Pool and rigged it out in a rough area of the mesa by securing the steering wheel so the 
vehicle could travel in a circle. I believe we also installed a post in the center of the circular path and tied 
the truck to the post by ropes to keep it from leaving the test site . . .  It was then just a matter of starting the 
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truck and keeping it fueled for the duration of the test." 
220 Project W-47, p. 1 32. 
22 1 Early S-Site Experiences, Wilder, p. 1 09. 
222 "Trap Door FM Assemblies," Captain Larkin memo to Lt. Col. R. W. Lockridge, 4 August 1 945, A-84-
0 1 9, 67-3 ; Critical Assembly, pp. 333, 334, 3 86, 387;  Nuclear Weapons Engineering and Delivery, p. 97. 
223 The information about the jigs and the vacuum cup was supplied by Steve Bice. For several decades he 
had been accumulating a long series of interviews with his father and other Los Alamos and Sandia p ioneers 
in order to write a biography of his father. Unfortunately, he passed away suddenly in early 2006 before this 
could be accomplished. Used with permission. 
224 Van Vessem interview 1 01 1  /97. 
225 Personal communication to the author dated 2/5/96. 
226 The Visgin document gives the aluminum pusher and tuballoy tamper sphere diameters as 460 mm ( 1 8. 1 ") 
and 230 mm (9.06") respectively. The beryll ium tamper used in the 5/2 1 /46 criticality experiment that killed 
Louis Slotin was also 9" in diameter. In Project W-47, James Rowe mentioned an 1 8" pit diameter and the 
use of explosive blocks for the units h is crews assembled at Wendover (W-47) starting about the middle of 
July 1 945.  Up until that time, his crews had just poured cement into the Dural spheres, which were 
subsequently used for Fat Man drop tests. However, both Rowe and Visgin also described the use of levitated 
pit components, which were not used in either of the wartime Trinity and Nagasaki implosion devices. A 4 
August 1 945 memo from Lt. Col. R. W. Lockridge to Captain Larkin regarding trap door FM assemblies 
states "HE charges for experimental use at W-47 will be prepared at Y [Los Alamos] from McAlester HE 
blocks at the rate of at least one per week as long as needed (emphasis added)." McAlester referred to the 
Naval Ammunition Depot (now the Army Ammunition Plant) in McAlester, Oklahoma, which was one of 
several sites producing HE blocks. The pumpkin bombs were filled with Comp B at McAlester. A 
production bottleneck occurred there because it took such a long time for the 6,300-lb. of HE used in each 
pumpkin to cool properly. On p. 1 74 of Dark Sun, the tamper weight is given as "500 pounds" which would 
correspond to an 1 1 " diameter tuballoy sphere. However, the original accompanying Russian text mentions 
a tamper weight of 50, not 500-lb. According to the declassified "PIT Catalog: Destination Kit," LAMS-
38 1 ,  pg. 1 2, May 7, 1 946 (graciously supplied to the author by Steve Bice), one of the items listed was "Pit 
cradle, (doughnut) for 9" sphere, Y- 1 98 1 -C2, Issue A," which confirms the actual 9" diameter of the tamper 
sphere covered with the boron shell .  Including the capsule mass, this 8.75" diameter tamper sphere weighed 
a total of about 224-lb. The ventilated wood box containing the assembled Trinity capsule that Herb Lehr 
and Harry Daghl ian placed into the back seat of the 1 942 Plymouth sedan at the McDonald ranch was about 
1 0" to I I " long. The thickness of the wood case sides easily accommodated the 8.75" long capsule. The 
same LAMS-3 8 1  also lists "Pit cradle, for 1 8  W' sphere, Y -20 1 5 , Issue A," which confirms 1 8.5" as the fmal 
combat weapon pusher diameter. The Y - 1 29 1 design pusher was 24.5" in diameter, which meant the tamper 
was also a larger diameter (probably 1 2"). In an interview with the author on 7/27/96, one source stated, "It 
was about an eleven to twelve inch plug." The source went on to state, " I  wrestled with those aluminum 
spheres at the Ice House [assembly building] and they were two foot or a little better." In almost a dozen 
interviews with the author, this source was very steadfast in his assertion that the pusher was this larger size 
and not the smaller 1 8.5" diameter. Ralph Sparks said (2/22/97) that a wood cradle made from felt-covered 
2 x 4' s was installed in the back of a pickup truck so the completed spheres could be driven over to the HE 
assembly area at S-Site. He accompanied the spheres to make sure the HE assembly crews kept the brass 
trap-door plug in the proper al ignment position. In 1 945, Oppenheimer contracted with the California 
Institute of Technology (C. l.T. or Cal tech) to create Project Camel. This group subsequently formed its own 
general implosion program, which pursued alternative, standby l ines of development. Among its many 
accomplishments, they worked on the pumpkin bombs and the Y- 1 222 and Y- 1 29 1  non-lens implosion 
program. They also became heavily involved with detonator development. Their test site was near the Naval 
Ordnance Test Station or NOTS (now the China Lake Naval Weapons Center) at Inyokern, California. In 
May 1 945, Caltech sub-contracted with Crescent Engineering & Research Company in Pasadena to design 
and manufacture the complex water-cooled molds necessary to produce explosive blocks. The first 
explosives blocks were cast at the NOTS Salt Wells Pilot Plant on 7/25/45. A 1 996 Crescent company h istory 
report stated the pit was " around 2 feet in diameter - based on the radius of the lower shiny precision mold 
faces we handled (emphasis added)." The report also stated, "The upper and lower aluminum mold faces 
were hexagon and pentagon shapes with sloping sides. Al l  front curved, and side angled faces were mirror 
polished." After the 1 6  July 1 945 Trinity test firmly established the success of the Los Alamos implosion 
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program, with the exception of the Salt Wells plant, Project Camel was cancelled the very same day. 
Although most of the remaining molds were ordered scrapped, Crescent's founder, Edmund V. Sawyer, saved 
a few and eventually used one of them as a poolside garden gas torch at h is home! It has since disappeared. 
227 Morrison interview 5/3 1 /95.  
228 Twilight Time, Ralph C. Sparks, (Los Alamos Historical Society, Los Alamos, NM, 2000), p. 65 . 
229 Sparks interview 71 1 /96. 
230 Personal communication from Leonard Della-Moretta to the author dated 12/ 1 8/95. Both Della-Moretta 
and Sparks stated these cups were about 2" to 3" in diameter. Developments in early postwar levitated 
implosion designs also led to pushers with substantially thinner wall thicknesses of under 2" although the 
outside diameter remained about 1 8". One such pusher design started out as an 1 8.25" diameter casting with 
a 1 .375" wal l thickness. Some of the rough castings were manufactured at the Rock Island Arsenal and final 
machining was done at Los Alamos. A few residents l iving in the Los Alamos/Santa Fe area have used the 
large aluminum surplus rough castings as ornamental garden bells and birdbaths. One of these castings was 
used by artist Jim Sanborn in his Critical Assembly installation shown at the Corcoran Gallery in Washington, 
DC in late 2003 and early 2004. This exhibit, in part, reproduced the Y- I 56 I pit based on specifications and 
descriptions provided by the author who worked closely with the artist over a four year period. 
23 1 Sparks interview 7/27/96. 
232 Sparks interview 7/ 1 /96. 
233 The Trinity plug had a machined brass top, which contained all of the necessary threading. The main 
body of the plug was made of wood, whereas the entire subsequent Tinian plug was hollow brass. The Trinity 
plug was discarded during the fmal assembly under the 1 00' shot tower. It was later recovered by Pit Team 
member Marshall Holloway and saved by him until h is death in 1 99 1 .  His son found it in his personal effects 
and donated it to the Bradbury Science Museum in Los Alamos. When Raemer Schreiber found out about 
this, he brought over the threaded brass top, which he had saved. The two pieces were then reassembled. 
The 2" diameter brass disk, or "key," remains in a private collection. The plug also has the long steel eyebolt, 
which was screwed into the top of the plug. With the bolt, it is about 1 2 .5" long and weighs 1 0-lb. In early 
1 999, this plug was removed from the museum collection. As of this writing, it remains in the custody of the 
LANL Classification Office. 
234 Sparks interview 8/20/96. 
235 Critical Assembly, pp. 333,  368, 390; Sandia National Laboratory: The Postwar Decade, Necah S.  
Furman, (University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, NM, 1 990), pp.  30-3 I ;  Personal communication 
from Raemer Schreiber to the author dated 9/7/95.  
236 Schreiber interview 2/1 4/96. 
237 Robert Bacher interview with Lil l ian Hoddeson and Gordon Baym at Caltech in Pasadena on 3/3/86 
(p.8). Copy courtesy of Alex Wellerstein. 
238 Personal communication from Herbert Lehr to the author dated 9/20/96. During the assembly, the pieces 
of foi l  stuck out around the entire perimeter of the plug at the parting line. If the assembled plug diameter 
was too large, the plug was disassembled and some of the foi l  was removed. I f  they tugged on the foi l  and 
it came out, that indicated they did not have enough, so it was disassembled and more foi l  placed inside. This 
assembly/disassembly procedure progressed slowly for several hours until everyone was satisfied that there 
were no gaps and the plug diameter indicated that it would easily slide into the tamper sphere. 
239 Schreiber interview. 
240 Capsule assembly description based on interviews and personal communications with Herbert Lehr, 
Raemer Schreiber, Ralph Sparks, and Philip Morrison. 
24 1 Herbert Lehr interview 9/3/96; Day o/ Trinity, p. 1 72. 
242 Lehr interview 2/5/96. 
243 Morrison interview 5/3 1 /95.  
244 Sparks interview 7/ 1 /96. The silver layer was probably 2-mils to 3-mils thick. 
245 Visgin, V.P. ;  Dark Sun, p. 1 94. Because of this, the second and third sets of combat Pu hemispheres were 
re-designed to eliminate any possibility of jets causing premature initiator activation. A Pu ring, with a 
triangular cross-section, was inserted into grooves machined into the flat mating surfaces of each hemisphere. 
According to LAMS-38 I  , 20 "Shims, gold, .0005", flat 2.75" 0.0. x 1 .375" 1 .0." were available for use in 
the Nagasaki hemispheres. This would seem to indicate the 1 .0. of the jet ring was probably 2.75" and the 
0.0 was most likely the Pu sphere diameter of 3 .62." 
246 Morrison interview 5/3 1 /95. 
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247 Thornton interview 8/25/96; Personal communication from Herbert Lehr to the author dated 9/20/96; 
Personal communication from McAllister Hull to the author dated 1 1 1 1 2/96. 
248 In April 2005, the author and Jim Peterson, the president of the Historic Wendover Airfield Museum, 
uncovered the remnants of this sub-floor design at the site where the fmal test bomb assembly buildings once 
stood out in the desert at Wendover. The crumbled remains of this floor consisted of scattered fragmented 
concrete chunks colored red from the rusted iron filings along with numerous lengths of 4 gauge copper 
grounding wire imbedded in them. These wires were anchored to the steel columns that once formed the 1 8 ' 
wide interior framework for the building. One smal l jagged-edge corroded piece of the original thin copper 
floor sheeting was recovered and that is now in the possession of the museum. 
249 Schreiber, 917195 .  
250 Personal communication to the author dated 811 1 /04. 
25 1  Personal letter from Art Machen to Steve B ice dated January 1 982. Copy graciously provided to the 
author by Bice. 
252 Project Alberta, pg. 1 7. With the exception of about one-half inch at the bottom, this funnel covered all 
of the HE. 
253  Sparks interview 7/27/96. None of the other Trinity or Nagasaki pit assembly people interviewed by the 
author recall seeing anything written inside the boron shell. 
254 Schreiber interview 21 1 4/96. 
255 Capsule insertion description is based on several sources including both interviews and personal 
communications with Herbert Lehr, Philip Morrison, Raemer Schreiber, and Ralph Sparks; Sandia National 
Laboratory: The Postwar Decade, pp. 30-3 1 .  
256 Nuclear Weapons Engineering and Delivery, LA- 1 1 6 1 ,  p. 73 . 
257 Personal communication to the author dated 9/7/95 ;  Boyce McDaniel performed this task at Trinity. "I  
would take the wire back to the McDonald ranch and count it in a leadshielded Geiger Counter. The lead 
shield was for cosmic rays, in order to minimize the background radiation to improve the sensitivity of the 
measurement." (Personal communication to the author dated 9/27/99.) 
258 Three different weights have been mentioned for the X-unit. Visgin, V .P. ( 1 80-kgl397-lb.); Nuclear 
Weapons Engineering and Delivery, p. 83 , (300-lb., although this might have been the weight of just the 
Dural tublfiring circuit box); Sandia National Laboratory: The Postwar Decade, p. 270, (700-lb.). 
259 Nuclear Weapons Engineering and Delivery, p.83.  
260 Measurements made by the author. 
26 1 Personal communication to the author dated 7/1 1 /00. 
262 Ibid. 
263 Personal communication from G.C. Hollowwa to the author dated 8/ 1 0/95 ; Because the batteries would 
be exposed to low temperatures at high altitudes, the specific gravity of the acid ( 1 2.35) was changed to 1 3 .5 .  
264 5,600 volts was the optimum with 4,500 volts considered the "Disaster Chart" minimum at firing time. 
Description of the 1 773 detonator was based on several sources including interviews and personal 
communications with Robert Alldredge, Leonard Della-Moretta, Sigmond Harris, G.C.  Hollowwa, Larry 
Johnston, James Lyons, Sr., Harlow Russ, and John Tucker; all measurements made by the author with a 
Mitutoyo Digimatic digital caliper on an inert 1 773 detonator; " I  E23 Detonator Manual," Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory of the University of California, LA- 1 380, March 1 952; Critical Assembly, pp. 1 69- 1 73,  
30 1 -307, 32 1 -325. One of the places contracted to help develop the detonator was Caltech. They referred 
to them as "sockets." 
265 After awhile, the si lver in the wire underwent an unanticipated transformation from metal to crystal line 
structure as a result of iong term-contact with the PETN. This resulted in some bridgewire breakage and the 
subsequent necessity of replacing all detonators in the entire US nuclear weapons inventory. Adjustments 
had to be made in the frring circuitry because the gold and silver/copper bridgewires had different electrical 
characteristics. In addition to silver, platinum was also tested for use as a bridgewire. 
266 Personal communication from John Tucker to the author dated 511  0/96. 
267 " I E23 Detonator Manual," p. 1 4; The recrystallization process determined the particle size, which in tum 
determined the threshold at which it would initiate. 
268 Tucker, 5/ 1 0/96. PETN has a crystal density of 1 .77 glcmJ and a pressed density of about 1 .54 glcmJ at 
30,000 psi. The h igher the pressed density, however, the harder it is to in itiate the PETN. In Los Alamos 
report LAMS- 1 98 dated 1 / 1 6/45,  500 psi was proposed as a standard pressure. The report also stated that 
the detonators would not fire at pressures above 1 200 psi. Tucker went to Tinian as part of Project Alberta 
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Detonator/Firing Team unit. As a young Navy ensign, his first project at Los Alamos was building the 
prototype of the X-unit. He also helped build the Fat Man Flight Test Box (FTB) used by Philip Barnes 
aboard Bockscar. Tucker flew three or four stateside "missions" as weaponeer. His first view of San 
Francisco's  Golden Gate Bridge "was through the bombsight of a B-29 at 30,000 feet." 509th crews 
frequently used San Francisco as a test target because, like both Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it was a port city 
that could be approached from over water. Before Captain Parsons, Tucker, Bernard "Barney" O'Keefe, and 
Bill Prohs left on 4 July 1 945 to fly to Tinian, Oppenheimer told Parsons to send the others over to have a 
very brief meeting with h im.  Tucker remembered that Oppenheimer came into the room and had only six 
words to say to the small group, "We will tolerate no mistakes. Goodbye !"  Before they departed, Tucker 
recalled, "We'd sent really fancy tool kits over to Tinian. I said, 'What if they don't  get there?' Stevenson 
[Detonator/Firing Team Leader] allowed me to go to the warehouse to get some spares. I got a big box, put 
it on a dolly, and picked out stuff I thought we could use in the event our tools never showed up. Well, our 
tools never did show up until after the war was declared over. So we used the tools I had put in this box and 
sent over to Tinian on a Green Hornet [C-54 supply flight]. Later, the fancy tool kits were put on a LCT, 
taken out, and dumped overboard !" 
269 Interview with the author on 4/22/96. 
270 Tucker, 511 0/96. 
27 1 "Explosives," G.B. Kistiakowsky, February 7, 1 945, LAMS-202. 
272 " I  E23 Detonator Manual," p. 1 6. 
273 Ibid. 
274 Tucker, 51 1  0/96. 
275 "Los Alamos Science," Number 2 1 ,  1 993, pp. 56-57. Present-day implosion nuclear devices probably use 
this slapper detonator in the form of a thin multi-piece, laminated, multi-detonator printed circuit shell, which 
completely surrounds the hemispheres or cylinders of IHE. One later EBW detonator design was the SE- I ,  
which is on display at the Bradbury Museum. The design specs were later furnished to the RISI Company 
in order for them to manufacture an inexpensive detonator (RP- I )  that LANL and LLNL could use for various 
experiments, parameter studies, and tests. The actual detonators used in nuclear devices are still 
manufactured under the most stringent of quality control standards by LANL and LLNL 
276 Personal communication to the author dated 9/ 1 4/95. 
277 In a personal communication to the author dated 3/27/97, Robert Al ldredge wrote, " I  thought a heated 
bridgewire combined with an azide explosive would fire rapidly enough to make microsecond-assimultaneity 
detonators. They would require only a fraction of the current that exploding bridgewire detonators needed. 
Lead azide is too sensitive to shock, especially when the azide is compacted by compressing it. . . .  However, 
thirty years later "airbags" for cars were developed. They use fast-firing sodium azide hot wire detonators. 
Sodium azide is "desensitized" as compared to lead azide. Unknowingly, the air bag designers adopted my 
concept of a hot bridgewire azide detonator." 
278 Sigmond Harris interview 4/22/96. 
279 Critical Assembly, p. 32 1 .  
280 Personal communication to the author dated 9/ 14/95 . 
28 1 Robert Alldredge interview with the author on 5/ 1 7/96. Personal communication to the author dated 
3/27/97. 
282 Personal communication to the author dated 3/27/97. 
283 Critical Assembly, pp. 32 1 -323.  Companies, such as R1SI, produce EBW detonators today with 
simultaneities that equal or exceed the original 1 773 . These detonators are stil l  made by hand using precision 
assembly techniques pioneered by the South Mesa Detonator Group. 
284 Interview with the author on 8/9/95. 
285 Part of an unfin ished manuscript by Lyons dated 1 1 / 1 5/93 and graciously supplied to the author on 4/3/96. 
A self-described "powder monkey," he also had been involved with R & D at the blasting cap and detonator 
labs at DuPont's Eastern Laboratory in Gibbstown, NJ, prior to arriving at Los Alamos in February 1 945.  
Due to a mix-up after the war, his military records were accidentally switched with another soldier with the 
same name. Lyons spent the last few years of his l ife in an attempt to prove he worked at South Mesa. He 
even filed Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) requests with the DOE. In interviews with the author, other 
surviving members of the South Mesa Detonator Group have confirmed Lyons' contributions to the 
development of both spark-gap and bridgewire detonators at Los Alamos. Shortly before his death in 
December 1 996, Lyons loaned photos of himself and other South Mesa personnel to the author. These 
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personal photos depicted members of the Detonator Group and others not only working, but also enjoying 
camping, h iking, exploring, swimming, baseball, and horseback riding at Los Alamos. 
286 Project Alberta, pp. 55,  68, 72, 73.  The brass "chimney" tube extended up about I "  from the surface of 
the lens. 
287 "Unit F-32 Disassembly, 25 October 1 945," pg. I ;  "H.E. Assembly with Condenser Spacers for Stress 
Measurements," R.A. Bice, August 30, 1 945, A-84-0 1 9. 
288 There were many design changes made to the postwar stockpiled units. To ensure a less bulky cable 
routing system, cables of different lengths were utilized. Load coils (delay mechanism) for each cable 
connector at the X-unit load plate were used so the electrical current reached all of the detonators at precisely 
the same time. According to one source, "Much later on, cables were inductively matched by cutting to 
inductive length, rather than to specific lengths, to further improve simultaneity of the electrical pulse timing 
to the detonators." According to LA-550 "Cross-Roads Handbook of Explosion Phenomena," the time it 
took from the moment the firing signal was sent to the X-unit until the chain reaction started was a mere 
0. 1 1 5 mi l liseconds. After the chain reaction started, it was only another 0.005 mil l iseconds until the shock 
wave broke out through the bomb casing. 
289 In a 1 2/4/09 communication to the author, Project Alberta Firing Team member John Tucker disputes 
this. "The connectors at the ends of the detonator cable had no bends. If I remember right. . .  the connectors 
were AN connectors." He also disputes the use of sparkplugs. However, a July 20, 1 945 memo from Ed 
Lofgren to Oppenheimer states "We also believe that sturdier spark plugs . . .  should be used." 
290 Personal communications to the author dated 1 01 1  1 /99 and 1 01 1 2/99. 
291 Interview with the author on 1 0/94. James Rowe describes these contact fuzes on pp. 1 36- 1 37 of his book 
Project W-4 7. On p. 1 69 he also states that both Art Machen and Will iam Parsons told him after the war that 
the Primacord fuze trains to these detonators had been removed before the Nagasaki m ission. In 
conversations with the author, both Harlow Russ and Frederick Ashworth denied the removal of the 
Primacord. However, in a January 1 982 letter from Art Machen to Steve Bice (copy graciously supplied to 
the author by Bice), Machen states that "It was a last minute decision not to use contact fuzes (sic) for a 
backup destruct for reason that it would scatter plutonium all over the place." Bice went on to describe how 
he "went out in the boonies with a hacksaw and sawed off the swedged-on tube containing the primacord 
train to the tetra I (sic) boosters on the sphere. I installed the modified fuses (sic) in the case during final 
assembly." 
292 Project Alberta, p.  24. 
293 Ibid. , pp. 32, 56-57. 
294 According to Ashworth 's  Assistant Operations Officer Don Mastick, the case warping problems also 
interfered with the mating of the tail to the F-3 1 bomb case. This problem was described in War 's End (pp. 
1 -3). 
295 Ibid. , p. 1 2. 
296 Ibid. , p. 1 3 .  
297 Ibid. , p .  56. 
298 "Sealing Of The 1 560 Units at W-47," J.c. Batteiger, 29 June 1 945, p. 2. 
299 Project Alberta, p. 68. 
300 Ibid. , pp. 65-66. 
30 1 Critical Assembly, p. 33 1 .  
302 "3 B-29 specially modified bombers departed from Kirtland Field at 1 2 50Z 28 July and carried 3 HE 
preassemblies of the implosion type bomb encased in the outer shell .  All 3 B-29's arrived at Tinian at 0230Z 
2 August and discharged project cargo safely," J .A. Derry, "Transportation of Critical Shipments," 1 7  August 
1 945; According to a 3/1 6/98 communication to the author from W.F. Schaffer, "I was responsible for getting 
3 Fat Man weapons assembled and delivered to Kirtland field in Albuquerque for loading in the aircraft for 
delivery to Tinian." These units were loaded onboard the B-29's at Kirtland by using the same style loading 
pit with hydraulic l ift that had been installed at Iwo Jima, Wendover, and Tinian. Rowe denied the existence 
of a wartime loading pit at Kirtland in his Project W-47 book. However, in a 1 0/ 1 /97 interview with the 
author, Al Van Vessem confirmed the presence of this pit. He personally signed for the F-3 1 unit at Los 
Alamos, accompanied it to Kirtland, and watched while it was loaded onto the B-29. It was enclosed by an 
armor ellipsoid case with a tail assembly. He stated the pit was "on the backside at Kirtland." Photos taken 
in 1 945 and declassified in 1 997 clearly showed both a loading pit and small turntable in operation at Kirtland. 
303 Personal communication from Herman (Stan) Zahn to Richard Campbell dated 2/4/97. Copy supplied to 
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the author courtesy Richard Campbell .  In a 3/27/97 interview with the author, Zahn stated both the Costello 
and Hartshorn preassemblies were accompanied by a grey wooden box with rope handles. His preassembly 
did not have this extra box. In a 24 March 1 959 letter to LOOK magazine author Fletcher Knebel, Costello 
wrote that he "was told th is box contained 'Little Boy Material ' and was led to believe that it contained 
fissionable material for the bomb, which was dropped on Hiroshima." However, in all likelihood, these 
contained the tamper plugs (minus the plutonium) that were matched to the F-3 1 and F-32 units. Zahn 
probably carried the F-33 unit. Because this unit was going to be used as a final drop test of the X-unit, it 
did not need a tamper plug. 
304 John Downey interviews with the author on 1 1 /8/94, 1 1 / I 0/94, and 8/7/94. Making of the Atomic Bomb, 
p. 693 . 
305 According to msg. TA-2324 from Oppenheimer to Maj .  Derry (Groves' office) dated 9 August 1 945, the 
active sphere for F-32 was scheduled to leave Kirtland the evening of August 12 .  On 1 3  August, all shipments 
to Tinian had been halted. A 1 6  August 1945 memo from Parsons to Oppenheimer states, "Although they 
are completely ready, F- I 0 1 ,  1 03 and 1 02 [test units] will not be dropped due to surrender agreement. An 
active sphere for F-32, it is also assumed, will not be sent." This would appear to indicate F-32 would have 
been the next bomb used against Japan had the surrender not taken place. 
306 Nuclear Hostages, Bernard J. O'Keefe, (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1 983), pp. 98- 1 02.  
307 Gallagher audiotape. 
308 The FIELD ORDERS, NUMBER 1 7  (see below) state "No friendly aircraft, other than those listed herein, 
will be within a 50 mile area of either of the targets for this strike [Kokura or Nagasaki] during a period of 
four hours prior to and four hours subsequent to strike time, except for one routine weather aircraft of this 
command." This Pi lot might have accompanied later photo recon aircraft, but by that time the mushroom 
cloud would have long since dissipated. The earliest any photo planes arrived over Nagasaki was over four 
hours after the initial strike. At that time, the city was entirely covered by clouds, smoke, and dust. 
309 Sweeney interviews with the author on 3/28/95, 4/ 1 3/95.  
3 1 0  Gallagher audiotape. 
3 1 1  Personal communication to the author dated 2/1 /95 ;  In both a personal communication to the author dated 
3/4/95 and in the reissue of his autobiography in 1 998, Tibbets made it crystal clear he viewed Sweeney's  
complaints about the fuel  problem as  an example of  h is  indecisiveness and fai lure to  command. 
3 12  This information is based on a series of conversations and interviews conducted with members of ground 
and flight crews from the Enola Gay, Bockscar, and The Great Artiste conducted prior to and during the 
1 994, 1 995, 1 997, 1 999, 2000, 200 1 ,  2002, and 2004 509th reunions. This matter has been a source of friction 
between some members of these crews. Because these 1 5  special Silver plate 8-29's were meticulously 
maintained, several of the original Bockscar ground and flight crew have stated to the author the plane was 
in absolutely perfect condition before Sweeney' s  crew took over. After both planes landed at Okinawa, 
Bockscar Flight Engineer Rod Arnold, who had been inside The Great Artiste, ran over to Bockscar and went 
inside to check out this problem "before the wheels even stopped turning." According to a 1 01 1 6/99 interview 
with the author, Bockscar navigator Len Godfrey stated that "Arnold came back and said ' My God! They've 
got 6 1 0  gallons of fuel in those rear tanks ! ' " In an interview with the author on 1 0/ 1 7/99, Charles Albury 
was adamant that the fuel was stil l  in the tanks when they landed. He also stated that Kuharek told him later 
that the pumps were then removed and found to be defective. Both before the mission and immediately after 
returning to Tinian, Bock's crew chief Fred Clayton went over the plane thoroughly and had no difficulty 
transferring fuel. A subsequent test flight also confirmed a successful in-flight fuel transfer. L ike any highly 
complex machine, each B-29 had its own idiosyncrasies. Some of Bock's  crew have told the author that, if  
Kuharek had simply turned the fuel transfer switch on and left it on, the fuel would have transferred perfectly. 
In an 8/ 1 5/99 communication to the author, Fred Bock wrote, "My Fl ight Engineer, Roderick Arnold, and 
ground crew chief, Frederick Clayton, always maintained that inspection and tests of #77 after the mission 
did not reveal a faulty fuel transfer system and that the problem was probably procedural." However, 
Bockscar maintenance records dated I August 1 945 on file at the USAF Museum at Wright-Patterson state 
"Check bomb bay hook-up, have to use upper tank switch to get fuel out of lower tank." The post-mission 
maintenance report dated 8/9/45 states, "Check bomb bay tank hook-up. Lower tank works erradict (sic), 
appears that booster pump is at fault." Sweeney flew Bockscar with Kuharek as Flight Engineer during drops 
of FM units F 1 3 ,  F 1 8, F33 ,  and F3 1 on 8/ 1 , 8/5, 8/8, and 8/9 respectively. Some people have speculated that 
Kuharek might have actually used some of this extra fuel during the mission and that without it; they never 
would have made it back to Okinawa without ditching the plane in the ocean. If Arnold's statement is correct, 
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then Kuharek might have been able to transfer as much as 30 gallons of fuel. In an unpublished manuscript 
written in 1 946 by navigator Jim Van Pelt, he stated that "John Kuharek couldn't transfer 300 gallons from 
the lower tank." He noted that Kuharek checked and found that "the transfer motor was inoperative." He 
also wrote that the fuel in "The upper bomb bay tank couldn't  be transferred because of lack of pressure at 
altitudes." In interviews with the author on 1 0/ 1 6/99 and 7/26/04, Tibbets stated that he and Dutch Van Kirk 
went to see Kuharek in 1 995 at the 509th reunion. "John Kuharek looked at me, he said ' If I hadn't  been able 
to transfer that fuel, I wouldn't  be here talking to you, we'd have gone in the water. Sweeney didn't  listen to 
me! What I told Sweeney was I couldn't  transfer it at normal rate, I had to milk it out a little bit at a time. I 
was afraid of burning out the pump. ' " 509th B-29 Flight Engineers have told the author that the pump motor 
was designed for continuous and not intermittent use. They stated that turning it on and offfrequentIy would 
probably have burned out the motor. Besides, fuel moving through the pump helped to keep it cool since the 
fuel at that altitude was already cold. The author re-examined the entire fuel transfer system during one of 
the 509th reunions in 2004 when he was allowed inside Doc, a B-29 being restored at Boeing Wichita. He 
was also given access to all the original B-29 fuel system technical drawings. He sat at Doc's Flight 
Engineer's console with two of the original 509th Flight Engineers and worked out all the possibilities for the 
fuel system failures. We reasoned that the most likely scenario was that at least some of the fuel was 
transferred in-flight during that mission. 
3 1 3 Personal communication to the author dated 3/4/95.  
3 14 Ibid. 
3 1 5  Now It Can Be Told, General Leslie M.  Groves, (Harper and Brothers, 1 962), p. 344. 
3 1 6 Ibid, p. 344; Wars End, p. 200. Sweeney claimed that Admiral Purnell told him it cost "Two bill ion 
dollars." This was an exaggeration on Sweeney's part, since the entire Manhattan Project cost that much. 
Also, according to Groves (Now It Can Be Told, p. 342), it was Purnell who suggested that two bombs would 
be needed to end the war. Some h istorians have asserted that it was actually Groves who ordered the second 
bomb to be dropped without Truman's authorization. 
3 1 7 According to interviews with the author, Olivi stated his notes were reportedly made within a few hours 
after he returned to Tinian following the mission while his recollections were sti l l  fresh. Copy supplied to 
the author by Olivi. A collector purchased the original diary. According to Olivi, all times mentioned in his 
notes were taken directly from Van Pelt's log. However, l ike Beser's wire recording, Van Pelt's log for this 
mission was handed over to an information officer and has never been located. In an interview with the 
author during the 2000 509th Reunion, Bockscar Pilot Charles Albury discounted the validity of Olivi's diary 
since the log was surrendered by Van Pelt immediately after landing. It has also been mentioned to the author 
by others that Oliv i 's  so-called "diary" was actually written in the 1 980's at the request of a collector. 
3 1 8  Interview with the author on 5/3/95. Olivi normally flew in The Great Artiste as Albury's regular co
Pilot. When Sweeney was assigned as Aircraft Commander on both the H iroshima and Nagasaki m issions, 
co-Pilot Olivi was bumped from the C- 1 5  flight crew. The same thing had happened a few days earlier to 
regular B-9 flight crewmembers co-Pilot 2nd Lt. Richard McNamara, navigator Lt. Harold Rider, and 
bombardier Lt. Stewart Willims when Tibbets, Van Kirk, and Ferebee replaced them in the Enola Gay. In a 
1 /26/0 1 letter to the author, Bockscar Pilot Charles Albury wrote, "Fred Olivi said he flew the aircraft while 
going up to the rendezvous at Yaku-Shima. Fred sat in Chuck Sweeney's seat and I flew the aircraft. The 
only time Fred flew the aircraft was on our way back to Tinian from Okinawa. He spent most of his time in 
the tunnel sleeping." In a 411 2/95 letter to the author, Albury wrote, "He was a passenger on the flight only 
because he came to me and asked if he could go along. I told h im I would talk to Chuck Sweeney . . . 1 asked 
Chuck Sweeney if he could go along as he was my co-Pilot and Chuck agreed. At one session, he (Olivi) 
said he went to General Tibbets, which is untrue. Gen. Tibbets has said, if he had come to him, he (Gen. 
Tibbets) would have not let him go on the fl ight." Albury reconfirmed this account in an interview with the 
author during the 2000 509th Reunion in Kansas City. In numerous interviews with the author, Olivi 
strenuously denied this and stated it was actually the other way around. He said that, as a lowly 2nd 

Lieutenant, he was fearful of Colonel Tibbets and would therefore have never approached him to ask 
permission to go along on the mission. He claimed Tibbets approached him after Hiroshima was bombed 
and asked ifhe would l ike to go on the second mission. He readily agreed. Since Tibbets was present during 
the Bockscar pre-flight preparations and saw all of the crew before takeoff, it seems obvious he knew at that 
time Olivi was going on the fl ight. However, in a 7/26/04 interview with the author, Tibbets denied this 
account. He stated he did not know Olivi was on the mission and was unaware Sweeney had "turned it into 
a sightseeing trip." Had he known, he said he would not have allowed Olivi onboard. 
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3 19  This "problem" has been described with varying degrees of detail and accuracy in many narratives of the 
mission. In a letter to the Truman Library dated 1 1 1 1 4/90, Barnes corrected some misinformation that had 
been printed in NAGASAKi: The Forgotten Bomb. The author, Frank Chinnock, had written that Barnes' 
grandfather had been a country doctor and that this helped Barnes "diagnose" the electrical problem. Barnes 
wrote ( 1 1 1 1 4/90), "Both paragraphs are misrepresentations of fact; My grandfathers were farmers, neither 
was a doctor. In addition, my father was a barber, and a very good one." Copy of the letter supplied by the 
Truman Library and reprinted with permission of Philip Barnes. 
320 Personal communication to the author dated 1 /26/0 I .  
32 1 History o/Project A, Norman Ramsey, 27 September 1 945.  Los Alamos Archivist Roger Meade supplied 
this copy to the author on 8/ 1 0/95 .  It was copied from the original onionskin carbon paper copy stored in the 
LANL archives and contains numerous handwritten revisions. The rendezvous time has always been a source 
of discussion. When shown a copy of Ashworth 's  log by the author on 4/ 1 9/95 at the USAF Museum in 
Dayton, Sweeney indicated to the author he had never seen it before. A surprising statement considering it 
the only mission log cited in the Manhattan District History at the National Archives and has been reprinted 
in countless publications over the past half century. When he read the part about arriving at the rendezvous 
point at 0900 and that the second plane was sighted at 0920, he looked up and angrily stated, "He's full of 
shit!"  He went on to say that it was just a minute or two before the second plane was sighted. On pp. 2 1 0-
2 1 1 of War 's End, Sweeney claimed "We arrived at the rendezvous at 7 :45 A.M. [0845 Marianas Time] on 
the button" and "spent 40 minutes at the rendezvous point." This meant a 0925 departure time from the 
rendezvous point, yet both Ashworth and Olivi wrote in their logs that they left at 0950. However, Ashworth 
does not recall ever keeping a log. In a personal communication to the author dated 1 1 /29/98, he wrote, ' ' I ' l l  
be perfectly frank with you about the Ashworth log. I can't  recall that I ever wrote one during the mission. 
If  I did not, this was a grave error on my part. If  it wasn't mine, I suspect that it was really Phil Barnes' .  I 
know there is much argument as to when the first aircraft arrived at the rendezvous. If I am supposed to have 
said, '9 :20',  so be it, how should I have known when it arrived. It was of no particular interest to me except, 
as I have said, I wanted the instrument plane to be with us. Everyone else seems to have known just which 
aircraft it was and when." 
322 Personal communication to the author dated 1 1 124/95 . 
323 We Dropped the A-Bomb, Merle Mil ler and Abe Spitzer, (Thomas Crowel l  Company, NY, 1 946), p. 99. 
This was the first book published by any of the crewmembers that detailed the atomic missions. Miller had 
been editor of Stars and Stripes during the war. When asked later by at least one of his fel low crew as to why 
many details about the mission and crewmembers seem to have been fabricated, Spitzer replied defensively 
that he just told what happened and Miller decided after the interviews to, as he put it, "Hollywood it up!" 
However, it is clear from both Spitzer's  book and Olivi ' s  diary the Bockscar flight crew knew immediately 
that it was Bock's instrument plane that had joined them at the rendezvous. According to a 1 / 1 0/99 interview, 
Ashworth stated he was probably the only one on the plane who did not know it was Bock's plane. "I was 
way back in the bilge of the plane and could not tell which plane it was that joined with us." 
324 509th Reunion speech, Albuquerque, NM, 8/9/95 . 
325 Gallagher audiotape. 
326 Sweeney interviews; According to comments made later by Stan G. Steinke (Hopkins' navigator) to Olivi, 
Hopkins was actually flying at 35 ,000 feet; In comments made to the author at the 2000 509th Reunion in 
Kansas City, one of the Bockscar Pilots stated "Hopkins was a screwup"; Sweeney's  book, War 's End, 
expands on the story of Hopkins and his failure to rendezvous with Sweeney and Bock. Highly decorated 
veteran RAF Group Captain Leonard Cheshire, one of two British observers on the plane, later told Sweeney 
that he knew Hopkins was flying at the wrong altitude for the rendezvous, but did not feel it was h is place to 
point that out to Hopkins. The sole reason for Hopkins' flight was so that Los Alamos scientist Robert Serber 
could operate the specialized high-speed Fastax instrumentation movie camera. Before the flight, Serber had 
mistakenly grabbed a life raft instead of a parachute. Hopkins stubbornly refused to allow him onboard 
without a regulation parachute and took off without him. An hour later, radio silence had to be broken so 
Serber could instruct one of the crew in how to operate the camera. However, both the camera and 
instructions proved too complex and it was not used. In his autobiography Peace & War (p. 1 1 3), Serber 
wrote, "This was truly idiotic: he forgot that he wasn't on ajoy ride, the plane was supposed to have a mission. 
The mission was to take pictures, and I was the only one aboard who knew how to run the camera . . .  Of 
course, Tibbets threw a fit when he heard what happened, and . . .  gave the Pilot a piece of his m ind." It has 
been suggested by some that an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) from the earlier Little Boy explosion interfered 
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with the timing of the Fastax camera during the first mission and, because of this, the scientists did not obtain 
any Fastax camera footage. It was therefore vital that they get some from the second mission. Later, when 
Hopkins could not locate Sweeney and Bock at the rendezvous, he violated orders and broke radio silence 
over enemy territory by asking, "Has Sweeney aborted?" All  the people back at Tinian heard was "Sweeney 
aborted." This caused near panic and resulted in the recall of all rescue planes and ships. When General 
Farrell  was at breakfast and heard the mission had aborted, he ran out of the tent and threw up. It would be 
over two hours before they fmally knew the mission had actually been successful. However, the 1 997 
publication of Sweeney's popular book stirred up a veritable hornet's nest of criticism resulting in several 
personal confrontations between some members of the 509th and Sweeney. It almost seems as if Sweeney 
had dropped Fat Man on the 509th instead of Japan . Some of the 509th have even suggested the book more 
properly belonged in the fiction category. A good-natured, affable character, Sweeney laughed off such 
criticism. On 1 0/29/97, Ashworth wrote a three-page letter to Sweeney' s  editor at Avon Books detai ling 
numerous mistakes. Ferebee, Olivi, and others also made comments regarding inaccuracies. Enola Gay 
navigator Dutch Van Kirk told the author in an interview on 1 0/4/02 that all of the things mentioned in 
Sweeney' s  book probably happened to the 509th, but that not all of them happened to Sweeney. He added, 
"Historically, it's a bunch of crap !"  The errors range all the way from simply misspelling Bockscar 
throughout the entire book (a common error that Tibbets repeated in his autobiography) to outright 
falsification. For example, on pp. 1 1 5- 1 1 6, Sweeney vividly described Piloting a B-29 pumpkin test flight 
that went awry with Tom Ferebee acting as bombardier. In a 7/ 1 1 198 interview with the author, Ferebee 
explained the actual Pilot of that test was Stan Shields and that Sweeney was not even in the plane, let alone 
flying it. During the Saturday afternoon briefing on Tinian, before the H iroshima mission, the crews were 
supposed to view movie footage of the Trinity test. Previously published accounts of this briefing have all 
described, sometimes humorously, how the projector malfunctioned and the footage could not be shown. 
Sti ll photos were shown instead. At the 1 997 509th reunion, those present during the large group question 
and answer session were asked if anyone remembered seeing this footage. The collective answer was 
negative, yet in War 's End (p. 1 53),  Sweeney described viewing this footage during the briefing. Ben Jordan 
organized Fl ight Engineer training for the 3 1 5th Bomb Wing. He also was Staff F light Engineer for General 
Curtis LeMay on Guam. As part of a scathing critique of Sweeney's  book supplied to the author, he wrote 
on 8/9/98 that "Sweeney documents so many of his violations of Air Force Regulations and so much stupidity 
as to justify his and Tibbets' recall to active duty to face court martial." After publicly holding his tongue 
since the end of the war, Tibbets' response to Sweeney's book was especially severe. In a 711  1 198 interview 
with the author, Tom Ferebee told the author Tibbets got through the first 60 pages of the book and was too 
disgusted to go any further. Ferebee was also present during a car ride in Wendover with Sweeney and 
Tibbets when "Paul turned around and let him have it" for a full half-hour. Ferebee added, "He just sat there 
and took it." Partly due to the release of Sweeney's book, Tibbets reissued his autobiography in 1 998, adding 
a new section on the Nagasaki m ission. He bluntly criticized both Ashworth's  and Sweeney's actions and 
added that, after Bockscar 's return to Tinian, he was considering "if any action should be taken against the 
airplane commander, Charles Sweeney, for failure to command." He added that General LeMay later decided 
any investigation would serve no useful purpose. Sweeney died on 7/1 6/04. In a 7/26/04 interview with the 
author, Tibbets stated that you can never tell in advance how someone will act under fire. When asked, in 
h indsight, ifhe would pick Sweeney again for the mission. He snapped, "No! Absolutely not! I should have 
chosen Marquardt since George was a good Pilot, he had a good crew, he had been shot at, and nobody could 
BS him." In an 8/1 4/04 speech at the USAF Museum, Tibbets stated, "That airplane flew around for an hour 
and a half without anyone commanding it." He added, "I  didn't have that much to do with Sweeney [after 
Nagasaki] because he was the only bad mark on the whole 509th all the time it existed." 
327 Personal communication to the author dated 4/1 2/95. 
328 The Atomic Bomb An Account of British Policy in the Second World War, John Ehrman, (Cabinet Office, 
London SW I ,  1 953). 
329 Personal communication to the author dated 1 1 129/98. 
330 Now It Can Be Told, p. 344. 
33 1 Personal communication to the author dated 2/ 1 /95 .  In the 1 998 reissue of his autobiography, Tibbets 
mistakenly claimed the missing plane was the one carrying the instruments and again directly blames 
Ashworth for the delay. In a personal communication to the author dated 3/4/95,  Tibbets charged, 
"Sweeney's first mistake was wasting time attempting to assemble his element. From this point on ' confusion 
reigned' in the cockpit. He was listening to Ashworth and consequently gave up ' command' of his plane. 
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Nobody was really in command until Kuharek made it clear they were critically short of fuel." Ashworth 
took a lot of criticism over the years from many, including Tibbets, who incorrectly assumed he was the 
person responsible for the delay at the rendezvous. Ashworth wrote to the author on 1 1 /29/98, "I had 
absolutely nothing to do with the rendezvous nor the time expended there, Tibbets' comments 
notwithstanding." In comments made to the author and in his autobiography, Sweeney accepted sole 
responsibil ity for the delay and never claimed Ashworth had anything to do with it. 
332 Ferebee interview with the author 7/ 1 1 198. He stated he was present when Tibbets told Sweeney to wait 
no more than 1 5  minutes and then head on to the primary target; War 's End, p. 2 1 1 ;  In a 4/ 1 3/95 interview 
with the author, Sweeney admitted "When I got back that night, he (Tibbets) said to me, ' Do you remember 
when I said don't wait more than 1 5  minutes?' I said, 'Jeez, I do now.' Well ,  I just forgot about it. . .  I screwed 
up." He added defensively, "But, that doesn't mean I didn 't have every intention, in fact, every knowledge 
that I was going to deliver that goddamn bomb . . .  I did wait longer than I should have." 
333 "Use of Gadget in Rain or Fog," W. G. Penney, February 6, 1 945, LA-2 1 7; John Tucker interview with 
the author on 8/9/95. This is believed to be the first time this story has surfaced in print. When the author 
asked Ashworth on 8/1 0/95 if this could have been one of the reasons for the lack of visibil ity over Kokura, 
he responded affirmatively. He also added, "if the Japanese really did that, then they were damn clever!" In 
1 945, onboard radar was stil l  in its infancy and notoriously inaccurate. Because of this the mil itary felt the 
bombardier needed to see the target clearly through his Norden bombsight crosshairs before he dropped the 
bomb. In reality, of course, it did not matter that much because of the tremendous destructive radius of the 
weapon. Dropping the bomb in rain or fog, however, did pose a significant problem. This is because 
dispersed water droplets will  absorb much of the shock wave and thermal output energy ofa nuclear weapon 
within a radius of just a few miles! 
334 Sweeney interviews; Personal communication to the author from Fred Ashworth dated 2/ 1 /95. He 
discounted Sweeneys' description of tlak. "As for all the anti-aircraft fire over Kokura, I don't agree with 
that at all. I am sure that it was only on the third run into Kokura that we detected any flak and that it was 
way behind us and below." Others on board were not so nonchalant about the flak. In an interview on 8/4/0 1 ,  
the widow of Bockscar navigator James Van Pelt told the author that, because of the flak, "Jim was so 
frightened he couldn't talk." 
335 Personal communication to the author dated 211 /95. 
336 Ibid. However, in an interview with the author, veteran Enola Gay bombardier Tom Ferebee stated that 
if they could not get it by the second run, then they definitely should have gone on to the secondary at that 
point. In his 3/4/95 personal communication to the author, Tibbets asserted "At the risk of ' Monday morning 
quarterbacking' any other airplane commander would have aborted the mission after the first aborted attempt 
on a bomb run; told Ashworth to shut up; and asked his navigator for a 'heading home' ." However, in the 
1 998 reissue of his autobiography, he changed his mind and wrote he would have broken off after the second 
pass and then proceeded to Nagasaki .  He also blames Ashworth for the third run at Kokura. In a speech at 
Los Alamos on 3/3/04, Ashworth admitted Sweeney should have told him to shut up about the couple of 
approaches at Kokura. He also stated the reason he was up there talking to Sweeney in the first place was 
because he felt Sweeney was not thinking of these things himself and should have been. Ashworth stated it 
was not something that was h is responsibil ity. His responsibil ity was the bomb. Tibbets insisted the mission 
should have been scrubbed after the third pass and that the bomb did not have to be dropped. In a 1 0/ 1 6/99 
interview with the author, Tibbets stated, "When Sweeney hit the second situation with the bad weather, he 
should have aborted and gone back, especially if he thought they couldn't get fuel out . . .  There was a failure 
of communication . .  . !  just couldn't understand why Sweeney didn't realize he was the commander of that 
airplane and he risked peoples lives with what he did!" As it turned out, however, if the second bomb had 
not been dropped when it was, the entire sequence of events for the end of the war would have been severely 
affected. News of the Nagasaki attack, just three days after Hiroshima, reached Emperor Hirohito when he 
was in the middle of a critical meeting with his War Council .  History has clearly shown that the timing of 
this second attack, along with Russia's simultaneous invasion of Manchuria, played the pivotal role in 
Hirohito's  face-saving decision to override his military and bring an immediate end to the war by accepting 
the exceedingly generous terms of the Potsdam Declaration. 
337 Personal communication to the author dated 1 1 /29/98. 
338 Personal communication to the author dated 1 /26/0 I .  
339 Ashworth interviews with the author on 2/8/95, 7/3 1 /95, and 81 1 0/95. In separate interviews with the 
author, both Sweeney and Ashworth each claimed to have made almost the exact same statement. In War 's 
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End, p. 2 1 7, Sweeney stated, " I ' l l  take full responsibil ity for this." He then wrote, rather dismissively, that 
the only reason for even consulting Ashworth was his interest in preserving interservice harmony. In 
interviews and communications with the author, Ashworth freely acknowledged that as Aircraft Commander, 
Sweeney was in complete control of the mission. However, as Senior Project Officer on the mission, the 
final responsibil ity for the bomb, including where, when, and how it was dropped, was Ashworth's .  In his 
1 0/29/97 letter to the editor of Sweeney's book, Ashworth wrote, "Sweeney consulted with me because he 
knew full well that the question that we were discussing was my responsibility." As proof, Ashworth went 
on to cite a portion of General Leslie Groves' 1 968 book, Now It Can Be Told, detailing a June 1 945 letter 
from Air Force Chief of Staff General Lauris Norstad to General Curtis LeMay which clearly and 
unmistakably defined Ashworth 's  (and Parsons')  authority to "render final judgment in the event that an 
emergency requires deviation from the tactical plan. (original emphasis)" In the 1 998 reissue of his book, it 
is clear Tibbets sti l l  d isagreed that this letter gave Ashworth any such authority. One can only speculate as 
to what imbroglio might have occurred if some event aboard the Enola Gay during the H iroshima mission 
had forced Parsons to override Tibbets. The author broached this question in an interview with Tibbets on 
1 01 1 6/99. He bluntly stated, "No, there wouldn't have been [a problem] because I would have aborted and 
gone back." Undoubtedly prompted by political fal lout from the Nagasaki fiasco, Brigadier General T. F. 
Farrell  sought to further clarify the situation in what can best be described as a classic CY A memo written to 
General Groves over two months after the missions on 22 October 1 945.  This memo pointed out that the 
subject of command authority had been discussed in conferences between Generals Groves, LeMay, Farrell ,  
and Norstad and in field discussions between General Farrell ,  Colonel B lanchard (LeMay's staff), Tibbets, 
Parsons, Ashworth, and Sweeney. It stated "There was agreement between Commodore Parsons and Colonel 
Tibbets, and similarly between Commander Ashworth and Major Sweeney as to methods of operation . . . .  In 
case of disagreement the [senior] project officer [Parsons/Ashworth] would have fmal decision. It was 
recognized that the plane commander did not have sufficient detailed knowledge of the bomb and its 
operation to render fmal judgment in these matters." The questionable decision from Washington to place 
both Army and Navy officers in the same plane surely must have also added to the confusion as to who had 
ultimate authority. Both Colonel Tibbets (Army) and Captain Parsons (USN) were of equal rank. On the 
other hand, Ashworth' s  Commander (USN) rank placed him senior to Major Sweeney (Army). In an 
1 1 /29/98 commynication to the author, Ashworth disagreed and sought to clarify his role as Senior Officer 
Specialist. "Let's face it, somebody had to be aboard to monitor the bomb and the [Army] Air Force had no 
one capable of doing that. Phil Barnes, an army officer, I believe, was the technical advisor to me as to the 
actual condition of the bomb. I t  just happened that General Groves selected two naval officers for this duty, 
Captain Parsons and me. My rank as being above Sweeney's is immaterial since I had no responsibil ity for 
the operational aspects of the mission. That was Sweeney's, as far as I am concerned he was the boss, except 
for the technical aspects of the bomb." 
340 Personal communication to the author dated 41 1 2/95. 
34 1 Sweeney interviews. 
342 Olivi interview. 
343 Now It Can Be Told, p. 343 ; According to Groves, Tibbets, Sweeney, and Ashworth, the original AP had 
been the dock and harbor area close to the city center. The FIELD ORDERS NUMBER 1 7  (Copy 25 of 32) 
in the Air Force Historical Archives state "Secondary target: 90.36 NAGASAKI URBAN AREA. (a) Aiming 
Point: 1 1 406 1 .  Reference: XXI BomCom Litho-Mosaic NAGASAKI AREA, MITSUBISHI STEEL and 
ARMS WORKS, No. 90.36 - 546." Ashworth supplied this copy of the orders to the author. However, there 
is some reason to believe these orders were faked and the original orders were changed after-the-fact to reflect 
where the bomb actually exploded. In an 1 1 /29/98 communication to the author, Ashworth wrote, "At the 
interview at the Smithsonian, I verbally raised the question with Sweeney of the aiming point, and pointed 
out to h im that it was generally accepted that the aiming point was more or less in the center of the city and 
in the vicinity of the dock area. I told h im that the Mission Order now in circulation designated the aiming 
point as the Mitsubishi Arms and Steel works. His immediate answer was, ' It 's  a fake' ." 
344 The time has been cited differently in numerous sources over the years. The official detonation time is 
I I  :02 AM (Nagasaki Time). This time was cited in "The Yields of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Nuclear 
Explosions" (p. 4) and the USSBS, 30 June 1 946, "The Effects of Atomic Bombs on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, "  (p. 8). Bockscar radio operator Abe Spitzer claimed in We Dropped the A-Bomb (p. I I I ), "We 
let go with the bomb at 1 2 :0 I ." This time is also cited by Will iam Laurence in Dawn Over Zero (p. 236) and 
by Chuck Sweeney in War 's End (p. 2 1 8). However, Commander Ashworth' s  log states, "At 1 1 50 the bomb 
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was dropped after a twenty second visual bombing run." This could have been a simple error on Ashworth 's  
part since he  also stated in  his log that they arrived in  the Nagasaki target area at 1 1 50. Norman Ramsey 
later changed the 1 1 50 drop time in Ashworth's log to 1 1 58 in the rough draft of his History of Project A (p. 
1 6) that he sent to General T. Farrel l  on 27 September 1 945. The information contained in th is rough draft, 
including the 1 1 58  drop time, was then used by Farrell in his Report on Overseas Operations - Atomic Bombs 
sent to Major General L. R. Groves the same day. The 1 1 58 time remained in the final version of History of 
Project A, Project Y, and LAMS-2532. Olivi's diary also cites the 1 1 58  release. The Office of Air Force 
History book The Pacific: Matterhorn To Nagasaki, Volume Five, cites both the 1 058 release (p. 720) and an 
1 1 0 1  explosion (p. 724). "The Nagasaki Strike Report" written 1 0  August 1 945 states, "Time Bombs Away 
First: 090 1 58Z [ 1 1 58 Tinian Time] Last: 09020 l Z  [ 1 20 1 Tinian Time]." Since Olivi told the author the 
times cited by him in his diary where taken directly from Van Pelt's missing flight log, and since Ashworth, 
Van Pelt, Olivi, Spitzer, and Ashworth' s  assistant Phil Barnes (possible source for Ashworth' s  log) were all 
within a few feet of each other in the extremely cramped rear compartment of the flight deck, it is conceivable 
the time error occurred when someone must have said it was 1 1 58 at some point in the tension-filled flight 
deck during the actual drop and this was the time recorded. 
345 "The Yields of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Nuclear Explosions," pp. 4, 8, 9, 1 0, 33 ;  Reflections of a 
Nuclear Weaponeer, p. 2-28. 
346 "Thoughts Concerning the Nagasaki A-Bomb Mission", Kermit K. Beahan, 12 December 1 984. At the 
urging of Enola Gay bombardier Tom Ferebee, historian Joseph Papalia, and others, Beahan made this hand 
written description of the mission six years before his death in 1 990. Copy supplied to the author by Fred 
Olivi. 
347 Personal communications to the author dated 8/1 3/94 and 2/1 /95. 
348 Ashworth interviews. 
349 Ibid. 
350 Personal communication to the author dated 21 1 /95. 
35 1 Ashworth interviews. By "missing" the original target, the casualties were also far less than at Hiroshima. 
This later proved to be quite beneficial from a public relations point of view when criticism started to mount 
regarding the high civilian casualty figures in Hiroshima. This also might help explain a possible rationale 
for faking the orders, if that did indeed take place. During interviews with the author, Sweeney claimed 
General Spaatz told h im that a lot of the top brass breathed easier because they wound up dropping the bomb 
where they did instead of the original AP. A few days after the mission, gruff, no nonsense, 20th Air Force 
Commander General Curtis LeMay asked to see Tibbets and Sweeney in his office. In a 3/4/95 letter to the 
author, Tibbets wrote, "The old man looked at Sweeney and said, 'Chuck, you fucked it up didn't you?' " 
When asked by the author about this in a 4/1 3/95 interview, Sweeney explained chuckl ing, "What he actually 
said was worse! . . .  He just looked up at me, didn 't return my salute. He simply said, ' You missed the target, 
didn't you ! '  I said, ' Yes Sir. ' He didn't  say, ' Won' t  you sit down and have a cup of coffee. '  That was the 
same as if you had been condemned to death !" Tibbets has always maintained that if a third mission had 
been necessary, he would have commanded it. Tibbets claimed to the author that LeMay told him he 
(Tibbets) would fly the next mission because LeMay "didn't  want another screw-up like Nagasaki." This 
statement strikes at the very heart of whether or not LeMay had confidence in any of the other airplane 
commanders under Tibbets' command and certainly calls into question Tibbets' standards for their training. 
It calls into question Tibbets' own confidence in those other commanders under his control and certainly his 
questionable choice of Sweeney for the second mission. It also indicates Tibbets' own authority to make that 
important decision had been abrogated at that point by LeMay. Sources have told the author the other 
airplane commanders were not happy back in 1 945 when Tibbets announced he would be commanding a 
third mission, if it was needed. 
352 Personal communication to the author dated 411 2/95. 
353 Olivi interview. 
354 The FIELD ORDERS NUMBER 1 7  specified a breakaway "Left tum of at least 1 50 degrees 3 1 37N -
1 3 1 28E." William Laurence was inside The Great Artiste and wrote in Dawn Over Zero (p. 236) that they 
turned in the opposite direction from Bockscar. In an 1 1 /2/99 interview with the author, The Great Artiste 
navigator, Len Godfrey, recalled that Artiste made a right tum.  He stated that he distinctly remembered 
people looking out the right side of their plane and taking pictures as they circled the mushroom cloud. In a 
9/23/00 interview with the author, The Great Artiste Pilot Hugh C. Ferguson confmned that they made a 
right tum immediately after the instruments were dropped. He also stated that Bockscar made a left tum. 
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355 Personal communication to the author dated 8/1 5/99. 
356 Gallagher interviews. 
357 Personal communication to the author dated 1 /26/0 I .  
358 Olivi interview. 
359 Ibid. 
360 Gallagher audiotape. 
36 1  We Dropped the A-Bomb, pp. 1 1 2- 1 1 3 . 
362 Personal communication to the author dated 4/ 1 2/95. This is, of course, after Sweeney made the corrective 
diving right tum. From his position in the co-Pilot seat, Albury has stated that he could easily see out 
Sweeney's window during the tum. Gallagher, Olivi, and Spitzer all stated the rising cloud was directly 
under their plane. In Van Pelt' s  unpublished 1 946 manuscript, he stated, "The airplane was supposed to tum 
left at a sixty degree bank but it was a much slower forty-five degrees making it unable to clear the danger 
area specified by the scientists." After describing the mushroom cloud and the five shock waves, he 
continued, "At the end of our tum, our assistant Flight Engineer, Ray Gallagher, called up informing us the 
cloud was coming up under us. After describing what it looked like, they decided it was the shock waves." 
363 Ibid. 
364 The Atomic Bomb An Account of British Policy in the Second World War. 
365 Olivi interview. 
366 War 's End, Charles Sweeney, video, (Kinsale Enterprises, Malden, MA, 1 995). 
367 Sweeney interview with the author 4/1 3/95. 
368 Olivi interview. Both Olivi (who passed away in 2004) and Van Pelt (who passed away in 1 994) have 
been credited with firing the flares. While seemingly a minor point, it is nonetheless h ighly important to 
those anxious to secure their place in h istory. During a videotaping session on the eve ofthe 50th anniversary 
of the mission, it led to a very heated argument as to which one of them actually did it. According to an 
9/22/00 author interview with Bockscar Pilot Don Albury who was present at the taping, when Van Pelt 
casually stated that he fired the flares, Olivi exploded in a fit of anger, let loose with a string of expletives, 
and stormed out of the room saying that "I only did one thing on that flight and now they want to take that 
away from me!" Since there was only one flare gun and one porthole, it would have been impossible for 
both to fire them. In an interview with the author on 8/4/0 1 ,  Van Pelt's widow stated her husband did not 
have a distinct memory of who fired the flares. She said her husband recalled that he probably just handed 
the flares for Olivi to shoot. She said, "Jim considered it such a minor thing and not worth all the fuss." The 
question was perhaps best answered by Spitzer who wrote back in 1 946 in his book We Dropped the A-Bomb 
that Sweeney called back to Olivi "Get out the goddamned flares and start shooting them when I give you 
the signal." Spitzer also wrote in his own diary at the time that "Olivi started shooting off the flares--red, 
green, and white, any one that was available was shot into the sky." He continued, "Olivi kept sending off 
those flares." However, this account is contradicted by Van Pelt's  unpublished manuscript, which was also 
written in 1 946. In it, Van Pelt states that since Sweeney "couldn't contact the tower, he called back to 
Spitzer and me to shoot flares." The flare gun was attached to a bracket fixed to the B-29 fuselage about a 
foot behind and above the navigator's station window. At one point in time, the flare gun (donated by Olivi), 
as well as other mission artifacts, were on display underneath Bockscar in the USAF Museum at Wright
Patterson AFB in Dayton, OH. 
369 Gallagher audio tape. 
370 Personal communication to the author dated 1 /26/0 1 .  
37 1 Olivi interview. 
372 Sweeney interviews. 
373 Gallagher audio tape. 
374 Communication dated 1 0/29/97 from Frederick L. Ashworth to Stephen Power, Editor, Avon Books. 
375 Personal communication to the author dated 4/1 1 / 1 995 . 
376 National Archives. 
377 The Smithsonian Institution Management Guidelines For The Future, p. 6 .  
378 Jeppson interview. 
379 Toyota: Fifty Years in Motion, Eiji Toyoda, (Kodansha International, NY, 1 987), p. 7 1 .  
380 Personal communication from Mort Camac to the author dated 8/ 1 1 /04. 
38 1 Operation Crossroads: The Atomic Tests at Bikini Atoll, Jonathin Weisgall, (Naval Institute Press, 
Annapol is, MD, 1 994), pp. 1 80, 1 85, 264-265; Personal communication to the author from Fred Ashworth 
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dated 2/1/95 . "I clearly remember that there was a pin up of Rita Hayworth taped to the Fat Man bomb and 
the name Gilda painted on it. The majority now claims this had only to do with the CROSSROADS bomb." 
382 Personal communication to the author dated 41 1 7/95.  The B-29 (Silverplate 42-65387) disintegrated in 
mid-air. Although the bulk of the plane crashed and burned about 62 miles southwest of Kirtland Field in 
New Mexico, the wreckage was scattered out as far as 1 6  miles from the main crash site. A number of 
possible causes were mentioned in the crash reports, but the actual cause will  never be known. The last radio 
transmission was sent shortly after they cleared the Wendover bombing range at 1 246 MST (Mountain 
Standard Time) fol lowing a 1 0, 1 50-lb pumpkin drop and the crash occurred a few minutes later at about 1 300 
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